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Dear Ms. Vietti-Cook:
Pursuant to the notice published in the Federal Register (Vol. 72, No. 191, October 3, 2007, pp. 5628756308), we submit the attached comments on the subject proposed rule on behalf of the Union of
Concerned Scientists and the following individuals/organizations:
Paul Gunter
Beyond Nuclear
Takoma Park, MD

Rochelle Becker
Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility
San Luis Obispo, CA

Jim Warren
North Carolina Waste Awareness and Reduction Network
Durham, NC
Tom "Smitty" Smith
Public Citizen
Austin, TX

Karen Hadden
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Austin, TX
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Director, Nuclear Safety Project
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Senior Scientist
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(1)

Comment
On page 56287 column 2, the published notice stated: "Comments on rulemnakings submitting
in writing or in electronicform will be mnade available to the public in their entirety on the
NRC rulemaking Web site."
By letter dated May 1, 2007, NRC Chairman Dale Klein updated Congressman Bart Gordon,
Chairman of the .House Committee on Science and Technology, regarding documents
contained in former NRC local public document rooms (LPDRs). Chairman Klein informed
Chairman Gordon that the NRC had determined not to take any steps to further review or
control the LPDR documents. Quoting from Chairman Klein's letter:
The determination was and continues to be based in part on the fact that the level of
sensitivity of the documents at issue is below that of Classified or Safeguards
Information and on the belief that the information is of marginal value to potential
adversaries.
We have attached to our comments documents we obtained from the former LPDR collection
UCS obtained in summer 2006 because the information in these non-Classified, nonSafeguards Information documents, while "of marginal value to potential adversaries,"
contains information of considerable value to our positions. We respectfully insist the NRC
abide by its stated plan of making our comments, including these attachments, publicly
available "in their entirety."

(2)

The NRC seems intent on repeating the wrong steps that led to the Davis-Besse debacle. In
spring 2001, the NRC became aware of cracking and leaking control rod drive mechanism
(CRDM) nozzles at the Oconee nuclear plant. The NRC issued a bulletin in August 2001
requiring owners of other nuclear plants to inspect the CRDM nozzles. The most vulnerable
plants were required to inspect the CRDM nozzles by the end of 2001. When Davis-Besse
balked at conducting the required inspections, the NRC drafted an order that would have
required its owner to shut down Davis-Besse by December 31, 2001. Because that date had
been selected arbitrarily, Davis-Besse's owner challenged that aspect and argued that the
NRC should allow the reactor to operate until its refueling outage scheduled in spring 2002.
The NRC bent to this pressure and shelved the shut down order.
Now, the NRC seems destined to repeat this mistake. On page 56290, the NRC arbitrarily
proposes to exempt certified but unbuilt new reactor designs from considering aircraft impact
hazards. This proposed exemption both contradicts and undermines the objective stated by the
NRC on page 56288:
The overriding objective of this rule is to require nuclear power plant designers to
perform a rigorous assessment of design and other features that could provide
inherent protection to avoid or mitigate, to the extent practicable, the effects of an
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aircraftimpact, with reduced reliance on operatoractions.
If the NRC arbitrarily exempts the ABWR, System 80+, AP600, and API 000 reactor designs
from this stated objective, it will essentially eliminate the requirement for all future reactor
designs, too.
Consider for a moment the situation if the NRC proposed rule were adopted as currently
written. The Acme Reactor Company and Reactors 'R Us, Ltd. dutifully review their new
reactor designs for aircraft impacts per the "final" rule. They identify design changes and
additional widgets that could reduce reliance on operator actions in event of an aircraft
impact, but at a higher cost. They are loathe to voluntarily raise the price tag of their new
reactor designs because it would hurt them in the marketplace against the non-aircraft impact
resistance ABWR, System 80+, AP600, and API000 designs. Just as Davis-Besse's owner
successfully resisted the NRC's arbitrary shut down date, vendors with new reactor designs
could easily cite the arbitrary exemption of their competitor's designs to "justify non-adoption
of potentially advantageousdesignfeatures,functional capabilitiesor strategies," as stated in
the proposed rule (p. 56292). The NRC's arbitrary exemption of some new reactor designs
has the inherent consequences of barring design upgrades on non-exempt reactor designs, too.
The aircraft impact assessment rulemaking must apply to ALL reactors constructed in
the future with no exceptions. Americans deserve much more than an empty "IOU"
promise from the NRC.

(3)

The NRC proposes to exempt certified but unbuilt reactor designs from considering aircraft
impact hazards: the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (certified in May 1997), the System 80+
(certified in may 1997), the AP600 (certified in December 1999), and the API000 (certified
in February 2006).
It is of more than marginal significance that all of these reactor designs were certified more
than 15 years after the NRC published NUREG/CR-1345, "Nuclear Power Plant Design
Concepts for Sabotage Protection," Volumes 1 and 2, January 1981. UCS provides both
volumes of this NRC report - obtained from the former LPDR we acquired - as Attachment I
to our comments. A Design Study Technical Support Group consisting of representatives of
the Combustion Engineering System 80 area, the General Electric STRIDE project, the
Westinghouse Standardized Nuclear Power Plant project, and other industry companies
evaluated design changes to make future reactors less vulnerable to sabotage. They identified
changes such as physically separating the emergency diesel generator rooms and locating
them on different sides of the plant and relocating the control room and spent fuel pools
inside more robust structures. They further. evaluated these identified changes as being
feasible, beneficial, and cost-effective. Yet those known enhancements are not reflected in the
certified ABWR, System 80+, AP600, and API000 designs. Both the NRC and the nuclear
industry had benefit from the knowledge gained during the development of NUREG/CR1345, yet neither applied that knowledge to new reactor designs.
The American public should not be placed at undue risk simply because the NRC failed to
apply knowledge it acquired and documented in the 1981 report when it certified these four
reactor designs. It's not the American public's fault that the NRC put NUREG/CR-1345 on
the shelf and ignored its findings while the agency certified these four reactor designs. The
American public must not pay for NRC's inadequate performance.
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Had one of the four aircraft hijacked on 9/11 struck an operating U.S. nuclear power reactor,
there is ZERO chance that the NRC would even be entertaining the notion of exempting
certified but unbuilt reactor designs from considering aircraft impact hazards. The NRC must
apply the tragic, high-cost lesson from 9/11 and require - not meekly request - that new
nuclear power reactors be made more resistant to aircraft hazards. Waiting for Americans to
die before requiring protective measures in new reactor designs - tombstone regulation - is
simply unacceptable.
None of these four reactor designs has been built in the U.S. or is currently being built. An
exemption is unwarranted. ALL new reactor designs, no matter when they were certified,
must be equally applicable under the aircraft impact assessment rulemaking.
It was a mistake for the NRC and the nuclear industry not to incorporate and consider the
results from NUREG/CR-1 345 when it was reviewing the four reactor designs now certified.
The NRC must not now compound that mistake by excluding these four deficiently certified
reactor designs from this rule. After all, to quote the Commission from the proposed rule
(page 56287):
The Commission believes it is prudentfor nuclearpower plant designers to take into
account the potential effects of the impact of a large, commercial aircraft.
We concur that it is indeed prudent to do so. It naturally follows that it would be imprudent
NOT to take into account these aircraft impact effects. By considering it prudent to be done
yet allowing it not to be done, the Commission could and should be considered criminally
negligent if Americans are killed by an aircraft impacting a reactor exempted from the
prudent assessments and upgrades.

(4) The NRC stated on page 56291 column I "The NRC recognizes that the decision to rely on
design features (as opposed to operatoraction or mitigative strategies) is complex, and often
involves a set of trade-offs between competing considerations."Likewise, on page 56293 the
NRC stated "it would not be practicable to introduce a design feature that would have
adverse safety or security consequences under a different operationalor accident scenario."
We are concerned that the proposed rulemaking language sets the stage for mere
documentation of the status quo rather than producing the more resistant designs being
sought. The proposed rulemaking language lacks criteria that could be applied to steer the
trade-offs to anything but an "okay as-is" outcome.
For example, in the first column on page 56294 the NRC suggests one of the design changes
might involve a new wall to provide better protection against aircraft impacts. Installation of
that new wall can and will likely affect heating, ventilating, and air conditioning flows in the
building. If temperature control is adversely affected, the electrical equipment in that area will
be unable to meet the environmental, qualification (EQ) req-uirements in 10 CFR 50.49.
Absent some criteria with which to evaluate the benefits derived from the new wall versus the
cost of replacing electrical equipment to meet a higher EQ profile, the regulatory requirement
will trump the beyond-design-basis enhancement every single time. Similarly, there are plenty
of regulations governing coatings, combustible material loadings, etc. that can be adversely
affected by any proposed design resistance upgrade.
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As an additional example,.a vendor might "consider" a design change in which
reinforced concrete walls are tripled in thickness to provide enhanced robustness
aircraft impact. But, such a commendable change from a security perspective has an
safety implication - namely, the thicker walls afford reduced convective heat flow
the walls.

exterior
against
adverse
through

In these and countless other examples, a potential security design change with a positive value
of 1,000 could be dismissed if it had an associated negative safety impact of / . As presently
worded, a miniscule adverse safety consequence can completely trump a humongous security
upgrade.
The aircraft impact assessment rulemaking must incorporate appropriate criteria so as
to prevent the very real trade-offs encountered during the assessment from always
defaulting to the "no change required" outcome.
A viable, practical means of providing appropriate criteria was presented to the NRC on April
28, 2003, (available in NRC's ADAMS via accession number ML031200807) by UCS and
the Mothers For Peace of San Luis Obispo. UCS and Mothers For Peace petitioned the NRC
to deal with aircraft hazards at existing reactors analogously to how the agency earlier dealt
with fire hazards following the Browns Ferry fire in 1975. The NRC adopted fire protection
regulations that required each licensee to (a) establish discrete fire areas within the plant, (b)
assume the equipment, cabling, and components in each fire area - individually - was
disabled by fire, and (c) determine whether sufficient equipment outside of each affected fire
area survived to allow the reactor to attain and maintain a safe shutdown condition. This
model could be applied to new reactor designs via this rulemaking by requiring reactor
designers to (a) establish discrete aircraft impact zones for the plant, (b) assume the
equipment, cabling, and components in each impact zone - individually - was disabled by
impact and direct consequence (e.g., fire), and (c) determined whether sufficient equipment
outside of each affected impact zone survived to allow the reactor to attain and maintain a
safe shutdown condition. Because the NRC considers the aircraft impact hazard to be a
beyond-design-basis event, this fire hazard model would be suitable for the new reactor
design aircraft impact rulemaking because certain design basis requirements, like the singlefailure criterion and crediting only safety-related components, are not applicable.

(5)

The Technical Issues discussion beginning in the first column of page 56292 does not clearly
require the assessments to consider all real consequences of an aircraft impact. For example,
paragraph V.C.3.a requires the assessments to consider "thermal effects resulting from fire"
and paragraph V.C.3.c requires the fire assessments to "consider the extent of structural
damage and aviation fuel deposition." But other real consequences, such as the effect of
smoke on equipment and personnel are apparently excluded from the assessment scope. Even
in cases where the evaluations indicate the aircraft and its jet fuel remain outside structures,
heavy smoke could be drawn into the ventilation supply for the emergency diesel generators
and/or control rooms with adverse consequences. Additionally, operating experience
demonstrates that inadvertent actuation of the fire suppression system (e.g., Surry during its
pipe rupture event) and rupture of fire headers (e.g., Columbia Generation Station event)
impedes operator response times and threatens operability of safety equipment.
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The 1982 Argonne study of aircraft impacts (NUREG/CR-2859, attached) clearly indicates
that the physical impact of an aircraft on a structure has more consequences than are
determined by whether that aircraft, or pieces of it, penetrate through the structure. The
violence associated with the impact can cause motion exceeding that resulting from design
basis and operational basis earthquakes.
The 1987 study of electrical relay chatter caused by an earthquake (NUREG/CR-4910,
excerpts attached) revealed another direct consequence of a postulated aircraft impact that
must be considered. On page 6-5, this study reported:
The number of min cut sets [minimum cut sets, meaning postulated scenarios leading
to core meltdown] found at LaSalle-2 is so large that, given an earthquake strong
enough to cause LOSP [loss of offsite power], the probability that at least one of
these cut sets will occur is very high.
Clearly, a direct consequence - namely, relay chatter - of an aircraft impact having a high
probability of core meltdown cannot be excluded from consideration.
The rulemaking must clearly require assessments to explicitly consider potential
consequences from smoke and consequential equipment actuations and/or failures.

Attachments:
1. Ericson, David M. Jr. and Varnado, G. Bruce. 1981 a. Nuclear Power Plant Design Concepts for
Sabotage Protection, Volume L Sandia National Laboratories report NUREG/CR- 1345 for the
Department of Energy (DOE) prepared for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). January.
2.

Ericson and Varnado. 1981 b. Nuclear Power Plant Design 'Conceptsfor Sabotage Protection,
Volume II Appendices D, E, F, G. Sandia National Laboratories report NUREG/CR- 1345 for the
Department of Energy (DOE) prepared for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). January.

3.

Kot, C. A.; Lin, H. C.; van Erp, J. B.; Eichler, T. V.; Wiedermann, A. H.; 1982. Evaluation of
Aircraft Crash HazardsAnalyses for Nuclear Power Plants. Argonne National Laboratory report
NUREG/CR-2859 prepared for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). June.

4. Budnitz, R. J.; Lambert, H. E.; and Hill, E. E., 1987. Relay Chatterand OperatorResponse After
a Large Earthquake. Future Resources Associates Inc. report NUREG/CR-4910 (excerpts)
prepared for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. August.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

William Reckley [WDR@nrc.gov]
Monday, January 14, 2008 8:11 AM
Evangeline Ngbea; Nanette Gilles
RE: Comments from UCS re "Consideration of Aircraft Impacts
Reactor Designs"

for New Nuclear Power

I have reviewed the attachments to the UCS comments (1980 era NUREGs) and find that they may be
released without restrictions. The commenter has specifically requested us to include the NUREGs as well as
the actual cover letter with comments. Please use this email as justification for the"SUNSI review complete"
on the NUREGs.
>>> Nanette Gilles 12/19/2007 10:23 AM >>>
Van - I spoke to my boss, Bill Reckley, who is also the SUNSI reviewer for NRO. He suggests that we put the 6
page comment letter from UCS in ADAMS and release that publicly, but hold off on the four attachments until
the staff has time to do a thorough review of those documents.
Therefore, please place the 6-page UCS cover letter in ADAMS and make it publicly available.
I will be on leave starting this afternoon until after New Years, so if you have any further questions during my
absence, please direct them to Bill Reckley.
Nanette
>>> Evangeline Ngbea 12/19/2007 9:45 AM >>>
Thanks Nanette,
I will place UCS comments on hold until I hear from you.
Van
>>> Nanette Gilles 12/19/2007 9:39 AM >>>
Van - Please do NOT make the comment letter from UCS publicly available yet. They have attached four
documents (NUREG/CRs) to their letter that apparently were removed from the public domain after 9/11. They
are asking to have them made publicly available with their comment letter.
NRO needs to consult with our information security experts in other offices before determining if we can
release these documents. I will let you know what the decision is once we have consulted with these experts.
Nanette
>>> Evangeline Ngbea 12/17/2007 3:47 PM >>>
Comments re "Consideration of Aircraft Impacts For New Nuclear Power Reactor Designs" (RIN 3150-A119)
Please note that SECY/RAS has received a CD with Comments from David Lochbaum, Union of Concerned
Scientists on Behalf of Paul Gunter (Beyond Nuclear); Rochelle Becker (Alliance for Nuclear Responsibility);
Jim Warren (NC Waste Awareness and Reduction Network; Tom Smith (Public Citizen); and Karen Hadden
(SEED Coalition), which consists of 907 pages. SECY will provide a copy of the CD for your review before we
add it to ADAMS. if you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 415-1668.
Evangeline S. Ngbea
SECY/RAS
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ABSTRACT

Using a modern design for a nuclear power plant as a point of
departure, this study examines the enhancement of protection which may
be achieved by changes to the des ign and the impacts associated with
These changes include concepts such as complete physical
the changes.
separation of redundant trains of safety equipment, hardened enclosures for water storage tanks, and hardened shutdown heat removal systems. The study examines the enhancement (value) in terms such as the
potential reduction in

the number of vital areas and the increase

probability of adversary sequence interruption.

in

The impacts consid-

ered include constraints imposed upon operations and maintenance personnel and increased capital and operating costs.
The study results indicate that design changes alone do not proHowever,
vide significant enhancement of protection against sabotage.
the implementation of
some of the design alternatives can facilitate
effective physical protection systems for both insider and external
threats.
Design changes that limit access and reduce outside access
A promising alternative considered
are practical only for new plants.
is a hardened decay heat removal system, which provides primary coolant makeup and feedwater to the steam generators of a pressurized
water reactor plant.

Such a system has potential fo.

incorporation

Into now plants.
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AFWS

auxiliary feedwater system

AFWST
ASHR

auxiliary feedwater storage tank
Assessment of Alternate LWR Shutdown Heat Removal Concepts

ATWS

anticipated-transient-without-scram

BIS

boron injection system

BIT

boron injection tank

BWR

boiling water reactor
closed circuit television
component cooling water

0

CCTV
CCW
CFR
CRD
CVCS
DC
DHRS
DOE
DSTSG
ECCS
ESF

damage control
decay heat removal system, also referred to as an independent
safe shutdown system (ISSS) or a hardened AFWS
Department of Energy
Design Study Technical Support Group
emergency core cooling system
engineered safety feature

ESW

engineered safety features actuation system
emergency service water

HPCI

high-pressure coolant injection

HPI
HVAC

high-pressure injection
heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning

LOCA
LPI

loss-of-coolant accident
low-pressure injection

LWR
MCC

light water reactor
motor control center

NRC

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NSSS

nuclear steam supply system
primary coolant system

ESFAS

0

Code of Federal Regulations
control rod drive
chemical and volube control systems

PCs
PSAR
PWR
RCIC

Preliminary SafetyAnalysis Report
pressurized water reactor
reactor core isolation cooling
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(Continued)

RCS

reactor coolant system

RHRS

residual heat removal system

RPS

reactor protection system

RSS
RTS

Reactor Safety Study
reactor trip system

RWST

refueling water storage tank

SAFE
SIS

Safeguards Automated Facility Evaluation
safety injection system

SNUPPS,
TMI

Standardized Nuclear Unit Power Plant System
Three Mile Island

VA

vital area
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT DESIGN CONCEPTS
FOR SABOTAGE PROTECTION

Volume

1.

The objectives of this

I

INTRODUCTION

program are to estimate

the potential

value of various configurations of plant design and damage control.
measures

in

providing protection againpt

water reactor (LWR)

sabotage at commercial

light

power plants and to establish the impact of such

measures on facility costs,

operations,

and safety.

emphasizes new designs and future construction:
changes that might be retrofitted

The program

therefore,

design

to existing plants or to plants

Phase I of this program
under construction are not addressed here.
was structured to identify a range of measures, document them in a
consistent fashion, provide, a preliminary evaluation, and select the
most promising ones for further consideration

in

Phase II.

Phase II

was thus intended to provide a limited number of detailed designs with
This report details
a more complete evaluation of values and impacts.
Phase I of the program, summarizes the conclusions reached to date,
and makes some recommendations

for additional study,

including sub-

stantial revision and redirection of Phase II.
Background
This program to investigate design concepts

for sabotage protec-

tion evolved from the recommendations of earlier studies 1 '

2' 3

, 4 and

from views expressed by representatives of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards,

5

and the nuclear power industry.

6
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iA

sabotage

assault,

attack

threat way arise
by stealth,

or from the activities
position.

or deceptive

of

On this

from a determined

basis,

an

actions,

(2)

plant

ment of Fnerqy (DOE)
development

the previous

design,

studies

plants:
gram,

plant

(or plant

of operational
of sabotage

in

plant

(decrease component

accommodate physical

or reduce

receiving

would perhaps

be satisfying

damage control

if

all
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(decrease

encompasses

time after

those

radiological

in

today's society.

relative

could

read-

public risk of energy

such a study unfortunately goes far
program.

risk from potential
i.e.,

It

such questions could be addressed

evaluate the

However desirable,

only the public

to encomfabrication

measures

coherent study so that public decisionmakers

single energy producer,

this

understood

pro-

from a wide range of eneroy-producing

beyond the intent and scope of this
fort,

of this

the design and

increasing attention

and straightforwardly

alternatives.

[:WMP power

for Study

is

ily

for

the release of radioactive materials.

The question of public risk

single,

by investigating

or system vulnerability)* or to better

Similarly,

Public RIsk Rationale

a

is

protection

layout to increase the difficulty

actions which can be taken within a short
sabotage to prevent

in

system

report was

Tn the context

protection or damaqe control

plant vulnerability).

in

measures

design measures)

that can be employed

systems or

this

DOF/NRC research

any

Ctirrent. Depart-

of physical
in

in

physical

research etT•phasizes

design and danaqe control.

pas's those measures

persons;

three cate-

(I)

damaqe control.

categories of-safeguards

plant design

activities

protect, ion:

The program described

to complement the ongoIng

the- two remainlnq

several

identified

and evaluation of the effectiveness

measures or systems.7'
designed

and (3)

,and NPC safeguards
8

of

insider who could be an employee

gories of measures which provide sabotagit
protection,

violent external

Therefore,

malevolent

nuclear power plants,

A glossary of definitions
of terms (e.g.,
study and report is given in Appendix A.

in

this

ef-

acts against
is

vulnerability)

a

considered.

used

in

Furthermore,

no judgment is

power as compared

implied as to the relative

to other technologies

risk of nuclear

or the relative

importance of

sabotage as a contributor to the risk from nuclear power production.
This restricted
rial

is

viewpoint must be kept in

mind as

the following mate-

reviewed.

The basic objective of nuclear power plant safeguards
duce to an acceptable level

is

to re-

the risk of public exposure to radiologi-

cal. hazards caused by malevolent actions directed against the facility.
The earlier studies indicate that sabotage leading to a release
of radioactive materials is the principal safeguards concern with regard to power

reactors

such malevolent acts is

(References

2 and 3).

The public

risk

from

discussed here in qualitative terms along with

the relationship between the safeguards objective and plant design.
Design objectives which cover the significant parameters affecting
risk are

identified.

Factors Defining Public Risk from Malevolent Acts

--

In

general,

risk can be defined as the expected

loss caused by the conduct of an

activity

9 1 0

for a given period of time.

'

Therefore,

risk can be ex-

pressed as the product of the frequency of events and the magnitude of

the loss per event.

For events which are purposely initiated,

the

frequency of events depends upon the frequency of attempts to produce
some consequence and the conditional probability that an attempt is
successful.
In some instances, there may be a range of possible consequences that can be caused and a number of ways by which the same
level of consequence can be induced.
Thus, a consideration of risk
requires evaluation of several interacting parameters.
Risk is not
only a function of the ways by which a saboteur might attempt'to cause
a release but also of the actions which can be taken to counteract the
attempt.
Some tnabotage events might be corrected or modified by damage control measures to prevent or significantly limit the consequences, and independent actions of consequence mitigation might be
taken to reduce the public impact of malevolent acts.
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Public

or

age control
a

of

measures,

miterials

from the

radioactive

of attempts

is

recognized

that

not a

tain

Characteristics

three

significant

the spent

core,

safeguards
with

LWRs are

therefore,

generally

necessary

to

the

implies

in
for

Sabotage

areas

is

in

simply a

leading

set

3).

of

radioactive

to a

release,

is

requiring

incident

systems designed

including

respond

to

thus

release

offaite

entry

or damaging

Definition

of events and does

it

event

an initiating

and destruction
areas.

re-

radioactive

release
lead

theft

incidents

and structural

to

reactor

predominant

systems

transient

22)

the

involve

cause

to

safety

the vital

imply a particular time order.
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sabotage or

earlier,

to

con-

plants

power

waste system.

sequence* of actions,

(Reference

manipulation of equipment

A sequence

or
those

disable

the completion of a

one or more vital

sabotage

the saboteur

event.

initiating

for

accident
to

also

safety

comments

the

(Reference

accidental

the

order

loss-of-coolant
and

harm

or
These

and the sabotage

sabotage,

is

to prevent

materiali

shutdown)

for

with numerous

designed

intended

a

target

to core meltdown

fuel due

features

(e.g.,

can be a

for public

potential

from the

lease

radioactive

As mentioned

for LWRs

concern

the greatest

the

release.

an offaite

to

leading

these sources

in

The material

and

pool,

fuel, storage

is

it

thouqh

materials-

radioactive

of

sources

frequency

the

an attack.

Nuclear

--

Risk

Affectina

under-

of

state

even

of

frequency

risk factor..

relate plant design to the more quantifiable
Plant

of dam-

Subsequent

B.

Appendix

in

fully

more

concepts are developed

of

vulnerability

of

likelihood

the

affect

well

may

invulnerability

The

site.

of plant

percention

an adversary's

the

of

consequences

the

and

study,

of this

objective

direct

probability

reducing

Therefore,

adversaries.

of potential

standing

the

our present

given

undefinable,

essentially

is

attempt

consequence mitiqation

of

release

function

degree of success

the

of such attempts,

completion

successful

consequences,

to produce

of attempts

frequency

a

therefore,

is,

to sabotage

due

risk

of those

not necessarily

into

sequences which could lead to release of radioactive materials requires a systematic and thorough analysis of plant functions, design,
and layout (References 3 and 11).
Plant design details can affect the
number of possible sabotage sequences through differences in the arrangement of vital equipment from plant to plant and by the types of
redundant systems provided to respond to initiating events.
Reduction of Public Risk by Plant Desi_

--

Each of the many

sequences which can lead to a release of radioactive materials

from a

plant contributes to the total risk from potential acts of sabotage.
Therefore, one technique to reduce risk is simply to reduce the number
of sequencee that can lead to a release by reducing the options available to an adversary which could cause failure or malfunction of vital
equipment.
For example, changing the design of a component or system
to eliminate an inherent vulnerability would reduce the number of
possible sabotage sequences.
For a saboteur to successfully complete a sequence, every individual act in the sequence must be completed.
Increasing the number
of items in

a sequence increases the time required to complete the
sequence, which, in turn, increases the probability of detection and
interruption.
This reduces the likelihood of successful completion of
the entire sequence and thereby reduces the risk from that sequence.
Furthermore, relocation to physically separate redundant trains of
vital equipment would increase the number of areas to which an adversary must gain access as well as increasing the time required in order
to disable redundant features.
The addition of physical barriers
around vital equipment also increases the number of items in
involving that equipment,

sequences

again making success less likely and reduc-

ing risk.
The likelihood of successful completion of a sequence can also be
reduced if the individual events in the sequence are made less likely.
Two methods of accomplishing this are (I) to make the equipment inherently less vulnerable (harder) and (2) to make it more difficult to
gain access to the equipment (vital area protection and hardening).
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Somewhat contrary to the physical separation suggested above, a reduction in the number of different areas from which an event can be initiated, perhaps by colocation of equipment, would make it possible to
concentrate physical protection measures in fewer areas and thus increase the difficulty of gaining access to the equipment.
Decreasing
the number of areas in which sabotage could be initiated could also
reduce the impact of physical protection on plant operations and
costs.
If

a sequence is

successfully completed,

it

might still

be possi-

ble to obviate or reduce the amount of radioactive materials eventually released by restoring some of the disabled system functions.
This
is

particularly true for long-term transients

(References

1, 2,

and

3), which can take from a few hours to a day to progress from initiating events to release of radioactive materials.
Thus, another way to
reduce risk is to provide for damage control measures in response to
emergency conditions.
Once a release of radioactive materials occurs or becomes inevitable,

consequence mitigation measures provide the only safeguard

against public harm, i.e.,
Although it is not clear,

the only means to reduce public risk.
a priori, that there are design measures

which could enhance or enable consequence mitigation even for a
limited set of sequences,

some possibilities were considered in

this

study.

Design Objectives for Risk Reduction-- Design objectives were
formulated based upon the preceding considerations and the detailed
discussion in Appendix B.

The plant design alternatives described in

this study are intended to achieve one or more of these design objectives.
A list
of the broad design objectives follows.
Each objective
is followed by more specific goals which are described in terms of
changes in particular plant features:
I*
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Decrease the number bf sequences which could cause release.

a.
b.

Eliminate inherent vulnerabilities (fundamental failure
mechanisms) of systems or components.
Reduce the number of paths by which a saboteur -ould gain
access to vital areas.

2.

Increase the number of Individual actions required to complete a sabotage sequence.
a.

Physically separate redundant vital equipment so that
more areas must be reached in order for the equipment
function to be eliminated.

b.

Increase the number of redundant functions which must be
disabled in

3.

order fpr a, release of radioactive-materials

to occur.
Reduce the probability of success in
a.

sabotage sequences.

Decrease the vulnerability of vital equipment to acts of
sabotage.

b.
4.

Increase the difficulty of gaining access to vital areas.

Reduce the consequences of completed sabotage sequences.
a.
Provide the means for effective damage control of disb.

abled equipment or functions.
Provide the means by which the licensee can take action
to mitigate the consequences of sabotage.

1-7,8

2.

PROGRAM AND, 'TASK DESCRIPTIONS

General Program Flow and Scope
The flow of the technical
illustrated

in

be~,.wn. tasks is

Figure 2-1.
not explicitly

tasks established

for

this

program is

Although the feedback of information
shown,

interaction between the tasks

occurred.

I

!
Figure 2-1.

Program Flow

The initial step was to characterize a baseline plant which was
representative of current LWR standardized design practice.
Given
this baseline, practical design alternatives with the potential for
Jncreasing plant protection against sabotage were then identified.

Concurrently, sabotage events which may be amenable to damage control
were identified.
The design options and damage control options were
combined to provide plant configurations that supplied alternatives to
the baseline.
A physical protection system consistent with current
2-1

regulations was integrated

with these alternatives

of preliminary reference designs.
ited,,analysis of safeguards

to generate

For each of these designs,

effectiveness

This.portion of the program constitutes

a set
a lim-

and impacts was performed.

Phase

I as defined

in

the

program plan. 12

Phase

II

of the program was structured to select a

for more complete definition
Phase

I.

and analysis based on the results

Current recommendations

are discussed

few designs

for Phase

II as a result

from
of Phase I

later.

Design'Study Technical Support Group
Because the program objective called

for a wide-ranging

tion of plant design practices and operating philosophy,
cided that including a cross section of industrial
program would be prudent.
Group

(DSTSG)

Therefore,

was established to assist

tion of design concepts
representatives

was de-

expertise in

a Design Study Technical
in

the development

for sabotage protection.

from the reactor vendors,

architect-engineer

it

examinathe
Support

and evalua-

The DSTSG included

operating utilities,

and

firms.

The DSTSG had two basic,

interrelated functions.

First,

the

DSTSG attended several meetings at which the members reviewed and commented collectively on a series of design concepts developed by Sandia
and its

subcontractors.

Second,

individual members of the DSTSG in-

vestigated or evaluated specific concepts or questions and reported
their results to Sandia, generally in letter format.
In fulfilling
their responsibilities, the DSTSG members did not act independently
but as an integral part of the overall program.
Therefore, the
results of their involvement are reflected throughout the study and
report,

and a separate record on DSTSG inputs was not prepared.

thermore,

Fur-

the DSTSG was neither structured nor intended to provide a

consensus viewpoint.
Therefore, this report should not be interpreted
an an unqualified endorsement of the concepts discussed by the DSTSG
or its individual members.
Additional details on the DSTSG are included in
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Appendix C.

Baseline Plant Characterization

The first
task characterized a baseline plant which typifies
current LWR standardized design practice.
For this study, the Standardized Nuclear Unit Power Plant System
bjseline plant.

(SNUPPS)

was selected as the

The characterization serves as a starting point

for

the evaluation of safeguards measures and includes
1.

Vital systems descriptions that provide function and component details,

2.

Sabotage fault trees (plant specific but derived from generic
fault trees) which define the events which must occur for
radiological

3.

sabotage tQ be successful,

and

Vital area analysis which defines the physical locations in
the baseline plant which must be reached to accomplish sabotage leading to a release of radioactive materials.

The charactecivation procedure is

described more fully in

Section 3

and Appendix H.
Plant Design Options
This task identified possible plant design alternatives intended
to meet the design objectives outlined in Section 1. The design measures that have been suggested by industry personnel, the NRC staff,
and earlier Sandia studies have been categorized

into four broad

groupst
1.

Hardening critical systems or locations,

2.

Plant layout modifications,

3.

System design changes,

4.

Addition of systems.

and

These four categories include measures ranging from those which
require little
or no change in plant layout through those which might
require the addition of complete new operational systems.

Table 2-1

summarizes the four categories,
changes included in

briefly describes the nature of the
each category, and then provides some examples of

design changes that were suggested.

The recommendations of Table 2-I
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are only indicative of the types of alternatives

that were examined.

Further detail on the design options is

in

provided

Section 4 and

Appendices D)and E.
Table

2-I

Plant Design Alternatives

Category
Hardening critical

systems or locations

Description
Little
or-no:change
in either
plant layout or operational

systems

Typical Candidate
Measures
Harden the spent

fuel

pool
Eliminate obvious
means of sabotaging
vital
equipment
Harden compartments
containing vital
equipment

Plant layout modifications

System design changes

Major changes in
plant layout but only
minor changes in
operational systems

Physically separate
redundant vital
systems

Major changed in
operational systems

Assure the independence of each train
of emergency power

equipRelocate vital
ment into more protectable configurations or locations

Provide design features to accommodate

damage control

measures
Consider containment
designs which could
mitigate the consequences of core
meltdown
Addition of systems
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Major additions of
operational systems

Add a hardened decay
heat removal system

Damage Control Options
In this task, the feasibility of specific damaqe control nmeaisures
was examined, and those with the potential for significant contributions to overall safeguards system effectiveness were identified.
The approach to damage control which appears to have the most
promise is the alternative use of already installed plant equipment.
the functions which must be preserved were defined,
Then, typi,and the normal or usual systems involved were identified.
-calplant abnormal operating procedures were examined to identify alIn this approach,

Based upon
ready accepted, alternative uses for installed equipment.
this'information, some damage control options were identified which
rely upon installed systems,
modifications,

or such systems with relatively minor

and upon actions which can be accomplished

in the con-

trol room.
Originally,

this task was structured

in

two steps.

The first

step was identification of those sabotage sequences in which the individual acts could be nullified or the consequences significantly mitithe implementation re-

gated by damage control.

In the second step,

quirements were defined.

This included estimation of the manpower

required,

any special training necessary for each activity, and the

associated costs.

In addition,

special tools,

equipment,

and plant

When the
modifications to accommodate damage control were identified.
early results from this two-step approach were reviewed with the
These included
DSTSG, a number of concerns and reservations surfaced.
concerns that postulated staff response times were too short, equipment availability was overestimated,
were more difficult than projected.

and training and manning problems
More important perhaps were the

concerns about the effect of sabotage on plant conditions, such as the
presence of radiation or heat or the absence of lighting, and concerns
about active adversary interference with damage control activities by
the denial of access to vital areas.

As a result of these concerns,

The details
the approach to damage control duscribed above was used.
of the damage control study are presented in Section 5 and Appendix F.
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Alternate

Plant

Configurations

This task

integrated the

described above.
effect

results

from the

location of vital

several options
documented,

characteristics

equipment.

In

fact,

led to a new plant layout.

and the conceptual

discussed in

three tasks

The pr~omising plant design options had a definite

upon the layout and structural

upon the

first

of the plant and
one combination of

These changes have been

designs and associated

rationale

are

Section 6 and Appendix G.

Physical Protection System
The alternate

plant configurations

cAl protection requirements
number of vital
physical

physi-

because of increases or decreases

areas and access doors.

protection requirements

have somewhat different

were defined

In

this

task,

in

the

the physical

for each configuration,

and a

protection system consistent with current NRC regulations was

postulated.

For some configurations,

it

physical

protection without sacrificing

system.

For such'cases,

was appropriate

to modify the

the effectiveness

of the total

alternative physical

protection systems re-

flecting such modifications were considered.
Throughout

this

effort,

liaison was maintained with the ongoing
DOE safeguards program to ensure that the most current physical protection technologies

were used.

This liaison also provided

back to the DOE program concerning
needs

for LWRs identified

in

any physical

some feed-

protection technology

these analyses.

Details of the physical protection systems are presented

in

Section 7.

Preliminary. Reference Designs
In

this task,

the plant configurations

that evolved from the de-

sign and damage control tasks were combined with appropriate physical
protection systems to create several reference designs for a preliminary value-impact comparison.
These designs, although perhaps labeled
conceptual, contain sufficient detail to allow evaluation of costs and
overall safeguards effectiveness,
2-6

Evaluation of Preliminary Reference Oesigns
In

task,

this

the several

I,

Phase

which culminates

a limited

The method-

preliminary reference designs was performed.

ology from the NRC safeguards research

program,

as well as more sub-

jective criteria, were used to estimate the effectiveness
safeguards system for each reference design.
of each alternative were estimated
perts (see DSTSG discussions in

in

of

evaluation

of the total

The opera•tionaal

impacts

conjunction with industry ex-

this section and Appendix C).13

costs were bounded with the aid of consultants.

Plant

A value-impact

sessment of these preliminary designs was prepared.

ds-

This evaluation

is described in Section 8 and Appendix I.
Final Reference Designs and the Value-Impact Assessment
In

the program plan (Reference

reference designs would be selected

12),

it

was stated that

for further analysis

in

severil
order to

include more detailed design data and a more comprehensive value-.
impact comparison.

For those designs which entailed extensive plant

modification or layout revisions,
studies were to be undertaken,
anticipated.

detailed architect-engineering

but only one or two such studies were

The architect-engineer

was to develop the systems layout

and piping and cabling details to a level sufficient to allow meaningful estimates of incremental costs relative to the baseline costs and
to allow identification of the operational
designs.

impacts of the reference

Selected consultants were to assist Sandia and the

architect-engineer.

Any other engineering studies necessary to Com/

plote the reference designs were included

in this task.

The resi its

of Phase I indicate that a revision to the original program is
priate.

A recommended course of action is

described

in

appro-

Section 9.
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3.

BASELINE

The principal

PLANT

DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERIZATION

purpose of this

study was to examine the

that changes to current plant design practice
rity

of nuclear power plants.

Therefore,

sents current practice.
struction,

reviewing

the SNUPPS was selected as

baseline plant.
First,

After

element

that adequately

4

'

1 5

the reference design

supply system (NSSS)

,

units were scheduled

1 6

Second,

in

the

repre-

the plants now under confor the

This selection was predicated upon several

five identical

units started.1

would have on the secu-

a critical

study was the selection of a baseline design

effect

for construction,

factors.
with two

the units were using a nuclear

which was well-documented.

modeling techniques were being employed in

17

Third,

steam

innovative

the design process,

which

would provide layout data usually not available for plants still

under

construction.
Fourth, the management scheme for the SNUPPS construc1
8
1
9
tion '
provided a unique, single source of technical data should
information beyond that of the Safety Analysis Reports be required.
Other facilities
under construction offered somewhat similar characteristics,

but it

was believed that the SNUPPS plant

acterized current design practice,
(PWRs)

at

study,

that

least.

It

for pressurized water

was also believed,

insights gained

adequately

at the initiation

could be applied generally

char-

reactors
of the

to LWRs.

It

should be noted that SNUPPS was used only to define system design,
plant arrangement, and equipment locations for the baseline plant.
The physical protection system characteristics (Section 7) were developed by the authors based upon their understanding of NRC requirements
and do not necessarily represent the approach to be taken in

the

BNUPPS plants.
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fault

for PWRs.

is

simply a loqic dia(vrain usel to (Iraphically represent those combinations of subsystem and component faults that can
result in a specified, undesir(ed event.
The undesired event of interest here

is

the release of siqni.icant quantities of radioactive inate-

rial from a nuclear power plant.
event

is

successively developed

In the analysis,

this undesired

into combinations of contributin,'

events until primary events (that is, sabotaqe acts such as disablinq
a pump, severing a pipe, etc.,.) terminate each branch of the tree.
Fiqure 3-2 shows the top portion of a qeneric fault tree for a power
reactor.
Each qate in the tree represents the logical operation (AND
or O) by which the inputs combine to produce an output.
Each branch
of the tree is developed by identifying the immediate,
sufficient conditions leadinq to Pach event.
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necessary,

and

M-1

0

(D CUNTAINMEN1 BLO)G.
©
(D TURBINIE BLDG.
MAIN STEAM/i E[)WATLR
PENETRATION AREA

G
0
0
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AUXILIARY BLDG.
CONTROL BLDG.
DIESEL GENERATOR BLDG.
FUEL HANDLING BLDG.
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M-2:
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Figure 3-1.
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REACTOR MAKEUP h2 0 STG. TANK
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Baseline Standard Plant
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1i

UNiDESIRED EVENtT

SOURCES OF
RADIOACTI'1IoT

MODES or
OPERATIGN

Figure

3-2.

Top Portion
of
for
a Pressurized

a

Generic Sal)otacle Fault
Water Reactor

Tree

fault

From a

tree,

developed. 20,21

Each (late or

Boolean

for

joined

equation

the

together by'the

in

Fiqure

fault

The

logical

equivalent

equation

for the

the tree

for ones higher

substituted

represented

tree

tree.

The

in

the

in

a

are

in

Appendix

tree

in

the

nuclear
and

the

literals)

are
indi-

as

top event

the

in

tree

on the

is

right

to develop

radioactive

events

until

primary events.

the

Each

lower

cataloging

manner.

the

combination
from

tree;

therefore,

large number

The baseline

plant

in

top event

release

for the

the

the complete
of

continued

side of

the

of

plant
each

of events* which must be prevented.

The

of possible

fault

trees

it

power plant

the

order

by

is

characterized

sources of radioactive
is

to

to prevent

must be performed

define
a

the

release.

the safety

Control

2.

Provide decay heat removal,

material

sabotage

have been

functions which must
five

fault
iden-

be pre-

functions

which

these are as follows:

reactivity,

A sequence is
particular

with a

There are

system;

1.

imply a

in

and A/(AND),

substitution

logic equation

structured

the nexL step

served

be

can

Functions and Systems

analysis

tified,

anti

(or

for the

the events

the equation

means of

combinations

When a

(OR)

terms of

sequence

provides a

Vital Safety

operators V

to cause

term in
a

included

labels

successive

in

sufficient

term represents
fault

label,

these

each of

into

solely

primary events
as a

given a

equation

RFCC V RSNFC V RFRADWSC

=

for

is

appears

tree,

logic

3-2 is

equation

is

is

Boolean equation

RMR-1PWR

The

event

logical

cated by the qates.
tree

Boolean

art equivdlent

simply a set of events and does not necessarily
time order.

**

this

Appendices
report.

H and I,

which are

classified,

appear

in

Volume

III

of
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plish

Maintain

reactor

4.

Maintain

primary containment

5.

Control

All

IWP

1.

Reactor

including

2.

Safety

3.

Boron

4.

Auxiliary

-5.

Residual heat removal

6.

Reactor

s ystlem (WIps),

system

(RCs)

inventory

control

coolant
and

(AFWS),

system

feedwater

pressure

(SIS),
(BIS),

system

injection

S.

Containment isolation systems,

9.

Containment

pathway monitoring

11.

Containment post-accident

in

be available

order

require

function

to

and

systems,

interruption

and

atmosphere cleanup system.

of these systems

all

system,

hydrogen control

Effluent

RCS

systems,

Containment

10.

and

systems,

removal

energy

components

structural

7.

Of course,

accom-

to

(PTS).

system

injection

of systems

the

system

trip

number

with a

equipped

are

these functions,

and

inteqrity,

effluents.

radioactive

plants

inventory,

system

coolant

" 3.

that

certain

properly.

systems

auxiliary

systems

These auxiliary

include the
1.

Onsite electrical

2.

Process

systems,

cooling systems

(component

water).

service

coolinq,

and
3.

systems

Ventilation

Experience gained
tree

important
descriptlon
the fault
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in

sabotage
the

of
tree

studies

earlier

that

suggests

analyses

in

a

number of

development.
teedwater

these

Therefore,

protection.

following

involving

sabot'ate

systems are particularly
a

relatively

systems has

proven especially

The

are

systems

system,

1.

Auxiliary

2,

Residual heat removal system,.

3.

Onsite electric power system,

and

fault

the

detailed
useful

in

features actuation system

safety

of the

is

hecaUse

briefly here and in more det-ail

described

level

when the main feedwater

not. in

system is

the AFWS are three auxiliary
tank or the essential

Appendix

P.
to

usedl

the secondary side of the steam qenerators

in

operat ion and reactor coolant
of

The major components

qreater than 177*C (35o0F).

temperature' is

in

This system is

--

(AFWS)

The Auxiliary Fee'lwater System
maintain the water

Each of these

system intearity.

importance of maintaininq

systems

syster"

pressure boundary are also treated as a "system"

its

and

(PCS)

(FSPASq.

the primary coolant

to sallotane,

resistance

For. evaluatinq

incluedinq the enaineer.i,

system (PPS),

protection

Reactor

4.

the condensate

feedwater p%jmps,

stora.,-

and the power-operated

service water system,

valves on the main steam lines.

relief

for the AFWS are to (1) provide an

The performance objectives
adequate

feedwater

supply of

feedwater system

is

to the steam qenerators when the main
during normal

inoperable,
(2)

normal or emrciency cooldowni

reduce

startup,

the reactor coolant

temperature and pressure during cooldown to the point
residual heat

removal

heat

removal;

(3)

head

requirements

atmosphere:

and

(4)

when the safety relief
provide suitable

that the aforementioned objectives
power system,

electrical

The AFWS has three pumps,
steam-turbine driven,

an overspeed

power

is

the AFWS to ass'ire
using the onsite
not available and

failure.

trip

isola-

through appropriate

The pumps are multistage,

while the steam turbine is

noncondensing unit.

speed changer,

in

two electric-motor driven and one

tion to the main feedwater lines.
single-stage,

valves are discharqinq to the

can be achieved

which are connected

centrifugal units,

for decay

flow under the highest

redundancy

assuming offoite

assuming a single active-component

zontal,

feedwater

systern

at which the

into operation

system can be placed

provide adequate

and during

hori-

a horizontal,

The steam turbine uses an electric
mechanism,

and a trip

and throttle

Each motor-driven pump can supply two steam generators

valve.
3

0.032 mn /a (500

gpm). and 11,7 MPa (1,700 psig),

at

while the steam

3-7

turbine pump can supply ail four stear crieratiir. a, 0.063 *r s
The' AVIWS may te controlled
(1,000 qpm) and 11.7 MPa (1,7(10 psiq).
the
automatically or manually from the control roort or manually frin
auxiliary control panel.

sream (from

IF),

(CMIss

storane

sate

or

aind water

the main stear, lipe),

essentiAl

(fro.r

-nonden-

system).

water

servire

pcwer

ClPrtrial

reqiuired by the AFWS 're

services

The auxiliiry

A simplified diagram of the AF'S is

shown

in

Finisre 3-3.

The Residual Heat Removal System (PHPS) -- This system is tusedI to
(1) attain and maintain (colt shutdown: (2)
perform three functions:
provide pumpinq power

to move borated water tietween

as part of the emergency

provide pumping and coolinq capability

core cooling system

(ICCS).

cooling

The RIiRS has two parallel

each containing a heat exchanger,

and

refuelinq operations,

water storage tank and containment. during
(3)

the refuelina

loops,

pump,

and

to perform both normal

and

an electric-motor-driven

the associated valvinq And instrumentation.
As

designed

the system is

indicated,

the valves associated with

However,

safety functions.

the RIIRS nor-

mally are aliqned to allow immediate use of the system in
which

mode,

is

the mode of interest

designed with sufficient
satisfied

for this study.

redundancy that

electric

The system is

the cooling function can be

even assuming a single active component

a 1068 of offeite

the safety

failure coupled with

power.
the RIIMS operates-in one of

When operating as part of the F.CCS,

two modes to supply coolant to the primary system.

These modes are

In the injection mode, the RHRS draws
injection and recirculation.
coolant from the refueling water storage tank and delivers it to the
primary coolant system when system pressure
the RHR pumps.

In

into the cold legsa

below cutoff bead

the Injection mode, the usual path
however,

by changing valve alignments.
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is

injection

into the hot

Following

is

for

injection

legs is possible

the injection mode of

STIEA4M GEN
I.O. 4

STEAk' GEN
NO. I.

51EAM4 GEN~
NO. 2

1,T EAM ")j
No.. 3

Figure 3-3.
!0

Simplified Auxiliary Fec-dwatL'r S. st.rm D;cigrJ.

and

The source

of

mnode depends

Each

pump with an
contained,

appropriate

the

on

in

the pressure

PIMS has a

sea]

exchanaers

The

cooled

are conventional

-,,r:t rifgrial
unit

inteciral

by conponent
shell

and

and

isolation

pipina

The associated

side.

control

valves

to

is

prevent

has

-

cOolinvi

tube,

flowing on the tube side and component

the shell

!ur*.r'-:

syster.

vertical.,

sinale-staae,

which is

the contaxnr.ent

is

the prirrary

shaft.

!ec-iy hi,,

injec't Ion pur~ps

safety

and/or

t,

rnecessairy

to rer-ove

reactor

the

recirctilatiorn.odefl

motor-punp

mechanical

primary coolant
flowinq

upon

inteqral

The RIMS heat

the

in

the charginq

of

train

thrnouah

coolant

coolant

The tise of

sump.
this

the

recirculate

is

it

Miti aaeion,

(I.)CA)

arcident

loss-of-coolant

.•elfwater.

with, the

cool ina water

eciuippetl

with

overp.ressurilzation

from the primary coolant.
The

PIPS requires

electrical

power

from

the appropriate

(lass

IF

bus and component cooling water.
Onsite Electric

Power System

subsystems with provision
tion

to

adapt

to plant

--

This system consists

for appropriate
conditions.

of

interconnections
The

three

three

or

subsystems

isola-

are as

fo I1ows
I.

Class IE alternating
current
(ac) power system, which provides ac power for safety-related
loads.
It contains
parallel
redundant branches to ensure safe operation
if
either
fails.
Each branch can draw power from offaite
through separate
transformers
or from its
own onsite
emergency qenerator.
The four, 120-volt ac vital
buses can also
draw power from
the Class 1E, direct
current
(dc),
power system batteries
through inverters.

2.

Class 1E dc power system, which provides dc power for safetyrelated loads.
This system has four parallel but nonredundant branches, each of which draws power from its own battery
or from the Class IF. ac power system through a battery
charger.

3.

Non-Class

It power

system,

which supplies

power

to

non-

safety-related loads.
This system has two branches and can
obtain power from the station generator (unit power) or from
o[fsite.

3.-40

The Class 1E systems are designed to provide safety-related power
when unit power fails or when both unit power and offsite power fail.
Power from either of the two available offsite sources is called
"preferred" power.
If preferred power fails, loads are automatically
dropped from the 4,160-volt ac buses,

the onsite emergency diesel

generators are automatically started,

and safety-related loads are

then automatically sequenced back onto the 4,160-volt ac buses.
Power for the Class 1E dc power system normally is obtained from
the Class 1E ac power system through rectifiers.
If the Class 1E ac
..'-system is interrupted (e.g., during diesel startup following
preferred-power
from its

failure),

batteries.

the Class 1E dc system has power available

Part of the available dc battery power is

directly to power panel indicators,
control devices,

instrumentation,

of the battery power is

used

control room emergency lighting,

and reactor trip

switchgear.

Part

directed to inverters to power the four,

120-volt ac vital buses for control power

for Class 1E ac switchgear

and circuit breaker operation.
The Reactor Protection System (RPS)

--

This system contains the

instrumentation and controls necessary to detect and respond to transients and accident conditions which could compromise the safety and
integrity of the reactor core.
Signals generated by the RPS activate
equipment which prevents or mitigates damage to the core, heat transfer systems,

and reactor containment.

The RPS is

composed of two interrelated systems,

the RTS and the

ESFAS,

the combined response of which constitutes the RPS response to
accidents or transients.
This collective action of the RTS and ESFAS
provides signals that activate equipment to
.1.

Shut down the reactor through control of core reactivity by
releasing the control rods to fall into the core and,
necessary,

2.

if

by rapidly increasing the boron concentration of

the reactor coolant and
Provide core cooling by activating systems which remove
residual heat from the core during and after shotdown and

3-11

mitigate or prevent damage to the core and associated systems
after an accident.
The RPS is

capable of shutting down the core fission process and main-

taining the reactor in

a stable nonreactive

state for an indefinite

period of time.
The RTS and ESFAS are systems which act in
systes

concert.

The two

are designed to respond to different levels of transient or

accident conditions.

The RPS requires ac and dc electric power from

the 125-volt dc/120-volt ac Class 1E supply.
Other auxiliary support
systems are not required, although some of the electronics may have
temperature limitations which r-quire that air conditioning be available after some period of time.
The Primary CoolantSystem (PCS)
usual sense,
role in

the PCS and its

--

Although not a system in

pressure boundary play such a significant

providing a path for heat removal

from the reactor core and

preventing the release of radioactive material that it
cial consideration.

the

The PCS boundary may be defined in

reactor vessel and primary loop piping and those pipes,

warrants speterms of the
fittings,

and

valves which connect directly to the PCS and which provide access to
the PCS for normal and emergency cooling functions.
The portions of the PCS boundary of primary concern here are
those major connections the failure of which could impair or prevent
core cooling.

Many of these major boundary elements are associated

with piping which penetrates the containment walls and connects to
equipment located elsewhere.

The major elements of the PCS boundary

thus include the
Reactor vessel,

l.

including the control rod drive mechanism

housing,
2.

Reactor coolant side of the steam generators

3.

Reactor coolant pumps,

4.

Pressurizer and associated safety and relief valves,

5.

Interconnecting piping for the above listed cconponents,

3-12
--

I

(primary),

and

6.

Auxiliary and support systems including the
a.
b.
1c.

Accumulators,
Chemical and volume control system,
Charging system,

d.

Safety injection system (SIS),

e.

Residual heat removal system.

All of the systems listed under 6,

and

with the exception of the accumula-

tors, penetrate containment.
functions such as maintaining coolant
.... nyontory and chemistry and removal-of shutdown decay heat, the PCS
and associated components must be available for emergency J4ervice.
In addition to the normal

This service includes
1.

Emergency boron injection to ensure core shutdown,

2.

Emergency coolant injection in the event of a LOCA (involves
charging, SIS, and RHRS),

3.

Emergency coolant recirculation,

4.

Emergency control of PCS pressure.

and

Therefore, it is appropriate to consider the PCS boundary as a system
when subsequent analyses are undertaken.
Baseline Plant Analysis
Using the generic fault trees and the system descriptions,

a

sabotage fault tree was developed for the baseline plant (see Appendix H).
The fault tree was then analyzed using the procedures deAssuming a loss of offsite power, a
scribed on pages 3-2 and 3-5.
basic assumption in

these sabotage studies because o! the relative

vulnerability of exposed power lines,

the equation for r-'ea.1e of

radioactive material from the baseline plant containf
Eleven terms ir,.:)ve one event,

68 involve two events,

2'.,PA':

terms.

10,218 involve

three events,
11,705 involve four events, 2,436 involve five events,
365 involve six events, and 38 involve seven events.
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Vital Area Analysis

in

The primary events in the fault tree are sabotage actions which,
proper combinations as specified by the logic of the tree, can lead

to release of radioactive material from the plant.
It is important to
know the specific plant locations to which the adversary must go to
accomplish these acts
in order to ensure that the total design includes adequate protective mechanisms for the buildings, rooms, and
compartments within which the sabotage actions can be accomplished.
For some combinations of sabotage actions, the time sequence of occurrenqce_((r the order in which areas must be entered) is important.
Such time dependence is not considered in the definition of vital
areas and is not presently addressed in the fault trees
However, the
conservative assumption is made that the saboteur will perform the
sabotage actions in the sequence which could cause a significant
release.
In a vital area analysis, each primary event in the system fault
tree is replaced by the location or logical combination of locations
at which the action can be accomplished.
The output of the vital area
analysis is a logic equation which identifies the combinations of
areas to which an adversary must gain access in order to cause a release of radioactive material from the plant.
The equation lists
the
single areas from which a set of events sufficient to cause release
can be accomplished, followed by the combinations of two areas, three
areas, and so on.
From this equation, the vital areas for the plant
can be identified.
The location equation for the baseline plant has 56 terms.
terms contain a single location, 30 terms contain two locations,
terms contain three locations,

Five
18

and 3 terms contain four locations.

The equation indicates that the baseline plant potentially has 5
Type I vital areas 22 and 51 Type II vital areas.
The potential Type I
areas are the
1.

Reactor containment,

2.

Main control room,

:3-14

I".111111111**I
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3.
4.
5.

Auxiliary shutdown panel,
Spent fuel pool operating area,

and

Spent fuel shipping caskarea.

These are only potential Type I areas for several
spent fuel related areas,
available for release,

reasons.

For the

there may or may not be radioactive material

depending upon the lenqth of time during which

the spent fuel has been cooled and the operating state of the plant.
The auxiliary shutdown panel may or may not be a Type I vital area,
Certainly, if the
depending upon the particulaL controls available.
plant is already shut down, it is unlikely that the auxiliary shý tdown
Additional discussion of such considerapanel will be a Type I area.
_tjqxo8, is

presented in

Appendix; I.*...

The location equation can be processed further to identify a
minimum set of locations, the. protection of which will interrupt all
This is done by
possible sequences leading to radioactive release.
taking the Boolean complement (logical NOT) of the location equation.
A Boolean equation for an event represents the w3ys in which the event
in the equation.
can occur in terms of the occurrence of the literals
The complement of the equation represents the ways to preclude the
event in

terms of nonoccurrence of the literals.

For the locations,

nonoccurrence implies that access has been denied.
denied to all the locations in

If

access is

one term of the complement equation,

then none of the event combinations leading to release can be accomplished.

The terms in the complement equation can be ordered accord-

ing to the number of locations in each term or to any quantitative
measures (such as cost of protection or impact on normal operations)
which can be associated with each location.

Such information can be

used to compare alternative designs.

Appendices H and I, which are classified,

appear in Volume III of

this report.
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When the complement of the location equation is
the SNUPPS plant, the equation contains 2,304 terms.

established

for

The smallest

As indicated
term contains 17 locations, the largest 24 locations.
above, these results imply that, if adversary access were denied to 17
discrete locations within the plant,

the top event (release of radio-

active material) of the original sabotage fault tree would be pre-.
vented.

If

revised plant design decreases the number of locations to

which access must be denied,. that is, makes physical protection easier, that result would provide some measure of the value of the design
change.
However, this decrease must be weighed against the competing
criterion of making an adversary s*task more difficult by requiring
that more areas be visited to cause a release.
Further discussion of
such comparisons is
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contained in

Section 8 and Appendix I.

4.

PLANT DESIGN OPTIONS

Background
As indicated in the introductory section of this-report, interest
in the possible enhancement of safeguards effectiveness by revisions
..... to.plant design dates from the earliest considerations 'of sabotage
Furthermore, this interest has been rather broadly
(Reference I).
spread throughout the industry and regulatory agencies (References 2,
Because of this continued interest, numerous sugges4, 5, and 6).
Unfortunately, many of these
tions have been made fo: design changes.
That
suggestions, though often repeated, remained just suggestions.
is, they were never subjected tc a systematic and thorough evaluation.
In fact, these suggestions had never been collected into a single
cohesive set. Therefore, when this study was undertaken, two interim
(1) categorize the suggestions into
goals immediately became obvious:
definable groups and (2) document the suggestions in a single format
In this secso that comparison and evaluation would be facilitated.
tion, the categorization of design alternatives will be discussed in
some detail, with the emphasis, as indicated earlier, on new designs/
The categorization
new construction and not on retrofitable concepts.
will be followed by a "catalog" of suggestions which includes some
discussion of relative merits (in essence a very subjective evaluation) and a selection of options for additional definition and
analysis.
A

Categorization of Design Suggestions
After some consideration, the design options and measures that
have previously been recommaended by industry representatives, the NRC
staff, and Sandia studies were categorized into four broad groups:
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systems or locations,

1.1

Hardening critical

2.

plant layout modifications#"

3.

System design changes,

4.

Addition of systems.

and

These four categories include measures which range from those
or no change in plant layout through those which
which require little
Tamight require the addition of complete new operational systems.
ble 2-1 (see page 2-4) summarizes the four categories, briefly describes the nature of each category, and then provides some examples
Each of these categories is
of design changes that were suggested.
discussed in

more detail below.

Hardening Critical Systems or Locations -- Safeguards measures
previously suggested, such as hardening the spent fuel pool or the
compartments which contain vital equipment, might be approached in
One possible option would be simply to increase the
inherent strength of the structures by making them even more massive.
Another approach would be to reduce the number of access points on the
presumption that doors or hatches are potential "weak links" in a
several ways.

barrier.

In some instances,

spent fuel pools at ground-level but

or dam to make
I
iirm
above grade might be hardened by the addition of
rapid draining and the uncovering of fuel more di:. :.ult.
Design changes which eliminate obvious sabotage modes for vital
For some components,
equipment could be accomplished in several ways.
functional redesign could be employed to eliminate the vulnerable
featurest in other instances,.simple repackaging or add-on protection
could be used to make it more difficult for a saboteur to exploit the
Although there is general agreement thatiit
known failure mechanisms.
is impossible to make components completely sabotage proof, it may be
possible to eliminate or at least mask the more obvious vulnerabilithus increasing the knowledge or resources required for successties,
-ful sabotage.
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Plant Layout Modification -- Physical separation of redundant
vital systems implies sufficient isolation to eliminate common induced
'failures.

Such separation could. include component relocation, cable
-and piping rerouting, and the addition of barriers to increase compartmentalization.
In contrast to separation, relocation of vital
equipment into more protectable configurations could include colocating components with similar vulnerabilities into hardened compartments
(e.g.,

a motor control center) or locating the spent fuel pool below
grade.
Colocation requires careful analysis, however, to balance
increased protectability of compact locations against the increased
vul•nIerability should the hardened
compartment be breached.
System Design Changes -- Independence of the ac and dc electric
power trains requires that each train be self-sufficient.
For this
goal to be achieved, each train must have its own buses, cables,
switchgear, batteries, battery chargers, and diesel generators.
Furthermore,

the trains could be housed in

separate buildings between

which there is no direct access.
The analysis examines the increased
construction costs associated with such complete separation and the
Costs due to associated effects on operations.
Complete separation
also implies that cooling water, fuel, and ventilation for the diesels
must be separated and protected in some manner.
The assumption that
such separation enhances safety is

examined.

An examination of damage coantrol options may also suggest system
design modifications which could enhance the likelihood of successful
damage control.
Such design changes might include the addition of

blind flanges in certain cooling systems, which could be opened to
connect alternate water supplies or bypass disabled components.
The
changes might also include the provision of standby pumps and trans-

formers.
Previous alternative containment design studies 2 3 were
reviewed to examine the potential effectiveness of such alternatives
against sabotage incidents and against the cost associated with the

changes.
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Addition of Systems -- The final category of design measures
involves the addition to the plant of a system or systems intended
specifically for protection against sabotage and the effects of sabotage.

One proposal is

the addition.of an independent,

hardened,

decay

heat removal system (DHRS) capable of providing heat rejection from an
intact. primary system via the steam-generators for some extended period of time in

the event of the loss of all other normal and emergency

systems outside containment.
supply,

As proposed,

all

equipment,

the power

the water supply,

and instrumentation and control for such a
system would be located in a hardened structure for which stringent
phyical protection measures wo61d be enforced.
Cataloq of Potential Design Options'-!;
An important part of this task was establishing a format for
documenting the many'suggestions in such a way that the ensence of the
ideas would be presented without an overabundance of infor.oation.
After some deliberation,

the following format was adopted fcr docu-

menting the options:
Title

--

A brief,

descriptive statement.

Concept

--

A short, narrative description of what is
the particular option.

Sources

--

A description of the sources of the suggestion
(literature references are also provided).

Advantages/Disadvantages

--

involved in

A qualitative statement regarding
the relative merit, or lack thereof,
of the particular concept.

Summary of DSTSG Input --

Discussion

--

Where possible and appropriate, a summary of the interaction with the DSTSG
is included.
Any amplifying remarks that the authors believed

The project timing was such that the 29 "historical" recommendations (see Appendix D) were available for review by the DSTSG in several meetings.
Therefore, it was a reasonably straightforward task to
incorporate DSTSG reactions into the material.
In contrast, material
which was derived from several ongoing DOE programs was not available
antil much later.
As a result, these 37 later suggestions were not
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discussed

in

an open forum.

members of the DSTSG,

However,

they were reviewed by individual

who then provided written comuments as

they

deemed appropriate.
The initial effort is documented in Appendix D, "Nuclear Power
Plant Design Alternatives for Improved Sabotage Resistance."
The
later effort is reported in Appendix E, "Reactor Plant Safeguards -Potential Safeguards -- Related System and Component Design Changes
and Damage Control Measures."
Pertinent aspects are summarized below.
."Historical" Design Options -- The 29 design options* were cataloged into one of the four categories discussed on pages 4-2 to 4-4.
A tabulation of the options by category is shown on Table 4-1 (adapted
from Table 2.1, Appendix D).
In order to prevent a challenge to containment integrity and
prevent a release of radioactive material that would threaten public
health and safety, whether from an accident or by a deliberate act, it
is necessary to maintain the reactor coolant system integrity, remove
decay heat, and ensure reactor shutdown (negative reactivity insertion).
Therefore, when the list of design changes to enhance safeguards was compiled, design options were sought which would provide
improvement in at least one of the following areas:
1.
2.
3.

Enhance protection of the reactor coolant pressure boundary,
Enhance protection of the decay heat removal function, or
Enhance protection of the reactor shutdown function.

There is a relationship between the first two in that a sound and
functional primary coolant system makes the decay heat removal task
easier.

Throughout the conducting of this
study, the terms "design alternative" and *design option" have been used interchangeably.
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Table 4-1

U

Categorization of Design Alternatives

Underground siting

(3.

2

U)

2

(3.3)

Hardened fuel handling building (3.4)

3

Hardened enclosure of control room (3.5)

4

Hardened enclosure

. 0 Ju

1

)a

Hardened containment building

0

No.

Title

Category

5

for RPSb and ESFASC cabinets. r3.6)

6

Hardened ultimate heat sink (3.7)
Taking advantage of natural protective features in
Itardened enclosures for makeup water tanks (3.9)

-4
i•m

si-L

selectjon

(3.8)

8

Separation of containment penetrations for redundant trains of safety
equipment (3. 10)
Separation of safety-related pipinq, control cables. and i.power cables in
underground galleries (3.11)

0
-e4

U

Spent fuel storage within containment

•4

4

(3.13)

Physically separated and protected redundant
equipment (3.14)
0

Separate areas or rooms for cable spreading
Alternate control room arranqements
ECCS dcomponents within containment
Administrative, information,
of protected area (3.18)

aEach number In

a

trains of safety

a

and construction buildings locaited outside

Engineered safety features actuation system

9

7

(3.17)

parentheses refers to the section number of Ihe description

dECCS w Emergency core cooling system

6

(3.15)

(3.16)

bRps - Reactor protection system
CESFAS

1

3

(3.12)

A

Spent fuel stored below grade

7

in

Appendix D.

9

Table 4-1 (Continued)

Categorization of Design Alternatives

I4•

Isolation of low-pressure systems connected to reactor coolant pressure
boundary (3.19)
Design changes to facilitate damage control (3.20)
Alternate containment designs (3.21)
OExtra-redundant,
fully separated, self-contained and protected trains of
emergency equipment (3.22)
Additional protected control rod trip (3.23)
U
aAdditional
-

S

5'
'

protected control rod trip acting on diverse, protected
trip breakers (3.24)
Turbine runback (3.25)
Reduced vulnerability of intake structures for safety-related.pumps

Additional independent,

diverse scram system (3.30)

1
2
3
4
5
6

(3.26)

Trip coils for breakers/switchgear energized by internal power source (3.27)
High-pressure RHRSe (3.28)
Hardened deca> heat removal system (3.29)

eRHRS = Residual heat removal system

-J

No.

Title

Category

7
8
.9
10
1
2

Although the attributes described above are fundamental to the
selection of viable design options, there are other attributes
-

against which any candidate alternativep

should be evaluated.

These

attributes are
1.

Engineering and construction feasibility,

2.

State-of-the-art

3.

High value/impact (benefit/cost)

4.
5.

Minimal

6...,

Side benefits.

technology,
ratio,

impact on normal plant operation and maintenance,
Independence, and

A feasible concept is

one that can be put into a workable design
now, whereas state-of-the-art technology refers to one that can be
implemented with some development of technology or hardware based on
existing knowledge.
In the initial
screening, at least some qualitative judgment was attempted except in

the area of value/impact assess-

me,,t, which is treated later in this report.
Also, this initial
assessment considers the potential contribution to sabotage resistance
offered by the proposed concept,
ment is
It

I

although,at this point,

the assess-

subjective.
will be noted that those suggestions dealing with hardening

generally refer to hardening some boundary such as a building or cabinet,- rather than individual components, for example, pumps or valves.
The possibility of hardening individual componen~s was explored, but
these ideas were deemed unacceptable

for several reasons.

First, a,

brief survey conducted by the Los Alamos National Scientific Laboratory of the effects of explosive/incendiary devices on individual
components reveals that such a small amount (a
skillfully

emplaced)

is

pound or less,

if

required to cause unacceptable damage that

strengthening components would not add significantly to an adversary s
'task. 2 4
Second, hardening would not materially affect an insider's
ability to cause problems, since he is presumed to be authorized accase and would therefore be able to circumvent simple hardening.
Third, because of the special nature of these components,
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schemes to

harden them often entailed adding shrouds or other covers; covering
components could lead to maintenance and operations problems because
of the restricted access.
The recommendations

for modifications to plant layout emphasize

additional separation of safety-related equipment.
recommendations have already been incorporated

in

Some of these
recent plant de-

signs,

*'

their inclusion having been motivated by several concerns.
For example, multiple cable spreading rooms are now accepted design
practice due to concerns about fire protection.
Also, many utilities
have already begun to revise plant. layouts in order to place administrative and other service facilities outside the protected area, primarily as part of their response to requirements for increased security as mandated by Chapter 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Section
25
73.55 (IOCFR73.55).
Several suggestions deal with enhancing the protection of spent
fuel and of the components of the emergency core cooling systems.
The
need for such protection varies with particular plant layouts as well
as with the availability of redundant systems to accomplish similar
functions.
The suggested system design changes affect facility design (e.g.,
alternate containments), functional systems (e.g., isolation or highpressure RIR), and operational capabilities (e.g., turbine runback).
As with the plant layout modifications, some of these suggestions

.*

reflect actions which may already be under way for other reasons.

*

Finally, the principal suggestion for additional systems focuses
upon a hardened DHRS.
In this context, a hardened system provides
decay heat removal through the steam generator by supplying an additional source of feedwater and primary system makeup.
It is essen-

"

tially
ences,

a hardened auxiliary feedwater system which, in
is labeled an independent safe shutdown system.

some referThis again is

not a unique suggestiont in fact, assured decay heat removal has obvious safety implications (References 5, 26, and 27).
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A summary of the initial
sented in

findings on these 29 options is

Table 4-2 (Table 2.2 from Appendix D).

It

is

pre-

emphasized

again that these findings reflqct 'the subjective judgment of the authors, taking into account all the available inputs.
The sumnmary
chart is

set up so that an option which was considered good in

all

aspects would have a solid circle in every column.
All 29 concepts
are deemed feasible, but 3 (11.8, 111.3, and IV.2) would require some
technology development in order to implement them.
Most of the concepts appear to have potential for improving resistance to sabotage.
Hardening particular enclosures (1.6) probably does not offer much
increased sabotage resistance because of the considerations mentioned
above under component hardening'(u#•page 4-2) and because'!hardening
would not affect the "authorized knsider."
Moving spent fuel and ECCS
components into containment may
.nt.offer much advantage for several
reasons.
For instance, although spent fuel in containment might be
better protected during operation, the increase in numbers of personnel with access during outages could increase the overall vulnerability.

Moving major ECCS components into containment would introduce
other problems, for example, qualification of equipment for post-LOCA
environments, which would work against possible improvements in protection.
The ideas for additional protected trip mechanisms were not
considered to add to the resistance to sabotage because there are
already many conditions which will trip the plant off line.
It was
noted by members of the DSTSG that tripping the plant is no problem:
in fact, just the opposite is true--the plants almost trip too easily.
When the remaining factors--Jndepen"a.nce,
fit.8--are considered,

impacts,

and side bene-

generalizat~kns are no longer appropriate.

Only

eight of the options are considerp ..1 to have independence frcm other
aspects of the plant, a result whLci is perhaps not surprising given
the strong interrelationships betWprn normal plant systems.'i Simply
making buildings harder (1.2 and :V.3) does not require interaction
with other plant features; however,

such hardening could affect the

performance of other structures u Ver seismic disturbance., 1 Likewise,
additional physical separation (It,;
and 11.5), though it may require
careful engineering, is not depenik t upon other systems.
The same
4 -10
S
s.
.'I
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'iTable 4-2

Findings on Potential for Improved Plant
Sabotage Resistance

POTENTIAL

IMPROVED

YES

4K:

SIDE

STATE OF

RESISTANCE

FEASIBILITY1

NOYES 41

THE ART

IINDEPENDENCEj

IMPACTS

BENEFITS

?IOýIGMJU) LOWILOW 4ff:HIGHIS

NOJYES 40

NO

CATEGORY 1. HARDENING CRITICAL SYSTEMS OR LOCATIONS

Design Alternatives
I

- •Underground siting
Hardened contaliment

2

Hardened fuel bldg.

3
4

Hardened control room

4-

_

_

_

_

_

_C

4
4W

.C
•

Hardened RPS cabinets
Hardened ultimate heat sins
Natural protection

7

Hardened tank enclosures

8 1

-

4W

_

CATEGORY 11.

PLANT LAYOUT MOEIFICATIONS

Separation of penetrations
Underground galleries
SF within containment

2

4W

3

CD

SF below grade
Separate cable spreading
Alternate CR arrangements
ECCS within containment
Buildings outside PA

O__

-

s

Physically separated traini
6

_

7

_

9

"_

4W

AM

2

3F

J

.. Separate trains

4

4W

_

__

CD•

_

CM

-

SYSTEM DESIGN CHANGES

4-

4W.

Damage control
-Alternate containment

-

_

'm"
CATEGORY III.

Isolation of low pressure

4_W

O

4M

-

-

1W

(=

41
~

Protected trip
Additional trip
Turbine runback
Intake structures

*

6

.W

7

4
a

_

49:_

Trip colls

oM

n)

_

1

_

AM_

4W

_

C
C9_
C-)

-

C
>

_K:>

_

49>

High-pressume RHRS
CATEGORY IV.

21j

-"W _

ADDITIONAL SYSTEMS

O

)

Diverse scrm
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observation can be made for isolation of ]ow-pressure systems and extra trains of emergency equipment (III.1 and 111.4), although piping
connections would require some evaluation.
Adding an additional system (IV.I) is relatively independent, except that such options usually
postulate and require an intact primary coolant system.
There is almost an even division between those options which are
deemed to have significant impacts and those which are deemed not to.
However, it should be emphasized that, in this initial analysis, the
question of impacts produces widely varying opinions, even among people with similar experience.
Therefore, these results are used advisedly and without forming an unchangeable position.
For those options
which involve layout modifications, one of the most frequently cited
impacts was the increased cost of generally larger, more spread out
facilities. Also, operational impacts were often cited for storing
spent fuel in containment (11.3) or putting ECCS components into containment (11.8).
Although not central to the question of improved resistance to
sabotage, other potential benefits of the proposed options were
considered.
Again, about half of the options offer some additional
benefit.
The most cited benefit, especially for those designs which
stress separation, is the added protection against fire effects.
Where additional redundancy is proposed, a significant additional
benefit is the capability to have a full train of safety equipment
down for maintenance or testing and still
meet single-failure criteria
for safety systems.
Based upon the foregoing considerations, six options from this
set were selected for further conceptual development and analysis.
These options were selected because, at this time, they appear to
offer the most promise for enhancing protection without obvious major
impacts, and they cover a spectrum of possible designs. The six options are listed in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3
Design Options Selected for Conceptual Design
Hardened Enclosures for Makeup Water Tanks (1.8)
Separation of Containment Penetrations for Redundant
Trains of Safety Equipment (11.1)
Physically Separated and Protected Redundant
Trains of Safety Equipment (11.5)
Hardened Decay Heat Removal System (IV.l)
Isolation of Low-Pressure Systems Connected to the
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (III.1)
Design Changes to Facilitate Damage Control (111.2)

Further discussion of these options is

contained in

Section 6 and

Appendix G.
seven options have been dropped from further
consideration primarily because they do not appear to offer any significant increase in sabotage resistance and, in at least two inAlso at this time,

stances,

because of the major technology development required..

These

options are indicated in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4
Design Options Dropped From Further Consideration
Hardened Containment Building (1.2)

4

Hardened Enclosure for RPS and ESFAS Cabinets
Spent Fuel Storage within Containment (11.3)
ECCS Components within Containment (11.8)

(1.5)

Additional Protected Control Rod Trip (111.5)
Additional Protected Control Rod Trip Acting on
Diverse, Protected Trip Breakers (111.6)
Additional Independent, Diverse Scram System (IV.2)
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II

Several options (1.4,
consideration in

11.6, and 11.9) were dropped from further

thir study because they are already being implemented

for safety considerations (e.g., separate rooms for cable spreading)
or in direct response to safeguards requirements (e.g., hardened control rooms and relocation of administration buildings).
The remaining additional options were not pursued further at this
time primarily because the impacts appear to overshadow any potential
benefits.

For example,

underground siting and using natural protec-

tive features as criteria for site selection carry large cost burdens
and could create severe operational problems.
Turbine runback to pick
up station loads is an example of a capability which may exist in some
designs,

but the costs and operational considerations to demonstrate

the capability as part of plant licensing are not considered to be
worth the effort,

considering only sabotage.

As was indicated earlier, many of the judgments at this point are
unquestionably subjective.
However, it is believed that those options
selected for conceptual design (Table 4-3) do offer promise for increasing protection.
Therefore, if the subsequent analysis should
indicate only marginal improve-tent over existing practice for this
set, then further development of the other options would not appear
reasonable.
Design Options from DOE Safeguards Studies -ences in

There are differ-

character between the design changes cataloged above and

those deriving from safeguards studies which must be recognized in

any

comparison.
Most of the "historical" design suggestions examined have
frequently appeared in other sources.
In contrast, those arising from
particular DOE programs have had only limited public exposure or peer
review.
sabotage,

The former list

emphasizes protection against radiological

whereas the latter list

frequently emphasizes changes that

compensate for, or reduce reliance upon,
able due to sabotage.

Therefore,

improved sabotage resistance,

when considering the potential for

a slightly modified perspective must be

adopted when comparing design changes in
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systems which may be unavail-

the two lists.

A tabulation of the design changes derived from the DOE programs
is presented in Table 4-5 (adapted from Tables 1.1 through 1.12 in
Appendix E).* If this tabulation is compared with that of Table 4-1,
the difference in

perspective is readily apparent.
The plant layout
modifications reflect increasing protection for the most part, while
the system design changes tend to emphasize (1) reducing vulnerability
by decreasing reliance on multiple systems (e.g., changing diesel
cooling, using passive lubrication); (2) providing alternate means to
accomplish some functions (e.g., power cross connections, swing load
capabilities); and (3) mitigating the effects of the sabotaging of
some given equipment (e.g., increasing station battery capacity, reactor head venting,

dc power generation capability).

A summary of the initial

findings on these 37 suggestions is

pre-

sented in Table 4-6.
As with the sunmary in Table 4-2, the Table 4-6
summary represents the authors' evaluation of the available inputs;
however, there are several differences between Tables 4-2 and 4-6.
First,

these suggestions have not been discussed in an open forum with
the DSTSG; only DSTSG written conmments have been used.
Second, an
initial
version of these suggestions was not prepared; that is,
there
Is no comparable table in Appendix E.
The format is the same as that
of Table 4-2; any option which has solid circles in every column would
be considered promising.
Several general observations on these initial
order.

findings are in

For the most part,

the suggestions are considered feasible and
.state of the art.
Some will require additional examination of feasibility
in light of other constraints.
For example, placing circuit
breakcers in3ide cabinets may introduce personnel safety concerns which
would require resolution, and increasing the battery size may or may
not be feasible since some already are the largest available.
Other
suggestions may or may not be feasible depending upon electric power

The numbering in Table 4-5 continues from that in Table 4-1 for
convenience in later discussions.
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Table 4-5
Categorization of Design Alternatives Derived
from Safeguards Studies
Category

Title

9.,

M 0 44

F4>4

.4

No.

0

Increase protected diesel fuel oil supply
Revise diesel building layout (2.7)

o

Relocate RHRS inside containment

(2 . 6 )

11
12

(3.17)

Provide ac power swing-load capability

(2.1)

11

Provide switchgear and MCCb enclosures with
internal circuit breaker trip (2.2)

12

Reyise vital electrical area cooling arrangements (2.3)
Provide vital ac:power cross-connections for
multiple unit sites (2.4)
Revise diesel engine cooling arrangement
U
•Provide

H

VProvide

E
WProvide

>1

13
14

(2.5'

15

Increase station battery capacity (2.8)
Provide dc load-shedding capability (2.9)
(2.10)

16
17

Class IE dc division cross-connections
18

extended dc power generation capability
during station blackout (2.11)

19

consolidation (common location) of
safety-related instrumentation transmitters
(2.12)

20

Provide additional local-remote
plant equipment (2.13)

21

indicators for

Rearrange instrumentation cabinets to minimize
panel-front controls (2.14)
Modify small diameter pipeway to higher schodul a
and all-welded construction (2.15)
Maximize usc of )assive lubrication (2.16)
Maximize use of enclosed modular components (2.11;
Provide localized cooling for vitaul pumps .ind
motors (2.18)
aEach number in

parentheses is

Appendix E.
bMCC
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-

10

motor control center

the section of the description

in

22
23
24
2
2E.

Table 4-5 (Contirued)
Categorization of Design Alternatives Derived
from Safeguards Studies
Category

T itle
Reduce vital area coolinq
systems (2.19)

No.
dependence on active

Provide a Class 1E auxiliary steam turbinegenerator (3.1)
Provide Class IE power to pressurizer heaters (3.2)
Add additional insulation to pressurizers (3.3)
provide reactor .veessel.water level..........
instrumentation (3.4).
Provide capability to renmotely vent reactor
vessel head (3.5)
4
Provide dc motor actuators to reactor coolant
pump seal le~ak-off,ýjqolation valves (3.6)
I

V
"C
0

Provide parallel and:independent valves in
pressurizer auxiliary spray line (3.7)
Provide automatic actuation of AFWSC [3.B)
Provide
supply
•ufeedwaterexpanded
(3.9)
,&;•.. of onsite emergency

V

:

El

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Prcvide swing-load:5apabiliti
for motor-driven
AFW pump (3.10)
.3
Provide
expandedof Si.•.of
for
manual control
steam .local
turbineinstruments
AFW pump (3.11)

38

Provide dc motor driyers for motor-driven lube,3
oil pumps on steamAit'fbine (3.12)

39

li,
Pipe gland seal le4 5 e out of turbine AFW
pump room (3.13)
Relocate temipr :atu••ensitive
turbine controls
from AFW turb-ne pfp (3.14)

40

•-Provide dc motor-drJven or steam-turbine-driven
pump room ventilatt 9i' (3.1)
:1
Increase safety inj
l•cion tank pressure rating,:to
make it available 4a passive source (3.16)

42

Provide an RHR systOm for BWRs which operated •n
a natural circulatiq.n mode (4.1)

41

43
3

CAFWS :auxiliary feed water system.
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Findings on Potential for I pL~oved Plant Sabotage Resistance
and Desirable Attributes.M .f!.Candidate Design Alternatives

POTEiNTIAL
IMPROVED
RESISTANCE

Desian Alternatives
Increese fuel oil
Revise 06 bldg.
RHRS, inslde pontainment

Ac power X-connections
Revise 06 cooling
Increase battery capacity
Dc load shedding
Class lE dc X-connects
Dc power generation
Coemon location transmitters
Added local-remote

:

Minimize front panel controls
All-welded pipe
Passive lubrication
Modular components
Localized cooling of pumps
Reduce VA cooling
Class lE aux. steam turbine
Class IE power to pressurize
Insulate pressurizers
Vessel water level
Vessel head vent
Seal leak-off valves
Pressurizer aux. spray valves
Automatic AFWS
Onsite feedwater
Swing AFW pump
Local instruments AFW

' C-dritve lube oil pumps
*

Gland seal leakage
Relocate APW controls
rom ventilation
SI tank pressure

1

1o
12__

__
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..
IMPACTS

.

12 1

40J-

16

49D

-

WC

_9c

Dýý

_W

___

_

49D

WD

_

.1

C4M

4D

<=D

4D
CD

oft

40

_

_

40E

_W

4M

1 40
M

22

40D

4M

41MC
4MCD

40D

40D
4V

23_
24
25

40r

26

_

27
28
29
30

4M

31

C
CD40

CD

40

__ý
_M

_

C-D
CZD

41
42
43

L

W

CD)

m

40
WD

40D
40::
40c

CD
C
4

40

40

C

4M

_MC

__1

1_

1

_

_

40
CD__=>_

CD)

4W0W

11M

4M
4M0

40
__

M

_

37
39

40D

40D

D

38

4TM
41E)

4W___

ED

40

4
4C

1

CD
40
CD0

CD

40WD
____4

35

C

__

o,

34
35

C
C

4W

_

AW

33_C

41E
M

CD

__

40

4
4W

40E

41V

32

4M'"0

1

;

CD

C=)

O

21

C

E

4o
EDP

_

__

19
20

CD
D

40D

40E

17
18

NO

LOSWLOW 4D)HIG YES 4U

41D.

13
14
15

SIDE
BE4EFITS

.

SYSTEM DESIGN CHANGES

CATEGORY IV
RHR for BWR

.

I NDE PUICNfCi

NO YES 11v)
N01YES E11
NO H IGH11
YES 9
CATEGORY II PLANT LAYOUT MODIFICATIONS

CATEGORY III

Ac~swlng load
SWGR internal breaker
Revise cooling

STATE
OF
ART

.
FEASIBI LITY

0

0

CD::
C

40E
40

D
40
_

C
C

ADDITIONIAL SYSTEMS

1

40_T_4

CD

4

availability and other factors.

For application in a nuclear power
plant, some suggestions would require hardware development and certiAlso,
fication, such as passive lubrication in safety-related pumps.
these suggestions in general have significant dependence upon other
systems, which reflects the provision of alternate means or mitigation
of effects discussed earlier.

Finally,

as a general point,

gestions do not have as many side benefits,

these sug-

but this lack of side

emphasis
benefits reflects the perspective of the DOE studies (i.e.,
upon safeguards) and is not necessarily a detriment to their use.

Six of the changes appear to have potential for improving sabotage.resistance

(11.12;

111.15, 23,

26,

27; and IV.3).

Unfortunately,

there are some major impacts associated with most of these concepts.
For example, moving the RHR into containment will require larger containment structures witrl attendant costs, maintenance will be more
and additional equipment will have to be qualified for
difficult,
Similarly, adding a passive RIRS for boiling
post-LOCA environments.
water reactors (BWRs) involves significant capital expense and introNevertheless, both of
duces maintenance and operational problems.
these design changes (11.12 and IV.3) have been selected for additional analysis and concept development because of their potential benefits.

Although revisions to cooling schemes appear to have some prom-

ise (111.15,

26,

27),

they will not be pursued further.

The incorpo-

ration of these concepts will not eliminate any of the Type I vital
One
areas usually identified in the sabotage fault tree analysis.
concept (111.23) would appear to carry such significant impacts for
operations and maintenance that it
consideration.

has been dropped from further

A considerable number of these suggestions do not appear to directly.affect the sabotage resistance of the plant,

although they may

This list
have potential or promise for recovery and mitigation.
includes 111.11, 21, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,. 34, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, and
43.
Providing other sources of Class IE power, alternate instrumentation, dc-driven valves,

etc.,

does have some effect upon the way sys-

tems can be used, but such modifications do not directly affect sabo-

tags resistance.

Alsoin some instances,

there are significant impacts.
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For example,
(111.21),

additional

remote indicators would

and isolated seals

additional

(111.33)

burdens on remaining

There are some capabilities
in

plants

Island

(TMI),

Unit

2.28

seals.

These capabilities

tion of the auxiliary feedwater

include additional

(111.29),

inadequate core cooling

requ:ired for other reasons,

already are being included

based upon the events at Three Mile

gency power to pressurizer heaters
tion to detect

could add problems by placing

here that

for safety reasons,

require maintenance

system

additional

(III.31),

Because

they exist (or will exist),

analysis solely for safeguards effectiveness is

instrumenta-

and automatic

(111.35).

emer-

initia-

these are

and no further

necessary.

The remaining 17 suggestions may have some potential for improving resistance to sabotage, but their potential is not well-defined at
this point.

In addition, most of these suggestions carry impacts

which cannot be ignored.

For example,

(111.18) may provide additional
time,

providing cross connections

sources of power but,

introduce single points of vulnerability or unreliability.

ing something like a Class 1E auxiliary generator
system complexity and capital costs.
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at the same

(111.28)

Add-

will add to

.5. DAMAGE CONTROL OPTIONS

Rationale
An underlying safety principal for nuclear power plants has been,
If a given system fails, there is
and continues to be, redundancy.
.•gnerally a duplicate (redundant). system available to perform the same
However, there has been a continuing interest in the idea
function.
of damage control.

Damage control measures are defined as "measures

that can be employed (or actions which can be taken) within hours
after an act of radiological sabotage to prevent or reduce the release
of radioactive materials."
Given this definition, damage control or operator response to an
These measures can be
adversary's actions can be viewed in two ways.
components effected to restore
the temporary repair of a system or its
On the other hand, these measures can ator maintain operability.
tempt to accomplish the damaged system's "function" with some other
system which may not have been specifically designated for that funcBoth of these views were explored in this study, and the retion.
sults are discussed in this section and in Appendix F, "Nuclear Power
Plant Damage Control Options for Sabotage Protection."
0

Alternative Concept of Damage Control
The traditional concept of damage control is
rig of affected systems.

In contrast to this is

rapid repair or jury
the alternate idea of

accomplishing a system's "function" by substituting another system
Note that this
which was not originally designed for that purpose.

differs from redundancy in that not an exact duplicate but rather a
completely different system is

used.

An example of such an approach
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would be to use the plant fire protection water system to cool vital
equipment in the event the normal and installed emergency cooling
systems failed.
Available Time Estimates -in

A key question that must be addressed

order to evaluate the protection afforded by damage control is,

Given sabotage,
recovery is

how much time is

impossible?

Thus,

available

for remedial action before

one of the initial

efforts of this

study was to establish bounding estimates of available time,

which is

defined as "the period between an upset initiation and a subsequent
condition in

which significant'fuel damage leading to the release of

fission products from the fuel is imminent."
The time available to
take damage control action is dependent on the postulated damage from
the sabotage and also on the prior state of the plant (e.g.,
power,

hot shutdown,

full

etc.).

Several representative

cases were analyzed for a PWR and a BWR.

Details of these cases are presented in

Appendix F.

selected based on a variety of events (e.g.,

The cases were

loss of reactor coolant,

loss of electrical power, loss, of heat removal capacity), plant states
(e.g., full power, hot shutdown, refueling) and, in some instances, to
emphasize certain systems such as emergency feedwater.

With one ex-

ception,

all

models.

The exception was the use of the RELAP 4 transient simulator

the calculations were done using simple,

approximate

to provide a comparison with the approximate calculations for a loss
of all

power at a PWR.

The primary reason for the use of the RELAP 4
code was that this transient is more complex than the others, progrossing through several thermal-hydraulically sensitive s:ages.
The
computer calculation agrees with the corresponding approximate calculations.

For the purposes of this study,

most cases,

unnecessary to use the large,

it

was impractical and,

in

thermohydraulic computer

codes.
The initial

conditions and other important assumptions for these

calculations were generally nominal or best-estimate values.'

That is,

the degree of conservatism characteristic of design basis safety ana-

lyses has been avoided.
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This is

considered appropriate for sabotage

studies because it is unlikely that sabotage events would be coordinated' to occur simultaneously with worst-case thermal-hydraulic and
other plant conditions.
The PWR calculations are based on a typical four-loop plant rated
at 3,200 MW (thermal).
The BWR calculations are based on a typical
jet pump plant rated at 1,700 MW (thermal).
Because of the particular
NSSS used as a model for the PWR calculations, the results may not be
applicable to a plant having a different type of NSSS, especially
where the calculated times available are strongly dependent on the
initial water inventory in the steam generators.
Also, the results
are sensitive to the primary system water mass relative to the decay
heat power; thus, NSSS models of both PWRs and BWRs having different
power densities per unit of reactor vessel volume may result in different time availabilities when analyzed in a similar manner.
Loss-of-Coolant Events--Available Time -- The calculations in
Appendix F show that PWR loss-of-coolant events, except for minor
leaks, require response times of significantly less than one hour. As
a result, damage controllis not considered here for such events.
Specific BWR loss-of-coolant cases are not analyzed; however, it is
inferred that similar conclusions would hold since the transient blowdown and reflood times are of a similar magnitude as those for the
PWRs.
Therefore, means other than damage control must be relied upon
to either prevent a loss of coolant by sabotage or to ensure that
emergency core cooling systems &re not rendered ineffective by acts of
sabotage.
Reactor Trip Assurance--Available Time -- The consequences of not
scramming a reactor for transients where it would normally be required
have been analyzed over the past several years in response to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission's call for anticipated-transientwithout-scram (ATWS) analyses.
Those analyses generally assume that
all other systems required to control or mitigate the transient will
operate.
Regardless of those analyses, because there is no experience
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with such events and because the complications of sabotage are unpredictable, it has been decided not to pursue damage control as a means
of assuring a reactor trip.
Thus, it is assumed herein that a reactor
trip
occurs soon after a major upset caused by sabotage since the
control room operator would initiate a remote manual reactor trip.*
Therefore,
reactor

no attempt has been made to address local scramming of the

from a panel outside of the control room as a damage control

measure.
Reactor Vessel Decay Heat Removal --

The results of bounding

calculations to establish a'nominal minimum available time are shown
in' Table 5-1.' These cases assume* the loss of offsite power and a loss
of cooling water flow, that is,
steam generator feed for the PWR and
reactor vessel injection for a BWR, from several initial
conditions.
The time at which significant fuel damage occurs was taken to be when
the wa'er in

the reactor vessel reaches the core midplane.

terion assumes that significant

fission product release will not occur

prior to the water reaching this level.
two examples with the plant in
1 hour is

This cri-

The results show that,

hot shutdown,

in

the

a minimum time of about

available for operator response to ternination of decay heat

cooling water flow and loss of external power.

This minimum available

time provides guidance for evaluating damage control options,

that is,

options were examined which support maint ining a hot shutdown state
and which can be conducted within I hour.
FoL 'he cases in Table 5-1
in

which the initial

available

condition is

cold shutdown,

for damage control actions.

conditions were not analyzed,

data in

the reactor vessel head is

place,

in

se.-'al

hours are

While specific co.'

shutdown

the the table imply that, when
at worst the plant could be al-

lowed to heat up and then use normal or abnormal operational response
for the hot shutdown condition.
When the reactor head is off as an
An for sabotage actions that would prevent scram logic from operating properly, normal operator response action would be to initiate
a
manual scram.
Thus, reactor trip sabotaqe actions that would have to
be protected against by means other than damage control are attempts
to prevent the control rods from physically inserting or attempts to
jumper the reactor trip
manual initiation circuitry.
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Table 5-1
Available Time Bounding Case Results*
Sabotage Event

Initial

Plant State

Full power

2.0 hours

0.9 hour

Loss of offaite power; loss of
water f lo, co BWR vessel or PWR
steam generators

Hot standby; 1 hour after
shutdown from full power

4.4 hours

2.2 hours

Loss of offalte power: loss of
residual heat removal ,system
operation

Cold; reactor veseel head on;
15 hours after shutdown from
full power

9. 1 hours

16.3 hours

Loss of of fsite power; loss of
residual heat removal system
operation

Refuelingi

77 hours

24 hours

Criterion is

I

SWR

Loss of offaite power: loss of
water flow to BWR vessel or PWR
steam generators

reactor vessel head

off; 72 hours after shutdown
from full poweri refueling

cavity full of water

(n

PWR

time to reduce reactor vessel level to core midplane.

initial

condition,

the time available to reinitiate cooling is
Thus,

order of a day or more.
in

is

it

judged that sabotage actions when

cold shutdown could probably be countered with damage control mea-

sures as long as draining of the water in
is

on the

the reactor coolant system

not part of the sabotage consequences.
Spent Fuel Pool Decay Heat Removal --

For the PWR example,

more than

sabotage actions disable the spent fuel pool cooling system,
6 hours is

if

required to reach boiling temperatures even at the highest

Once temperatures of 100*C (212 0 F) are
possible decay heat levels.
reached, an additional 12 hours is required to boil off 1 metre
(3 feet) of water.

Thus,

it

is

judged that spent fuel pool cooling

systems may be completely protected by damage control means since
cooling of some sort could undoubtedly be restored within 12 to 24
hours and the decay heat level is
this analysis.

likely to be less than that used in
the BWR result is

Although not specifically analyzed,

This may vary considerably from plant to
expected to be similar.
plant because of differences in spent fuel pool design and capacity.
Regarding the mechanical removal of water from the spent fuel
In the PWR
pool, the available time depends on the rate of loss.
example, it would take in excess of 1-1/2 hours to remove 3.05 metres
(10 feet) of water from the pool at 0.063 m 3 /s
makeup were prevented.

This rate is

(1,000 gpm)

if

all

equivalent to that which a large

portable pump weighing more than 227 kg (500 pounds)

could provide.

the pool can be
appears that damage control measures to refill
relied upon for sabotage modes using pumps because there would be
It

adequate warning time to counteract the effects of pumps of a size
Larger
that could stealthily be placed beside or inside the pool.
pumps would require overt efforts to set up,

and this would be within

Protection against pool wall
the scope of the protective guard force.
breaching should be accomplished by means other than damage control.
The water removal rate a&t

a result of the breach of pool walls

cannot be estimated a priori because the damage is
saboteur's capabilities.
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dependent on the

Based upon this analysis,
events,
trol.

it

is

concluded that,

there is

time available to initiate
Candidate actions are discussed in

Potential Damage Control Actions --

for some sabotage

some form of damage conthe following section.
Damage control options are of

necessity plant dependent because of the specific nature of the
plant's physical layout and the systems which are not directly a part
of the NSSS.
In this study, two specific plants, one a four-loop PWR
and the other a jet pump BWR, were used as models.
Therefore, some
caution must be exercised

in applying the results on a generic basis,

although the types of options identified here are believed to be genSerally applicable.
The primary constraining factors in conducting any damage control
actions at a power plant are the staff available, the time available,
and accessibility.
essentially fixed,

For this study,
although, in

staffing levels are considered

some instances,

increases might be re-

quired to man the damage control teams, especially on backshifts.
The
.available time for various plant conditions was discussed previously.
Factors of accessibility were considered in the analysis.
Actions are
considered to be possible from the control room or locally from a
roving operator.
but this is

Containment access at a PWR is

not the case for a BWR.

considered practical,

With these constraints existing,

numerous operator options to maintain system operability and functions
were developed and evaluated.

Equipment modifications required to

support various options were also identified.

*

As indicated earlier, this alternate concept of damage control
depends on other installed systems and abnormal operating procedures
to overcome the effects of sabotage on systems normally required for

certain critical functions.

The multiplicity of ways available to

provide these system functions were examined,

and, in

the required fur-tions and system availability,

order to define

the following

impor-

tant assumptions were made:
*

At the onset of the sabotage event, all sources of offsite
electrical power are assumed to be indefinitely interrupted.
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All reactor control rods are assumed to be inserted when a
Other sabotage countermeasures are
scram signal is received.
the control rods are inserted.
that
assure
to
upon
relied
* There is no coincident significant loss of coolant because
loss-of-coolant sabotage events are not amenable to damage
control response.
* The plant has been operating at full power for an indefinite
period of time.
.. Sabotage acts committed during shutdown periods or refueling
are easier to counter since the time available and access
conditions greatly expand the possible mitigating options.

0

Under these assumptions, the primary goal of the operator is to
bring-the plant to a safe and stable condition--defined for this purIn deriving the mechanisms available to the
pose to be hot shutdown.
operator, the plant and its associated systems were evaluated in light
(For example, ECCS loads on the vital
of the assumed circumstances.
electric buses will not be needed.)
For each reactor type (PWR and BWR),

the following activities

were undertaken:
I., The principal functions required to maintain the plant in a
In particular, the
hot shutdown condition were determined.
basic considerations of coolant inventory control, decay heat
removal, and primary system pressure control were addressed.
2.
The systems and ccmponents that would normally be expected to
perform these functions were identified.:
Auxiliaries and support systems required for each of the
3.
systems were identified.
4. Alternative ways of performing the principal functions and
providing needed support services, including procedural aspects of each method, were established.
5.
The procedural steps needed to initiate the alternative actions were defined.
Hardware changes required for each action were defined and
6.
examined.
Using the approach delineated above, candidate damage control
actions were identified and described (see Appendix F). Each of these
options was evaluated; the results of this initial evaluation are
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shown on Table 5-2 (Table 3-1, Appendix F).
The object of the analyses was to identify only those options which may be employed to
maintain the required minimum plant

functions to preclude a major loss

of fuel integrity.
Systems and components that are "desirable" but
not essential
are not specifically
addressed.
Included in this
category are several plant instrumentation systems (i.e.,'control
rod

position,
etc.),

reactor loop temperature,

containment pressure,

sampling systems (containment and primary systems),

power level,
and the

reactor cleanup system.
Each of the 25 resulting options was evaluated considering what targets (systems) are affected, what hardware
modifications might be required, 'what operational changes might be
necessary, and what level of engineering would be required to implement the option.
The subjective evaluation is shown in Table 5-2 as
an impact, the impacts ranging from none to high.
An additional item,
regulatory concern,

is

included in

an attempt to indicate areas in
which current licensing practice may require modification either to
implement the option or to allow regulatory credit for damage control
as a means of countering sabotage.
Because the emphasis in
majority (22)

the study was on installed systems, the
of the 25 options identified have little
or no impact in

terms of requiring plant modifications or inducing engineering problems.
In this context, installations of additional piping or electrical caoling are considered low-impact items, because installing each
of these items is a relatively straightforward operation compared to
installing additional pumps or ivdesigning equipment.
Similarly, most
options (20) will have no significant operational impact because operations personnel will know how to operate the systems.
It is envisioned that there will be regulatory concern in about half the proposed options because of the suggested departure from current practice
in terms of alternate uses of safety equipment.
As indicated,

each of the options was considered independently.
Examples of the work sheets used in the analysis are shown in Tables
5-3 and 5-4.
Table 5-3 is the evaluation for the first
option, which
is

considered to have fairly significant impacts.

Table 5-4 is

for
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Table 5-3
Evaluation No.

1

Option
(BWR)
Manually operated reactor vessel relief
valve.
Function
Decay heat removal

--

steam venting directly from

the main steam system to the suppression pool.
Targets affected
Main steam safety/relief'valves

--

In

the event'

that the reactor operator must depressurize the
reactor vessel in order to operate the core spray
or RHR systems, this can be accomplished without
the services of 125-volt dc or service air. This
eliminates the dependence on the remote-manual
operation of these valves.
Hardware modifications
No such system is presently installed in existing
plants. There must be a connection made to the
main steam system upstream of the main steam isolation valves.
This could be accomplished either
directly or by adding a branch to the HPCI steam
supply line. At the exhaust of this line, an additional suppression chamber penetration and internal
sparger will ce required.
If the valve is to be
located within the primary containment then an additional containment penetration will be required.
Operational considerations
Procedures and operator training will be required.
Engineering concerns
Accessibility, in terms of ambient temperature conditions and possible radiation, to the valve operator will require attention.
It is conceivable that
the valve could be mounted inside the drywell with
mechanical linkage through a containment penetration to an operating station in the reactor building.

Coruments
This may add another sabotage target outside containment.

I,,;!

Table 5-4
Evaluation No.

5

Option
(PWR)

Manual venting of the steam generators.

Function
Decay heat removal --

steam venting to atmosphere

from the main steam generators via the main condensers.
Targets affected
Main steam generator safety/relief valves

--

In the

event that the safety/relief valves are rendered
inoperable, the steam generators can be vented
through the main condensers.
The operator must
open a main steam isolation valve or bypass valve
and a steam dump valve.
If a main circulating
water pump is :not operating, the conden3ers will be
pressurized and the steam will exit via the air
ejector vents or the low-pressure turbine rupture
disks.

Hardware rsdification

The steam dump valve control circuitry will require
modification to provide an override for the condenser high-pressure interlock.
Operational considerations
Since it is not good practice to overpressurize a
condenser, a special procedure will b, required.
Engineering concerns
It should be recognized that this is a potentially
destructive measure with regard to the turbine/
condenser unit.
Comments

None
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the fifth option, which has only minor impact.
all options are contained in Appendix F.
Based upon this analysis,

The evaluations

for

appears that there are a number of

it

actions that the plant staff can take using installed equipment to
A portion of these concepts could be emcounter upset conditions.
ployed in a straightforward manner, while others will require additional studies to verify the concept and define the costs.
Traditional Concept of Damage Control
The idea of temporary repair to restore or maintain operability
Examof a system is the more traditional concept of damage control.
ples of such actions are firefighting, buttressing a dam or ship's
Of course, such actions
piping system.
or patching a critical
may be taken to correct an existing failure or, in some cases, as a
precautionary measure to mitigate the effect of an anticipated event.
hull,

This' traditional approach is

sometimes labeled "running repair."

approach to damage control considered in this study
the
Figure 5-1 illustrates
was based upon this traditional concept.
The initial

The first
analysis sequence used.
Then,
state (e.g., hot shutdown).

step was to define the reactor
safety analysis reports and the

analyst's experience were used to define the systems which are reFor example, to maintain hot
quired to maintain the selected status.
shutdown may require auxiliary feedwater,
essential service water systems,

component cooling water and

the diesel generator,

and vital in-

Once the systems were defined, possible sabotage modes
These sabotage modes define the "damfor the systems were compiled.

strumentation.

age conditions" for which manpower,
mates were made.
times,

equipment,

equipment,

and repair time esti-

The-time lines were used to analyze and quantify
and manpower for detecting, responding to, and per-

forming damage control activities required to rectify the sabotageThe time lines include the time required to
induced problems.
(1) respond to alarms or adverse indications in the control room,
(2) communicate to a roving operator and for him to reach the scene of
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REACTOR STATES

SYSTEMS REQUIRED

PSAR;" REACTOR
OPERATION KNOWLEDGE

SABOTAGE MODES
i
TIME LINES

I

-- EQUIPMENT LIST
TRANSPORTABILITY
-

MANNING

-

DESIGN MODIFICATIONS

TOTAL DC TIME
FOR GENERIC EVENTS

FAULT TREES"*
EVENT CUT SET
AVAILABL.E TIME

CUT SET BY
FAULT
TREES
LOCATION

I

1

L40"LOCKER LOCATIONS
AND CONTENTS
*PRELININARY SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT
*t.e.,

TIMES FOR
JT SET EVENTS

-- *-CC
)NCLUSIONi
EVVENTS THAT ARE
D1
kMAGE CONTROLLABLE

SPECIFICATION OF SABOTAGE EVENTS TO BE ADDRESSED

Figure 5-1.

Damage Control (DC)

Analysis Sequence
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4'

the problem,

(3)

assess the difficulty

damaged equipment,
ment,

and

(5)

once the operator

assemble the necessary damage

(4)

perform the damage control action.

are quite subjective

since no data base exists

time lines were established,

lists

type of personnel
completed
shown in

required

The time estimates

at present.

Once

including

to complete the repair.

some consideration

When the damage
bers voiced

repair" and other aspects of

about

the analysis.

the

pump

is

F).

control study was reviewed

some major reservations

of

An example of a

time line for sabotage of an auxiliary feedwater
from Appendix

the

to counter

Estimates were also prepared

Table 5-5 (extracted

the

control equip-

of equipment necessary

selected sabotage modes were generated,
of equipment transportability.

reaches

with the DSTSG,

mem-

the concept of "running
These concerns

are sum-

marized below:
1.

This analysis does not take into account the actions an adversary might take to interfere with repair crews.
That is,
if an adversary is intent upon damaging particular
items of
equipment, he could also take steps to prevent a repair crew
from gaining access to the damaged equipment.

2.

The time estimates for response and repair activities
are
highly subjective at this
point and probably optimistic.
To
adequately support such an approach, a data base (which does
not exist)
is required which would provide response times to
various control room alarms and times required to accomplish
particular
damage control tasks.

3.

There is uncertainty regarding the reliability
&actors and
time constraints involved in assembling a sufficient
number
of appropriately skilled personnel to conduct repairs or jury
rigging.
Establishment of standby damage control teams for
backshift response presents personnel management problems as
well as additional costs.
Given current requirements for
fire
brigades and security teams, a damage control team concept would likely
meet firm resistance from utilities,
who
appear to believe they already have too many "nonproductive"
Personnel.

4.

With the large amount of repair and backfitting now going on
during plant outages, maintaining "emergency only" stocks of
equipment and supplies could be a major administrative

problem.
Because of
tainties
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the reservations

associated

expressed by the DSTSG,

with regulatory credit

the uncer-

for such a capability,

and

Table 5-5
Time Line Sheet

System:

Auxiliary Feedwater System

Sabotage Mode:

Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
"Out of Commission" -- Shaft Deformed

Time Line Events

Initiation

Alarm control room
response
Field personnel response

Time Interval
for Event

0

Remarks

Saboteur must damage
all pumps to disable
system.

1 min
3-5 min

On-scene assessment

3 min

Acquire damage control
equipment -- studs,
nuts, gaskets, wrenches,
spool pieces

5 min

Perform DC action:
for
a practiced crew -- 2
crews of 3 men minimum

15 min

DC*

on pump not fea-

sible; exercise other
DC options such as

safety injection (SI)
pumps.
Design modification

is

to have prepared and
installed a jumper pipe,
double-valved, from the
SI pumps to the AFWS
pipes on the discharge
side of AFWS pumps.
Spool piece to complete
pipe circuit
to be inserted at AFWS end of
pipe run.
Two spool
pieces must be inserted.
Presume parallel
(timewise) insertion.

9

9

0

DC - damage control
Note:
ST pumps deliver total flow approx. 850 gpm @ 1,160 psi
maintaining hot shutdown mode of decay heat removal

/
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other difficulties that were beginning to surface in

the analysis,

the

application of damage control as a sabotage countermeasure was reexamined.
As a result, the alternate approach discussed earlier was selected for study.
However, rapid repair may still
have considerable
value for mitigation of certain potential reactor accidents.
The
actions taken by plant personnel during the Browns Ferry fire and the
TMI incident certainly suggest that damage control should be studied
further.
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6.

ALTERNATE PLANT CONFIGURATIONS

As indicated in Section 4, a number of the design options were
selected for further development or conceptual design.
It should be
noted that the designs developed to implement these options are only
ex~kmples.
That is, there may be other designs which accomplish the
Also, these concepts, as developed, relate primarily to
s ame.purpose.
PWR plants, although similar ideas may be applicable to BWR plants.
During the initial stages of the conceptual design work, it became
apparent that two of the options could be combined.
Thus, after these
options were combined, conceptual designs and cost estimates were
developed for the following:

*

1.
2.

Hardened enclosures for makeup water tanks (1.8).
Physically separated and protected redundant trains of safety
equipment (11.5). ;(This includes separation of containment
penetrations for redundant'trains of safety equipment
(II.1) .)

3.

Hardened decay heat removal system (IV.l).

in addition, the possibility of additional isolation of low-pressure
connections to the primary coolant system (III.1) was examined and the
cost estimated, although no new designs were created.
The conceptual designs and the associated cost estimates are
discussed in detail in Appendix G. The cost estimates are sumnarized
in Table 6-1, which shows the estimated total costs for the design
alternatives as well as the cost increase relative to the reference
plant. The reference plant does not include the additional protective
features in it.'design. Only cost differences were estimated in the
case of options 11.5 (including II.1) and III.1, andtherefore, only
cost increases are tabulated. These estimates, which are in 1978
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Table 6-1
Cost Estimate Summary of
Selected Design Alternatives for improved Sabotage Resistancea
I

Alternative

Alternative
Cate1ory
1.8

Title

Estimated Tol.al

Estimated Cost

Cost,b Dollars

Increase, C Dollars

Hardened enclosure for makeup
water tanks
Option It individual tank enclosurea
Option 2, common enclosure for two
tanks
Option 3, hardened tank

Nei1
11.5

IVI*
111 61

$2,500,000
3,100,000
2,300,000

$

600,000
1,200,000
390,000

Physically separated and protected
redundant trains of safety equipment
combined with separated containment
penetrations
Hardened decay heat removal system
Isolation of low-pressure systems
connected to reactor coolant pressure
boundary

aThe cost estimates shown in this table are rounded from the
through 6.7 and in Appendix G.
bcost estimates (in 1978 dollars) are exclusive of costs for
See Tables
during construction, operation, and escalation.
Uncertainties on the order of a
details of cost estimates.
exist.
Clncrease is relative to the reference plant.

0

16,000,000
8,700.000

8,700,000

100,000

estimates given in Tables 6.2.
engineering, licensing, interest
6.2 through 6.7 and Appendix G for
factor of 2 or greater probably

dollars, are for costs of materials and construction and do not include other costs such as engineering, licensing, or interest during
construction.

Furthermore,

to new construction.
plant design was still

That is,

the costing was done assuming that the

inr the conceptual to preliminary stage and no

concrete had been poured.
tion had begun,

these cost estimates are applicable only

If

changes were made after actual construc-

costs would obviously be higher.

In a similar vein,

this study has not examined the costs associated with backfitting any
of these designs (for example,

the hardened decay heat removal system)

to existing plants.
Each of the conceptual designs is

discussed in more detail in

the

following sections.
Hardened Enclosures for Makeup Water Tanks
Both the refueling water storage tank (RWST) and an auxiliary
feedwater storage tank (AFWST)* have been included in this concept.
The RWST provides a source of borated water for injection into the
reactor coolant system, given an even:- which requires the use of the
SIS.
tial

The AFWST provides a heat sink for the reactor during the inistages of plant cooldown,

given the loss of normal ac power.

Three variations are considered:
1.

Individual reinforced concrete enclosures for conventional

2.

metal tanks,
Reinforced concrete building enclosing both tanks, and

3.

Reinforced concrete tank with metal liner.

Individual Reinforced Concrete Enclosures -- A thickness of 0.6
metre (2 feet) of reinforced concrete was selected for the walls and
roof of the enclosure.

This provides penetration times on the order

A Seismic
The baseline plant does not have a safety grade AFWST.
Category I, qafety Class 3 suction for the auxiliary feedwater pumps
is provided from the essential service water system which backs up the
normal suction from the nonsafety condensate water storage tank.
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of 4 to 13 minutes based upon data from the Barrier Technology Handbook. 2 9
The enclosure (see Figure 6-1) consists of a vertical reinforced concrete cylinder on a reinforced concrete base mat.
The roof
is a slab 0.6 metre (2 feet) thick. 'The 17.4-metre (57-foot) internal diameter of the enclosure provides an annular space 1.8 metres
(6 feet) wide between the tank and the wall.

This space permits ac-

cess for maintenance and inspection plus an area for pipe routing.
A
hardened penetration room protects the pipe passing through the wall
of the enclosure.
The enclosure provides venting for the tanks by
means of an internal standpipe.which opens into the underground pipe
tunnel.
Reinforced Concrete Building Enclosing Two Tanks -- In this
option (see Figure 6-2). a single reinforced concrete building is
provided to house both the RWST and the AFWST.
The building is supported upon a reinforced concrete base mat and has roof and walls 0.8
metre (2-1/2 feet) thick.
An interior division wall between the tanks
is 0.6 metre (2 feet) thick.
This design includes a hardened, penetration-resistant door in
in

each tank section.

Each section is

vented

a manner similar to the previous option.
Reinforced Concrete Tank with Metal Liner --

This option, shown

in Figure 6-3, consists of vertical, cylindrical reinforced concrete
tanks lined internally with 1/4-inch stainless-steel plate.
Each tank
has an internal diameter of 13.7 metres (45 feet) and a straight side
height of 10.7 metres (35 feet).

The tanks are supported on rein-

forced concrete mat foundations which also constitute the tank bottoms.
Wall and roof thickness is 0.6 metre (2 feet).
Hardened pipe
penetration enclosures, similar to the first
option, are provided
which also surround the tank manways.
Penetration-resistant doors
provide access to the pipe penetration enclosures.
Costs --

The estimated costs for these three options are summa-

rized in Table 6-2.
In order to compare these estimates with the
baseline, in which only the RWST serves a safety function, the assumption has been made that the conventional tankage would require
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Table 6-2
Cost Estimates for Design Alternative 1.8:
Hardened Enclosures for Makeup Water Tanksa
Item
Excavation and
1.backfill
Concrete
Mat
Walls
Roof
Tank
Liner
Piping
Electrical
Door.
Total, less engineering
and contingency
Contingency, 10%
Total, less engineering
and escalation

Option 1b
$ ...18.600

Option
$

2

Option

c

14,000.

..$

10,200

286,800

447,800

132,200

358,200
146,400
1,400,000

697,200
295,000
1,295,000

253,200

6,000
41000

96,000

1,512,000
8,400

6,000
6,000
42,000

A2,000

42,000

2,264,000

2,801,000

2,060,000

226,000
$2,490,000

280,000
$3,081,000

206,000

6.000

$2,266,000

alt is recognized that these cost estimates have uncertainties approaching factors of 2 or 3 and that they are in all probability
low. However, because all costs were estimated on a comparable
and. consistent basis, the various designs can be reasonably comAll costs are in 1978 dollars.
pared.
bIndividual reinforced concrete enclosures (2)
cReinforced concrete building enclosing two tanks
Reinforced concrete tank with metal liner (2)
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excavation, a base mat, and tank,~ Thus, the baseline cost for two
tanks is approximately $1,900,000, which was used to estimate the cost
increases shown on Table 6-1.
Physically Separated and Protected Redundant Trains of Safety Equip.ment
General

--

As indicated earlier, it was convenient to combine two

design alternatives because locating the two new safety buildings on
opposite sides of the containment building also leads to separate
penetration areas for the safety-related piping and electrical cables.
Basically, this design involves dividing the existing auxiliary
building into three separate buildings and bringing certain features
of the existing control building into the new auxiliary building. The
redundant engineered safety feature (ESF) equipment normally installed
in the auxiliary building is separated into two safety buildings, A
and B, while the remaining non-ESP equipment is located on a new,
smaller, auxiliary building. Also relocated to the new safety buildings are the Class 1E switchgear, diesel generators, batteries, and
other electrical equipment. An AFWST and an RWST, both of 1,514m3
(400,000 gallons) capacity, are located in each building and supply
suction to the ESP pumps in that building. Although this arrangement
results in the storage of more water than is required for design basis
events, cross-connecting piping between tanks of lesser capacity is
avoided, and the independence of the two safety buildings is
preserved.
As indicated, the modified plant is based upon the baseline standard plant. For ease of comparison, Figure 6-4 provides the basic
layout, and Figure 6-5 shows the modified layout. The expansion into
two separate safety buildings results in the allocation of a third
quadrant of the containment for piping and electrical penetrations
frau safety building A. A full quadrant is still retained for containment equipment access. The location of the main steam and feedwater piping penetration area is unchanged. The relative location of
equipment in the safety buildings and modified auxiliary building has
6-9
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I

been
preserved where possible,
(
tent'with the baseline plant.

and floor elevation spacing is consisThe modified auxiliary building now

also contains the control room and the cable spreading rooms.

Reloca-

tion of the control room and diesel generators essentially eliminates
the original control building.
that housed health physics,

The levels of the control building

locker and shower rooms,

and miscellaneous

tankage have been relocated intact to the side of the modified auxiliary building.
With the addition of several other functions,
building itself
becomes an access control building.
Description of the Structures -Categbry I,

The safety buildings are Seismic

reinforced concrete structures.

thicknesses are a minimum of 0.6 metre (2
supported on 1.5-metre (5-foot)

the

Exterior walls and roof

feet),

and the buildings are

thick foundation slabs.

Two vault-

type doors which offer penetration resistance equivalent to the walls
are provided for emergency escape in each safety building.
Entrance
rc the safety buildings is normally from the auxiliary building, where
two vault-type security doors at grade level provide separate access
to the respective safety buildings.
The construction of the auxiliary
buildin. is similar to that of the safety buildings.
Several levels
rf one safety building and the auxiliary building are shown in Figures
6-6 through'6-9.

Similar drawings for all levels of the modified

plant are included in

Appendix G.

Piping end Cable Ro0,ting --

One objective of this separation of

safety buileirgs is to locate the electrical cables and piping associated with one train of ESF entirely within the building which houses
that train of equipment.

ing dire•

This objective is

accoip!

connections between the penetration ro.

buildirl a,.A by locating the associated tankage,

and the safety

diesel generator,

Class IY,electrical equipment in the safety building.
ments ensure that each safety building is

ihed by establishand

These arrange-

independent and self-suffi-

cient.

Because control cables must be routed to interconnect the
control room and the logic and protection cabinets in each safety
building,

a cable tunnel is

included in the design.

beneath the lower floor of building A,
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This tunnel runs

beneath the main steam and
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and then beneath safety

auxiliary feedwater piping penetration area,
building B and the auxiliary building.

Vertical chases in

buildings and auxiliary building connect to the tunnel.

the safety

Control ca-

bles from building A are routed through the tunnel and up the vertical
chase in the auxiliary building to the upper cable spreading room.
The vertical chase is closed and fire protected and is accessible only
Conat the zero level (ground level) and the cable spreading room.
trol cables from building B pass directly to the lower cable spreading,
room,which has two areas,

one for the B building safety cables,

the

other for nonsafety and operating equipment cables.
Personnel Access --

Personnel access to the auxiliary building is

at level zero from the adjacent access control building.

There is

direct access to safety building B at this level via a controlled
door.

In order to maintain separation between safety buildings,

there

is

no direct access to building A from building B.
Access to building
A is also from level zero of the auxiliary building via the cable
chase and tunnel described above.

Again,

access is

via a controlled

door.
Additional Equipment
plant have resulted in

--

The separation and rearrangement of the

a requirement for some additional equipment.

This includes
1.

High-head safety injection pumps.
One pump, identical
to the
existing centrifugal charging pump, is placed in each safety
building.

•

(e.g.,

Thus,

equipment required

charging pumps)

building,
ment is

can be located within the auxiliary

which has relatively easy access,

not required to serve a dual role

high-pressure safety injection).
tains

2.

for routine operation

and this equip(e.g.,

charging and

This arrangement also main-

ESF piping entirely within the safety buildings.

Boron injection tank (BIT).

An additional BIT and associated

tanks and pump are provided to ensure the functional and
physical independence of each safety building.
3.

RWST.

A second RWST is

provided to maintain functional

independence between safety buildings.

Two half-size tanks
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5.

were considered, but their-inclusion would require crossconnecting piping, which could potentially compromise the
independence of each train.
Turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump.
A second turbinedriven auxiliary feedwater pump has been added to provide the
two ESF trains with equal and independent protection capability.
AFWSTs.
In some current designs, one safety-related AFWST is

6.

provided; however, the separation of ESF trains requires an
additional tank.
In the SNUPPS plant, .normal suction for
auxiliary feedwater pumps. is from the condensate storage tank
with an alternate, hard-piped source from the safety Class 3,
Seismic Category I, essential service water system.
In this
instance, the modified design leads to a requirement for two
additional tanks.
Component cooling water heat exchanger, circulating pumps,

4.

and surge tank. One set of this equipment is located in each
safety building to serve the RHR heat exchanger and the
bearings and/or seals of the various ESF pumps.
An additional component cooling water system is provided for non-ESF
equipment in the auxiliary building.
This latter system
serves the letdown heat exchanger, reactor coolant pumps,
spent fuel pool heat exchanger, and other routine loads.
Additional details and specifications for these equipment items
are provided in Appendix G.
Costs -- The estimated costs associated with the modified layout
are shown in Tables 6-3 through 6-5.
In developing these cost estimates, attention was focused only upon those features which were
different between the baseline and the modified layout.
That is, no
attempt was made to estimate costs for the entire plant.
Therefore,
as indicated in Table 6-5, it would cost an additional $16,000,000 to
provide the separation and protection of redundaht trains compared to
the baseline SNUPPS plant. For excavation and structural work, quan.-.titLes of materials are based upon the arrangement drawings for the

*.
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Table 6-3
Cost Estimates for Structurest
A and B,

Auxiliary Building,

Safety Buildings

and Related Reference Plant Buildings

Cost
Item of Work

Buildings A and B

Substructure
Excavation and backfill
Concrete
Structural steel

$ 2,436,000
3,876,000
520,000

Superstructure
Concrete
Steel
Total
(less engineering
and contingency)

I

6,102,000
1,144,000
$14,078,000

Auxiliary Bldg.

Reference Plant

$ 3,175,000

2,126,000
210,000

$ 3,081,000
3,885,000
356,000

4,511,000

7,917,000

616,000

1,479,000

$10,638,000

$16,718,00

Table 6-4
Cost Estimates for. Equipment and Services
for Modified Plant Layout
Equipment
High-head safety injection pumps
Boron injection system
Water, storage tanks
Turbine-drive auxiliary feed pump
Component cooling water system
Installation costs (equipment)
Piping (installed)
Electrical equipment (installed)
Total (equipment)
Services
Special doors
Heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC)
Plumbing, fire protection, etc.
Total (services)
Total
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$

350,000
165,000
2,100,000

665,000
1,119,000
460,000
351,000
200,000
$5,410,000

126,000
686,000
137,000
949,000
$6,359,000

Table 6-5
Cost Comparison of Modified Plant versus Reference Plant
Item of Work
Substructure*
Excavation and backfill
Concrete
Structural steel
Superstructure*

Cost Increase
$ 2,530,000
2,117,000
374,000

Concrete

Structural steel
Additional Equipment and Services
Equipment
Services

2,696,000
281,000
5,410,000
949,000

Total cost increase
(less engineering and contingency)
101 contingency

1,440,000

Total cost increase

(less engineering)

Based on information in

$15,797,000
Table 6-3.

I..-
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modified plant (see Appendix G) and equip-ment location drawings for
the reference plant (Reference 14).
Preliminary structural design
engineering was applied where necessary to determine wall and slab
thicknesses and structural member sizing.

Material costs include

construction,

reinforcing steel,

concrete,

concrete formwork,

finishing of concrete surfaces.

and

The cost for the access tunnel has

been distributed equally among the safety buildings and the auxiliary
building.

Equipment costs were obtained from vendor quotations based

upon the specifications outlined in

Appendix G.

Tank costs include

erection, but other equipment installation costs are included as a
separate item.

Piping and electrical costs take into account in-

creased piping and cable runs that result from the altered plant
arrangement.
The increased costs for heating, ventilation, and airconditioning (HVAC), plumbing, and fire protection are based upon the
increase in building volume for the modified design.
Hardened Decay Heat Removal System
General --

There are several alternative ways to implement a

hardened DHRS; however, there are a number of common features which
any alternative should possess (see Appendix D).
Some of th se
features are
"

Location in hardened buildings or structure complete
with power,

*
*

water,

and controls.

Manual activation from local control panel.
Independence from the remainder of the plant when
operating.

P. Design for removal of decay heat from an LWR in hot

shutdown for a specified period of time without operator

*

intervention.
Design to continue decay heat removal _-ider manual
control beyond automatic operation period.
Design for transfer to conventional RHR system

*

operation.
Dedication for use only in

*

Provision for isolation of fluid lines As required.

*

extreme emergency.

Noninterference with operation of other ESF.
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The design chosen for development and for estimating cost ises
electric power for its

operation.

Power is

supplied by a diesel gen-

with the remainder of the equipment required for the
Heat is removed from:the reactor by
;,hardened building.

erator located,
system,

in

supplying emergency feedwater to the secondary sides of the steam genThe steam
erators, where it absorbs heat from the primary coolant.
Natural circulation progenerated is discharged to the atmosphere.
provided for primary

vides primary system flow,

and a charging pump is

system inventory control.

Primary system pressure is

maintained by

Heat loads associated with the diesel generator
nnd other mechanical equipment are transferred to the atmosphere by an
air-cooled heat exchanger.
A pipe tunnel connects the haidened decay

pressurizer heaters.

The system is a single,
heat removal building with the containment.
The
100% system without redundancy or single-failure capability.
design period of unattended operation is 10 hours.
Figure 6-10 is a preliminary piping diagram for the feedwater and
charging portions of the hardened DTIRS, and Figure 6-11 presents the
A brief degeneral arrangement of equipment within the building.
scription of system operation and a discussion of the equipment structure and costs follow.
Actuation of the hardened DHRS is manual
from either the main control room or locally within the hardened
Operation of the DHRS

--

building.
Manual actuation has been selected because it is believed
that the plant operators can best make the judgment that a sabotage or
other emergency exists which requires the use of the hardened DHRS.
Manual actuation also eliminates the need for sensing plant parameters
for automatic actuation signals,

thereby reducing the number of inter-

faces between the hardened DHRS and the remainder of the plant.
Reducing the number of interfaces in turn reduces potential sabotage
vulnerabilities associated with such interfaces.
Actuation of the hardened DHRS results in
tion of fluid lines,

trip

a reactor trip,

isola-

of normal electrical feed to the hardened
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2.5

NOTE:

ONE PRIMARY LOOP SHOWN
FOR FOUR LOOPS.

TYPICAL.
.PIPING CONNECTIONS AR~E

EMERGENCY CHARGING
3
PUMP, 3.2 &m
/min (50 gpm)

Figure 6-10.

Preliminary Piping Diagram, Hardened Decay Heat Removal
System --

Feedwater and Charging Portion
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ft

I
1.

38.7 m (127 ft)

p

Figure 6-11.
I

Hardened Decay Heat Removal Building, General
Arrangement --

Plan of Level 0 (Grade)

DHRS, startup of the diesel generator, sequencing of loads onto the
4-kV bus, and alignment of reactor pump seal leakoff to the borated
water storage tank.
The successful operation of the hardened DHRS (Figure 6-10) requires an intact reactor coolant pressure boundary.
It is therefore
assumed that this pressure boundary is not affected by an act of sabotage and that the containment structure and containment access controls provide the required protection for the reactor coolant system
(RCS).
It is also assumed that the reactor has scrammed and that,
consequently, the heat loads on the hardened DHRS are only those assoclated with the decay of fission products and removal of sensible
heat.
In sabotage analysis, it is usuially assumed that normal ac
power is unavailable, so that the reactor coolant pumps are not operating.
Thus, an intact RCS is a condition for establishing the natural circulation of reactor coolant to transport heat from the fuel to
the steam generators.
The function of the charging portion of the hardened DHRS is to
maintain reactor coolant inventory, thus preserving the natural circulation heat transport capability.
The level in the pressurizer provides the control signal for this function.
Although all fluid lines
not required for operation of the hardened DHRS system are isolated
upon the actuation of the DHRS, some leakage of reactor coolant will
inevitably exist.
Typical technical specifications for the total of
identified and unidentified leakage from an RCS are a maximum of
7.6 x 10-4 m3 /s

(12 gpm).

in

addition,

a total flow of

7.6 x 10-4 m3s
(12 gpm) from the reactor coolant seals is maintained.
3
The 3.2 x 10-3 m /s (50-gpm) capacity of the charging pump should
therefore be adequate to control primary system inventory under both
constant temperature and cooldown conditions.
An auxiliary spray line
from. the charging system piping to the pressurizer is provided for
assisting the pressurizer heaters in maintaining primary system

pressure.
The borated water storage tank has been sized at 114 m3 (30,000
gallons), providing sufficient water to compensate for shrinkage of
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This capacity
the RCS volume for a system cooldown to 177"C (350*F).
also provides for replacing RCS leakage over the design period of unline to the tank permits reA fill
attended operation (10 hours).
A 4% by weight boric acid solution has
period.
this
after
filling
been estimated to be sufficient
to compensate for the reactivity
effect of cooling down the RCS.
3
The emergency feedwater storage tank has been sized at 757 m

(200,000 gallons), sufficient to provide approximately 10 hours of
decay heat removal with the reactor coolant system maintained in a hot
shutdown condition (reactor subcritical, control rods inserted, and
The
-reactor coolant pressure and temperr&ture at no-load values).
electric-motor-driven emergency feedwater pump takes suction from the
emergency feedwater storage tank and delivers feedwater to the four
Steam
steam generators through individual feedwater control valves.
from the steam generators is discharged to the atmosphere through one
These valves are dedicated for
steam dump valve on each generator.
The valves have adjustable
use exclusively with the hardened DHRS.
setpoints to permit cooldown of the RCS by operator action after the
As in the case of the borated
design period of unattended operation.
water storage tank, the emergency feedwater storage tank may also be
replenished after this period.
Electrical power is normally supplied from one of the Class IE
4-kV buses. Upon actuation of the hardened DHRS, this feeder is
tripped, the DHRS diesel generator is started, the DHRS bus is reenergized by the diesel generator, and the system and necessary houseFuel for the diesel
keeping loads are sequenced back onto the bus.
generator is stored in a day tank in the hardened decay heat removal
The quantity
building with provision for circulation during storage.
of fuel stored is sufficient for at least the design period of unAfter this period, the
attended system operation plus some margin.
The
tank can be replenished from other supplies of fuel oil. on site.
diesel engine is started in the conventional manner by compressed air
stored in a starting air tant. A starting air compressor located in
the hardened building maintains pressure in the starting air tank.
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The compressor also supplies control and instrument air for the DHRS.
This air is

and dryers.

processed through filters

The auxiliary cooling system is
diesel, generator oil

a closed system that serves the

and jacket-water coolers,

sea!

leakoff cooler,

An air-cooled
and other components such as pump bearings and seals.
heat exchanger transfers the heat absorbed by the water to the atmo*

sphere.

The heat exchanger fans provide a forced flow of air through

the heat exchanger tube bundle. A cooling-water pump circulates
cooling water between the air-cooled heat exchanger and the components
served by the system.
tory control.

A head tank is provided for pressure and inven-

Description of the Structure
ditch" emergency system,

--

Because this is

seen as a "last

the hardened DHRS building is

a Seismic Cate-

gory 1, reinforced concrete structure on a reinforced concrete base
mat foundation.
Figure 6-11 shows the general arrangement of the
structure and equipment.
Most of the equipment is located at approximately grade level. 11;u cooling-air inlet and discharge ducts are of
reinforced concrete coi struction and are integral with the main structure of the building.
The openings into these ducts are protected by
a heavy steel grillwork.
Additional protection is afforded by the
height of the openings above grade.
An air-supply fan located on the
intermediate level and taking suction from the inlet air duct furnish-

*

es air for diesel engine combustion and building ventilation. Two
vault-type doors, one at each end of the building, provide access for
personnel and light equipment.
The penetration resistance of these
doors against explosives is equivalent to that of the concrete walls
in which they are installed.
The hardened building is located in the
plant yard at an assumed distance of 46 metres (150 feet) from the
containment building. An underground tunnel connects the containment
penetration area with the hardened decay heat remo.al building.
The
tunnel carries piping and electrical conduit between these two
structures.
Equipment List

--

The preliminary specifications for major equip-

ment items required for a hardened DHRS are detailed in Appendix G.
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These specifications served as a basis for the equipment costs.

The

major equipment items are
Diesel generator,
Feedwater pump,
Charging pump,

1,700 kW

0.08 m3/s (1,200 gpm)
3.2 x 10-3 m 3/s (50 gpm)

Seal leakoff cooler,

5.9 x 105 watts (2 x 106 BTU/h)

Cooling water recirculation pump
Air-cooled heat exchanger,

1.6 x 106 watts

(5.5 x 106 BTU/h)

Diesel starting air equipment
Cooling-water head tank, 2.5 m3 (650 gal)
.Fegdwater storage tank, 757-m3 (200,000 gal)
Borated water storage tank, 114 m3 (30,000 gal)
Diesel generator auxiliary equipment
Electrical switchgear and motor control center
Battery and charger.
Costs -6-6 and 6-7.
tem is

The costs for the hardened DHRS are summarized in

Approxit ately 60% of the cost associated with this sys-

attributable to equipment and its

building is

Tables

not large,

the heavy cost in

sive nature of the walls and roof.

installation.
concrete is

Although the

due to the mas-

The costs associated with the

hardened DHRS are slightly more than half of the additional costs
associated with the revised plant layout.
Additional Isolation of Low-Pressure Systems
General Discussion --

Table 6-8 lists

the containment-penetrating

piping connections to the reactor coolant pressure boundary for a typ-

ical four-loop PWR.

This table is based upon the reference plant to

the extent that information was available in
analysis report (PSAR).
has also been used.

the preliminary safety

Supplemental information from other plants

Several of the connecting systems have design

pressures less than that of the RCS.

These connecting systems are

items I through 7.
However items 2, 4, and 5 are incoming lines that
are automatically isolated by check valves inside containment.
This
automatic isolation is considered adequate protection for these

pipelines.
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Table 6-6

Cost Estimates for Hardened Decay Heat Removal System
Cost

Item of Work
Substructure
Excavation
Concrete
Superstructure
Concrete
Steel
Process equipment
Mechanical
Piping and containment penetrations
Electrical (equip., control, penetration)
Building services
Special doors
HVAC

Plumbing, fire protection, etc.
Total cost
(less engineering and contingency)
Contingency at 10%
Total cost
(less engineering and escalation)

-6-36

$

21,000
381,000
2,100,000
85,000
3,137,000
1,587,000
451,000
70,000
24,000
53,000

$7,909,000
791,000
U8,700,000

Table 6-7

Cost Estimates for DHRS Equipment
I tem
Diesel generator
Feedwater pump

Charging pump
Seal leakoff cooler
Cooling water recirculating pump
Air-cooled heat exchanger
Cooling water head tank
Diesel starting air equipment
Feedwater storage tank
Borated water storage tank
Diesel generator auxiliary equipment
Installation
Piping and containment penetrations
Electrical switchgear and.MCC*
Battery and charger
Installation
Wiring and containment penetrations
Total

Cost

$

800,000
565,000
220,000
400,000
13,000

63,000
5,000
25,000

500,000
106,000
20,000

420,000
1,587,000
115,000
28,000

36,000
172,000
$5,075,000

*MCC - motor control center
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Table 6-a
Piping Connections to Reactor

Coolant Pressure Boundary

1.

RHR supply from hot legs

2.

RHR return/low-head safety injection to cold legs

3.
4.
5.

Safety injection from boron injection tank
Safety injection pumps discharge to cold legs
Safety injection pumps discharge to hot legs

6.
7.

Chemical and volume control letdown
Chemical and volume control excess letdown

B.
9.
10.

Chemical and volume control charging
Chemical and volume control seal injection
Auxiliary spray-pressurizer

11.

Loop sampling lines

12.

Pressurizer sampling lines

Overpressure rupture of the high-pressure connections (3 and 8
through 12)

is

not a concern.

However,

postulated sabotage (breakage)

of this piping outside of containment would require isolation to prevent loss of reactor coolant.
This is achieved automatically by check
valves inside containment for isolating lines 3, 8, 9, and 10. The
small-diameter sample lines (11 and 12) are the only high-pressure
lines that require active isolation. The existing redundant and

diverse provisions now existing are considered adequate.
In summary, only the RHR supply, the chemical and volume control
letdown, and excess letdown require additional consideration to assure
their isolation from the reactors.
RHR Suction Pipn

--

Several techniques can be proposed to

prevent the unauthorized opening of the valves isolating the suction
piping of the RHRS from the RCS.
These methods involve use of electric motors of limited torque capability in the valve operators, use
of torque release couplings in the valve operator gear train, or use
of an additional torque switch. All of these devices could be, and
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have been, employed in valve operators.
However, there are some practical problems associated with their use.
One is that the opening
torque for a gate valve is not a strong function of differential
pressure across the valve.
Also, the opening torque is highly variable depending upon valve cleanliness and lubrication.
some difficulty has been experienced

in

Therefore,

reliably setting the torque-

limiting devices.
Normal and Excess Letdown

--

Relief valves protect this piping

.aga#ipst rupture by overpressure, in.the event that downstream valves
are closed, all flow is blocked, and isolation cannot be effected.
Loss of fluid from the RCS will occur as the result of lifting relief
valves, although the fluid will not be discharged outside of containment.
(Closing the flow path downstream of the letdown pressure
control valve will result in one relief valve discharging to the
volume control tank.
However, this water will be returned to the RCS
by the charging pump.)
Breakage nf this piping outside containment,
coupled with denial of the abilP., ,o isolate the lines, will result
in a small los1 of reactor coolant outside containment.
To prevent
lose of reactor coolant and potential release of radioactivity, it is
important that the ability to isolate this piping be preserved.
Since the isolation valves -are located within containment,

it

is

assumed that the valves themselves do not sustain sabotage damage.
Rather, the inability to close the valves is assumed to be caused by
sabotage of the control circuits or of the actuating power for the
valves.
The excess letdown is a small-diameter (1-inch nominal pipe size)
pipeline.
The three, air-operated isolation valves are fail-closed
type.

Two motor-operated valves, one inside containment, provide a
diverse means of isolating the portion of piping out..de containment.
Because this piping is not normally in use and the isolation valves
are normally closed, any additional steps t,
down line are probably not warranted.

isolate the excess let-
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The normal letdown piping,

being-of larger diameter (3-inch nominal pipe size) than the excess letdown piping, represents a greater
concern with respect to breakage by sabotage.
Isolation provisions
include two remote, manually actuated, fail-closed, air-operated stop
valves within containment, one manual stop valve inside containment,
and two air-operated,
which is

fail-closed containment isolation valves, one of
inside containment.
Two separate acts of sabotage would be

required to deny the ability to isolate the normal letdown line, one
directed at the remote, manual stop valves, the second at the containment isolation system, which can be manually actuated.
Additional
assurance of the capability to :solwte the normal letdown line can be
achieved by providing an additional three-way solenoid valve in one
(or both) of the actuating air lines to the remote, manual, airoperated stop valves.
These additional solenoids are normally energized at all times and have no function during normal operation.
The
solenoids are energized from a special, locked, distribution panel
located in the control room area.
A third sabotage act, directed
against a third and independent target, is then required to prevent
isolation.
To make use of this extra protective feature, the operator
deenergizes the solenoids at the distribution panel.
This results in
closing the air supply to the valve diaphragms and permitting the exhaust of air from the diaphragms.
The valves are then closed by
stored spring energy.
Failure (deenergizing) of the additional solenoids does not have any effect on plant operation different
failure of the existing ones (i.e.,
Costs --

from

the line isolates).

Because the costs for the alternative are believed to be

relatively small, detailed cost estimates have not been prepared.
However, an approximate idea of these costs was obtained.
In the case
of the RHR suction piping isolation valves, the cost of modifying the
valve operators to incorporate an additional torque switch or torque
release coupling is

estimated to be $3,000 each.

this would amount to $12,000.

For four operators,

There will be additional costs for

engineering to ensure repeatability of performance of the torque
devices.
Seismic qualification costs may also increase.
It may be
estimated, therefore, that the cost of valve operator modifications is
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Additional three-way solenoid valves for
less than $50,000 per plant.
the letdown line isolation valves probably would not cost more than
Consider$100 to $200, although no actual costs have been obtained.
ing costs for installation,

cable,

and distribution panels

and assum-

ing availability of spare connections in the complement of containment
addipenetrations normally provided for the reference plant (i.e.,
tional containment penetrations are not required), the installed cost
Therefore, the
for this option should not exceed $10,000 to $50,000.
total cost for this design alternative is estimated to be, at most, on
the order of $100,000.
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7.

PHYSICAL PROTECTION SYSTEM

The primary objective of this study is to examine the effect of
plant design on resistance to sabotage.
However, the examination must
take into consideration the physical protection system being employed.
Because the baseline plant is

not yet complete,

protection system has not been defined.

the.,actual physical

Therefore,

for purposes of

this study, the requirements of lOCFR73.55 (Reference 25) are outlined
and a physical protection system consistent with those requirements is
postulated for the baseline plant.
It should be noted that the physical protection system postulated is based upon the authors' interpretation of the requirements of lOCFR73.55

(Reference

25),

and it

not been subjected to the NRC review and approval process.

has

Insofar as

possible, the same level of physical protection is provided for the
design alternatives; that is, the physical protection is held constant.
Subsequent sections outline the requirements and their application to the baseline and alternatives.
Physical Protection Requirements
The requirements for physical protection at nuclear power reactors are spelle"
it in
censees are required to
determined, violent, ex
tive actions of several

lOCFR73.55 (iefarence 25).
In general, liprovide onsite physical protection against a
ernal assault, an attack by stealth, or deceppersons; or an internal threat of one insider

including an employee in any position.

The external throat is

con-

sidered to have the following attributess
1.
2.

Well-trained and dedicated people,
Inside assistance,

3.
4.

The availability of suitable weapons, and
The availability of necessary, hand-carried equipment and
tools.
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To meet this threat, licensees are required to have a security organization with appropriate management onsite at all times; the security
organization must include qualified armed guards with written operating procedures.
all vital areas are to be within a protected area so
that passage through at least two barriers is required to reach each
The protected area will be separate from but will contain
vital area.
All
the vital area, with an isolation zone kept clear and monitored.
In addition,

eemployee parking is

to be outside the protected area,

and exterior

The reaclighting will provide at least 0.2-footcandle illumination.
tor (plant) control room must be bullet resistant and have provisions
Access to the protected area will be con-,
picture badges, and
trolled by positive identification, that is,
for locking the entrances.

Entry into vital areas will require special iuthorization,
aad positive personnel controls will be instituted during any refuelIntrusion detection alarms will annunciate in a coning operations.
se.arching.'

tinuously manned .central station that is bullet resistant, not visible
from the isolation zone, and has no other functions that could interAll detection systems are to be tamper
fere with response to alarms.
indicating and self-checking, with provisions to inlicate when they
As a minimum, the alarm will indicate the type
are on standby power.
An alternate alarm station, not necessarand location of intrusion.
All
ily onsite, must at least be advised that intrusion has occurred.
Each guard is to be in continuous
emergency exits will be alarmed.
The central alarm station will, have
contact with the alarm station.
telephone and radio contact with offsite law enforcement agencies in
Onsite guards will respond
order to obtain any required assistance.
immediately to neutralize any threat, acting in accordance with appliThe use of closed circuit television (CCTV) is encouraged
These requirements are
to minimize exposure of security personnel.

cable laws.

summarized as follows:
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1.
2.

Qualified armed guards,
Fences/barriers,

3.

Lighting (0.2 fo6tcandle),

4.

Intrusion detection alarms (interior

and exterior),

5.

Secure central alarm station,

6.

Locks,

7.
8.

Secure access control point,
Secure reactor (plant) control room,

9.

Personnel control,

10.
11.

Conimunications,
Security:
training,

12.

CCTV (optional).

equipment,

and procedures,

and

Application of Security Requirements to Baseline Plant
Because the physical protection system is not the principal focus
of this study, no attempt has been made to design physical protection
in terms of specific items of equipment and costs.
Rather, the known
29,30
attributes of typical components
have been used to select appropriate parameters.
Exterior Intrusion Detection --

The protected area is

surrounded

by a perimeter fence with fence-mounted or microwave intrusion detection systems.
The relationship of the fence and buildings is shown in
Figure 7-1.

The detection systems are assumed to have a detection
probability for unauthorized entry of 0.9.
There is a roving guard
patrol at random times, at least twice per shift.
In addition, CCTV
coverage of the protected area is provided by five pan-tilt cameras
such that the entire perimeter is viewed at least every 15 minutes in
a random pattern.
Because both the guard patrol and the CCTV scan are
random, and because they could detect an intruder away from the fence,
the net effect is an increase in the detection probability.
For
purposes of the analysis discussed later, a combined detection probability
(Pd) of 0.92, including fences, guards, and CCTV, is assumed.
Exterior doors on the control building, auxiliary building, spent fuel
building, and containment are also alarmed.
However, using the currently available magnetic switch alarms, intrusion will only be detected if the door is opened.
The detection probability under these
circumstances is 0.95.
The locations of ground-level locked and
alarmed (Pd - 0.95) exterior doors are shown in Figure 7-2.
Note that
exterior doors to the turbine hall are not locked and alarmed but that
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Figure 7-1.

Layout of Baseline Plant

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
- PUMP ROOMS

-

KEY
A

(•)

DOORS AT GRADE LEVEL
DOORS INTO TURBINE HALL

Figure 7-2.
-J
U'I

Locations of Exterior Locked and Alarmed Doors

doors between the turbine hall and the auxiliary building are locked
Access doors to the radand treated essentially as exterior doors.
waste building are not alarmed.
Interior Intrusion Detection --

In applying intrusion detection

to the interior compartments of the plant, the approach has been to
place locked, alarmed do-irs on the entrances to comparcments containing vital equipment and major plant operating equipment.
Again, these
door alarms are the magnetic switch variety.
Figures 7-3 through 7-8
show the locations of the interior locked and alarmed doors.
Exterior Barriers -to be AWG No.

II

The fence surrounding the plant is

assumed

chain link topped by three strands of barbed wire.

For purposes of subsequent analyses, a penetration time of 30 seconds
is assumed.
The exterior doors (Figure 7-2) in the diesel generator
compartments and containment emergency exit are assumed to be 3/8-inch
steel, exit-only, with a penetration, time of 2 minutes.
The door to
the auxiliary feedwater pump rooms is a watertight door with a penetration time of 50 seconds.

The two doors from the turbine hall to

the auxiliary building are standard doors with card-reader access control and an assumed 1-minute penetration time.
There are two roll-up
truck doors, one to the auxiliary building and one to the spent fuel
building, which have a penetration time of approximately 2 minutes.
The remaining doors are standard type with card-reader access, having
Exterior doors to the tadan assumed penetration time of I minute.
waste building and auxiliary steam boiler are locked but not alarmed.
The types of exterior barriers and the assumed characteristics are
summarized on Table 7-1.
Interior Barriers -- Interior doors are of two principal types,
watertight doors on safety-related pump compartments and standard
steel doors on other compartments.

The locations of these doors are

shown in Figures 7-3 through 7-8.
It should be noted that unlocked
doors are not included.
In general, key locks were assumed for those
compartments which do not appear to require frequent routine access.
Key-locked, standard doors have a 1-minute penetration time, and
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Table 7-1
Characteristics of Exterior Barriers*

Type (Number)
Fence
Watertight doors (1)
Roll-up truck doors (2)

Penetration
Time, min
0.5
0.8
1.9

Detection
Probability
0.92
0.9
0.95

1.0

0.95

1.0
2.0

0.05
0.95

Standard doors

with card readers (10)
Standard doors
with key lock (6)
3/8-inch steel, exit-only door (3)

In the subsequent
The values cited are nominal values.
analysis, a distribution of values about this nominal
value is sampled.

watertight doors have about a 50-second penetration time.

Card-

reader-controlled, standard doors were used on compartments (and passageways) where frequent access apparently would be required, although
1 minute.
The types of inthe adversary penetration time is still
terior barriers and the assumed characteristics are summarized in
Table 7-2.

*

Guards -- A sufficient number of guards is assumed to be on duty
to carry out the access control, patrol, v1sitor escort, and alarm
The number of jards will be between 5 and 10
response functions.
Because the subsequent effectivebased upon usual industry practice.
ness analysis does not examine guard/adversary encounters, the exact
It is assumed, however, that guards not on
number is not critical.
patrol or escort duty are avnilable at the guard house.
Application of Security Requirements to.Design Alternatives
The three principal design alternatives which have been carried
to the conceptual design stage have differing impacts upon physical
securityr therefore, each option is discussed separately.

T,
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Table 7-2
Characteristics .of Interior Barriers*
Penetration

Detection

Time, min

Probability

Watertight doors (17)

0.8

0.9

Roll-up truck doors (1)
Standard door
with card reader (53)
Standard door
with key lock (16)
Personnel airlock
(containment) (1)..
Containment emergency
escape hatch (1)

1.9

0.95

1.0

0.95

1.0

0.95

10

0.95

1.0

0.05

Type (Number)

The values cited are nominal values.
In the subsequent analysis, a distribution of values about
this nominal value is sampled.

Hardened Enclosures for Makeup Water Tanks -- Because this alternative adds only additional structure to the existing tanks, the main
result will be the addition of barriers that cause increased penetration time and an increased probability of detection.
Each enclosure
is presumed to have an access door with penetration resistance equivalent to the surrounding walls.
The increased cost associated with
such doors is included in the design costs.
Physically Separated and Protected Redundant Trains of Safety
Equipment -- As noted previously, this design option essentially
replaces the baseline plant control and auxiliary buildings with two
safety buildings and a modified auxiliary building.
Exterior Intrusion Detection.

There is

essentially no change

from the baseline plant.
The protected area is surrounded by a
perimeter fence with fence-mounted or microwave intrusion detection
systems.
The relationship of the fence and buildings is shown in
Figure 7-9.
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Again,

the intrusion detection probability is

0.9.

As

.- \

....

.

S

Figure 7-9.
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Layout of Alternate Design (Physically Separated and
Protected Redundant Trains of Safety Equipment)

with the baseline plant, there is a roving patrol and CCTV coverage
such that the combined detection probability--fence, guards, and
CCTV--is estimated to be 0.92.
ing,

safety buildings,

Exterior doors on the auxiliary build-

the access control building,

the spent fuel building are alarmed.

Again,

ment is

the door is

presumed so that Pd = 0.95 if

tions of ground-level,
Figure 7-10.
and alarmed,

locked and alarmed,

containment,

and

use of available equipopened.

The loca-

exterior doors are shown in

Again, exterior doors to the turbine hall are not locked
but any access to the containment penetrations from the

turbine hall are treated essentially as exterior doors.

Access doors

to the radwaste buildings are not alarmed.
Interior Intrusion Detection.
As with the baseline plant, in
applying intrusion detection to the interior compartments, locked and
alarmed doors have been assumed for compartments containing vital
equipment and major plant operating equipment.
magnetic switch variety.

Door alarms are the

Figures 7-11 through 7-15 show the locations

of the interior locked and alarmed doors.
Exterior Barriers.
plant, the site fence is

A duplicate of the design in
assumed to be AWG No.

the baseline

11 chain link topped by

three strands of barbed wire; the fence has an assumed penetration
time of 30 seconds.

The emergency exit doors on the safety buildings
and diesel compartments are vault-type doors, exit-only, with a penetration time of 10 minutes.
The containment emergency exit is assumed
to be a 3/8-inch steel,
minutes.

exit-only door with a penetration time of 2

The door from the access control building to the auxiliary

building is

a controlled portal with a penetration time of 1 minute.

There is one roll-up truck door in the spent fuel building, with a
penetration time of approximately 2 minutes.
The remaining doors are
'standard type with card-reader access and assumed penetration time of
1 minute.

Exterior doors to the radwaste building and auxiliary steam
boiler are locked but not alarmed.
The types of exterior barriers and
the assumed characteristics
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are summarized in

Table 7-3.
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STANDARD DOOR:
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Figure 7-15.
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Locations of Interior Locked and Alarmed
Doors for Alternate Design; Elevation -- Grade
Plus 73 F eet

Table 7-3
Characteristics of Exterior Barriers --

Alternate Design*

Penetration
Time, min

Type (Number)

Detection
Probability

Fence

0.5

0.92

Roll-up truck door (1)

1.9

0.95

Standard doors
with card reader

1.0

0.95

1.0

0.05

2.0

0.95

10

0.95

(4)

Standard doors
with key lock (5)
3/8-inch steel., exit-only door (3)
Vault-type,

exit-only door (4)

0

The values cited are nominal values.
In the subsequent
analysis, a distribution of values about this nominal
value is sampled.

Interior Barriers.
Like those of the baseline plant, the interior doors of this design option are of two principal types--water*tight

doors on safety-related pump compartments and standard
doors on other compartments.
in

Figures 7-11 through 7-15.

opening in

steel

The locations of these doors are shown
Unlocked doors are shown simply as an

the wall.

Key-locked doors with a 1-minute penetration
time were assumed for *ompartments not requiring frequent access.
Card-reader-controlled

*

doors with an assumed penetration time of 1
minute were used where access is frequent.
The watertight doors have
approximately a 50-second penetration time.
The types of interior
barriers and the assumed characteristics are summarized in
Guards.

Table 7-4.

Comments made earlier for the baseline plant are also

applicable here.
Hardened Decay Heat Removal System -- This alternative involves
the addition of a hardened building to house a DHRS.
The physical'
protection system will be the same as that postulated for the baseline
plant,

except for the addition of two alarmed,

vault-type,

exterior
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Table 7-4
Characteristics of Interior Barriers --

Type (Number)
Watertight doors (16)
Standard door
with card reader (28)
Standard door
with key lock (19)
Personnel airlock
(containment) (1)
Vault-type doors (4)
Containment emergency
escape hatch (1)

Alternate Design*

Penetration
Time, min

Detection
Probability

0.8

0.9

1.0

0.95

1.0

0.95

10
4.0

0.95
0.95

1.0

0.05

The values cited are nominal values.
In the subsequent
analysis, a distribution of values about this nominal
value is sampled.

doors on the hardened building.
These doors are assumed to have a
penetration time of 4 minutes with a 0.95 probability of detection.
This penetration time is less than that for exit-only doors because of
the requirement for normal passage in both directions, i.e., the door
is not as massive.
The relation of this building to the rest of the
plant is illustrated in Figure 7-16.
Additional Isolation of Low-Pressure Systems -- The potential
modifications to increase the isolation of low-pressure systems from
the high-pressure primary coolant do not involve any structural modifications..
Therefore, the physical protection application will be the
same as that for the baseline plant.
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Figure 7-16.
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Computerized Layout of Baseline Plant Plus Hardened
Decay Heat Removal System

8.

EVALUATION OF PRELIMINARY REFERENCE DESIGNS

The preceding sections of this report have discussed the baseline
plant, several alternatives to the baseline plant, and the physical
*

protection system which is to be included with each design. In this
section, the baseline plant and the alternatives will be evaluated and

*

compared, and, to the extent possible., the values and impacts of each
will be defined.

Methods for the evaluation of safeguards effective-

ness are still evolving, and there is no single model or methodology
which can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of a plant's design or
protection system against all threats to security. Similarly, there
is no procedure which even attempts to model in a single, integrated
package the impacts associated with various alternatives of plant
design or operations. As a result, the evaluation which follows iE a
combination of quantitative or semi-quantitative models and subjective
engineering judgments which are identified below. The evaluation
implies that there is no unique solution which unequivocally indicates
whether a particular concept is good or bad. The following subsections define the criteria against which the designs are evaluated, the
procedure used in conducting the evaluation, the results of the evaluation, and the conclusions which have been drawn.
Criteria for Evaluation
In Section 1, four broad design objectives or criteria were outlined. These are
1.

Decrease the number of sequences* which could cause a release
of radioactive material.

It.should be kept in mind that a sequence is simply a set of
events which must occur, or a set of locations which must be visited,
to cause a release of radioactive materialt a sequence does not necessarily imply a time order, although there may be a required order for
some events.
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2.
3.
4.

Increase the number of individual actions required to complete a sabotage sequence.
Reduce the probability of successfully completing a sabotage
sequence.
Reduce the consequences of a completed sabotage sequence.

As each alternative is evaluated, it will be tested against this
to determine whether or not it meets the criteria and to what
list
Some alternatives may satisfy several criteria to one degree
extent.
or another, while other alternatives may satisfy only one of the
criteria.

*

Procedure for Evaluation
The evaluation of design alternatives could be handled in any
In this study, values, in terms of increased resisnumber of ways.
tance to, or protection against, sabotage, are examined first. Then,
impacts, in terms of operational constraints, manpower requirements,
and costs, are defined.
The values are established by examining each design, given an
external threat to plant security, and then by repeating the cycle,
The external threat includes a determined,
given an internal threat.
violent, external assault or an attack by stealth or the deceptive
This threat is considered to have the
actions of several persons.
following attributes:
1. Well-trained and dedicated people,
2.
Inside assistance,
3. The availability of suitable weapons, and
4.
The availability of necessary, hand-carried equipment and
tools.

.

The inside threat assumes an insider in any position (lTeference 25).
Then,
For each threat, the analytical models available are discussed.
each design is presented and evaluated against that threat in terms of
the design criteria. A summary providing a value ranking of the
designs is then presented.
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I

for the baseline plant by examin-

The impacts are estimated first

ing the numbers and types of:personnel who must visit

particular loca-

Then, the study
and the frequency of those visits.
establishes whether or not the alternative designs, cause significant
tions (equipment)

..perturbations to these operational procedures in
manpower and frequency of visits.

terms of required

The capital costs

for each design

are also considered in a summary ranking the alternative designs with
respect to impact.
The evaluation is concluded by a cross comparison of values and
impacts presented as value-impact conclusions.
Effectiveness Against an External Threat
A number of methods are being developed to examine safeguards
The Safeguards Automated Facility Evalueffectiveness.31,32,33,34
ation (SAFE) (Reference 32) methodology is used in this section to
compare the effectiveness of the various design alternatives against
SAFE is a collection of functional modules which
an external threat.
combine facility representation,

physical protection characteristics,

adversary path analysis, and response simulation to accomplish the
Using this technique, an evaluation of a safeguards sysevaluation.
tem can be performed by systematically varying those parameters that
characterize

the physical protection components of the facility

to

reflect perceived (or assumed) adversary attributes and strategy, enThe facility
vironmental conditions, and site operational conditions.
characterization and physical protection system characteristics
cussed earlier are part of the necessary inputs to SAFE.

dis-

The principal purpose of this analysis is to explore the effect
Therefore,
of the modified plant design on safeguards effectiveness.
in using SAFE, several constraints were adopted which were intended to
emphasize this aspect of the analysis.
for doing so,

Although SAFE has provisions

this analysis does not model any engagement

between guard forces and an adversary.
adversary by armed force is

That is,

not considered.

the likelihood that the adversary is

(battle)

neutralization of the

This study examines only

confronted by guards before the
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last barrier to vital equipment is breached.
The likelihood of this
confrontation is termed the probal-ility of sequence interruption and
is denoted by PSrI
This method q:Pffctively removes any consideration
of the attributes of guards anu -ai-rsaries
(number, weapons, dedication, etc.).
Thus, the analysis focuses on the question, Given a
particular set of design alternatives, does one alternative provide a
significantly higher probability of sequence interruption than does
the baseline degign?

If

so, such an alternative would obviously

deserve careful consideration.
Effectiveness of the Baseline Plant -the' baseline plant,

it

In the characterization of

was established that there are 42 vital areas

(VAs)--5 Type I and 37 Type II
given a loss of offsite power,

areas.
It was also determined that,
there are 56 sequences (or combinations

of locations) which can lead to a release of radioactive material.
If
the spent fuel areas are excluded (for reasons discussed later), then
there are 50 such sequences for the baseline plant.
The probability of sequence interruptiun (P S)
was first
estimated considering the Type I and Type II VAs individually; the results
for the baseline plant are shown in the appropriate columns of Tables
8-1 and 8-2.
When the PSI estimates are done this way, the assumption
is made that one area is the target of an intruder and that the onsite
guards will go to that area in response to an alarm.
Furthermore, the
intruder is assumed to use the path of minimum detection probability
until he is detectedr then he is assumed to follow the quickest, or
minimum time, route to the target.
Such an approach is considered to
be a rpasonable upper b1uund on a saboteur's ability to defeat the
plant safegutus sjstem.
If the combinations of Type It VAs are
examined, qeveral additional estimates may be obtained.
In a MIN-MAX
analysis, the individual target PSIs for a particular sequence are
compared, and the PS1 for the sequence is taken to be the best individual PS in the sequence (that is, the PSI for the target which
the guards can best protect in that sequence).

Then,

all the se-

quences are compared, and the one identified with the lowest PSI is
termed the worst-case sequence.
For the baseline case, the worst-case
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Alsequence has a Psi (denoted by PS 1 [worst]) of approximately 0.7.
ternatively, if it is assumed that the guards respond simultaneously
to all locations in a sequence, then the probability that the adversary is confronted in at least one area in the sequence is an upper
In this case, P s(at
least one)'
bound on safeguards performance.
z0.9.ý

Subsequent sections of this report will compare the results for

the alternative designs to these baseline values.
Table 8-I
Probability of Sequence Interruption
for T'pe I Vital Areasa
Vital Area
Control room
Containment
Alternate shutdown panel
Spent fuel pool
operating floor
Spent fuel
shipping cask
area

Baseline Plant
0.7
0.9
0.9

Separate Safety Buildingsb
Option 1 option 2 Option 3
0.6
0.9

0.6
0.9

(Not a Type I VA in

0.6
0.9
these designs)

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

a Estimates are based onthe probability of detection, Pd = 0.92, in the
protected area.
boption I has vault-type doors on primary access routes and locked/
alarmed doors between turbine hall and piping penetration areas.
Option 3 has only locked/alarmed
Option 2 has all vault-type doors.
doors.

Effectiveness of Hardened Enclosures for Makeup Water Tanks

--

The SAFE analysis for a baseline plant plus this additional protection
for tankage provides the same results as the baseline except that the
PSI for the condensate storage tank area is increased from 0.7 to 0.9.
That is, the protection of one Type II VA is enhanced, but all others
are unchanged.
Also, the niuber of sequences remains the same as for
the baseline plant.
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Table 8-2

0U

Probability Of Sequence Interruption
for Type II Vital Areas
Vital Area

Baseline Plant

Senarate Safety Buildingsab
option 3
Option 2
Option 1
0.9/0.6
0.9
0.910.9

Emergency cooling piping/valves
Auxiliary feedvater piping/valves
Diesel generator No. I

0.8

Diesel generator No. 2

0.9

I

0.7
0.8

2

0.9
0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9
0.9

0.9
0.9

0.8

0.9

0.9

Puel pool beat exchangers

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.6
0.7

Auxiliary feedwater pump No. I
Auxiliary feedwater pump No. 2

0.7

0.9
0.9

0.9

TDc auxiliary feedwater pump
Auxiliary feedwater piping
Auxiliary feedwater p'.ping

0.7

EST switchgear No.
ES? switchgear No.

Battery rooms and chargers
Main feedwater piping
Electrical penetration room

0.9
0.6

0.7
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.8

Electrical penetration room
Steam lines to TD auxiliary feedwater
Main steam lines

0,9
0.4

Spent fuel building vent and filters
Condensate water storage
ESW pump house
Alternate shutdown panel

0.9

0.7/0.7
0.4
0.4
0.9

0.4/0.4
0.9

0.9

0.9
0.9

0.9/0.9
0.9

0.7/0.7

0.9
0.9

0.4
0.9/0.9

0.9/0.9
0.9

0.4/0.4

0.4

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.4

0.9

0.4

0.9/0.9
0.9

0.4/0.4

0.9

0.4/0.4
0.9

0.7
0.9

0.9/0.9
0.9

0.9/0.9
0.9

0.9/0.9

0.9/0.9

0.9/0.9

0.9/0.6

0.9

0.9
0.9

aoption I has vault-type doors on primary access routes and locked/alarmed doors between
Option 3 has
option 2 has all vault-type doors.
turbine hall and piping penetration areas,
only locked/alarmed doors.
bTwo entries (e.g., 0.9/0.9) indicate that the design alternate has two areas where formerly
there was one.
CTD - turbine-driven

Effectiveness of Physically Separated Redundant Trains -- This
design alternative is the most significant departure from the baseline
plant.
The redundant safety trains, including water storage and electric power, are located in two separate though adjacent buildings.
(See Figures 6-4 and 6-5 for a comparison of layouts.)
There are
three versions of this alternative.
One, labeled Option 1 on Table
8-2, has vault-type doors on prirqary access routes and locked/alarmed
doors between the turbine hall and piping penetration areas.
The second version, labeled Option 2, has vault-type doors on all points of
access.
The third version, labeled Option 3, has only locked/alarmed
,doors similar to those of the baseline plant.
The vital area analysis for this alternative indicates that there
are 43 VAs (4 Type I and 39 Type It areas).
In this case, given a
loss of offsite power, there are 43 areas that can be combined in 292
sequences.
Again, if the spent fuel areas are excluded, then there
are 286 sequences.
The results of the SAFE analysis are shown on
Tables 8-1 and 8-2.
In this design, the alternate shutdown panel is
no longer a Type I VA because each train has a separate panel and
either is sufficient to shut the plant down and provide decay heat
removal.
In option 1, the PSI estimates for the diesel generators,
ESF switchgear, and makeup water have improved.
In this version, access to the main steam lines was provided through locked, watertight
doors because of the frequent inspections required.
However, these
doors provide an access to the auxiliary feedwater areas, which leads
to a lower level of protection for that system than does the baseline.
Consequently, when the Type II VA combinations are examined, it is
found that Psi(worst) =0.4 and PSI (at least one) :O.7. In Option 2,
the watertight doors between the turbine hall and piping penetration
area were replaced with vault-type doors, and the predicted P S shows
dramatic improvement; in fact, all Type 11 PSIs =0.9.
Therefore, when
the Type II combinations are examined, it is found that Psi(worst) 20.9
and Ps(at
least one) ;l for Option 2.
Option 3 was included to provide a direct comparison with the baseline plant because it may be
argued that using vault-type doors is a change in physical protection,
not in plant design.
The estimates of individual P5 1s in this version
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are generally comparable with the baseline plant: several estimates
are slightly greater (diesels and ESF switchgear) and several lower
(auxiliary feedwater and main steam lines).
dividual PSI for Option 3,
it

is

found that Psi(worst)

when the Type II

Because of the lower incombinations are examined,

-0.4 and P si(at least one)

tO.7.

These

are approximately the same as Option 1.
Effectiveness of Hardened Decay Heat Removal System --

In this

alternative,

the characteristics of the baseline plant are unchanged,
except that a new system is added which can functionally replace the
AFWS in
Type II

the event the AFWS is unavailable.
VA, so that, for this alternative,

and 40 Type II).

The hardened DHRS adds a
there are 43 VAs (3 Type I

Assuming a loss of offsite power,

there are 56 se-

quences which could lead to a release of radioactivity.
Excluding the
spent fuel areas, there are 50 sequences.
The individual PsS are the
same as for the baseline, with the addition of PSI -0.9 for the area
(bunker) housing the hardened DHRS.

This addition reduces the number

of two-location sequences from 10 to 4 and increases the number of
sequences involving three or more locations.
For these combinations
of Type II

VAs,

Psi(worst) •0.9 and Ps 1 (at least one)

>0.9.

Discussion and Comparison of Effectiveness Evaluation for an
External Threat -- The probability of sequence interruption, Psi, may
be viewed as a measure of the relative performance of various systems
configurations.
Thus, the task here is to establish whether or not
there is a significant improvement in PSI based upon a change in plant
design and to use the analysis to gain some insight into the safeguards effectiveness of plant designs in general.
At this time, the
objective is not to determine whether or not the predicted P
is
adequate or acceptable.

tivity

The SAFE me-thodology provides an excellent mechanism for sensistudies so that it would be easy to overemphasize the safe-

guards aspects of the study.
Although a concerted effort has been
made to avoid such overemphasis, there are several characteristics of
the SAFE results discussed below which should be kept in mind during
this discussion.
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Earlier studies (References

3 and 34) have indicated that results

obtained with SAFE essentially are linearly dependent upon the assump.tions made about detection probability (Pd) at the fence (or in the
protected area).

This relationship applies equally to the baseline

plant and the alternatives.

If

drop by about half, and,if Pd is
for most areas.

the Pd is

halved,

the individual

reduced to zero,

PSIs

PSI approaches zero

This result obviously suggests that,

in

establishing

a design for a particular site, tradeoffs should be made not only between potential plant designs but also between potential plant designs
and possible configurations of the physical protection systems.
In this analysis,

guards are assumed to intercept the adversary

at the VA that the adversary is attempting to reach.
Therefore, the
guard response time is a function of the target VA and guard location.
Reducing response time will usually increase P SI while increasing
response time will lower PSI" However, it is again emphasized that
the change of P

is

more likely related to physical protection

tactics and procedures than to plant design.
The design alternatives considered have not led to any significant changes in the Type I VAs or the estimates of safeguards effectiveness; however,

several observations are pertinent.

Other studies

have suggested that the "time window" within which a release from
spent fuel is

potentially a significant threat to the public is

stricted to a relatively short time after fuel is
reactor.

re-

removed from the

Therefore,

no attempt was made here to increase the PSI for
those areas associated with refueling by using design changes.
Certainly, revisions to physical security could be employed to increase
protection during refueling (and for a short time afterward).
Also,
the control room is unquestionably an area of concern.
However, it
appears that additional protection can more readily be achieved by
modifications to physical protection, for example, adding doors which
are more substantial,

than by total plant redesign.

This analysis suggests that design changes can have an impact
upon the ability to protect many of the Type II

VAs.

But a note of
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II

caution is appropriate.
For example, the improvement noted with Option 2 of the alternative of physically separated trains of safety
equipment is due in part to the restricted access routes, but, primarily,

the improvement is due to the vault-type doors used.
This relationship is apparent when Options 2 and 3 are compared.
A similar
point is noted when Option 3 (new design but only locked doors) is
compared to the baseline.
This version does not appear to offer any
improvement over the baseline and,
tive.

However,

in Option 3,

in

there is

some respects,

is

one less Type II

not as effecVA which meets

design criterion 1 by reducing the number of locations at which a
release could be initiated.
Also, the increased separation between
Type II VAS (targets) could make access to combinations of areas more
difficult.
In this respect, it meets criterion 2 (more individual
actions) by increasing the number of places that must be visited and
criterion 3 (decreasing the probability of success) by increasing the
difficulty of access.
Also, this alternative reduces the number of
access points; that is, the safety building may only be reached
through the auxiliary building and the containment penetration area.
This arrangement meets criteria I (decreasing the number of sequences)
and 3 by reducing the number of paths for access and increasing the
difficulty of access.
The analysis also suggests that increased physical protection such as CCTV on access doors, sensors to detect door
tampering, etc., could more readily be Used to reduce the reliance on
early detection.
The multiplicity of paths to various compartments in
the baseline plant essentially precludes such modifications.
However,
a design which has a very limited number of access points could take
advantage of such increased physical protection.
Such a design would
also influence guard response tactics; that is, response to intrusion
alarms could be to several fixed locations, which would presumably
enhance the probability of sequence interruption.
Hardening only the makeup water tanks does not appear to offer
any significant gains in terms of overall protection.
This is especially true considering that the alternate water source for auxiliary
feedwater, the ESW, is reasonably protectable.
This h :rdening would
meet design criterion 1, however, by reducing some inherent vulnerability.
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*Adding
a hardened DHRS is also a possible alternative.
The arrangement meets criterion 2 by adding more areas that must be reached
in

order to cause a release and also increases the number of redundant
However,
functions which wouil h_.-e to be disabled by the adversary.

one aspect of this system which should not be ignored is the finite
time period of operation (10 hours for the current design) which exists unless additional water and fuel oil are made available.
Other
alternatives,
cycle,

for example,

a steam-driven system with partial closed

could alleviate this constraint.

-Effectiveness Against an Internal Threat
As with the external threat, a number of methods are being developed and used to examine safeguards effectiveness against insiders at
nuclear facilities. 35,36,37 However, the emphasis to date has been
placed upon the nonreactor portions of the nuclear fuel cycle and, in
particular,
material.

upon safeguards for the prevention of theft of nuclear
The so-called "insider question" at nuclear power plants

has been considered in

several studies, but no modeling comparable to
SAFE has been applied.
There is a program now under way to demonstrate the applicability of at least one of the models for insider
threat37 to a nuclear power plant, but results will not be available
until the fall of 1980.
Therefore, in the discussion which follows,
the principal reliance will be placed upon a subjective analysis of
the contribution that the changing of plant design can make to protection against unauthorized actions by authorized insiders.
In order to
make this analysis, it is appropriate to first
consider (1) who are
the authorized insiders, (2) to what areas will they normally have
access, and (3) how frequent is that access?
Manning and Normal Plant Access -- Each plant is unique in some
respects as to its manning.
However, a comparison of available data
indicates that the personnel types and numbers shown in Table 8-3 are
fairly typical for the permanent staff of an operating reactor.
In
this analysis, it is assumed that the technical management personnel
essentially have access to all areas of the plant, albeit infrequentlyl other management personnel

(administrative/training/security)

have
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Table 8-3
Typical Permanent Staffing for a Nuclear Power
1977-1978 Time Frame
Managerial/Supervisory

Number of Persons*

Plant superintendent
Or rations supervisor
Shift supervisors
Maintenance supervisors
Instrumentation supervisor

1
I
5
5
"1

Health physics and -hemistry supervisor
Security chief
Administrative supervisor
Engineering staff supervisors
Quality assurance supervisor
Training administrator
Staff (Operators/Technicians/Engineers/Clerks,
Senior control room operators
Control room operators
Equipment operators/helpers
Maintenance and labor
(mechanical/electrical)
Instrument technicians
Health physics technicians
Security (armed)
Security (unarmed)
Administrative/clerical/QA
Engineering support
Total Staff

Plant

1
.1
1
2
1
1
etc.)
5
10
10
30
10
10
35
10
20
10
170

*The plant is assumed toibe a single unit in a normal operating mode.
Utility company preferences could increase or decrease these numbers.
In the post-TMI era with the mandated changes to installed systems,
average site staffing will be greater than that shown here.

only limited access and, generally, not to VAs except for the control
room.
It is generally agreed that control room and equipment operators and health physics and instrumentation technicians will have
access (authorized as required by their shift supervisor) to all areas
of the plant in performance of their duties.
Maintenance personnel
Will have only slightly less access in that mechanical maintenance
personnel would have no need to enter areas that contain only electrical equipment.
Electrical maintenance personnel will probably have
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The VA access of such
plant areas.
need for access into nearly all
technicians would usually be controlled by their individual supervision and the shift supervisor.
only limited plant access.

Administrative personnel would have

The status of security personnel is

more difficult to generalize.

In some plants,

much

security personnel will

Other
inside plant areas once per shift to inspect VA doors.
plants may have security personnel stationed inside for purposes of

visit

For purposes
access control and early response to intrusion alarms.
of this study, it is assumed that armed security personnel only enter
VAs in

response to an alarm,

and; when doing so, they are accompanied

by an operator.
Access to various plant areas for some personnel (operators, for
For examexample) is essentially routine, repetitive, and frequent.
ple, control room operators and equiprent operators make rounds of the
plant several times during each shift.
ments shown in

Table 8-4 is

The summary of access require-

a consensus based upon the Safety Analysis

Report Technical Specifications and interviews

for several plants.

It

shows clearly that many plant areas must be visited frequently by a
cross section of the plant staff.
These considerations have been limited to normal power operations
because, for most plants, special physical security provisions will be
instituted during refueling and maintenance outages.
And, although
there will be many additional craft personnel onsite,

the prestart

inspections and tests will verify the operability of safety systems
The foregoing assumptions unaerlie the analysis and
prior to restart.

discussion which follows.
Effectiveness of the Baseline Plant -- The baseline plant has a
highly compartmentalized design.
In this sense, the various compoHowever, examinanents of the redundant safety trains are separated.
tion of this compartmentalization shows that generally similar components of redundant trai:&s are in close proximity.
For example, note
the relationship of the vdrious ESF pump rooms in
auxiliary feedwater pump rooms in

Figure 8-2.

If

Figure 8-1 or the
an insider has

0

Table 8-4
Typical Access Requirements

operator/Craft

Plant Area
control room

rr ju tf_
lX

NO0.Round- 0r15

P3It cOntainment
B1"1 contailnmnt
Vital 4 .kVJ480-volt
switchgear. 125-volt dc bus*s
Battery

2 to 4/monthk
s/day
4/day

11

Spent fuel area
Turbine building

3/day

I

Each diesel generator
All ESP pumps
(ECCS. ESW. AFMS)

B/day

Auxiliary building
(PWR)i reactor building
(WBI)
I4ain steam (P13R)

, restng/XInsfectlon
.0 ,
0.
. -•o, persons

1
7/day

1

12/day

12

7•/ay

I

3/day
G/Nonth

commnts
Norgmally
occupiod by
3 to S persons

2 to 4

j

toI 2

2/v%*e
wormally
L to 10 persons
occupied by

3/month
1 to 2
I /month
Daily
(variable)
4/veek

I to 2
2 to -4
2

probably continuous
occupancy
on day ahift
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Relative Locations of Redundant Safety Train Equipment
for the Baseline Plant
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Relative Locations of Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump and Valve Compartments for the Baseline
Plant

access to both trains as part of his normal rounds, it would be possible for him to disable similar equipment in a short span of time.
In
addition, because of the "openness" of the baseline plant layout,
there are no uniquely defined routes for access to the compartments
either.
Theoretically, it would be possible to secure these individual compartments with locks (card readers) unique to each train.
This
would permit the operator to visit
only one train on each round and
would require him to return to the control room and exchange keys
(cards)

before visiting another train.
In addition to the possible
impact on plant surveillance that such a procedure might have, several
_...problems in logic also seem apparent:
I.

During one round, an act of sabotage might be accomplished
which would not show up until the equipment was required,

2.

Door locks could be disabled (left unlocked)
to both trains on the next round, and

3.

If maintenance personnel were working on one train while an
operator was checking the adjacent compartment, it would
be relatively easy for the operator to gain access to both.

to permit entry

Without very stringent and perhaps burdensome work rules, plant personnel-would have no particular basis on which to challenge the presence of authorized personnel, especially because the maintenance section would have no way of knowing which redundant train was on the
current round.
Therefore, although the compartmentalization of the
baseline plant meets the safety separation criteria (including fire
protection),

the arrangement does not appear to provide any special
advantage for controlling insider activities.
Effectiveness of Hardened Enclosures for Makeup Water Tanks -This modification to the. baseline essentially makes no difference
insofar as the insider is concerned.
If the refueling water and
condensate storage tanks were given additional protection, authorized
insider access would not be affected.
alter the frequency of access,
protection.

Simply adding a door would not
nor would it provide any special
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Effectiveness of Physically Separated Redundant Trains -- This
design change maintains the redundant train compartmentalization
outlined for the baseline plant and provides two important advantages
for protection against the insider.
First, the equipment compartments
of a given redundant train are grouped together.
Second, access to
these groupings is through well-defined and limited routes.
Consider
the layouts shown in Figures 8-3 and 8-4.
Figure 8-3 illustrates in
part how the various equipment compartments for the two redundant
trains are grouped.
Figure 8-4 illustrates the controlled access, by
only one route, to each of the individual safety buildings.
These two
conditions are a step toward meeting the second and third design
criteria discussed earlier.
Compartmentalization and separation
increase the number of locations which must be visited and reduce the
likelihood of successful sequence completion.
These two aspects of
this design alternative suggest some advantages for insider control.
First, because all aspects of a single train (auxiliary feedwater,
emergency core cooling, makeup water, and emergency power) are together and reachable through one route, administrative controls are
easier to apply.

For example,

the roving operator could clear train A
and return to the control room.
The train A status could be verified
and the operator then authorized to visit
train B. Admittedly, he
might still
have the opportunity to disable some components, or insure
later failure, but doing so may now be more difficult.
Furthermore,
if status verification were to require an independent inspection by a
second party, the inspection would be easier to carry out with all the
components of a single train essentially colocated.
The opportunity
to enter one train of equipment directly from the other no longer
exists; that is,
a roving operator and a maintenance team with access
to different trains of equipment are iiot in the same area.
This
design alternative also separates co....tinuously operating equipment
(e.g., charging pumps) from standby, safety-related equipment, which
further enhances protection against an authorized insider on routine
rounds.
Therefore, although this alternative may not directly protect
against the unauthorized activities of an insider, it does offer the
potential for implementing certain administrative controls wit!, less
impact upon operations.
Impacts of the designs are discussed in a
later section.
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Relative Locations of Redundant Safety Train Equipment
for the Alternate Plant Layout
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Locations of Access to Safety Building for the
Alternate Plant Layout

Effectiveness of Hardened Decay Heat Removal System -- This
alternative, as noted earlier, does not change the basic layout or
characteristics of the baseline plant except that it adds an additional Type II

VA,

the insider threat.

which offers some advantages
First, this independent

pendence upon the inplant redundant systems.
trains,

there are three for certain events.

for protection against

DHRS alleviates the d'eThat is,

instead of two

However,

this system re-

quires that the reactor coolant system boundary be maintained,

so the

alternative does not aid in countering loss-of-coolant events.

Sec-

ond, the separate, hardened structure housing the DHRS seems to provide some flexibility in the application of administrative procedures.
Because the DHRS is a standby system with completely independent power
and water, it may be possible to modify routine surveillance procedures for it

and perhaps reduce their frequency compared to the fre-

quency for safety systems.
Given less frequent or less extensive
visits, some administrative control might be imposed with less total
impact upon operations.

For example,

an ins.ýction by a second party

should be reasonably easy to complete because of the limited amount of
equipment involved and the equipment's compact arrangement.
Again,
this is a design which satisfies two design criteria.
It adds locations and reduces the-probability of successful sequence completion.
Effectiveness of Additional Isolation of Low-Pressure Systems -One additional area of isolation could potentially reduce the vulnerability to the insider.
If reliable, reproducible, torque limiting on
the RHR isolation valves could be achieved,

the number of locations

from which an insider could initiate a release of radioactive material
would be reduced.
A reduction in the number of such locations would
satisfy the first
design criterion.
For example, torque limiting
would prevent the valves from being opened, while at operating pressure, from the motor control center.
Therefore, the insider would
have to enter containment and manually manipulate the valves.
Discussion and Comparison of Effectiveness Evaluations for an
Internal Threat -- Most studies to date suggest that the solution to
insider threats will depend heavily on administrative controls and
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work rules.
Certainly, none of the design alternatives considered
provides a unique or unequivocal solution.
In nearly all cases, the
benefits which accrue from the design changes arise because the change
may facilitate the implementation of such administrative controls or
rules.
The compartmentalization of the baseline plant itself
has some
potential in this regard because components are separated.
The completely separated redundant train design provides a further step
because the ccmponents are compartmentalized and segregated into
separate buildings with well-defined access routes.
Such a modification certainly could only be applied to plants not yet designed
because of its radical departure from current practice..
The hardened DHRS lies between the baseline and fully separated
designs in terms of potential protection from an insider threat.
The
hardened DHRS provides some segregation as well as compartmentalization, and it provides additional redundancy for non-LOCA events.
The
hardened system also has some advantage compared to the fully separated trains of equipment

in that it

could be added to plants already
being designed because it is a separate entity which can be connected
to the plant via cabling and piping.
The need for secure and seismicqualified piping connections and penetrations of containment make its
application as a retrofit to existing facilities problematical.
Impacts of the Design Alternatives
It

was noted in the introduction to this evaluation that there is
no procedure which attempts to model the impacts of designs in a
single, integrated package.
In fact, there does not appear to be any
documented and widely accepted methodology for such an evaluation,
even on a subjective basis.
Certainly, numerous studies exist which
examine in various ways the impacts of particular actions or ideas,
but each of these studies seems to start with differing assumptions
and guidelines.
In that respect, this current study is no exception.
For purposes of comparing the baseline and alternatives, it is assumed
here that the impacts associated with the baseline plant are acceptable and reasonable.
Also, these impacts are considered in current
termas that is, no attempt is made to extrapolate 5 or 10 years into
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the future to examine impacts or conditions--there simply are too many
Several
Finally, the analysis here is subjective.
uncertainties.
techniques were explored for quantifying such an analysis.

Most of

these techniques essentially reduce to seeking a consensus of a panel
This
of experts to quantify the value measures and their application.
approach was rejected as being too time consuming and expensive for
the limited amount of added insight it

might provide in

this particu-

lar instance.
The impacts to be considered include capital costs,

manpower

requAirements, operations and maintenance (including activities, procedures and surveillance requirements), and safety.
Where appropriate,
some comment is

also offered on the less tangible impacts such as

staff attitudes and morale.
Although the impacts of the baseline plant are presumed acceptable and reasonable,

the discussion begins with some observations on

the baseline to provide a basis for subsequent comparison.
Impacts Associated with the Baseline Plant -line plant is

not currently online,

Although the base-

the Safety Analysis Reports are

available and provide at least a preliminary indication of the utility
preferences for manpower and operational

procedures.

The two plants using the SNUPPS design are curCapital Costs.
rently under construction, and,consequently, costs are not final nor
are they a matter of public record.
Therefore, for purposes of comparison, a capital cost of $750,000,000 (1978 dollars) is assigned to
the baseline design.
Generally, in the subsequent discussions, the
capital costs for the alternative plants are treated as incremented

costs to the baseline.

Therefore,

there will only be a relative

ranking of the alternatives with regard to costs.
Manpower Requirements.
operations,

technical,

Based upon the availabl

information,

the

and maintenance manning for the sLngle-unit
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baseline plant is assumed to"be as shown on
rial/supervisory manning is consistent with
8-3), but, because supervision is not really
least one of each type is always required),
considered here.

Table 8-5.
The managethat shown earlier (Table
affected by design (at
only the staff manning is

62 operations, maintenance,
Thirty of these are operators,

For the baseline plant,

and technical personnel are required.
while 32 are supporting technicians and maintenance personnel.
Table 8-5
Assumed Baseline Plant Manning*
for Normal Power Operation
1977-1978 Time Frame
Number

Title
Shift supervisors
Senior control room operators
Control room operators
Equipment operators/helpers
instrument technicians
Health physics technicians
Maintenance and labor
Total

5
5
10
10
6
6
20
62

*Includas operations, technical, and maintenance personnel but excludes management.

Operations and Maintenance.

In considering these impacts,

atten-

tion is focused upon only those activities which may change, given
That is, control
that there is a change in plant design or layout.
roam operations and routine tests and surveillance of the primary
reactor coolant system and the normal power conversion system are not
included.
Based upon the information in Table 8-4, operators will
visit the diesel generator, emergency switchgear, all ESF pump rooms,
and most areas of the auxiliary building at least twice per shift.
Battery rooms and spent fuel areas will be visited at least once per
shift. From Figures 7-3 through 7-8 and 8-1, which depict the layout
of the baseline plant, it is apparent that, even with the compartmentalization, operator rounds are relatively easy to accomplish because
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Adja.compartments are adjacent or access is from a common corridor.
cent compartments also have the advantage that like systems are compared in a short span of time, so that anomalies may be more readily
apparent.
If

the testing/inspection frequency information from Table 8-4 is

combined with the data on the number of pieces of safety-related
equipment in the baseline plant, the level of maintenance inspection
The inspection schedule
and testing shown in Table 8-6 is derived.

*

Table 8-6 implies more detailed inspection than is

shown in
.

. merely through an operator making rounds.

-concluded that there is

From Table 8-6,

significant-electrical

possible
it

may be

inspection/testing

occurring every day and that mechanical testing (pump run, valve
If it is assumed that two
exercise, etc.) occurs every other day.
people are involved, whether for safety or because it takes two to
accomplish the task, these tests could represent approximately 10
Based upon
man-days per month (allowing about 1/4 day per test).
independent discussions with nuclear power plant maintenance personnel, it is estimated that more than 60% of the maintenance work load
involves unscheduled maintenance; the figure may approach 75% at some
Total access requirements will thus be greater than is

plants.

im-

plied by Table 8-6.
Safety Considerations.

Compartmentalization has resulted from

is presumed to be a positive
safety concerns and thus, of itself,
In the baseline plant physical protection
contribution to safety.

*

Locked compartments
scheme, compartments were assumed to be locked.
Howshould not affect safety if appropriate personnel have access.
ever, compartmentalization could have adverse impacts upon plant
safety, especially if the compartments are locked and keyed with
Discussions with plant personnel indicate that such
independent keys.
controls could be perceived as nuisances and as being counter productive.

It

has been postulated that, in

the extreme,

this attitude

could lead to inspection rounds being skipped because they are considered to be "too much bother," with the result that safety equipment
problems could go undetected until they had an impact upon plant.
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Table 8-6
Typical

Inspection Schedule
Baseline Plant

for a

Test or Inspection Frequency

I tem

Vital 4160/480 switchgear,
125-volt dc buses
Battery
Diesel generator

6/day
12/month
6/month
(at least one startup)

ESF pumps
AFWS

3/month
(one start/month/pump)
4/month
2/month
2/month
In operation

ESW
LPIa
RHRb
HPI (charging)
aLPI
low-pressure injection
HPI -- high-pressure
injection

safety.

Also,

such independent keying could impair the response to
emergency conditions if time were required to obtain access.
Impacts Associated with Hardened Enclosures for Makeup Water
Tanks -- As stated earlier, this alternative represents a relatively
modest departure from the baseline design.
Capital Costs.

Three options were explored for this alternative,

each of which has its unique costs (see Table 6-2).
The total costs
of hardening are shown below, and the relative increase over existing
practice is indicated.
For reference purposes, two tanks in the baseline plant, with their associated base mat and piping,

are estimated

to cost $1,715,000.
Option
Two tanks with two buildings
Two'tanks with one building
Two reinforced concrete tanks
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Increase

Estimated Cost
$2,490,000

$

% Increase

3,081,000

774,600
1,375,600

31
44

2,266,000

550,600

24

If

total plant costs are assumed to be on the order of $750,000,000,

the increase to harden tank enclosures is
Manpower Requirements,

a few tenths of a percent.

Operations and Maintenance,

and Safety.

The entire discussion of the baseline plant applies here because there
is

essentially no change in the plant itself.
Impacts Associated with Physically Separated Redundant Trains --

This alternative is

the most radical departure from the existing prac-

considered in

tice which is

this study and could only be applied to

However, the impacts associated with that departure are
,new plants.
not as extensive as might be expected.
Capital Costs.

There are two types of capital costs associated

with this alternative.
and the other is

One is

the cost associated with the buildings,

the cost of additional equipment.

Because actual

costs for the baseline are unavailable,

the costs associated with the
baseline plant auxiliary and control buildings were estimated in a
manner consistent with that used for the new safety and auxiliary
buildings.
This method provides only a "localized" estimate of cost
increase but allows a realistic estimate.
estimate was $16,718,000 (see Table 6-3).

The baseline building
The estimated costs for

this alternative on the same site as the baseline plant are
Safety buildings
Auxiliary building
Additional equipment
Total

$14,078,000
10,638,000
6,359,000
$31,075,000

This estimate represents a $14,357,000 increase,
contingency factor,

a $15,797,000 increase.

$750,000,000 basic total plant cost,

or,

Again,

including a 10%
assuming a

this alternative represents about

a 21 increase.
Manpower Requirements.

This alternative adds a turbine-driven,

auxiliary feedwater pump and.two high-pressure injection pumps.

Also,

there is an additional component cooling system which will require
surveillance and maintenance.
The additional ESF pumps represent a
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251 increase in test and inspection' time, or about 2.5 man-days per
month.
Based upon 20 maintenance personnel, this figure represents
only a 10% increase in

level of effort.

However,

if

the additional

separation of equipment is

taken into account,

rnonsafety equipment,, it

assumed that some additional maintenance

is

along with the added

personnel could be required.
Operations and Maintenance.
procedures and convenience,

From the viewpoint of operational

the completely separate safety buildings

will present some impacts.
Operator rounds will take longer because
.of the plant layout and the presence of additional equipment.
Additional inspection procedures will be required to account for added
equipment.
Maintenance activities will be affected by the restricted
access.

Movement of tools and parts will be slower and more difficult
because of the need to use specific routes.
Maintenance times could
be increased simply because of the added transit times, especially if
repeated trips are required to obtain special parts or tools from the
warehouse.
For instance, assuming the same stvirting point and transit
speed,

it

rooms in

takes 25% more time to reach the auxiliary feedwater pump
this alternative than in the baseline.

Safety Considerations.
The addition of the high-pressure injection (HPI) pumps, a turbine-driven, auxiliary feedwater pump, and
inside makeup water storage could have a positive impact on safety.
Redundancy is increased, and, for some events, the additional water
supply increases the time available to reestablish normal plant conaitions.
The addition of HPI places all safety-related equipment in a
standby status: that is,
the. centrifugal charging pumps are no longer
'serving a dual purpose, as they are required to do in the baseline.
The completely separated building further enhances the protection of
the redundant trains against fires and other events which could disable the systems.
The separation inherent in this alternative may also lead to some
impacts on safety.
The duplication of shutdown panels will necessitate careful structuring of central transfer logic, and such duplication could require that two locations be manned instead of one in
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the

event that manual
if

.peration is

necessary.

Similar considerations hold

local manual control of auxiliary feedwater systems is

Also, without careful coordination,

required.

the two systems could be at cross

purposes under manual control.
Clearly, in this design, any situation
whichrequires local control of pumps, valves, or other process equipment could be adversely affected by the need to man two stations
instead of one or to visit two widely separated locations.
Staff Attitudes.

Discussions with industry personnel suggest
that designs such as this alternative with vault-type doors and re.stricted access routes could have an adverse

impact upon the plant

staff and its performance.
This alternative has a physical satructure
which is new in concept to~power plant applications, although other
portions of the fuel cycle use such concepts.
Unfortunately, sucl.
impacts are subtle and essentially unquantifiable.
Nevertheless, the
potential is

there,

and it

should not be ignored.

Impacts Associated with the Hardened Decay Heat Removal System -This concept represents a less dramatic departure from existing practice than does the concept of physically separated redundant trains
and,

in

some instances,

could be added to existing plants.

Capital Costs.
There are two costs associated with this alternative--the structural costs of constructing a hardened, self-contained
building and the equipment costs for the pumps, tanks, diesel generator, and associated auxiliaries.
From Tables 6-6 and 6-7, the following costs are obtained:
Mechanical equipment costs
(including piping & electrical)
structural costs (for same site as
baseline plant)
10% contingency
Total

$5,175,000
2,734,000
791,000
$8,700,000

This computatior
epresents the cost of the alternative and the increase in cost resulting from the addition of a separate structure to
the plant.
For the assumed $750,000,000 basic cost of the baseline
plant,

the total represents about a 1% increase in

capital cost.
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Manpower Requirements.
This alternative adds an auxiliary feedwater pump, a charging pump," and a diesel generator.
Therefore, there
is about a 25% increase in test
and inspection time.
Using the 20
maintenance personnel discussed earlier,

this figure represents a 10%

Although no other major plant equipincrease in the level of effort.
ment is added, the additional isolation in a separate building and the
combination of mechanical and electrical equipment could lead to the
need for an additional maintenance man.
The location of the DHRS in

Operations and Maintenance.

rate and isolated structure will present some operational
!'such as, how it
DHRS is

in

will be manned and under what conditions.

addition to the usual redundant safety systems,

a sepa-

impacts,
Because the
it

may be

possible to reduce the inspection/surveillance

requirements compared

to those for safety equipment.

is

However,

a system must be inspected every shift,

if it

determined that such

then obviously operator rounds

will be affected.
This system will add to the maintenance workload
because of the additional pumps, switchgear, and diesel generator.
The fact that the system is

in

a separate structure and normally on

standby may ease maintenance scheduling.
Safety Considerations.

The addition of this system augments

safety by incorporating another redundancy.
ed redundancy in

that its

However,

this is

a limit-

implementation requires that the primary

coolant system integrity be maintained.
Therefore, the system provides additional protection primarily for transient-induced events.
Staff Attitudes.

The addition of a separate hardened structure

could induce a slight "fortress" syndrome.

However,

additional system is

and because it

a last resort measure,

be a part of the main plant,

it

is

because this
would not

anticipated that there would be

much less negative reaction toward this alternative than toward the
other alternatives.

In fact,

lead to a positive reaction,

the additional safety introduced could
especially after TMI.

Impacts Associated with Additional Isolation of Low-Pressure
Systems
8-30
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This alternative involves the addition of control systems

The costs are
Pr torque limiters on selected letdown and RHR piping.
less than $100,000, but there could be some effect upon manpower requirements because of the additional test and maintenance efforts.
This alternative has some benefit to, safety in that it could remove a
However, there could be an impotential loss-of-coolant mechanism.
pact if the narrower operating range for the valve drives adversely
affected the reliability of the RHR valves.
Value-Impact Conclusions
Tho objectives of this study were to estimate the potential value
of various configurations of plant design in providing protection
against sabotage and to establish the impact of such measures on
The objectives were accomplished
costs, operations, and safety.
through a combination of quantitative and subjective analyses, and the
remaining task is

to synthesize these results into a value-impact

statement.
Because the study involves multiple values and impacts,

estab-

Also,
lishing or assigning unique numerical scales is impossible.
fewer alternativt',s were carried through this full analysis than was
The preliminary evaluation provided enough
originally envisioned.
information to allow the elimination of a number of alternatives from
Therefore, the evaluation is discussed in
further consideration.
This evaluation
terms of low, medium, and high values and impacts.
produces some latitude in interpretation; however, the general inferences which were drawn from the analyses are relatively straightforward.
Hardening makeup'water tank enclosures has the lowest impacts
(low costi no effect on manpower requirements, operations, or safety)
but, at the same time, the lowest value (no change for insider threat,
only one Type II VA upgraded against external threat).
-Additional isolation of lL.'-pressure systems has some value in
That is,
that a potential insider vulnerability could be eliminated.
the potential for causing a loss of coolant outside containment from
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certain VAs is eliminated.
However, there is some uncertainty about
industry's ability to produce the necessary hardware.
Physically separating the redundant trains is considered to have
medium value and impacts.
There is an increase in protection against
the external threat when the access doors are upgraded to near-vault
quality; however, there is an associated impact on the ease of staff
access for inspection and maintenance.
There are incremental costs of
about $15,000,000, and the added equipment could .iecessitate additional staffing.
If this option were combined witfr added administrative controls and work rules (facilitated by the design), then the
option could have some increased value because of the added protection
against insider actions.
Unfortunately, that increase could be accompanied by additional impacts in terms of restricted access for operations and maintenance activities.
This question requires additional
study before firm conclusions can be drawn.
There could also be some
negative staff reaction to the controls.
The hardened DHRS has also been assigned a high-medium ranking.
The alternative potentially eliminates a Type I VA, although it does
not alter the protection afforded other existing VAs.
This option
does add a valuable, well-protected redundancy for essentially all.
transient events.
The incremental costs are about $9,000,000, and,
depending upon exactly how it was implemented, the alternatives might.
or might not lead to a requirement for additional manpower.
Here,
too, there is potential for additional protection against the insider
threat.
The isolation in a separate building, coupled with the added
redundancy,

may facilitate reasonable administrative controls.
And,
because the DHRS is housed in a separate building, it should be possible to exercise such administrative controls without major, adverse,
operational impacts.
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9.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The range of alternatives considered in this study and the results of the analyses have led to the following conclusions:
1.

2.

3.

Structural design changes for PWR plants (that is, changes to
building or plant arrangement) in and of themselves do not
appear to provide significant additional protection against
either the external or internal sabotage threat.
Or stated
another way, all other things being equal, merely changing
arrangement does not lead to significant changes in
protection.
Design changes can, however, facilitate the implementation of
more effective physical protection systems.
For exampler
a.
Design changes that restrict VA access to a few welldefined routes, if appropriately combined with administrative controls and work rules, can increase the protect.ion against the insider threat.
b.
Design changes that restrict outside access to a few
routes (e.g., reduced number of outside doors), appropriately coupled with increased physical protection
(stronger doors, more surveillance at selected locations,
additional intrusion detection), will increase the protection against the external threat.
However, it must be observed that design changes that significantly revise plant layouts so as to limit access routes
to VAs and reduce outside access are practical only for new
plants.
Damage control using installed systems in alternate (nonstandard) ways has some potential for countering sabotage (or
accidents).
This damage control method requires additional
study and probably some revision to curr,nt regulatory
practice.
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4.

Damage control by running repair and/or jury rigging does not
appear to be a viable counter to sabotage because of the
associated operational impacts and the potential for an
adversary to interfere with the damage control effort.

Based on the foregoing conclusions and the supporting analyses,
the following recommendations are offered:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Additional detailed design of selected alternatives (Phase II
of the original program) should not be pursued merely to gain
additional potential for improved sabotage protection.
Detailed design of an alternate DHRS should be pursued in the
NRC program, Assessment of Alternate LWR Shutdown Heat ReThe ASHR study will evaluate
moval Concepts (ASHR study).
improvements in shutdown heat removal reliability for a
number of conditions that threaten system operation (equipment failures, fire, seismic events, and flooding, as well as
Any detailed system design for an alternate shutsabotage).
down heat removal system should adldress all of these threatClose coordination between the two proening conditions.
grams should continue.
Phase II of this program should address in greater detail the
influence of plant design and physical protection changes on
The full gamut of
protection against the insider threat.
insider protection systems, e.g., administrative controls,
work rules, the two-man rule, and security clearances, should
be assessed for the promising design alternatives.
The potential of damage control, or, perhaps more precisely,
Soperator actions, to counter sabotage and safety problems
should be pursued further. This additional study should
define any regulatory revisions that would be necessary to
take account of such concepts in licensing procedures.
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APPENDIX A
Glossary of Terms Used in the Study of Nuclear
Power Plant Design Concepts for Sabotage Protection

The following definitions.,are. applicable to the...teXw used in the
nuclear power plant design study.
They are not intended :to be allinclusive or universal.

In this context,

sabotage and related acts,
'

although,

emphasis is

placed upon

in other applications,

theft

could also be included.
CONSEQUENCE MITIGATION MEASURES.

Actions taken onsite by a licensee

to mitigate the offsite conseqences of an unavoidable release of
radioactive materials.
CONSEQUENCES.

Offsite public health and/or economic effects caused by

a release of radioactive materials.
DAMAGE CONTROL MEASURES.

Measures that can be employed or actions

which can be taken within hours after an act of radiological sabotage to prevent or reduce the release of radioactive materials.
PHYSICAL PROTECTION MEASURES (SYSTEMS).
dures, personnel,
*

in

The combination of proce-

and hardware (alarms,

safeguards systems specifically to deter,

lay, and respond to acts of radiological
plant and/or the operational systems.
.*

barriers,

etc.)

detect,

included

assess,

de-

sabotage against the

PLANT DESIGN MEASURES (OPTIONS).
Measures that can be employed in the
design and fabrication of operational systems or in plant layout
to increase the difficulty of sabotage (.decrease component or
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system vulnerability)

or to better accommodate physical protection

or damage control measures

PLANT OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS.

(decrease

plant vulnerability).

Normal and emergency plant systems re-

quired for safe operation or shutdown.
clude physical

protection

PLANT VULNERABILITY.
considered

measures

The susceptibility

as an entity,

These systems

do not in-

(systems).

of the nuclear power

to acts of

sabotage.

depends upon component and system vulnerabilities,

the threat, operational procedures,
measures in operation.

plant,

Plant vulnerability
the nature of

and the physical protection

RADIOLOGICAL SABOTAGE.
A deliberate act of destruction, damage, or
manipulation of vital equipment WI. ch results in the release,
beyond the plant boundary, of sufficient radioactive materials to
endanger public health and safety due to radiation exposure.
RISK (PUBLIC RISK).
The possibility of personnel injury or property
damage.
Alternatively, the expected loss due to a given unit nf
activity or the conduct of that activity over a given period of
time.
In terms of deliberate acts, R = npC, where R = risk,
r - probability that the act will be attempted, p = probability of
success given the attempt,
cific act occurs.

and C - consequence given that a spe-

SAFEGUARDS SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS.

A measure,

qualitative or quantita-

tive, of the degree of success of the safeguards system in preventing acts of sabotage and/or preventing public injury due to
such sabotage.
In this context, the term applies only to activities under the control of the licensee.
SAFEGUARDS SYSTEMS (LICENSEE).
The totality of onsite measures, plant
design, damage control, and physical protection used to protect a
nuclear power plant against acts of radiological sabotage and/or
to protect the public from the consequences of such an act of
sabotage.
A-4

VULNERABILITY.
The inherent susceptibility of a component or system
(by virtue of its design and construction details) to damage or
improper manipulation by an adversary.
Hence, vulnerability is a
characteristic of the particular component or system. For example, if a steel door can be cut with a power saw and opened, the
door is vulnerable to that action.
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APPENDIX B

Public Risk Due to Sabotage of Light Water Reactors

Risk is

defined as the expected loss due to the conduct of an

activity for a given period of time (Reference 10).
Risk is computed
by taking the product of the frequency of occurrence of losses and the
magnitude of the loss.
Risk, R, in terms of frequency, F, and consequence, C, is therefore
consequence
unit time

F

events
unit time

x

consequence
event

For events which are purposely initiated, the frequency of occurrence is a function of the frequency, v, of the attempts to produce
some consequence and the conditional probability, p, that an attempt
will be successful.
The risk equation in this case becomes
R

pC

(1)

For a particular type of activity, there may be a range of possible consequences which can be induced and a number of event sequences
which can cause the expected consequences.
For certain activities, it
is possible to identify discrete levels of consequences and welldefined sets of events (sequences*) leading to the different consequence levels.
In such cases, the risk equation for one sequence can
be written as

A sequence is a cut set of a sabotage fault tree equation and
does not necessarily imply a particular time order.
However, a time
order can be determined for time-dependent sequences when necessary.
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(2)

Rjj -ujpijjc

where
Rij - The risk due to sequence j leading to consequence level i.
w The probability that an adversary will attempt to complete
sequence j.
Pij - The conditional probability of success of causing consequence level i given attempt of sequence J.
C i W The magnitude of consequences for consequence level i.
To compute total risk,
sequences.
Hence,

R, sum over all consequence levels and all

n e

ni_

i

u

ai

jq

R

jpjci C
iPl

jal

I-I

(3)

J-1

where
The number of consequence levels considered.
- The number of sequences leading to consequence level i.
-c
M

n

The Reactor Safety Study (RSS)

(Reference 9) divided the range of

possible accidents with similar consequences into distinct levels
referred to as release categories.
Other studies concluded that the
consequences of LWR sabotage could not exceed the maximum consequences
predicted in the RSS.
Thus, the RSS categories represent convenient
levels of consequences for analysis of risk due to sabotage.
Sequences leading to each of the RSS categories can be cataloged
through the use of a fault tree approach.
As used in this report, a
sequence is defined as a combination of component or system failures
(basic events in a fault tree) sufficient to cause a significant
release of radioactive materialsy thus, a sequence is
sabotage fault tree equation in
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event space.

a term in the

The probability of causing release category i, given attempt of
sequence J, can be expressed in terms of the probability, p., of successful completion of sequence j and the probability, aij, that completion of sequence j will cause release category i.

Thus,
(4)

Pij " Pjaij
Each sequence j consists o

one or more discrete events,

all of which
must be completed in order for the sequence to be successfully completed.
If the probability of completion of the k
event in sequence
J is q k and there are nj events in sequence j, then tbe probability
of sequence completion is

Pj

-

1qjk

(5)

k=The probability that completed sequence j will lead to release
category i depends on the details of the accident progression as well
as on the success of any measures taken to correct failures induced by
a saboteur.
In this discussion, the uncertainties in accident progression will not be treated.
Instead, it is assumed that each completed sequence leads with certainty to a particular release category
unless actions are taken to reduce the magnitude of radioactive materials released or to mitigate the consequences of release.
Damage control measures could potentially restore some of the
functions lost as a result of the occurrence of events in a sequence.
The effect of these damage control measures could be reduction of the
release magnitude, which would effectively change the release category.
Similarly, consequence mitigation measures could reduce the
ultimate consequence level if release does occur.
Consequence level i
could occur as a result of a successful attempt to cause Ci or as a
result of an attempt to cause some greater level of consequences
followed by damage control or consequence mitigation measures which
bring the consequence level down to Ci.

If

sequence J,

in

the absence

of damage control or consequence mitigation, leads to release category
Z, if the probability that damage control measures reduce the release
category for sequence j from X to m is written PDCj•m, and if the
probability that consequence mitigation measures reduce the consequence level for sequence j from m to i is written as PCM

then
jmi

x~:P CJt

(6)

PCM jmi

nr- i

0

,where the PDC
and P
must satisfy the 'conditions
DjR'm
CM jm
nc
= 1 for all J,

EPDC

and

j~m
ni

PCM jmi

I for all j

Substitution of Equations (4), (5), and (6) into Equation (3) yields
the following equation for total risk accounting for damage control
and consequence mitigation:
nc

ni

nj

i

q
[7
Tjk

Ruj
i-I

%.

SPDCjm

P CMjmi C

MIjmi

k-1

or
no

nj

4.
(7)

i-l
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J-1 M-f,

k-Ijm

The objective of safeguards is to reduce risk to an acceptable
level.
In terms of the expanded risk equation parameters which can be
affected by safeguards,

risk can be reduced by

1.

A reduction of the probability that an adversary will attempt
sabotage (reducing wj),

2.

A decrease in

3.

lease (reducing id),
An increase in the number of events required to complete

4.
5.

the number of sequences which could cause re-

sabotage sequences (increasing fl),
A reduction of the probability of success of events in
tage sequences (decreasing qjk), or

sabo-

An increase in the probability that the consequence of successful sequences can be reduced through damage control or
consequence mitigation measures (reducing the product 0iiCi).
This can generally be accomplished by increasing
PDCJzm and PCMjm to force Ci to lower values.

The relationship between the probability of attempt and safeguards system characteristics is not well-defined.
At present, no way
to quantify this parameter exists, although it is likely that reduction of the probability of success for a given attempt will reduce the
probability of attempt.
The emphasis in the study will be on reduction of the conditional probability of adversary success; the probability
of attempt will not be considered further.
Design objectives for the plant design alternatives considered in
the study are based on the risk reduction options stated in items 2
through 5, previously listed.
A preliminary set of design objectives
to be used in the study follows
1.

Eliminate fundamental

failure mechanisms of systems or compo-

nents in order to reduce the number of sequences which can
lead to radioactive release,
2.

Reduce the number of paths by which a saboteur can gain
access to vital areas,

3.

4.

Physically separate vital components that must be destroyed
into combinations of two or more so that a saboteur must gain
access to more areas in order to eliminate the system
function,
Increase the number of redundant functions which must be
failed in order for release of radioactive materials to
occur$

5.
6.

Enhance the implementation of safeguards systems,
Decrease the vulnerability of vital equipment to acts of
sabotage,

7.
8.

.

Provide the means for effective damage control, and
Provide the means for effective consequence mitigation.

The first
six of these objectives have a direct relationship to
the safeguards system at a reactor plant; the last two have safety
implications as well. The design alternatives considered in the study
will be primarily those related to the first six objectives.
Damage
control measures will also be considered in some detail because they
appear to offer significant potential value with relatively low impact. Consequence mitigation measures will be considered only if they
relate directly to the licensee responsibility (i.e., can be accomplished on site).
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APPENDIX C

The Design Study Technical Support Group

The Design Study Technical Support Group (DSTSG)
assist

in

was created to

the development and evaluation of nuclear power plant design

concepts for sabotage protection.

Most of the participants were indi-

viduals selected by corporate management after contractual coverage
was established.

In

two instances,

direct consulting agreements were

established with individuals recommended for their particular expertise by other sources.
The DSTSG functioned under the following

Statement of Work:

The contractor will provide technical support through
participation in a Design Study Technical Support
Group (DSTSG) for:
(1) the review and evaluation of
plant design alternatives for increased sabotage protection, (2) the review and evaluation of damage control measures as adjuncts to safeguards systems for
light water reactor nuclear power plants; and (3) the
value-impact comparison of alternative combinations of
plant design, damage control,

and physical protection

for reactor safeguards.
For the first

and second efforts,

the contractor will

participate as part of the DSTSG in

a formal review of

the program Nuclear Power Plant Design Concepts for
Sabotage Protection.
tor will evaluate

During this review,

(with other members of the DSTSG)

the design alternatives proposed in
impact upon safety,
tenance) and,

the contrac-

terms of their

plant operations (including

where possible,

main-

the direct dollar costs.
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The contractor will evaluate tht damage control options presented in terms of normal plant availability
of the required equipment and personnel, as well as
any impact such measures may have upon safety, operaFor the third effort, he will contions, and costs.
sider,

at the request of the Sandia staff,

specific

These conquestions arising from the formal review.
siderations will center upon the value of particular
concepts or combinations of concepts to sabotage protection and their direct impact on safety, operations,
The contractor will document
maintenance, and costs.
such considerations in a letter report.
The actual participants in the DSTSG are listed in Table C-1
Two meetings with the full
along with their corporate affiliation.
The
DSTSG were held early in the program, in February and April 1979.
interactions which occurred there significantly influenced the evaluation of the design options and had a major impact upon the directien
and scope of the damage control studies.

In addition,

individual

A
members were asked to review specific material during the study.
final review meeting was held with selected members of the DSTSG after
this report was drafted to elicit
It

their comments.

must be emphasized that no attempt was made to have the DSTSG

That is, the DSTSG did not
reach a consensus on any particular issue.
function independently but as an integral part of the total program.
Thus,

the final product of the study includes consideration of views

expressed by the DSTSG but may not always agree with individual members' ideas.
There is no doubt that the use of the DSTSG was very
The individual members brought a wealth
beneficial for the program.
of experience and knowledge to the deliberations, which would have
otherwise been unavailable to the study.
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Table C-1
Design Study Technical Support Group Participants

)
4

1. .

.

. . Corporate Affiliation

Name

Alan R.

Kasper

Tobias W. T.

Burnett

Eric W. Swanson
J.

E. Maxwell

T.

J.

Victorine

Frank Gabrenya
Robert L.
Leon R.

Dobson

Eliason

Dennis P. Galle
Mario J.

Maltese

Frank J.

Schwoerer

3'"

System 80 Area Manager, Combustion Engineering, Inc.
Program Manager, Strategic Resources Water
Reactor Divisions
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Nuclear Engineer, Power Generation Group
Babcock and Wilcox
Manager, Electrical Engineering STRIDE
Project, General Electric Company
Project Manager, Sargent and Lundy
Principal Engineer, Thermal Power Organization, Bechtel Power Corporation
Senior Engineer, Electrical Division, Duke
Power Company
Plant Superintendent, Monticello Nuclear
Generating Plant, Northern States Power
Plant Superintendent, Braidwood Sta.
Commonwealth Edison
Director, Security and Safety, Power
Authority, State of New York
Technical Director, SNUPPS Nuclear
Projects, Inc..
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R.
RODUCTION

.I.- GENERAL
This report describes work performed by International Energy Associates
.Limited (IEAL) under contract to Sandia Laboratories as part of the
S(.verall program Nuclear Power Plant Design Concepts for Sabotage
'iProtection (SAND 78-1994).
This work was performed as a part of Task
:1#Plant Design Options.

4,1.2

OBJECTIVE OF WORK

The objectives of the work reported here were to identify practicable
plant design alernatives which would improve the resistance of nuclear

power plants to acts of attempted sabotage and to categorize the candidate alternatives into four broad groups:
1. Hardening Critical Systems or Locations:
%I. Plant Laycut. Modifications;.
Il1. Systems Design Changes; and
IV.

Addition of 'Systems

A separate
•ii:application
, Additional
•' 'and damage

of damage control measured for plant sabotage protection.
tasks will then combine selected plant design alternatives
control options'to provide alternate plant configurations.

:.-A physical

protection system consistent with current regulations will

task in the overall program is the investigation of the

"-then be integrated with these alternate plant configurations to permit
analyses of their counter-isabotage effectiveness and impa(.t:;.
It is
. not the intent of the work performed under Ta.-ý.
to recommend .iptcific
, denign 24ternativen bLut rather to iIdentify, catalog, and deocribo the
alternatives as a basis tor further anaiysi3 and evaluation.

:%•,,•..,.

:

The design alternatives identified in this work are intended primarily for new nuclear power plants rather than as backfits for
However, some alternatives may be suitable for
existing plants.
consideration as backfits.
A four-loop PVR of current design was chosen as a model plant for
In general however, most of the candidate
purposes of this study.
design alternatives are not unique in concept to that specific plant.
1.2.1

Identification of Candidate Design Alternatives

1.2.1.1 ApprOdcn to Selection Of Candidate Alternatives.
Plant design alternatives were sought which would provide at least one of
the following three improvements in plant protection.
These are
termed general performance objectives and are:
1.

Enhanced protection for reactor coolant pressure bounds:>;'

2.
3.

Enhanced protection of decay heat removal function; and
Enhanced protection of reactor trip function.

EnhanceJ protection for the reactor coolant pressure boundary ir.proves resistance to a sabotage induced loss of reactor coolant, an
event of major magnitude in itself but which, in combination with
othee postulated sabotage acts, could result iLa plant damage beyond
the design basis.
Enhanced protection of the reactor coolant pressure boundary also contributes t(i--ovement in the ability to remove decay heat, since an intact nuclear steam supply system is
necessary for the functioning of some of the modified decay heat
removal systems presented in this report.
Enhanced protection of the decay heat removal function ensures the
ability to maintain the reactor

in a safe condition for an extended

period of time even though considerable damage may have been done to
the more vulnerable parts of the plant.
Decay heat removal also
applies to the srint fuel stored in the spent fuel storage pool.

D-12

Providing enhanced protection fc.r the reactor trip function en.'ures
the capability to rapidly reduce reactor power to decay heat levels.
If this capability were denied by sabotaqe, then energy removal from
the nuclear fuel would be depel-dent on the plart's power conver'ion
system.
But the power conversion system is relati%,?ly unprotected
and vulnerable to attempted sabotaIC,
and, in addition, the off-site
power transmission.:vztm is assumed to be unavailable under storage
analysis.
Therefore enhai:ced protection of the rtactor trip function
ensures the ability to rapidly reduce reactor power to levels that
are within the design capability of the decay heat removal system
(e.g., auxiliarv feedwater and residual heat removal., RJIR).
Protection of .he enerapnc',' core cooling system (ECCS) is also part
of the general performance objective of enhanced protection of t_;e
decay heat removal function.
While the r.urpose of general performance objective No.l is to obviate the need for the ECCS, the fulfillment of that objective under an assumed sabotage action that
resulted in partial or total loss of ECCS capability wouid still
leave the plant in a potentially threatened condition.
Therefore
some of the candidate deciin alternatives are directfd towards orotection of UCCS caoabilitv.
1.2.1.2 Sources.
Sources utilized for the identification of candidate design alt-rniti'ez include previous recommendations by Sa:ndia
Labor ator ies 'tudie- and industry working qro:jps.
Table 1-1 summarizes the recorm!endationn that resulted from these studies.
The
Advisory; Committee. on Reactor Safre-guards (ACRS)
in its report entilted Peview and Evaluation of the -`uclear Re,.iulatory Commismion
Safety Resrch Procram UIUREG-092. recommended that research be
conducted on nuclear power planrt design concepts that make sabotage
more difficult arnd miti-gate it:: consequences.
Specific exaampl:s of
s.uch concepts that were cited ýire: {I) alternativ'e location_- of the
spent fuel storage pocl, (2) a bunkered, dedicated, deca'/ heat removal sytem, and (3) ircreased
cericirarion of redundant :afetyrelat'.rd fac1litiez.
'.P'.uclear
r..lator.
Coinzion
iyC . itP.
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k,

report Plan for Research to Improve the Safety of Light-Water
Nuclear Power Plants (!MUREG-0438) selected, as a separate research
topic, improvements in plant design that would enhance protection
Althouqh no specific suggestions for design imagainst sabotage.
provements were given, the NRC authors acknowledged that many of the
concepts for improved plant configuration and design are also appliAs sources for candidate
cable to protection against sabotage.
design alternatives, the concepts embodied in the following NUREG0438 research topics are considered, by the authors of the work presented herein,, to be applicable for improved sabotage protection:
(5) Alternate Emergency Core Cooling Concepts, (6) Alternate Decay
Heat Removal Concepts, (7) Alternate Containment Concepts, (8) !mproved Reactor Shutdown Systems, (13) Improved Plant Laý,out and
Component Protection, and (15) New Siting Concepts.
The concepts
presented azove have all been incorporated into candidate desigr
alternatives

for

improved

sabotage

resistance.

In addition to the sources previously mentioned, literature searches
were conducted covering the period from January, 1977 through August,
1978.
These resulted in the identification of several papers describing foreign design practices which appear to offer improved
sabotage resistance.
Finally, engineering judgen.ent, based cn the
authorso experience, was drawn upon for some alternatives and for
adoption of design practices which, to a greater or lesser extent,
are currently utilized to meet other requirements (e.g., turbine
runback).
The reader

is referred

to Section 2 of this report for a complete

listing of the identified candidate design alternatives and to Section

3 for descriptions and details of implementation.
A complete listirng
of reference material supporting each of the individual candidate
decsign alternatives is Provided in Section 4 of this report.
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1.2.1.3

Desirable Attributes of Candidate Design Alternatives.

addition to the three general
date design alternatives

In

performance objectives for the candi-

that were discussed

in

Section 1.2.1.1,

there are other desirable attributes which the candidate alternatives
should possess.

These are:

1.

Feasibility of Engineering and Construction.

2.

State-of-the-Art.

3.
4.

High Benefit/Cost Ratio.
Minimal Impact on Normal Plant Operation

5.

Independence.

6.

Side Benefits.

A feasible concept
workable design,

is

and Maintenance.

one that is

capable of being developed to a
wnereas state-of-the-art refers to a concept that

can be implemented without further development of technology or
hardwarE.
Feasibility and state-of-the-art

are attributes

candidate alternatives are practicable.
is

desirable

tection.

that ensure

A high benefit/cost ratio

to maximize efficiency of investment

The candi.4ate alternatives

that the

for sabotage pro-

should not result

restrictions on normal plant operation and :naintenance

in

undue

activities

(e.g.,

by restrictin9 operator opportunities for routine surveillance)
since the effectz could be in the direction of reduced overall safety.
To the extent practical,

the alternative design fezturen

independent of the more vulnerable
in

parts of the plant.

this sense can mean fdnctional or physical

example of th,? former,
requires D.C.
plant's D.C.

power for
electrical

a hardened emergency

gency

feedwater

Independence

independence.

feedwater

As an

system that

its oper3tion should not be dependent on the
system since that plant's system nay be vul-

nerable to attemnpt.ed Zanotage.
would be the ma•:ini;,

should be

fe-dwatr

An example of physical
connec:ionc for

system inzic.!e of cont inment,

independence

the hardened emer-

taking advantage of

TABL1.E 1-1Summary of the Recommendat:ions

from

LWR Safeguards-Related

Plant Design Recommendations
1°
A.

Provide a secure source of emergency
-ool ing sufficient.
to take the plant
to safe shutdown (coolant and power
Suppl ies)

1B. Provide design features
damage control measures
C.

Enclose
areas

the spent

D . F h Vý. I t' d,I ly
systeros

Sabotage Studies
111*
IS/GS*

11.3
(IdI11

n secure

IWS*
9.C.I

11.1

to accommodate

fuel pooJ

If*

Studies

11.3
(12)
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8.6
(Rfl

9.C.2
I0.1
1O.D.]

M(.)
s u pa[•

ad e

re d it nd on t

vit al

99 .....

E.

Sepazat v containment

F.

Ass-,re independence of each train
of
clacs !E AC and DC emergency power

10. G

G.

Provide isolation
protective features
to assure that high pressure coolant
I w
lno.)
cjdn ort.. bc. im. ]o.-'t ',] i

1.o. If

II.

penetrations

Ila,-rdcned construction for fuel
handling bui lding to protect against
bombs dropped into spent fuel pool

10.1

J

'-"

I I Cn

11.1
(112)

1 1I
(iQ2)

TABLE I-I

*The column headings refer

to the following

(con't)

studies:

I.

Safety and Security of Nuclear Power Reactors to Acts of Sabotaqe,
Part
oif a typical PWR Plant, Sandia Laboratories, SAND 74-0069, March 1975

I

if.

Safety ind Security of Nuclear
of a typicai BWR Plant, Sandia

Part
1975

11

Ili.

Safety and Sf-curity of Nuclear Power Reactors to Acts of Sat×)tage,
LWR Plants, Sandia i*.aboratories, SAND 76-0108, March 1977

Part

111

ISG(.

E-.'Jluat.on and Design of Safeguards Systems
SAUND 77-0644, April 1977 (Draft)

I WS

Summary Repott of Workshop on Sabotage Protection
Labotatories, SAND 76-0637, February 1977

NiTh.:

Power leactots to Acts of Sabotage,
I.aboratories, SAND 75-0336, October

for

Nuclear

in

Power

Reactors,

Nuclear: Power

Plant

The entries
in the columns are the section numbers of
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?WO meetings of the DSTSG were convened at Sandia Laboratories.
the 'first meeting, the candidate alternatives were presented to the

!roup. Each alternative was described in concept, inciuding advantages and disadvantages ("pros" and "cons") related to p6tential:.
>va ue and impact as perceived by the authors, in a manner similar to
Comments of the group were
the description provided in Section 3.
Sr•ecorded during the discussion of the alternatives.
Following this
,meeting, each group member was requested to prepare written comments::.

These comments were .
oný one or more of the candidate alternatives.
.summarized and were discussed with the group at its second meeting.'The4-comment summaries appear in- Appendix S,.
1.3*.2

How DSTSG Input was Used

.The DSTSG comments were used to help develop an assessment of the
'ýcandidate design alternatives regarding their feasibility, state-ofThese factors all relate to the practicability
ý'the-art,and impacts.

.of -the candidate alternatives. Therefore, the DSTSG comments on
Ohese factors directly contributed to the basic objective of this
work of identifying practigable design alternatives.

Also,

the com-

ments of the group on the potential of a candidate alternative to
improve the resistance of the plant to attempted sabotage were con-.
• sidered.
However, the results of this work concerning the latter
ipoint, potential to improve the resistance of the plant to attempted
..sabotage, were not dependent on the input of the DSTSG alone.
Because of insights gained in the performance of this and previous
sabotage-related design studies for Sandia Laboratories, particularly
with respect to design practices in foreign countries where sabotage-.
bnd :terrorist activities have represented more urgent,. concerns, and
because of the authors' experience in nuclear power planti, design and
)operation, the authors' assessment of improved sabotage resistance

-potential has sometimes diverged from that reflected by the comments
Sof- the DSTSG.
Cases of this sort are pointed out in Sec.tion 3 of
this report.
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In their comments on the candidate alternatives,

the

DSTSG at times offered suggestions for modifications to the concepts----.

These suggestions,

presented.

also presented and discussed

in

as well as other major comments, are
Section 3...

.4 EVALUATION
It was not the purpose of this task to attempt an overall value/impact6
assessment of the candidate design alternatives with respect to sabo
I~tage resistance.
Further definition of the alternatives and their
integration
.physical

into alternate plant configurations,

protection system•

value/impact assessment.
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RESULTS

Trhe.gsul ts of thii work are presented
Table 2-,.

is

in Tables 2-1,

2-2,

a listing of,,the candidate design alternatives

and 2-3.
arranged

by category. Table 2-2 presents the findings of the s3
y with re.spect to. the feasibility, !state-of-the-art, impacts, in-Apendence
Awhore applicable), side benefits', and potential for providing a
.iAuclear power plant with improved resistance to attempted sabotage.
.,.Table12-3 presents a subset of the candidate alternatives that are
..considered to have potential for improved sabotage resistance while
caus ing minimum impacts.
This in because these alternatives are
i~already being applied, to a greater or lesser extent, tqlýcurrent
:plant designs. However, furthe'r ancalysis and evalua'tiofn'efforts will
onot, be restricted to those candidate alternatives listed in Table 2-..%
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TABLE 2-3
DESIGN ALTERNATIVES CURRENTLY APPLIED HAVING POTENTIAL FOR
IMPROVING PLANT SABOTAGE RESISTANCE WITH MINIMUM IMPACTS
1.3

HARDENED FUEL HANDLING BUILDING

1.4

HARDENED ENCLOSURE OF CONTROL ROOM

1.6

HARDENED ULTIMATE HEAT SINK

1.8

HARDENED ENCLOSURES FOR MAKEUP WATER TANKS

11.1

SEPARATION OF CON"TAINMENT PENETRATIONS FOR REDUNDANT
PROTECTION SYSTEMS

*11.2

SEPARATION OF SAFETY RELATED PIPING,

CONTROL CABLES,

AND

POWER CABLES IN UNDERGROUND GALLERIES
11.6

SEPARATE AREAS OR ROOMS FCR CABLE SPREADING

11.9

ADMINISTRATIVE,

INFORMATION,

LOCATED OUTSIDL

,F PROTECTED AREA

tI~l.7

AND CONSTRUCTION BUILDINGS

TURBINE RUNBACK

*Impacts site dependent
tCurrently applied but testing impacts could be high if safety related
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3.

AND DISCUSSION

GENERAL

3.i
In

DESCRIPTION

this Section,

each of the candidate design alternatives identified
by IEAL is described and discussed.
The concept is stated and examples are given where appropriate.

The sources of the concept are
given and discussed if necessary.
The sources are also fully identified in Section 4.
The advantages ard disadvantages of 1he concept
as perceived by IEAL are stated.
These are the same as the "pro" and
"con" statements that were presented to the DSTSG in more abbreviated
form.

The DSTSG inputs relating to feasibility, state-of-the-art,
impacts, and potential for improvement in sabotage resistance are
summarized.
Other major comments by the DSTSG are also listed.
As
previously mentioned, the DSTSG comment summary sheets are provided
in Appendix B.
Finally, a summary discussion of the concept is presented.
3.2

UNDERGROUND

3.2.1

SITING, CATEGORY

I.1

Concepts

3.2.1.1

Mined Cavities

nuclear

power

plant,
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been proposed,

rator,

total

in

Rock Formations.

or portions

into competent
including

underground

z.ntal access shafts.

siting,

thereof,

rock

is
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vertical

siting

concept

constructed

formations.

surface

this

inside

of

Varioxs arrangements

of the
access

the

turbine

shafts,

-

gene-

and hori-

Several underground cavities may be employed

to house different parts of the plant.

nhe cavities are inter-

connected by tunnels for access and piping and cable routing.
3.2.1.2

Cut and Cover Burial.
This concept consists of undergrounding
by construction of the plant in a large, deep excavation followed by
backfilling the excavation.

Location of the turbine - generator and
other secondary plant structures iz; optional, either surfi.ce or

D)-2 5

In both the Mined Cavity and Cut and Cover concepts
underground.
numerous access shafts to the surface are required for personnel,
piping, cables, ventilation,;and equipment handling.
This concept is for a vertial,
3.2.1.3 Ring Tunnel Containment.
cylindrical, reinforced concrete containment building to be placed
A reinforced
partially underground in competent rock foimation:s.
concrete ring tunnel :.urrounds the containment ,hel1 a.t grade level,
and the tunnel, at least its base, is also in contact with competent
The intent of the concept is to provide a containment with
rock.
excellent resistance to wind and.lseisnmic forces but who;,s cost in,
reduced as compared with more conventional surface cotitainmfents and
From a
with designs intended to 'be placed, completely und,:rgrotjnd.
sabotage resistance standpoint, thiL concept offers a smaller target
and possibly one of inlCeo1CaSo

strength.

This concept places
Pool.
')resslon
3.2.1..4 UndrULround Pressure__
The pool cos i:;ts of one
10elow grade.
the supprss ion pool for a 11WR
Each
or more holes drilled vertially into geological tormatic)or.m.
0t thi:; concept
The objective a
hole is cased with nte4.l and concrete.
is to provide incrf i'.s.d pt,:s.sure capahilit.*, for t-h, we twe11 and im-

proved confinement of. radontit:lide:;.
3.2.2

Sourc,:s

Mined rock cavity .,nd cut and cover •nti7.-rgroundinq
power plants1 ar,
(see referenc,,"

coverd
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of war.
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for

a reactor
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the paper by Straum.

(Seiden-

for a safety research

The underground suppression

experiment facility.
in

is a patented concept

The ring tunnel containment

pool is

described

The objects of the paper./were to introduce

the concept and show that the necessary construction

technology

exists.
3.2.3
It

Advantages

is

believed that underground siting offers improved protection of
the plant from very forceful modes of attack involving the use of
munitions.

The purpose of the Loken study was,

in

fact,

gate designs capable of resisting wartime attack.
number of well defined and controlled
problem of controlling

access ways

With a limited
into the plant,

the

access should also be more easily managed.

The consequences of an assumed successful
for undorground

to investi-

siting if

act of sabotage may be less

the access ways to the surface are properly'

sealcd.
3.2.4

Disadvantaqes

Increased cost

is

an obvious disadvantage of underground

This has been estimated at

'0

plants.

to construct

The time required

be increased.

to 40 percent

above costs

siting.
for

surface

the plant would also probably

Reliable sealing of the access ways to the surface

has

been mentioned as a difficult
technical problem.
Tighter equipment
arrangemenlts may be the result of attempts to minimize the volumes
and spans of underground chambers.
access for

This could lead

inspection and repairs and,

hence,

reduced safety.

Decause of these possibly more compact arrangements,
be reduced capability

for damage control.

to more restricted
there may also

3.2.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

DSTSG input indicated that
state-of-the-art, and that
proved sabotage resistance.
tages and disadvantages as
very definite feeling that

underground siting was feasible, was
the concept offered potential for imThere was aqreement with the advanHowever there was
presented by IEAL.
the cost impacts were overriding.

Some specific comments were:
* Vent openings would be vulnerable;
• Flooding hazard may be increased because of potential
rupture of circulating water system;
May be more diffi.cult to regain control of the plant if
it were seized by saboteurs; and
Costs could be up to 50% greater than for surface siting.
3.2.6

Discussion

The conclusions of SAND 76-0412 regarding sabotage resistance
.benefits of underground siting were that: (1) negligible increased protection was provided against covert threats; (2) the
increased protection provided against high strength threats may
be offset by reduced flexibility in plant recovery and damage
control operations.
There were no side benefits identified for this concept.
Because of the potential vulnerability of the access ways and
their closures, independence is judged to be low although it may
be possible to design adequate protection for these items.
In summary,

it

would appear

that any potential gain in sabotage

resisitance may have very high impacts on cost and operation.

3.3

HARDENED CONTAINMENT BUILDING,

CATEGORY 1.2

.3.13-Concepts
3.3.1.1

Containment Hardened Against External Impacts.
This
concept involves increasing the penetration resistance of the
containment to external impacts such as explosives.
3.3.1.2 Containment Hardened Against Rupture from Internal Pressure.
This cor',pt involves increasing the design pressure of the containment to enable it to withstand the internal pressures resulting
from a loss of reactor coolant accompanied by unavailability of
portions of other engineered safety features (ESF)
both conditions
assumed to be the result of acts of sabotage.
Sources

3.3.2
A major

source for this concept,

hardening,
(FRG)

is

the practice in

of designing

of aircraft,

especially concerning external

the Federal Republic of Germany

the containment shell to withstand the crash

including a fighter aircraft

(at 440 mph),

pressure buildup from a gas cloud explosion
seconds,

holding at 18.e psia for I second).

result in concrete
3.3.3

and the

(to 21.0 psia in

0.1

These requirements

thicknesses of up to 2 meters.

Advanlt~ajes

The intended advantages of these concepts are to make sabotage
within containment more 'difficult

by increasing

gaining entrance

and/or

(by penetration)

the difficulty of

to mitigate the conse-

quences of an assumed successful sabotage act that results in a
,loss of reactor coolant and unavailability of portions of the ESF
by preventing rupturv of the contain,
t by internal pressure.

b-29

the Perkins/Cherokee

Power for

which employs a free
anid a separate concrete
to permit external

containment would appear

or secondary,

outer,

plants)

inner primary containment

standing steel

(also used by Duke

for PWRs

containment

The Gecnran spherical

internal design pressure to be independent

hardening and

conside-

rations.
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3.3.5
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operated
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the opening
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(such
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induced
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loss of reactor coolant

Assuming means can also be found

ment.

likelihood of

to minimize the

by the authors

to

be highly independent of ot.hor parts of the plant which may be
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designing
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stronger

considered
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CATEGORY

can be

Building

resi-stance.

1.3

building

W'.o to pte:r.:;onncl
h.311 1

hxirP1i

,i,,
"I

,.IJ.:
.

J,inq,.

r

for

arid activitie,-i'arnociated
atrongthened

*:he re,'ist:inco, to pe:notration.
'Ante.

,
8: t1:

tile te.ntire tu.21

n5Lrngthened

The object of

-'-pent- iluvl.

to

u'
he f-t.

:on(:ep t

a

pool

stor..it

fuil

concept would appl'y
agcesr

providing

involvw.s

This cof•cept

with

ritik for

the H'.ardened Containment

improvement

to

as applied

in

for

that,

Conce~pt

3.4.1

thi

for

a sid, benetit

IIARI:ENE"D FUE.L HIADI!.tIN(; BUILDING,

3.4

hou

Zom-

w.a:

therv

was

SAND 77-1344

in

pre:;ented

contlain•..:'nt:,
WAS1|-1400

certain

be high.

impact could

the concli:nioGn.;

One of

is

it

pressure,

internal

increased

tor

in

been mentioned

have

that

difticultie4

te chnLcal

Because of

and

conThe

vn ci('e dcoor.- providng
at impl ,menting
on.

One mo

rce••A, corir-r(

1

(C

ml.truction

for

nlid iný
imi
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3.4.2

Sources

As an exar~ple,

the fuel handling buildings for Units I and 2 of

the Salem Nuclear Generating

Station represent

hardened structures

totally of reinforced concrete construction designed to resist
site

specific natural

forces

(seismic and wind

loadings).

ations of these designs could be made to be resistant

Adapt-

to specified

modes of sabotage attack as well.
3.4.3

Advantages

The advantage of hardened construction
buildings

is

for

the fuel handling

improved resistance to penetration by .-aboteurs,

thereby providing

improved protection

for the spent

fuel.

It

has been postulated that water in the spent luel pool would be
expelled by explosives placed inside the pool and that fuel
overheating could result.
Where an outside wall of the fuel
handlinq building also forms one of the walls of the spent
pool,

hardening vt

against breaching
walls of

the building may provide
the wall and draining

fuel

improved protection

the pool.

However,

this type are already q'4.te thick because of

;hieldinq

requirements.
3.4.4

Disadvan t as

Extra cost

is

sures other

concrete

potential

D- 12

toe

Lhis concept where desig:

mea-

than totally reinforced concrete construction have

been adopted
additional

a disadvantage
for protecting

costs even

fuel

handling

sabotage

in

the spent

luel.

There may also be

compari:on with exiatinq

buildings,

such as

reinforced

tho,;r- tor Salemn,

loadinqs are taken into account.

when*

3.4.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

DSTSG comments indicated that the concept of a hardened fuel
handling building was feasible and state-of-the-art.
There was
also marginal indication that the concept offered potential for
improving the resistance of the plant to attempted sabotage and
that impacts were acceptable.
One commentator offered that the
concept may be applicable to existing as well as new plants.
3.4.6

Discussion

Because of the massive construction of totally reinforced concrete
fuel handling buildings, such as for Salem Nuclear Generating
Station, it may be considered that these buildings inherently
offer the anti-sabotage advantages of hardened fuel handling
buildings.
In any event, it may be possible to strengthen buildings
such as these to provide these advantages without excessive cost
impacts.
Greater costs would be associated with present designs
which do not proe,
e reinforced concrete construction for the
roof and for the walls above the operating floor.
There were no side benefits identified for this concept.
pendence is considered to be high.

Inde-

Because of extra protection provided for the spent fuel against
possible direct physic.al damage and ovi.rheatLng, this concept is
believed to oft ec potenttal tor improving plant resistance to
attempted sabotage.
3.5

3.5.1

HARDENED ENCLOS$UJRE OF (.0NTROL ROOM,

CATEGORY

1.4

Cc eplt

This voncept

invol',

and do, r') i t

r hI(.

th.. ,strrerqthonirInq of wJll.I.,

C•n t . (j I r r()m are
ka

to p)r(*vir,t

floors',

t o
orc,,
rt.

I,

cc- i inqr
hc a I zd

D-3 I

entry.

a takeover
3.5.2

intent of the concept

The

is

against

to provide protection
terrorists.

of the control room by saboteurs or

Sources
from the German design practice of creating

derived

is

This concept

However,
a 30 minute delay for forcible entry of the control room.
this delay requirement is met not by hardening the control room
enclosure

but by locating

itself,

room in

the control

the seismi-

cally quali.fied switchgear building and employing vault type
doors for access.
3.5.3

Advan t4_2es

The advant,.ge of this concept

the extra pEctection provided

is

room by saboteurs,

against a forced takeover of the control

con-

sidered by some to be one of the more credibliý mode's of attempted
sabotage.
3.5.4

Disa~dvantaq•s

the security related design features applied to the
Depending on
I
control room doors (double doors, interlocks,; etc.), a redjction
in operating convenience
an additional
3.5.5

co.ts represent

disadvantage.

Sumtma!j_"yof DSTSG Input

There was very weak
state-of-the-art
these quest ions).
offered potential

di

,rnmmentinq

(only one membe.r cut of.vr:

There waý ifarqinn!
tor

improved

f LuIt y w34.h

::n.,en•,u:.

-dbtc,. ,,

rooms were

site relatOd events and that
op-rationaj

feasible and

indication that the coinc,:pr wsi

commented that controi

V-34

Increased

could rezult.

air,.::dv

itj

t:.'iit~d

u,.irth(.r h•.Lac*Lr,]
t t I o co in v.r-

addressed

that

the concept

..

One member
to wlthtitand

w',,d

incrc..e

It

was also pointed out during group discussions

rooms, we'•.e

presently

tion (walIs,

required

floors,

that control

to be of bullet resisting construe-

ceilings, windows,

and doors).

Still another

member pointed out potential control room vulnerabilities and
possibili'ties for improved protection with the ob::ervation that,
in one design with which he was aquainted, a cable tray entrance
would have allowed passage of a man with explosives or weapons.
3.5.6

DiScussion

Because it is believed that the control -room is a likely focus
for saboteurs, this concept is considered to offer potential for
e,
improved '.esistance to sabotage.
This assessment is made from
the viewpoint of pr:eventing a takeover ot the control room and
attendant) implications rather than from an analysis of the plant
damage (apd associated radiation release) thar could be caused
by sabote~urs gaining access to the control room.
However, it
(loes not appear that the concept would offer any improved protect.ý'1r

a gain-*I. an insider.

Since con,,trol rooms are already (I';;igned to with:itand e~arthquakes, pfnetration by missiles, and penetration by bullets, the
additionaa
cost impacts associatod with increasing penetration
resistance to attempted sabotagfe are believed to be low.
Independenco

for

this.i

concept

in

consid,.red

to eq,.

low

,.itlcc

takeovrer •lf les: protected pirts of the plant may :c,-hieve the
objective,.; (
the terroristlS/aboteui:;.
A-ain, the basisi for
this jude.mment i.: the as;umption that thLc mot ivatio.an; of tne
saboteurs are ~politi,'al ,•r the gaininrg of pub li
','rat.hr,than
a spec'tric intent to cl, us. piant datnarqje, ,iid .i rt,1:,a.-#*d ol tcd oact iv t1..,.
T'heri,

w,[..

l
no t;l~d,

b,:n,-; ( tli

!!&

id','nt

f~ .,L~ lr;
t

th

I-

(,7011CIt.,

,.
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3.6

HARDENED ENCLOSURE FOR REACTOR PROTECTION

SYSTEM

(RPS)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM (ESFAS)
CATEGORY

3.6.1

AND

CABINETS,

1.5

Concept

Under this concept, the RPS and ESFAS cabinets are enclosed
This room incorporates penetration resisin a hardened room.
tant walls, floor, and ceiling, and is fitted with security
Access control, tamper indication, and intrusion detection
doors.
Instrument displays and
are-provided for the hardened room.
status indication presently located on the cabinets are repeated
The intent is to
in a location outside the hardened enclosure.
protect the RPS and ESF cabinets from tampering which has as its
aim the defeat of protective logic functions.
3.6.2

Sources

This-concept falls under the general category of hardening critical
systems or locations.
3.6.3

*

.

Advantages

Under this concept, access to the proximity of the RPS and ESFAS
cabinetS would only be permitted to perr-onnel authorized to perform maintenance and calibration activities, thusi enhancing the
protection of the RPS and ESFAS display, logic and control functions
in case of forcible a3ssult on the control room.
3.6,4

Disadvantages

This concept would offer no protection aainst an authorized
insider, anil would also restrict the reactor operator's access
to the RPS and ESFAS 'abinetz.

D-36

3.6.5

Summary of DSTSGjInput

There was weak indication that this conept was feasible and
state-of-the-art.
There was very strong indication, Icwev;r,
that the concept offered no potential for improved plant resistance to attempted sabotage.
It was pointed out by the group
that tampering with the RPS or ESFAS cabinets would most likely
result only in a reactor trip or ESF actuation due to the failsafe design of the protective logic.
3.6.6

Discussion

While this concept would increase the protection of the RPS and
ESFAS logic cabinets against physical damage and tampering, it
is not clear that it has potential for improving plant resistance
to sabotage.
This is because the kinds of sabotage actions
likely to be performed by outsiders forcing entry to the control
room area would probably result only in tripping the reactor or
actuating someý -)f the engineered safety features.
The concept
would offer no protection against an authorized, knowledgeable
insider.' However, by increasing the difficulty of access, some
protection may be provided against outsiders if one more of them
have detailed knowledge of the RPS and ESFAS.
Operational impacts are not considered to bo severe since it is
currently the practice to protect these cabinets against tampering
by access control or tamper switches and alarms.
The cost impact
should be moderate.
This concept would not appear to offer independence unless asnociated equipment, such as reactor trip breakers, ESF switchgear,
and cable runs, are also protected anti thus nt,,!d !res
vulnerable.
There were no side benefit ts identified for

this concept.

*•

3.7

HARDENED ULTIMATE HEAT SINK,

3.7.1

CATEGORY 1.6

ConceQt

This concept provides for hardening ultimate heat sinks of certain
types, such as cooling towers or spray ponds, to enable them to
resist attempted sabotage.
3.7.2

Sources

Thin concept falls under
systems or locations.
3.7.3

the general category of hardening critical

Ad(vanta•eJ

This concept permits plant cooldown even though normal cooling

-Aystems are denied by sabotage action.
3.7.4

Disadv

Additional

1i

cost would appear

to be thse ch&ef disadvantaqe of

this concept.
3.7.5

S-mm.r,

o[ PSy...I npLu:

There was no clear
tor this concept.

indication ofi

feasibility or state-of-the-art

In fact, there was little
consensus for this
concept
on fe~a-"ibIllty, state-of-het-art,
impactn, or potential
for improved tsabotaqe resIBtance, although the balance of opinion
indicated no potent ial for Improved :abotac;pO
itatince.

V1)"I8

One commentator felt- that costs for hardening may be acceptable.
A.suggested example was a coolin9 tower on the roof o. the auxi-:
liary building with the extra costs of a strengthened auxiliary
building traded off against savings in piping and excavation.
One group member felt that hardening of ultimate heat sinks

Sshould be given special consideration since they may be outside
the security perimeter or,

if

inside, may be exposed and vulnerable.

Another felt that ultimate hcat sinks were not a likely sabotage

target.
3.7.6

Discussion

This concept appears to have potential for improving the resistance of the plant to sabotage if it is assumed that sabotage
action has dieabled normal cooling water systems.

independence, however, is Judged to be low since other areas/equ~pment, if vul,,.erable, to attempted sabotage, could negate the improved protectionpr'ovided for the ultimate heat sink. These
-

would include die's'el generators,

S'exchangers,

component cooling water heat

and emergency service water pumps and piping systems.

Ultimate heat sinks must already he of substantial'construction
to meet the deuign conditions described in Regulatory Guide 1.27
(for comment).
It is therefore reasonable to ask whether these
-

design conditions result in ultimate heat sinks with inherent,
built-in resistance to sabotage.
It could at least be assumed
that such extra design measures as may be requir.--d to provide

sabotage protec•ion would not result in prohibitive cost impacts.
Consistent with this reasoning), the authors consider hardening
of ulttmmte he-it oink.s to he both feasible and within the stateOf-the-art.
T
The.re were no side beneL~r..

icentzifedi

t'r thas concept.

D,.-19

3.8

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF NATURAL PROTECTIVE GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES
IN SITE SELECTION,

3.8.1

CATEGORY

1.7

Concept

Under this concept,
selected

sites ior nuclear power plants would be

from those otherw'ise qualified areas which presented

geographical

impediments

carved out mountain

to access such as islands,

sides,

and other areas of difficult

land ipoints,
natural

terrain.
3.8.2

Sources

The sourceL for this concept are discussions between the authors
and Department of Energy officials
who participated in visits
to
foreign countries to/learn of counter-sabotage and counterterriorist

measures applied for

plant3.

Through these discussions,

countries try to locate nuclear
difficult
areas.
3.8.3

the protection
it

facilities

of nuclear

power

was learned that some
in

geographically

Advantages

The intended advantages of this concept are to make nuclear
power plants more defensible and more protected through the use
of protective features of site terrain.
In the case of mountainous
areas

for example,

the plant site may be very difficult

to reach

except by designed
physical

access routes which could be provided with
protection measures such as detection aids and guards.

Also, for a giver

piarit design and given site,

this concept may per-

mit a trade-off of site protective features a.ai_-'t other
measure. which may be particularly odius'bccause of their
plant operation.

D-40

protection
impacts on

3.8.4

Disadvantages.

If ,this concept were to become a criterion for nuclear power plant
siting, the site selection process would become more difficult and
the number of suitable sites would be reduced.
Construction costs
would be increased if there are increased difficulties in getting
materials to the site.
Extra costs could be incurred to construct
adequate access routes for emergency vehicles.
3.8.5

Summary of DSTSG Input.

The ccmments of the DSTSG indicated that this concept was state-ofthe-art.
Although there was no definite indication of feasibility,
the authors have so interpreted the group's intention on state-ofthe-art.
One member felt the concept held potential for improving
plant resistance to sabotage.
However, there was indication that
impacts associated with this concept may not be acceptable.
Some,
specific comments on impacts were that not all arc-as of the country
exhibit difficult natural terrain and that the number of Acceptable
sites could be severly restricted.
3.8.6

Discussion.

Because of its adoption by some foreign countries,

and because it

seems reasonable-to assume that natural protective site :eat.res that
restrict ac7 ss to the site would increase the difficulty of sabotage,
tnis conc
-. is considered to have potential for improving plant
sabotage ret,. .:ance.
However, because of the difficulty in finding
suitable site-,, it possibly should not be made a site selection
criterion.
Rather, credit for its protective capability should be
allowed in evaluatincn plant security.
Independence ha& not been evaluated for this concept.
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There were no side benefits
3.9

identified for

this concept.

HARDENED ENCLOSURES FOR MAkEUP WATER TANKS,

3.9.1

CATEGORY

Concept

This concept

involves enciosinq safety-related

liary feedwater

storaje

tanks,

tankL and refueling water

such as auxi-

storagc=

hardened structures capable of resisting forcible entry,
signing this capability
3.9.2

1.8

tanks,

in

or de-

into the tank structure.

Sources

This is

a concept which was recommended by the recent Sandia
Laboratories/ind.ýstry consultant workshop on sabotage protection

for

nuclear

in

power plants.

some designs against
3.9.3

these tanks are currently protected

tornado missiles and seismic events.

AdvantaaeE

This concept provide.s
acts of

Also,

forcible

protection

saDotaqe.

for safety related tanr..s against

These tankL are heat Sinks during

the

early phases of certain plant transient and accident sequences.
Enclosures for these tanks would alzo aid in controlling access to
them, although less expensive means, such as fences could also be
used.
3.9.4

Ui.advar,.a._eu

Addit.ional
Accr.'s

ccr.t

tor i?,

is

ori

tanks arce enclost.d.
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the principa!
and r,_.Dair

di.sadv.,na'.maiy al -).o brf.

of

.h is conce.pt.

t(m.what rentri ct;,

if

3.9.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

There was strong opinion that this concept was feasible, state-ofthe-art, and offered potentia) for improving plant resistance to
There was general agreement with the advantages
attempted sabotage.
and that the impacts

and disadvantages as presented by, the authors,
were acceptable.

One member of the DSTSG suggested arother means of hardening the
This consafety related tanks which is currently being employed.
sists of integrating the tanks, as pools, into the a'xiliary building
structure.
It was stated that this reduces the amount of pipe required to supply the associated pumps,

and eiiminates

the need for

an extension of the base mat to ensure adequate sesimic design.
3.9.6

Discussion

Based on the consensus of DSTSG opinion,

this concept 1- conrsider-ed

to offer potential for improving plant resistance to attempted sabotage.
However, unless similar protection is provided for the associated pumps and piping,
would remain vulnerable
TherefoLe, independence
As pointed out

concept

if

it

above,

it

the systems of which the tanks are a part
to loss of function ry sabotage action.
is judqed to be icw.

there are Dotential

side benefits

implemented by incorporation

of

for

this

the tanks into the

auxiliary building structure.
3.10

SEPARATION OF CONTAINMENT PENETRATION5
SYSTEMS,

3.10.1

CATEGORY

1I.1

Concept

This~concept

tionsý,

-OR REDUNDANT PrOTECTQON

mi.cnnical

phynlcai>

:ind eIct

:•:u

3•.•ra':

,

oL

, on

c n

invoi.vz
penetruenr'nt

t~

h

ro~
f

la

•4 €

(penetration areaE)

separate enclosures

them in

systems and nousing

that connect to access-controlled vi:a! areas.
3.10.2

Sources

This concept was a recommendation of the Sandia,,industrv worishop on
At is also a feature of
nuclear power plant sabota2:C protection.
the Kraftwerk Union
3.10.3

:.tandard PWR.

(KIKU)

Advantýi1s

The counter-sabotage
that damage to be
penetrating

is

advantage of this concept

to piping and electrical

inflicted

containmernt

two physical-y separate

in

it

that

requires

cables

and enclosed

Other adareas to disable all redundant trains of vital systems.
vantages include improved protection against fires and missiles.
3.10.4

Disadvartaqes

Possible disadvantaovge
complexity
containment

in

plant arrangement,

included

increased difficult'y of

and increased difficulty with

penetrations,

activities if

and maintenance

conaestion

is

access to
inspection

in

increased

increased

the con-

penetration areas.

tainmer,

3.10.5

identified by the authors

SLumMiv ot DST:;G input

Fea-:LbjI ity and state-of-the-art
the DSTSG.

The group,

implemented

in

in

fact,

new desinns.

It

for thir conce.pt were confirmed
reported

that

thi:s concept was beiny

would therefore

appear

that the dis-

advantages

indentified by the authors do not exist or have been

overcome.

Impacts wert.

slight

)ndica, icon trhat

plant resistance
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Nudged to be acceptal3e,
the concept uftered

t(-, sabotage.

by

and there was

potential

Icr

improved

3.10.6

Discussion

This concept is considered to offer the side benefits of improved
fire protection and missile protection as mentione'd above.
Independence may be high or low, being determined by how the concept is
implemented.

If

safety related piping and electrical cable are
regarded as 3dequately protected inside containment, then independence will be high if the containment penetration areas communicate
with pipe galleries and electrical chases which are protected
and to which access is controlled.

If

pipe galleries and electrical

chases are not protected however,

then they may be vulnerable to
attempted sabotage and Independence would be low.
in evaluating
independence, the former type of implementation is assumed.
Under this assumption, this concept is considered to offer potentially
improved plant saootage resistance.
3.11

3.11.1

SEPARATION OF SAFETY RELATED PIPING, CONTROL CABLES AND
POWER ZABLES IN UNDERGROUND GALLERIES, CATEGORY 11.2
Conceot

In this concept, each train of redundant safety related piping
and eiectrical cable is run underground in physically separated
tunnels or galleries that connect between separate safety related structures.
3.11.2

Sources

This concept

is

a feature in

the KWU standard PWR plant design.

This desicn utilizes separate buildings to house the emergency
feedwater system ond diesel generators.
For the Trillo plant in
Spain, a KWU PWR, tns
concept has been specifically mentioned
as having counter-saoota&co val LX.
Tniý concept is also implemented

D- 15;

in some U.S.
power

is

plants.

run fro.:

separated,

At San Onofre 2 & 3 for example,

Class IE

the outlying diesel generator building

in

underaround galleries to other buildings containing

Class I!: switchaear.
3.11.3

A v.__antaces

The counter-Zabotage advantage

for this concept is

the increased

protection prc-;id&d for safety related piping and electrical
cable by spatial separation and underground installation.
This
proptection ma.Y also be of benefit against other
events such as major fires or mii..
3.11.4

site specific

DisadvantaaeZ

Increased cocts would appear to be the principal disadvantage
for this concept, but these would depend on local site conditions
and plant layoutdifficulty of tunnelling and length of tunnels.
Another potential dizad'.antage would be decreased accessibility
for inspection, maintenance, and damage control.
3.11.5

Sum;r,arv c Ds.TSG.Irn__•ut

The comments of tt.e DSTSG confir,•ed' feasibilit': and state-ofthe-art for tnis concept.
The balance of opinion did not recard
this concept as having potential for improving plant resistance to
sabotae-e however.
Reasons aiven were that separation requirements
already exist for new designs, and that requirements to provide
access result

in installation of manways at intervals which may be
vulnerab]e.
7heie
was also indication that cost impacts m-a'. be
unacceptable althouch o:ne grojup mv.-iner, co.mentin3 on the use of
tunnelz for nuclear servic-_ :rater piping and. eectr.ca
cable at one
new p.Iant, of c-reo
•
.*op'- - .. 'c. i ye on tn,:l.. . Th,. uos-lt for tunnels
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is

to be $'100 per

estimated

foot cheaper

than for surface trenches,

and the tunnel cCsts include meeting OSHA requirements
and access manways every 200 feet.
3000 feet.
site

for lighting

Tunnel lengths range

These estimates may not be typical,

from 1000 to

being dependent on

conditions as mentioned previously.

3.11.6

Discussion

This concept
resistance
related

is

considered to offer

for

improving plant

to sabotage because of the increased protectioqn to safety

piping and electrical

galleries or tunnels.
with manholes,

However,

In general,

cables offered

independence

would appear

it

by the underground

there are vulnerabilities

and these would therefore

of this vulnerability,

on actual

the potential

is

associated

require protection.

Because

judged to be low.

that cost impacts could be high,

depending

site conditions.

The extra pLotection oftered by underground galleries may possibly
have side benefits when considering
as major
3.12

events other

than sabotaae,

such

fire or missiles.

STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL WITHIN PRIMARY CONTAINMENT,

CATEGORY

11.3

3.12.1

Concept.

This concept
reactor

involves

containm,-nt,

the spent

locating

the spent

fuel

pool within the primary

and could a!so be extended to include

locating

iuel pool coclinq equipment within primary or secondary

containment.
3.12..2

Sour(ces

The 5 t a idarr

PWR nuclir

provides for

rtot aqg

power
of

-p,,,t

pla3nt designed and

fueo

within pr 'mary

ppeied
11
by KWU

containment

asi

well as location of the spent fuel cooling equipment within secondary
The design allows work in the primary containment
containment.
ALARA desion procedures are followed.
during plant operation.
3.12.3

AOvants
as

From a counter-sabotiae viewpoint, the advantages of this concept
are that protection of spent fuel would be enhanced by the massive
construction of the reactor containment and by the stringent access
The concept would
controls that are applied for containment entry.
also allow the elimination of a separate seismic category I structure,
the fuel. handling building.
3.12.4

Disadvantaaes

This concept ree'uires that some fuel handling operations, such as
This
loading casks for ,hipment, be perforimed within containment.
in turn requirec that working conditions within containment during
reactor operation be made acceptable to the plant operators, both
If thin
psychologically as well as in terms of radiation exposure.
could not be done, these operations could only be performed during
shutdown,

possibly resulting in extended outage-.

Extra "pace would be required within containment to accommodate the
An air lock hatch for the fuel 7shipping cask
fuel storaqe pool.
These
wokild al,:o be re~quired, as would cask wa-:hing facilities.
requirements and the additional radiation shielding to permit work
inside containment during reactor operation, appear to have high
impacts on containment de:;ign.
Finally, durinq major outages when large numbers of rersonnel are
working within containment, the vulnerability of the s;pent fuel to
damage may actually he increased.
accid:ental or .. ot,-Ž1,

D-,: 8

3.12.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

The DSTSG indicated that this concept was feasible and state-of-thart, although it was pointed out that such a design had never been
licensed in the U.S.
There was no clear indication regarding impacts
or potential for improving plant resistance to sabotage although the
general

feeling appeared to be negative.

3.12.6

Discussion

There does not appear to be a clear potential for *impr6ving plant
resistance to sabotaqe associated with this concept.
A hardened
fuel handling building, as is already provided for some plants,
appears to offer nearly equivalent protection for the fuel, especially
if stringent access controls are applied.
The fuelrmay actuailly be
less vulnerable in a hardened fuel handling building during major
outages than it would be in containment, where it may be exposed to
large numbers of transient craft personnel.
Because of the factors mentioned above under Disadvantages, this
concept could be expected to have high impacts on containment design.
Independence for this concept is judged to be high if the spent ftJei
cooling equipment is also protected by locating it within primary or
secondary containment.
There were no side br'efits identified for this concept.
3.13.
3.13.1

SPENT FUEL STORED BELOW GRADE,

CATEGORY 11.4

Concept

Under this concept,

the elevation of the spnt fie) storage pool is
set to ensure that the tops of the stored fuel a,..emblies are below

grade so that forciý`e breaching of a pool external
in total loss of water from the pool.

wall does result

U- 4

)

Sources

3.13.2

fonte are examples.

some designs.

in

This concept has been implemented

wherein the pool

A variation of this concept,

was a recommendation

:ilt-up berms,

external walls are protected b',

Salem and Belle-

of the Sandia/industry workshop on sabotage protection

for nuclear

power plants.
3.13.3

Advantages

The counter-sabotage advantage of this concept
for the fuel handling

provided

the extra protection

is

walls (thoze that

building external

also serve as fuel pool walls) against breaching by force; for exAttempts to breach the walls would then
ample by use of explosives.
require excavation which increases the probability of detection.
Should breaching be accomplished,
some water
the spent

the surrounding

retention capability and prevent

loss of water

from

fuel pool.

Additional possible advantages
effect of the surrounding
of the concrete walls,

include

taking cre-dit for

earth which may permit reducing

the shielding
the thickness

and reauced above grade height of the fuel
a stiffer

handling building which may result

in

tant to seismic and other external

loadings.

3.13.4

total

earth could provide

structure more resis-

Disadvantaqes

Placing the spent fuel
of the containment

below <;rade may affect arrangement

storage pool

building.

Since water

lev:els ir. the spent fuel

pool and the refueling canal are equal ized dkurinq refueling, lowering
the spent fuel pool el:evation may al:.; ()'•uire
lowerinq the containment.

The result would be increased

containment and the fuel h.tnd llinq

SD-50

e:xcavar.ion co:otZ

uildinG.

for both the

Summary of DSTSG InOut

3.13.5

the concept held

that

there was fairly strong indication

However,

by the DS21S-.

feasible and state-of-the-art

This concept was considered

Comments
potential to imnprove plant resistance to sabotage.
little
supporting this indication were that a below grade wall, if made
thinner,

may actually be more easily breached

grade wall,

a wall may result
3.13.6
It

in

above

Pool were below arade,

the spent fuel

and even if

than a thicker,

breaching

pool water draining into the surrounding

soil.

Discunsion

would appear

resisttancc

that this concept has potential

to sabotage since

it

would

i ncreZ:e

fcr

impioving plant

tho d if ficUlty in

gaining access to fuel pool .external walls and would al..;o result
increased probability of detection.
exists or is
Spent

Fuel pool

(thicknessese
to breach
As was

only apparent will
external

require, furtct

Lhem would be difficult

related natural
ft. f-I

of

the-.

|phenonena
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and not
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3.14

this concept.

for

identified

There were no side benefits
PHYSICALLY

SEPARATE AND PROTECT REDUNDANT TRAINS OF SAFETY

EQUIPMENT,

CATEGORY

3.14. 1

11.5

Concept

This concept involves the following design featureý:
*

Physically separated and hardened buildings (safety buildings)
are. provided for eaUtVi"T'bdunidant train of'""ff,-f`0'tfy equipment.

"

Each separate building contains all safety related equipment
for a redundant train including diesel oenerators; and fuel
tanks,

Class IE switchgear,

ESFAS and RPS cabinets,

ECCS pumps and tanks,

DC power,

and au:xiliary cooling water equip-

ment.
*

Each sel-.•.rate building commur.icat0es with containmr.nt through
physically separated undergrround pipe and cable galleries and
containment penetration areis.

*

Within each safety building,

equipment in, located

in

individua

compartments.
t.is:uciated with a respective

Class iE electrical distribution
train of safety equipment is
of its own safety building.
Each safety building

is

run/located.,with~in

provi,.t,.

wi il

the boundaries

intr s.iion detection

access control.
Redundant safet7 related equipmeret,
cable

D- 2

is

phyi7ica] 1Y

Zgd

functio.a1

pir, ip;,

1nd( e lectrical

iAiid ,lnn.Le

-

and

3.14.2
In

Sources

various degrees,

this

industry workshop,
advocated
All of

a

is

by the fire

these

concept was a recommendation
feature

insurance

sources

recommend

separation of redundant
necessarily

extended

buildings.

Physically

have generally

3.14.3

These

been

of the KWU standard

trains

this

industry on an
or

apply

of

safety

to totally

separated

recommended

and

of

the

Sandia/

PWR plant,

and

international

the principle
equipment

is

scale.
of physical

but

have not

separate

and

enclosed

areas within

independent

safety

buildings

or applied.

Advantages

include

The

the

following

functional

for

this

concept:

independence

reduces vulnerability

of each

to sabotage

ponents

(e.g.,

Spatial

confinement of function

in

hardened

abilities

associated

of safety

of otherwise

the :refueling water

and protected

train

storage

shared

for

each

buildings 'eliminates

with cable

and piping

com-

tank).

and equipment

safety

equipment

runs

train
vulner-

through non-

safety areas.
Spatial separation of safety buildings
against

sabotage by

requiring

that

more

increases protection
than one area

be

addressed.
This would apply both to attempts by stealth and
high strength attacks by explosives or munitions.
Protection against other forceful events,
also be enhanced.

such as fire,

is

Locating safety equipment within consolidated safety areas
may facilitate access control and physical protection system
designs.

D-

V) I

3..14.4

Disadvan taes

The main disadvantages of this concept appear to be associated with
Arrangements may result which are less than optimum
plant arrangement.
from the viewpoints of plant operation and.maintenance and the cost
As an example of the latter, this
of materials and construction.
concept would require that two, fully redundant ECC water storage
tanks be provided, one in each safety building.
3.14.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

The DSTSG comments gave clear indication that this concept was feasible,
was L.tate-of-the-art, held potential for improving plant resistance
to sabotage, and did not have unacceptable impacts on plant design or
It was qcnerally felt, however, that the physically sepaoperation.
rate, hardened, and protected safety buildings housing the redundant
trains of safety equipment could be combined as zcparatr- safety areas
The authors
in a common building without violating the concept.
would agree as ':Ig as all safety related equipment (water and fuel
storaqe tanks, diesel engines, switchgear, cable, piping, pumptrs,
etc.)

in a redundant train was located in a harde(ied safety area.

proLected by access control and intrusion detection measures and was
physically separated by some defined distance from the othier safety
areas.
One member stated that the deqreu of compartmentation within in individual safety bLuildin'j should not t.x:ceed that required for pr(.itection
against fire, missiles, floodring, or radiation (i.e., shielding).
Otherwise, operation and maintenance would be greatly complicated.
Another member

noted t!hat tota.l phyl'ical se|paration and irdepon.en

of each redundant

train of safety t*:quipment,

(e.g. , piping cro.sovers)
operat ional

D- 'I

fIexibil it-y.

bF.tween ryst't. ms

,

;nce

with no intorconnections

could

r-:;ult

in rducerj

3.14.6

Discussion

The potential

for improved plant resistance to sabotage for this
concept seems clear since it applies to the maximum extent the
principles of separation, completeness and self sufficiency (i.e.,
independence), and location within hardened structures provided with
physical protection measures.
Impacts do not appear to be overriding based on DSTSG comments.
The high degree of hardened protection, separation,
associated with this concept may result in the side
facilitating access control and physical protection
improving protection against other forceful effects
severe natural phenomena.
3.15
3,15.1

SEPARATE AREAS OR ROOMS FOR CABLE SPREADING,

and independence
benefits of
measures and
such as fire and

CATEGORY 11.6

Concept

Under this concept,

separate rooms or areas are provided for spreading
cables that connect to logic and control panels in the control room.
The cables corresponding to tht several logic and control redundancies
are distributed among two or more of these areas.
The cable spreading
areas are hardened and subject to controlled access.
3,15.2

Soucces

This concept is already being adopted in current designs where two,
physically separate cable spreading rooms are used.
The paper by
0ei1ch suggests that it may be possible to extend the concept to four
separate cable spreadinq areas.

J-I) 5

3.15.3 ~AdvantaeS
The sabotage protection advantage for this concept is that it would
require sabotage action to be carried out in more than one area to be
The fire protection advantage has been the motivating
successful.
Another possible advantage
factor in its adoption in recent designs.
is reduced congestion in the cable spreading rooms assuming adequate
size rooms are provided.
3.15.4

Disadvantages

Possible disadvantages associated with this concept are increased
space requirements and increased lengths of cable runs.
3.15.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

This concept was considered to be feasible and state-of-the-art by
the DSTSG.
Also the group considered the concept to have potential
for imprLovin- -. I.jnt resistance to sabotage, conditional on the
assumption of a high strength attack and on the basis of incremental
improvement in protection over present new designs.
It was also
stated by one member that the GE STRIDE design effectively provides
four train separation for cable routing and s[,reading.
3.15.6

Discussion

This concept offers the potential for improved plant resistance to
sabotage because of the increased protection afforded control cables.
Based on it being a feature of now designs, its impacts are judged to
be acceptable.
Independence is considered to be low since the cables
are all routed eventually to the control room which results in some
loss of separation and hence protei,:tion.
This is especially true if
the control room is not a hardened area.,

[)- "'(1

Improved fire protection is

the principal side benefit for this con-

cept; no other side benefits have been identified.
3.16

ALTERNATE CONTROL ROOM ARRANGEMENTS,

3.16.1

Concept

The objective of this concept is
trol rooms to forcible takeover
layouts.
1.

CATEGORY 11.7

to reatce the vulnerability of conth-ough use of alternate control room

The following are two suggested examples.
Provide physically separated,

independent control rooms for

multi-unit plants.
2.

Provide a backup control room for each main control room
which:
a

is continuously manned by a senior reactor operator who
reports to the shift supervisor,

a

provides safety related displays of flux level, reactor
thermal hydraulics, power conversion system energy removal parameters,

0

and reactivity changes,

provides controls only for tripping the reactor and
actuating decay heat removal systems,
in located well within the plant building complex such
that it would not be visible from off-site,
provides continual closed circuit TV surveillance of main
control
is

room,

a hardened

structure:

provided with physical

protection

measures.

D.- r,7

Sources

3..16.2

PhySically separate and independent control
provided for some U.S.
example)

plants

and are required

(Perkins,

rooms are. currently being

Cherokee,

and Calloway

for

for Swedish plants.

Advantages

3.16.3

The advantage of this concept
takeover

is

reduced vulnerability

to a forcible

of the control

room and possibly a large fraction of the
plant staff by tcrroriz.ts or saboteurs.
Example 1 would only provide
this advantage
teurs,

for control

rooms unaffected by actions of the saboallowing the associated units to be placed in a safe zhutdown

condition.

Example 2 would permit tripping

the unit in

a safe shutdown condition even if

the reactor
that unit's

and placing
control

room were siezed by saboteurs.

3. 16.4

Disa(varitaoes

For this concepot,

these include additional costs

for plant design,

construction and manning.
3.16.5

Summary of DSTSG lnpýut

There wa:; -:oine slight

indication that

thjz conce)pt

teashible and
fa.

state-of-the-art.
There wa,. unanimous opinion that
Improvintg plant re.-:-irtance
control

t.hi,- coiicept off.Iers no potential

to sabotagje..

room off er.- nio h,.nofit

sincet

It

wa:z :tstat..d thti,

for

a backup

ux 1.1 i ,ar. zl,,tiown pane s exist,

and that a continuo u-iAy manned back.uf) contr
room
00l
would create
opp[ortunitie,. for in:;ide r ;.One liembfr r:at.td th.at ind
con'ividta!

trol roomsw

U-"€ i~

[or mu1ti-,unit

ant;

,iff'ord nohe,L.nt:fiý .1incr ,jaininq

access to any one control room would accomplish the mission of the
saboteurs, and that if actual damage to the plant ws caused by sabotage, a common control room may be preferable because additional
personnel would be available to respond.
The DSTSG judged that impacts for this concept would be high.

Both

examples were considered to increase manning requirements, while
separate control rooms result in increased construction costs.
The
capability of an operator, performing only monitoring duties,
remain.alert in a backup control room was also questioned.
3.16.6

to

Discussion

The discussion of this concept will be limited to Example 2.
The
reason for this is that there appears to be some movement, based on
foreign design practices arid some recent U.S. standardized plant
designs, toward individual control rooms for multi-unit plants.
Therefore Example I will not be discussed further except to note
that, under the assumption of a takeover of one control room in a
multi-unit plant, the remaining units could be placed in a shutdown
condition and that this could be of potential counter-sabotage
benefit.
Example 2 allows the capability to promptly shutdown the reactor and
initiate shutdown cooling from the remote, continously manned,
hardened and protected backup control room in the event or a
takeover of the main control room.
Terrorists/saboteurs whose objective waz to announce that they had gained control of a nuclear power
plant operating at full poweL to force compliance with certain demands,
would find their advantagre rbenied arid objective thwarted in that
their action would no longer be perceived, by themselves nor by others
(e.g., the news media) to ['e as threateninq a., they had planned.
It
would be announced, instead, that the plant w. s iu.a safe shutdown
condition.
It is in .his Zense that Example 2 may havy.- potential
counter-sabotage beneflit.

)"
-

9

Independence is considered low for Example 2 because it
necessary to protect the reactor

trip

breaker.3 aqainst sabotage action

that would prevent them from interruptinq
well as the shutdown decay heat removal
Impacts

would also be

power

and to protect as

systems.

for Example 2 are considered to be high because of the the

increased manning

requirementz.
for this corncept.

There were no side benefits indntified

1lte.n7tive
11.7 refer

Týhe finding presented in Table 2f 2 for Decign
to Example 2.

3.17

COý,TA1NMELNT,

ECCS COMPONENTS-11THIIN

3.17.1

Concept

This concept provides protection in
for ECCS component-,
3.17.2
The

CATE'rGORv 11.8

the form of a hardened enclosure

by locating them within the reactor

containment.

Sources

intent of thin concept

I-s met by the KWU and DukeO Power

spherical

containment "design.z where F.CCS active components are located within

secondary containment.
3.17.3

Ad v an taae

The counter-sabotage

advantage of thic concept

is

reduced vulnerability

of ECCS components to saotaqe'by virtue of the protection affordeýd
by the containment building.
flexi~bility

in

location of piping p-netration

runs could also resIlt.

D-6 )

A secondary ad',/ntage of

increased

-.ind more direct piping

3.1.7.4

Disadvantaaes

Locating large components such as water storage tanks within containment may be impractical without redesign of the containment (see
Increased containCategory III.3, Alternate Containment Designs).
ment volume would result if ECCS components were placed within priAlso, the ECCS equipment would have to be qualimary containment.
fied for the post-LOCA onviron..ent if located within primary containment.
3.17-.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

DSTSG indication was that this concept was feasible and state-of-theart only for ECCS components in secondary containment, not primary
containment.
Post-LOCA environmental qualification would be a
problem for components located within primary containment.
Regarding potential for improved plant resistance to sabotage, it was
pointed out that, because of ECCS equipment surveillance requirements, there could be increased traffic within containment and that
vulnerability to acts of sabotage within containment may be increased.
The DSTSG considered that the impacts associated with this concept
were unacceptable.
The cost impact was considered unacceptable for
Also, if opportuinities
ECCS components within primary containment.
for surveillance were restricted because of ECCS components being
located within primarj containment, ov.erall plant safety could be
it was also stated that the concept would restrict
adversly affected,
the number of presently acceptable containment designs.
3.17.6

Discussion

For the particular czas-: of the spherical containment, this concept is
obviously feasible and state-of-the-art as evidencrd by its application
in that des...n (ECC

component:.

within, secondary containment).

For

D-61

the KWU design wherein

the case of

especially st5LroJgthened against external
gas cloud explOsions),
pon ents,

double containment

is

required,

1n)rovidad

storage tank!;,

C.LO:.uute and spatial

strengthened

is

cr,.nhes and

(plane

effects

improved pr otection

including bozatrAd wate-.r

is

thiý -ecoridary containment
f-o

I[CCS coin-

becduse of thic
For tho:c;

separation.

the spherical

sites

where

containment would appear

improved p1lant resistance

to offer j convenient, means to obtain

to

sabotage.
However , when con,; ider ing l ocat ion of ECCS c ,[ot•ent.t
..contta

within pr imary

iritient the arqumiients preo,;ent(Id by the DS',,SG

surveillance/increasoed

tra.fic,

tr

post-LOCA qualification,)

ar"

believed

this piit~i cu lar jm.~pl cýrnentat ion a:; hav ing lit tle;
potential fo[ improved a3h()otaqe rce:;i-.tance, a.- hayvinr
unacceptable
impacti,;, and as not representative of' the :;tate.-ol-the-,- rt..
to
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3.18.2

Advantages

The counter-sabotage benefit associated with this concept is

the

reduction in the number of potential opportunities due to reduced
numbers of people in the protected area.
3.'18.3

Disadvantages

Since it can be anticipated that this concept would require an increased frequency in passing through security checks, it represents
an increase in inconvenience for plant personnel.
There was concern
expressed that support staff who needed to be in the plant frequently
to do their job would not enter as frequently as they should.
3.18.4

Sources

This concept has been adopted in Germany and for the KWU supplied
Trillo plant in Spain.
U.S. examples include Peach Bottom 2 & 3 and
San Onofre.
3.18.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

The indication from the DSTSG was that this concept was feasible and
state-of-the-art.
The overall opinion was that impacts would not be
unacceptable, but one member commented that this concept would only
result in increased disconrtent among people trying to do their jobs.
3.18.6

Dizcu,;sion

This concept i-z con.idel.•tud

to hold potontial for

improved plant re-

sistance to zsabotage simply by restricting the numbers of individuals
routinely inside tfle protecte! area.
For example, locating receiving
warehouse* facil

iti,..

outside

the protected

area climinates

the

re-

D)-63

quirements

for routine passage of delivery trucks and drivers through

the security gate and reduces search and escort duties of the guard
In addition, a general cafeteria located outside the protected
force.
area would require

fewer deliv.'eries of provisions through

the security

perimeter.
Independence

is

not considered appli,:able

were no side benefits
3.19

Phere

identified.

ISOLATION OF LOW PRESSURE SYSTEMS CONNECTED TO REACTOR COOLANT
PRESSURE BOUNDARY, CATEGORY 111.1

3.19.1
Under

to this concept.

Conept
tihis concept,

additional means are employed to prevent over-

pressurization of low pressure piping systems connected to the reactor coolant system and thereby prevent loss of reactor coolant
through a rupture in a low pressure system.
3.19.2

Sources

This concept was a recommendation of the Sandia/industry workshop on
nuclear power plant sabotage protection.
It is implemented in the
KWU standard PWR plant by designing the operating motors for the
valves that isolate the residual heat removal
reactor coolant system (RCS)
RCS/RH[RS differential

with insufficient

pressure.

This is

in

system (MIIRS)

from the

torque to open under

addition to the usual

pressure interlocks.
3.19.3

Advantapes

This concept provides protection ajainst a loss of' reactor coolant by
the sabotage act of defeating the existing pressure interlocks on the
RCS/RHRS

isolation vaves.

containment,

Since

the RHR piping externds outside

this protection applies to a
outside a:i well as inside containment.
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lot.

of

reactor coolant

3.19.4

Disadvantages

Depending on the means of implementation,
ponent complexity could result.
3.19.5

additional

cost and com-

Summary of DSTSG input

There was indication from the DSTSG that this concept was feasible.
State-of-the-art for an alternative implementation, use of torque
release couplings in valve operators instead of torque limited motors,
w~is questioned.
During discussion,

there was indication that,

in genera],

the conce-pt

held potential for improving plant resistance to sabotage and that
consideration should not be restricted to its application to RCS/RIIHRS
isolation.
Rather, it should be applied to all low pressure piping
connecting to the RCS since thi:; piping could be vulnerable to rupture from overpre.ssure and also direct physical damage outside containment.
Specificaily mentioned was letdown. piping.
3.19.6

Discunsion

This concept was originally con!,idered by the, authorn a-.s mnot applicable
to RHR suction piping zince it i) is of lower pressure design than
the TICS, 2) is large diameter, 3) penetra'tes containmŽ,nt, 4) is not
protected by relief: v,-ilvte designed to prevent pressure build up if
the isolation valves were opned, and 5) could be de-isolated through
defeat of the pressure interlocks at the valve motor controlleirs
outside containment.
This is assunming that the motor.; could o)pen t hc
valves under RC!-;/IIRd3 dif ferential ple.sure (a wvh'!ndor witlh ..hom this
was di scus:0ed expres•sed bolii.uf thaIt the motor.%; w~](: be copfble o
this).
Based on comments by thtJ DSTS( , it 'may ht.- worrthwhile to consider other piping connectred to t"4he2C5
a]o,
ezPCc i a i
iP i nit
ri)etrating containinent that maY hb0 Vk I rni abII to0 . .,i thIfr rjv r-r p,,:., ".r e

[(a a

Lxamples
physical rupture by eoxteinal forcc or both.
rupture or dirc:t
Since both type:s of pipinq
are letdown piping and charging piping.
penetrate containment and therefore are not protected in their entirety
by the associated access controls and physical barrier, they may be
This vulnerability should be minimal for the
vulnerable to sabotage.
charging system piping since it

The letdown piping is

isolated by check valves.

automatically

and is

designed for high pressure

is

pro-

tected by relief valves against overpressure failure, but a lifting
valve, inducod through sabotaqe-tamperinq with letdown valves, would
be a loss of reactor coolant.

still

13reakinq of this piping outside
that.

reactor containment by sabotage action coupled with ta.nipering
prevented
result

in

isolation valve.; would also

isolation by the remote manual

coolant - out.side containment.

a loss of reactor

Although imnpiementati,.,n of this concept

through ti1e u..,Q of

release couplings may not reprerent. the current
torque limited motor:s do,
sidered state-of-the-art.
other than MIR
.of remote manual

isolation valves. (o

cont rol circuits, for

Žt,,.-n:;•ion of:

the concept

to

moi
means
to a-*:.u re closure

.

i so lation would

,t.Ytem,

t.•te-of.-the-art,
then be conI,.7
mtaef

and the concept i
Sii liarly,

tor7qu.

to prevent tamper ing with the

these valves) , And the:e

should al1;o be con-

s idered state-of- the-art.
In

the judg ement of the author-.,

•concept

for thti!

no side? l)en1, itn

This concep)t
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concept

[Ls

conid,_,r. Ad to bet:

TI'e r ! were

ii,.

idrntif.ied.

DE;IGN CIIANC ES

back fit)

ipipact s a :*;:;oit.ed with thin.i

are not. unaccep)table.

Independenrce

3 .20

the

ij)v r)lv:.

p.)a n L de :siqn,

F0
1;ACILIT'ATE b);1AI:.

r,
the pr,)vi 5ijn,
'n:.t ixi

M,

C,,

.r:-: [-'t I-. ,)1.

;;ry n,::?.l,*.:,
ti

p n,i
nm

LI I

CAT1:OI{'

r
,o 1 .,

i n.,
,,e,

.2

t
i

,:n( .

connection of portable equippower jumper cables, etc., to facilitate
merit or substitution of other installed equipment for equipment damaged
by sabotage.
3.20.2

Sources

Recommendations of the recent Sandia/industry workshop on sabotage
protection of nuclear power
I.

flexibility
pipes,

plants included:

to bring in temporary or auxiliary hoses,

pumps and/or water supplies under

nozzles,

emergency conditions

to provide flooding or spraying of fuel in an open reactor
vessel or in the spent fuel storage pool, with the provision
of built-in auxiliary nozzles at strategic
2.

damage control programs
prepared equipment,

3.20.3

locations,

featuring preplanned

and training

procedures,

for damage control

teams.

Advantaqe_

This concept

increases

the flexibility

of the plant to respond

sabotage ei..ergencies and to other emergencies as well,
f i r es.

3.20.4

and

to

-such at; major

Di¶3;-dvant.-cjes

Regulatory atithorities may require demonstration of this concr, pt,
the Lorm of drill:3 ;in( equipment tcstinq,
wards increased protection.
tectiorn of t.he dama.qg,

contr,.c2

Also,

if

credit weZre granted to-

additionf.l count.er-"abot)a'e

fac-ilitating

in

fcature::

t-en.,eivc-

proma,

be

requirel.

I.-If•/

3.20.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

During discussions of this concept with the DSTSG,

it

quickly became

evident that damage control could 'be viewed as two different approaches.
One could be defined as a traditional approach, patterned after programs designed to cope with battle damage sustained by naval ships.
This approach involves trained damage control teams and dedicated
damage control equipment in designated locations.
The other approach
makes use of normal plant systems and equipment aligned in nonstandard ccnfigurations in-accordance with special, written procedures as a means of achieving additional operational

flexibility

to deal with sabotage emergencies.
The DSTSG found merit in the concept of damage control,

but only in

connection with the latter approach.
There was strong feeling cn the
part of those members with plant operating experience that damage
control in the context of emergency repairs, jumpers, portable equipment, and trained damage control teams was unworkable for a commercial
nuclear plant.
Arguments given included too few people available on
back shifts, time to get additional people on site plus repair times
in excess of time available to perform damage control actions, and
uncertain success in situations where attempts at damage control may
be opposed by saboteurs.

The favored approach was that of examining

the flexibility inherent in the normal plant systems and equipment,
and developing plant procedures to take advantage of this flexibility
under emergency conditions.
Plant design changes were not considered
necessary to facilitate this approach.
The DSTSG also commented that
the term "damage control" was misleading in this context and that a
name such as "abnormal emergency procedure" would bc. more accurate.
3.20.6

Diccussion

Based on reaction of the DSTSG,

it

cppears that the traditional ap-

proach to damage control - train-ed damage control

teams using dedi-

cated uamage control equipment to jury rig systems or make emergsncy
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repairs under sabotaae emergency conditions - may not be feasible for
nuclear power plants.
However, the concept does appear feasible and
to have potential for improved plant sabotage resistance in the context of aligning standard equipment in non-standard configurations in
accordance with special damage control procedures.
The authors believe
that plant design changes can be made to facilitate this approach.
For example, turbine runback would permit continued operation of all
non-Class IE electrical equipment even though it is assumed that
sabotage action has denied offsite power.
Design changes to facilitate
manual back-feed of Class 1E power sources to non-Class lE busses is
an alternative

example.

Work is currently in progress to identify options in terms of utilizing
existing systems and equipment.
Examples of specific design alternatives
that would facilitate the ability to conduct abnormal emergency procedures will be identified when that work is completed.*
In summary, the authors con>ider the concept of design changes to
facilitate abnormal emergency procedures to be feasible and state-ofthe-art, to have potential for improving plant resistance to sabotage,
to have minimum impact, and to offer the side benefit of improving
flexibility' to deal with other emergencies such as major fire.
However, this assessment is based on a definition of damage control
quite different from that implied in the concept statement (3.20.1),
which views damage control in the traditional sense of jury rigs or
emergency repairs by damage control teams using prepared damage control
equipment.
Independence was considered not applicable for this concept.

IEA' Report No. 123, "Damag.
at N4uclear Power Plants".

Control as a Countermeasure to Sabotage
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ALTERNATE CONTAINMENT DESIGNS,

3.21

3.21.1

CATEOCRY 111.3

Concept

Under this concept, alternate containment de'igns can be divided into
two classifications:
1.

those which reduce the probability of containment failure by
overpressurization subsequent to a loss of reactor coolant,
and

2.

a containment incorporatina passive emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) components, celluarization of the reactor
coolant system,

and sub-atmospheric

following a loss of reactor coolant;

operatingopressure

the passive containment.

The containments in the first classification are associated with conventional ECC systems and containment heat removal systems.
The
passive containmnnt system, a patented concept, integrates containment and passive ECC system designs.
3.21.2

Sourc*-z

Sandia Report SAND 77-1344 contains evaluations of nine alternate
containment design concepts for thei.r potential to reduce public risk
to nuclear plant accidents and their impacts on plant costs and operation.
The passive containnent is a patented concept of the Nuc2edyne Engineering Corporation.
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3.21.3

Advantages

The alternate containment

concepts offer

potentially

reduced conse-

quences (through reduction in containment failure probability) of
sabotage action that results in a loss of reactor coolant and disablement of portions of other engineered safety features.
The passive containment system appears to offer the potential for
increased protection against attempted sabotage because of the celluarzation of reactor coolant system piping and component,
passive ECC system incorporated into the containment.
3.21.4

and a

Disadvantaces

The alternate containment concepts result in significantly increased
costs.
Depending on the particular alternative design, these include
costs for one or more of the following activities:
1. design,
.modeling
3.
4.

and testing,

1icensing, and
construction.

None of tht: alternative containment designs under consideration have
been licensed in the formz described in SAND 77-1344.
Some of these
designs would require engineering development and demonstration,
especially the passive containment system.
3.21.5

Discussion

The reader is referred to Sandia Report SAND 77-1344 and the paperz
by Fleimola and Falls for descriptions of thi various aiternative
containment designs.
These der.sinz arf- ized below toqether with
some observations h.-;ed on SA:D 77-1 44 and a review of
p
containment concept.
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I.

Design pressure of 120 psia expected
Stronger Containment.
to prevent failure by overpressure excent in the case of c
loss of reactor coolant and unavailability of the containment
spray system.
overpressure

in

Modest reduction

risk due to containment

failure.

2.

Shallow Underground Siting.

3.

Deep Underground Siting.

4.

Increased Containment Volume.

Offers risk reduction potential

sinilar to that for Stronger Containment.
5.

Filtered Atmospheric Venting.
in

risk from containment

Provides greatest reduction

failure at least cost.

6.

Compartment Venting.
Risk reduction similar to Filtered
Atmospheric Venting but at increased cost.

7.

Thinned Base Mat.

B.

Evacuated Containment.

No measurable

reduction in

risk.

Minimal effect on overpressure

failure.
9.

10.

Double Containment.
Almost no potential
over that of current surface plants.

reduction

in

risk

Passive Containment.
This concept appears to increase the
diffc-ulty of sabotage of the reactor coolant system (FCS)
and the ECCS since

the components of these systems would be

encased in heavi-stee]-lined, reinforced concrete cells.
In
addition the emergency core cooling system components would
be passive and not dependent on external power
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supplies.

aspects of underground siting and stronger conOf the remaining alterntainments have been previously discussed.
ative desigrns described and investigated in SAND 77-1344, filtered

The counter-sabotage

atmospheric venting and compartment venting offer the greatest risk
reduction due to containment overpressure failure at least cost.
These concepts do not appear to provide a nuclear power plant with
inherent resistance to sabotage, but rather would reduce the consequences of sabotage that resulted in
the accident sequences described
On the other hand,
the potential

in

to

damage sequences similar

SAND 77-1344.

the passive containment system appears to offer

for improved plant resistance to attempts at sabotage

of the reactor coolant system and emergency core cooling systens.
Since, after a postulated loss of reactor coolant, the pressure in
the passive containment returns to subarmospheric, the potential for
overpressure failure should also be low.
Independence

for the filtered atmospheric venting,

and passive containment concepts is

considered low.

the vent system and the containment vent building,

compartment venting,
because

This is

must

respectively,

be protected for the filtered atmospheric venting and compartment
venting concepts in addition to the containments themselves, while
for the passive containment,

a passive external

provided for long term decay heat removal,

concept offer

compartment venting,

loop,

also requires protection.

from a counter-sabotage viewpoint,

When considered strictly
atmospheric venting,

heat exchanqe

filtered

and the passive containment

the side benefit of reduced risk from overpressure

failure of the containment.
The findings presented
venting,

compartment

are considered to be

in

Table 2-2 refer

venting.

to the filtered atmospheric

and passive containment concepts.

These

feasible concepts but not state-of-the-art.

D1-

I

3.21.6

Summary of DSTSG Input

The reader is

referred

to the comment summary for DSTSG reaction to

the concept of Alternate Containment Designs.
3.22

EXTRA REDUNDANT,

FULLY SEPARATED,

TRAINS OF EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT,
3.22.1

SELF-CONTAINED AND PROTECTED

CATEGORY 111.4

Concept

The concept is identical to Category 11.5 (Physically Separate and
Protect Redundant Trains of Safety Equipment) except 4-50% redundant
or 3-100% redundant trains of emergency equipment are provided.
3.22.2

Sources

This concept is

implemented in

the Federal Republic of Germany and in

nuclear power plants exported by Germary although the original motivation appears mainly to have been minimization of the size of
emergency diesel generators.
3.22.3

Advantages

In addition to the advantages associated with the two train concept
as described under Category 11.5, this concept increases the number
of areas that would have to be addres3ed by saboteurs in order to
incapacitate

the plant's engineered safety features (ESF).

Additional advantages associated with this concept include the abilit-,
to meet the single failure criterion while having one train of emergency equipment down for maintenance, and a reduction in the required
size of diesel generators.
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3.22.4

Disadvantages

The disadvantages identified previously for the two train concept
(Category 11.5) associated with plant arrangement would be applicable
to this concept also.
3.22.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

This concept was considered feasible and state-of-the-art by the
DSTSG.
Comments were evenly split regarding potential for improving
the resistance of the plant to attempted sabotage.
There was no clear indication of the acceptability of impacts associated with this concept.
Some pointed out that extra redundancy
would provide little
counter-sabotage benefit relative to the extra
cost.
It was also mentioned that surveillance testing would be increased.
On the other hand it was mentioned that the extra redundancy
would provide some operational flexibility and would possibly improve
the overseas marketing position for U.S.
redundancies are common).

plants (in

Europe,

4-50%

One group member suggested the alternative concept of 3-50% redundancies as the optimum arrangement.
This provides for single failures,
permits use of smaller power supplies, increases the number of sabotage target areas required to totally disable the plant's ESF, and
avoids possible problems with over-capacity in the case of automatic
actuation of 3-100% trains.
3.22.6

Discussion

Most of the discussior. presented in Section 3.14.6
is

also applicable here.

However,

it

is

for Category 11.5

believed that impacts on

plant design in te-.s of arrangernent would be creater

than for

D-*7 ",

Category II.5.

Operation and maintenance may also be impacted in
terms of increased surveillance testing and a less than op~timum plant
arrangement.

It

possible that these impacts may be offset by im-

is

proved operational

flexibility;

for example,

the ability to shut down

one train for maintenance while retaining single failure capabilty.
The preliminary assessment is

made that,

be a departure from current U.S.
design,

since extra redundancy would

practice,

impacts,

at least on plant

would be high.

The capability to shut down one train for maintenance and still
the single failure criterion

is

considered an additional

meet

side benefit

for this concept.
3.23

ADDITIONAL,

3.23.1

PROTECTED,

M.ANUAL CONTROL ROD TRIP,

Concept

Under this concept,

one or more additional

manual trip

provided in secure, protected locations to permit trip
from outside the control room.
3.23.2

switches are
of the reactor

Sources

Although not specifically
this concept
reactor

CATEGORY 111.5

is

intended as a counter-sabotage measure,

a feature of some research reactors,

permitting a

scram from selected locations outside the control room in

the

event of emergencies.
.3.23.3

Advantages

This concept permits tripping the reactor by an authorized person
from outside the control
the main control
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room in

the event of a forced take-over of

room, by terrorists or saboteurs.

3.23.4

Disadvantages
protection against an i'nsider who

This concept may provide little
could defeat the trip switches.
3.23.t

Summary of DSTSG Inout

The principal reaction of the DSTSG to this concept was that it

for improved plant resistance to sabotage since

potential

have little

the reactor from outside

there already exist numerous ways to trip
the control
3.23.6

room.

Discussion
benefit in

The potential counter-sabotage
reactor
forcee
However,
are,

would

in

a safe shutdown condition

take-over of the control

in

being able to place the

a situation involving the

room was discussed

for Category 11.7.

this concept would permit only a reactor trip,

in

fact,

control

room.

and there

many .oxisting ways to accomplish this from outside the
the terrorists/saboteurs were effective in

Only if

totally immobilizing all knowledgeable station personnel could they
prevent a reactor trip, and in such an event, additional, protected
manual trip

Providing additional

switches would be of no value.

the reactor from outside the control

means to simply trip

providing also the capability

a stable shutdown

the decay heat removal and RCS inventory

condition (by protecting
control equipment)

to place the plant in

room without

does therefore not appear

to offer the potential

for improving plant resistance to sabotage.
Because of the necessity to protect the additional equipment
tp place the reactor
this concept is
Impacts for

in

a safe shutdown condition,

ment and installation,

independence

for

to be low.

considered

this concept,

required

resulting mainly in

are believed

There were no side benefits

extra costs for equip-

to De low.

identified for

this concept.
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TRIP,

DIVERSE AND PROTECTED REACTOR

MANUALLY ACTIVATED,

ADDITIONAL,

3.24

CATEGORY 111.6

Concept

3.24.,1

manual trip

An additional

trip

protected reactor

acting on additional,

circuit,

breakers,

provided.

is

switch or switches could be located
the main control

in

The additional

protected areas remote

the control

room as well as in

diverse,

and

trip
from

room itself.

Sources

3.24.2

an extension of Category 111.5 in that additional,
and protected reactor trip breakers are provided.

This concept is
diverse,

Advantages

3.24.3
In

addition to permitting a reactor

trip

from outside the control

this concept would provide protection against tampering with
the trip breakers and thereby enhance the ability to trip the ieroom,

actor.
Disadvantages

3.24.4
As

identified

side-r is
3.24.5
Again,
have

for Category III.",

little

protection against the in-

provided.
Summary of DSTSG Input

as tor Cate'gory 111.5,
little

poteantial

for

the DSTSG considered this concept to

improved plant resisTtance

to Sabotage since

alternative mean.z already exist to trip the reactor tror outside the
control room, including the interruption of power to the control rod
drives at its source.
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3.24.6

Discussion

The discussion presented

3.23.6

(Category 111.5) applies to this
Although protection of reactor trip
capability may be

concept also.
enhanced,

in

this alone is

not sufficient to place the plant in

a safe

shutdown condition.
There are additional ways to make the reactor subcritical without
requiring the opening of the reactor trip breakers (interruption of
rod drive power nearer to its
source or manually driving in the rods),
and, in any case, the extra protection afforded by this concept may
not be effective against
3.25

3.25.1
Under

TURBINE RUNBACK,

the insider.

CATEGORY 111.7

Concept
this concept,

the capability

the turbine generator

from its

is

off-site

provided

for

the separation of

load without caAising a trip

of the reactor or turbine.

3.25.2

Sources

This capability is provided in some U.S. nuclear plant designs;
Bellefonte is an example.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, this
capability is required and must be demonstrated.
It is provided in
place of a second source of off-site
3.25.3

power.

Ad va n t•a•ez_

Most sabotage scenariora

unavailable.

a~nume

Under thiz and tht.

plant equipment

is

not damaged,

that off-nite tranumi:.;ion lines are

further a.uimurprion that secondary
turbine runiback

permnits.tho continued

In
use of the power conversion system as a heat sink for the plant.
this sense it contributes to the defense in depth concept in that
both it and the auxiliary feedwater syst.em are rotentiaily available
heat sinks.
3.25.4

Disadvantages

Apart from extra cost for turbine control and bypass equipment, requirements for testing the turbine runback capability would involve
costs in
3.25.5

and equipment wear and tear.-

time,

manpower,

Summaryrof DSTSG Input

The DSTSG considered

group was divided as to its

the

However,

this to be a feaeible concept.

some members feeling

state-of-the-art,

that faster acting control valves may be required and that,

because

of the sensitivity of the reactor protection system (RPS) , some redesign of the RPS miqht be required
trip

to ensure the reactor does not

upon separation of the geneator

some mentioned

system.

from the off-site

Also,

the need for a larger main condenser.
agr.-_ernnt with the advantages

There was general
presented above,

and disadvantages

although there were differing opinions regarding

the

need to tezt the system.
The DSTSC also split

on the question of improving the resistance of

the plant to attempted
bility

sabotage.

The potential

secondar/

was considered a plus.
plant mechanical

counter-,abotaqe
the emergency di,:'

damage

ard electrical equipment tipon which the
in

consequently reducing
feature.

flexi-

was also pointed out that the

But it

efficacy of this concept depends was,
able to sabotage,

in

including facilitating

to deal with various situations,

control,

increase

Back-feeding

generator"

general,
its

exposed and vulner-

potential

value as a

some of thi:i equipment

wans s,9g(gsti2d

as an altkernative.

from

There, was no clear indication of the acceptability of impacts although
it was mentionied that the impacts associated with testing could be
severe, especially if the system was considered to be safety related.
3.25.6

Discussion

It is believed that this concept offers potentially improved plant
resistance to sabotage by the retention of the normal heat sink and
also by enhancing flexibility to deal with various anomolies using
It would support damage consecondary plant systems and equipment.
trol in the context of align.ing systems in non-standard configurations
However, because of the vulnerability of
to meet required funtions.
secondary plant equipment to sabotage, independence for this concept
must be considered to be low.
When considered strictly from a counter-sabotage viewpoint, a side
benefit for this concept is its capability to aid the recovery of a
utility's
generation and transmission system following a major disHowever, this logic could be inverted in that this has
turbance.
been the primary reason for providing turbine runback capability in
If this continues to be the main motivation for turplants to date.
bine runback, it may be possible that its counter-sabotage benefits
would allow trade-offs against other security measures.
Because of possible testing requirements,
may be high.
3.26

3.26.1

impacts for this concept

REDUCED VULNERABILITY OQ' INTAKE STRUCTURES FOR SAFETY RELATED
PUMPS, CATEGORY II1.8
Concept

This concept provides for improved protection of safety related intake
structutr .- rnd pumps acgainst saboteurs attempting approach from the
water si

1)-8 .

3.26.2

Sources
it

Through discussions with Department of Energy officials
that this concept is

emphasized in

some foreign designs.

was learned
For example,.

one plant reportedly was provided with a labyrinth structure in

the

intake canal for protection against the approach of divers.
Enhanced protection of intake structures through use of access control
was a recommendation of the Sandia/industry workshop on protection of
nuclear

power plants against sabotage.

3.26.3

Advantages

This concept provides extra protection of the safety related service
water system and ultimate heat sink, and also protects against circumvention of access controls provided by the land side perimeter.
3.26.4

Disadvantages

This concept

involves extra cost for design and construction,

and,

depending on the head loss associated with the protective features,
for pumping as well.
Design conflicts could also result with environmental requirements
3.26.5

for approach velocity and fish escape.

Summary of DSTSG Input

The most significant input from the DSTSG for this concept related to
its
potential for improving plant rezistance to sabotage and to its
potential impacts.
By a slight margin, the concept was considered to
offer potential for improved sabotage resistance.
one member,

In

this potential was considered significant

structures may be located

in

that intake

the least secure areas of the plant and
should be designed with inherent resistance to sazbotage.
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in

the opinion of

The DSTSG considered
3.26.6

impacts for this concept to be low.

Discussion

Based on its employment in

foreign designs,

this concept is

considered

feasible and state-of-the-art.
Since the functioning of safety related service water pumps is

re-

quired for extended plant cooldown, and since the structures housing
these pumps may be vulnerable to sabotage by approach from the water
side in some designs, this concept is considered to offer the potential
for improved plant resistance to sabotage.
Independence for this concept is considered to be low since protection
of the remaining emergency cooling equipment would also be required.
There were no side benefits identified.
3.27

TRIP COILS
SOURCE,

3.27.1

fBREAKERS/SWITCHGEAR ENERG1ZE-D BY INTE'RNAL POWER
B

CATEGORY 111.9

Concept

A self-contained source of control power for operating the contactors
The source i. the incoming power
of breakers/z-:witchgear is provided.
feeder within the switchgear

3.27.2

enclosure.

Sources

This concept is

applied in the design

)f

nuclear power plants, in

Germany to improve reliability of control circuit., ror safety related
motor feeders.

3.,.27.3

Advantages

This concept eliminates dependence on the DC electrical system for
operating power feed contactors and therefore reduce the consequences
sabotage.

of its
3.27.4

Disadvantages

Breaker control and status indication would be unavailable
power was lost.
1.27.5

if

AC

Summary of DSTSG Input

This concept was considered feasible and atate-of-the-art by the
It was pointed out that the stated disadvantage of lost
QSTSG.
status indication could be overcome by using DC indicating circuits
or local mechanical indicators.
Impacts for this concept were considered to 1e small, but it was conpotential to improve plant sabotage resistance.
sidered to hold little
Specific comments in this regard were:
*

The capability for at lease two manual operations

is

provided in most switchgear.
0

If

the source of instrument power is

DC,

then the ability to

operate switchgear remotely under loss of DC power conditions
value.
is of little
During discussion of this latter comment,

the DSTSG recommended

that

consideration should be given also to a backup for the vital instrument busses from an AC source (manually actuated AC backups presently
exist -
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authors).

3..'27.6

Discussion

This concept eliminates the vulnerability to sabotage of the DC control power supply and distribution system from the DC busses to the
individual switchqear units as regards the capability to operate the
For this reason, it is
switchgear remotely from the control room.
considered to have.,potential for improving plant sabotage resistance.
Any vulnerabilities
This may be a very marginal potential however.
associated with the control circuits between the switchgear and conAlso, the separation and reduntrol room would remain unchanged.
dancy applied to DC power and distribution systems tends to reduce
their sabotage vulnerability.
Independence for this concept is considered to be low for the reasons
It may have the side benefit of further improving
just discussed.
plant protection against fire.
3.28
3.28.1

HIGH PRESSURE RHR SYSTEM,

CATEGORY III.10

Concept

Under this concept, the design pressure of the residual heat removal
{RHR) system is increased (to that for the reactor coolant system) so
that opening of the valves isolating the RHR system from the reactor
coolant system would net result in overpressure and possible rupture
of the RHR system.
3.28.2

Sources

This concept has its origin in past regulatory agency deliberations
on means to prevent overpressure conditionz in RHR systems.

D)- a r)

3.28.3

Advantages

This concept improves protection against a possible loss of reactor
coolant outside containment

resulting either from sabotage or failure

of existing interlocks or check valves.
3.28.4

Disadvantages

These inrIude extra costs for RHR system components,
and system maintenance.
be the extra effort in

system erection,

A factor affecting maintenance costs would
the disassembly and make-up of high pressure

joints such as pump casing flanges.
3.28.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

The DSTSG comments and subsequent discussions indicated
concept was feasible

that this

and state-of-the-art.

There was also some indication that impacts were acceptable but no clear indication as to
potential for im'ro'oved plant resistance to sabotage.
3.28.6

Discussion

Several DSTSG members assumed that this concept
system,

configured as at present,

reactor coolant system preszure.
is

but designed
However,

referred

to operate at high

the intent of this concept

only to upgrade the design pressure of the RHR system,

tional modes being unchanged.

As such,

to an RHR

the opera-

this concept would increase

the difficulty of sabotage aimed at creating a loss of reactor coolan
outside containment.
In the present, .low pressure RHR systems, it
might be possible to create this condition by defeating
interlocks on the RCS/RIIRS
system is
system,
external
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the pressure

isolation valves when the reactor coolant

at operaitng pressure.

However,

with a high pressure RHR

additional action would he required to breach the piping by
force;

e.g.,

by uso

of e:<plosives.

The concept of a RHR system designed to operate at normal RCS pressure
and temperature may also have merit from a counter-sabotage

stand-

point. Such a system would provide a diverse mode of decay heat reThe only presently availmoval at high RCS pressure and temperature.
able mode is through the steam generators.
This concept has not been
pursured by the authors in this work, but it appears that the technical
concerns are the design of RHR heat exchangers with high temperature
differences from the tube to shell side (primary system to component
cooling water system) and high volume flow rates.
Referring again to the original concept, independence is regarded as
low since access controls and hardened enclosures for the RHR piping
outside containment are required to complete the protection of this
piping against breach by external force.
There were no side benefits identified for the original concept.
HARDENED DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM, CATEGORY IV.1

3.29
3.29.1

Concept

This concept involves the provision of a decay heat removal system
designed specifically for improving overall plant resistance to sabotage.
The system includes the following features.
0

Location in hardened buildings or bunkers, complete with
power supplies, water storage tanks, and controls.

*

Maximnum independence of remainder of plant.

0

Redundant ny-Items,

spatially separated.

1)-H7

Designed for removal of decay heat from a water cooled
nuclear power power reactor in

the hot shutdown condition

(reactor subcritical, rods inserted, reactor coolant pressure and temperature at no-load conditions), with the reactor
coolant pressure boundary intact, for a defined period, automatically,
*

without operator attention.

Actuated manually,
within the bunkers.

either

from the main control room or

Once actuated,

no further operator

would be required (but would not be precluded)

action

for the design

period of automatic operation.
With operator attention,

designed to continue decay heat re-

moval beyond the design period of automatic,
operation.
With operator

unattended

attention,

designed to permit transfer to conventional residual heat removal (RHR) system operation during
or following; the design period of unattended operation.
Dedicated for use only in a sabotage or other extreme emergency as determined by plant operators.
Would have no function during normal plant startup or shutdown operations nor
following loss of normal AC power.
Would provide for isolation of fluid lines connected to the
primary (and secondary) coolant systems as necessary to prevent loss of fluid Inventory.
Would not block actuation of nor otherwise interfere with
the operaiton of other plant engineered safety features.

*
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System would be regarded as nuclear safety related.

Appendix C contains a description of a conceptual design, developed
by the authors, for a hardened decay heat removal system incorporating
the above features.
This system utilizes steam generated by decay
heat as its primary energy source.
Other concepts are also possible,
such as systems using diesel engines for power.
3.29.2

Sources

A bunkered emergency feedwater system containing most of the above
features is provided for German KWU plants.
Its original purpose was
to provide plant protection (in conjunction with a hardened containment building) against plane crashes and gas cloud explosions,
although its sabotage resistance capability has been recognized.
The recent Sandia/industry workshop on nuclear power plant sabotage
protection recommended an alternate decay heat removal system designed to operate in conjunction with an intact reactor coolant
system as a means of implementing additional protection against sabotage, and also recommended that high priority be given to a study of
bunkered, emergency decay removal systems to evaluate the feasibility
and cost effectiveness of such systems.
The NRC improved safety research program as described in NUREG-0438
includes projects for improved decay heat removal concepts with
emphasis on add-on, bunkered systems.
The paper by Ebersole and Okrent (References, Section 4.29) describes
a design concept for a bunkered emergency decay heat removal system
designed for the hazards of fire and sabotage.

3.29.3

Advana.es

This concept provides the advantage of very high assurance of decay
including

heat removal under extreme emergency conditions,

with essentially no dependence on external systems

and major fire,

except the nuclcar
3.29.4

steam supply system within containment.

Disadvantages

These include extra costs for plant design,

equipment,

routine surveillance,

Because of requirements

inservice

for additional

inspection,

buildings

constraints would be placed on plant layout,
increased site
3.29.5

possibly resulting

Independent Safe Shutdown System (ISSS)

but state-of-the-art

DSTSG meeting

was questioned for one of its
summaries contained

comments specifically directed

pump.
in

relating to bunkered emergency

was cons iderod unlikl7

oah(otag,

would

leiavo

principal comThe reader

is

re-

Appendix B for additional

feetdwater

by one inember

the NSS.(;

in

systnens in

are listed a., follows.
that attempts, at

an intact condition pre-

requisite to the Us-2 of thc hardend decay
s tem.

in-

toward the ISSS.

without regard to specific type,
It

presented by the

(a description of the ISSS is

the steam reciprocating charging

DSTSG comments

towards the steam

The ISSS was considered a feasible concept,

ferred to the comment
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in

Summary of DSTSG Input

cluded as Appendix C).

general,

additional

congestion.

authors at the first

ponents,

as

and maintenance.

(bunkers),

Most of the comments on this concept were directed
powered

and construc-

operartng costs would increase for such activities

tion. .Also,
testing,

sabotage

heat removal

System capacty is

limited in time.

Providing additional systems is going in the opposite direction
of solving problem. Should minimize vital equipment and
develop a basic plan for protection of plant.
System should not be required to be nuclear

safety related;

possibly only seismically qualified.
*

System should not have to meet single failure criterion;
rather,

a reliability criterion.

The stated advantage for improved fire protection was not
considered valid in view of pres-ernt day (post-Browns Ferry)
fire protection designs.
System should not be dedicated to use only for emergencies.
It should be used for normal operation and should be conOpersidered in the context of eliminating other systems.
ator confidence in system capability is improved when
systems are used as part of normal plant operation.
Objectives of the hardened decay heat removal system could
be better achieved by operator staff training, a hardened
nuclear island perimeter, a manned emergency control room,
and location of tankage (RWST, CST, PMT, etc.) within the
perimeter.

A bunkered systi:m is

very expensive

and hard to

maintain.
The y.ystem need not be designed to cool down the olant;
be designed simply to hold plant at hot shutdown.

may

U-) 11

Manual, rather than unattended automatic operation was
mentioned as preferable by one memher.
Actuation should only be from within bunker, for if in ccr~trol
room, it could be prevented by sabotage action in control
room.

1ý

High pressure P.I!R cystem should be considered as an alternative
to a system employing evaporative cooling.
Impacts in terms'of capital cozts (5 to 50 million dollars)
and operating costs (10 to 100 thousand dollars per year)
could be very high.
3.29.6

Discussion

That a hardened decay heat removal system offers potential for improving plant resistance to sabotage has been generally accepted by
those who have crnsidered the problem of sabotage protection of
nuclear power plants.
Its cost effectiveness, however, has yet to be
determined.
Based on the DSTSG comment!*, impacts on plant capital
and operating costs may be high.
There are variations in implementation of the hardened decay heat removal system concept.
The German System (PWR vezsion) employes 4-50%
redundant systems, each with its own dedicated diesel engine (which
drives both a feedwater pump and a generator), fuel supply, and feedwater supply, all of which are located in a hardened building arranged
to provide physical rs[paration.
The authors have prepared a conceptual design of a twice redundant system, tho Independent Safe
Shutdown Sy.s)tem ([ ;.3SS), which is powered by steam generated by decay
heat.

The DSTSG has raised questions on the amount of redundancy that should
be required in hardened decay heat removal systems and whether or not
these systems should be dedicated to sabotage or other gross emergency or should be integrated into normal plant operation, replacing
existing systems (such as the auxiliary feedwater system).
It also
suggested the high pressure RHR system (Section 3.28) as an alternate
to systems employing evaporative cooling.
On the question of state-of-the-art raised by the DSTSG with regard
to the steam reciprocating charging pump employed in the ISSS, the
au~thors have confirmed, through a detailed review of the application
with Union Pump Company, that such a pump can be furnished.
Some
component development may be required to achieve 85% mechanical
efficiency, a value that is judged desirable to maintain adequate
subcooling of the primary coolant.
However, actual efficiencies of
92% have been measured under controlled conditions.
On this basis,
the authors consider the ISSS in particular to be state-of-the-art.
Since hardened decay heat removal systems in other configurations are
actually installed, there is no question about state-of-the-art in
general.
Improved protection against other gross emergencies such as fire may
be considered a sidc. benefit for this concept.
3.30
3.30.1

INDEPENDENT,

DIVERSE SCRAM SYSTEM,

CATEGORY IV.2

Concept

An additional method to rapidly insert negative reactivity to scram
reactor which does not employ existing control rods and which is provided with an independent logic and actuation system.
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3.30.2

Sources

This concept was originated by the authors as a means of meeting

the

general performance objective of enhanced protection for reactor
trip.
3.30.3

Advantages

From the sabotage protection viewpoint, this concept may provide increased protection for reactor trip by requiring that two diverse and
The concept might also conindependent trip systems be addressed.
tribute to amnelioration of concerns about anticipated transients
without scram (ATWS).
3.30.4

Disadvantages

This concept requires major design work on reactivity control systems
which could in turn affect reactor nec:nanica2 and nuclear design.
3.30.5

Summary of DSTSG Input

There was little
di.-cussion of this concept at the two DSTSG meetings.
The unanimous indication obtained from written comments was that it
held no potential for improving plant resistance to sabotage.
Among
the reasons given were that the existing trip systems were fail-safe
designs, and this concept only adds areas of vulnerability to attempted
sabotage.
3.30.6

Discussion

Because it

provides an independent,

trip system which,

in principle,

automatic,

reactor

could be spatially separated and

provided with physical protection measurec
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and divQrse,

in

the forn of access

controls and hardened enclosures, this concept is philosophically
regarded as having potential to improve plant resistance Lo saootage.
However,

its

implementation is

perhaps a practical

believed to be exceedingly difficult,

impossiblity.

While the concept may be feasible,
art.

A truly independent,

it

additional,

is

definitely not state-of-therapidly acting trip system may

require additional control rods with diverse operating mechanisms and
detection/logic/actuation systems.
These represent major impacts on
the design of reactor control systems with implications on the
mechanical and nuclear design of the reactor itself.
Independence for this concept is considered to be low since, to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition, additional systems (e.g.,
decay heat removal and reactor coolant inventory control) are needed
and would have to be protected.
ATWS amelioration
Finally,

is

considered a side benefit for this concept.

there may be little

increased protection provided by this
concept against a knowledgeable insider.
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Experience with Nuclear Power Plant Siting and Safety Criteria
in

4.23

D. Von

IAEA-CN-36.132,

Design of KhJU LWR Safety Systems,

Vol.

KWTU AG,

IEEE Transactions on Power Apparatus

Pas - 95,

No.

Bellefonte Nuclear Plant PSAR,

4,

July-August 1976.

June 19,

1973.

REDUCED VULNERABILITY OF INTAKE STRUCTURES FOR SAFETY RELATED
PUmPS,

CATEGORY

111.8

Summary Report of Workshop on Sabotage Protection
Power Plant Design,,UREG-C144,

(SAND

in

Nuclear

76-0637) , April 12,

197e.

U-i 01

Memorandum to S02-04 File, C. Negin, International Energy
Associates Limited, September 22, 1978.

.

4.27

TRIP COILS FOR BREAKERS/SWITCHGEAR
SOURCE, CATEGORY 111.9
'.

4.28

Standby and Emergency Power Supply of German Nuclear Power
Plants, Alexander Borst, KWU AG, IEEE Transaction on Power
Apparatus and Systems, Vol. Pas -95, No. 4, July-August 1976.
HIGH PRESSURE RHR SYSTEM,

*
4.29

CATEGORY II1.10

None
HARDENED DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM,

0

ENERGIZED BY INTERNAL POWER

CATEGORY IV.1

Plan for Research to Improve Safety of Light Water Nuclear
Power Plants, NUREG - 0438, April 12, 1978.
Summary Report of Workshop on Sabotage Protection in Nuclear
Power Plant Design, NUREG-0144, (SAND 76-0637), 1977.
Review and Evaluation of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Safety Research Program, NJUREG-0392, December 1977.
Experience with Nuclear Power Plant Siting and Safety in the
FRG, H. Frewer, J. Br. Nuclear Energy Society, July 1975.

*

An Integrated Safe Shutdown Heat Removal System for Light
Water Reactors,

7651,

D-1 04

May 1976.

J.C.

Ebersole and D.

Okrent,

UCLA -

Eng -

Standby and Emergency Power Supply of German Nuclear Power
Plants, Alexander Borst, KWU AG, IEEE Transactions on Power
Supply and Systems, Vol - Pas 95, No. 4, July-August 1976.
4.30

INDEPENDENT.

DIVERSE SCRAM SYSTEM,

CATEGORY IV.2

Plan for Research to Improve the Safety of Light-Water Nuclear
Power Plants, NUREG-0438, April 12, 1978.
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ADDENDUM

B

Comment Sunmiaries of DSTSG
This Addendum contains sumnmaries of the comments of
on the cadlidate desiqn alternatives.

However,

the DS'TS(

not all

members

of the members

co.onerntlfnq on a ptiuticular alternative made comments on each of its
features such as feasibility,
fore,

state-of-the-art,

and so forth.

the sum of the YES/NO comments on a particular

condidate alternative
mmbers comweriLing

is

There-

feature of a

not necessarily equal to the number of DST'SG

on that alternative.

1)-!111,112

CATEGORY:

1.1

UNDERGROUND

NUMBER COMMENTING

SITING

5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

2

0

STATE OF THE ART

1

0

PROS -

AGREED

2

0

CONS

AGREED

2

0

RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

2

0

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

0

4

-

REMARKS

Vent openings vulnerable.
Flooding hazard increased to
rupture in circ. water system.
More difficult to regain 'control of plant if siezed by
saboteurs.

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED

OTHER COMMENTS

Cost too great,

up to + 50%

Should consider island or offshore siting as alternatives
offering simpler access control.
An underground pressure suppression pool should also be
designed to serve as alternate
water source for ECC & RHR
systems.
Drop completeburial
Cost too great.

idea.
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CATEGORY:

1.2

HARDENED CONTAINMENT

NUMBER COMMENTING

5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

1

0

STATE OF THE ART

1

0

PROS - AGREED

o

0

CONS - AGREED

o

0

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

0

4

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

0

0

OTHER COMMENTS
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REMARKS

Containment already sufficient
hardened to resist
sabotage.

Containment not a likely target for sabotage.

CATEGORY:

1.3

HARDENED FUEL HANDLING BLDG.

NUMBER COMMENTING 5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

2

0

STATE OF THE ART

2

0

PROS -

AGREED

0

0

CONS - AGREED

0

0

REMARKS

Increased potential if pool
at ground level and easy to
reach from outside.
POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE-

3

2

Particularly for new construction.
Should also harden
cooling system.
Technical Specifications
already cover emergency
cooling of fuel in pool.
Consequences do not justify
additional expense.

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE
OTHER CO1MMENTS

2

1

Cost may be overriding impact.
Strengthening building walls
and roof to prevent forcible
entry offers potential for
increased sabotage resistance
in existing plants.

D--I. 1'ý

CATEGORY:

1.4

HARDENED ENCLOSURE OF CONTROL ROOM

NUMBER COMMENTING

5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

1

0

STATE OF THE ART

1

0

PROS

1

0

1

0

3

2

- AGREED

CONS -

AGREED

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

REMARKS

No help against

insider.

Benefit for plants already
const'ructed.
Already designed to withstand
accidents and weather conditions similar to containment
buildings.
Further hardening
would increase operational
difficulty witplittle
bene-

gifli
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE
OTHER COMMENTS
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0

fit again'sýý4jA¶4ptage.

0

Control room likely target of
sabotage.

CATEGORY:

1.5

HARDENED ENCLOSURE FOR RPS AND ESFAS CABINETS

NUMBER COMENTING 5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

1

0

STATE OF THE ART

1.

0

PROS

AGREED

1

0

AGREED

1

0

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

0

4

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

0

0

CONS"-

-

OTHER COMMENTS

REMARKS

Cable trays outside enclosure
remain vulnerable.
Enclosure
concept only valid for trip
breakers and ESF component
actuation circuits.
Attempted
sabotage would most likely
result in trip due to fail
safe design.
More applicable
to PWR than BWR.

CATEGORY:

1.6

HARDENED ULTIMATE HEAT SINK

NUMBER COMNENTING

5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

1

1

STATE OF THE ART

1

1

PROS -

AGRF.D

0

0

CONS -

AGREED

o

0

2

3

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

REMARKS

Feasible only for certain type
designs such as cooling towers
or spray ponds.

Hardening should be given
special consideration.
Heat
sinks may be outside security
perimeter, or if inside, may
be exposed and vulnerable.
Reg. Guide 1.27 provisions
are sufficient.

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

Heat sink not likely target of
sabotage.
Costs for hardening may be
acceptable, e.g., cooling
tower on roof of aux. bldg. savings on excavation and
piping vs. cost for beefed up
auxiliary building.

OTHE[

COMMENTS

[feat sink not a likely target
for sabotage.
Damage control may be feasible.
Even if UHS is damaged by
sabotage, plant designed to
be safely shut down without
it.
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CATEGORY:

1.7

TAKING ADVANTAGE OF NATURAL PORTECTIVE GEOGRAPHICAL
FEATURES IN SITE SELECTION

NUMBER COMMIENTING

4

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

1

1

STATE OF THE ART

2

0

PROS

-

AGREED

2

0

CONS -

AGREED

2

0

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

1

0

IMPACTS

1

2

ACCEPTABLE

REMARKS

Would increase overall
construction work.

plant

Could severly restrict
of acceptable sites.

number

Not all areas of country exhibit
difficult
natural terrain.
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CATEGORY:

1.8

HARDENED ENCLOSURE

FOR MAKEUP WATER TANKS

NUMBER COMMENTING 4

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

3

0

STATE OF THE ART

3

0

PROS - AGREED

3

0

CONS - AGREED

2

1

REMARKS

Incremental cost increase not
significant.
Plants should be designed
with alternate, backup water
sources, e.g., torus for BWR.

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

3

1

Providing hardened enclosures
for exposed tanks at older

plants may significantly increase sabotage resistance of
these plants.
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

OTHER COMMENTS
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2

1

Tanks not likely t-argets for
sabotage.
Integrating tanks into auxiliaj
building structure is another
method of hardening.

CATEGORY:

11.1

SEPARATION OF CONTAINMENT
PROTECTION SYSTEMS

PENETRATIONS

FOR REDUNDANT

NUMBER COMMENTING 6

C,

YES
i•:":::•FEASI B IL ITY

STATE OF THE ART

REMARKS

NO

4

1

4

1

Feasible

for new plants only.

Additional

ventilation units

may be required.
PORS,-

AGREED

CONS -

AGREED

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

complexity

1

0

Plant arrangement
not increased.

2

1

In conjunction with controlled
access.
Since it already is

done in new designs, would not
improve sabotage resistance.
-IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

...OTHER COMMENTS

5

1

Already a feature of new designs.
Required for other reasons:
missile, fire,
pipe break.
Should be disregarded for postPSAR stage plants due to cost/)
benefits.
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CATEGORY:

11.2

SEPARATION OF PIPING, CONTROL CABLES,
IN UNDERGROUND GALLERIES

NUMBER COM'ENTING

AND POWER CABLES

5

YES

REMARKS

NO

FEAs rBILITY

4

0

STATE OF THE ART

3

0

PROS

-

AGREED

0

1

CONS

-

AGREED

I ..... 0
OSHA & inspection would require
manways at intervals, increasing
vulnerability.

V

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

1

2

Could improve'resistance in
some existing plants but may
be too expensive for consideration.
Little potential for new plants;
separation already required.

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

1

2

Too expensive for some operating plants.
Too expensive for new plants
because of requirement to
ptovide access for inspection
arid maintenance.

OTHER COMMENTS

Concept ha.: been partially irnpleriented in some existing

plants.
Would cause serious problems in
retrofittinq.
Estimated costs for tunnels
actually less than for trenches
at one site.
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CATEGORY:

11.3

STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL WITHIN PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

NUMBER COM1.ENTING 5

.

YES

NO

REMARKS

FEASIBILITY

2

0

STATE OF THE ART

2

0

Never previously licensed in
U.S.

PROS

-

AGREED

1

1

Yes only if all pool services
are also inside containment.

CONS -

AGREED

2

0

Also increased number of containment penetrations.
Increased exposure of personnel.

I

Consequences

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

of

fuel pool

sabotage not severe enough to
warr~ett
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

extra

protection.

Bernefit not worth the cost of
providing extra
barrier
to

fission product release given
U.S. practice
of siting
plants
away from population centers.
OTHER COMMENTS

Could riot handle fuel during
operation -

prolonged refueling

outages.

Post-LOCA qualitication of
pool

and

Present
provide

auxiliaries

required.

fuel pool enclosures
adequate protection.

Increased
load.

containment

heat

Post LOCA environment undesirabte for a fuel storage area.
Backfit not feasible.
costly.
U.S.

Government

Too

stiould take

charge of spent tuel to
alleviate problem.
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CATEGORY:

11.4

SPENT FUEL STORED BELOW GRADE

NUMBER COMMENTING 4

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

2

0

STATE OF THE ART

2

0

PROS - AGREED

1

2

CONS -

0

1

1

3

AGREED

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

REMARKS

Pool water may seep into soil
if pool wall were breached.
A thinner, below grade wall
may be more easily breached

than a thicker,

above grade

wall.
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

Is a desijn feature of some
plants.
Fuel handling labor
greatly increased.

OTHER (OMMENTS

Consequences of spent fuel pool
sabotaqe are not severe enough
to warrent
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is

extra

protection.

CATEGORY:

1r.5

PHYSICALLY SEPARATE AND PROTECT REDUNDANT TRAINS OF
SAFETY EQUIPMENT

NUMBER COMMENTING 6

YES

NO

REMARKS

FEASIBILITY

5

0

Only for new plants.

STATE OF THE ART

4

0

Ditto

PROS - AGREED

4

0

.CONS,. AGREED

3

1.

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

6

0

.MPACTS

6

0

ACCEPTABLE

OTHER COMMENTS

Careful attention to design
may avoid increased floor
space and extra costs for
materials and construction.

See qualification below.
Concept should allow for
separate safety areas in
building.

one

A way should be found to not
run steam lines through con-

trol building.

Should couple

this concept with extra redundant safety equipment trains.
Not necessary to include RPS
and ESFAS cabinets in concept.
Having equipment in individual
compartments would make O&M
a nightmare.
Should provide
only that degree of compartmentation needed for radiation
sheilding, missile, fire, and
flooding protection.
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CATEGORY:

11.6

SEPARATE ROOMS OR AREAS FOR CABLE SPREADING

NUMBER COMMENTING

5

YES

NO

REZVIAR KS

FEASIBILITY

4

0

Based on it being\ a feature
of new designs.

STATE OF THE ART

4

0

Based on it being a feature
of new designs.

PROS - AGREED

3

1

Congestion would probably
not be reduced.

CONS - AGREED

1

0

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

4

0

Conditional on:
a)

if 3 or 4 train separation
is included, would provide
incremental benefit over
present new designs.

b) high strength attack.

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE
OTHER COV1MENTS

STRIDE design effectively
provides 4 train
separation
for cable routing and spreadin,

Could not be backfit.
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CATEGORY:

11.7

ALTERNATE CONTROL ROOM ARRANGEMENTS

NUMBER COMMENTING 6

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

2

0

STATE OF THE ART

2

0

PROS -

AGREED

1

0

CONS

AGREED

2 I *~i
0.
i!'V't•

-

REMARKS

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED

RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE
OTHER COMMENTS

0

6

No potential for the back-up
control room concept since
auxiliary shutdown panels
already exist.

3

Unacceptable for continuously
manned backup control room.
Continuous manning of back-up
control room would increase
opportunities for insider to
cause trouble.
There are advantages to common
control rooms:
operator
cross-training

& extra assis-

tance in emergencies.
Multi-unit control rooms
offer reduced construction
costs and personnel manning
requirements.
Separate control
rooms for minimizing sabotage
threat does not seem viable
since if saboteurs gained
access to any one contr :
room, their objective would
be accomplished.
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CATEGORY:
...

11.8

ECCS COMPONENTS WITHIN CONTAINMENT

NUMBER COMMENTING 6

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

5

0

Feasible for secondary containment but questionable for primary containment.

STATE OF THE ART

1

3

Post-LOCA environmental
qualification would be a problem for location in primary
containment.

2

Second pro not a great plus.

PROS

-

AGREED

REMARKS

Could have as many or more
penetrations as it present
considering increase in
electrical penetrations.
CONS

- AGREED

3

0

Should add extra cost.
Should add restricts

number

of presently acceptable containment designs.
POTENTIAL FOP IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

1

2

Increased traffic in containment may reduce protection.
Aux.

bldg.

could provide equal

protection.

Either primary or secondary
containment would provide protection.
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

0

5

impact not acceptable for
primary containment.

Cost

Restricted surveillance.
impact safety of plant.
OTHER COMMENTS

Restricted maintenance.
Tech.
spec. LCO and need to make con
tainment entry may reduce time
available for repair prior to
forced shutdown.
Restricted.
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May

Surveillance.

CATEGORY:

11.9

INFORMATI:ON, ADMI:;ISTRATIION, AND CONSTRUCTION BUILDINGS
LOCATED OUTSIDE PROTECTED AREA

NUMBER COMMEIN'TING

4

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

2

0

STATE OF THE ART

2

0

PROS - AGREED

1

0

CONS -

1

0

1

i

AGREED

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

REMAV.RK S

Yes, due to reduction in
number of people in protected
area.
Admininstration buildings
can be left inside protected
area, no advantage to their
Construction and
relocation.
information buildings should
be outside.

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

OTHER COM.NMENTS

3

1

For visitor center, yes.
Not for other bldgs. only results in more discontent of
people trying to do their
job.
Part

in

-

part out design

offers some real advantages.
Now NRC requirement for information, admin., and construction
buildinas.
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CATEGORY:

111.1

ISOLATION OF LOW PRESSURE SYSTEMS CONNECTED
COOLANT PRESSURE BOUNIDARY

TO REACTOR

NUMBER COM!4ENTING 4

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

2

0

STATE OF TiHE ART

0

2

REMARK~S

Torque release couplings would
require development.
D'velopment may be required for
det.ction
and activation
devices

PROS -

AGREED

0

1

Not a credible concern.
Inboard and outboard isolation
valves would both have to
fail.

CONS -

AGQV1-ED

O

2

RRemove "Ppossible"
stateýment.

2

1

Should only be applied -o lines
that penetrate primary containlnent.

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

from con

Should be applicable to all
low pressure piping.
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLIE
OTHER COMMFNTS

Curr,.eit d.:;igns have adequately
.i z v.d rIli, ýf v alveI
Should appJlY to all low pressure',yst,.m.
Potent ia] for
L)CFP 100 re10a0e.
Pressure
into;rlro(:k! ,ffut(as: alternativo to t.orqueŽ re lea.se coupl in
or tor qu,,
mi ted motors5.
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SCATEGORY:

111.2

DESIGN CHANGES TO FACILITATE DAMAGE CONTROL

VUMBER COWM!ENTING 5

YES

Not believed capable of being
used effectively.

FEASIBILITY

STATE OF THE ART
PROS -

1

1
1

AGREED

CONS - AGREED

1

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

2

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

REMARKS

NO

0

Concept of damage control has
very great potential but design changes to enhance damage
control are not necessary.
S 1

High impacts for
damage control:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

OTHER COMMENTS

traditional

spares
Identify
Procure
Inventory control
Storage
Personnel and Procedures.

Not much can be done from deSimply
sign standpoint.
credit
operators with ability
to respond to abnormal occurrences.
that
concept
Not optimistic
would be credible with NRC.
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CATEGORY:

111.3

ALTERNATE 6ONTAINMENT

n)rSIGNS

NUMBER COMW4ENTWiG 5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

I

0

STATE OF THE ART

0

1.

PROS - AGREED

0

CONS - AGREED

0

POTENTfAL FOR IMPROVED
:RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

1

2

REMARKS

Filtered atmospheric venting
TMI-2
should be pursued.
could have used it.
Passive containment appears
to have merit..

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE
OTHER COMMENTS

0

1

Costs too great.
Current designs offer adequate
protection against sabotage.
Passive ECCS should only be
considered for possibly improving ECCS reliability.
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...................................................

,iCATEGORY:

111.4

EXTRA REDUNDANT,

FULLY SEPARATED,

SELF CONTAINED AND

PROTECTED TRAINS OF EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
NUMBER CO:.ME IT ',G 5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

2

0

STATE OF THE ART

2

0

PROS - AGREED

1

2

REMARKS

Not feasible

for backfit.

Agreement with smaller
supplies.

power

Disagreement with extra protection by requiring sabotage
of more targets.
CONS

-

AGREED

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

2
2

2

ECCS equipment not likely
target for sabotage.
Would also provide some operating flexibility.

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

1

1

Benefits insignificant beyond
going above three trains.
Three 50% trains would be
beneficial.
100%,capability
single failure.
diesels.

remains with
Allows smaller
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CATEGORY:

111.5

NUMBER COM•'ENTING

ADDITIO:IAL PROTECTED MANUAL CONTPOL ROD TRIP
5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

1

0

STATE OF TilE ART

1

0

PROS - AGREED

1

0

CONS - AGREED

1

0

0

4

REMARKS

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE

TO SABOTAGE

Already sufficient means to
trip
reactor from outside control room.
Procedures should be developed
to accomplish this.
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CATEGORY:

111.6

ADDITIONAL MANUALLY ACTIVATED,
REACTOR TRIP

DIVERSE,

PROTECTED

NUMBER CO.I*TENTI1:G 5

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

1

0

STATE OF THE ART

1

0

PROS -

AGREED

1

0

CONS -

AGREED

1

0

REMARKS

Procedures should be developed
to accomplish this.
POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

0

4

Already sufficient means to
trip reactor outside control
r oom.

For BWR, there is no single
area, including control room,
from which a person could prevent a reactor trip.
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,CATEGORY:

111.7

TURBINE RUNBACK

NUMBER COMMENTI:JG 5

REMARKS

YES

NO

FEASIBILITY

4

0

1 - maybe

STATE OF THE ART

2

2

Faster acting valves and controls would have to be developec

PROS

- AGREED

4

0

CONS

-

AGREED

3

I

Need to test is

not mandatory.

Extensive testing would probably be required to assure
system works and is fail-safe.
POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

2

2

Secondary plant equipment
vulnerable.
Because of

is

reason stated under

State-of-the-art.
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

The potential testing impact
could be severe, especially if
system became safety related.

OTHER COMMENJTS

Still
vulnerable to sabotage ol
main transformer which is out-

doors and relatively unprotect
Could operate some secondary
plant circulating water, condensa~e and feedwater equipment by manually backfeeding
diesels.

Many other control systems cou
be modified to allow the plant
to tolerate other potential
sabotage

events.

State-of-the-art in principle
but not in fact since a turbir
trip usually results because c
the sensitivity and scope of
the reactor protection system.
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CATEGORY:

111.8

REDUCED V1ULNEABILITY OF INTAKE STRUCTURES FOR SAFETY
RELATED PUMPS

NUMBER CO.4t4ENTI:NG 5

YES

NO

1

0

STATE OF THE ART

.1

0

PROS - AGREED

1

0

CONS

I

10

3

2

FEASIBILITY

-

AGREED

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

REMARKS

Significant potential.
Intake structures located in
least secure areas of plant.
Must be designed with inherent resistance to sabotage.
Provisions of Reg.
sufficient.

Guide

1.27

Better to protect safety systems needed for safe shutdown.
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE
OTHER COMMENTS

3

1
Recent novel Overload by
Arthur Hailcy shows intake
structure aG a likely sabotage
target.
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CATEGORtY:

111.9

I
NUMBER COMMENT'IC

TRIP COILS FOR [WEAKEP.S,".WtTCitGEAH/ENERGIZF:D
INTERNAL POWER SOURCE

BY

3

YIES
FEASIIBILITY

2

0

STATE OF THIE A14T

2

0

PROS - AGoRE'D

REMARKS

NO

2
Status; indication could be
maintained by DC indicating
circuits or local mechanical

CONS&.- _AGREEK

POTENTrIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABL3TAGI'

L

2

Lfl, t

I M ACT'l; ACC':"PTAAIII.E

3

0

Cog•*'rnus is
small butthat

fmit Y(':'.

that impact.,; are
benefit
little

would rl2sult.

OvrlIl.

COrME:4T4S

Deqrad,-d f,.-liability.
control

power

No

to Ovetate

switchqigar on de.ad bu-;ses.
. I

How

terover?

Capabi] ity for at least two
mariUa"

o[perations

is

provided

in mon;t nwitchqear.
it
i;

r4.'quirivd instrumeintation

D.C. p.owered, capability
to r'':n>oteŽly olPo.,tate breakcrs

worth v,.ry

0-I

"'€

little.

CATEGORY:

HIGH

Il.10

NUMBER COMMENTING

PRESSURE

RHR SYSTEM

4

YES

REMARKS

NO

FEASIBILITY

1

0

STATE OF THE ART

1

0

0

1

Only piping needs to be upgraded, not entire system.

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

I

1

Increases consequences of
potential sabotage event
since a high and not a low
pressure system would penetrate containment.

IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

2

0

May be good

PROS -

AGREED

CONS

AGREED

idea even

if

sabotage protection not
necessary ;in context of
operational high pressure
system).
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* .~':.*

CATEGORY:

IV.I

HARDENED DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM
POWERED VERSION)

(ALL

STEAM

NUMBER CO1ErNTING 8

YES

NO

8

0

3

5

Steam reciprocating pumps not
on the market.

PROS - AGREED

3

2

Steam driven vent fans not
believed available.

CONS - AGREED

4

0

Bunker may become target of
sabotage.

FEAS IBI LITY
;STATE OF THE ART

REMARKS

Sabotuer

- caused

transient

would not leave NSSS in the
intact condition prerequisite
to use of ISSS.
POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLE

1

2
3

High Cost - $20xi06
High Cost -

5 to $50x106

High costs for operation,
testing, maintenance.
OTHER COMM ENTS

System capacity limited in
time.
Providing additional
systems is going in opposite
direction of solving problem.
Should minimize vital equipment and develop basic plan
for protection of plant.
System should riot have to be
nuclear class.
(4)
Steam driven charging pump
and HVAC fans available?
Should find alternate to ise
of gas bottles for ccntrols.
(3)
(Batteries and gasoline
driven air compressor were
3uggested).
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CATEGORY:

11.1

HARDENED DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM
POWERED VERSION)

(ALL STEAM

•NUMBER COM ENTING 8

YES
OTHER COMMENTS

(CON'T)

NO

REMARKS
Need

for

system to be single

failure proof is

questionable.

(2)
Testing, maintenance, and
operating costs may be highespecially if system is safety
(2)
related.
System need not be designed
Simply
to cool down plant.
remain at hot shutdown.
High pressure RHR should be
considered as alternative.
Manual, rather than unattended
automatic, operation preferred.
Actuation should only be from
within bunker, Lor in in control room, actuation could be
defeated by sabotage of control room.
Some AC power for AC motor
operated isolation valves may
be necessary.
Pressurizer
heaters needed after 15 to 30
hours.
Steam turbine driven charging
pump may be alternative to
recip.
Galleries between control
room and bunker justifiable?
Is one hour available to
assess need for system?
The PRO stating increased
protection against fires not
believed valid in view of
present-day, Post-Browns Ferry,
fire protection designs.
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CATEGORY:
NUh1J3!'s

IV.I

uIARDENED DECAY HEAT
POWERE;D VERSION)

RIlMOVAL

;Y:;TEM

JALL13
STIFAM

Cr.)M,:.Ii.:NT I ,irG t

YE'S
OTIIER COMMENT'S

(CON'T)

NO

REMARKS
Syntt:m shotiuld not

oe

restricted

in use to enterqtgncy only.
Should be used for normal
Should be
(2)
in context with
c-limination of other systems.
operation.
cotitsidercd

Scope (it

concept

exi)andrýd b.yUyond

another

syitom.

Overal I
t1unksred

uiiq.gdtive

should be
jusit adding

[or concep)t.
f;ystem expeniiive arid

hard to maintain.

O)jectives

achieved by
can be~ better
a
.;tiff"training,
op|r,•tor

hardened

nuclear

i.nJand peri-

a marnod(J emergency
and location of
tankaque within thc perimeter
(RWST, Cs'T, PM'!, etc.) .

mv't:r,

control room,

D- 11 .1

.CATEGORY:

IV.2

INDEPENDENT DIVERSE SCRAM SYSTEM

NUMBER COMMENTING 4

YES

NO

FEASIiBILrrY

0

0

STATE OF THE ART

0

0

PROS -

AGREED

0

3

CONS -

AGREED

0

0

0

4

REMARKS

No potential for increased
resistance to sabotage.

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED
RESISTANCE TO SABOTAGE

Procedures should be developed
to accomplish this.
Reactor
to trip.

is

already too easy

Trip systems designed to fail
safe - why duplicate them?
IMPACTS ACCEPTABLJE

Concept would increase number
of vulnerability points.
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System Description
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Independent

Safe Shutdown

System

(ISSS)-
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DESCRIPTION
INDEPEt;DENT SAFE SH!UTDONIR: SYSTEM. %ISSS)

Introduction
Presented here

is

a brief description of a concept

of decay heat from a water cooled nuclear power
as its

principal goal

improved resistance

for the removal

reactor which has

to attempted sabotage.

To the extent that this goal can be realized by this concept,
sistance to other external
tance to major

Interest

in

events

is

also improved,

such as resis-

fires and explosions.

improved decay heat removal

systems has been growing.

The NRV improved safety research program has identified
an

initial

heat

project for

removal

function

tage protection

for

improving the reliability
(1).

is

of the decay

The Sandia/industry workshop on sabo-

to the one being described here

standard German practice

independdent,

to provide hardened,

and automatic emergency feedwater

plant.:

Several

differ,:nt options may be considered for
T'*'-e

1.

their

(3).

the design of the

rel~ate te th* degrees of redundancy provided and

the philosophy
sytemi.

(2).

redundant,

systems for

reactor

IS S.

this as

nuclear power plants specifically recommended

a study of a system similar
It

re-

that, yoverns decisions on dedication of emergency

Ponnib]te options "include:
100% redundancy of systems; with the

redundant

systems

spatially vparated;
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2.

A sinqle system;

3.

A single system but with redundant components;

4.

Redundancy greater

5.

Systems dedicated

6.

Systems employed

to' emergency use only;
plant

normal

for

startup and shutdown

that would replace existing

as well as emergencies

by

the ultimate emergencies that could be presented
S. ....
..

attempted sabotage;

"

The option described here

*

separated,

Much of

removal

Eberrole

been adopted

emphasize
*

plant.

and] D. tkrent

I-einq

INDE PEND ENT

indpendent.,
its,.-f

control. to per totm
s;ince

but

th,

has been decid:d

(rather

than

It

i:

water

iA

"An

Reactors"

ISSS has
to let the
to

remainder

Oif cour.1e

intoerated

in

suppi .-:;,

44quipmtnt.,

pows-r

ftinctions.

nipha-.
Ineipendence

of the

that

it

and

is

r,*-.t ,un-,hin betwe.-tn

t:-on,)

Th

o1 ,w,:.r

t he nu:mber of

i ndepnd,:nce

and ,;abota., t'e:;

i s t.n-

point., whet,,

the ISs

nt,.,'-ac" , witth tih., remainde:
n."k'ŽI,

D- 1.4H

Inte-

intejrated)

the sytem from the

it!5 p'-.-..,.,

thore' should. be

the paper

The deziqnation

it

for a

this concept

System for- Light Water

(4).

independence of

provide-n wit.hin
13

size-d

Removal

Iroin that work,

the

from

system was d-rrived

stand for

"I"

and d-dicated emergency decay

for the development of

grat.d Safe Shutdown Heat

letter

spatially

fully redundant,

two,

systems.

th,' motivation

decay heat

for

is

independent

hardenrd,

removal

by J.C.

and;!

Combinations of the above.

7.

heat

for

these purposes which are not designed

for

systems

system-);

than 100% I4-50* cr 3-10'C!

of the

plant,

What

the

is

fewer will be the opportunities

believed

to be unique about

for potential

this concept

reactor decay energy as the source of power
steam powered system is
from feedwater
(e.g.,

envisioned,

by decay heat.

for

is

its

sabotage.

use of

the system.

A

the steam being generated

Except the small electrical

lighting and valve solenoids)

the entire system is steam driven.

loads

supplied by storage batteries,

It

therefore does not utilize

large quantities of electrical power which normally are supplied
by diesel generators.

The elimination of diesel engines

believed to be an important

sabotage

resistance

many potential "targets" are thereby removed.
these

is

the logistics of fuel

supplied
control

from off-site

supply.

Fuel

feature since

Principal among
must necessarily

sources which are not directly under

of the plant operators and which therefore

potential

is

sabotage vulnerability.

transter/injection,

Diesel starting,

be

the

represent a

cooling,

fuel

and lubrication systems and their associated

sabotaqe vulnerabilities

are also eliminated.

Furthermore,

elaborate

electrical distribution systems characteristic of safety related
power

supplier are not requir("j

duction

in

for

the number of supporting

as theze should

and enhancre

:iIso

ISS.S opý.ration..

The. re-

systems and components

reduce the complexity of the overall

such
system

reliability.

.;crar.med

rearto-

in

tn.a

hot sh.t.<,iw,

condition

for a
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period of 10 hours without operator attention assuming
the reactor coolant system is

intact*.

defined as reactor subcritical,

Hot shutdown is

control rods inserted,

with the reactor coolant system at or near no-load
conditions of pressure and temperature.

The system is designed to permit the reduction of pressure and temperature in the reactor coolant system to
the conditions permitting intitiation of normal RHR
cooling by local manual operaticn of the system.

The system is manually actuated either locally or remotely from the main control

room.

Actuation of the

system caLises a trip of the reactor.

*-

The system provides for isolation of fluid lines connected to the primary and secondary coolant systems as
necessary to prevent loss of fluid inventory.

The system does not block actuation of or otherwise
interfere with the operation of plant engineered safety
features.

*It is assumed that other meann are utilized (for example the
protection afforded by reactor containment).to prevent breach of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary by sabotage.
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systems designed to

The system does not replace other

permit plant cooldown under loss of normal AC power
conditions.

The system is

system during normal

not used as an auxiliary

plant startup and

shutdown

operation.

Energy consuming equipment

is

steam generated by reactor

decay heat.

At least two,
Each

•

located within

individual,

separated,

and hardened buildings or bunkers.

The zystem

is

criteria,
its

in

regarded as nuclear

and

ia

accordance with the applicable design

codes,

standards,

and guides.

The accompanying drawing,

Shutdown System P&ID,

depicts

the ISSS in

for a pressurized water

boiling water

reactor

The system

shown in

is

safety related

The system and

enclosure meet nuclear seismic requirements.

System Operation.

state

fulty redundant systems are provided.

redundant system is

designed

envisioned

designed to be powered by

for the system.

(MWR)

is

the standby mode.
The reactor

Safe

the configuration

reactor

discussed

Independent

(PWR)

.

A system for a

lateir.

This would be the normal

coolant system and the secondary

system are assumed to by at normal pressure and temper3tu;re or at
some

lower values of pressure .and temperature

corresponding

to

D-1I1

the initial phase of shutdown cooling,
RJIR cooling.

In either case,

the steam piping to the ISSS equip-

ment and the equipment itself is
dition.

before the intiation of

in a warmed up and drained con-

Steam generator secondary side pressure exists up to the

ISSS stop valve and steam dump valves.

Orificed bypass flows

maintain the operating cylinders of these valves hot.

Similarly,

a small bypass flow around the ISSS stop valve keeps the downstream piping hot.

A portion of this steam flow is

also used to

maintain the temperature of the borated water storage tank

(if

requirea).

Condensate whL,.A

is

formed from the warm up steam collects in

condensate drain tan,.

From here it

condensate and feedwater

system.

a floor drain sump from which

it

is

purnr-'

back

Floor drainage
is

the

to the main

is collected

in

pumped to the liquid radwaste

system.

The water leveol,

in the condensate drain tanks avd floor drain

sumps are intentionally maintained low when the ISS system is
the standby mode so that sufficient

the anticipated drainage during

volume is

available

ISSS operation.

in

to collect

This is

because

the condensate drain pumps and floor drain pumps do not operate
during

ISSS operation.

An olectrical
Each of

the'e
0bussen

plant's: cl,
D- 1r7

power bu)
i.ne
z

1:
.'f ,,le<ctr

(4U480

V AC)

ri

z,

in provided

in each 1SSS

bunker.

from ai r-,dun•.ant port:ion of

iy-1,:,tn.m
when the 155. syýtem is

the

in the

standby mode.

For example,

the bus for ISSS train A would be

energized from the A bus of the class IE 4KV power distribution
system.

The ISSS 480 V bus su-plies power

charger,

maintaining the ISSS batteries

to the ISSS battery
and also

fully charged,

The

to the condensate drain pumps and floor drain sump pumps.
power
is

supplies to the ISSS 480 V busses are tripped when the ISS

actuated.

Lighting loads and valve solenoids are supplied

from the ISSS. battery.

Actuation of the ISSS system is
room or at a local

station in

has been selected since it
in

manual

from either

the ISSS bunkers.

is

intended that

the main control

Manual actuation

the ISSS only operate

response to a sabotage or other gross emergency.

It

is

believed

that plant operator.; can best make

the judgement that such an

emergency does or does not exist.

Relying on the sensing of

plant parameters such as voltage or flow to actuate
automatically
other

is

believed to be undesirable since conditions

than sabotage could cause actuation.

could become quite complex
parameters,

the, plant and their

*i

for the

it

between

to actuatte

the

progress.

it

is

logic

from several
Elimination

actuation also reduces

ISSS and the

rem~ainder of

sabotage vulnerabilities.

,:,,ciat..d

(on the order of one hour)
ISSS and

The actuation

had to determine,

sensing for automatic

the number of interface-

time

if.

that a sabotage event was in

of plant parameter

.

the system

availab1 .e

to

Sufficient

is:sess the need

manually.
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'

,

fwith associated

trip

Reactor

the following:

in

Actuation of the ISSS results

of turbine and

trips

generator).
*

Isolation of fluid

lines connected

system and to the steam generators
and

"System

below under

is

discussed

Interfaces".
feed

*

Trip of electrical

•

Trip closure of normal

to ISSS 480V AC busses.
atmospheric durno valves on main steam

of main steam isolation valves.

lines upstreai

Alignment of reactor
borated water

coolant

including main steam

Isolation

valve clo.'!ire.

feedwater

to the reactor

storage

coolant pump seal
tank.

leakoff to the

Trip of reactor

ISSS

coolant

pumps.

Openingj
*
water

of

rSSS steam supply valve,

pump turbine

arid reciprocating

Admission of pilot steam to ISSS

The

ISSS is

thus put

the steam gcrieratocs
from

from the feedwater

pilot operated

is

discharged

ISSS steam~dump valves.

valves maintain constint pressure
approximately
pumps .tart

th,

no-load pi:vszure.

and d,'1iver

the coolant sy.stem.

heit
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r,,:-zctor

from the reactor

charging pump.

storage

is

delivered

to atmosphere

through

the steam generators ac
The reciprocating charging

assumed

to provide

to the steam qernerators.

to

automati-

fur the design period (.'o 10 hours.
is

the

The atmospheric dump

4 weikiht percent boric acid solution

coolant

to

tank while *steam

This mode of operation continues,

cally amid unattended,
circulation of

in

steam to feed-

stealr, dump valves.

Feedwater

into operation.

the nteam generators

admitting

Natural

transport of

Maintaining constant steani generator

pressure and temperature

Onsures a nearly constant temperature
system also.

Therefore,

there will

in

be no volume shr'inkage of the

reactor coolant.

It

coolant pump seal

leak-off to the-reactor

provide makeup for

will be necessary however to return reactor

the steam and water,

It

would result in

the pres-

specific volumes of

a decrease

and loss of subcooling

All these functions are provided

in

to

will also be

for condensation of steam in

because of the difference

system pressure

coolant system and

leakage from the system.

necessary to compensate
surizer which,

the reactor coolant

in

reactor coolant

of the reactor coolant.

for by the reciprocating charge

pumps.

Each reciproactinq charginq pump has a nominal capacity of
gpin which should be adequate
leak-off
reactor

(assumed

to return reactor

to be 12 gpm total)

coolant system leakage.

50

coolant pump seal

and compernsate

for minor

Estimates of pressurizer

heat

loss also show that this capacity easily compensates

for coriden-

sation of steam in

estimated

the pressurizer.

(This effect

is

to

require about 2 gpm o.f injection flow but this should be verified
by more accurate analysis).
therefore

maLntain reactor

Pressurizer
under

manner

be required.

A:

inventory.

discussed belew

the steam driven reciproca:tng charging pump

these functions

in

an inherently Self-re,ulating

and cannot over-pressurize

increase

charging pump will

coolant system pressure and

heaters will nt

"Components"

accomplishes

The reciprocating

the reactor

r-eactor coolant system pressure

coolan;i

to the zet

system nor
point of the
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presurizer relief valves.
time

(much longer

Gradually,

over an extended period of

than the design period of unattended operation),

the pressurizer

may fill

this would not

result in

to the solid condition.
system over-perssure

coolant from the pressurizer
regulating characteristic

nor discharge of

relief valves because of the:self-

of the reciprocating

charging pump.

After the design period of unattended operation,
during this period,

the reactor coolant system.

complished by reducing

This is

reducing

the pressure and tem-

the secondary sides of the steam generators.

This is

don,? slowly so that the rate of, injection of borated water
the borated water

ac-

the set point pressure of the ISSS atmos-

pheric dump valves and con-:equently
in

or at any point

the ISS system can be utilized to manually

cool and depressurize

perature

Again however,

storage tank by the reciprocating

from

charging

pumps

can keep pace with volume shrinkage

in

The boric acid solution compensates

for the reactivity effect of

the reactor coolant system.

reducitng the temperature of the reactor coolant.

Manual action may' alwo be require-d to add water
water

atorage tank,

since each tank

of: unattended operation
operation
atur-

The
all
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(10 hours).

sized for the design period

After the cooldcwn period,

.)t the ISS. may cnntinue at reduaced pressure and temper-

unril

RIIR cooling

is

initinted.

1!S ;ynt,:rm has bteen desiqrned
team

is

to the ISSS feed-

i:; dischaq..d tr

Lor cpt-n cycle operation since

atmo spher-e.

An out. on which

is

described in more detail below would provide for condensing
steam exhausted

by the system punmps and steam generators.

the
This

option would have the advantage of permitting longer periods of
independent operation through recovery of feedwater.

Instrumentation

is provided

to permit local manual operation of

the ISS systrem s.ubsequent to the design period of unattended
oepration and to permit local monitoring of the system at any
time.

Where

required

in its standby mode,

to assess the readiness of

manual

ISS system

instrumentation displays and alarms are

provided in the main control
During the designi

the

room as indicated on the P&ID.

period of unattended operation of the ISSS,

intervention and control are possible from within the ISSS

btunke r s

.System Int,,rfa.es.

One of the more important

interface functions

.

that must be performed by the I!55

S

[paths connected to the reactor coolant system and to the secondary
side of the
clutde tht'

t,'a.r

0;ner a tot:.

is

isolation of fluid leakage

For a typical PWR,

these would

in-

fo1 lowinq:

CVCS Charq irlql
ICP
Atx :;,-aI
1 iaty Leak--otf
•"pa'
EC'." 1.,
Tjec, t I ()
F'r mimary .;i.-1m|pl Lnt.
MIRII.iic t
ton (Mot Lt,"q Connect i n)
~IU t)
Di :ch., r i'
(Cold Leg Connection)
IV(CP 1;4' a)
i.,ct, ion
:;,,Pi
t*' enel
itor [BlowdCowrn
M:,iII .tearm
Ma l |fl

F,(',dwtr

t *;.t

5t,.im (G'n,,i,tor

;,tm, *sp}her ic

E,. Li,,i
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Some ot these tluid lines are provided with multiple check valves
inside containment which prevent leakage from the reactor coolant
system.

Tniz is considered sufficient

Other lines
open,

(e.g.,

isolation for these lines.

effluent lines) are provided with energize-to-

fail-close valves inside containment.

ISSS should provide an additional
line to the valve operator

For such.lines,

solenoid valve in

in cont3.inment.

the

the air supply

This additional

sole-

noid valve would be normally energized from the ISSS battery.
Actuation ot the ISSS would de-energize
the lite.

the solenoid arid isolate

The pos-ibility of hot shorts which could re-energize

the actuatifg :olcrioid valve should be considered

(4).

anot(e. Qxaiiiple dre tn•e reactor coolant pumps no.

I seal

lines.

A! sriown on the P&ID,

Still
leaK-otf

these lines could be isolated in

containirment oy providing D.C motor operated valves which are closed
by actuation ot tne ISSS.
the 1SSS battery.

The motors would receive power from

Once closed,

power to the motors would be cut

off by the torque switch in the valve operator.

It

is

important that the valves which are relied upon to isolate

fluid lines be located within containment whenever possible.
This provides protection against tampering and possible sabotage.

A hardened penetration area should be provided to enclose the
main steam isolation valves,

feedwater

normal steam generator atmospheric

isolatior valves,

relief valves.

and the

This is

to

protect these valves against unauthorized access and attempted
sabotage.
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A signal

from the ISSS actuation logic trips these
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The

turbine

is

driven by ste3-am

exhausts to atmosphere.
to maintain

from the steam generators

The turbine control

system is

pump discharqe ;pressure at a fixed

steam generator
may be provided,

pressure.

designed

increment above

Manual adjustment of

but should not be required

and

this differential

during the design

period of unattended operation.

The rate of feedwater

addition to the steam generator

trolled by flow control valves which
water

level.

Level

sensing

from the steam generators

instrument tubing

to the

ISSS bunker

which are enclosed by and communicate
sensing

respond

is

brought directly

through penetrations

with the Lunker.

The level controllers

is

water

level.

stored nitrogen gas.

of unattended

The source

For

A recirculation
the

feedwater

in

provided

for

operation beyond
or the

10 hours

this period,

level control

the bunker.

line from the ISSS feedwater

storage tank is

to the steam

fluid for the loading pressure

the depieted gas bottles may be replaced
valves may be operated manually

level

provide a loading

Sufficient gas is

system operation.

The

level controllers

pressure to the level control valves proportional
generator

con-

to steam generator

lines terminate at mechanical-pneumatic

within the bunker.

is

provided for

as well ac a source of cooling water

for

pump discharge

protection of

-he seal

to

the pump

leak-off cooler.
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inq P
?J..

Sr~r)(at.9
The funetions of

the reciprrcxating

viousl/y dincussed.
,that it
of

is

the ratio

The reason

inherently

for selecting this

splf-reaulatir.q.

of zteam pListor. and. licuid

pump can be desiqnd

type pump is

By appropriate
plunger

selection
the

diameters,

to be incapable of increasing

of the reactor coolant
o

charginq pu'.p have been pre-

the pressure

system to the set poirt of the pressurizer

rzO.*
onerated relief valvi!; while nevertheless maintaining

sufficient

pressure on the

reactor

coolant to ensure

it

remains

zubcool ed.

This a-pl.ication

for a steam reciprocating

di; cu s:3e d with pump manufacturees,
pan-'.

Feanih7.litv of manufacture

liminary7 p'ump characteristicz;
Type

charainq

princicallya

Union Pum- Corn-

has been confirnrd,

have beein determined

and

pre-

as follows:

Steam driven, reciprocating,
simplex, double &cting, liquid
plunger Pump

Sta m c-"lind'Ir diameter, in.
Liquid cylinder diameter, in
Stroke, in.
M(-chanical efficiency (ansumed),
.
ý:vminal capacity, qpm
Stroking rate, per minute
Steam cylindpr design pressure, psig
Liquid cylinder. desil'n pressure-, psig
A5ME Section III C]a.s 2 liquid end
ASME 5ecr:tmn I'l Class 3 steam end
Arrannem(pnt - steam and licuid ends
mon•Jted horizontal!,. on common base.
Carse should be taken

pump has been

in

7.5
5
12
80 to 85
50
51
3200
3000

the design of the recipr'rcating

pump to achieve the highest possible mechanical

charging

efficiency.

will ensure the maximumn amotunt of subcooling of the reactor
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ThiS

coolant -under all

coolant

cper.ating

The mazmum reactor

cnrditions.

pressure that can be obtain hd for a giu:en zteam generator

pressure is

limited by the set point of the pres~urjzer

relief

valve and this in turn determines the ratio of steam piston to
liquid plunger diameter.
under

is

stall

This maximum pressure May be reached

conditions of the pump where the mechanical

taken as 100%. but under,'unning conditions,

efficiency

the reactor

coolant pressure will be r[duced in proportion to the mechanical
efficiency.

However,

it

is desirable that the reactor coolant

pressure be maintained as high as possible to ensure the greatest
deqree of shucoolinq and it

is necessary,' therefore,

high mechanical efficiency

in the design of the pump.

to obtain
It

iz

the

opinion of Union Pump Company that an actual mechanical efficiency
of 85% is

achievable,

but prototype testing to confirm this

opinion would be required.

The following

is a listing of operating parameters

that might be expected

for a typical PWR assuming two different

values of mechanical efficiency.
For the stall condition,
pressure is

it

is

Stall conditions are also qiven.
further assumed that steam generator

at the value corresponding

set point (assumed to be 1050 psig).
it

is

for the pump

to the lowest safety valve
For the running conditions,

assumed that the ISSS atmospheric dump valves are limiting

the steam generator pressure to 1000 psig.
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Operating
Mechanical efficiency
Steam pressure, psig
RCS pressure,

psig

Steam generator temp,
*RCS average tempt OF
*RCS hot leg temp, OF
RCS saturation temp,

RCS subcooling,

OF
OF

OF

Stall

80
1000
J!.-00
546
559

85
1000
1910
546
559

100
1050
2360
552
565

-571

571
630

577

•6 22
51

59

.660
83

*These values based on a RELAP analysis of an intact reactor
coolant system during decay heat removal by natural circulation.
The reactor coolant system pressure under stall conditions may be
slightly higher than typical powex operated relief, valve set
pressures,

and may require that the relief valve set prezsure be

increased slightly.

Typical operating conditions after cooldown might be as follows,
assuming 85% mechanical efficiency (these values are estimates
only,

and should be verified by analysis):
RCS average temperature, OF
RCS hot leg temperature,
F
Steam generator temperature, OF
Steam generator pressure, psig
RCS pressure, psig
RCS saturation temperature, OF
RCS subcooling, OF

350.
355
345
110
210
392
37

The nominal capacity of the reciprocating charging pump has been
chosen at 50 gpm.
ventory.

This should be adequate to maintain RCS in-

Typical Technical Specification limits on RCS leakage

are I gpm unidentified leakage,
generator tubes,

I gpm total leakaqse

and 10 qpm identified icakage.

through stean

Therefore,

the

required delivery from the reciprocating charging pump during
conditions of con-stant temperature in thhe reactor coolant system
should not exceed 25 to 30 gpm,
-;l•eak-off
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based on the as-;umnrtion of 12 qpm

from, the reactor coolant pump •la_5.

Storage Tank

Feedwater
Each

1,0',000 to

storage tank has a capacity of from

feedwater

200,.000 gallons which should be sufficie:nt to provide at least 10
The water

hours of evaporative cooling without replenishment.

the condensate

system and

and feedwater

system for the
Connections

system testing.

and topping off after

Connections

quality.

from the condersate and feedwater

are provided
filling

feedwater

the tank would be of

toroed in

from

the safety class service

to permit continuation of cooling after

water system are provided

storage tanks are

The feedwater

exhaustion of the stored supply.
located within the ISSS bunkers.

Borated Water Storage Tank
Each horated water

storage

providing sufficient water
reactor

tank has been sized at
for compensating

coolant system volume for

This capacity also provides
leakage over

sufficient

a system cooldown

for making up reactor

boric acid

to compensate

down the RCS.

for shrinkage of the

the design period of unattended

Four weight percent

for

30,000 gallons,

to 350 oF.

coolant system

system operation.

solution has been estimated to be

the reactivity effect of cooling

This should he verified.

Condensate Drain Tank and Pumps
The condensate drain tank collects condensate
the stcdm u:sed for

ISSS warm-up and heating purposes.

condensate drain pumps return
feedwater

that is formed

zyvtem during Lvztem

this water
zt:;db,.

from

The

to the condensa3te and
Durinq system operation,
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cond|en;;ate dr.:-in

the

pJmp.

de'rinate drain tank m,•t

bh

durinq

operati on.

I'h• rjpc-ratinq

leve*.l

s tor a(Io

st.. Indby :;o trtt

v(), I o m

ava I Ibb e

Cool inq wa ter

ij

i

r upted, w i t ho's t

*dur i nu

I.;.;.r;

alarm.,

1ev.1

ir)

:

I;•
td

dird

tr.,t' i

will

IvSSS opc rat. i om

Tho

a W./
w y1

indi,.:.Ior and alarm,

m f

iC

ic i ent

, i r C.d

i •- roc:.

the. con'densate
may be

inter-

iSSz; ope rat. i on.

r nk
ia

n (n7Iudn'
I
,d

to store the

tie

cool inq wat'-r

t ho. c -r.(i( n e;.- tx

mon ito.r nq

for

con-

thr conden.at.e dra In tank

ir

, dii r i nq

the

.

power,

peri od of unattc.ndod

.suppIi od to a :nubmr.rqed coi 1 in

:on:1lJ'.r

I nnt r um.-ri t.a t i (n

for•

r

lnar,*w

the d.,qi

to pr4.v-.nt ;;t'aminn.

drain tank

'r,•.
T..ra,

sufffici rlnt.'

rizrd

elr.ctr -c+'al

for

do not

[5SS drainarWi

low (!u! i ni

julro?.m,.nts

re

anticipat,,d

kept

,.

e

t,; mini .i

denire(d

Ewhl.n it+is

ternm ,rat) :re,

d :a i n rIn~

i'ndiicator

and condr-ns.;ate

and

conductivity

. alarm.

F'loor
"rThe

functional

those

for

Drain Sump and Suimp Pumpfý

r.quire.ment:;

for- this equipment arer-'.imi lar

the cnnd,-,ensat.e drain tank an(d pump:.

*and alarm are providod for control
standby.

A low

unus.ed ciapa•

quant.i ty of

leve I is

-i1t' i:; provichr,

floor ,tra ina q,

oper at ion w it-hout

D-I

(.fi

mainta inod

ro:qu i r i rv

t.(o

for

love

indication

room monitorinq durinq
in

P..frlintL

the sump and
:zccumu lat

to

ISS-

sufficient

ion cf

the expected

thne r-siqn p; r i od of unattended

operat ion of

the

:-.ump ,unp.

ISSS Atmosphe-ic
The function

-Steam qenerator

period of
pr.•.ss'rr.

1.tmonpnric

the! IS75

nt

pres.ur'., at

of the .at

point.

contained,

pi-ton operated,

control

operati6n.
the Ph ID.
admitted

point

and

As presen-ly

valves?

When the
to the

is

throuuh.,

require

actuated,

to steam generator

pressure

prez:iure.

Each

valve

dump

flow.

The bai;ic
:valves

should be sizcd

functional

rc.ouirewnents

have t,,en disct.;:;ed

nuclear

cIa.-

control

least

for

is

p !iot

pston.

t:O confirm

their

is shown

on
is
is

pressure

The

full

50% of

the

for

doveloped which

pilot

pressure

steam generator

the

operatinq
total

piston.

steam

ISSS atmospher-c (Lufroc

with IJcl1ie Com,pany ,

valves,

modulating

power

side of the valve

for at

sPelf

,-nerator pressure

The

-,ne valve disc opposes

on the opposite

actuated,

stteam

plus pressure

actinq

a dju.tmeŽnt

of the valvels

the valve operatingq

pressure

manal

no external

acts on on-? side of
undei

the dtsion

the valves are

pressure

valve and a pi lot

to maintain

to allow stan a r.nerator

representation

ISSS

is

valJe durin•,

conc',iv,-d,

pilot

which

A functional

proportional

dump vaz.'vs

reduced d,.r i na coo(Ldown

to be

pressiure

the 'nr-t

t-.enled opor.ati,;n,

ijn

Dumn Valv';..s

a manutactrer

feasibility

of

of design

and c:onstruction.

An additional
matic

desirable

reset.tinjq of

Sperjiod of
conditions.

a normal

thi.

fejture (it
pres'are

plant

control

cof)odnwn

This would e.nsure

the valves would be the autoS,.t point d ur ing

from no-load

imm-diate

the

1CMR cut-in
to

a,;a, labil

it': of

the

ISSS
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to hold steam generator pressure should ISSS operation
upon during this pe.-riod.
approximately

be called

NJormally the valve set point will

no-load steam generator

pressure

be

.(typically about

1000 psig).

Arranjemen t.
trains,

The. ISS system is

with rio interconnections

ISSS equipment
bunker.
other.

divided

is

located

in

its

into two 100% redundant

between

trains.

Each train of

own building or, preferably,

The two bunkers are physically separated
For a typical PWR,

each 1SSS train wculd

from each
take steam from

the lines of two steam generators within containment and return
feedwater

to the feedwater

again within containment.
municate
*

lines for these steam generators,
ISSS containment penetrations com-

eithk:r directly with their respective

underground galluries.
for the main steam and

Separate penetration
feedwater

bunker,

or via

areas are assumed

isolation valves.

TIhe ISSS

bunkers, galleries, and main steam/feedwater penetration areas
.are hardened structures, resistant to attempted Forcible entry
and the effects of
for which access

is

lesign basis natural

into two floors or levels.

level would con-ain the borated water

ISSS battery and associated electrical
charger,
control

circuit breakers,
panel.

feedwater
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pump,

and are areas

rigidly controlled.

The ISSS bunkeis could be arranged
The upper

phenomena,

The lower

storage

reciprocating

the

equipment such as battery

and motor controllers;
level,

tank;

or pump level,

chzarging pump,

and the ISSS

would contain the

condensate

storage-

tank,

condensate drain tank and pumps,

A conceptual

arrangement

is

shown

in

and

the

Figures

flcor drain sump.

2 and 3.

Special design attention shoud be given to the protection of the
ISSS actuation control cables between the ISSS bunkers and the
main control

room.

It may also be desirable,

anti-sabotage mission for the system,

considering

the

to provide hardened-and

protected galleries between the control

room and the ISSS bunkers

for personnel passage.

Ventilation of the ISSS bunker or building has not been addressed
in depth at this time.
provided for normal,
able,

Forced air ventilation could easily be

standby periods.

However

it

would be desir-

in considering possible equipment and building arrangements,

to provide

for natural ventilation during system operation to

eliminate the need for electrically driven fans.

Alternately,

forced ventilation could be provided during system operation by
small,

steam turbine driven blowers.

I.SSvystem for Boil. i n
heat removal

Water Reactor.

One concept for decay

from a BWR in the hot shutdown condition utilizes

boil ing heat transfer

in a boiler/condenser

(4)

Thi s unit

condenses reactor st.am on one side of the heat transfer
while evaporating

fe,.,dwater

on the -ther.

flow diagram for thic, concept of the ISSS.

surface

Figure 4 i-.a simplifisd
Two lev-el control
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ece'.,.

systems would be employed

in the BWR; one to control water level

in the reactor and the other to control water level
boiler/condenser.

in

the

Other concepts may be possible and should be

investigated.

With these exception3,

the general

functional

requirements and

arrangement of the BWR ISSS are similar to that for the PWR.

Air Cooled Condenser

for Steam.

The use of air-cooled condensers

has been considered as a means of reducing the size of the feedwater storage tank.
*

Figure 5 is

a graph of the plan area for

each unit as a function of time after shutdown.
the tank,

the size

for decay heat boiloff in the

steam generator plus a margin of 20,000 gallons.
150,000 gallons whereas a one-hour tank is

The air condenser area is
Lummus and is
+

the case of

is based on a horizontal cylindrical tank with

sufficient volume to compensate

is

In

A ten-hour tank

45,000 gallons.

based on information supplied by CE -

representative of typical units.

A variation of

25% will result from various tube configurations and spacing.

For purposes here,

the estimated size is

sufficient.

has been used as an indication of relative cost.
area,

Plan area

For the same

a condenser system. total installed cost will be greater

than for j tank.

Because of the large quantities of steam required to drive blowerv,
the curve for exhaust steam is
air condenser

miore representative of the required

s.ize.
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F ;q,.,re 5

AREA REU~M~JSFOR It IT ALLAT;Ot J OF
FEEDWNATER STORAGE TAtX AHD AIR.-COOLED COH~DEtr1SER

3000.

:25%
2000

Air condenser
using exhaust
r.t ear

Air condenser

osing 550°F steam

I000

Water stcrage
tank (horizontal
cvyindrical)

:25P,

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Time (hoirs)
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8

9

10

As long as the time for
15 hour

ranqe,

feasible
more

and

resistant

it

requires
more

to
than

2)

is

a

Thus it

is

considered

conden.ers.

sabotae;e
heat

relatively

to

specified

Furthermore
1)

which

passive

and

blowers,

ducting,

it

is

must

easier
be

controls

the 10 to

to be more
a

tank can be
to

exposed

simple whereas
and

in

a

protect

by

outside,
condenser
which

are

sabotage.

concluded
further

because

exchanger

steam-driven
vulnerable

is

tank ztorage of condensate appears

than air-cooled

enclosing

ISSS operation

if

that. air-cooled condensers should only be
specification of system operating

without outride supply were to he extended

time

significantly beyond

a ten hour requirement.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Among the methods being considered by the NRC for improving the physical
safeguards for nuclear power plants are the use of design changes and/or damage
control activities to reduce the potential vulnerability of the plant to sabotage.
A program has been established at Sandia Laboratories to identify potential
safeguards design changes and damage control
and impact.

This

program has included

options and to estimate their value

participation by representatives

of the
nuclear utility industry, architect-engineering companies, and nuclear steam supply
system vendors.
As a contribution to this program, this report presents potential
design changes and damage control

activities that were identified during,

or were

based on experience from, DOE-funded Sandia light water reactor safeguards
programs.
Some of these design changes and damage control activities were reported
to Sandia in previous Science Applications,

Inc.

(SAI)

reports.

The identified design changes have been categorized as being LWR generic,
or PWR- or BWR-speci''ic.
These changes are briefly summarized by system in the
following tables:

LWR Generic Systems
AC Power
Standby Diesel Generator
and Auxiliaries
DC Power
Safety-Related Instrumentation
General Fluid and Mechanical
Systems
Vital Ared Emergency Cooling
Systems

Tabie Number
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
•1.6

[-9

PWR Systems
AC Power
Reactor Coolant System
Auxiliary Feedwater System
Emergency Core Cooling System
Residual Heat Removal System

1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11

BWR Systems
Residual Heat Removal System

Included

in these tables is an Indication of potential areas of impact resulting

from each design change.
later

1.12

sections

of

Specific impacts are discussed, where

the report.

appropriate,

Individual design changes may be site-specific.

Any given change may be applicable to some plants and non-applicable
depending

upon

the specific plant characteristics.

function of such items as plant site location,
of

in

to

others,

These characteristics are a

NSSS design, and BOP design.

Some

the differences in 14SSS design have been discussed in References 3 and 4.

In

addition, some olperating plants, as well as some under construction,
presently
include features suggested by the various design changes.
many of the identified
design changes may increase

the

Additional

in

complexity

final analysis,

is,

complexity
general,

of

plant

systems

or

components.

a disadvantage of such changes.

such considerations must be taken into account

In

In the

weighing

the

benefits of enhanced safeguardability.
It

should

be

noted

that

the

changes has not been fully investigated.
is

achievable

either

in

feasibility
It

of the identified design

is assumed that each

may

change

a new plant design or as a backfit-type modification.

Whether this is indeed true requires further investigation.
investigation

design

In addition,

further

be required in order to determine whether a particular change

will be permitted under existing industry

codes

and

regulations.

The

safety

implications of each change should also be investigated.
The identified damage control activities are briefly summarized in
Table 1.13 along with their plant applicability (i.e.,
estimate

of

requirements,

the

time

available

for

generic, PWR, or BWR),

implementation,

and an estimate of the required manpower.

typical

equipment

The actual applicability

of these activities is also dependent upon the specific plant characteristics.

[- 10

an

Some

of the design changes and damage control activities listed in the
tables were identified during the performance of work under Sandia contract SLA
07-9866.
Such table entries have been appropriately footnoted.
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Table 1.1.

AC Power System(1)

___________

.

~.

r_
0

C

OIL
0COr

0

'.100

.9-

CC CO

DESIGN CHANGE
_________________________________________

4j C
&A~Q

0'0

W9

'3a3- 42%

C)

C

I.

L

I.

R

Provide swing-load capability for all vital
6900, 4160, and 480 VAC safeguards loads

u~U

CL U

4V4J b

C

0

0.

Y

N

4.

N

Utilize vital switchgear and MCC enclosures
which require access to enclosure interior
for circuit breaker local trip capability(2)
Minimize dependence on external cooling water
vital electriloops for ESF switchgear and other
cal area ventilation systems( 2 )

N

N

N

Provide unit vital AC power cross-connection
for multiple unit plants

Y

N

R

&

-A

I.

a

Table 1.2.

Standby Diese 1 fsenerator and Auxiliaries(1)

4

Y.

hA

r_

0
Ch W

cc

0

C0

%n U

-F-0

L)L>
LC

C

4-2 CA 01

'-0W
.2 ak

hn

oU

L.9

C

C1

0X Q
9 ~

*&J
J4
.1

DESIGN CHANGE

Vt

I-

9

4

Utilize forced draft radiators for diesel engine cooling in lieu of diesel cooling via
2
external cooling water systems( )

H

N

N

N

Increase capacity of fuel oil day tank(2)

4.

N

N

N

Provide a cros-connection between unit fuel
oil day tanks( )

+

Y

N

N

Locate fuel oil storage tanks and tra sfer
punps within a vital area enclosure(2)

4.

y

N

N

Revise diesel room layout to provide an area
for control equipment and other temperaturesensitive equipment which does not 2stare room
ventilation with the diesel engine( )

*

N

N

N

Table 1.3.

DC Power System(Q}.

I

I

I

%ft

C
'a
UL
~ 0)
C 0.
E~ 0
L)

4.0

0

C
UCa,

L
0

lut'A
4.) 'a 4.)
~ 4-~ U'

C

'L

UI

In

'a

<4.O

''a

2)
Increase battery capacity(

Provide capability for redundant instrumentation
load shedding in DC power system

-

U
C C-

0-.
C6 3

p-I,,-..)

+

10
Id0

CL

L Li O~

DESIGN CHANGE

J0
4

0

.-

*j 4
0.
CCC

Y

+

Y

N

N

Y

N

y

N

Y

Y

Provide capability for cross-connecting normally
separate and independent divisions of DC power
system 2)

Y

Provide two independent diesel or steam turbine
generators for DC power generation and/or
battery charginq during an extended loss of all
AC power

N

£

A

C

Table 1.4.

1
Safety-Related Instrumentation( )

I

F

0
,a
>b

4A

40
.0
0.

'a0
CL U
GC

.'-

4
0

00

#A

C

C:

DESIGN CHANGE

< a
I

9

Provide conunon locations for field-mounted
transmitters located in the same general
plant area( 2 )

M

Y

N

N

Provide additional local-remote indicators to
minimi
vital area access by operating personnelf)

M

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

Provide safety instrumentation cabinets which
make maximum use of panel front-test jacks and
minininm use of panel front calibration controls(2)

ri

-C LC
'U 43

0

do

Table 1.5.

General Fluid and Mechanical Systems(l)

V-

V.

'

'A

C

0
C. L
#a

0ý

0

4a-

-0
0

4,.-

'46A U

r

C4

-V-0 on
*-I' 4

4r.C

U.

J0l

Si.J03

0.U

CL4

06 'a

DESIGN CHANGE
Replace threaded or bolted small-diameter service piping connections with all-welded connections (2

+

Y

smallUse higher schedule, hardened piping f
linesfi?
instrument
diameter service and

+

Y

Maximize use of modular components(2)

4

y

N

N

Provide localized cooling water arrangements
for large-size vital pumps and motors

+

N

N

N

+

N

N

N

Utilize ring-oiling wherever possible for
lubrication of vital pumps, turbines, etc.

. ~.

N

y

Y

a ~

N

. -

C7
cr

0

Si

Table 1.6.

Vital Area Emergency Cooling Systems(1)

I

U

-

~1~

r_
0

~0

0

Cr

>.0
0

C1 U
4-h
<.Q3

Cx

IA

0~

Go

4.'

A*

Cý

4' .C
C

DESIGN CHANGE
Reduce dependence of vital area fan cooling
units on other active cooling systems to complete the heat rejection path to the ultimate
heat sink( 2 )

916

I

I
I-

r.

~

~

N

M

N

a

31 0'

a

I

Table 1.7.

PWR AC Power System(l)
b

-

W

U

4.Jmcc

C0
'a

CL

0JG

-0

00

z-I.

W45

r_
C

.64

0o

o. 39CY
4-..

C:):

DESIGN CHANGE
4

4

Provide a Class IE 480 VAC standby auxiliary
steam-turbine generator

__________________________________________________________________________

9-

Y

NI

a

I

-

a

N

a

Table 1.8.

PWR Reactor Coolant System(I)

U

04
C:

0
Oh Q3
C M.

>1

4-h

•0
(r_ I-

C

-..-

4
%At U

CDL

goa

a.%

CCA, .C

-U-..-

DESIGN CHANGE

-U- Cl:

D. '

U
D-.-m -

Provide capability to remotely vent the reactor

4

*J

4-'

E.
3.

Power a sufficient number of pressurizer heaters
from Class 1E busses to ensure RCS pressure control following a.loss of normal AC power( 2 )

Y

+

A
4-

39 CO

4

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

vessel head space
N

Provide more pressurizer insulation
Provide DC motor actuators for reactor coolant
pump seal leak-off isolation valves

Y

Provide parallel and independent valves in pressurizer auxiliary spray line from reactor coolant makeup system to pressurizer

+

Provide reactor vessel insturuentation to determine the vessel water levelt';

4

4j3

N

I ~

a

I
0

Table 1.9.

PwR Auxiliary Feedwater System(I).

S-

.

-

-

0

CD0

0

CL
-C 0'

00

.-

#A

U

do
on o

0'4
CLC

a.-

X

DESIGN CHANGE
I

•

Provide automatic AFWS actuation(2)

4ml

+

Expand protected on-site condensate water storage capacity by:
1) providing redundant condensate storage
tanks 2), or
2) providing AFW cross-connection •between
units for multiple unit plants(2)

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

y

N

Y

Provide swing-load capability for motor-driven
AFW pump

÷

Y

N

N

Provide DC motor drivers in cases where motordriven lube oil pumps are utilized for turbine
and/or pump lubrication

+

Y

N

N

-

2- ___

Cr

1-

Table 1.9.

PWR Auxiliary Feedwater System (Continued)(")

cm C CL

.0
C

:

4-i

L) I
0.

0

4j

0 -r
M

3

a 43

Li 0

a4 cc

DESIGN CHANGE
Provide an expanded set of local meters to
-permit local manual control of the AFWS followin
power?2) loss of all AC and DC electrical

Y

M

Provide DC motor-drlven or steam turbine-driven
fans for turbine-driven pump room ventilation

Y

Pipe gland seal leakage out of turbine-driven
AFW pump room

Y

Remove temperature sensitive instrumentation
and controls from turbine-driven AFW pump room

Y

b

I

~ -

.j

p

*

m

+j4j

.,C r
*. C0

M-~d

Lj

4.jg

4A
L4 U

I

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

I

M.-

t|

Tahle 1.10.

Emergency Core Cooling System(1)

P

I'

V

-

C
.0

I

COJL
41

4

4136
Coe

- 0.
'uO

X00
<

cc

* L
CCC

U

DESIGN CHANGE

~-05

41j

C
4J
'
p

Increase safety Injection tank pressure so
that It may be utilized as an emergency makeup
source
power(2 during an extended loss of all AC

÷

--

N

R

N

a

0R

Table 1.11.

PWR Residual Heat Removal System(1)

*6-

0
Cr

a0 U

Lj

wo

4A
+j

C

C L

dU
.h
4

Ln

410

go'

C.

as

S4-'
4.C

Gi-

CLa-

DESIGN CHANGE
Provide pressure relief valve or pressure reducing device in RHR suction line inside containment
÷

Relocate RHR system inside containment

fyi

CA

-

a

0,

4j

..

y

N

N

N

Y

N

.5

.5

M

rP1

Table 1.12.

BWR Residual Heat Removal System(1).

--

UI

C
0
S.,

C C.

CC
0'
CL 6
.1 U

0

0Ca,
Goa

.X3

40 *--

U

DESIGN CHANGE
I

aCM

404-A

CL Li

L

CL do

Cw

N

______________lp

CD

*

C
0-

t

t

Provide a backup RPR system which can operate
under full reactor pressure and does not require
AC power for operation

C

.9-

N

a

Y

NOTES,

Tables 1.1 - 1.12

(1) Legend:

(2)

+

Increase

M

Minor

Y

Yes

N

No

R

Requires further investigation

This change was identified by SAI as a result of work performed
under Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.
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Table 1.13.

DAMAGE CONTROL
ACTIVITY

LWR Damage Control Activities.

ESTIMATED
PLANT
APPLICATIME
BILITY jAVAILABLE

1

TYPICAL EQUIP-1 ESTIMATED
MENT REQUIREMANPOWER
MENTS
REQUIREMENTS
3-4

Provide a source of diesel
fuel oil makeup before day
tank ,is exhausted (FO
transfer pumps disabled).

Generi C

1-4 hrs.

Spare pump
parts, portable pump,
hoses '

Provide makeshift room
ventilation for ESF
switchgear and other electrical equipment areas.

Generic

,30 mmn.

Portable
fans, extension
cords

Shed DC loads to prolong
battery life.

Generic

1h- 4 hr

Jumper wires,
fuse pullers

2

Establish local control
of auxiliary feedwater
system (Ar.4S).

PWR

1h - 4'hr

Local instrumentation,
emergency
lighting and
conmmunication

2-3

Control AFWS cooldown of
reactor coolant system.

PWR

,.30 min.

Not Applicable

Provide a source of condensate water makeup
before condensate storage
tank is exhausted.

PWR

%7 hrs.

Portable pump
and fuel
supply, hoses

3-4

Decide upon proper strategy for RCS heatup/
cooldown and makeup
following formation of
a steam bubble in reactor
vessel head.

PWR

NA

NA
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NA

I

1 per
area

1

L

CHAPTER 2
GENERIC DESIGN CHANGES

2.1

AC POWER SYSTEM SWING-LOAD CAPABILITY, CATEGORY III

2.1.1

Concept
This concept

Involves

designing

all

vital

6900, 4160, and 480 VAC

-safeguards loads as swing-loads with the capability of being aligned to either
Onormal" or an alternate diesel generator (see Figure 2-1).

2.1.2

Source
This concept

was

identified

by

SAI

as

a

a means for increasing the

difficulty of sabotaging the power supply for electrically-powered components.

2.1.3

Advantages

The counter-sabotage advantage of this concept is that it increases the
redundancy of portions of the onsite electric power generation and distribution
system associated with a specific safeguards load. A sabotaged diesel generator
or its associated distribution system can thus be bypassed and an alternate power
supply made available to such loads. The number of individual actions required
to complete a sabotage sequence which affects the power supply to a particular
Class 1E bus is, therefore. increased.

2.1.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.
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FOR ALL
MODVIFID AC DISUIBIUTIJI
CRITICAL SAUQJADS LOADS

TYPICAL. AC DISTRIBUTION
(OISE DIVISION)

Diesel
Genera tor
A

Diesel
Genera tor

A

6900 VAC
11vo A

69M VAC

69W0 VAC
mw AA

Trans for
SW Itch
To 6900 VAC
Critical Safeguards

Loads (

Mo.tor-n

Drive* UNWP~

-

480 VAC
81us 1-1 -

400 VAC
But A-I

480 VAC
two

S. fegtrde
Loads ITYPIkel)

A- I

Trans for
Suit .ch
To

0

C

Safeguards
Loads (e.g..
Press uu1 ci
hasterilg

Figure 2-1.

1* 480 VAC
Critical
Safeguard&
Loads$
(•yplcel)

AC Power System Design Change, Swing Loads.

Discussion
Nuclear power plant safety systems are designed for a minimum of 100%
electrical redundancy.
Thus, all emergency electrical loads receive power from
two or more independent and redundant AC power trains.
This is sufficient to
ensure safety system availability following an initiating event with a single
random failure (e.g., failure of one emergency diesel to start on demand following
a loss of normal AC power). However, in the case of deliberate sabotage, it may
be possible to disable the appropriate combination of components to negate a
2.1.5

specific safety function.
Assuming the unavailability of normal (offsite) AC
power, this can be accomplished by disabling one diesel generator and the
appropriate component(s) in the other power train.
A diesel generator is
particularly vulnerable to sabotage due to the relatively large number of single
events which can disable this component as a power source.
At is, therefore,
suggested that consideration be given to providing all vital 6900, 4160, and 480
VAC safeguards loads with swing-load capability. This will allow vital loads to
be aligned to a Class IE bus which receives power from an operable diesel
generator following sabotage of the diesel which is normally the standby power
source for these loads. Such switching capability is already available in nuclear
power plants with third-of-a-kind loads. h1owever, since third-of-a-kind loads are
a special case, design provisions must be made here to ensure that separation
requirements for Class IE electrical systems are not compromised.
In addition,
special operating procedures or design features may need to be developed to
provide for load-shedding prior to reloading vital safeguards loads on an
alternate diesel generator.
This change is suitable for incorporation Into new
plant designs, but is likely to be difficult to accomplish as a backfit
modification due to the physical separation of power train equipment in the plant.
The switching devices may require additional safeguards protection.
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2.2

2.2. 1
control

SWITCHGEAR AND MCC ENCLOSURE INTERNAL CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP CAPABILITY,
CATEGORY III

ConcePt
This concept involves the utilization of vital swltchgear and motor
center (MCC) enclosures designed to require access to the enclosure

interior for circuit breaker local trip capability.

2.2.2

Source

This concept was identified by SAI as a result of work performed

inder

Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

2.2.3

Advantages

The advantage to requiring access to the enclosure Interior for local
trip operation is that the enclosure can be instrumented and used to provide both
detection and delay capability in preventing circuit breaker mismanipulation.

2.2.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

2.2.5

Discussion

Medium-voltage.
are provided with a manual
utilized to trip open
This action removes power
power (except 120 VAC)

metal-clad switchgear and motor control centers (MCC)
control switch mounted on the front panel which can be
the power circuit breaker located inside the enclosure.
from all equipment which Is normally suoplied with AC
from the unit. Since it would be difficult to provide

appropriate safeguards protection for such a device without the aid of a separate
enclosure, It is suggested that, wherever possible, the trip function capability
be removed from the panel front and relocated within the Switchgear or MCC
enclosure.
Such enclosure arrangements may be readily available and already in
use in some plants. This design concept is applicable both as a new plant design
E-30

change and as a backfit modification to operating plants.

The additional capitali

cost Involved will be minor.

2.3

VITAL ELECTRICAL AREA REVISED COOLING ARRANGEMENTS,

2.3.1

Concept

CATEGORY III

This concept involves minimizing the dependence on active, external
cool0Ing loops for vital switchgear and other vital electrical area, room cooling
systems.

2.3.2

Source
This concept was Identif ied by SAI as a result of work performed
Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

under

2.3.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is the reduced vulnerability of these
room cooling systems to acts of sabotage performed against external cooling water
service systems.
In addition, there may be a resulting reduction in the number
of target locations In which room cooling system sabotage can be accomplished.

Disadvantages
The minimization of external cooling system dependence for room cooling
capability may require additional equipment and, thus, additional maintenance
requirements.
2.3.4

2.3.5

Discussion
Vital

electrical

emergency ventilation
operati ng equipment.

equipment

cooling

units

areas
for

the

are

provided with both normal and

removal

of

heat

generated

by

Design changes identified for these fan cooler units (FCU)
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Electrical
are discussed in more detail in a later section (see Section 2.19).
area cooling is typically accomplished by recirculating room air over a coil
For ESF switchgear area cooling,
through-'which cooling water is circulated.
chilled water is generally circulated through the coil. The chilled water
system, itself, requires the operation of one or more cooling loops to complete
the heat transfer path to the ultimate heat sink. Sabotage of any of these
auxiliary cooling loops can result In the inability to adequately cool a vital
Sabotage of these cooling loops can generally be accomplished
eLtectrical area.
It Is suggested that
in areas that are remote from the vital electrical area.
vital electrical areas be provided with room cooling systems which have reduced
dependence on external cooling water loops... The potential design alternatives
and their Implications are discussed further in Section 2.19, as mentioned above.
Is
Although this concept can be readily incorporated into new plant designs, it
probably unsuitable as a backfit m.odification.

2.4

MULTIPLE UNIT VITAL AC CROSS-CONNECTIONS.

.2.4.1

Concet
This

concept

CATEGORY III

involves providing unit vital AC power cross-connections

for multiple unit plants.

2.4.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a means for increasing the
difficulty of sabotaging the power supply for electrlcally-powered components.

2.4.3

Advantages
The counter-sabotage advantage of this concept is that It requires that
damage be inflicted upon two (or more) unit Class LE AC power systems in order to
disable the safety functions of either unit, individually.
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2.4.4'

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

2.4.S

Discussion
Nuclear power plants, typically, are designed with the following
alternative power sources for operation of the various plant safety systems:
*

Preferred offsite feeder

*

Alternate offslte feeder

*

Redundant standby diesel generators

These sources are considered to be sufficient to mitigate all credible plant
occurrences not resulting from acts of sabotage. However, since these sources
are particularly vulnerable to acts of sabotage, it is suggested that a vital AC
power cross-connection be provided between units at a multiple unit plant site.
This cross-connection could be implemented by installing circuits with redundant
circuit breakers to permit energizing a Class 1E 6900 VAC or 4160 VAC bus in one
unit from a corresponding bus in another unit at a multi-unit site. This type of
cross-connection already exists in some operating plants.
In such cases,
redundant circuit breakers are typically racked-out to ensure the independence of
the units during normal operation. A cross-connection of this type increases the
redundancy in portions of the Class 1E power system, thereby complicating system
sabotage. This concept Is applicable as a backfit modification to operating
plants as well as to new plant designs. The capital costs Include the switching
device(s) and appropriate safeguards.
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2.5

DICSEL ENGINE REVISED COOLINIG A•RA4GEMEIIT,

CATEGORY III

S2.5.1

Concept
This concept involves the utilization of a forced-draft radiator in the
diesel building for diesel engine cooling in lieu of engine cooling via external
cooling water systems.

2.5.2

Source

This concept was identified by SAI as a result of work performed under
Sandia contract SLA 07-9B66.

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is the elimination of the vulnerability of
the diesel engine cooling system to acts of sabotage performed on the service
t:ater cooling system outside of the diesel building.
2.5.3

2.5.4

I)isadvantaJes
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

2.5.5

Discussion
Many standby egnergency diesels are cooled via an arrangement of internal
and external cooling water loops and heat exchanger as shown in Figure 2-2. This
arrangement, due to the external active cooling water loop. lidkes the chesel
vulnerable to acts of sabotage performed on the service water system outside of
the diesel building.
In order to minimize the number of potertidl sabotage target
areas for the diesels it is suggested that external cooling water systems be
eliminated in favor of a forced-draft radiator for ultinmate diesel heat rejection,
as shown in Figure 2-3. This type of diesel cooling systeni is presently in use at
several nuclear power plants. The radiator can oe provided with' a missile barrier
similar to that which might be provided for sateguards protection of intake or
exhaust fans.
This concept requires, in essenze, the repldaement of a heat
E-34
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3).

exchanger with a radiator and fan.
Although this concept can be readily
incorporated into new plant designs, it is probably not suitable as a backfit
imodification due to the impact on diesel building structure and the
re-optimization which would be required for both diesel engine and plant service
water coolingsystems.

2.6

IN(CREASED PROTECTED DIESEL FUEL OIL SUPPLY, CATEGORY III

2.6.1

Concept
This concept involves providing an increased, protected supply of diesel
fuel oil for extended cinergency diesel operation by 1) increasing the day tank
capacity, 2) providing a cross-connection between diesel day tanks, or 3) locating
the main fuel oil storage tanks and transfer pumps within a vital area enclosure.

2.6.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a result of work performed under
Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

2.6.3

Advantages
Safeguarding an adequate supply of diesel fuel oil for extended diesel
operation is necessary for ensuring the capability for placing and maintaining the
plant in a safe shutdown condition for an extended period of time and provides
time for normal AC power restoration.

2.6.4

Disadvantages

Cross-ronnecting fuel oil day tanks may require special design
considerations to ensure adequate separation between redundant diesel generator
systems.
A larger diesel building or separate fuel oil storage building may be
required.
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2.6.5

D~iscussion
An emergency diesel generator fuel oil day tank generally contains
sufficient fuel oil for 1-4 hours of continuous diesel operation. While the main
fuel oil storage tanks contain sufficient fuel for seven days of diesel
operation, these tanks and the associated fuel transfer pumps are generally
located underground in the plant yard. The day tank Is located within the diesel
generator building and Is, therefore, afforded the protection of the building
v italI area safeguards.
The' location of the main fuel oil storage tanks and
pumps, however, leaves these components particularly vulnerable to acts of
sabotage.
The vulnerability of the'lo'g4-term fuel oil supply-6an be minimized by
any of the following means:
1.

Increase day tank capacity

2.

Provide a cross-connection between unit day tanks

3.

Locate main storage tanks
enclosure

and transfer

pumps within

a vital

area

For new plant construction the above concepts do not present any particular
problems, although the first and third modifications may represent a significant
increase In construction costs. These two items will have a significant impact
on operating plants, however. In the case of the first modification, there is
probably Insufficient space within the diesel generator building to significantly
increase the size of an existing day tank.
Thus, enlargement of the diesel
building or the addition of a appended structure would be required. The third
modification will require the construction of a vital area barrier for sabotage
protection of the underground tanks and pumps.
Such a barrier might be
constructed below ground, above ground, or both.
The second modification for
operating plants involves the addition of piping and one or more locked closed
manual Isolation valves.
This design concept will have minimal impact on
existing plant facilities. The third design concept ensures the availability of
a long-term (7-day) fuel oil supply.
The first two concepts represent an
Increase in diesel operating capability of only a few hours.

.2,7+

REVISED DIESEL BUILDING LAYOUT, CATEGORY III

2.7.1

Concept
This concept involves revising the layout of the diesel generator room
to provide an area for control equipment and other temperature-sensitive
equipment, which does not share room ventilation with the diesel engine.

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a result of, work performed under
Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.
2.7.2

Advantages
The advantage of this concept results from the reduction or the
elimination of the dependence of long-term diesel availability on the performance
of the room ventilation system. It, thus, eliminates one potential sabotage mode
for the diesel generator.
2.7.3

2.7.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

Discussion
A diesel generator unit typically is equipped with a diesel engine
gauge panel, relay boxes, and a generator exciter, control, and annunciator
panel.
The relay boxes contain devices and circuits for controlling the diesel
generator unit. The diesel engine gauge panel and relay boxes may be mounted on
a common skid with the engine in some units. The gauge panel forms the central
location for the display of the Important parameters monitored on the engine
unit. The panel may also house some of the pressure switches used in the central
and monitoring circuits. NEMA 12 watertight boxes are typically furnished at
van ;us locations on the engine skid to provide housing for terminals and/or
devices for the control of the engine generator set and its required auxiliary
2.7.5
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equipment.

M4otor- controllers

motor-driven

pumps,

heater

and

units,

disconnects are provided for each of the
etc., as required.
A central relay box is

generally provided which houses all ofthe relays and other devices that control
the start-up and shut-down sequencing for the engine generator set. The generator
control

panel

typically

includes

a

static

exciter

voltage

regulator

unit,

an

annunciator unit, and various generator controls utilizing transformers, reactors,
semiconductors,

resistors, and capacitors.
If area ventilation/cooling is unavailable during an extended period of

diesel operation,

heat rejection from the diesel to the room interior under such

conditions will result in a rapid increase in room ambient temperature to a level
which-could

adversely

instrumentation.

affect the reliable

Isolating this equipment

operation of the above controls and
from diesel room ambient temperature

conditions will extend the period of time during.which this equipment will remain
operable following a loss of diesel room ventilation.
This concept can be readily incorporated into new plant designs.
Room
layout restrictions, however, may make the concept unsuitable as a backfit
modification at operating plants.

2.8

INCREASED VITAL BATTERY CAPACITY,

2.8.1

Concept
This concept

involves

CATEGORY III

increasing the capacity of the Class IE station

batteries by the addition of more battery cells.

2.8.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAI ai a result of work

Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.
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performed under

2.8.3

..

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the increased capability to
maintain
a safe plant condition during an extended period of AC power
unavailability (station blackout).

2.8.4

Disadvantages
This concept results in more battery maintenance time.

2.8.5'

Discussion
The vital battery capacity in a nuclear power plant Is, typically,
sufficient for 2 to 4 hours of DC power operation in the absence of an AC power.
supply to the battery chargers. In some plants, this capacity may be as short as
90 minutes.
Following a loss of all AC electrical power, the batteries are
typically required to supply power to safety-related loads such as those listed
in Table 2-1. The major load during this time is the vital backup power supply
which provides I20 VAC power to safety-related instrumentation via an Inverter.
When the batteries are exhausted, all remote Instrumentation and control
capabilities will also be lost. Thus, it is suggested that the battery capacity
be Increased, perhaps to as much as 6 or 8 hours, In order to provide additional
time In which to restore AC power following a sabotage event.
The actual
required battery capacity
will be dependent upon the plant safeguards
capabilities and the effectiveness of any prearranged damage control measures.
This concept can be readily incorporated into new plant designs.
Larger battery rooms and additional batteries will, of course, result in
increased capital costs., This change may or may not be suitable as a backfit
modification in operating plants depending upon the space available in existing
battery rooms. Increasing the plant vital battery capacity will also result in
Increased battery surveillance and maintenance but will not necessarily require
extra manpower.
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Table 2-1.

Safety-Related DC Loads Supplied by.Class IE DC System
(Typical for One Channel)

LOAD DESCRIPTION
6900 or 4160 VAC ESF Switchgear
Circuit Breaker Operation
480 VAC ESF Load Center Circuit
Breaker Operation

SAFETY FUNCTION
Control Power
Control Power

Diesel Generator Control Panel

Control and Instrumentation Power

NSSS Auxiliary Relay Cabinet

Control and Instrumentation Power
for Solenoid Operators

Reactor Trip Circuit Breaker
Cabinet
Vital Backtup Power Supply Inverter
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Reactor Protection
Vital Instrumentation Power

2.9

2.9.1
loads

DC LOAJD SHEDDING CAPABILITY, CATEGORY III

Concept
This concept involves providing the capability to shed instrumentation
that have redundant channels powered from other divisions of the Class IE

DC power system.

2.9.2
Class

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a potential means to prolong the
1E DC battery life and, thus, provide, additional time for AC power

restoration.

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is that the useful life of the Class 1E
batteries may be extended during a prolonged station blackout without the
addition of more battery cells.
2.9.3

Di sadvantages
Temporarily de-energizing some instrument channels will reouce or
for on-line instrument
eliminate the availability of backup instrumentation
operational status verification.

2.9.4

DIscussion
The endurance of a DC battery may be extended if the DC distribution
system is provided with the capability for shedding instrumentation loads that
In
have redundant channels powered from other divisions of the DC power system.
other words, If a particular safety-related plant parameter is provided with four
channels of indication, and three of the channels can be dropped from their
respective batteries, then the useful life of these batteries can be extended.
With this capability, at least one channel of instrumentation would remain
At that time, an
energized until its respective battery was exhausted.

2.9.5
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instrumentation

channel

powered

from

another

electrical

division

would

be

energi zed.
concept is applicable to both new and operating plants and will
result In increased capital costs for appropriate remote disconnect devices and
The safety implications of shutdown operation with only a single
controls.
instrumentation channel will need to be investigated to ensure that such
This

operation will be permitted under existing codes and regulations.
2.10

CLASS I[ DC DIVISION CROSS-CONNECTIONS,

2.10.1

Concept
concept
This

involves

providing

the

CATEGORY III

capability

to

cross-connect

normally separate and Independent divisions of the Class 1E DC power system.

2.10.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAt as a result of work performed

under

Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

2.10.3

Advantages
The advantage

of

this

concept is that DC loads may be supplied with

Thus,
power from not only a "normal" DC bus but an alternate DC bus, as well.
this concept increases the difficulty of sabotaging an individual channel, or
division,.of the vital DC power system.

2.10.4
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Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been Identified for this concept.

2.10.5

Discussion
It Is suggested that consideration be given to providing the DC power
system with the capability to cross-connect normally separate and Independent
divisions within a unit. This capability may permit sabotaged portions of the DC
distribution system to be bypassed in order to supply power to-vital loads from
an intact portion of the system. Investigation of existing regulations will be
required to ensure that separation requirements are not compromised by such a
change. This concept may be accoimmodated in both new and operating plants as
long as there are no conflicts with exi sting codes and regulations.

2.11

EXTENDED DC POWER GENERATION CAPABILITY DURING STATION BLACKOUT,
CATEGORY III

2.11.1

Concept
This

concept

involves providing small independent diesel or steam
turbine generators for DC power generation and/or battery charging.

2.11.2

Source
This concept was identified by

SAl

as a means

for increasing

the

difficulty of sabotaging the plant vital DC power system.

2. 11.3

Advantages

The advantage of this concept is that it provides an alternative for
ensuring the long-term availability of the DC power system when DC load shedding
and other measures are inappropriate or inadequate in providing extended DC power
capability during a prolonged station blackout.

2.11.4

Disadvantages
This concept may result in additional maintenance
requirements as well as additional component safeguards.

and

testing

Discussion
The concern over vital DC power availability for the duration of a
station blackout (loss of all AC power) has led one utility to consider the
addition of independent diesel generators for battery charging to ensure extended
DC power availability. It may be prudent, therefore, to consider this concept as
a safeguards measure in view of the sabotage vulnerability of both the offsite
power system and the onsite emergency diesel generators. In this case, however,
it is recommended that a suitable number of independent diesel or steam turbine
generators be provided for emergency OC power generation and/or battery charging
in the event of a sabotage-induced extended loss of AC power. Two potential
design arrangements are illustrated in Figure 2-4. This concept can provide a
last-ditch source of emergency DC power when all other sources have been disabled
or exhausted.
The advantage of a steam turbine generator Is that it can be driven by
decay heat generated steam, while the diesel generator requires a standby fuel
supply. Decay heat generated steam will be available for many hours following
reactor
shutdown.
If steam turbine generators are utilized, a design
modification will be required to supply steam from a main steam line.
Fixed
diesel generators may be provided at a location which Is remote from the DC
distribution system. If portable diesel generators are utilized, these may be
.provided as part of a Jamage control program. The required generator size varies
from one plant to the next, depending upon the vital DC loading, but will
typically be in the range of 125-250 kW. This requires a 180-350 hp driver.
The addition of steam turbine generators is probably not suitable as a
backfit modification at operating plants due to physical layout restrictions.
Diesel generators are suitable for either backfit or new construction.
2.11.5

2.12

2.12.1

CONSOLIDATION OF SAFETY-RELATED INSTRUMENTATION TRANSMITTERS,
CATEGORY III

Concept
This concept Involves providing common locations for field-mounted
.transmitters which are located in the same general area of the plant.
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2.12.2

Source
under

This concept was identified by SAl as a result of work performed
Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

2.12.3

Advantages
The
advantage

of

this

concept

is in the

reduced

number

of

sabotage-protective enclosures required for field-mounted transmitters.

2.12.4

Disadvantages
The disadvantage of this concept is the single sabotage target

created

by the grouping of multiple safety-related transmitters In a common location.

2.12.5

Discussion

Sensors In nuclear power plants are used to measure the important plant
Transmitters are used to amplify and
operating parameters and conditions.
transmit the sensor signals to the control room (and possibly other locations)
for use by safety systems, control systems, annunciation and alarm systems, and
Transmitters are typically located in the general vicinity of
It is suggested
the associated sensors and can be found throughout the plant.
that common locations be provided for field-mounted, safety-related transmitters
which are located in the same general area of the plant. Although this results

operator displays.

in a common target for miltiple transmitters, it also results in a reduced number
of individual

safeguards protective enclosures which would be necessary as

devices for protection against sabotage by an insider.

delay

Transmitters of redundant

instrument channels must not be located in common enclosures in order to preserve
This concept may be incorporated Into both new and operating
channel separation.
result in
plants without a significant increase in cost. It will, by design,
fewer Individual safeguards.
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2.13

ADDITIONAL LOCAL-REMOTE INDICATORS, CATEGORY III

2.13.1

Concept
This concept

involves providing

additional

remote Indicators for

selected plant and equipment parameters that would aid in minimizing the need for
operating personnel to enter vital areas for Instrumentation surveillance.

2.13.2

Source
This concept was identified'by SAI as a result of'work performed

under

Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is that limiting the access requirements
to vital areas reduces the complexity of the vital area safeguards or reduces the
Impact of these safeguards on plant operations, testing, and surveillance.
21.3• .

Di sadvantages
Less frequent visitation of vital areas may reduce the ability of plant
personnel to providetimely detection of equipment problems.

2.13.4

Discussion
A significant portion of the operations staff activities performed
outside of the control room involve area Inspections and surveillance. In some
plants these latter activities account for as much as 70% of the out-of-control
Such activities may require vital area entry by operations
room activities.
personnel as often as twice a shift. In order to minimize the need for operating
personnel to enter vital areas, it Is suggested that sufficient remote indicators
be provided for selected plant and equipment parameters to preclude the need for
vital area access for routine surveillance. This remote instrumentation may be
provided in the control room or imnediately outside the affected vital area.
,This will reduce the opportunities that an insider might have to sabotage
2.13.5
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equipment during routine plant surveillance. This concept is applicable to
now and operating plants and will result in additional equipment costs.

2.14

both

REARRANGEMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION CABINET PANEL-FRONT DEVICES,
CATEGORY III

* 2.14.1

Cocp
This concept involves the design of RPS and ESFAS equipment to maxilmize

the use.of panel-front test jacks and miniimize the. use of panel-front calibration

controls.

Source
This concept was identifled by SAI as a result of work performed under
Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.
2.14.2

2.14.3

Advantages
testing
The advantage of this conce't, is that instrumentation
interior,
enclosure
the
to
access
rqqtrlng
without
operations can be performed

:both detection and delay capability in
while the enclosure can be used to prov
preventing manipulation of Instrumentation sensitivity and setpoints.

2.14.4

Disadvata~es
1No disadvantages have been identi-fied for this concept.

2.14.'5

Discussion

Figure 2-5 shows the typical safety system cabinet arrangement utilized
In nuclear power plants for Reactor Prot.U,.ion System (RPS) and Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) input and output control. In addition to having
various meters or Indicators, these cabi.1e, front panels also have test input
:tothe vulnerability of these cabinets to
jacks and calibration controls. Due,
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Insider sabotage and the difficulties involved in providing adequate sabotage
is suggested that 1) maximum use be made of panel front test
it
protection,
jacks, and 2) minimum use be made of panel front cal!bration devices.
change

will

permit

necessary

periodic testing while at the same time minimize

access requirements to the panel interior.
opportunities

The former

The latter change

will

reduce

the

that an insider might have to sabotage instrumentation and control

Since calibration activities
systems by misadjusting alarm or trip settings.
(typically performed annually) will now require access to the panel interior,
work rules will be requfred as a safeguards measure. This concept is
to... new plants and as a backfit modification in operating plants.

2.15

applicable

SMALL-DIAM4ETER PIPING MODIFICATIONS, CATEGORY III

2.15.1

Concept
Thi s
concept
involvyes
the
utilization
of
higher
schedule
(thicker-walled), hardened piping with all-welded connections for small-diameter
service and instrument lines.

2.15.2

Source
This

concept was identified by SAl as a result of work performed under

Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

2.15.3

Advantages
The advantage of this

concept

is in the

reduced

vulnerability

of

small-diameter piping to acts of sabotage.

2.15.4

Disadvantages
The disadvantage of this ,concept is in the increased difficulty in such

activities as pipe routing in small or congested areas
breaking of all-welded connections.
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and

in

the

making

and

2.15.3

Discussion
Most applications of small diameter piping (<1
rich diameter) in
nuclear power plants are related to providing auxiliary services (e.g., cooling
water, lubricating fluid, hydraulic pressure, air pressure. etc.),- transmitting
process fluid conditions to local instrumentation sensors, or transmitting
process' fluid samples to local sampling stations. Such piping typically utilizes
threaded or flanged connections for ease of fabrication, installation, and
maintenance.
However, these types of connections are particularly vulnerable to
sabotage using simple, readily available tools. It is, therefore, suggested that
such
connections
be replaced, in critical applications, with all-welded
connections. This will reduce the sabotage vulnerablty of these lines by making
it .ore
difficult to open the connections. It Is also recomended that higher
schedule, hardened piping be used for these lines in critical appl::ations. This
reduces the sabotage vulnerability by making it more difficult to cut or crimp
these lines.
These concepts are applicable to both new and operating plants.
In
addition to Increased material costs for the higher quality material and
connection preparation, these changes will have a significant Impact on plant
maintenance.
This results from the increased time required to make and break
all-welded connections. The use of higher schedule, hardened piping may also
affect the ability to route instrument or service lines in tight spaces.

2.16

COMPONENT PASSIVE LUBRICATION, CATEGORY III

2.16.1

Concept
This
concept
involves Wxitmzing
unpressurized component lube oil applications.

the

use

of

ring-oiling

in

2.16.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a means for eliminating an
external auxiliary lube oil system as a sabotage target for disabling vital pumps
or turbines.
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Advantages
The advantage of this concept.is in the reduction of the complexity of
and specifically, in the elimination of external
equipment lub, oil systems,

2.16.3
. :

equipment lube oil systems.

2.16.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

2.16.5

Discussion
Most applications of pressurized lubricating oil in power plants are
for the purpose of reducing bearing wear. This situation is most likely to be
found in heavily loaded bearings, where under starting and stopping conditions
there will be either no hydrodynamic pressure (and hence no shaft/bearing
In
separation) or insufficient pressure to maintain bearing surface separation.
Here the
instances an externally pressurized bearing is utilized.
such
lubricating oil is pumped out of an oil reservoir through an external service
line and back to the component bearings. The pump may be either a motor-driven
pump or an integral gear pump. When the speed of shaft rotation Is sufficient to
maintain the separation of bearing surfaces the lube oil pump can be shut off.
This same lubricating oil arrangement Is sometimes found in power plant
in order to minimize starting and
rotating machinery with lightly loaded- bearings
! 4,i•:
Howpver, under these conditions pressurized
stopping wear on the bearings.
lubricating oil Is not required and s5ch a system can make vital machinery
unnecessarily vulnerable to a sabotge.-Induced loss of lubricating oil. It is,
therefore, suggested that for vital aRp1jiations where pressurized lube oil is
not a requirement, a ring-oiling arrangement be utilized. Such an arrangement Is
shown in Figure 2-6. This concept, which will eliminate a potentlal sabotage
pumps and turbines, can be incorporated directly into new plant
is
designs. Although the concept is also applicable to operating plants, it
probably not cost-effective as a backfit modification since it would require
The
replacement of some existing pumps and turbines at a significant cost.
mode

for

elimination

vital

of

each

less maintenance item.
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electrically powered lube oil pump will also result in one

'p

OIL RING

INNER
SOURCE
FILL PLUG
LEEVE BEARI NG

INNER

CIL RING,

71:.re 2-6.

Horizontal Motor Sleeve Bearing and Oil Ring System (Ref. 1).
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2. V

MODULAR COMPONENTS, CATEGORY III

2417.1

Concept
This

concept

Involves

maximizing

the

use

of

modular,

enclosed

component, for vital applications.

2.17.2

Source
This

concept was identified by SAI as a result of work. performed under

Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

2.17.3

Advantages
The advantage of

this

concept

-s

In

the

simplification

of

vital

component safeguards.

2.17.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

Discussion
A significant reduction In overall safeguards can be achieved by
utilizing modular-type components wherever possible in critical applications.
The hydraulic valve actuator, shown *'in Figure 2-7, is an example of a
modular-type hydraulic valve actuator. The unit Is manufactured as a package
with an enclosure so that installation requires only mounting and service
hook-ups. The enclosure may be utilized to provide safeguards detection and
delay capability.
Although access to the Internals can be obtained for
maintenance purposes, the outer enclosure should Include the necessary meters and
gauges (or Instrument connections) to allow an equipment operator to determine
the component or process sf..•s without requiring access to the enclosure
interior.
This concept Is applicable to new plant designs and as a backfit
modification to operating plants.
2.17.S
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so

Figure 2-7.

Physical Arrangement of a Typical Small Hydraulically Operated
Valve with a Linear Self-Contained Hydraulic Actuator (Ref. 1).
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2.18

COMPONENT COOLING MODIFICATIONS,

2.18.1

Concept
This concept involves, providing

CATEGORY III

localized

cooling

arrangements

for

vital. pumps and motors (see Figure 2-8).

2.18.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a means for eliminating the
dependence of vital pumps and motors on external cooling water systems.

2.18.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the reduction or elimination of one
potential sabotage location for vital pumps and motors.

2.18.4

Disadvantages
The disadvantage of this concept, as illustrated in Figure 2-8, is that

It is dependent upon the accessibility to outside air for heat rejection.

* 2.18.5

1

Discussion
Many large-size vital pumps and motors are cooled via a

cooling

water

service system.
Cooling water Is generally supplied to the pump or motor
bearings, where friction-generated heat Is removed, and returned to the cooling
water system heat sink (heat exchanger or ultimate heat sink). The long-term
availability of such pumps and motors can be
performed on the cooling water system.

Itis,

compromised

by

acts

of

therefore, suggested that use of a

local cooling system be maximized for safeguards-related components.
of

such

a

system

requires a pump,

Is Illustrated in Figure 2-8.

this concept will result in the addition of

Is unavailable.

An

example

Since each cooling water loop
both

heat exchanger and a cooling !water pump In each application.
not applicable where direct access to a suitable heat sink

atmosphere)

sabotage

4n

air-blast

This concept Is,
(typically,
the

It may be possible to integrate this change with a

similar concept for the vital area emergency cooling function (see Section
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2.19)

Missile Shield

Oulatde Air

-Wv-

Roof or

Ma11 of
Building

Air-Blast
Heat Exchanger

or
Motor
h'

Water
Pump

Figure 2-8.

Localized Cooling Arrangement for Large Pumps and Motors.
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to

accomplish

both

incorporated Into new plant designs without
unsuitable

probably

It

problems.

anticipated

any

is

as a backfit modification since re-optimization of existing

and remote-manual controls.

required

be

plant vital cooling water facilities would
automatic

This concept may be

functions with one cooling water loop.

along

with

additional

The air-blast heat exchanger will require

appropriate safeguards protection (e.g..

a suitable missile barrier, etc.) due to

Its accessibility from outside the vital area.
Other

cooling

arrangements may be possible,
discharge.

associated driyers with fluid from the pump

some

In

applications,

cooling may be possible by routing a sidestream of pump discharge flow to

direct

the pump and driver bearings.
arrangement

This

is

The fluid Is then returned to- the ;pump

presently

direct

cooling

applications,

suction.

found in some nuclear plant applications (e.g..

turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump).
'or

such as cooling pumps and

If

the cooling fluid Is

not

suitable

then a local Intermediate cooling loop may be

provided as illustrated in Figure 2-9.

2.19

VITAL AREA EMERGENCY COOLING MODIFICATIONS,

2.19.1

Concept
This concept involves minimizing

cooling

units

(FCU)

on

other

active

the
cooling

CATEGORY III

dependence
systems

of
to

vital

area

fan

complete the heat

rejection path to the ultimate heat sink.
2.19.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a result of work performed

under

Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.
2.19.3

Advantages
The

advantage

of

this

concept is in the reduction or elimination o

potential sabotage locations for vital area emergency cooling systems.

E 1

Local Intermediate Heat Exchanqer

Gear-driven
Cooling Water

PLOW

I.

Main System Pump

Figure 2-9.

Local Cooling Supplied by Pump Discharge Fluid.

2.19.4

Disadvantages
The major disadvantage of this concept

Is

that

an

increase

in

the

maximum allowable room or area temperature limits may be required.

Discussion
Vital equipment room emerlency cool$:,q is generally accomplished with
the aid of a fan cooler unit (FCU)
of the t7,x. shown in Figure 2-10 and

2.19.5

illustrated in Figure 2-11.
an external cooling water system which may

schematically

Such units receive cooling water from
be either a closed- or open-loop

system.... Roam heat is transferred to the-cooling water by blowing recirculated
room air across the unit cooling coil. One or more cooling water loops are
required for transferring room heat to the ultimate heat sink.
!From a physical protection standpoint, it is desirable to minimize the
number of potential sabotage target areas from which an individual system or
component. my be disabled. One way in which this objective may be accomplished
is by mlnitqzlng the required number of process auxiliary systems or by
minimizing the number of interwediate service systems. In the case of vital area
emergenFy, col ing, three alternative design concepts are suggestel.
'i
The first alternative, shown schematically in Figure 2-12, involves the
el iminatlon of an emergency chilled water service system for cooling water supply
to the FCU.
In this design concept, cooling water from a vital, closed-loop,
service water system Is supplied to the FCU. This service water loop then
rejects theheat to another vital cooling water system interfacing directly with
the ultimate heat sink. The purpose of this concept is to eliminate the need for
safeguarding a chilled water system by utilizing a non-chilled cooling water
service system. Due to other emergency safety system cool ing water requirements,
such a vital service water system will require safeguards anyway.
Thus, a
reduction in total safeguards requirements results.
The
recommended, for example, for ESF switchgear room cooling.

above

concept is

The second alternative, shown schematically in Figure 2-13, involves
elimination of an Intermediate vital cooling water service system for cooling
water supply to the FCU. In this concept, FCU cooling water supply is obtained
directly from the ultimate heat sink.
The intent, here, is to minimize the
rwmber of potential sabotage target areas by eliminating an intermediate
water
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loop.

Depending

cooling

upon the quality of the cooling water from the ultimate

I NTAKE[..
TK
AIR

AIR
EXHAUST
COOLING COIL
CONNECTION

FIL.TER

SECT ION

,

COOLING COIL.•!•OZ
co~JDRIP
COOLIN

";

PAN DRAIN

SECTION
PAN $3[CTI0N

rw•

o!
€i

Figure 2-10.

External Arrangement of a Typical Draw-Through Fan Cooler
Unit (Ref. I).
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FROM SERVICE WATER
OR CHILLED WATER
SYSTEM
COLING WATER
VALVE

Simplified Schematic of a Typical Fan Coil Cooling Unit (Ref. 1).

From Other £SW Loads

"To/From
Exchanger

Fan-Coi 1
Cooling

unit

Ultimate
Heat Sink

To Other -4
ESW Loads-

6W-Systen-m..
~i

Figure 2-12.

Emergency Room or Area Ventilatlon/Cooling Arrangement
(Alternative to Chilled Water Cooling).
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To Ultimate

From Other

Heat Sink

Loads

To Other
Loads

Figure 2-13.
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--

'

Frow Ultimate
Heat Sink

Emergency Room or Area Ventilation/Cooling Arrangement
(Single Cooling Water Loop).

heat sink this concept may or may not be compatible with FCU cooling coil
materi al s.
The third alternative, shown schematically in Figure 2-14. involves the
total elimination of an external cooling water system for cooling water supply to
the FCU. in this case, a closed cooling water loop transfers heat from the room
to the outside via two fan and heat transfer coil arrangements.
Such an
arrangement, however, is dependent upon the accessibility to outside air for heat
rejection. In addition to requiring an air-blast heat exchanger for heat
dissipation, a cooling water pump and possibly a surge tank are necessary for
each application. The air-blast heat exchangers may be located on a building
roof and will require missile and safeguards protection. I1f direct'access to a
suitable heat sink (typically, the atmosphere) Is unavailable, then this concept
is not applicable.
The intent of this concept Is to eliminate the vulnerability of the FCU
to sabotage of an external cooling water service system. However, this concept
may not be applicable in some plant locations where outdoor ambient air
conditions may necessitate additional heating or cooling.
In all
three
alternatives discussed above, cost or sizing considerations may require an
increase in the maximum allowable room or area temperature limits.
In many
instances, however, this may not be out of the question.
For new plant construction these concepts can be accommodated by
re-design of the room or area FCU. The concepts are probably not applicable for
operating plant backfit consideration for the same reasons given In Section 2.18.
Additional automatic and remote-manual controls may also be required.
These
concepts will, by design, result in a reduction in total plant safeguards
complexity.
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Missfle Shield
Outside Air
Roof or Wall
of Building
I

Hot Water
Heating Coll
-

FCW Housing

Surge
Tank

Water PuMP

Figure 2.14.
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Emergency Room or Area Ventilation/Cooling Arrangement
(No External Cooling Water Loop).

CHAPTER 3
PWR DESIGN CHANGES

3.1

CLASS IE AUXILIARY STEAM TURBINE-GENERATOR,

3.1.1

Concept
This concept involves the addition of a Class 1E 480 VAC standby steam

turbine-generator

CATEGORY III

as an emergency backup to the existing onsite emergency

power

system.

3.1.2

Source
This concept

was

identified

by SAI

as

a means

for

increasing

difficulty of sabotaging the power supply for certain electrically-powered

the
vital

components.

3.1.3

Advantages
The major advantage of this concept is that it

provides the capability

for maintaining the PWR in a safe shutdown condition following a sabotage-induced
loss of offsite power and onsite diesel generators.

3.1.4

Disadvantages
This concept will require additional

component

safeguards and possibly

an additional vital area.

3.1.5

Discussion
The standby emergency diesel generators of LWR plants are particularly

vulnerable to sabotage by an insider.

This is a result of the number of auxiliary

systems required to support diesel operation and their locations,

and the frequent
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accessibility to the diesel and auxiliaries which is required for surveillance and
In most PWR plants the diesel generator day tank, which is enclosed
testing.
within the diesel
diesel

vital area,

operation.

main

The

contains sufficient fuel oil for only 1-4 hours of
fuel

oil

storage

and

tanks

transfer

are

pumps

generally located underground in the plant yard, and are thus extremely vulnerable
to acts

even

Therefore,

of sabotage.

if

are

the diesels

not

the

sabotaged,

unavailability of the main fuel oil supply results in AC power availability which
is limited by the day tank capacity.
Many

also

plants

have

a

vital

DC

battery

capacity

which

is

only

It
sufficient for up to 2 hours of: operation following a total loss of AC power.
was 'shown elsewhere that even with an extended DC battery capacity '(for auxiliary
feedwater system control
operator control

and safety-related instrumentation availability) reactor

of reactor coolant system (RCS)

without the availability of AC power.

conditions is extremely limited

In particular, the RCS cannot be maintained

in a safe shutdown condition for an extended period of time following a transient
without RCS.makeup.

Makeup is normally supplied via one or more 480 VAC charging

or makeup pumps.
The concerns expressed above can be at least partially alleviated
PWR plant by the addition of a standby auxiliary steam turbine-generator.

in a

Such a

machine can provide a three-phase 480 VAC output by expanding steam generated from
The generator output may be wired
reactor decay heat in a single stage turbine.
to an existing 480 volt bus or to a special bus from which only one train of DC
distribution equipment (two of four channels) and one charging pump can receive
The turbine would exhaust to atmosphere in the same fashion as the PWR
power.
auxiliary feedwater (AFW)

the governing

system may be supplied by a self-contained

includes

a

self-priming,

interconnecting piping,

pump.

Oil for the turbine bearings and

turbine-driven

gear-driven main oil
and gages as required.

system which

filter, cooler,

pump,
It

lube oil

is

reservoir,

assumed that area

cooling

would be provided via a DC motor-driven ventilation fan (see Section 3.13 for a
discussion of other means of minimizing heat rejection to the room).
The availability of such an auxiliary turbine-generator offers a number
of safeguards advantages for a PWR plant.

The availability of a charging pump,

conjunction with the steam turbine-driven AFW pump,
cooling
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the RCS and maintainfng

in

provides, the capability for

subcooled RCS conditions.

This design concept

ensures the ability of the plant to maintain a safe shutdown condition until
either nonnal or emergency AC power has been restored.
A conservative preliminary analysis indicates that five to 15 hours of
auxiliary turbine-generator operation could be achieved before the decay heat
steam generation rate is insufficient to drive the turbine. The lower value was
derived by assuming that the majority of the plant emergency 4BO VAC loads are
drawing power from the generator (-850 hp).
The upper value was derived by
assuming only the following 480 VAC loads to be drawing power:
"

one charging pump (100 hp)

*

two battery chargers (70 kW each)

*

two motor control centers for motor-operated
total)

*

one vital 'backup power supply transformer (25 kW)

*

auxiliary feedwater pump room fan (75 hp)

valve operation (40 hp

Both cases assume that rated steam flow (5.4 x 104 lb/hr) is being provided for
simultaneous operation of the 700 hp steam turbine-driven AFW pump.
In addition tn t~ t...i..,- generator, this design concept reauires
additional piping, valves, controls and electrical wiring.
Interfaces with the
main steam supply and Class 1E AC power systems are required.
The additional
surveillance and testing requirements associated with this concept will have only
a slight impact, on the respective plant surveillance and testing schedules and
will require no additional manpower.
Since the system will normally be in
emergency standby, the preventive maintenance requirements will be minimal.
Appropriate safeguards will necessarily be required for the additional equipment
required by this concept. Due to the need for main steam supply, the safeguards
requirements for this design concept, and plant physical layout restrictions, this
concept is likely to be unsuitable as a backfit modification in operating plants.
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3.2

CLASS 1E PRESSURIZER HEATER POWER, CATEGORY III

3.2.1

Concept
This concept involves providlng Class IE power to the PWR pressurizer

heaters.

3.2.2

Source
This concept was identified by. SAI as a result of work. performed under

Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

3.2.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the ability to maintain the steam
bubble in the pressurizer using available onsite AC power during an extended loss
of offsite power.

3.2.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept..

3,2.5

uiscussion

l

Some PWR plants utilize non-Class 1E power for the pressurizer heaters
on the philosophy that primary coolant pressure control during a reactor cooldown
can be achieved without the heaters.
This is indeed true if the reactor can be
taken to cold shutdown in a timely manner. However, if the shutdown cooling (or
residual heat removal) system is unavailable, then the primary coolant system
cannot be maintained subcooled indefinitely in a hot zero power condition, without
heater availability. This is due to the fact that, without a source of heat, the
normal heat, losses from the pressurizer will eventually bring it into thermal
"

equilibrium with the RCS.
At that point, the RCS reaches saturation conditions
and boiling commences in the reactor core.
Such a situation could be attained in
about 7-1/2 hours or less following a loss of normal AC power with a concurrent
loss of shutdown cooling capability.
Although core boiling does not necessarily
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result in fuel damage,

the introduction of a steam bubble in the reactor vessel

head due to core boiling is
limit

the operator's

likely -to result in

ability to maintain

operational

a safe condition.

restrictions that
It

is,

therefore,

suggested that Class 1E power be supplied to a sufficient number of pressurizer
heaters

to compensate for pressurizer heat losses while the reactor is

standby condition.
capability,

In addition,

in a hot

the heaters should be provided with swing-load

as described in Section 2.1, or split among separate and independent

Class 1E busses,

to provide 100% redundant heater capacity.

This design concept may be accommodated as a backfit modification during
an appropriate
schedule.

plant outage with relatively minimal

Since it

impact on the outage work

is assumed that the"work Involves primarily the re-routing of

electrical cabling, the capital cost involved should be minimal.

3.3

ADOITIONAL PRESSURIZER INSULATION,

3.3.1

Concept
This concept involves the addition of more insulation to the pressurizer

CATEGORY III

vessel.

3.3.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a means for reducing the heat loss

rate from the pressurizer vessel following a sabotage-induced loss of pressurizer
heaters and shutdown cooling capability.

3.3.3

Advantages
The advantage of this

concept

is

in the reduced

pressurizer cooldown

rate and the ability to maintain the steam bubble in the pressurizer for a longer
period of time following a sabotage-induced transient and loss of pressurizer
heaters

and

shutdown

cooling

capability.

This

design concept may be an

alternative to the measures identified in Section 3.2.
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3.3.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been Identified for this concept.

3.3.5

Discussion
The

rate

of

heat

loss from the pressurizer may be reduced by adding
more Insulation to the exterior of the pressurizer vessel.
The vessel is
typically surrounded by Mirror-type metallic insulation. For typical vessel
surface temperatures of 650 0 F, the present maximum thickness provided by Mirror
has been 5-1/2 Inches (Reference 2).
This amount of insulation limits the
radiant heat loss rate during operation to-around 105. BTU/hr,' whlch represents
about 25-30% of the total heat losses from the. vessel.
The remaining'70-75% of
the heat loss occurs via conduction to vessel support structures.
Beyond 5
inches of insulation thickness, however, the additional cost of Mirror Insulation
will significantly outweigh the incremental reduction in radiant heat loss from
the
vessel.
In spite of the negative economics,
it
is suggested that
consideration be given to adding more insulation as a safeguards measure.
For operating plants, there is unlikely to be sufficient space
-

within

the -pressurizer
enclcsure for the addition of move insulation to the vessel
exterior.
New plant costs for such a concept include additional materials' costs
and possible relocation modifications for pressurizer service and instrumentation
piping,'valves. etc.

3.4

REACTOR VESSEL WATER LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION,

3.4.1

Concept

CATEGORY |I!

This concept Involves providing water level monitoring
for the PWR pressure vessel.

.3.4.2
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instrumentation

Source
This concept was reported by SAI under Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.

,-

3.4,.3

Advantages

The advantage of this concept is In providing the reactor operations
staff with sufficient information to aid in determining the need for primary
coolant system makeup and the acceptability of the plant heatup or cooldown.
strategy in progress once a steam bubble has been established in the reactor
vessel.

3.4.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept..

Discussion
The possibility of boiling occurring within the reactor core as a
result of sabotage actions can lead to the formation of a steam bubble in the
reactor vessel head. In this situation, the reactor operator does not have
sufficient Information available to monitor conditions within the reactor vessel
to ensure 1) adequate heat transfer to the steam generators, and 2) sufficient
reactor vessel water to keep the fuel covered. It is, therefore, suggested that
This
instrumentation be provided to monitor the reactor vessel water level.
design concept may be accomplished with the aid of differential pressure devices
calibrated to be accurate at a specified vessel pressure and water temperature
Level transmitters, which respond to the difference between the
condition.
pressure due to a constant reference column of water and the pressure due to the
actual water level in the vessel, can be used to provide the necessary signal for
control room readout. Such control room indication would aid the operator In
determining the need for providing primary coolant system makeup in order to keep
the fuel covered and in determining the acceptability of various operating
strategies with a steam bubble in the vessel head. This design concept is not
suitable as a backfit modification since it requires modification of the reactor
pressure vessel for the additional instrumentation.

3.4.5
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3.5

.5REACTOR VESSEL HEAD VENT, CATEGORY III

3.5.1*

Concept
This concept involves providing the capability to remotely vent the PWR

vessel head space.

3.5.2

Source
This concept

was

Investigated by

SAI

as a means for providing the

capabil.ity to prevent the interruption -of- reactor coolant flow. to, the steam
generators due to the formation of a steam bubble in the reactor vessel head.

3.5.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept •s, in the ability to ensure adequate heat
transfer to the steam generators and, ,to aid in re-establishing subcooled
conditions in the reactor coolant system following the formation of a steam
bubble In the reactor vessel head.

3.i.4

Disadvantages
The disadvantage of this concept is that the vent line is an additional

potenti al LOCA source.

3.5.5

Discussion
As stated previously in Section 3.4, the possibility of boiling
occurring within the reactor core as a result of sabotage actions can lead to the
formation of a steam bubble in the reactor vessel head. This, in turn, may lead
to the interruption of reactor coolant flow to the steam generators as the bubble
size Increases, unless it is possible to vent the steam space. In addition, it
maybe extremely difficult to re-establish subcooled RCS conditions with a steam
bubble in the pressurizer without the capability for venting the head space. It
is, therefore, suggested that capability be provided for remotely venting the
reactor vessel head space. This capability Involves providing an arrangement of
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reactor vessel piping and valves similar to that shown in Figure 3-1.
Here, it
has been assumed that redundant vent lines with redundant, normally closed,
fail-closed isolation valves would be required. Although this arrangement would
aid in re-establishing the steam bubble in the pressurizer, It Is also a
potential LOCA source. As such, the appropriate isolation requirements will have
to be satisfied. This design concept is suitable as a backfit modification.

3.6

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAL CONTROLLED LEAK-OFF ISOLATION VALVE ACTUATOR,
CATEGORY III

3.0.1

Concept

This concept involves the utilization of DC motor actuators for reactor
coolant pump (RCP) seal controlled leak-off isolation valves.

3.6.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAX as a means for minimizing the
leakage
of
primary
coolant following a sabotage-induced transient with
unavailability of the reactor coolant makeup system.

3.6.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the reduction of RCS leakage,
which, In turn, increases the time required to achieve RCS saturation conditions
(i.e., formation of a steam bubble In the' reactor vessel) following
a
sabotage-induced transient with unvallability of the RCS makeup system.

3.6.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.
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3.6.5

Discussion
The pressurizer heaters are required in order to maintain subcooled RCS

conditions during an extended hot zero power condition.

Such RCS pressure control

can be achieved only as long as the pressurizer water level
the heater shutoff level.

is

maintained

In the absence of a source of RCS makeup,

will slowly drain the pressurizer of water.

above

RCS leakage

When the pressurizer has been emptied

the RCS will reach saturation conditions and boiling will commence in the reactor
cores

Under

these conditions,

the

reducing the rate of RCS leakage.
terminated

in

leak-off.

This

some
is

PWR

plants

accomplished

inside the containment.
power for operation.

onset

is

the

reactor

coolant

pump

by closing two motor-operated
if

are assumed

AC power

cannot be closed from outside the containment.
provide these valves with DC motor actuators.
power,

may be

delayed by

The only leakage source which can readily be

These valves
However,

of RCS saturation

the maximum allowable leak

rate

is

may,

controlled

isolation 'valves

to require Class

unavailable,
It

seal

1E 480 VAC

then these

therefore,

valves

be prudent to

In the event of a total loss of AC

(Technical

Specification

limit)

in

conjunction with decay heat removal only (no RCS cooldown) reqJires approximately
4 hours to empty the pressurizer.
Thus, a significant reduction in the RCS leak
rate can result in a significant delay in the onset of RCS saturation.
For new plant construction,
this concept does not result
additional
another.
plants.

costs as it

in

any

involves only the substitution of one valve actuator for

DC power is already provided inside the containment buildings of nuclear
For operating plants,

this concept may be backfit during an appropriate

unit outage without serious cost penalties as long as there Is sufficient battery
capacity to acconmodate the additional

loads.

3.7

PARALLEL AUXILIARY SPRAY VALVES. CATEGORY IlI

3.1.1

Concrpt.
This concept

involves providing

parallel and

independent

valves in the

auxiliary spray line from the reactor coolant makeup system to the pressurizer.
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3.7.2

Source
.This

concept

was

identified by SAI as a means for increasing the
difficulty of sabotaging the auxiliary pressurizer spray function.

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the increased number
required to sabotage the auxiliary pressurizer spray function.

3.7.3

3.7.4

of

actions

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

Discussion
During normal power operation reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure Is
maintained by the combined operation of the pressurizer heaters and pressurizer
During normal RCS cooldown. pressurizer spray is utilized to reduce the
spray.
temperature of the pressurizer steam and water volumes in order to maintain the
proper temperature differential between the RCS and the pressurizer. Normal
pressurizer spray flow is obtained from the discharge of the reactor coolant
The unavailability of normal
pumps (RCP) when the pumps are operating.
pressurizer spray (e.g. following'a loss of'offslte power) results in the need
for auxiliary pressurizer spray flow operation. Auxiliary spray nlow is obtained
from the RCS makeup system by opening one or more motor-operated valves in the
auxiliary spray line. Due to the importance of maintaining pressurizer pressure
and temperature control during reactor cooldown, it Is suggested that valves In
flow paths be replaced by an arrangement of parallel and
non-redundant
electrically Independent valves (see Figure 3-2) to ensure cooldown control
This redundancy will have no significant impact or plant costs,
capability.
operations or maintenance activities and Is suitable as a backfit modification
3.7.5

during an appropriate outage at operating plants.
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* 3.7.62

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a means for Increasing the
difficulty of sabotaging the auxiliary pressurizer spray function.

3.7.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the increased number of
required to sabotage the auxiliary pressurizer spray function.

3.7.4

3.7.5

actions

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identifted for this concept.

Oiscussion
During normal power operation reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure Is
maintained by the combined operation of the pressurizer heaters and pressurizer
spray.
During normal RCS cooldown, pressurizer spray is utilized to reduce the
temperature of the pressurizer steam and water volumes in order to maintain the
proper temperature differential between the RCS and the pressurizer. Normal
pressurizer spray flow Is obtained from the discharge of the reactor coolant
pumps (RCP) when the pumps are operating.
The unavailability of normal
pressurizer spray (e.g. following a loss of offsite power) results In the need
for auxiliary pressurizer spray flow operation. Auxiliary spray flow is obtained
from the RCS makeup system by opening one or more motor-operated valves in the
auxiliary. spray line. Due to the importance of maintaining pressurizer pressure
and temperature control during reactor cooldown, it is suggested that valves- In
non-redundant
flow paths be replaced by an arrangement of parallel and
electrically independent valves (see Figure 3-2) to, ensure cooldown control
capability.
This redundancy will have no significant impact or plant costs,
operations or maintenance activities and is suitable as a backfit modification
during an appropriate outage at operating plants.
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3.8

AUTOMATIC AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM ACTUATION, CATEGORY I1.

3.8.1

Concept
This concept involves providing automatic actuation capability for

the

PWR auxiliary feedwater system (AF'rdS).
Source
This concept was identified by SAL as a result of work performed under

3.8.2

Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.
3.8.3
AFWS

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the decreased response time of the
In mitigating operational occurrences and in the elimination of reliance on

the reactor operator for system actuation.
3.8.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

3.8.5

0iscussion
No0 all PWR

auxiliary

feedwater

systems

have

the

capability

for

automatic actuation.

In this case, system actuation is accomplished via local or
remote-manual controls. However, due to sabotage considerations and the need to
establish emergency feedwater flow to the steam generators in a timely manner
following a loss of normal feedwater flow, automatic actuation capability for the
AFWS is suggested.
Since the steam generators will boil dry in less than one
hour, and in some cases In less than 15 minutes, following termination of normal
feedwater

flow,

automatic actuation capability will minimize the possibility of

steam generator dryout due to operator inaction.
This design concept is
applicable to both new and operatIng plants and may be backfit into the latter
during an appropriate unit outage.
to

The instrumentation required to provide input

system actuation logic most likely exists in operating plants so
that additional instrumentation may be unnecessary.
appropriate
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3.9

INCREASED EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SUPPLY,

3.941

Concept
This concept involves providing an expanded supply of onsite emergency

CATEGORY III

feedwater.
3.9.2

Source

This concept was identified by SAI as a result of work performed under
Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.
3.9.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the additional time provided to
initiate damage control activities appropriate to maintaining an extended hot
shutdown plant condition.
3.9.4

3.9.5

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

"Discussion
For extened hot shutdown operation (e.g., loss of all AC power) it is
necessary to provide an expanded supply of onsite emergency feedwater. A typical
seismic Category I condensate storage tank (CST) has a capadity for 150,000 to
200,000 gallons of condensate-quality water. This is sufficient for approximately
7 to 13 hours of extended hot shutdown .AFWS operation depending upon the operating
strategy employed. The shutdown feedwater requirements for a typical 1100 Mwe PWR
are shown in Figure 3-3.
There are two basic alternative design concepts which
can be implemented in order to provide this additional capability. The purpose of
each concept is to provide additional time to initiate damage control activities
appropriate to maintaining an extended hot shutdown plant condition, rather than
to provide unlimited AFWS operating capability.
The first design concept involves providing redundant condensate water
storage tanks.
In this case, AFW pump suction can be taken from either tank,
indefpendently. or from one tank only, with flow. between tanks provided by a
suitably located gravity feed line.
For the second design concept, suitable
plping connections to other condensate-quality onsite water supplies are
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In the case of a multiple PWR unit plant it may be possible to achieve
provided.
this concept by providing a cross-connection between unit condensate storage
However, in addition to requiring appropriate valving for unit separation

tanks.
there

may

be

some

additional

safety requirements and constraints due to this

cross-connection.

There will be a significant capital cost

impact

associated

with

the

former design concept due to the addition of a second condensate storage tank and
enclosure.
only

Capital costs for the latter design concept

additional

piping

and

will

valves

be

specific

case

noted

above

(unit

CST

Both

required.

acco uodated as backflt modifications for most operating

be, minimal

will

changes may be
Only

plants.

crosswconnections)

w

since
in

,.there

the

be any

pctanial impact on existing safety or regulatory requirements.

3.10

AFWS MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP SWING-LOAD CAPABILITY, CATEGORY III

3.10.1

Concet
This

motor-driven

concept

involves

providing

auxiliary feedwater (AFW)

swing-load

capability

for

the

pump in AFW system arrangements utilizing

only a single motor-driven pump.

3.10.2

Source
This concept was identified by

SAI

as

a

means

for

increasing

difficulty of sabotaging the power supply to a lone motor-driven AFJ

3.10.3

the

pump.

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is that a lone motor-driven AFW pump can

receive AC power from either a "normal* Class IE bus or a *backup" bus.
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3.10.4

oisadvant!2es
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

3.10.5

Discussion
Auxiliary feedwater

configurations.

systems

are

found

In

a

number

of

pump

For example, one system may utilize two 50% turbine-driven and

twQ 50% motor-driven pumps. Another system may utilize one 100% turbine-driven
and two 501 motor-driven pumps. The model plant of Reference 3 utilizes one 1001
turbine-driven pump and one 1001 motor-driven pump. For configurations utilizing
a single 100% motor-driven..pump it is suggested that the pump be designed as a
swing-load. That Is, the pump motor should have the capability to receive power
from either of two emergency power trains. This design concept does not present
any significant problems for either new or operating plants as third-of-a-kind
pumps (e.g., the third high pressure safety injection and charging pumps of
Reference 3) are designed with such capability. This concept will result in some
additional costs for both new and operating plants. The necessary modifications
may be accomplished at operating plants during an appropriate unit outage.

3.11

ADDITIONAL LOCAL AFWS INSTRUMENTATION,

CATEGORY III

3.11.1

Concept
This concept involves providing an expanded set of local Instruments to
permit local manual control of the steam turbine-driven AFW subsystem.

3.11.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a result of work performed under
Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.
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3.11.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the capability

W system
and DC).

3.11.4

for

operating

in a controlled manner following a loss of all electrical power (AC

Disadvantages

The disadvantage of this concept Is in the calibration and
requirements associated with additional instrumentation.

3.,1.5

the

maintenance

Discussion
If
a loss of all AC and DC power were to occur as a result of sabotage

actions, reactor heat removal
However,
since
subsystem.
(control room) indication and
have to be operated manually

is still possible via the steam tuftine-driven AFW
a loss of DC power results in a loss of retmte
remote-manual control capability, this systeem would
at the appropriate locations. lo assure successful

operation of the system under these Conditions requires an expanded set of local
instruments to provide the operator(s) with the necessary system performance
information. If an emergency source of DC power cannot be assured under all
conditions, then it is suggested that such local instrumentationr be provided.
It
should be noted that emergency lighting and co unications will be required, and
special operating procedures for coordinating plant control activities may also
be required under these conditions. The, costs associated with the concept will
include instrumentation costs and any costs required for additional emergency
lighting and communications, if exlsting facilities are not adequate.
This
concept may be accomnodated at operating plants during an appropriate unit
outage.

OC POWERED AFW TURBINE/PUM9 AUXILIARIES,

I..1

CATEGORY III

Concept
This concept Involves substituting DC motor drivers wherever AC motors
art utilized to support operation of the turbine-driven AFR subsystem (e.g., lube
oil pumps).

ý3.12.1

3

....... Source
This concept was identified by

SAI

as

a

means

for

increasing

the

difficulty of sabotaging the auxiliary feedwater system.

3.12.3

Advantages

The advantage of this concept is that the long-term availability of the
turbine-driven AFW subsystem is not dependent upon AC power availability.

3.12.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

3.12.5:

Discussion
The auxiliary feedwater system

Is

designed

to

provide

diverse

and

independent means of delivering emergency feedwater to the steam generators. One
of these means generally operates independently of AC power availability by
utilizing a steam turbine to drive an auxiliary feedwater pump. However,
some
conmunications with persons in the nuclear industry indicated that
subsystems apparently utilize AC motor-driven lube oil pumps
Such an arrangement may not permit extended AFR
forbearing lubrication.
operation following a loss of all AC power. It is therefore, suggested that a DC
motor driver be utilized'to provide the required motive force In a pumped system.
turbine-driven

AFW

If the bearings are not heavily loaded, then a more aoppropriate lube oil
Either concept
arrangement to utilize Is the rHng-oiling system of Ffgure 2-6.
will assure the availability of an AFW pump following a loss of all AC power.
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For operating plants which utilize pumped lube oil, the easiest solution is to
replace the lube oil pump AC motor with a DC motor. This maybe accomplished
during an appropriate unit outage.

3.1,3

ELIMINATION OF AFW TURBINE PUMP ROOM STEAM LEAKAGE, CATEGORY XII

3.13.1

Concept
This concept Involves piping AFW turbine gland seal leakage out of

the

turtine pump room in order to minimize heat rejection to the room environment.

3.13.2

Source
This concept

was

by

identified

dependence of long-term turbine-driven

SAI

as

operation

AFi

a means for minimizing the
on

the

availability

of

au)xiliary support systems.

3.13.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in the reduced dependence of long-term

availability of the turbine-driven AFW subsystem on the availability of the
room emergency ventilation system.

3.13.4

Di sadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.

3.1.3.5

Discussion
There is a potential

impact

of elevated

room

pump

temperatures

on

temperature-sensitive
instrumentatton
and
control
equipment.
Such
a
condition may result from a loss of room ventilation cooling.
This is of
particular
concern In the case of the turbine-driven
AFW pump room where
steam leakage may cause not only increased room heating but also condensation
on

electrical

and

electronic

equipment

associated

with operation of the
E-89

turbine-driven pump. It is, therefore, suggested that potential sources of steam
leakage (e.g.. from the turbine gland seal) be provided with the capability for
steam collection and routing outside of the pump room.
This will aid In
minimizing the consequences of a loss of room ventilation.
This concept is
appropriate for new plant designs and as a backfit modification for operating
plants.

3.14

RELOCATION OF T'JRBINE-DRIVEH AFWI Su"SYSTEM LOCAL INSTRUMENTATION AND
CONTROLS, CATEGORY III

3.14.1

Concept

This concept Involves relocating temperacure-sensittve
and controls outside of the turbine-driven AFWi pump room.

3.14.Z

Source
This concept

was

identified

dependence of long-term turbine-driven
auxiliary support systems.

by
AFW

SAI

Instrumentation

as

a means for minimizing the
operation on the availability of

3.14.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept Is in the reduced dependence of long-term
availability of the turbine-driven ALV' subsystem on the availability of the pump
room emergency ventilation system.

3.14.4

0 sadvantages
This concept

additional vital area.
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will

require

additional

safeguards

and

possibly

ar

3.14.5

Discussion
As mentioned in

Section

3.13

there

Is

a

particular

concern

with

elevated AFW turbine-pump room temperatures resulting from a loss of room
ventilation. This concern can be alleviated by relocating temperature-sensitive
instrumentation and controls outside of the pump room. However, additional
safeguards protection will then be required for this equipment since the pump
room safeguards will no longer offer any protection. This design concept is
appropriate to new plant designs and may be backfit Into operating plants
an appropriate unit outage.

during

3.15

AFW TURBINE PUMP ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM MODIFICATION, CATEGORY III

3.15.1

Concept
Thi's concept

involves providing DC motor or steam turbine drivers for
turbine-driven AFW pump room emergency ventilation fans.

3.15.2

Source
This concept was identified

by

SAI

as

a

means

for

eliminating

a

potential sabotage mode for the turbinedriven AFW subsystem.
-...

+

3.15.3

Advantaese
The advantage of this concept is In the elimination of the dependence
of long-tern availabilty of the tur•ine-driven AFW subsystem on the availability
of AC power.

3.15.4

Disadvantages
No disadvantages have been identified for this concept.
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Discussion
A potential problem has been identified with regard to emergency
ventilation of the turbine-driven AFN pump room. In many cases such ventilation
depends upon the availability of emergency 480 YAC power. In the event of a loss
of all AC power, turbine pup room ventilation capability will also be lost.
This may impact the long-term operational capability of the ANi pump due Ito
elevated room temperature as discussed previously. Therefore, it Is suggested
that the turbine-driven AN pump room emergency ventilation fans be provided with
either DC motor or steam turbine drivers In order to ensure long-tern turbine
pump avalabflifty. This concept may be backfit into operating plants by changing
It is assumed here that
during an appropriate. u4nit outage.
f an' 'rivers
sufficient vital battery capacity exists to accommodate the additional loads.

ý'4-3.15.5

3.16

INCREASED ECCS SAFETY INJECTION TAWK PRESSURE, CATEGORY III

Concept
This concept involves Increasing the safety injection tank (SIT)
pressure to a level which is ;suitable for SIT use as a passive emergency source
of reactor coolant system (RCS) makeup.

3.16.1

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as a result of work performed
Sandia contract SLA 07-9866.
3.16.2

under

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is in Its capability to provide a passive
emergency source of RCS makeup following an extended loss of all AC power.

3.16.3

: E-92

2

3.16.4

Disadvantages
The disadvantage of

this

concept

is

that

thicker walled

pressure

vessels would be required for the safety injection tanks.

Discussion
The
emergency core
cooling system safety Injection tanks (or
accumulators) of a PWR plant are designed to provide a passive fast-acting
injection source for LOCA mitigation. However, these tanks may also be suitable
for providing a passive emergency source of reactor coolant system makeup
following an extended loss of all AC power. RCS makeup Is required following
reactor shutdown due to contraction of the RCS water volume which :results from
system cooldown and normal RCS leakage losses (e.g., through reactor coolant pump
seals). Increasing the safety Injection tank pressure may permit utilization of
this source of water in an emergency to keep the reactor core covered and to
limit the size of the steam bubble which would be formed in the top of the
reactor vessel following the onset of saturation conditions in the RCS when other
makeup sources are unavailable. Such capability would also provide more time for
damage control actions and AC power restoration.
This concept will result in some additional cost for a new plant due to
the Increased vessel pressure requirements. It is not considered to be suitable
as a backftt modification since It would require SIT replacement in operating
plants.

3.16.5

3.17

REDUCED LOCA POTENTIAL IN PWR RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM,
CATEGORY III

3.17.1

Concept
This concept involves relocating the PWR residual
system inside of the containment building.

heat

removal

(RHR)
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3.17.2

Source
This concept was Identified by SAI as a means for eliminating
system as a potential source for a LOCA outside of containment.

the RHR

Advantages
The advantage of this concept is In the elimination of the low pressure
It also hardens
RHI system as a potential LOCA source outside of containment.
the RHR system against sabotage due to the Inherent protection offered by the
containment bull ding.
3.17.3

Disadvantages
The major disadvantage of the concept is in the requirement for a
larger containment building or more congested layout of an existing containment
building.
3.17.4

. "7"• •

.Discussion
The residual heat removal (RKR) system of a PWR plant is the vital link
between the hot and cold shutdown operating modes. This system provides closec
loop heat removal capability for the shutdown reactor by transferring heat frop
the reactor coolant to a cooling water loop via aýshell and tube heat exchanger
The RHR .system is designed for low pressure ('400 psig) operation and, as such
requires that the reactor coolant system (RCS) be depressurized prior to RHi
actuation. The interface with the high pressure RCS, therefore, makes the 1o,
pressure RIP system a potential LOCA source if an adequate pressure boundary I
not assured. The pressure boundary, in this case, is provided by a minimum o
two isolation valves, of which at least one is located inside and one outside o
containment. The second (downstream) valve serves as the pressure boundary
Overpressure protection is generally provided in the form of valve Interlocks,
pressure relief valve, or a pressure reducing device. The minimum requirement
for the overpressure protection of low pressure systems connected to the reactc
coolant system pressure boundary are given by American National Standar
Since a valve interlock may be defeated by
ANSI/ANS-56.3-1977 (N193).
saboteur, it is,therefore, suggested that one of the latter two devices t
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utilized in the RHR suction line inside containment to prevent overpressurization
prevent the loss of
of the RHR system. None of these mechanisas, however,
iprmary coolant from the RHR system due to a breach event during normal low
:.pressure RiR operation. If the suction line valves have been sabotaged in the
position, then such a breach results in a LOCA. In order to eliminate the
Is
.. potential for this arrangement to result in a LOCA outside of containment, it
open

suggested

that

consideration

be

given

to relocating the RHR system Inside of

It is to be stressed here that the intent of this change is not

C€ontainment.

to

provide a hardened RHR system but only to minimize the system potential as a LOCA
source outside of containment.
The advantages and disadvantages of locating the RHIR system inside of
containment

have

been

outlined and documented previously in correspondence and

meetings between Sandia and their
therefore,

do

not

need

Design

repeating

Study

here.

The

Technical

Support

overpressurizatlon

Group,

and

protection

suggestion is applicable to both new and operating plants, although in the latter
case a substitute shutdown cooling system arrangement will be required in order
The relocation suggestion is only
to perform the necessary modifications.
applicable

to new plant designs.

It involves a considerable increase in capital

costs which result from the need for a larger

containment

structure.

It

will

also have some impact on plant operations and maintenance since It will require
it will increase the
containment entry for system access. On the other hand,
safeguardability of the RHR system due to the inherent safeguards protection
provided by the containment building.
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CHAPTER 4
BWR DESIGN CHANGES

4.1

BWR PASSIVE RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM, CATEGORY III

4.1.1

Concept
This concept

involves

providing

a

BWR

residual heat removal (RHR)

system which operates in a natural circulation mode.

4.1.2

Source
This concept was identified by SAI as
difficulty of sabotaging the BWR RHR function.

a

means

that

RHR

for

increasing

the

4.1.3

Advantages
The advantage of this concept
independent of AC power availability.

is

system

operation

is

concept,

as

Disadvantages

4.1.4

The following disadvantages have been fdentiffed for this
Illustrated in Figure 4-1:
4

The system requires a very large heat exchanger.

0

A large primary system effluent pipe must exit the containment drywell
(primary containment in Mark I and II designs) in order to provide a
primary coolant flow path to the heat exchanger.
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*

The heat exchanger shell provides a direct path to the a••osphere
reactor coolant in the event of a heat exchanger tube leak.

0

The

for

must be located high in the secondary containment
building in order to achieve the proper natural circulation driving
This location results in poor seismic response characteristics
head.
heat

exchanger

for the heat exchanger.

4.1.5

...Discussion.
The residual

system of a BWR plant is a multi-operating
One of these modes provides closed loop heat removal capability for
mode system.
the shutdown, depressurlzed reactor by transferring heat from the reactor coolant
The vapor
to a cooling water loop via a shell and tube RHR heat exchanger.
heat removal

suppression containments utilized in BWR plants can provide short-term reactor
heat removal via reactor coolant blowdown to the suppression pool (or chamber), if
However, long-term reactor coolant
normal means of heat removal are unavailable.
system, (RCS) makeup water must be obtained from this same Sippression pool.
Therefore, heat must be removed from either the RCS, directly, or the suppression
pool water in order to achieve long-term reactor cooling and, ultimately, cold
In addition, suppression pool or RCS cooling must be
shutdown conditions.
initiated within several hours for a BWR/6 with a Mark III containment in order to
prevent a sequence of events resulting in a core melt.
The availability of normal low pressure RHR cooling is dependent upon
the availability of AC power for both tube-side and shell-side coolant pumping.
This, therefore, demands long-term emergency AC power availability.. Due to the
difficulties it.volved in providing emergencyAC power safeguards protection, it
may be desirable to provide a backup RHR arrangement which can operate under full
reactor pressure and which does not rely upon AC power availability for system
Such a system, known as an Isolation Condenser System, is presently
operation.
.being utilized in some earlier BWR designs (e.g., Oyster Creek, Millstone 1. Nine
Mile Point).

This

system,

shown in Figure 4-1,

provides a heat sink for the

reactor.during a loss of all AC power. The isolation condenser system operates by
natural circulation without the need for. driving power other than the DC
The condenser consists
electrical system used to place the system in operation.
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Figure 4-1.

Isolation Condenser - Piping Diagram.
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Of two tube bundles immersed in a.-large water storage tank. Wdhen the Isolation
condenser is In operation, steam from the reactor flows through the tubes of the
heat exchanger,

and after condensing, returns by gravity to the reactor.
The
Isolation condenser is located high In the reactor building to facilitate natural
Circulation. The valves on the steam Inlet lines are normally open so that the
tube bundles are at reactor pressure.
The isolation condenser is placed in
operation by opening the closed condensate return valve to the reactor system.
This is done automatically on high reactor pressure or It can be done at any time
by manual control. The normally closed valves on the return line are DC operated
and ... remain available upon loss of AC.electrical power. During operation, the
water on. the shell side of the condensT..bo!ils and vents to the atmosphere while
condensing steam Inside the tube bundles. Radiation monitors and alarms are
provided on the shell vents so that in the event of abnormal radiation levels,
the tube side of the heat exchanger can be Isolated from the reactor by closing
valves. Two isolation valves are provided in the lines connecting the isolation
condenser and the reactor.
In each set of valves, one is located inside the
primary containment, and the other is located outside.
The water stored In the shell of the isolation condenser can be
supplemented by makeup from the condensate storage tank or from the station
firewater storage tanks, via the condensate transfer pumps or by either the
diesel-driven
or
electric
motor-driven
firewater
pumps,
respectively.
*emineralized water Is supplied to the Isolation condenser shell for fill and
normal makeup.
The capacity of the condenser unit is equivalent to the decay
heat rate 5 minutes after scram and thereafter continuously reduces reactor
..pressure as decay heat is removed, The minimum quantity of water stored in the
condenser shell at all times is sufficient to remove decay heat for 30 minutes
without makeup.
This concept will result in a significant increase In
a new plant. It is not a candidate for backfit considerations.
have no impact on normal plant operations or maintenance.
require suitable safeguards, especially with regard to the
system.
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capital costs for
The concept will
However, It will
condenser makeup

CHIAPTER 5
DAM/AGE CONTROL ACTIVITIES

The damage control activities to be discussed below were all identified
as a result of work performed under Sandia contract SLA 07-9866. The Intent of
these activities Is to either ai'd directly In the effort to achieve a safe plant
shutdown condition or to maintain a temporarily stable condition In order to
provide additional time for more time-consuming damage control activities. These
activities will be discussed according to their plant applicability.

LW.,, GENERIC DAMAGE CONTROL

5.1

Diesel Fuel Oil takeup
As pointed out in Section 2.6, an emergency diesel generator fuel oil
day tank generally contains sufficient fuel oil for 1-4 hours of continuous
diesel operation. A long-term fuel oil supply Is also available, generally In
the form of an underground storage and transfer system. In operating plants,
however, this long-term supply, because of its location, is vulnerable to acts of
sabotage.
Thus, to ensure the long-term availability of the diesel generator, a
source of day tank makeup must be made available. This may involve the following
measures:
5.1.1

*

Provide onsite,
transfer pump;

*

Provide onsite, a portable pump
transfer punp;

*

Provide

sufficient

spare

to

parts to repair a damaged fuel oil

serve

as

a

temporary

fuel

oil

onsite,

spare hoses and couplings to be utilized in bypassing
the normal fuel oil transfer system;
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The

Provide an offsite reserve supply of fuel oil which can be delivered to
the site by truck in an emergency.

first

and

fourth

items

listed

above

assume that

these

activities can- be
accomplished before the day tank capacity is exhausted.
If the fuel oil transfer
pump is damaged beyond repair, then the first measure is nullified.
The second
and third items assume the availability of the fuel oil storage tanks.
If these
tanks have been destroyed, then these measures are also nullified.

5.,2

•.Vital Area Emergency Cooling
Vital area emnergency cooling

is

required

in

order

to ensure the
long-term availability of systems and equipment necessary to achieve and maintain
a safe shutdown condition for the plant.
Section 2.19 discussed potential design
modifications to enhance the safeguardability of the vital area emergency cooling
systems.
However, it was noted in this latter discussion that cost or sizing
considerations associated with these changes may require an increase in the
maximum allowable room or area temperature limits.
In any event, emergency
cooling systems which depend upon external cooling water loops will be vulnerable
to sabotage of the cooling water system.
Thus, it may be necessary to provide
makeshift room ventilation in order to ensure the long-term availability of vital
equipment.

The following measures may be appropriate to this task:

*

Open vital area doors and station security personnel at the doors for
safeguards protection, and

.

Initiate area ventilation with portable fans.

In some cases,
second

the first item by itself may provide adequate heat removal.
The
item requires portable fans, electrical extension cords and appropriate

sources of power which are strategically located for this purpose.
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5.1.3.

DC Load Shedding
The vital DC battery capacity varies from one plant to the next,

some cases may be as short as 90 minutes.
instrumentation,
*

but in

These batteries supply power for vital

DC powered equipment,

and vital AC power circuit breaker control.
In the event of a loss of all AC power, DC power is required to maintain a safe
plant condition.

This is accomplished in a PWR by the operation of the DC powered

Auxiliary Feedwater System,

and in the case of a BWR by the operation of the DC
powered Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System. The vital batteries maintain power
continuity until a source of AC power can be restored.
The specific battery
capacity at a given plant provides sufficient time for restoration of AC power in
the case of random AC power failures..._ For sabotage events, however, it may be
necessary to provide extended DC power capability.
One way in which this may be
accomplished

is

to shed individual

loads from the DC distribution system.
This
operation will reduce the total current load and prolong the useful battery life.
In some cases,

the vital

backup power supply,

which provides

120 VAC power to

safety-related instrumentation via an inverter, may account for as much as 86% of
the total DC load.
Thus, if a sufficient amount of vital instrumentation can be
shed, a significant increase in battery life may be realized.
:It will be
necessary to first determine which vital instrumentation loads can be shed, based
upon the plant condition.
A special proceoure will also be required for the load
shedding operation.

In addition, appropriate equipment,
fuse pullers may need to be readily available.

5.2

PWR DAMAGE CONTROL

5.2.1

Auxiliary reedwater System Local Control
Auxiliary

feedwater

system

(AFWS)

Such as jumper wires or

actuation,

following any event

resulting in a loss of normal feedwater flow, is automatic in some PWR plants, but
requires operator action in others.
In addition, there are one or more areas from
which an operator has remote system actuation arnd control capdbility. However, in
-

the event of a loss of all AC and DC power,
and controlled
system.

locally

this sytem would have to be actuated

in order to remove decay

heat

from the

reactor

Such actuation of the steam turbine-driven ANW subsystem,

coolant

under these
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conditions, is a straightforward matter of opening the appropriate steam and water
supply valves.
Establishing local control, however, may require additional local
instrumentation

for monitoring

system performance,

emergency lighting and communications.

as well

Even if DC power is

the station batteries can only provide limited power (in

as appropriate

not lost immediately,
some cases,

than 90 minutes) for remote indication and control capability.

no longer

If AC power cannot

be restored within this time, local actuation and control of the AFWS will need to
be established.

In addition,

special operating procedures for coordinating plant

controls would be required.

5.2.2

AFWS Cooldown Control
AFVWS cooldown of the reactor coolant system (RCS)

power was investigated elsewhere.
will

Here It

in the absence of AC

was found that cooling down the RCS

empty the pressurizer due to RCS shrinkage and the unavailability

makeup,

which requires the availability of AC power.

of RCS

Emptying the pressurizer

results in saturation conditions within the RCS and boiling in the reactor core.
Therefore,

cooldown control must be established fairly quickly, especially where

AfN actuation is automatic,
of RCS saturation

in order to terminate the cooldown and delay the onset

following a loss of all AC power.

Cooldown control

may be

established by any of the following means:
*

Atmospheric steam dump valve modulation

0

AFNr pump discharge valve modulation

0

AFW pump startup/shutdovm control via stop valve open/close operation

*

Turbine throttle valve modulation

'Each of these actions' can be performed from the control room, and the first three
can also be performed from the remote shutdown panel.
capability should be available for the latter three.
may be required for local operation.
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In addition, local control
Special operating procedures

5.2.3

Emergency Feedwater (Condensate) Makeup

As discussed

in Section 3.9, a typical seismic Category I condensate

storage tank (CST) has a capacity for 150,000 to
200,000
gallons
of
condensate-quality water. This is sufficient for approximately 7 to 13 hours of
extended hot shutdown AFWS operation depending upon the operating strategy
employed.
In the event of a loss of all AC power, the shutdown cooling, or
cold shutdown
residual heat removal, system will be unavailable. Therefore, if
conditions cannot be achieved. in a timely manner, It may be necessary to provide
CST makeup in order to ensure extended hot shutdown operating capability.
This
can be accomplished with available onsite water supplies such as deminerallzed
water or fire water. If such a CST makeup arrangement, complete with piping
connections, does not already exist, then appropriate procedures and equipment
should be available to provide adequate makeup capability.
Onsite equipment
required for this operation Includes spare hoses and couplings, and a portable
pump (or pumps) and fuel supply.

S.2•4

sabotage

PWR Operation with Reactor Vessel Steam Bubble
If a steam bubble Is formed in the reactor vessel
event,

a

suitable

operating

head

following

a

strategy

must be developed in order to
prevent the steam bubble from expanding in size to the point where the natural
circulation flow path from the reactor core to the steam generators is
Interrupted. Such a strategy will involve RCS heatup/cooldown and makeup
considerations. It should be noted that the coordination of the RCS heat removal
and makeup activities may require additional Instrumentation for monitoring the
reactor vessel water level.
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EVALUATION AND SUMMARY OF
DESIGN STUDY TECHNICAL SUPPORT GROUP COMMENTS

I ntroduct ion
In the course of this study,

the Design Study Technical

Support Group

(DSTSG) had an opportunity to review, evaluate, and comment on the various design
proposals.
In the early partof the program, a substantial portion of this review
The
process occurred during two meetings established especially for that purpose.
results of this review process with the DSTSG are reflected in the documentation of
In contrast, the work discussed in
many of the design proposals (see Appendix D).
Appendix E was initiated later in the program, and it was impractical to meet with
the DSTSG for a full review.
However, the material in Appendix E was provided to
some members of the DSTSG, and their comments were solicited.
This addendum
summarizes the replies and documents the subsequent evaluation.
There are differences in character between the design changes discussed in
Appendix D and these discussed in Appendix E.

These differences arise from several

causes.
Many, if not all, of the "historical" design suggestions included in
Appendix D have appeared in other material and have often been discussed in open
forums.
In contrast, these suggestions in Appendix E, which arise from particular
Department of Energy (DOE) programs, have had only limited public exposure or peer
review.
The design changes outlined in Appendix D generally emphasize protection
against radiological sabotage, whereas those derived from the DOE programs emphasize
changes that compensate for, or reduce reliance upon, systems which may be
unavailable

due

to

sabotage.

Therefore,

when evaluating

this latter group,

a

slightly modified perspective must be adopted.
A tabulation of the design changes suggested in Appendix E is presented in
Table A-i (adapted from Tables 1.1 through 1.12).
If this tabulation is compared to
that in Appendix D, the difference in perspective is readily apparent.
For the most
part, the plant layout modifications in Table A-i reflect increasing protection,
while the system design changes reflect and tend to emphasize (1) reducing
vulnerability by decreasing the requirement

for multiple systems (e.g.,

changing
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1,ae A-I
Cattjurizatior, of Design Alternatives Derived
froti Sdfejuards Studies
Category

tio.

Title
0%_

10
11

incredse protected diesel tuel oil supply.tZ.b)
Rtvi~se diesel building layout (1.7)
Relocate RIIRS inside containment (3.17)
Provide ac power swing ,lobd'capability (2.1)

"

.

11

Provide switchgear and MCCc enclosures with internal

'4
C
'U

U
C
-~
-

U'
.-

*4

aJ
V

.4

circuit bredker trip (2.?)

12

Revise vital electrical arec cooling arrangements (2.3)
Provide vital ac power cross-connect ions for multiple
unit sites (2.4)

13

Revise diesel engine cool iny arrant•rient

(2.5)

Increase statlun battery capacity (2.8)
Provide dc load-sheddlng capability (2.9)
Pr(uvide Class IE dc division cross-connections (Z.10)
Prutde extended dc power generation Cdpabililty
duringj station blackout (2.11)

14
15
lb
l1b

17
18
19

Pro)vide consul idation (cominlon location) of safetyreldted instruiientation transmitters (Z.12)

20

Provide additional
equl xImient (2. 13)

21

Iocal-remote indicators for plant

Rearrange• instrumentation cabinets to mrlnhImize
panel-front controls (2.14)

22

Modify small-diameter pipeway to higher SCheduleS and
ill-welded construction (1.15)

23

Maximize use of passive lubrication (?.lb)
Maximize use of enclosed modular components (2.11)
Provide loca'lized cooling for vital pumps and
motors (: .18)

14
25

Alhe nunmbering in this table continues fron that in Tatle 4-1 in Volu';ie
I (lable 2-1
in Appendix 0) for convenience in later discussions.
bEach number in parentheses is the section of the description in Appenidix C.
cMCC z imtor control center.
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Table A-I (Continued)
Categorization of Design Alternatives Derived
froi Safeguards Studies
Category

Title

No.

Reduce vital area cooling dependence on uctive systems
Provide d Class IL auxiliary steam turbine-generator

:3

"

o

(3.1)

28

Provide Class HE power to pressurizer heaters (3.2)
Add additional insulation to pressurizers (3.3)

29
30

Pruviae reactor vessel water level instrumentation (3.4)
Provide capability to reinotely vent reactor vessel
heid (3.5)

31
'3Z

Provide dc motor actuators to reactor coolant pump
seal leak-off Asolation valves t3.6)

33

Provide parallel and independent valves in pressurizer
auxilliary spray..line (3.7)

34

Proayde dUt(Mlldtic actuation of AFWSd (3.6)
Provide expanded supply of onsite eiergency feedwater
(3.9)
Provide
swing-loud capability for motor-driven ANW pump
g(3.10)

35

37

4-$7

>Provide

expanded set of local instruments for manual
control of steam, turbine AFW pump (3.11)

38

Provide dc r:otor drivers for motor-driven lube oil
pumps on stedaii turbine (3.12)

39

Pipe gland seal leakage out of turbine AFW pucip room

(3.13)
Relocate tenmperature-sensitive turbine controls fromn
ANW turbine pump (3.14)
Provide dc motor-driven or steam-turbine-ariven pump
romi ventilation (3.15)
Increase safety injection tank pressure rating to Wake
it available as passive source (3.16)
'-'

dAFWS

Provide ,an RHR system for BWR wAhich operates in d
natural circulation mode (4.1)

.40
41
42
.43
3

'
I
auxiliary feedwater system.
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diesel

cooling,

using

passive

lubrication);

accor'plish some functions (e.g.,
and (3)

(2)

providing

power cross-connections,

alternate

to

swing-load LapabiIities);

mitigating the effects of sabotaging some given equipment (e.g.,

station battery capdcity,

means

increasing

reactor head venting, dc power/ generation capability).

The following section summarizes the comments received from members of the
DSTSG,

and the subsequent section provides an overall evaluation of these potential

design changes.
Summary of DSTSG Comments
This summary is based upon written comments submitted by various members
of.

the

DSTSG.

instances,

In

some

only one.

instances,

several

The summary attempts

comments

to reflect

were
this

received;

in

other

variation through the

choice of language.

The author accepts all responsibility for the interpretation of
because this was not an iterative process such as an open meeting would

comments,
allow.

Changes

are

discussed

here

in the

Appendix E; where there were no comments,
2.1
how

this

a

new

transfer switch.

exsting

point

out that

appear

in

the change is omitted in this addendum.

of

separation
vulnerability

criteria
or

and

common

about

mode

the

potential

failure,

that

is,

for
the

It was pointed out that Regulatory Guide 1.75 does not allow such

an approach at present.
equipment,

in which they

AC POWER SYSTEM SWING-LOAD CAPABILITY -- Concern was expressed about

meets/fits

introducing

same order

Several reviewers also commented upon the need for sensing

power interruption devices,
procedures would

and multiple switches.

be required

to prevent

transferring

It

was also pointed

bus-disabling

load

faults.
2.2

SWITCHGEAR

AND

MCC

ENCLOSURE

INTERNAL

CIRCUIT

BREAKER

TRIP

CAPABILITY --

Several reviewers were concerned about the safety aspects of opening
an enclosure containing energized systems in order to manually trip breakers.
At
least one reviewer indicated that the costs of backfitting such a capability would
not be minor.
2.3

VITAL ELECTRICAL AREA REVISED COOLING ARRANGEMENTS

suggested that it
attempt

to revise

One reviewer*

would be better to design equipment needing less cooling than to
the manner

in which

room HVAC

questioned how serious a problem heating really is,
compartments heat up,
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--

is

handled.
that

is,

Several

reviewers

how rapidly do these

and what are the actual equipment heat tolerances?

MULTIPLE UNIT V;I;L AC LROSS-CONNECTIONS --

Z.4

It

was pointed out that

in such an arrangement for increasing vulnerability because of
Also, there would be a coordination
the common point or point' of cross-connection.
there is a potential

problem for sites having separate control

rooms.

to provide a

in

One reviewer commented that it

multiple units on a single site truly independent.
may be more effective

was also pointed out that,

a great economic incentive to keep

there is

light of events at Three Mile Island.

It

set to

larger battery-powered motor-generator

ensure longer operation w/nile repairs were teing made on damaged equipment.

approach is

feasible

considering

that

REV2SED

ENGINE

DItSEL

2.5

in

there

future
are

--

ARRANGEMENT

COOLING

desin,'s~me question was raised as to

still

many- systems

which

such

Although

an

its worth

require ýservice water

for

cool ing.
.2.6
about

the

INCREASED PROTECTED DIESEL FUEL OIL SUPPLY

incredsed

larger day tanks.

potential

Also,

for fire problems

-- Concern was expressed

and damriage with the presence of

there was ccncern expressed about the reliability of fire

separation when croSs-connections exist in a flanuable system.

It

was also pointed

out that a buried tank may well be better protected than it would be if

it were in a

building.
2.8

INCREASED VITAL BATTERY CAPACITY --

It was noted that such a concept

not only would increase battery maintenance with its attendant costs but would also
require more

space,

servicing

equipment,

believed this change might help if
comriented that,
require

and

ventilation.

Although one reviewer

the goal was to survive station blackout, another

if damage could not be countered in I to 2 hours,

I to 2 days.

Furthennore,

it

it

probably would

was noted that some sites already have the

largest battery available.
2.9

DC LOAD SHEDDING CAPABILITY

--

One

reviewer commented

operator he did not like the idea of deenergizing redundant equipment.
obvious safety implication,

and dropping redundant

indications is

that as an
There is an

certainly counter

to recent trends.
2.10

CLASS

IE DC

DIVISION

CROSS-CONNECTIONS

although this arrangement exists to scrie extent,
resistance.

The

loss of one dc

channel

is

--

It

was

noted

that,

it does not really benefit sabotage

not

a major

problem.

Also,

several

reviewers pointed out that this was similar to 2.1 in that there is a potential for
increased vulnerability and sensitivity.
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EXTENDED DC POWER GENERATION CAPABILITY DURING STATION BLACKOUT -Using steam as the motive force would require bringing NSSS steam out of
2.11

containment, a measure Wihich would then require appropriate isolation and protection
to avoid introducing an added vulnerability.
steam

generators

may

be

failed

and

(It

isolated,

was also pointed out that the

and

there

if so,

possibility of a major release of radioactive material.)

is

a

strong

One reviewer suggested an

air turbine prime mover,
2.12
Athough

CONSOLIDATION

this could

potentially

equipment

individual

OF

via

SAFETY-RELATED

INSTRUMENTATION

reduce the environmental

revised

such

packaging,

routine surveillance more difficult.

TRANSMITTERS

needed on

qualifications

combined

packaging

--

could

make

There is also the inherent problem of putting

everything in one place; i.e., if you lose one, you lose all.
ADDITIONAL LOCAL-REMOTE

2.13

--

INDICATORS

There

is

always a questicn

about adding monitoring points; does this measure add points of vulnerability?
Minimizing the "need" to enter vita) areas may not make them less vulnerable. That
is, unauthorized tampering

could go unnoticed

longer.

there

Furthermore,

is

a

strong feeling that no system is as good as man's multiple senses, the operator's
"feel" for the way things are operating, which requires that he visit vital areas on
a regular basis.
REARRANGEMENT OF INSTRUMENTATION CABINET PANEL-FRONT DEVICES -- One

2.14

reviewer commented that calibration
Appendix
weekly

E.
and

calibration

Generally,
monthly.

frequency

Also,

occurs

cabinets

must

much greater than suggested

is

quarterly,

with

still

accessed

be

some

occurring

to

maintain

in

even
the

instruments.
2.15
about

PIPING MODIFICATIONS --

SMALL-DIAMETER

the

impact

activities.

Also,

of

this

upon

change

the capital

safety

via

was expressed

Some concern
the

on

effect

maintenance

and maintenance costs may be higher on all-welded

piping.
2.16
promising,

COMPONENT

there

is

PASSIVE

LUBRICATION

considerable

question

--

about

Although
the

such

techniques

availability

of

sound

qualified

equipment which uses passive lubrication.
2.17

MODULAR

COMPONENTS

It

--

appears

qualification for nuclear service would be required.
have higher capital

costs.

Also,

in

some

surveillance may be viewed as disadvantageous.
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that :new

development

and

Certainly such units would

respects,

reduced

or

restricted

3.1

CLASS

1E AUXILIARY

STEAM TURBINE-GENERATOR -- This approach may
reduce dependence upon short-lived dc power sources; however, it also raises
additional questions.
The additional penetrations to the NSSS and -the added
equipment may introduce new vulnerabilities.
Additional surveillance and
maintenance activities wuld be necessary for this new equipment, thus increasing
costs and operational complexities.
3.2
CLASS 1E PRESSURIZER HEATER POWER -- Similar ideas are being
examined as part of the post-TMI activities.
However, this change is aimed at
providing the capability without upgrade to Class IE.
Pressurizer heaters are
non-Class 1E and, therefore, trip out onLQCA under existing procedures.
3.3
ADDITIONAL PRESSURIZER INSULATION -- Most comments expressed the
view that this approach offers little benefit. Radiation losses for the pressurizer
are not dominant mechanisms, and other reactor coolant system losses must be
considered.
3.4

REACTOR VESSEL WATER LEVEL INSTRUMENTATION -- Considerable concern
was expressed about the reliability of differential pressure measurements,
especially where the potential for voiding the reference leg exists.
Any
penetrations of the reactor pressure vessel below fuel level must be viewed with
caution.
Also, if the makeup/charging system is inoperable, merely knowing the
cooling level will not help control that level.
Also, for PWRs, there is no way to
ascertain during normal operations that the system is functioning, i.e., there is no
water level, because the primary is solid except for the bubble in the pressurizer.
1.5

REACTOR VESSEL HEAD VENT -- Current emphasis is on reactor vessel
venting to control hydrogen buildup.
If the objective is to vent steam to ensure a
solid primary., there is a possibility of the flashing of additional water to steam,
unless the intent is to depressurize to the point at which the low-head ECCS pumps
could be employed.
With vents large enough to accomplish that amount of
depressurization, the potential for inducing a LOCA must be considered.
It should
be noted that natural circulation is not lost merely because there is a steam
bubble.
3.6

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAL CONTROLLED LEAK-OFF. ISOLATION VALVE
ACTUATOR -- Normal seal leak-off across seal No. 1 is about 3 gpm. If isolated, the
full 2000-psi pressure drop would exist across seal No. 2 which could have up to a
12-gpm leak rate. Therefore, such isolation has a potential for increasing leakage.
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Such isolation could Potentially cause seals to fail,
pump, which would be detrimental to overall safety.
3.7

PARALLEL AUXILIARY SPRAY VALVES

than that described
detailed hydraulic
valves,

to ensure availability.

--

thus removing the main coolant

A more extensive system is needed

There is

behavior of such a system.

also a question about the

Usually the power-operated

Also, the auxiliary

rather than the auxiliary spray, are the backup system.

spray should not

be used

unless

let-down

flow exists

relief

(which

Is not

redundant),

because the cold auxiliary spray is a thermal shock on the nozzle and pressurizer
shell.
3.8

AUTOMATIC AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM ACTUATIONI -- This mechanism is

now being installed as a result of TMI., as' required by NUREG-OS78.
3.9

INCREASED EMERGENCY FEEDWATER SUPPLY -- It can be argued that plants

have ample water, available now.
The water may not all be demineralized, but
fire-extinguishing water, well water, etc., should be available. This approach also
assunes that steam generators

are available as heat exchangers.

An ability to go

closed cycle on the secondary side may be potentially more valuable.
3.10

AFWS MOTOR-DRIVEN PUMP SWING-LOAD CAPABILITY -- A question arises as

to whether or not swintg capability introduces additional
suitably' isolated,

this

capability

could

be

vulnerability.

an acceptable

However,

if

short-term solution.

Implementation at existing plants would be expensive and time consuming.
3.13

ELIMINATION OF AFW TURBINE PUMP ROOM STEAM I.EAKAGE --

kept in mind that main steam is potentially radioactive; therefore,
be vented.

It

must be

it cannot simply

The condensate must be collected and retained.
3.16

INCREASED ECCS SAFETY INJECTION TANK PRESSURE --

Some concern was

expressed that this change put.s another source of overpressure events into the
plant.
Higher pressure means that i.solation valves are required, which in turn
means that the valves are no longer passive,
Also, such a concept must be coupled
with a coolant system blowdown valve to reduce pressure so the SI tanks can Inject
water (unless the tanks are above 2500 pOl). Although the -1000 it 3 of water in the
tanks is helpful in LOCA mitigation, the use of this water would not extend core
uncovery for any appreciable period of. time.
3,17
RHR

REDUCED LOCA POTENTIAL IN PWR RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM

into containment

maintenance
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would

activities.

introduce considerable
Also,

for

post-accident

difficulty
situations,

Moving

into test and
containment

environments,

with the presence of steam,

severity

the

of

environments

could

radiation,

preclude

etc.,

any

may be very severe;

sort

of

reliable

the

operation.

high-pressure R"R systems might olfer more benefits.
Preliminary Evaluation of Design Changes
A suwummary of the initial findings on the 37 suggestions in Appendix E is
presented

in

available

information.

Table A-2.

This summary represents
Again,

discussed in an open forum,

it

the author's evaluation of the
stressed that these concepts have not been

is

and only the written comments of the DSTSG have been

used to assist in the evaluation.

In Table A-2,

any option which has solid circles

•.in ..every column would be considered promi~sing.
Several general observations on..these initial findings, are%*in order.
the most part,
will

the suggestions are considered feasible and state of ,Phe art.

require additional

For example,

examination

placing circuit breakers in.ide cabinets may introduce personnel safety

feasible because

and increasing the battery Size may or may

some batterles already are the largest available.

suggestions may or may not be feasible. depending upon electric
and other factors.
require

Some

of:feasibility in light of other constraints.

concerns which would require resolution,
not be

For

hardware

For application in 4`nyclear power plant,
development

and

certij,. Cation,

such

Other

power availability

some suggestions would

as

passive

lubrication

in

safety-related pumps.
Also, these :suggestions in general have significant
dependence upon other systems, which reflects the provision of alternate means or
mitigation

of

suggestions do

effects
not

discussed

have

as many

earlier,

Finally.

side benefits;

reflects the perspective of the DOE stud'

but

as

a

this

general
lack

of

point,

these

side benefits

s (i.e., emphasis upon safeguards) and is

not necessarily a detriment to their use,.,:1
Six of

the changes

sabotage resistance (11.12;

appear

t9 '..have significant

111.15, 23, 26, 27; and IV.3).

some major impacts associated with most oof, these concepts.
RHR

into

containment

will

require

larger

containment

potential

for

improving

Unfortunately,

there are

For example, moving the
structures

with

attendant

costs; maintenance will be more difficult;. and L'-iitional equipment wilI have to be
.

qualified
removal
•

for

post-LOCA

environments.

Similarly,

system for boiling BWRs involves capital

and operational

problems.

Nevertheless,

adding

a

passive decay

heat

expense and introduces$ maintenance

both of these design changes

(11.12 and

IV.3) have been selected for additional analysis and concept development because of
their potential benefits.

Although revisions to cooling schemes appear to have some
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The incorporation of
promise (111.15. 26, 27), they will not be pursued further.
these concepts will not eliminate any of the Type I vital areas usually identified
in the sabotage fault tree analysis. One concept (11.23) would appear to carry such
significant

impacts for operations and maintenance that it

further cons ideration.
A considerable

has been dropped from

do not appear to directly
affect the sabotage resistance of the plant, although they may have potential or
promise for recovery and mitigation. This list includes 111.11, 21, 29, 30, 31, 32,
number of these suggestions

Providing other sources of Class IE power,
33, 34, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41. and 43.
alternate instrument'atlon, dc-driven valves, etc., does have some effect upon the
way systems can be used, but such modifications do not directly, affect sabotage
resistance. Also, in some instances, there are significant impacts.
For example,
additional remote indicators would require maintenance (111.21), and isolated seals
(111.33) could add problems by placing additional burdens on remaining seals.
The remaining 17 suggestions may have some potential for improving
In
resistance to sabotage, but their potential is not well defined at this point.
For
addition, most of these suggestions carry impacts which cannot be ignored.
example,

providing cross-connections

(111.18)

may

provide additional

sources

of
power but, at the same time, introduce single points of vulnerability or
unreliability. Adding something like a Class IE auxiliary generator (111.28) will
add to system complexity and capital costs.
There are some capabilities here that aIready are being Included in plants
These
for safety reasons, based upon the events at Three Mile Island, Unit 2.
capabilities include additional emergency power to pressurizer heaters (111.29),
adqitional instrumentation to detect inadequate core cooling (111.31), and automatic
Because these capabilities
initiation of the auxiliary feedwater system (111.35).
are, required for other reasons, they exist (or will exist), and no further analysis
solely for safeguards effectiveness is necessary.
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1.0

1..1

INTRODUCTION

GENERAL

This report describes work performed by international Energy
Associates Limited

(IEAL)

under contract to Sandia Laboratories

as part of the overall proqram Nuclear
for Sabotage Protection
study is
.,2.
In

(NUREG/CR-0463,

Power Plant Design Concept
SAND 78-1994).

i part of Task 3 of that programni,

This

Damage Control Options.

DEFINITION OF DAMAGE CONTROL
the above document,

damage control measures

are defined as:

Measures that can be employed (or options which can be
taken) within hours after an act of radiological sabotage
prevent or reduce the release of radioactive materials.
In

this study,

to

damage control measures

include those operatoý
responses needed to bring the plant to a safe and stable condition following
could include
to maintain
system's

a sabotage attem.,t:.
(I)

Conceptually,

temporary repairs of a system or its

its operability or

(2)

accomplishing

components

the affected

"function" with a different system not specifically

designated for that function.
with the more traditional

The first

concept

are firefighting,

buttressing

piping system.

is

associated

approach of actions taken to preserve

the operation of vital systems or components.
critical

such responses

Examples of this

a dam or ship's hull,

or patching a

Such actions may be taken to eliminate

an existing threat or as a precautionary measure

to mitiqate the

effect of a predicted danger.

The second type of damage control

measure

the function of a system or com-

is

that of maintaining

ponent by substitution; that is,
by utilizing equipment designated for another purpose in place of normal equipment or systems., An example of this is using the plant fire protection
water system to cool vital equipment in the event of failure of
the normal

cooling system.
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1.:3

PURPOSE

The purpose of this work is

to identify feasible damage control
concepts and options that- may be camployed to mitigate the effects
of a sabotage act at a nuclear power station.
These results will
be used later in combination with other information on sabotage
countermeasures to assess their potential combined protection.
Additional goals are to identify impacts and modifications associated with the various options.
1.4

APPROACH

Damage control options are necessarily plant dependent because of
the specific nature of the plant arrangement and the systems that
are not directly a part oF the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS).
For this work, two specific planti, a 4-loop Pressurized Water
Reactor (PWR) and a jet pump Boiling Water Reactor (BWR),
are
used as models.
Caution should be observed in that these results
may not apply eqtially to all stations.
However, the concept of
using the types of options identified here is generally applicable.
The primary constraining factors in conducting damage control
actions at a power station are the staff available, time available, and accessibility.
In this study staffing levels are considered essentially fixed although some increases might be required.
The available time under various plant conditions is
estimated assuming that any in-plant sabotage events are coupled
with the loss of all offsite electrical power sources.
These
estimates also serve to identify systems thav are feasible for
damage control actions where feasibility is based on reasonable
time being available for operator action.
In developing these
options factors of accessibility are considered.
Actions are
assumed to be possible from the control room or locally by a
floor operator.
Containment access at a PWR is considered
practical; nowever, this is not the ca:se for the BWR.

F-10

Numerous operator options to maintain system operability and
functions are developed and evaluated.
Equipment modifications
that are required to support various options are identified.
A limited investigation of practices in industries other than the
nuclear industry was conducted in the early stages of the study.
The results of this are presented in Appendix E.
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SUMMARY

2.0
2.1

DAMAGE CONTROL ACTIONS

The damage control actions developed
representative concepts.

considered

not inclusive of all options,

in

this report should be

That is

the list

to say,

is

nor are they necessarily applicable
However,

to any particular plant or group of plants.

the concepts

or modifications thereof can be applied to specific power plants
and used in conjunction with that station's security plan to
develop an overall program to assure ccntinued plant security and

safety.
2.1.1

General

Section 2.2 describes the time availatle analysis for maintaining
the plant in a safe condition -- that is to prevent cc:eldamage
This implies that the saboteur disrupts.
with no operator action.
is

the plant systems to the point that the operator
in utilizing ncrmal recovery measures.
To counter this ccnsequence,

it

is

ineffective

then assumed that the opera-

ting staff can effectively recover by unconventional actions
taken in

response to the effects of the sabotage.

Namely,

they

repair whatever damage that has occurred or, as we see in Section
3 and Appendix B, they substitute other plant systems or components for damaged ones.
In the case of the repair of plant system,

we can see from Sec-

tion 2.3 that such actions are not practical
available

given the short time

for recovery and the staff required.

later case,

that of substitutions,

lined in Section

the

a number of actions are out-

3 which are possible.

consist of operational

Howe ver, 1 in

Each of these actions

manipulation and can be carried out by the

operating staff with no special skills oC assistar~ce.
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2.1.2

Hot Shutdown Actions

Section 3 develops a number of actions possible to maintain the
The intent of this is to maintain
plant safely at hot shutdown.
the stability of the plant while apprehending the saboteur,
preventing further damage,

and to muster additional

to recover and effect a controlled cooldown.

thus

staff support

These actions are

well within the capability of a standard shift operations crew.
2.1.3

Cold Shutdown and Refueling Actions

"'Actions required to combat sa*6otage

affects while the plant is

in

cold shutdown or refueling present a significantly easier problem.

The times available,

depending on damage conditions,

are on

the order of many hours allowing the operating shift to regain
control by possible repair or a much broader field of options.
2.2'

AVAILABLE TIME CONSTRAI"NT ON DAMAGE CONTROLLABILITY

2.2.1

Available Time Calculations

Ultimately one question that must be answered

in order to allow

sabotage protection credit for dama.3e control is:
Is there
sufficient time available to recover from sabotage-induced failur,?s? Accordingly, an initial
effort in this study establishes
bounding estimates of the available time for several upset conditions.

Available time is

defined as the period between an

upset initiation and a subsequent condition

in which significant

fuel damage leading to the release of fission products from the
fuel

is

imminent.

action is

The time available

to take damage control

dependent on the postulated damage as a result, of sabo-

tage and also on the prior state of the plant
hot; shutdown,
Several

g.,

ful.l power,

cold shutdown or refueling).

representative cases are analyzed for a PWR and *a BWR.

Details of these are presented

in Appendix A.

Cases are selected

based on a variety of events
of electrical
states and,

power,

in

(e.g.,

loss of reactor coolant,

loss of heat removal capacity)

some instances,

loss

and .plant

to emphasize certain systems such

as. emergency feedwater.
With one exception all calculations are
done manually.
The exception is. the use of the RELAP 4 transient
simulator to provide a comparison with manual calculations for a
loss of all power at a PWR
for the machine-assisted
transient
several

is

(See Appendix D).

calculation

for

this case is

more complex than the others,

thermal-hydraulically

The primary reason
progressing

sensitive stages.

that this
through

The computer

calculation verifies that the corresponding manual calculations
ar.e essentially correct.
impractical and,

Faor-the.-purposes of this -study,- it

in most cases,

unnecessary

is

to use machine-

assisted calculations.
Initial conditions and other important assumptions for these
calculations are generally nominal or best estimate values.
That
is,
the degree of conservatism chararteristic of design basis
safety analyses has been avoided.
This is considered appropriate
for sabotage studies because sabotage events could hardly be
coordinated to occur simultaneously with worst case thermalhydraulic and other plant conditions.
The PWR calculations are based on -. typical 4-loop plant rated at
3200 MWt.
The BWR calculations are based on a typical jet pump
plant rated at 1700 MWt.
Because of the particular NSSS used as
a model
plicable
where
the

for the PWR calculations,

the results may not be apto plants having different types of NSSS's, especially

the cilculated

initial

water

times available

inventory

in

are strongly dependent on

the steam generators.

Also,

the

results are sensitive to the primary system water mass relative
to the decay heat power; thus, NSSS models of rotrl PWR's and
BWR's havinq different
volume may, result in

power densities oer unit of reactor vessel

different time availabiliti.es wheon similar y

analyzed.
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2.2.2

Loss-of-Coolant Events

Calculations

Available Time

--

in Appendix A show that PWR loss-of-coolant events,

except for minor leaks,
less than one hour.

require response times of significantly

As a result,

sidered here for such events.
are not analyzed;

however,

it

damage control

is

not con-

Specific BWR loss-of-coolant cases
is

inferred

that similar conclu-

sions would hold since the transient blowdown and reflood times
are of a similar magnitude as the PWR's.

Therefore,

means other

than damage control must be relied upon to either prevent a lossof-coolant by sabotage or to ensure emergency core cooling systems are not rendered ineffective by acts of sabotage.
2.2.3

Reactor Trip Assurance

--

Available Time

The consequences of not scramming a reactor for transients where
it would normally be required have been analyzed over the past
several years in response to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
call for anticipated-transient-without-scram (ATWS) analyses.
These analyses generally assume that all other systems required
to corntrol or mitigate the transient will operate.
Regardless of
these analyses, because there is no experience with such events,
and because

the complications of sabotage are unpredictable, it
has been decided not to -pursue damage control as a means of assuring a reactor trip.
Thus it is assumed herein that a reactor
trip occurs soon after
would

a major upset caused by sabotage which
include the control room operator initiating
a mani'al

react:or trip.* Therefore, no attempt has been made to address
local scramming of the reactor from a panel outside of the control room is a damage control measure.
*As for sabotage actions that would prevent scram logic from
operating properly, normal operator response action would be to
initiate a manual scram.
Fhus, reactor trip sabotage actions
that would have to be protected against by means other than
damage control are attempted to prevent the control rocs from
physically inserting or attempts to ;-imper the reactor trip
manual initiation circuitry.
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2.2.4

Reactor Vessel

Decay Heat Removal

The results of bounding cases to establish a nominal minimum
available time are shown in

Table 2-1.

These cases assume the

loss of offsite power and a loss of cooling water flow,
steam generator
a BWR,

feed for the PWR and reactor

from several

initial

conditions.

operator action

is

heat removal

when the water in

is

core midplane.

required

that is,

vessel injection for

The criterion for when

to provide cooling
the reactor

flow for decay
vessel reaches the

This criterion assume that significant fission

product release will not occur prior to this.
cases covers a wide spectrum of initial

The choice of

conditions.

These results (See Table 2-I) show that in the two examples with
the plant in hot shutdown, a minimum time of about one hour is
available for operator response to termination of decay heat
cooling water flow and *loss of external power.
These results
provide guidance for evaluating-damage control options, that is,
options have been examined which support maintaining a hot shutdown state and which can be conducted within one hour.
These
options are described
The cases

in Section.3.

in Table 2-1 in which the initial

condition

is

cold

shutdown result in several hours being available for damage control actions. While not specifically analyzing the cold shutdown
options,
place,

it is

noted that when the reactor vessel

head is

in

at worst the plant could be allowed to heat up and then

use normal or abnormal
condition.

operational response

When the reactor head is

off as an initial

the time available to re-initiate cooling
day or more.

Thus,

it

is

for the hot shutdown

is

condition,

on the order of a

judged that without specific demon-

stration or system examples,

sabotage actions when in

cold shut-

down could probably be countered with damage control measures as
long as draining ot the water in the reactor coolant system is
not part of the sabotage consequences.
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Table 2-1

AVAILABLE TIME B()I.iDLING CASE KESUL'I'TS*

Sat_•otaqe

Event

Initial

Los of offsite
p<,wer, loss ot
tlow to BWR vessel or

1'l.,riL State

PWR

FuI I pAowe

BWR

120 minutes

54 minutes

water

PWlR steam gentfritors
LAss ()t oftslte power,
water

flow

to /w*k

loss of

vessel

or

Hot -.tatdby, one hour atter
shutdown fiom tull
p)oWe[

4.4 hours

2.2 hours

-

Fr:R steam generators
Lo-)s of ottsite
power,
loss of
,esidual heat removal system
operation

Cold,

re-ctor vessel head on,
15 houzs alter shutdown trom
full ip)wer

9.1

Loss of ottsite-po•wer,
loss of
zesidual heat iemoval system
oiex at ion

ktluelfng, reactor vessel head
of,
72-hours after shutdown
frOrm lull power

76.9 hours

*Criterion is

time to reduce reactor vessel level to core midplane.

hours

16.3

hours

23.9 hours

2.2.5

Spent Fuel Pool

If

sabotage actions disable the spent fuel pool cooling system,
for the PWR example, over 6 hours-is required to reach boiling
temperatures even at the highest possiole decay heat levels
pendix A).
Over
water.
Thus, it

(Ap-

12 hours is required to boil off three feet of
is judged that spent fuel pool cooling 5ystems

,may be completely protected by damage control means since cooling
of some sort could undoubtedly be restored within 12 to 24 hours
.and the decay heat level is likely, to be less than thlat used in
this analysis.

Although not specifixally

analyzed

the GWR result

is expected to be similar.
This may vary considerably from plant
to plant because of differences in spent fuel pool design and
capacity.
Regarding the mechanical

removal of water

from the spent

fuel

pool,

the availatle time depends on the rate of loss.
In the PWP
example, it would take in excess of one and one-half hours to
remove 10 feet of water from the pool at 1000 gallons per minute.
This rate is

equivalent

to that which a large

(weighing greater

than 500 lb) portable pump could provide.
Water removal rate as
a result of breach of pool walls cannot be calculated because it
is dependent on the saboteur's capabilities.
It

appears

that d3mage control measures to refill

the pool

can :e

relied upon for sabotage modes using pumps because there would be
.adequate warning time for pumps of a size that could stealthily
be placed beside or inside the pool.
Larger pumps would require
overt efforts to set up,

and this would be witriin the scope of.

the protective guard force.

Protection against pool wall breacning should be by means )ther than damaqe control.
There may
however, be specific exceptions to this gene!alLt-i.

2.3

RUNNING REPAIR/JURY RIGGING

One type of damage control

is

that which requires

"running

re-

pair"

and jury rigging to compensate for damage that has occur-

red.

This is

representative

damage control.
it

This type of damage control was investigated

has been concluded

take credit for it
1.

of the more traditional concepts of

that it

is

difficult,

if

and

not impossible,

to

for the following reasons:

To support such an analysis, an extensive data base is
required on the time it.would take to conduct repairs.
Such a data base is
because it

is

currently non-existent.

related to human response,

considerable difficulty

in

Furthermore,

there would be

achieving a representative

data base acceptable to all parties.
2.

There is

uncertainty

in

the capability of assembling a

sufficient number of personnel with the proper skills
within the short time required.
Times on the order of
1 to 10 hours are. the range for completion of damage
control actions.
3.

Establishment of standby damage control teams at power
plants for back shift response presents a personnel
management problem as well as significant additional
cost.

With current fire brigade and security personnel

requirements,

a damage control

team concept would meet

firm resistance from utilities.
.41.

There is

concern as to the actions of a saboteur who,

upon damaging

some equipment,

the repair, crews.

F-20

could also interfere with

. eeping damage control storage IocLers stocked, although not an insurmountable problem, would create
administrative headaches.
For the purposes of recording work accomplished and documenting
the approach for future reference, a description of the analysis
as far as it was pursued is included as Appendix B. The effort
was terminated when the above considerations were fully realized.
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3.0

EVALUATION AND RESULTS

A number of candidate damage control actions are discussed in
Appendix C.

In this section individual operations or options are

Table 3-1 is
evaluated as to their complexity and practicality.
Included also in this section are
a summary of the evaluations.
As previously menindividual evaluation sheets for each item.
tioned, it is anticipated that these results will be subsequently
used in combination with analyses of other sabotage countermeasures to arrive at an overall evaluation of the effectiveness
of the combination.
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EVALUATION NO. I

ITEM:
(BWR)

Manually operated reactor vessel relief valve

FUNCTION:
Decay heat removal

from the main

steam venting directly

--

steam system to the suppression pool.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
valves

Main steam safety/relief

In the, event ttiat the
the reaictor vessel. in

--

must depressurize
order to oper3te the core spray or
reactor operator

this can

RHR svstems,

accomplished without th-e services of 12S VDC or
This eliminates, the 'ependence

on

tne

1i.

ser:,'.:P

-nai

rno

'e

':,.'rat:L

of these valves.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
NO such syc-.,,m

is

There must be a connection.
upstream of the main 3team
accomplisheid

primary containment

--

,

::..

3dd'iu on

i.-a

.x.

."r. ,

:

is

t'•,:'

*:

,

•e,-

v•.f

tnen in

:'...

a

.

At tne --a n. ,-

t.-re

I:

by

..

',1.

T31n

t'or. "ia.:es.

-r

suppression chamber

will be required.

t!-

to

Lso

either directly

HPCI steam supplyI line.
ditional

,,

-.

i

-sta: "

pr,•.er.r:'

-

-

.

'.

tion will be r-rquire'1.
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Procedures

and operator

....

:...

train,

ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
orerit..
to the v..>..
-.
concelivabie that r. ,: v •:,

Accessibility

!t- is

to

an operar -

tat

-"

.

.,.

-

,

,

.

.- *..

•

:

.

.
.

.

,

'3

-

. .

.
•...

dtyweli with mechanr i;a i
tion

•..

'..

.

I._
",

COMMENTS:

This may add another sabotage target outside
containment.

EVALUATION t1O.

2

ITEM:
(BWR)

operation between the condensate

Feed-and-bleed

tank(s)

storage

and the suppression pool.

FUNCTION:
Decay Heat Removal --

Feed-and-bleed operation between the
and the suppression chamber to

condensate storage tank(s)
increase

the effective heat capacity of the suppression pool.

TARCETS AFFECTED:
Residual Heat Removal

the core or to attempt a

from the reactor vessel to cool
cooldown,

the suppression pool heats up at a substantial

and therefore

in

the event that the RHR

the condensate

from the condensate storage

a feed-

can initiate

the operator

not operational,

and-bleed c'peration usino
pump water

but in

the pool,

rate

Normally tne RHR system

requires cooling.

cools the water
system is

While venting the steam

System --

(RHR)

service pumps to

tank(s)

to the sup-

Return flow from the pool is accomplished by
pcession pool.
opening the test/bypass return line from the discharge header
of either

the IIPCI or RCIC pumps

thus cycling water

(whichever

at the suppression pool and con-

densate storage tanks should be
Given a loss of offsite power,
pump power
bus

operatinq)

back to either condensate storage tank.

HARDWARE MODIFICATICNS:
*
Level instrumentation
*

is

improved.
the condensate

supply must be made switchable

(see Evaluation

condensate inventory

to a vital

19)

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
i':peratorz
Prcedure reluirred.
for makeup to the reactor

service

must be cognizant

vessel

to etisure

ef

the need

that a aufficent

is maintained.

[- 29

ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
*

The proper NPSH for

the condensate service pumps must be

available.
*

The suitability of all components of
sate system should be evaluated
vated temperatures ( 175OF).

*

the service conden-

for operation at ele-

The loading of the diesel generators must be evaluated
(see Evaluation

19).

COMMENTS:
*

Regulatory concerns

regarding the potential

radionuclide

release

from the condensate storage tank vent must be
addressed.
The additional.,radioactivity

in outside storage

tanks

must be evaluated.
Additional water volumes can be obtained in a similar
manner from the main condenser hotwells, the demineralized water
if

F-30

needed.

tanks,

and various

radwaste

storage tanks,

EVALUATION

NO.

3

ITEM:

(PWR)

Restart the main feedwater system after trip - Operate

the condensate pumps on a vital bus.
FUNCTION:
Decay Heat Removal -- One main feedwater pump and a condensate pump are restarted to supply feedwater to the steam
generators.
TARGETS

AFFECTED:

Auxiliary feedwater system -- The main feedwater system is
used to augment the emergency systems for feeding the steam
generators.
Assuming a loss of power to the non-Class 1E
buses, a condensate pump must be switched to a Class IE bus
and restarted,
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:

The major plant modification will
switchgear

be electrical circuitry and

to enable shifting the condensate pump power

supply

to a Class 1E bus.
Also, piping modifications downstream of
the feedwater pumps may be required to allow feedwater pump
operation under reduced flow.
Other modifications may be
re.juired to accommodate

the main feed pump turbine exhaust.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Operating

procedures will be required to permit operation in
this manner under low-flow conditions.

ENU(TNEERING CONCERNS:
*

The starting current of the condensate pumps must be
evaluated in fight of the d'.esel generator breaker trips
and additional loads on the Class IE buses.

i,-A I

Hydraulic
a main

limitations may be imposed on the operation of

feedwater

pump at

low

flow.

Operation of the main feedwater

pumps,

which are driven

by condensing turbines, undet noncondensing
and high backpressures must be evaluated.

conditions

COMMENTS:
*

F--)32

There may be regulatory concerns with loading a vital
bus with a larqe, non-vital piece of equipment.

EVALUATION NO.

4

ITEM:
(PWR)

feeding with safety

Steam Generator

injection pumps.

FUNCT ION:
Decay Heat Removal

One or more safety

--

used to pump feedwater

injection pumps are

to the steam generators.

TARGETS AFFECTED:
Auxiliary Feedwater

System --

One or

to pump .condensate into the steam genera-

pumps are aligned

tors via the auxiliary feedwai.er
accomplished

two safety-injection

system.

The lineup

by shifting the pump discharge

from the

is
injec-

tion piping to the feedwater piping and the pump suction from
the reflueling hater storage tanks to a condensate storage
tank.
HARDWARE MODIF:CATIONS:
to permit

Appropriate piping and valves must be installed
suction and discharge.

shifting of the p~umps'

In addition,

pump control circuitry will require modification
operation in this mode.

to allow

OPERATWONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The operator

should take steps to flush

amounts of boric acid before

feeding

the :;.y!3tum of excess

the steam generators.

ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
The effects of small
erators

amounts of boric acid on the steam gen-

must be eviluartd.

COMMENTS:

There

may be rqulatory objecticns

rela.ed pumps
aole

in

for snafety

a inanne.r
iLn,.ectrion

to rea trjninq

these safety

that makes them vittuaily
5lhotuid

"inavail-

it be req;iLt d.

F-]3.1
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EVALUATION NO.

5

ITEM:
(PWR)

Manual venting of the steam generators.

FUNCTION:
Decay heat removal --

steam venting to atmosphere of the

main steam generators via '.he main condensers.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
Main steam generator safety/rel.ief valves --

In

the ,event

tha~t the safety/relief valves are rendered inoperable, the
steam generators can be vented through the main condensers.
rhe operator must open a main steam isolation valve or bypass valve and a steam dump valve.
If a main circulating
water pump is not operating, the condensmrs will ý-e pressurized and the steam will exit via the air ejector vents or
the L.P.

turbine rupture disks.

HARDWARE MODIFICATION:
The steam dump valve control circuitry will require modfication to provide an overide for the condenser high-pressure interlocv'.
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Since it is not good practice to overpressurize a condenser,
a special procedure will be required.
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
It should be recognized that this is a potentially destructive measure with regard to the turbine/condenser unit.
COMMENTS:
None
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EVALUATION NO.

6

ITEM:
(BWR)

Provide vessel makeup water

coolant

injection

(HPCI)

using

the high pressure

system.

FUNCTION:
Reactor
HPCI

coolant

system

is

inventory control/decay
designed

to inject water

heat

removal

--

into the vessel

The
at

high flowrates.

TARGETS

AFFECTED:

Reactor
system

core
f..ils

activate
point

isolation cooling
to function,

at the reactor

to restore water

(RCIC)

the HPCI

vessel

system

--

system will

low-low-water

If

the

automatically

level

alarm

level.

HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
None
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

There are existing plant procedu:es for
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
None
COMMENTS:
None

RCIC

this action.

EVALUATION

NO.

7

ITEM:
(BWR)

Substitution

system

for the

of

the emergency service water

RHR service water

(ESW)

system.

FUNCTION:
Decay heat removal

--

Secondary cooling of

the suppression

chamber.

TARGETS AFFECTED:
RHR service water
are rendered
be aligned

pumps

-

inoperative,

to provide

If' the RHR service water pumps
the discharge of

the ESW pumps can

the necessary cooling

water.

HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
Cross-connecting

piping and components

are required.

OPERATIONAL CONSTDERATIONS:
The operator must control

flow such that

other ESW loads are

properly cooled.
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:

None
COMMENTS:
*

The plant service water

system can similarly be used

except a provision must be made to supply electric
power from a diesel generator bus to a service water
pump
If

(see Evaluation

19).

portions of the RHR service water

structurally

intact

system arq not

then these sources of cooling water

could be made available via independently installed
supply piping or with temporary hose connections.

F-36

EVALUATION

NO.

8

ITEM:
(SWR)

Supply

RHR service water

protection water

system from

tfe fire

system.

FUNCTION:
Decay heat removal --

secondary cool ng of the suppression

chamber.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
Pumps --

RHR Service Water

rf the RHR service water

pumps should become inoperative the fire main can be
aligred to the RHR service water pump discharge header
and thus provide the required cooling water.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
Cross-connecting

piping and components are required.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The operator must be cognizant of the

fact

that the

capability of the fire protection system may be reduced
due to reduced fire main pressure.
ENGINEERING

CONCERNS:

The capacity of tLe fire water pumps should provide
adequate cooling; however, a detailed analysis of the
system will be necessary.

COMMENTS:
If

the RHR service water piping has been damaged then
cooling water could be supplied directly to equipment
via individua!

fire hose or piping connections.
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EVALUATTON NO.

9

ITEM:
(PWR)

Series operation of the safety

injection pumps for

reactor vessel makeup.
FUNCTION:
Reactor Coolant

inventory Control --

injection pumps

in

Operation of the safety

series to increase

the pump discharge

pressure and thus permit high pressure coolant
into the reactor

injection

vessel.

TARGETS AFFECTED:
CVCS Coolant Charging Pumps

--

Normally the charging

are used to provide make up to thj reactor
maintain

pressurizer

SIS pump is

1600

coolant pressure
aligned

level.

psi --

coolant system to

The design shutoff head of a

approximately

at hot standby.

in -series

pumps

If,

600 psi below
however,

the discharge pressure

comparative amount thus permitting

is

reactor

the pumps are

increased

by a

flow into the primary

system at high pressure.
HARDWARE MOD[IF,' ATIONS:
*

Piping and valves must be installed

to allow series

operation.

*

SIS pump suction piping will
higher pressure rating.

require upgrading

to a

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
This requires an abnormal
care to prevent damaging

procedure and must be done witlh
the pumps.

ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
*

The pump suction casing must be eviluated

,o

ensure

that the design is adequate for operation at pressures
above 600 psi.
The pumps are designed to operate at a maximum discharge
pressure of 1600 psi.
Operation at pressures exceeding
2200 psi can result from the series lineup.
This is
probably within the standard conservatism of the pump
design but
"

must be evaluated.

A means may be required to prevent excess recirculation
from the pump discharge during normal alignment.

COMMIENTS:
.

*

There may be regulatory objections related to the possible degrading of the safety injection pumps as a
result of exceeding design pressure.
Additional valves and piping may increase the system
failure probability or add an additional failure mode
for the safety injection system.
Thus, a re-assessment
of the SIS failure mode and effects analysis may be
required.
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EVALUATION NO.

10

ITEM:

(BWR)

Provide vessel makeup water using the control

drive

(CRD)

rod

pumps.

FUNCTION:
Reactor coolant inventory control -- The CRD pumps can discharge water directly into the reactor vessel.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system
The CRD pump
discharge can be aligned to permit discharging directly into
the reactor vessel.
To accomplish this an operator must
open the pump test/bypass valve and isolate the charging,
drive, and cooling water headers.
In so doing all drive
water flow will be directed into the r-actor vessel.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
None
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
It

is important that the operator ensure that all control
rods are inserted prior to this action since the CRD mechanisms may be subjected to overheating as a result of the
loss of cooling water flow.
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
None
COMMENTS:
None
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EVALUATION NO.

13

ITEM:
(BWR)

Provide residual heat removal

(RHR)

systems.

FUNCTION:
Reactor coolant inventory control -systems are used to inject water

The core spray or RHR

into the vessel at low

pressure.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
High pressure makeup sources (RCIC, HPCI, CRD and main feedwater) -- If none of the high pressure water sources are
available then the operator must reduce the reactor vessel
pressure by blowing down to the suppression chamber via the
safety/relief valves.
One core spray pump in each redundant
loop will start when reactor

level reaches the low-low level

alarm point coincident with the reactor pressure-low alarm.
When reactcr pressure reaches approximately 400 psig, the
motor-operated

isolation valves open and the system will
initiate flow as the pressure is further reduced.

The RHR system functions

in a similar manner except that in

the low pressure coolant

injection mode both the pumps and

valves actuate at the low-low reactor water level setpoint
when reactor pressure reaches approximately 450 psig.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
None
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
None

EVALUATION NO.

12

ITEM:
(BWR)

Provide vessel makeup water using the main condensate

system
FUNCTION:
Reactor coolant
system is

inventory control - The main condensate

used to inject water at low pressure.

TARGETS AFFECTED:
Normal reactor vessel makeup systems
and core spray) --

(RCIC,

HPCI,

CRD,

RHR

The main condensate system can be used to

supply water to the reactor vessel after depressurization.
The main condensate pump will pump through the idle main
feedwater pumps and thence into the feedwater piping to the
reactor vessel.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
Elements of the electrical power distribution system must be
modified to provide power to the main condensate pumps from
a vital bus (see Evaluation 19).
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
*

This is

an abnormal operation that will require special

procedures.
*

The operator

should ensure

that vital

buses are not
overloaded while starting or operating the condensate
pumps.

*

Loads on the diesel generators must be carefully
managed

to prevent overloading.

ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
The flow rate of the condensate pumps must be evaluated
ensure adequate makeup capacity.
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to

COMMENTS:
This would most likely be considered a "last-ditch" effort.
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EVALUATION NO.

13

ITEM:
(BWR

& PWR)

Substitute the plant service water system for

the emergency service water

(ESW)

system.

FUNCTION:
Auxiliary cooling --

Provides a source of cooling water

flow

to vital eqipment.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
ESW pumps -- If the ESW pumps are inoperative then the plant
service water pumps can provide cooling water to ESW-supplied
equipment via existing piping.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
Since the plant service water system is the primary cooling
water source under normal plant conditL'jns no piping changes
are warranted.

There

is,

however,

a problem regarding

the

electric power supply to the pumps.
Currently this supply
is from the non-Class IE buses.
For these pumps to operate
under the prescribed conditions (loss of offsite power),
appropriate el..ctrical modifications must be accomplished
provide these pumps with *a reliable emergency source of
power

(see Evaluation 19).

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Procedures will be required

to ensure the availability of

the vital buses for safety related equipment
(see Evaluation 19).
ENGINEERiNG CONCERNS:
None
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is

maintained

to

EVALUATION NO.

14

ITEM:
(PWR)

Cross-connecting

water

(ESW)

the feedwater and emergency service

systems.

FUNCTION:
Auxiliary Cooling --

Provides a source of cooling water flow

to vital equipment.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
ESW pumps -- To augment ESW flow a connection from the auxiliary feedwater pump or main condensate pump discharges can
This assumes an
be used to supply the needed cooling water.
excess pump capacity and that the condensate is cool enough
to be effective as a cooling medium.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
Piping and valves must be installed.
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
"

Operation in

this mode must ensure adequate

flow to the

steam generators and to simultaneously maintain an
adequate NPSH to the main feedwater pumps if
*

operating.

Operators must be cognizant of the condensate requirements for decay heat removal.
viable only as long as there is

This mechanism would be
an excess inventory of

condensate available.
"

Main condensate pumps must be in operation

(see Evalua-

tion 3).
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
Suc(h a connection must be provided with adequate assurance
that service water cannot contaminate condensate water
piping during normal operation.
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COMMENTS:

Any condensate used must meet the minimum radiological
requirements
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for discharge.

EVALUATION NO.

15

ITEM:
(BWR & PWR)

Cross-connecting

the fire protection water

system and the emergency service water

(ESW)

system.

FUNCTION:
Auxiliary cooling --

Provides a source of cooling water

to

vital equipment.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
ESW pumps. -- The fire protection water system can be used as
a source of water in the event that the ESW pumps are inoperable. Upon the loss of offsite power the iiesel eowered
fire pump automatically starts and maintain., fire main pressure.

With the proper valve lineup, the fire pump could be
used to provide the required source of cooling water.
HARDWARE MODIF"CATIONS:
At a minimum, a fire hose connection could be in: talled in
the ESW pump discharge headers.
Permanent •:r.-ss-connecting
pipin~g and isolation valves can also be pLvi,0 jed.
OPERATIONAL CONSrDERATIONS:
This operation must be done prudently in an emergency situation since it will result in a reduction of fire main pressure and thus limit the effectiveness of the fire protection
:ystem if

it

is

coincidently needed.

ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
The fire main flow rate should be adequate
ficient cooling; howepver,

to provide suf-

the system must. be evaluated

for

ad equacy .
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COMMENTS:
Regulator.y concerns
fire
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about the possible downgrading

protection system could result.

of the

EVALUATION NO.

16

ITEM:
(ESW)

Substitution of emergency service water

(PWR)

component cooling water
FUNCTION:
Auxiliary cooling --

(CCW)

for

system.

Provide cooling water to vital equip-

ment.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
Component cooling water

pumps become inoperable,

In the event that the CCW

pumps --

flow of

cooling water

through the

This could be
system could be augmented by the ESW system.
accomplished by cross-connecting the ESW pump discharge
header to that of£the CCW pumps.

Since the CCW system is

normally a closed system the CCW return line must be provided with appropriate discharge

piping making it

a once-

thru system.
HARDWARE MODIFICATONS:
Piping

and associated hardware

charge headers
ly,

(ESW

a mechanism

and CCW)

to connect

must be

for discharging

the two pump dis-

installed.

Additional-

the CCW return

flow must be

provided.

OPERATIONAL
*

CONSIDERATIONS:

The CCW discharge must be monitored
since

it

will

come

ponents containing
Operatorz

and

radioactivity

into intimate contact with comreactor

coolant.

must remain aware of

ing passages

for

heat

transfer

the possibility

of

foul-

surfaces.
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ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
Some components may be adversely affected by potentially
high saline cooling water and may be subjected to excessive
corrosion rates.
COMMENTS:
This concept could also be employed by using either the fire
protection water system or other plant water systems (e.g.,
service water, domestic water, demineralized water, main
condensate).

All wo.ild involve similar modifications and
operational considerations.
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EVALUATION

NO.

17

ITEM:
(PWR)

Pressurizer

local

readout.

and steam generator

level

indication

-

FUNCTION:
Decay heat removal

and primary

plant

inventory

control.

TARGETS AFFECTED:
Instrumentation

respective

power

supply --

remote level

control cabling

indication

an operator can be dispatched

is

rendered

--

If

the

inoperative

to the local differential

pressure sensors and read level directly at those locations.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
Local

indication will be needed.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERAT TONS:
Since these instriments will be located inside containment,
operators must be provided with a means for quick access.
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
None
COMMENTS:
A major drawback of this action
operator on

a full-time

basis.

is

that

it

can occupy one

EVALUATION

NO.

18

ITEM:
(PWR)

Steam generator

pressure

indication

--

local

in-

dications

FUNCTION:
Decay heat
flecting

removal

the

--

This is

a significant

parameter

temperature of the reactor coolant

re-

system.

TARGETS AFFECTED:
Steam generator
trol

room)

dispatched
In

pressure

pressure

indication

to a local panel

the event that

an operator

indica .on --

local

caneasily

is

and

lost
read

indicators
attach

kit

at each

g. uge location.

installed

at

the

remote

an operator
this

(con-

can be

pressure directly.

are also inoperable

another

gauge calibration

If

calibrated

the calibration

then

gauge or

connections

located

HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
Additional
easily

pressure

accessible

gauges may be desired

locations.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
None

ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
None

COMMENTS:
None
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to be mounted

in

EVALUATION NO.

19

ITEM:
(BWR & PWR)

Provide non-vital backup equipment with an

emergency electric power supply.
FUNCTION:
Various
TARGETS AFFECTED:
action is to provide various
The intent of this
Various -"non-vital" backup components with a reliable
emergency
backup power

supply.

supplied power
study

is

be an

Since

from offsite

sources and

that such sources

additional

described in

these components

this section.

service water pumps,
densate pumps, etc.

the premise of this

are unavailable,

subrequirement

are generally

then

this

could

for many of the actions

Examples of such components are

main condensate pumps,

service con-

HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
This can be accomplished in two ways:
*
Each designated component can be provided with an alternate power
*

feeder

from one of the vital buses with

circuit breakers or disconnect links.
Feeder breakers from the vital (diesel generator)
to the non-vital buses can be provided.

This would re-

quire interlocks to ensure that the reliability
Class 1E system is

buses

of the

maintained.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Operating procedures will
needed or large cycling
to equipment actuation.
monitor

be required

to eliminate any un-

loads from all effected buses prior
Additionally,

the diesel generator

the operator must

loads to ensure

that the diesel

generators are not overloaded while starting or operating
equipment.
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ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
A design effort
installation

must
meets

be conducted

single-failure

to ensure

that any such

and separation

COMMENTS:
Regulatory
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constraints may prevent

this action;

criteria.

EVALUATION NO.

20

ITEM:
(BWR & PWR)

Cross connect Class 1E Battery buses

FUNCTION:
Various

--

Improve

the reliability and availability of

125 VDC powered vital electrical components.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
125 '/DC powered supplies

--

The 125 VDC power supply to

various vital equipment could be made more reliable by providing appropriate connections to an alternate DC power
supply.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
Each 125 VDC Class 1E bus would be provided with breakbefore-make circuit breakers which would permit supplying
power from any Class IE 125 VDC battery to any other Class
IE 125-VDC bus.
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The procedures

for accomplishing

such an evolution must

ensure battery overload will not occur and that a faulted
bus is not transferred to a non-faulted battery.
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
None
COMMENTS:
Regulatory concern will be significant.

EVALUATION NO.

21

ITEM:
(BWR & PWR)

Usinq the non-Class 1E DC bus to supply a Class

1E DC bus.
FUNCTION:
Various --

Improve the reliability and availabilitý

of vital

125 VDC powered electrical components.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
125 VDC batteries --

The non-Class

1E batteries could be

used as a substitute for a Class 1E battery.
Anc;*. :xiate
circuit breakers or disconnect links can Le aligned to replace a non-operational Class 1E battery with the non-Class
1E battery.
In the case of the 250 VDC battery, switching
and busing mechanisms would be employed topermit splitting
and paralleling sections of battery cells to provide the
proper terminal voltage
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
Additional breakers and disconnect

links with appropriate

busing would be required.
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Operators must be instructed to disconnect
safety-related

all non-nuclear

bus loads prior to conducting the transfer

operation.
It should be noted that some vital auxiliaries
will be lost during this evolution (e.g., emergency turbine
lube oil pump)

and that equipment damage may result.
It may
be difficult for the operators to make such decisions.
ENGINEEPING CONCERNS:
None
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COMMENTS:
Regulatory restrictions may preclude this action.
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22

EVALUATION NO.
ITEM:
(BWR

& PWR)

Providing alternate

125 VDC power supplies to

designated equipment.
FUNCTION:
Various --

Improve the reliability

and availability of 125

VDC powered vital electrical equipment.
TARGETS AFFECTED
125 VDC power

supply systems

--

Individual components would

be provided with individual' feeders from the redundant DC
buses to permit an operator

to select alternate power

sup-

plies.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
A substantial quantity of wiring and hardware will be required to provide such a network.
Additionally, interlocking me-hanisms should be installed to prevent overloading a bus or cross-connecting

two buses.

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
*

Any plant operating procedures relating

to DC powered

equipment with multiple power sources must be modified
to direct the. operator as to the proper selection of a
*

DC power source.
Operators must ensure that electrical

faults are not

transferred.
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
None
COMMENTS:
Regulatory restrictions may preclude such actions.

EVALUATION

NO.

23

ITEM:
(PWR)

Backup water supplies

FUNCTION:
Reactor plant makeup and decay heat removal
TARGETS AFFECTED:
Auxiliary feedwater storage tank/condensate

storage tank

--

There are various water sources throughout the plant that
could conceivably be used for makeup during hot shutdown.
The only limitations would be that it would be imprudent
inject borated water into the steam generators since it

to

would rapidly foul heat exchanger surfaces by crystallization. These potenti'al water sources
Refueling Water Storage Tank
•

include:

*

Reactor makeup storage tank
CVCS volume control tank (borated)

0

Condensate storage

0

Main condenser

*
•

Demineralized water storage tanks

*

Essential service water system

*

Plant service water system

*

Wellwater pumps

*

Domestic potable water system

*

Fire protection system

*

tank(s)

hotwells

Radwaste storage tanks

(various)

HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:

In many of these cases the necessary piping already exists
and backup procedures prepared (i.e., ESW for steam generator

feed); howeveýr,

in others additional

piping must be

installed.
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OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Procedures and instructions to operators must prevent an
unwanted injection of water into steam generators of an
unacceptable quality during non-emergency situations.
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:
The placement of these sources,
be such that an adequate NPSH is
COMMENTS:
-
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None

in

the case of tankage,

must

available to the pump(s).

NO.

EVALUATION

24

ITEM:
(BWR)

Backup water

supplies

FUNCTION:
Reactor plant makeup and decay heat removal
TARGETS AFFECTED:
Suppression chamber/condensate

storage tank

--

There are

various sources of water within the plant that can be
utilized as backup supplies should the norL.tl supilies,
suppression chamber and condensate storagq
av.ailable.

tanks,

be un-

These include:

•

main condenser

*

fire protection water main,

•

service water systems.

hotwells,
and

Any one-of

these could be aligned to pumps ':,scharging
the reactor vessel.

into

HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
To permit using these water sources additiornal

cross-con-

necting piping and valves will be requir....
OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

None
ENGINEERING CONCERNS:

The use of the main condensers may be precluded by NPSH
limitations.
COMME JTS:
Using service water

for makeup feedwater

a "last ditch" effort since

must be considered

the water chemistry conditions

will damage piping and core components.
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EVALUATION NO.

25

ITEM;
(PWR
(RCIC,

& BWR)
HPCI,

Manual operation of steam-driven pump turbines
Auxiliary feedwater).

FUNCTION:
Decay heat removal/reactor vessel

inventory control --

driven pump turbines can be operated

in a local

steam-

(mechanical)

mode.
TARGETS AFFECTED:
125 VDC/120 VAC electric supply systems -- If the electric
supply to the turbine control system is inoperable, then the
pumps will not be operable.

If

either of these pumps are

needed then an operator can manually manipulate the turbine
throttle controls to start and to operate the pumps.
HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS:
None
OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS:
*
Additional plant procedures and operator training are
requi-red.
*

Due to the probable loss of power to turbine auxiliary
equipment the operator will probably tP working in a
relatively hostile environment of leaking steam and
high radiation.
This evolution will require close operator
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surveillance.

APPENDIX A:

Al.

AVAILABLE TIME ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

This Appendix provides the available tirie basis for establishing

the

type of sabotage events and the systems that are candidates for damage control as a sabotage countermeasure.
ysis are summarized

in

The selection of cases
and

loss-of-cooling

Section
is

The results

of

the anal-

2.2.

based on an examination of loss-of-coclant

type events,

and a variety of plant systems.

a variety of
It

is

initial

plant

not intended

states,

to exhaustively

investigate specific combinations of sabotage events,

but rather to

select a set of postulated events that will establish a lower bound
on available time in order to select systems for further investigations of damage control feasibility,
the case selection

is

sufficient

analyses may be required

if

in

the judgement of tne authors,

for this purpose.

this approach

is

More extensive

to be used for gaininq

licensing credit.
A2.

PWR CASES

Table A-1

is

a summary of the PWR time available cases.

This table

also indicates the associated initial plant conditions and the systems that are the focus of each particular case.
Each case and its
as3ociated results are described on individual summary sheets
following Table A-i.
Case 6 is

somewhat unique in

conducted

to compare with tne manual calculations.

this analysis are presented

that a computer-assisted analysis was
The details of

in Appendix D.
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Case number:

1

Des.c'ription:

Loss-of-coolant large enough to surpass the.capacity of

the charging pumps.
power is

Safety injection system is

sabotaged.

Off site

simultaneously lost.

Initial conditions:

Full power.

Systems emphasized:

Safety injection.

Significant assumptions: This even t. is
sign basis loss-of-coolant

accident.

Available time criterion:

Core is

Description of calculation:

assumed to be similar to de-

uncovered.

No calculation

is

performed.

to uncover the core can be estimated from LOCA calculations
Reference Safety Analysis Report,
Results:

For a large break,

The time
in

the

(RESAR).*

the system would blow down in

less than

Without safety injection,
one minute, based on Table 15.4-1 of RESAR.
the core would remain uncovered and fuel damage would eventually
For a small break (3", diameter hole), the top of the core
result.
would be uncovered in 647 seconds, based on Table 15.3-I of RESAR,
which assumes operation of safety injection pumps.
injection,

the core would be uncovered even sooner.

Without safety
Because of the

short blowdown times, sabotagA protection measures must either prevent loss-of-coolant sabotage or ensure that safety injection systems
remain available.

Westinghouse Electric
*Reference Safety Analysis ieport (RESAR-41),
Corporation, U.S. tINC Docket No. 50-480, December 31, 1975.

Case number:

2

Description: A charging pump is sabotaged while it
maintain primary system level during a small leak.
simultaneously

is being used to
Offsite power is

lost.

Initial condition:
Systems emphasized:

Full power.
Charging system.

Significant assumptions:
Liquid lea.ge is assumed to occur throughout the incident.
It is further assumed that after the pressurizer
drained, the steam generators maintain primary system temperature and
pressure at constant values so as to avoid calculating changes in the
leak rate due to fluctuating pressure.
Safety injection does not
Start when the pressurizer empties and system pressure is reduced.
Available Time Criterion:

Uncover the core midplane.

Description of calculation: The basic approach for this calculation
is to determine the amount of water that must leak out in order to
uncover the core midplane, and then divide by the leak rate.
The steps are:
1.
An initial shrinkage of 2% of the entire primary system
is postulated which results in a 22% reduction in pressurizer water volume.
2.
The pressurizer drains into the hot leg at a rate of
200 gpm.
3.
When the pressurizer is dry, system pressure drops to a
saturation pressure of 1133 psia, corresponding to a system
temperature of 560OF.
Correspondingly, the leak rates
reduces to 142 qpm.
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Results:

I.
2.
3.

minutes.
takes 26
417 minutes;
the pressurizer
additional
an
in
Draining
is uncovered
core
Top of
28 minutes;
minutes.
in an additional
total is 443
is uncovered
Core midplane
471 minutes.
total is
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Case number:

3

Description:
The primary system is breached and the recirculation
phase of emergency core cooling is stopped one hour after the reactor
scrams.
Without recirculation, there is no source of water to cool
the core, which means that the core will be uncovered as soon as the
remaining water inventory boils off.
Initial conditions:

The water temperature and pressure are equal to
the containment sump water temperature and containment pressure one
hour after a LOCA, as shown in the Reference Safety Analysis Report.*
Water-level

is at the bottom of the.-vessel hot/cold leg nozzles.

Systems emphasized:

RHR in the recirculation mode.

Significant assumptions:
It is assumed that the breach is not larger
than the design basis so that emergency core cooling is adequate to
reflood the core after the initial blowdown.
Available time criterion:

Uncover the core midplane.

Description of calculation:
The basic calculational approach is to
determine the amount of heat required to boil all the water remaining
above the core midplane after recirculation stops; and then determine
the integral time of decay heat generation that is equivalent.
Results: The quantity of water above the core midplane is calculated
to be about K. 0010 lbs.
The heat required to boil that quantity of
water would be about 5.9 x 107 BTU.
Based on the ANS fission product
decay correlation and a Westinghouse correlation for decay heat from
Np-239 and U-239, 22.4 minutes would be required to generate that
amount of decay heat.
Thus, the core midplane will be uncovered
22.4 minutes after recirculation stops.

RESAR-41, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
December 31, 1975.
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U.S.

NPC DocKet No.

50-440,

Case number:

4

Description:

Case 4 is

identical

to Case 3 except that the recircu-

lation system stops 24 hours after the reactor scrams.
Because of
the lower decay heat generation rate, the time available for damage
control

is

greater.

Initial conditions:

The water

the containment sump water
hours after a LOCA,
Water level

is

temperature

and pressure are equal to
temperature and containment pressure 24

as shown in

the Reference Safety Analysis Report.*
at the bottom of'the vessel hot/cold leg nozzles.

Systems emphasized:

RHR

in the recirculation mode.

Significant assumptions:
It is assumed that the breach is not larger
than the design basis so that emergency core cooling is adequate to
reflood the core after the initial
blowdown.
Available time criterion:

Uncover

Description of calculation:

the core midplane.

The basic caIculational

approach

is

to

determine the amount of water remaining above the core midplane after
-recirculation stops; and then determine the integral time of decay
heat generation that is

equivalent.

Results:

Because of a slightly lower water temperature than in
Case
3, the amount of water above the core midplane is slightly higher
(about 63,000 ibs).
The .eat required to boil that water ia about

6.4 x 107 BTU.
51.6 minutes.

That amount of decay heat would be generated in about
Therefore, the core midplane will be uncovered 51.6
minutes after recirculation stops.

* RESAR-41, Westinghouse
December 31, 1975.

Electric Corp.,

U.S.

NRC Docket No.

50-480,
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Case number:

5

Description:

The residual heat removal

(RHR)

suction line connected

to the primary system is breached at full power.
The break could be
caused by opening the RHR isolation valves, which would cause low
pressure piping to be exposed to full reactor pressure.
Initial conditions:

Full power.

Systems emphasized':

RHR

Significant assumptions:

The break is assumed to be outside contain-

ment, so that water leaving the break is not available for recircula,tion.
The emergency core cooling system is assumed to operate properly so that the core is reflooded after the initial
blowdown.
Available time criterion:
Completely drain the refueling water
storage tank (RWST),
which is the source of water used to keep the
core flooded.
(Although the radiological consequences of releasing
primary water outside the containment could be severe, the calculation addresses the time available to prevent the consequences of
core damage.)
Description of calculation:
In order to keep the core covered, water
must be injected at a rate equal to or greater than the rate at
which water is being boiled off by decay heat.
The source of this
water is the refueling water storage tank (RWST),
which has a
-3pacity

of 350,OJO gallons.

Six pumps

(two charging pumps,

two

,afety injection pumps,
available

for

and two residual heat removal pumps),are
injecting water from the MWST into the reactor.
The

calculational approach is to divide the RWST capacity by the injection flow rate.
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Initially,

as a result of automatic ECCS operation,

would be operating.

After

have the option of
serve

the three

the core was reflooded,

the operator would

turning off some of these pumps

the RWST supply.

depend on when

all six pumps

The

the operator

time

required

in

to con-

to empty, the RWST would

turned off the pumps.

types of pumps have different

order

In

flow rates,

addition,

since

the time would

also depend on which pumps he turned off.

Run-out

rates for

the ECCS pumps are as

follows:

*

RIR pump: 5500 gpm

*

Charging pump:

*

Safety injection pump: 650 gpm

Results:

Assuming

rate,

time required

the

possible operator
l1

2.

If

550 gpm

that each pump operates
to empty the RWST

at its
is

full

run-out

given below for

the operator

leaves all

six pumps

running,

the flow rate

which means that the 350,000

RWST will

in

be emptied

the operator

heat

four

actions.

would be 13,400 gpm,

If

flow

removal

26 minutes.

turns off all

pump after

gallon

pumps except one residual

10 minutes,

the RWST empties

in

49

minutes.
3.

If the operator
injection

turns off

all

pumps except one safety

pump after 10 minutes,

the RWST empties

in

342

minutes.

4.

If

the operator

pump after

turns off all pumps except one charging

10 minutes,

the RWST empties

in

402 minutes.
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Case number:

6

Description:

Loss of all electric power,

to the steam generators,

Initial

conditions:

and reactor

loss of all-feedwater

flow

scram.

Full power.
Auxiliary feedwater.

Systems emphasized:

Significant assumptions:

The behavior of the PWR is

assumed to go

thro4g.gh four consecutive phases:
Phase I - all four steam generators boil dry.
*

Steam leaves

the steam generators through the safety valves; the power
relief valves and the mainsteam isolation valves remain
closed.
Phase 2 - primary coolant

in

the reactor vessel heats up

and expands causing the pressurizer to go solid.
tial

steam bubble in

the pressurizer

through the pressurizer

The ini-

leaves the pressurizer

safety valves.

Phase 3 - primary coolant continues to heat up and expand
until saturation temperature is reached in the reactor
vessel.
valves,

Water
lt is

is

forced out of the pressurizer

assumed that these valves

safety

function properly

to maintain primary system pressure at 2500 psia.
Phase 4 - primary coolant in

the reactor vessel boils and a

steam bubble forms in

the upper head.

increases,

is

more water

As the bubble volume

forced out of the pressurizer

safety valves.
Boiling continues and the core is eventually uncovered. it is conservatively assumed that no water
from the pressurizer drains into the hot leg when the hot
leg is filled with steam.
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Available Time Criterion:

Uncover the core midplane.

The time duration of each phase is deDescription of Calculation:
termined by calculating the heat required for each phase and then
determining the integral time of decay heat generation that is equivThe ANS fission product decay heat correlation and a Westingalent.
house correlation for Np-239, U-239 and residual fission decay heat
are used.
Heat transfer to primary system metal is ignored.
The heat required for Phase 1 is calculated assuming an initial water
mass of 9.49 x 105 lb. in each of four steam generators, at an avThe water is
erage quality of 7.06% and a pressure of 758 psia.
assumed to undergo a constant-volume pressure increase to the relief
valve setpoint of 1100 psia, and then boil at constant pressure until
the steam generators are emptied.
The heat required for Phase 2 is calculated assuming that, at the end
of Phase 1, the average temperature of the primary system (neglecting
the pressurizer) equals the saturation temperature of the steam generators at 1100 psia, which is 5 5 6 0 F, and that the primary system
The primary system then heats up and expands,
pressure is 2250 psia.
collapsing the pressurizer bubble, which is assumed to have an initial volume of 720 ft 3 . Pressurizer relief valves are assumed to
keep pressure from exceeding 2500 psia, heat transfer between the
pressurizer and the hot leg is ignored, and the primary system is
The fluid volume of the pcimary system
assumed to heat up uniformly.
less the pressurizer is 10,682 ft 3 . Thus, the temperature that the
primary system must reach to expand by 720 ft 3 is calculated to be
599 0 F.
To calculate the heat required for Phase 3, the entire primary system
,(except the pressurizer] is assumed to heat up at a constant pressure
of 2500 psia to a saturation temperature of 668 0 F.
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To calculate the heat required for Phase 4, it is assumed that as the
primary system begins to boil, a bubble forms in the upper head. As
the bubble expands, liquid is forced into the pressurizer from the
hot leg, causing a water discharge from the pressurizer safety valves,
whichare assumed to maintain pressurp at 2500 psia.
It is assumed
that water flows into the pressurizer from the hot leg until the
reactor bubble grows large enough to fill
the hot leg to the level of
the pressurizer surge line connection. The size of the bubble is
then about 6000 ft3.
From that point, it is assumed that steam flows
from the hot leg into the pressurizer but that no water flows from
the-pressurizer into the hot leg.
The remaining volume of water that
must be boiled to uncover
Case 6

is

is

about 2958

also analyzed using the RFLAP 6 computer code.

ison of the computer
sented

the core midplane

results with the manual calculations

ft

3

.

A comparis

pre-

in Appendix D.

Results:
The heat required to boil dry all four steam generators
(Phase 1) is calculated to be 2.41 x 108 BTU.
In calculating
the time required to generate that quantity of heat, it is assumed that the average primary system temperature remains con-

stant,

and so stored energy in the primary system is ignored.
Therefore, based on decay heat generation, the time required to
boil dry the four steam generators is calculated to be 65.4
* inutes.
Assuming an isobaric expansion at 2500 psia, the heat required to raise the primary system temperature to 599 0 F (Phase
a

2) is 2.78 x C' OTU.
The time required to generate that quantity of decay heat is calculated to be about 10.5 minutes.
* The heat required for Phase 3 will be approximately 5.62 x
107 BTU,

and the time-required

decay heat
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is

calculated

to generate that quantity of

to be about 22.4 minutes.

The heat required to form the 6000 ft 3 bubble at 2500 psia
during Phase 4 is 1.66 x 107 BTU.
The heat required to boil the
3
2958 ft
of water above the core is 3.75 x 107 BTU.
Thus, the
total heat required for Phase 4 is 5.41 x 107 BTU, which will be
generated in about 22.8 minutes.
Therefore, the total time for
all four phases is about 2 hours.
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Case number:

7

Loss of all electric power and all feedwater
Description:
the steam generators.
Initial Conditions:
System emphasized:

flow to

Reactor has been shut down for 1 hour.
Auxiliary feedwater.

The reactor is assumed to go through the
Significant Assumptions:
same four phases as described in Case Number 6.
Available Time Criterion:

Uncover the core midplane.

The calculation is done in a similar
except that the steam generator secondaries are initially at no-load conditions, which are assumed to be
1100 psia, an average! quality of 3.5%, and a water mass of 1.66 x 105
lb. per steam generc:tor.
Description of calculation:
manner as in Case Number 6,

Results:

The heat required to boil dry' the steam generators

1) will be 4.1 x 108 BTU.

(Phase

The heat required for the next three

Therefore, the total heat
phases will be the same as in Case 6.
The time required to
required for all four phases is 5.4 x 108 BTU.
generate

that much decay heat,

about 4.4 hours.
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beginning one hour after shutdown,

is

Case number:

8

Description:

Disable RHR cooling system during cold shutdown con-

ditions.
Initial Conditions:
primary system solid

•

Reactor vessel head on,

*

Primary coolant at 140OF and 50 psig

*

Reactor has been shutdown for 15 hours

*

RHR cooling in

Systems emphasized;

progress

RHR

The RHR primary side suction valves are
Significant assumptions:
Therefore, the primary system will heat up
assumed to remain open.
resulting in increasing system pressure to the RHR safety valve setThe steam generators will
point, which is assumed to be 600 psig.
heat up to the same temperature as that of the primary system.
ing of the primary system metal

is

Heat-

ignored.

assumed that the RHR safety valves are adequate to maintain
The primary system continues to heat
sysytem pressure at 600 psig.
up, boils, and relieves through the RHR safety valves.
It

is

Available time criterion:
Description of calculation:
mine the heat required

Uncover the core midplane.
The calculational

to uncover

and (2)

equivalent

is

to

boil enough primary system

Then the integral

the core midplane.

heat generation that is

to deter-

to (1) heat the primary and secondary water

saturated conditions at 600 psiq,
water

is

approach

determined.

It

time of decay
is

assumed that

no steam relief occurs on the secondary side.
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Results,:

Assuming the initial

conditions

in

each steam generator

pressure of 600 psig.
As the primary systems boils,

a steam bubble

forms in

the upper head

forcing water out through the RHR safety valves as it expands. It is
assumed that liquid is discharged until the bubble fills
the entire
primary system (except the pressurizer) above the bottom of the
reactor nozzles, a volume of about 7893 ft 3 .
From that point, steam
is

discharged from the RHR safety valves.
The volume of water remaining above the core midplane at this time is about
1064 ft 3 . The
3
heat required to generate 7893 ft
of steam in the primary system,
,and then boil the remaining 10,64 f.t3 of water is
4.6 x 107 BTU.
Therefore, the total heat required is 5.6 x 108 BTU.
The time required to generate that amount of decay heat is approximately 9.1
hours.
minutes.
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The time required to heat the primary system to 200

0

F is

84

Case number:

9

Description:

Disable RHR cooling system during

Initial

refueling.

conditions:

.

Refueling

*
*

Reactor head removed
Reactor has been shutdown for three days

*

The reactor cavity water temperature

System emphasized:

cavity full of water

RHR

Significant assumptions:
neglected.

is

1400 F

..

Pressurization of the containment

Natural circulation

is

is

assumed to be adequate to prevent
fuel damage while the refueling cavity is boiling.

Available

time criterion:

Boil dry refueling cavity.

Description of calculation:
The calculational approach is to determine the heat required to boil the refueling cavity water and then
to determine the integral time of decay heat generation that is
equivalent.
Results:

The refueling cavity water volume is 340,000 gallons, and
the amount of heat required to increase its temperature to 212OF is
2 x 108 BTU.
The decay heat 3 days after shutdown will generate
that much heat

in

287 minutes.

The heat required to boil dry the
entire cavity at atmospheric pressure is 2.7 x 109 BTU.
The total
time required to reach 212OF and boil dry is approximately 77 hours.

Case number:

10

Description:

RHR piping

ruptured outside the containment during

is

refueling.

Initial conditions:
shutdown

*

Reactor

*

Vessel

..

Refueling

*

The valve connecting

head and upper

Reactor

*

cavity water

Available

that

the refueling

in

the pipe

betwcen
cavity

the cavity

and the break

80 pipe,

two 91o elbows,

is

40

ft.

equivalent

is

two gate valves,

The

of calculation:

1748

ft

2

.

the Crane handbook.'

cavity.

Completely drain refueling

with

is

this simple geometry,

The
time

calculate

the total

Results:

The refueling

calculational

flow rate

cavity

is

then

26

*I"Flow of

Fluids Through Valves,

410,

is
feet

formulas

integrated

ovr r

to completely drain the

Fittings

to assume
and an

easy to express

is

will drain completely

Paper No.

1974.

it

time using standard

required

Crane Co.,

approach

a box with a height of

the flow rate as a function of
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140OF

loss and an exit loss.

the refueling cavity

area of

level

schedule

time criterion:

Description

is

The elevation difference

to flow between

feet of 12"

temperature

water

break and the initial

an entrance

refueling

fuel pool and

RHR

Significant assumptions:

to 100

the spent

closed.

System emphasized:

Resistance

level

refueling

cavity at normal

is

cavity

internals removed

and Pipe,"

in

as per
time

to

.:avity.

49 milutes.

Technical

Case number:

11

Description:

Disable the spent fuel cooling system.

Initial

conditions:

"

Spent fuel pool is

"

Fuel pool water temperature

Systems emphasized:

filled with fuel
is

to capacity.

140 0 F.

Spent fuel pool cooling system.

,$ignificant assumptions:
The maximum heatup rate for the spent
fuel pool is assumed, based on Table 9.1-3 of the SNUPPS PSAR.
Available

time criterion:

Boil off three feet of water.

Description of calculation:
The calculational approach is to
divide the heat required to heat the pool to 2120r and boil three
feet of water by the maximum pool heatup rate.
Results:

Based on Table 9.1-3 of the SNUPPS PSAR, the maximum
heatup rate for the spent fuel pool is 1l.4 0 F/hr.
Therefore,
assuming an initial
water temperature of 1400F, the pool temperature reaches 212OF i6 6.3 hours.
Assuming that the spent fuel
is generating heat at a constant maximum rate of 40.1 x 106 BTU/hr,
three feet of the pool water will boil 6ff 6.2 hours after reaching
212OF.
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Case number:

12

Description:

Drain the spent fuel pool.

Initial

conditions:

System emphasized:.

Spent fuel in

the spent fuel pool.

Spent fuel pool.

Significant assumptions:

A draining flow rate of 1000 gpm is

assumed.
Available time criterion:
Description of calculation:

Drain 10

feet of pool water.

The calculational

assume a draining flow rate and divide it

approach is

to

into the water volume of

10 feet of pool depth.
Results:
foot.

Therefore,

minutes to
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The pool water volume

is

given as 10,660 gallons per

it a flow rate of 1000 gpm,

lower the pool

level by 10 feet.

it

would take 107

A3.

BWR CASES

Table A-2 is a summary of the BWR available time cases. Each case and
its
results are described on individual summary sheets that follow
Table A-2.
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AVAILABLE TIME CAIE SELECTION SUMMARY

Table A-2:

Case Number
F~ient
1-oss

2

x

x

3

4

x

x

WR

Brief
vt oftsite

lKWe

1.4$ss of ma.keup water
[Abss

of R1111 ctxolinjn

Lob3:S

of

initial

1

-

to reactor

Sappress.ion pool C.,ol

X

x

X

iIn

Plant State
xx

rull Powera
Shutdow~n for
Shut downg

(or

Shtttdown Ivir

x

I hour

x

IS~ huti s, heitad on
72 hour s,

x

head off

rc67,s

IIVIR
Su1 4p ess ion px~ol Ccj4,l j 11-

x

x

x
x

Case number:

1

Description:

Loss of offsite power,

gency makeup water to reactor
Initial

conditions:

reactor

trip,

and loss of emer-

vessel.

Full power.

Systems emphasized:

RCIC and ECCS.

Significant assumptions:
Reactor coolant

..

remains at saturated conditions at 1080

psig.
No makeup water

*

is

Available Time Criterion:
Description of calculation:
calculate the heat required
core midplane,
generation
curve,

available.
Uncover

the core midplane.

The basic calculational

equivalent.

quantity

time of decay heat

for decay heat were used.

The amount of water that must be boiled off to uncover

core midplane

is

2.08 x 105 lb.

of water

in

to

The ANS fission product decay heat

and a Westinghouse correlation

Results:

is

to boil the reactor coolant down to the

and then to determ.ine the integral

that is

approach

Core decay heat will boil

the

this

1.4 hours.
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Case number:

2

Description:
Loss of offsite power and emergency makeup water one
hour after shutdown.
Initial ccnditions:

Reactor has been shut down for one hour.

Systems emphasized:

RCIC and ECCS.

Significant assumptions:
" Reactor coolant remains in a saturated condition at
1080 psig.
* No makeup water is available.
Available time criterion:

Uncover core midplane.

Description of calculation:
The calculational approach is the same
as that in Case 1. Since the reactor has been shut down for one
hour, the decay heat is lower than in Case 1 and thus more time is
available.
Results:
hours.
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The time required to uncover

the core midplane is 2.2

Case number:

3

Description:

The residual heat removal

(RHR)

system

is

disabled.

conditions:

Initial
*

Reactor vessel head on

•

Reactor

*
,

Reactor has been shut down for 15 hours.
4 ft
Reactor vessel water inventory is 1.17 x 10

*

RHR cooling

is

coolant water

is

at atmospheric pressure and 150 0 F.
3

in operation.

RHR

Systems emphas;zed:

Significant assumptions:
The RHR system is
•

assumed to be isolated after the initial
sabotage event thus, the RHR relief valves do not operate.

*

No makeup water

is

available.
Uncover the core midplane.

Available time criterion:

The reactor

Description of calculation:
.three phases:
Phase 1:
•

Decay heat increaes

temperature causing

it

is

assumed to go through

the reactor coolant water

to expand

until

the reactor vessel

goes solid.
Phase 2:

Further heating of the water results in

an in-

At 1080 psig the main steam safety/
creasing pressure.
The temperature of
relief valves open discharging wzte.-.
water continues to increase until it reaches
Heating of metal is ignored.
saturation temperature.
the reactor

Phase 3:

After

the water

bulk boiling begins.:
the relief

valves

until

is

at the saturation temperature

Water continues to be discharged from
the water

main steam vessel nozzles,

level drops

below the

after which steam is

discharged.
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The heat required

for each phase is

calculated and the equivalent

integral time of decay heat generation is
Results:

The reactor goes solid

reaches 195oF,

which occurs in

erature of 554.1
core midplane
the total
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is

0

F (Phase 2)
uncovered

time for Case 3 is

is

determined.

(Phase 1) when the temperature

0.96 hours.
reached

(Phase 3)

in

16.3 hours.

in

The saturation tempanother 8.02 hours.

another

7.3 hours.

Thus,

The

Case number:

4

Description:

The RHR system is

disabled during refueling.

conditions:

Initial
,

Reactor vessel head is

removed,

but reactor cavity

is

dry.

*
*
*
•

Reactor coolant water is at atmospheric pressure and
150OF
Reactor vessel water

inventory is 1.06 x 104 ft

3

Reactor has been shut down for 72 hours
RHR cooli:1g is in operation.

Systems emphasized:

RHR

Significant assumptions:
*

Heating of metal

Available time criterion:

is

ignored.

Uncover

Description of calculation;

the core midplane.

The reactor cooling water heats up and

The heat required to boil enough
boils at atmospheric pressure.
water to uncover the core midplane is calculated and the equivalent
integral
Results:
hours.

time of decay heat generation
The reactor watec
The core midplane is

is

determined.

temperature reaches
uncovered

in

212OF in

1.86

22 hours.
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Case number:

5

Description:
Loss of offsite power, reactor trip, and loss of
suppression pool cooling system. The RCIC system takes suction from
the suppression pool (torus) to supply the reactor.
Initial conditions:
*

Full power

*

Initial torus water

Systems emphasized:
Available

Suppress ion pool

time criterion:

Significant

temperature of 100OF.
cooling system.

Suppression pool water

reaches

150 0 F*

assumptions:

0

Perfect mixing

in

suppression pool

*

No heat loss from suppression chamber

*
*

Constant pressure in reactor (1080 psig)
The average water in-ventory in the torus is
4.56 x 106 lb.

shell

* 150OF is assumed to be the maximum suppression pool temperature
permitted.
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A4.

SUMMARY OF CASE RESULTS

Tables A-3 and A-4 are summaries of the results of available
time
calculations for PWR and BWR respectively.
The discussion of Section
2.2 utilizes these results to identify the type
of events which are
candidates for further evaluation of damage control
feasibility.
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Table A-4:

Case

utbter

BWH kESULTS

SUMMARY

('si tet ivon

bescr iAt tori

Available

1

Total station
blackoot and
loss
ot makeup to tea.:toz
vessel

Uncover core to midplane

1.4 hours

2

Lo0s of ofIsIte
tpwet and
loss 1f askeup to leactor
vessel after
one hoor delay

Uu'cove, cure to midplane

2.2 hours

3

Disable P51R Cool-inq with
reactor vessel
head in place

Uncover core to midplane

16. 3 hours

4

Disable RHR cooling with
reactor vessel
head rewK)ved

Uncover
1

S

loSs of offsite

Supplession iol
reaches 150-F

of suppression

KoWer and
Viol cooling

loss

v-oe to aid-

22 hours

F ]ane

3.I hours

Time

APPENDIX 5:

INITIAL APPROACH TO DAMAGE CONTROL

This Appendix describes the initial
approach for investigating
the feasibility of damage control measures to counteract sabotage events so that a plant could subsequently be brought to
and maintained

in

a stable condition.

This initial

approach

emphasizes the traditional concept of damage control:
rapid
repair to limit the consequences of damage.
Rapid repair in
,this context includes repairing damaged equipment necessary for
the continued removal of decay heat.
It also includes juryrigging to use other systems to assist in performing the required functionS.
This approach was terminated and not used
for reasons discussed in

Section 2.3 of this report.

To draw conclusions on damage control
required must be known.

feasibility,

In determining these,

the assets

an approach is

followed which defines a set of sabotage events and develops
the assets required to overcome each event.
Figure B-1 depicts
the analysis sequence, starting from a definition of the reactor states in which damage control would be considered.
The
analysis then proceeds through the identification of equipment,
manpower,

and time required

to effect damage control on those
systems and system elements that are needed to preserve reactor
stability.
Following the identification of the assets required, summaries of equipment and an analysis of transportability of various damage control items such as ladders,
and pipes is made.

cables,

The results of the time line analyses and the personnel required
to perform damage control are summarized in Table B-3.
Furthermore, summary results of the time to perform damage control
actions for specific sabotage scenarios are included in Table
3-i and a summary list

of equipment needed is

in

Table B-2.
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SUM~ARY kN: CCMENT~S

?:Mt L:t4Z Pf.SPONSE TIM
tPeeronse drime
Act Lon

Min

Max

ALaems and Indications

0

20 min

Control ROOm PeSpot956

30 sec-2 min

S-ZL'

0-10 minutia
ranqo.

in

a 9th.most
friequev~t.y is$i'medJ
riespon 5@.
Aovinq opeeatoc

-.-

,~\.'.

0-1 min

40 min

Snhor
time due to ObVIOUS nature of
damaqe -- fuel on floor, air tank has
A larqe 1o0e. etC.
LongnqtLm. due to
possible Lab analysis cequLred to
contirm.conoecture of source of trouble.

ACjuhre O.C. EqVLPM~flt

3.5 *in

.20-30 Min

Some D.C. events may be overcome without
tools or with tooLs normally carried,
such as drain valve Opened, or cont:ol
cables cut.
Lonq times reflect need
Eor heavy or special equipment such
ts weldinq or cuttinq -lost. Oamaqe
controL Locketrs
Lth the necessary equipmint (excepCt fo special items such as
cuttinq ,r weldinqg
are assumed to ne
nearby.
Spool pieces. timbers. wire,

~

10 'in
Is mosot fequent
Assumed acquisition

tmm'..

etc..

-I

Perform D.C.

Action

1-2 sin
Times on the order of
L hour are most frequen t

~1%

~
~

I

Minimum tithe on res~xondjnq to e*ceqqnCf
Linstruented, suchi
sleltems that. ai ieU
is D.C. or AfVS. m4ax time; 3n Jetecting
tfat a ~pipl has teen breached.

on-sean. Aalessment
1

.A.

-

-

most frequent time

Aksbsmed govinq operatots tespond
rapidly to the scene afte. paqgnq
by CR operstor: tithe variationl due
to the urgency of the $a11
Indication -- impendinq :t-uble or actual.

v--'
.q~.

is

Ace in

lockiers.

inort times ice for the simple actions
such as manually crankinq open 4 MOV;
lonq times apply to actaxna requiring
viedinq, cuttinq, cable splicinq. and
bypaessnq damaged electrical diettibution equiphent.
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The presentdtion of the results of this

initial

approach are as

follows:

Table B-i:

Summary of Time Line Response Times

Table 9--2:

Summary of Equipment Requirements

Table

Summary of Time and Staff Requirements

ti-3:

Time line analysis
Bl.

sheets

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSIS

1, ..... .Reactor

States

Damage control

is

considered

three operational
or refueling'.

states:

for a reactor

hot shutdown,

response
control

in Appendix A.
times required

is

any one of

cold shutdown,

For each of these states the time available

for performing damaqe control
described

in

operations

is

calculated

as

Because of the extremely short
for loss-of-coolant events,

not considered

for such situations.

sumptions made in

the analysis are that normal

AC electric power

is

lost and

damage

Other as(offsite)

that no sabotaqe occurs

within the primary containment because of restricted, access.
2.

Systems Required
U'sing information-from
Reports
ated

(PSAR's)

typical

the systems that are required

to maintain a reactor

states are listed.

hot shutdown,
water,
water

mentation.

in

the set

targets and

this set therefore must be

of systems required to keep a plant

for example,

includes the auxiliary

and the diesel

To this list

maintain the plant in
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of systems embodies

component cooling water,
systems,

to be oper-

each of the three operating

likely to be sabotage

the repair to any equipment
The list

in

This list

of equipments considered
analyzed.

Preliminary Safety Analysis

and essential

in

feed-

service

jenerator plus vital

instru-

are added the nystems required
cold shutdown and refueling

to

states;

however,

not all

systems listed by the PSAR for each of

the states are considered "required".
charging pumps,

boron transfer

pumps and control

the

room

are not considered absolutely necessary in

ventilation,

the extreme emergency

3.

For example,

that a sabotage

scenario represents.

Sabotage Mode
The purpose of this step in
the ways in
-etc.

--

the analysis is

which specific components --

of the required systems,

to establish

pumps,

compiled above,

pipes.
can be

damaged. This step provides specific damage conditions for
which manpower, equipment and time can be estimated.
4.

Time Lines
The purpose oi the time lines is to analyze and quantify
times, equipment, and manpower for detecting, responding
to, and performing damage control activities required to
As ilrectify each of the equipment sabotage actions.
lustrated below, a standardized approach is used in which
The time lines
each step of the response is identified.
are a depiction of these steps for specific responses. To
quantify response times, an estimate based on personal'
experience of the time required is made for each of the
In making the time estimates, however, it is assteps.
sumed that the damaged component is accessible without the
construction of scaffolding, that there are no obstacles
to access such as security devices or requiring two individuals with keys, and that no quality assurance is
imposed on the performance of c=eL9yncy work.
dividual time analyses follow Table B-3.

The in-
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The following is a discussion of the time line steps.
Initiation

t=0

Alarms and

This is

Indications

in

the estimated time for receipt,

the control

room,

of indications

either producc an alarm or reveal

that

that an

abnormal condition exists.
Control Room

This is

the time the control

Response

require to-notice and assess the indications
and !alarms.

In

some cases,

room operators
the control

room operators may attempt correction by
active response in the control room.
However, the operators eventually conclude
that they cannot remedy the problem from
the control room and that it must be investigated locally.
Response of
Roving Operator

Vhis represents the time it takes a roving
operator to respond to the control room
call and to arrive at the location.
It is
assumed that once the operator has decided
that he cannot overcome the problem from
the control room, the roving operator responds rapidly to make an on-scene assessment.

On-scene

This

Assessment

source of the problem.
for

is

the

time required

No time is

the recording of evidence.

intent is

assumed

to be

minimal time is
control

actions.

is

the

allotted

Sabotage

immediately

once the damaged component
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to determine

clear

discoveed so

lost in commencing damage

Acquire Damage
Control Equipment

Assuming there are some local storage lockers
with specific equipment ready to be used
for damage control repairs, this is the
time required to assemble that equipment on
the scene.
Specific equipment items needed
are also noted in order to develop the
equipment list
in Table B-2.
Transportability of equipment becomes an
important aspect of this time estimate.

Perform Damage
ControlAction

In the time lines the required damage
control actions are described, step-bystep, with time estimates for each step.
The number of persons required to effect
the repair are also estimated.

Through the time lines, the assets required for the runningrepair approach to damage control are developed.
5.

Operator Response Time

In deriving the time lines, it is necessary to make subjective
estimates of control room operator response times. The speed
with which the control room operator perceives a condition that
is abnormal and beyond his control is important to the viability of damage control.
Other people and organizations involved
in reactor operations con3ider control room operator response
to be important to plant safety, yet there is no agreement on
what the expected response times should be, given specific
scenarios.
indeed, a draft standard that specified operator
response times received so much criticism that the standard was
withdrawn.
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The-solution to this problem of agreement on response times
lies in developing a data base.
To that end NRC and EPRI decided to conduct experimental data collection programs at two
different training simulators.

Westinghouse

is

using their

trainer at Zion to collect data and General Physics is using
their simulator at Sequoyah.
The programs are conducted using
selected scenarios to which operators must respond.
The operators will be both those who are being newly trained and
those who are undergoing requalification.
J

The programs will run for two. years, with data collection, having
begun in December 1978.
Although data will be available as the
experiments are being conducted, it will only be after a six
month period or more that the data will become statistically
significant.
The sigrificance of this data collection effort for the damage
control project is not great since:
The experimental

scenarios do not confront the operator with a sabotage situation.
If a system does
not respond automatically, the operator initiates it
from the control room.
There is no scenario which
presumes that the system is completely lost and that
it does not respond to operator action.
The sabotage
situation requires that the operator initiate
an
investigation of the physical condition of the equipment.

Since the experimental program will not require
such operator action, the times developed will not be
entirely applicable.
Significant results will not be available until some
time after this damage control study is completed.
Therefore, the time estimates used here will remain.
unchanged but may require modification when the data
base is made available.
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6.

Establishing

the Limits of Transportability

The nominal equipment weight range that one or two workers can
carry is

important in

a lifting device is

deciding for which damage control actions

required.

This damage control study assumes

that 50 and 125 lbs are-the maximum that one or two workers,
respectively,

can be expected to carry and to handle loads at

above knuckle heights with control.
the graphs

These limits are used on

(Figures B2-1 through B2-5)

which show equipment

weights for various sizes and lengths.
The 50 pound limit is

reported

in Human Engineering Guide to

Equipment Design* as a result of studies done using unselected
persons lifting weights.
That study also recommends that the:
maximum portable by unselected males is 50 lbs.
maximum portable at knuckle height (close up) by

*
*

selected males is 75-80 lbs.
maximum portable above knuckle height (close up)
selected males is
This limit of 50 lbs is

by

65-70 lbs.

conservative.

Other studies reported

in the above reference conclude that workers can conveniently
lift
the following weights to the indicated heights:
height of person

lift

# to 3 1/2'

lift

# to 5 1/4'

63 - 66

73

53

68 - 69

92

65

These last results indicate that it is reasonable to expect two
workers to lift,
position and hold an item for damage control
that weighs up to 125 pounds.

*Human Engineering Guide To Equipment Design,
Kinkade,

Editors,

McGraw-Hill,

Van Cott and

1972.
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The 125 pound limit is repeated in the National Fire Protection
Association Standard 1001 Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications
for Physical Fitness.
This standard requires that a cindidate
be able to lift
a 125 pound weight and move it 100 feet without
stopping.

Certainly that requirement does not apply to power
station personnel, but the fact that a standards writing

organization considers this to be a reasonable physical task
for one "select" person to perform implies that one can certainly
expect two people to be able to maneuver that size weight.
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TABLE B-3:

SABOTAGE TIME LINE RESULTS SUMMARY (FOLLOWS)

a.

Sabotage events for generic plant components.

b.

Time estimates for damage control of listed sabotage
events.

c.

Shift
Manning required to perform damage control.
supervisor is on-scene team leader but is not limited
Senior operator,
in the manning estimates given.
reactor operator, and auxiliary operator are not available for damage control work.

Abbreviations used:

0Additional
M
E
M/V
m x nE

operators
Mechanical task
Electrical task
Mechanics per valve
m crews of n electricians each
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TA14LF 11- 1
SAW)LTAGE TIME LINE RESULTS
11ASED (0 DIESEL GENERATOR
DC

Ting

IwmINU!hSŽ
Tank

IF-leoil day tank dialined

VANN ING
MkwxvlNEZm

SIbLVr

U*5LNWIDtrlE!tEKILCE
CAýTtS
Winil line Wroken oil.
plug and till.

24-51

a

Sltating air tank depcessuclzedi
)1-I8

2N-iD

Close valve.

brain valve broken Off

51-82

2m

PItugI broken drain
t alok.

6b-90

2 It

Plug hole.

Starting air
S.11l

LA..be u II

lisbe.

charge

talsk ruptured

zoptutre

Recharge

Lactk.

Not dakage-contrallable.

Large ruiltuse
heat exch~anger
2X

Shell zuptured

Pbtvh Shell.
feasible it
I uptur ed.

Diain valve btroen open
mechanicallydo $veto Jpi~

Recharge tank.

Dra~in valve open

25-51

Hot

be

C~imp esuol

Stargt ing alt
de t a yed

tilter pl,#ned

lie

damage-cootrollable.

WAt dhamige-corittlab)e.
is inoperative until

Jacket C4A~l Ing pump mechanical
ii amae

Lue oil

may nmit

Plug drain linge.

I "

l~ube oil 1^10p daaaged

I's
3two

D.C.

tules ace also

4

replaced.

11-l)lace

61-112

l)ie-el
pump can

5

tiltet

elements.

6i
cumpr es~ot

"0-b2

Thteaded ,vdI4nle to be
provided at drain tailks
ploiv ide bose connect Ion.
oin alt ctsmpireR!.Ol ilscharge Il;.e to starting
ale tank.

lr u1,uuJt in
cumprsesz; 4
to Connect. to new fittinjs.
tank
Complessos slac-d to charlg
Purtable

In 30 to

45 mirnutes.
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S~bLJTA4-E TIME LII4C ItESULrS
BASEZD (IN
Ut7 TIME

CLSNUO IC

AUXLEIIARYV

K~A~U"I

tlLtMAThM
C)LSIGN

SVSTIN
NotLCT

MIq4IIF'I-

MVFT
111I-24.t
M ot-

lb
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93.,#
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49-J12
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VC TIME
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I147-24)
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Ikthiýyt~*-d b.y explosives
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SYSTEM:

Diesel. Zenerltor

SABCTAGE MODE:

Fcceign,

0 13i. Storage and

--insfer Sys:em

non-cotustibLe substance

introducsd

TLe:nterval
for Event

_Lae Line Events

.3

Engine starts

or attempts

v2

start.
Alarms and :ndicat:ons

30 sec.-I Min.

Enqgne fa2.s to start.
IJenerator c_,xcv.;: breaker
opecs.
. arm.

Contr'oi. Rocm Response

30 sec.-2 iun.

Response of Roving C•orator
'n-Scene

Assessment

LCw oil pressure

Oispatckh :-.vtnq

cceratý:r.

3-5 mi~n.
3 maln.

:f the f!reL;n substance

L3

or solid mat~eral,.
t!%e Operator may observe a
high di~ferential pressure
across fuel f!!sr.

a

1iscous

30-40 m:n.
(assuming no
offsite
test:nq is
required)

Acquire Damage
Control ECuI;ment

-ecides to draw f:eel samiae.
:.-sc:ble
subscn~ce detected
by zbservble .Lnterface.
Soluble substance letected by.
furt-er tests.
Time 7arLes
dependaiq on whetner addiLtinal
testing can be done onsiteOr
must be done otf=ite.

10 m±n.

jumper•
sose. 2 fose cIAmps.
nack saw. =scelaflecus
pipe !:ttings, wrencnes.

'Assume local locker W/týLs
equipment.

Perform Damaqe
Contrao Action
1.

Connect in adapter
f4Ztinq$ and -,-per hose using
lamage :ontrol.!
t:ings
:7ovded.
Janper lay

1S min.

This ass3mes a des;ign modflm-

aton. jumper f!itt:i-gs
are not part of orij.nal
desmgn.
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9.

.umper
:onrec'.tq

? day tank by
o Y-strainer

blowoftf conrect;,o
one

mnd,

c-,ttinq

30 min.

)~n
Lnto

and prepariq the !i½ne
to accept th•e ;urnmpor hose.
Total T-,mm
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34-98 min.

SYS..M:

:

D.,sel

SABOTAGZ MODE:

"

;ener
,
Storage

Fore~qjn, ncn-ccrbus~tble Substance
to %.nderlr=und storage tank.

L.n-e Events

System

intrý:duzcqd

entor',-al

TIme
Ti.me

and Tra.s-er

137 Event,

•oo$- wlý_ not
$tin
carry load (generato:

Initiation

circuit breaker ooens),

or

alarms are received in
contro]. room.
:ay tank,
Alarms and :ndtcaticns

ControL Room Response
Response zz;eying
Operator

low level.

Low juie oil pressure.
30 sec.-2 min.

Dispatch covqng =e:3tnr.

3-5 min.

Cn-Scene Assessment

15-40 min.

Acquire Damaqe
Control Equipment

5

' . .n.

:bserve hiqh -:.?, Y-stralner.
Open Y-strainer--detaec
solid debeiss.
Sample fuel. storaae %ank-detect !ore_-,n .naterial.

Wrenchers.

2erform Damage
Control Action

Drain day tank.

Total Time

A hand driven

Retill

tan
..rom auxl.,.ary noi.jar
fuel systam or !r'm fuel
Purge fuel line
truck.
from day tank to Ln~ercors.

io-130 mn.

?urge pump Ls
in assumed des.qn nodi-f,%-n add tional fecation.
sign modlfiation. a connaction !rom Vhe auxibiary
boL'er fuel. system to the
diesel enqgne day tanks, may
!t is
also te assumed.
lurther assumed tJhat t2h.s
co'nection mus% be completed
by installation of a spool
p.ece.
.The zonnection is
thus nor recogntzab.a is A
:f sucn
sabotage tar7et:.
a ionnqctton Ls not provwfed
t.e lay *a:k must ne rlfilled !r=m a f';el mr*ck.

34-232 mi~n.

F-117

SYSTEM:

Diesel Generator Fuel
Oil Storage and Transfer
System

SAO'TArZ

VDCOE.

Day tank draLned by breaking
drain

Time Line £venOts

Initiation
Alarms

and Zndicaaions

i~ne.

Time tnterval.
for Event
0

Sabotage event occurs.

Va:iable.
D ay tank low Level.
Transfer
wi.Al start P'um
before S to.aqe :ank low Level.
day tank low level
alarm and may
prevent this alarm

from~ occ~arr~.ng

Control Room Response

Pesponso of Rovinq Operator
On-Scene Assessment

5-20 min.

Operators obseire fuel transfer pump running. Or, ift
diesel is runniing, stornqe
tank Level is ooser-ted to decrease more zapidly
than
normal.
Also may
that day tank low observe,
level alarm
if received, does not clear.
Dispatch rovinq operator.

3-S min.
I. mtn .

Obseves spilled

oil.

fuel

Locates source.

Acquire nanage Control
Equipmen:

Perform Damage Czntrol
ACti.On
Total Time

5 min.

Hamuner, wooden plugs,
gasket material.

l0-20 min.

Pluq d-ain Line.

24-51 mIA.

rncludes only time from
receipt of alarms.

F-118

SYS='M:

Diesel 5ern.acor ccoiian, w4cer systam

SABOTAGZ MODE:

Tim

Lxe

£Engne driven 4acket
physical damage.

Eent

:Co00

g

pump.

Zirecz

!.r Event

Initiation

0

Sabotage event occurs.

Alarms and :ndisations

I min.

Low level

ala f--xpifnsion

tank.
Control Rccm Reszonse

2-5 :umi.,

Response of Roving Operator

3-5 min.

on-Scene Assessment

1-2 mm.

Ac:•uire

Attempt

to make.up to .tank.

Dispatch roving iperstor.

Roving operator notes large
quantities of coolant on
floor and identi!ies camse
as broken casinq of jac~ee
cooaing pump. Reports %o
control room %hat repaisl
not possible.

Daurage

Control Equipment

Pnrform Dar.ace

_cntzol Actio"'

Damaqe control not Possible
!or this event.

F-119

SYSTS..:

0,eas

SABOTAGE MCDE:

?irn.o L4.e Evrents

i ~norstor Lu~be Oi.

Znqine f!rivan 1=

oi
wi~p.
Di.rect phiysica.l damact ýo zaig
Time Iterval
!o e:
vent

tnitiation

a

,!!i.-

A:ar-. anad

r.-dicat~ons

Systa"I

I.

Engine runni.ng:
iabot3as
event ýzzus
Enq.,ne
stappedt engqIn. sarts or
aztempt% to start.

'.

I sec.-2

uj'..

Low

oilI

tri.ps
znq:.Ie

Control Room Response
Responhe af Rov~.ng
Operstnr

On-Scene Assessment

30 sec. -2 .iir'.

Osoatch

pressure.
on

low
sump

-Engine
oLl

prossurs.

L'J

".Llw

optratzr.

rovin

3-5 min.

I12mn.

Obserte's

ail

Locates

10uZCe.

cOntrol

room

repa~rs

not

3r.

flocor.
Reports

--

at

zo

amar~sn.cy

possible.

Acquji:e namajo
Control Eqipment

Perform DsrAqe7
N4ot damage controliaole..
Eng-.r~e is out of comnuiss~on.

F-120

SYSL9M:

Diesel Zenerator Lu~be Oil Sys

SABOTAGZ MODE:

.Lr'e

in

tam

Cil !ilter plugged.

Events

Lti~of

74=* nter*val
!or Event
Enqine starts or attempts

0

to start.
Low oil pressure.. £
_nq@ne
trips on lo0w oilprUit

Al~arms and :ndicat-,ons

2 min".

Control Room Rasconse

30 sec.-2 min.

Response of Rovi.ng
Operator

3-5 -an

On-Scene Assessment

1.0-30 min.

Dispatch
.

:vinq operator.

Operator may observe hiqh

AP

across

filter

durlnq

start attempts.

Acquire Oamaq.

5

mi~n.

Tools to remove ftit.er.

Control Equi.pment

~min. Acqu"*% replacement fle

Perform Damtage
Control Action
Shutdown engine
Remove filter
Clean filter bodfe~t
Replace f!1ter e j0 t
Fill sind vent filter

-0a

'ria.

30-'50 min.

51-11: Mi.

F-121

Dxosel. Generstor Luba :jj System

SYSTEM t
SA.3CTAGZ

tCDE:

Time :Line Events

pen shell
Rupt-.xed snell or -drai.n - Lube oil cooler.

side

TL'me :nterval
!or Event-

sabotage
rnqlne runninq:
niL.e
event occurs.

0

Enqn.e starts
stopped :
or Attempts to start.
Alarms and

ndications

Control Room Response

30 sec.-2 nin.

Roving

2-5 mi.n.

Assessment

1-2 min.

Response o0
Operator
On-Scene

ý set.-2 "in.

Low O•lI pressule. enq'-ne sILmp
£ngi;e t_--s an
low Level.
low oil pressure.

04.spatch roving ooeratC:,.

on floor.

Obsoeres oil

Locates source. Reports
.a control.rooamn. Nlotes if
tube rupture also occurred

from damaqe sustained by
:!f •here was exshell.
tensove tub*e damaqe,
emergencl rpaqalr would not
te possible.
Acquire Camage

_Qntroi Equipment

10-20 min.

Band clam.ps,

equ'pmunt,

pipe pat•nh-q

hamme-,

wooden

;lugs, qasket material.'
tsoo~s.
plugs !or t.*,hand
cha;.n

Perform Damage
.LCon
•.•
Contnl

10 -20mi.

Plug. drain li•e.

30-60 min.

?atch shel"l.

130 min.
Total TiMe

F-12 2

!A!!.

21-211 min.

Parch• shel.l

and plug

-'•.•es.

SYtSTM:

CVDesel Generastcr Starti.nq Alf System

SABOTAGE MlODE:

Time Line T-vents

initiation

Start....q air tank deoressur:zed.

Ttme Znterval
ýor Event
Engine attempts to start.

0

Alarms and Indications

Control Room Response
Response of Roving
Operator
Dn-Scsne

Assossmea•

:t is assumed sabotage
prevents low startingq air
Engine 24.1s
pressure alarm.
:o star, on demand.
30 sec. -

•in.

Dispath r-oving operator.

3-5 mn.

2-21 min.

Observes no
lai
oressure
readings on starting air
pressure ga-qe$ (saboteur
assumed to have closed all
root valves iLn or-assure
sensing

lines).

3iscovers driin lines on
starting air tanks broken
cr discovers drain
valves open and instr-ment
root valves closed., Hears
solenoid valves click during start attempts.
Acqu•re Diamaqe
Control quipment

er!3rm Oamage
Control Action

0-5 min.

min.

Zquipment required only !or
broken trn,
:!.nes--hamer,
• ooden pluq3, ;asxet
.atsrial, wire.
Close drain valves.

,pen

instreiment ;oot v'alves•.
10-20 min.
30 mi~n.

Plqj drai., lines.
Rachisr~e stsrtzng ai.r tinks.

Total :=ae

F-123

SYS.M-s:

D3seel

SAOT.'GZ .4ODE:

Gonerator

Start.Inng Aix:

Syeem

Stari.nq air tanks rJp tre

TLIno Line Events
:Aitiation

d.

'line lnter-a.L
for Event
Sabotage event occurs.

0

Alarms and Indications

30 sec.- 4 mmn.

Low starting air pressure.

Control Room Response

30'sec.-2 mln.

Dispatch rov:_ng operator.

Response of Roving Operator

;3-5 -ni,

On-SCene Assessment

Observes physcal danaqe
to both sart•m•;.
ir
tanks.

L-2 mxni.
1-3 min.

!f lairge rupture.

:! small rujptuare.

Acquire Damage

Control. Equimpment

S •nr.

Damage control feasible for
small rupture on7y.
Equipment, roe•ured includes:

hanamr,

wooeen

material,

to secure plugs.
Perform Damage
Control Action
Plug holes

10-20 min.

Secure pluqgs wstrap

11-30 min.

Pecharge sir tanks
Total Time

30 min.
66-98 ILL.-%.

luiqs.

;asKet

wire or st:appinq

SYSTE-m:

Diesel

SABOTAGE MODE:

'eneritor

Compressors destvoyedf .3eyond repair.

Ti!
Time

5tartinq ALr Systen

Interal

f.,r Event

Line Zvents

initiation

0

Sabotage event occurs.

Alarms and Indications

20 m•Ln.

Low starting

air pressure.

Time to receive this alarn
iS dependent on Airiail
pressuire and leak down rate.
20 minutes is assumed.:

Control Room Response

30 3ec.-2 min.

D)spatzh :ovinq operator.

Response o! Rovinqg Operator
On-Scene Assessment

1-5 -nxn.

Observes obvious physical
damage to
rcmpressors.i

Acquire Damaqe
Control Zql.ipMent
L;•h

?rezs

air hose

116

:esiqn nodif
o
Threded ~ple to to
provided at tank dr3in,
or
2. Provide hose connection
on compressor discha:;e
lines to starting air
tanks.

$-5-L n

install hose adapter to
startinq air tank drain
nipple and connect iose,
or connect hose to preexisting connection on discharge Line.

Portable Compressor
Ripe nipple, wrenches
Hose Adapter

?irform Damaqe
Control ActO-on

Fill starting air tank

30-45 min.

Portable compressor sized
to -met this tLme requ.ire-

ment.
Total TLne

30-2 min.

:oes not include time to
rnceove alarm.

F-125

Residual Heat

SYSTk-:

3ABOTNCE 4ODZ-

Time Line Events

R•moval System

Pipe treacoed mechanicaIly
Trme :nAtrval
for Event
Sabotage event Occurs.
Reactor In RHR cooLinq
condition.

0

Initiation

-5 S..mir.

Al~arms and Indications

Do.erAuing reactor- :oolant
syStem pressure.
Decreasing prgsur.lzer
Possil'ae !low :nanges
system.

jýevel
.kn A

A.mea radiation monitor aia-ms

Control

Room P1ionse

Response of

30 sec.-2 min.

Rovinq Operator

on-icene A63essment

Dispa~tcl roving operator.
Operators may reccgnize
event and close LHR
isolation valves.

3-5 min.

S-J

.¶0 n

Primaryj steam m~ay !.)reMay

leased.

P&CJXs.

require air

COMMUniCateS with

control roOm and requests
isolation of RHR system.

Acqui•e Damage
Control Equipment

65-30 min.

healt

Arrange !Or

physi-3

survey and Monitoring.

Time r*equied to suituup
in protective equipment.
Pipe repair equipment reluired.
Perform

Damage

Control, Action

60-La0 min.

TwO team$ of three pipe-

Stainless steel*

fiters.

and welligq -ay
Ctttnq
required.
2eams Of 3
p.pefattTrs

eAorkng

T.otal Time

F-126

31-252 min.

diactiv

Ln

environment

-

be

SYSTEM:

Relidual Heat Removal

SA.O•.A0Z MCDE;

Tne Line Events

*=nitia~ton

System

Rupture i4 shell of RJI h.eat exchanger.
tnterval
'iPme
?.-r ve nt
event occurs.

Sabctaqe

0

Reactor Ln RHR coolinq condition.

A.'arms

and 'ndlcations

.. .,-O-LO m_%.

CICW- from RHR heat
Low !Iow,
Decreasig level
excnanger.
Ln CW surge :arn., may ;et

Low level alarm.
Control

Room Response

Response of Rovtnq
Opeatooc
On-Scene

Assessment

30 sec.-2 min.

Oispatch

rovinq,op rator.

3-5 min.

:1o-30 ml

Obseries

eak

and/or water

'e-ll
isolates
on floor.
side of heat exchanqer.

Obser-tes rupture in ihe!.
Evaluates possibility of
repai

(may request

assistance).

Acquire Damage
CzntroL Equipment

10-20 min.

Band clamps,

pipe patchi.n;

equipment, hammers, wo0oden
plugs, gasket matertalo
hand :ooLs.
Perform Damage
:ontroL Act.on

10-190 min.
54-24•

Patch she!!.

nx.n.

F-127

5YST*._-:

A.1xilary ?0edwater

SAWOTAGE .Ot:

Time

System

T-rbLne-dr*ven

pump,

broken 1UDSe 0"

line.

T:e:nter:al
!or Event

Ltne Events

Anati. ation

oemand !or AF'

0

A!a rm2s and Indications

L-10 mi•.

Low pressure,
-ow feedwater

syst am,

discharge
pUMP
flow. LAd -

cation.
Lcw trbizne speed ii-ication
Control Room Response

30 zec.-.Z M±in.

Response of ,ovrang Operator

Attmpi.t .=nual :esc•ru.
Dispatch roving operacor.

3-5 mi.n.

On-Scene Assessment

I min.

Acquire 0aiaqe
Control Equipment

5-!') min.

Obserres oil on floor
and pump base plate.
Locaces damaged o~i le.

CLI resiatant r.:bber hose,

hose clamps.

hacx3aw,

'and tools.

perform Damage
Control Act•on

Total Tize

F-128

,0-30 min.

21-58 min.

Cut away damaqed piP;nq
or tublng.
Install hose.

SYSTLE:

Auxili.ary F.sadwa•re

SA.OTACZ M'COE:

System

Turbine-driven pump, ruptured steam zuppI7 pipe.

Time Line Events

Time :ntelal
for Event

Initiation

0

Demand

Alarms and Zadications

0-5 mm.

SteAm flow imbalance indication.
Low teecwatoer :tow idication.
Turbine pump doesn': start :n
.ommand----L*w. tu:inne. speed
indication.
Low p6Se3U:.,
pump discharge.

Control R.com Response

30 sec.-2 min.

for AfW system.

Attempt Manual restasr%.
Check open motor-operated
steam isolatior. vaaves.
Oispatch rovtnq operator.

Response of Rovinq Operator

.3-5 min.

Zn-Scane Assessment

1-20 min.

Cperator hears sound o!
escaping hi~h prass.-re steam
May not be ab14 to enter
pump room. Reports steam
leak to control room.
Control room closes steam
isolation valves. Damage
located and assessed.

Acquire Damaqe
Control Equipment

15-]30 m-.
in

Hgh pressure

pipe patcn.nq

equipment (e.g. PFLdco
split sleeve), 4, pipe
section for spool piece,
zxy-acetylene torcth, nan
tools, chain falls.
Perform Damage
Control Action

60-180 min.

Cut out damaged section.
Cut spool plece to length.
:nstall
spool piece using
split sleeves at tach ent,

Us* chain !111s

fir

te.'nPora*7 hangers.
!or 'eaks.
Total. Time

Teet

30-242 min.

F-129

SYSTVM:

Auxilliar! Feedwater 3ystem

SAWCTAGE MODE:

Motor-d4:-ver. au.;ary
foedwatar pum
of tommiussion -- sn~ de~md

Tjm Line E~vents

'out

Time Intera

"euiand for AZ'I system'.
Alarms zjid Z~nd.c~t;,cnm

C-~5 -mn

.cw pressure, pump dischar,;*
s.owi

feedwater flow Lndjl-

catton.
Contr,3

R~oom Reuponse
n~patzh rtvinq cparatzir.

Response -3 Roviflq oerat-Dr

3-5 .sLn.

On-Scene Assessment

3-5 mijn.

R~equets control room start
pump.
observIes mtotor statj.

or .Ixcssszvo v~ibration.
.iay obSerVe sha!t ~-o~
Reports en'erqency rep~jr
'lot possible.

F-130

SYSTL':

Aux.ijaryj reedwater System

SABOTAGE MODE.

m.otor-dr iye n aux
oower camles

iary- !eedwozter pump

severed.

Time :nt-er-ial

Ti."e Line rvents

for event

Initiation

Oemand

Alarms and :ndications

:ontroi Room ResO•nse

0-5 min.

30 sec. -20

min.

Response of Roving Onerator

3-5 min.

')h-Scene Assessment

3-30 .ln.

!or AfE-

system.

:cw pressure, pumo dsare
',w !eedwater ,r.
..

Attenot manuaA start.
Dispatch rovinq operator.

May discover L3catlcn Of
.ut
ucki
conspicuous.
:f not, may request
assistance of electrician
:0 :heck for orm..nall vOl.taqe at motOr.

Acquire Damage

Control Equipment

20 m:n.

Ladder,

spare caDl,!s

t'•)•

splice k-.:. other tcols,
Lmirwi of portability of
*2 cablel
300 feet
L30 pounds.

'4,';ns

Perform Damage
Control Aciaon
Identify cable in :ray.
Pull back caole to provide
workable Length and mo drop
cable to floor.
Perfor•m 3 splces.
Rng out cables.

90-180

i1n.

Poten:.~al accessibility
proolem may make :nzs
damage control opt-.on

i~practizsZ .
?'11.ng zaale

baCk may

reqaire macnarncal
n e,:,.
70nal~ 7=0

ss3Lst-

.4'

F- 13 1

SYSTMq

m

Auxiliary 7eadwater Syatem

SASOTAGE MODE:

Manual valve.

Value shut, snat

=nreads lamaqed.

T'.me Znaerial
T'ime Line E'vents

for Event
0

Sabotage event occu:s,
system running.
Demand for AFWS. system
shut down.

Alarms and :ndications

0 10 min.

:ndication of no auxl!.a:.-'
feedwater !lcw.
?al.l.n
water

levels

in

steam

;en-.

erators.
Low level, steam generators.
Control

Room Response

30 sec.-2 min.

Response Of Rovinq Cperstor

F-132

Acknowledge alarms.
Zheck
!low.
Check positLons ýf
all valves that are LfndLcated. Check pumps
operating.
Q13patch :ov~ng
operator.

3-5 min.

en-Scene Assessment

5-15 m-.n.

Roving operator checks thaz
pumps are operating and
r-hat discharge pressure is
high. Walks through
system.
Discovers damaged.
:losed valve.

Acquire Damage
Control Zquipmont

10-20 min.

ZquIpelnt tO d-rss tnreads
to allow valve to
be re-opened:
files,
pencil grLnder0 air nose,
cold :hisels, hammer.
Equipment to disassemble
valve and remove disc or
gate from stem: Hand tools,
(wrenches), hammer, :old
:hisels or dedqos, chsin

Perfor-ft Dasrege
Control Act I-,n

Ortis 4P

tnrsads, re-Open

Disassemble valve,

remnove

:%assemble.
TOtal

T=.o

34-12 mina.

40te:

Ris4iq item ,-alve
assumed.

F-133

SYSTVE:

Au.x.l.arv,*

SAZO'rAGC

MWOE:

aeedwater System

Air ooderated valve,

too worksXa

aqed.

tm-e :nterial.
for E,9ent

Time Line £vents
.anjon
Alams

a

Cemand for AFW system.

Alarms and •ndica~~ons

0-10 mi.n.

indicatLon of no auXIuiJary
feedwatar !l.w.
VIalve indicating lightsdso
change.
not
Filling water levels i~n
steam generators.
L3w level, steam ;aneraztors

Control

Room Response

30 sec.-Z m:n.

Note valve position Lndi:ating lights show valve is
Attempt remote
*:lOSe•.
AcKn.-owmanual operat-on.
'edge how level alarm.
D'spatch rovtnq operator.

Response d: Rovinq

F-13A

2•pracar

3-: min.
Rcvtng operator obseLsses
physical damage to vaive
top works.

On-Scene Asseusment

1-2 min.

Acquire Damage
Control Equi-pmeni

10-20 min.

Wrenches. chain fal.l
hammer, cold Chiseli.
wedges.

?erform Damage
Control Act-on

15-45 min.

Unbolt "oke ýtop worCsl
Ra.se too
!r:m bonnet.
works wjt.ei stem attached
'until valve pl.gL.s .n oapen
?osi0i4n.

Ts31. Time

30-44 'Ail.

SYSZm:

Auxili'ary ?eedwater

SA30TAGE M'ODE:

TL~O Linle Events

System

Air-.-0oeraeed valve

--

stem cut.

'ime rntenira
for Event

InLitation

0

Demand

Alarms and :ndications

1-10 min.

!ndication of no awxiliarl feedwater flow.
Valve indicating lights
snow closed.
Fall.ng
levels in steam generators.
:ow level,, steam generators

Cantrol Rocm Response

30

sec.-2

min.

for A*W system.

Note position indication.
Attept
remote manual
Acknowledge
operation.
Dispatch
low level alarm.

roving~ operator.
Response of Roving Operator

3-5 min.

On-Scene Assessment

3-5 mini.

Roving operator obse:ves
system condi:ion apparently nor-mal.
Checks valve
position.
Requests contrcl

room open valve.
clat stemn.
Acquire :aw.aqe
Control Equi;ment

l0-.0 man.

2bserves

wrenches, miscellaneous
hand tools, hammer, cold

chisel, small hand .7rinder,
Cha.Ln fall..
Perform Damaqe
Control Action
2x2

60-120 Min.

ten

Disconnect ai: Line !rom
diaphragm or positioner.
Unbolt bonnet and remove.
Pul41 stem and pl.uq asse•bly
out of stuf!inq box.
PLace
steel dowel rod equal ini
diameter to Stem in stiffRe
.
seal.
lng box to torn

place bernret.
Total

Tme

'--liZ m.n.

F-135

5YS7Z!t:

AL.xil.ar'I Feedw.ater System

$A3OTAGE MOOM:

Ai"-opersted valve --

,-: IL.:e *_-roken.

Time :nte:val

!or Event

Time Line Events

I

t•ate•.andon
Alarms and ?:ndications

0

Demand for Ard system.

0-1.0 min.

Zndication of no auxiliary faed~dater fIow.
Falling -daer le*elj
steam geerator.

L

Valve indicating 1-ghts
show cLosed.
Low level, steajm

Control Room Response

30 sec.-2 min.

eneratcrs

!iote positon Lndi:at-ors.

Nlote :10 flow L.-diClttOn.
Attempt rwmote manuaL
Dperatizn.
AckncwLedqe
LCw Level a&arm.
D1apata

roving operator.
Respcnse -a

Roving Operator

On-Scene Assessment

3-5 min.

3-5 min.

Roving opre.aor checks
valve position closed.
May hear sound of escapiq
air.
May obserite :ero
supply ar loading pressure.
Checks air system.
=bserves broken air 11ne.

ACquzre Camaqe
ControL Equipment

Perform Oamage
Control Action

5-10 min.

10-20 min.

Z2

F-136

5?

?ir&able air or -as
cylinder with ;ressurs
requlator and pressuxs
;auge, air lose. hose
adapter, tubinq and
fIttings, tubing cut-er,
wrenches.

:nstaml hose adapter in
tubing to liaphrism.
Connect porti•e
ai:r or
;as cylinder.
Pressurtze
t_*phraVq.
to open val'v.

SYSTS-M:

Auxiliary ?eedwater System

3ABOTAGE

4C0CE:

Motor-operated valve -Ti.e

Stem damaged.

.ntar/al

for Event

Time Line Events

tnitiation

0

Demand for AFW system.

Alarms and Indications

0--o0 Matn.

A.WS Low flow Lndication.
Falling levels n.,
steam generators.
Valve pouszion Lights show
valve 0n intermediate
positaon.
Low level, steam ;enerators

Control Room Response

30

Response of Rovi.ng Operator

;ec.-2 min.

Note incomplete valve travel.
Note low AFW flow.
Attempt remote manual.
valve operation.
Acknowledge low Level
larm.
Dispatch rovinq operator.

3-3 'Ai.

On-Scene Assessment

5-15 mi.n.

Acquire Camaqe
Control Equipment

10-20 min.

Wrenches. chain fallL
button lack. wood cribbing.

30-0 mirn.

Unbolt yoke from valve

Per!orEm

Roving operator observes
remote nanual ooeration.
Attempts Local electrical
and manual operation.:
Observes stem damage.

Da.iqe

Control Action

bcnnet.
Jack or hoist
yoke and operator
assembly away from bonnet.
Valve stem is captured
by valve operator.
item
will travel up with
operator and yoke
assembly and valve -dill
oen.
4)-Ll.

xjn.
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sYSr:x:

Axi-iar-y Feedwaer

SABOTAGcZ MOE:

Time Lane Events

Motor-operated

-y•stem
valve

--

7ea:nq

mecnanism lost:oyea.

Tize 7naerval
!acr Event.

Initiation

0

Oem.and for AFw system.
AF'wS low flow inds:3ti.on.
indlcate
1;g•3t
Valve position

Alarms and :ndications

oLosed.
Fall.nq levels, steam
einerazors.
Low level. steam ;enerators.

Control RPom Response

30 sa'.-2 min.

.4ctes closed

Valve posltlon.

NotaS low AFW flow.
Attempts remote manual 'alva'
AcKnowled;es 1cw
oper3tton.
Ospatcnes
level alarm.
rovinq operator.

Response oi

Rovt.q7
O-erator

On-Scene Assessment

3-5 m.•n.
1-15 nin

Roving operitor observes

damage to 'valve operator f
11 niot, attempts
obvi.o4s.
local electrical and manual
Reports gearnq
operation.
lamned or disenqaqed.

Acquire Damage ,
Control £qu±Pment

10-20 nzn.

wrenches, chain !all, but:on
Jack, wood cribbhnq.

Perform Damage
Control Action

30-90 min.

Unbolt valve operator

from

mounting flange at top of
Jack or hoist
yoke.
operator asseamby of y'oke.
7alve stem is captu:ed by
Stem wil
valve operator.
travel with oe2-0'or and

A.:er.atvly,
valve will open
bonnet !rw.. .- 1ve bdo!.
nolt
•L
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RAzXSGe ntire barnnot-vokceoptrator aosomoiy.
betach
disc or ;&to !r-m stem.
Re~sseumbl. bonnet to valve
ý)ad7.
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3YSMLi:

FIluid System

SABOTAGE ?1ODE:

Water pipe breach.

Time Interval
Ti•m

Line Svents

for Event
Sabotage event Occujrs.

Ilatittion

0

Alarns and Indicatxoni

0 - LS .mn
•.n

~r~qand

type of IIArrS are

system dependent.

TvtazaTy:

l~ow !avel, low pressure. :ow
!low, high ire& rsdiAtizn
Alarms, ýiih ra ia.n mink levels.
Uow indic.tons.

Abnormal

Control Room Response

30 sec.-z

mLn.

AcknowLedqe Alarms.
Note system conditions.
Attempt

remote Manual

operator.
Response of Roving :per.tor

3-5 nin.

Acquire 0amaqe Control
Equipment

3-30 min.

Cuttinq torch, scribe, pipepatchinq kit,
wocden wodqes.
Pipe stock !or producing
spool pieces. drisser zoupLinqs,
cnain !&I-' or :cme-a~onq,
rOpe),

special.

sure pipe
and sleeves
!Lttinqsa.

Perform Damaqe
Control Action

30-240 min.

high pres-

repair
couplinqs
ce.;. p,.-ico

?atzh damaqea
section if
damaqe is minor.
rf damaqe
LS %a3or, remove damaqed

section mnd reaLace with
spool piece usinq ODrsser or
Plidco couplLinj.
Total time
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47-322 mm.

SYSTV.M:

4.'6 KV Class :Z Z1c•:rial
c

SABCTAGE >¶ODE;

T4ioe

Line

%stributicn System

Cab.les :ut.

TI-ne :nterval
f:r Event

!vents

0

Sabotage event occurs or

demand for equipment.
Low bus voltaqe.

Alarma and Indications

System ;arameter alarms.
Loss of power available
Lndication.
:ndica•t.ons that equipment
not operating.
Contron.

Room Resacnse

30 sec.-2 n.4i.

Roving Operator Response

3-5 miun.

tn-Scene Assessment

3-30 .nin.

Acknowledge slarms.
Attempt remote manual ser:.
Dispatch roving operator.

May d.scover

Location of .

cut ;uickly i! conspLcuous.
!f not, may requirt assistance of electrician.
Ac:;uire Da•aqe
CCntrol Equipment

15-20 n.:n.

POrtable bank saw. p:emolied
connection, solvent, cord,
knife, SP1~.4c kit.
compressi~on %nol.

Pernorm Damtoe
Conr~tol Act LoA
SpILce Cable
2000 -ncm'
(eaC-t S?.Ce) $6, 4/13
750 mcrm

4-6 hrs/
30 miin.-l hr/
l-2 hrs/
2-3 hrs/
1-2 hrs/

Splice kic.

?remolded connection.
Splice kit.
SpLtze kit.
PremoldeC connection.

F-14 1

CsibI*

2000 emc
46. 4/0

Ls-30 mnin/
30-40 2in/

Premolded connection
Splice Ki

11.2-11.47 min.

(Assuming splicing. not
termin~ating)

I or 3
electrictians
requ.a:ed.
Total TLm.
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SYSTLE:

4.L6
i;v

SA3OTAGE MOOE:

class :7

nectr.O.31

Djsable bus feeder

0.!t..-nut.-cn

System

breakers.

.:re :nerval
!or

T'tne Line Events

_71en•

_

a

:nitation

Sabotage event occurs.

Loss of bus voltaqe.

nA.rms andoedications
30

Control Room Response

sec.-2

.,i:n.

Response of Rov.nqgperstor

3-5 .tin.

On-Scene Assessment

3-30 .inin.

Acquire Damage
Control 7qUpmenZ

20-30

.ir.n

Dispatch rovinq operator.

Assistance of elect:rcian
may be required i! damage
not oovious.

Hacksaw,
Lenghs,

spLice kits, cable
terminaton kis,

?*r!or- •amaqe
Control Action

Concur=entt
120-130
1 man - cut bus wcrk
1n damaged area awav
f'rom usable bus.
2 men - clean up danagea
area, :Lean rest o! bus.

mmn.

Concurrent2 man - cut feeder caoles
back

from breaker

Lnsulatlon

where

is adequate.

:emainlnq bus
2 man - dri
work for cable connection.

Cznc'urrent:
2 man A spl-ce new cable
Lenqth.s to existing cable.
2 men - terminate

Lenqgtn
:tal Ti:'ne

Cable

at bus -*ork.
147-247 mmn.
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SYSTr:

4. 15.

SAC'TAG-Z XOD:

'~L~'e L~r~e ~,qntS

-s
=33:

Z'e.C-siC.

"'

Load breaker%•

.strovyd

Alarms and :ndications

Room Respcnse

Sabotage event occurs or
demand for equipment.

1-10

30 sec.-2. min.

3-5 mn.n.

On-Scene Assessment

.2-1 min.

Xcquif% Oamaqe
Control Equipment

20 min.

120-960 min.

Concurrent:

2 men - cut damaqed bus
work away from rest of bus.
2 man - 1ea&n up damaced
area, clean rest of ous.
Concurrent:
2 man - cut load cable
back from breaker where
insulation is adequate.
2 man - dr*.l remaining
buswork !or caeat to
jumper over removed section.
Locate spare breaker.

F-144

min.

Response oa ?mov-.nq cperator

Perorrm Oamage
Controe Action

by axplos_,ves.

T.e :-nt-rra1
f•r Eve•n-

0

Control

OiStr-;utaon System

Feeder breaker trips.
Low -us voltaqe alArns.
System oarameter Lndications
ind a..s
Note system 1ndicait-ons.
DLsAcknowledqe alarms.
operator.
patch .ov-neV

cable *=ute:s, splice kits,
ter-Minat!on kits, MIsceLlaneous tools, cable,
hacksaw, drill.

- ROUtO CabIO
(spI.±ce i! necossarl) to

2-4 manl

Ccnno;ct to spare Zcsa~cer.
I. man

total Tina

-

ad:ýast r.Isys
144-999 mi~n.
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SYSTEL':

480V Class Sz Slectrical Distribution System

SABCTAGE' MOM:

480V MCC load breaker destroyed.
Time :nter-,al

Ti-e

!,or Event

Line Events

Alarms and :ndications

Control Room Response

0

Sabotage event occurs
demand for equipment.

0-10 =i±n.

Feeder breaker may trip.
System parameter ind.cations
and alarms.
Motor fails to start on
demand.

30 se3.-2 min.

Resoonse of RovLig Operator

3-5 min.

On-Scene Assessment

0-1. min.

Acqrire Damage
Control Equipment

15-20 min.

or

Note system indications.
Acknowledge alar•s.
Dispatch roviq operstor.

C^lean up equi;rent,
cable cutters,

splicinq equ.tment
'premolded)
Perform Damage
Control Action
1.

2.

nan - splice cables.
m
I man - terminate
cables at new Cc:
breaker.
If using same MCCY
Cut damaged bus
work, vertical and
horizontal.
Cnnnect cables from
horizontal

bus to

usable breakers In
tiie same vertical
stack as the target
breaker.
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30-40 mins.

120-240 min.

Sote: The first and thi:d
activities can proceed
si-mulraneously If manpower
is available.
Either
activLties I and 2 or I and
3 would be performed.

neO
man - L! -J~n
MCC 'zreed to te Class
M: nstall. prop~zr

60-.20 min.

breakcer s.z*.
CWlCle.

Wire up control
T~otal 1=0~

=nnectiorns
79-338 Min.

F-147,148

OPERATIONAL DAMAGE CONTROL ACTIONS

APPENDIX C:

Cl.
The

APPROACH
approach

to damage control

pends on other

as described

in

appendix de-

this

installed systems and abnormal operating

procedures

to overcome the effects of sabotage on systems normally required
The multiplicity of ways availfunctions.
for certain critical
In order to

able to provide these system functions are described.
define the required
ing

functions

important assumptions

and system

the follow-

availability,

are made:

0

sources of off'At the oýnset of the sabotage event all
indefinitely
to
be
assumed
are
power
electrical
site
interrupted.

0

All

reactor

control

rods are assumed

to

be

inserted when

As discussed in Section
a scram signal is received.
2.2.3 other sabotage countermeasures are relied upon to
assure that the control rods are inserted.
There is no coincident significant loss of coolant as
loss-of-coolant sabotage
discussed in Section 2.2.2;
events are not amenable to damage control response.
Th,* plant has been operating at full power for an indefinite period of time.
Sabotage acts committed during shutdown periods or refueling are easie'r to counter since the time available
and access conditions greatly expand the possible miti(The times available for these congating options.
ditions are '.iscussed in Section 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 and in
As a result, specific damage control options
Appendix A.
in

these modes are not derived.)

Under these assumptions the primary aim of the operator
bring the plant to a safe and stable condition -purpose to be hot shutdown.'
to the operator,
uated

in

is

to

defined for

this

In deriving the mechanisms available

the-plant and its

associated

light of the assumed circumstances.

systems are eval(For example,

ECCS

loads on the vital electric buses will not be needed.)
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FOr each model (BWR and PWR),
uation are developed:
I.

the following elements of the eval-

Establishment of the principal required
maintain the plant in
particular
control,
control

2.

functions to

a hot-shutdown condition.

In

the basic considerations of coolant inventory

decay heat removal,

and primary system pressure

are addressed.

Identification of the systems and components that would
normally be expected

to perform these functions.

3.

Identification of auxiliaries and support systems required for each of the systems.

4.

Determination of alternative ways of performing

the

principal

functions and providing needed support services,
including procedural aspects of each method.

5.

Definition of the procedural

steps needed

to initiate

the alternative actions.
6.

Examination of any hardware changes necessitated

for

each action.
Candidate damage control actions are identified and described.
Each of these is
tion sheets

individually evaluated
included in Section 3.

The object of these analyses is

and presented

in

evalua-

to identify only those actions

that may be employed to maintain the required minimum plant functions to preclude a major loss of fuel integrity.
Systems and
components

that are "desirable" but not essential are not specifically addressed.
included in this category are several plant

,instrumentation syztems
temperature,

F-1-50

(i.e.,

control

containment pressure,

rod position,

power

level,

etc.),

reactor

loop

sampling

systems

(containment and primary system),

and the reactor cleanup

system.
C2.

PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR

(PWR)

For this analysis the initiating

APPLICATION

incident

complete and sudden loss of the offsite
Under

normal conditions

plant

is

systems

considered

electric power

(without an associated

designed to be self-sufficient,
in

is

to be a
supply(s).

sabotage event)

maintaining

the

the reactor

a safe and stable condition at hot shutdown with a

minimum of operator

action.

C2.1 SYSTEMS REQUIRED - NO SABOTAGE EVENT
Upon the loss of offsite power,
reactor

trip

increases,

the main turbine generator and the

instantaneously.
the power-operated

opened to atmosphere.
steam dump is

(It

is

unavailable.)

As the steam generator

pressure

steam relief

valves are automatically

assumed that

-ne main condenser

If

required,

the self-actuated

steam

generator safety valves may also open to maintain' steam generator
pressure at an acceptably low level and to dissipate decay heat.
The auxiliary feedwater system starts automatically to supply
water

to the steam generators.

In

this manner

maintained at hot shutdown indefinitely.
the chemical

and volume control

the plant can be

The charging pumps in

system will continue

to operate

to

provide makeup water to the reactor coolant system as required.
Table C2-1 is a summary of;those systems normally tunctioning to
maintain the vital services to the plant.
C2.1.1

Primary System Inventory Control

The chemical and volume control system (CVCS)
form numerous services for the reactor plant,

is designed to perincluding:
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TABLE C2-1
NORMAL SYSTEMS

FUNCT IONS

SYSTEM

Primary Coolant Inventory Control

Chemical and Volume Control

Decay Heat Removal

Auxiliary feedwater
Steam generator safety/
valves.

Primary System Pressure Control

d

release

Maintaining pressurizer water
Maintaining

level

in

a programmed

band

reactor coolant chemistry conditions

Providing for primary system makeup and boron chemical
shim and
Providing pumps for high-head safety injection when the
safety injection system is actuated.
The CVCS system comprises numerous tanks,
and other miscellaneous equipment.

pumps,

heat exchangers,

In view of the complexity of

this system this discussion will be limited to only those func, .•ti~ons .contributing to inventory qQntrol
is

a simplified diagram ot the system.

and makeup.

Fig.,r.e C2-I

For this case,

the two

charging pumps are most importan.t i~n providing makeup water
primary coolant system.
As shown, they can take a suction
the volume control

tank,

from the refueling water

to the
rom

storage tank,

or

from the discharge of the safety injection pumps.
Pressurizer

level

is

normally controlltd by the CVCS system by
using a continuous bleed (letdown) and feed (charging) process.

The relative magnitude of ;the letdown and charging
erns the net change of pressurizer
offsite

power

c,,-ntrol

pressurizer

water

is

level.

It

is

flowrates gov-

likely that when

lost,

the operator may secure letdown flow and
level by manually controlling the charging

flow control valve or cycling

the charging pump(s),

thus

making up for system losses (i.e.,
shrink, leakage, etc.)
Table
C2-2 provides a summary of support requirements for the CVCS system.
C2.1.2

Decay Heat Removal

The standard mechanism of decay heat removal
venting

steam to the main condensers

while feeding
pumps.
water

at hot shutdown

by

via the turbine bypass valves

the steam generators with the auxiliary

The reactor coolant pumps normally operate
through the steam generators

is

and reactor

feedwater

to circulate

core.

When offsite
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Chemical

and Volume Control System
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TABLE C2-2
CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEMS
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
FUNCTIONS

'-7

POTENTIAL
ALTEhRNATE (s)

4160 VAC

Power to charging pumps

None

125 VDC

4160 KV switchgear
Central Power

Manual breaker
operation

480 VAC

Motor-operated
valve operator

Manual operation

Instrumentation

Pressurizer

None

120 VAC

Instrumentation

Use portable power
supply

Volume Control
Tank

Provide water at the
suction of the charging
pumps

Refueling water
storage tanks

Component
Cooling Water

Pump seal cooling

level

REMARKS

Powered from diesel generated
buses.

electric power is interrupted, the main circulating water pumps
will stop, thus eliminating the main condensers from consideration
as. a heat sink,

and steam venting to atmosphere via the steam

generator safety/relief system will serve this purpose.
ly, the reactor coolant pumps will stop,

Additional-

shifting the reactor

coolant system into a natural circulation mode.

During this period

the auxiliary feedwater system will continue to supply feedwater
to the steam generators (Figure C2-2 is a simplified diagram of
the auxiliary feedwater system).
Table C2-3 provides a summary of
support -requirements for the auxiliary feedwater and steam generator
safety/relief systems.
C2.2 BACKUP SYSTEMS -C2.2.1

REACTOR COOLANT INVENTORY CONTROL

Safety Injection System (SIS)

The function of the SIS system is to provide bcrated makeup water
at high pressure in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).
The system consists of two electrically-driven high-pressure pumps
connected to the primary system loop piping and supplied with
water from the refueling water storage tank (See Figure C2-3).
Since the shutoff head of the SIS pumps is approximately 1600 psi,
this system cannot be used until the reactor coolant system pressure is reduced to something lets than this value.
It is unlikely
that the operator could reliably depressurize in one hour.
One
potential application could be placing the two SIS pumps in series
in order to increase the discharge pressure of the pair.
In this
case the system will require manual valve manipulation and initiation from the control room.
A summary of the support requirements
for the SIS system is provided in Table C2-4.
C2.3 ALTERNATE SYSTEMS --

DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

The only practical method of decay heat removal

under hot-shutdown

conditions following an extended operating period is by using the
steam generators as an intermediate heat sink.
If the reactor
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Auxiliary Feedwater Svstem
to
-j

co

TABLE C2-3
AUXILIARY FEEDWATER & SAFETY/RELIEP SYSTEMS
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE(s)

FUNCTION
4160 VAC
(vital)

Power supply for electric
aux. feedwater pumps

None

125 VOC

Turbine control

Manual

Steam generator
valve control

120 VAC

Plant control

relief

operation

Manual operation

breaker operation

Electric motor control

Manual

Air-operated valve
operation

Manual operation

Instrumentation

Portable power supply

Air-operated valves

Manual operation

air
Instrumentation

Steam generator

Condensate
Storage Tank

Water supply

level

None
Condenser hotwells
Essential service water
system
Fire protection
system.

REHARKS

A"-P-P rue2n

IL~e

Injectc

(D14

0
Ch
CO

TABLE C2-4
SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTION

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE (s)

REMARKS

Power to SIS pumps

None

Valve operation

Manual operation

Pump breaker control

Manual

120 VAC

Instrumentation power
supply

Use portable power

Instrumentation

Pressurizer

None

Refueling Water
Storage Tank

Water supply

Component

Pump seal cooling

4160 VAC

vital
125 VDC

Cooling Water

level

breaker

operation

Condensate storage

supply

tank

does not have an extensive power
plished by a feed-and-bleed
injection pumps,

however,

history,

cooling could be accom-

process using the charging or safety

this case is

not pursued

in

this

analysis.
C2.3.1

Main Feedwater System (See Figure C2-4)

The function of the main feedwater

system is

to supply feedwater

to the steam generators and to maintain the desired steam generator programmed level.
Its major components are two steam-driven
feedwater pumps,

two electric main condensate pumps, and the feedwater heaters.
The main condensate pumps supply condensate from
the main condenser hotwells to the suction of the main feedwater
pumps and provide them with an adequate net positive suction head.
The feedwater pumps increase the line pressure and inject water
into the steam generators.
Steam generator water level is normally controlled automatically by the feedwater
the discharge of the feedwater

regulating valves at

pumps.

At the onset of the reference event

(loss of oftsite

power)

the

feedwater

system will shut down as the result of the loss of power
to the condensate pumps.
The main feedwater and condensate system
could be restarted to provide feedwater to the steam generators
for decay heat removal.

This would necessitate

shifting the elec-

trical

supply of one condensate pump to a diesel generator bus and
restarting the main pump.
In addition, the feedwater pump steam
exhaust must be vented since the main condenser is unavailable.
The relatively low flow rates will likely require manual flow
control operation either with the feedwater regulating valves or
bypass valves.
System support requirements are summarized in
Table C2-5.
C2.3.2

iafpý,_ Iec~ion Systems

(SIS)

Assuming that -he

safety injection system it

system makeup,

could be used to feed tte steam generators.

it

not needed for primary
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Pump to,

TABLE C2-5
MAIN FEEDWATER SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE4s)

*'UNCTION

Hg
C.
I-I

120 VAC

Turbine control system

Operate manually

115 VDC

Breaker

Manual

Main Condenser
& auxiliaries

Condense teedwater
turbine exhaust

4160 VAC

Operate Condensate
pump(s)

control power
pump

Vent

R EMA RXS

breaker operation

to atmosphere

Switch to vital
source

power

This would require isolating the safety injection pumps from the
downstream safety injection system piping and lining up the SIS
The safety
pump discharge to the main feedwater supply header(s).
injection pump suction would also require shifting from the refueling water storage tank to a condensate storage tank or condenser hotwell to minimize boron injection into the steam generators.
C2.3.3

Main Steam System Ventinq

In, tbiunlikely event that the main. steam safety/relief

valve~s are

inoperable, the main steam system can be used for steam venting.
The main steam system is provided with bypass piping capable of
dumping

steam directly into the main condensers.

This can be

accomplished by opening one or more of the main steam isolation
valves (MSIVs) (or MSIV bypass valves) and the steam dump valve.
Steam will enter the condenser

and exhaust-through the main steam

air ejectors.
C2.4

SERVICE SYSTEMS

In order

for most of the systems to function it

various support systems also be in operation.
ments tables summarize

these required services.

is

necessary that

The system requireA further discus-

sion of each and potential damage control options are presented
here.
C2.4.1

Essential Service Water

The function of the ESW system is

(ESW)

System (See Figure C2-5)

to provide forced cooling water

to critical plant equipment.
It consists of two electricallydriven pumps supplying two separate headers that branch to the
individual components to be cooled.
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During normal operation the
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Essential.

Service

wJater-Systepi

ESW pumps are on standby with cooling water being supplied by the
plant service water system.
Power,

In the event of a loss of offsite

the ESW system will automatically

isolate from the service

water system and the ESW pumps will start.

Table C2-6

is

a sum-

mary of support requirements for the ESW system.
Depending on the mode of system failure,
mechanisms could be made available.
turally

intact,

Assuming the system is

struc-

the following actions can be taken.

Service Water System.
provide flow --

numerous backup cooling

Re-energize

the plant service water pump to

an emergency power source for the service water

pump is required for this action.
Main Feedwater System.

Connect the main feedwater pump discharge
piping to critical equipment using condensate as a cooling medium.
This alternative is limited by the quantity of excess condensate
available since it

would be a once-through type arrangement.

Fire Protection Sysotem.
of other plant systems,

The diesel fire pump, being independent
could provide an emergency source of cool-

ing water.
If

the system is

not intact,

then individual components would
require cooling via individual pipe or hose connections to these
systems.
C2.4.2

Class IE Electric Distribution System --

The Class IE electric distribution system is

AC

designed

to provide a

reliable power source to those systems and components critical
for
the safe shutdown of the plant.
The emergency sources of power to
the vital service buses are the diesel generators that start
automatically upon a loss of offsite power (See Figure C2-6).
These
generators and buses are mutually independent.
They cannot be
cross-tied to th.! opposite diesel generator

F-1.6E6

or engineered safety

"4

TABLE C2-6
ESSENTIAL SERVICE WATER IESW) SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

FUNCT ION

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE(S)

4160 VAC

Power to ESW pumps

None

125 VDC

Breaker control power

Manual breaker operation

I
"1.*9

at

9

I u.t

451Ia

boa

AC Electric Distribution System

MA.
~Rt,

features

(ESF)

transformer.

support requirements

Table C2-7 provides a summary of

for this system.

Non-Vital Electric Distribution System --

C2.4.3

AC

The non-Class 1E electric distribution system provides power to
those plant components not considered essential
down of the plant.
damage control

is

to the safe shut-

Since one of the precepts of operational
the use of non-vital designated systems and

components as emergency backups to vital equipment,

then allowance

must be made to provide these with a reliable electric power supThis can be accomplished

ply.
1.

one of two different ways:

Power components directly from a vital bus or provide an
alternate

2.

in

(switchable)

power

supply from a vital bus.

Modify existing circuitry to permit loading the diesel generators with selected non-vital buses.

C2.4.4

Electrical Distribution

The DC system,

*

*
*

as shown in

-

125,/250 VDC

Figure C2-7

is

composed of:

Four (4) indepehdent Class IE - 125 VDC subsystems,
One non-Class 1E - 125 VDC system and
One non-Class iE - 250 VDC system.

The significant loads supplied from the DC buses involve primarily
the Class IE circuits and include:
,
,
*
*

Diesel generator control and field flashing
AC breaker control
Vital inverters
Emergency lighting

The relative

independence of the system suggests

that a potential

-C
0

TABLE C2-7
CLASS 1E ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM - 4160 VAC
SUMMARY OF SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE(s)

FUNCTION
125 VDC

Essential
Service Water

Diesel Generater
Flashing

Field

Portable supply

Diesel Generator Control

Portable supply

Breaker Control Power

Manual

Diesel Generator Cooling

(See Section•

Breaker Operation
2.4.1)

VItAL

I.

mfltfr111t

%I~St

9-.
- .
U-666 6.0

FIGURE C2-7
DC Electric Distribution Systems
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-
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damage control option --

that of cross-connecting

be accomplished with appropriate

buses --

system modification.

could

These

options include:
Supplying one batteryý bus from the battery. associated
with a different bus or tying the buses together with a
bus-tie.
Providing power to one or more Class IE 125 VDC buses
from the non-Class IE 125 VDC bus.
Providing power to one or more Class IE 125 VDC buses
from the 250 VDC bus by reconfiguring the battery connections and providing a bus-tie.
Pcoviding designated components with a multiple set of
power sources available
with an
appropriate selector
switch mechani3m.
C2.4.5

C om

n•t Cooling-Water

(CCW)

System

The function of the component cooling water system is to cool
critical piant components.
Although this system serves other
importaii, reactor components, such as the reactor coolant pumps
and the RHR system, for this analysis the significant loads are
the safety injection pumps and the charging pumps.
The system consists of two redundant,

closed loops each containing

two pumps and a heat exchanger along with associated piping, valves,
instrumentation, etc.
(See Figure C2-8).
Normally, the system
has one pump operating Along with one heat exchanger.
pump is

on standby and wilJ

trouble

(e.g.,

start if

The second

the system experiences

low pressure or pump trip).

Table C2-8 is

a sum-

mary of the CCW system requirements.
In the eovent

that the CCW system

is disabled but intact,

several

options could be available to the operator.
These include using
other plant water systems to provide a source of relatively cool
water

in a once-through cooling regime.
Some system modifications
would be required.
Examples of these backup systems include:
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TABLE C2-8

COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM

SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTION

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE(s)

125 VDC

Breaker Control Power

Manual Breaker Operation

4160 VAC
(vital)

Pump Power Supply

(See Section 2.4.5)

.÷

ESW System.
The ESW system could be lined up to supply
makeup water to the CCW system.
Plant Water Systems.
Any of the demineralized or condensate water pumps could supply water to the CCW if required.
Fire Protection Water System.
The fire protection water
system is a convenient source of cooling water.
With
the electric and diesel pumps this system is very reliable.
Additionally,

itis

conceivable that cooling water could be supplied
directly to individual components from these systems in the event
that the CCW system is not intact.
C2.4.6

Backup Water Supplies

There are several
plant makeup.

sources of water for cooling and for reactor
These include:

Refueling Water
Storage Tank.
This
is
borated
water
(2000 ppm boron) designated for reactor plant
makeup during safety injection and reactor cavity filling during refueling.
*

Reactor makeup storage tank

*

CVCS volume control tank (borated)

*

Main condenser

*

Demineralized water storage tanks

*

Radwaste storage tanks

*

Essential service water system

*

Plant service water system

-

•

*

hotwells

(variou''

Well water pumps
Dome-tic water system

Any or all of these systems could act as a backup supply assuming
that proper piping or hose connections are provided.
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C2.4.7

Instrumentation

In order for the plant operator

to safely shut down the reactor

and maintain the plant in

stable condition,

of the status of critical

plant parameters.

he must be kept aware
For our case,

the

most important of these are pressurizer level, steam generator
level, and steam generator pressure.
These are in addition to
operating status indications such as pump operation and valve

position that can be visually observed by an operator.
Most of the key electrical instrumentation is powered from the
Class IE 120 VAC system.
As discussed earlier, there are methods
of providing emergency sources of power if required.
For specific
instruments, an operator can connect a portable power supply capable of providing adequate power.
The desired and easiest alternative is for an operator to read the locally mounted gauge and
transmit this in. ,rmation to-the control room verbally.
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C3.

BOILING WATER REACTOR

As before,

the initiating

(BWR)

APPLICATION

incident is

considered to be a complete

and sudden loss of the offsite electric power supplies.
Normally
(without sabotage), under this condition, the plant is designed to
be self-sufficient; the reactor systems are maintained in a safe
and stable condition at hot shutdown with a minimum of operator
action.
C3.1

SYSTEMS REQUIRED

--

NO SABOTAGE EVENT

The loss of offsite power will cause a subsequent loss of feedwater flow followed by a turbine trip and closure of the main
steam isolation valves (MSIV's) at the reactor vessel low-level
alarm.
The emergency diesel generators will start
automatically,
providing auxiliary AC power to vital electrical equipment.
Assuming that the MSIV's are shut, reactor pressure will increase to
the relief valve setpoint and these valves will automatically
function to dump steam to the suppression pool.
When reactor
vessel water level reaches the "low-low level" alarm point, both
the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system and the reactor
core isolation cooling (RCIC) system will automatically start,
returning water levels to a high level.
The HPCI System will automatically trip off at the high level alarm point, leaving the RCIC
system to automatically control level in an operating band.
When
required,

the operator will use the residual heat removal (RHR)
system to cool the suppression pool and Lo control the water
level within the chamber.
Table C3-1 is a summary of those systems normally functioning to maintain the vital services to the
plant.
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Table C3-i
Normal Systems
Function

System

Primary System Inventory Control

Reactor

Decay Heat Removal

Safety Relief Valves

Isolation Cooling

Residual Heat Removal
(Torus Cooling)
C3.1.l

Primary System Inventorv Control

The react%-.: core isolation cooling

(RCIC)

system is

designed

to

maintain sufficient coolant in the reactor vessel to keep the fuel
covered in the event of a loss of feedwater flow. A turbinedriven pump is the heart of the system, taking suction from the
condensate storage tank(s) or the suppression chamber, discharging
into the main feedwater piping, and thence to the vessel.
Operating steam for tne turbine is supplied from the main steam system
upstream of the main steam isolation valves (see Figure C3-1).
Normally, the motor-operated water valves are closed and the system is in a standby condition.
Upon receiving a '"reactor vessel
7
low-low-level" signal, the otor-operated valves open for pumping
to the vessel and supplying steam to thE turbine throttle. The
turbine governor will take over to automatically restore and maintain reactor water level.

RCIC support system requirements

are

listed in Table C3-2.
C3.1.2

Decay Heat Removal

The standard mechanism of decay heat removal at hot shutdown is
venting steam through the main steam system bypass valves to the
main condenser.
If the main circulating water, and thus the condenser, is unavailable due to the loss of offsite power (as in
this casej
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then steam must be vented to the suppression chamber
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Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
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TABLE C3-2

0

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING (RCIC) SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE(s)

FUNCTION
250 VDC

REMARKS

Gland Seal Ccrndenser
Blower

None Required

Steam Release

Gland Seal Ccrndenser
Pump

None Required

Steam

Motor-operate .d valves

Manual Operation

Drywe. 11 entry required

Governor cont rol system

Manual Operation

One o[perator required

Instrumentat i on Power
Supply

None

Only required for Auto
Operal tion

HVAC

Steam line ar ea cooling

Override temp
switches

Only required
avail able

Condensate

Primary water .supply

Suppression Chamber

125 VDC

into Reactor
Bldg must be tolerated
Release into Reactor
Bldg 1must be tolerated

if

250 VDC

Storage Tanks
Instrumentation

Reactor water

level

System lineup and

Local readout
Local visual check

operation
System parameter
response

Avail able at two locations
outsi(le drywell

via the main steam safety/relief valves.
These valves can be
operated remote-manually from the control room or automatically
when reactor system pressure reaches the preset setpoint.
The RHR
System is also used to cool the suppression pool during safety/
relief valve actuation (see Section C3.4.2).
C3.2 BACKUP SYSTEMS -C3.2.1

REACTOR COOLANT INVENTORY CONTROL

High Pressure Coolant Injection

(HPCI)

The function of the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system
isoto provide coolant to the reactor core in the event of a loss
of coolant resulting in a rapid depressurization of the pressure
vessel.
The system consists of a steam-driven turbine coupled to,
a main pump and a booster pump.
Sources of water for the booster
pump include the suppression chamber and the condensate storage
tank(s).
Operating steam from the turbine is extracted from a
main steam line upstream of the main steam isolation valves (see
Figure C3-2).
A summary of the support requirements for the HPCI
System is provided in Table C3-3.
Normally, the motor-operated valves are closed and the system is
in a standby condition.
Upon receiving a "reactor vessel low-lowlevel" signal, the motor-operated valves open for pumping and to
supply steam to the turbine throttle valve.
The turbine governor
and throttle valve control system will take over to automatically
restore reactor water level :o the high-level alarm point and
then system will shut down.
C3.2.2

Control Rod Drive (CRD)

System

The CRD System operates continuously to supply cooli'g and charging water at high pressure (250 psi above reactor pressure) to the
control rod drives and their associated hydraulic control units.
In an emergency the water flow to the drives and control units can
be diverted and the full flow of the two CRD pumps redirected.
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TABLE C3-3
HIGH PRESSURE COOLANT INJECTION (HPCI) SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

FUNCT IONS

250 VDC

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE(s)

Gland Sea I Condenser
Blower

None Required

Gland Sea

None Required

I Condenser

REMARKS
Ste am Release to Reactor
Bld g must be tolerated

Pumps
Motor-ope rated Valves
Aux.

cc

Lube Oil Pump

& Flow Control

Manual Operation

Dry well entry required

None Available

A m'anually operated lube oil
pum p might be installed to
pre clude this limitation.

Manual Operation

One operator

On1 y required if
ava ilable

125 VDC

Governor
system

1IVAC

Steam line area cooling

Override temp switches

Condensate
Storage Tanks

Water Supply

Suppressicon Chambers

Instrumentation

Reactor Water Level

Local Instrumentation

System line-up and
and Operation

Local visual check
System parameter
response

required
250 VDC

Ava ilable at two (2)
loc ations in Rx Building.

through existing pump test/bypass piping into the reactor vessel
A summary of support requirements
via the cleanup system piping.
for the CRD system is
C3.2.3

provided

in

Table C3-4.

Core Spray System

The core spray system is designed primarily to prevent fuel cladding damage in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident resulting
The cooling effect is accomuncovering the reactor core.
plished by directing water sprays onto the fuel elements after
in

reactor pressure has been suitably reduced by initiation of the
automatic depressurization system or other means.
The main elements of the system are the core spray pumps.

System

design provides for a water supply to these pumps from either the
suppression chamber (primary) or the condensate storage tanks (see
Figure C3-3).
spray system is
In

A summary of the support requirements
provided

for the core

in Table C3-5.

the case-of an event requiring plant cooldown or stabilization,

the core spray system could be used; however, it would require
depressurization of the reactor vessel to approximately 280 psig.
The outboard isolation valves must be manually operated and the
pumps started manually from the control room.
C3.2.4

Residual Heat Removal System (RHR)

The operation of the RHR System is
functions,

devoted to a mulitplicity of

namely:
Maintaining coolant
of a loss-of-coolant
Providing

inventory in
accident

the event

(LOCA)

for drywell and torus spray cooling

Cooling the suppression pool in
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the vessel in

the event ot a LOCA

TABLE C3-4
.CONTROL ROD DRIVE (CRD) SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTION

I-f

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE(s)

125 VDC

Breaker Control Power

Manual breaker

4160 VAC
(vital)

Pump Power Supply

None

Condensate
Storage Tank

Water Supply

Demineralized Water Storage
Tank Main Condenser Hotwell

operation

tonj.s.e.;.

i'

t1*..i b

FIGURE C3-3

Core Spray Systemr

TABLE C3-5
CORE SPRAY SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

POTENT IAL
ALTERNATE(Si

FUNCTION
4160 VAC

Pump Power

12r VDC

4 kv Bkr Control

None
Power

Manual

lnstrumentation

None

Primary Water Supply

Condensate Storage
tank Cs)

Emergency
Service Water
System

Pump-motor

None

Instrumentat ion

cooling

Main steam line

Pressure

blowdown

Might result

Reactor

Water

Level

6'-

(D.C.)

Required drywell

Potential
tion

Reduce Operating

System line-up and
operation

-J

Operation

Suppr ess ion
Chamber

Auto-Depressurization

-I,

From Vital

buses

Manual Breaker
Oper at ion

Motor-Operated Valves
Power

REMARKS

Local

Instrumentation.

Local visual checks
System response

for

entry

system modifica-

in

offsite

release.

Available at two (2) locations in
Reactor Building.
Not of great
importance since vessel overrillling
is not a serious problem

Removing decay heat from the nuclear system during shutdown periods

*

Supplementing

.

Providing head spray during reactor vessel filling

the fuel pool cooling system

The system comprises four (4) redundant RHR pumps, two heat exchangers with interconnecting piping, valves, etc. (See Figure C3-4).
The RHR System is designed to operate in a low-pressure cool.. ,A..At,,.i~jection
(LPCI) mode if required.
In this case, as with the
core spray system, reactor vessel depressurization would be required.
A summary of support requirements are provided in Table
C3-6.
C3.2.,5

Main Condensate System

If no other systems are available, the main condensate pumps could
be used to pump water from the main condenser hotwells via the main
feedwater system through the feedwater pumps to the reactor.
In
order to accomplish this, .electric power must be supplied to a nonvital 4160 VAC bus and reactor vessel pressure reduced to less than
250 psig.
C3.3 ALTERNATE SYSTEMS --

DECAY HEAT REMOVAL

Decay heat must be removed from the reactor vessel immediately and
from the intermediate heat sink (suppression pool) at a later time.
The alternate mechanisms to accomplish the tasks are somewhat
limited and include the following:
C3.3.1

Manual Relief System

Reactor vessel venting can be accomplished by providing a manuallyoperated bypass (vent) line connecting the main steam system to the
suppression pool.
This allows an operator to depressurize the
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TABLE C3-6
RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL (RHR) SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

ELEWR I CAL

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE (s)

FUNCTION

125 VDC

Electric

480 VAC

motor-operated valve

Control

Power

Local-Manual
Operation
Local -Manual

actuat ion

Operation

4160 VAC

Power to Pumps
Electric
and 480 VAC distribution

None available

Suppress ion
Chamber

Primary Water Supply

Condensate Storage
Tank/fuel pool surge
tank with supplemenwater supply
tal

RBCCW

Cooling to RHR pumps

Instrumentation

Reactor

Water

Reactor

Pressure

Level

REMARKS

Local

(mechanical)

Local

(mechanical)

System not operable upon loss
of 4160 VAC.

Also possible to connect gauge to
numerous RX system instrumentation
taps outside containment.

Local ovservation/

System line-up
and Operation
Auto-deptessurization

Reduce Reactor Vessel
Pressure

RHR Service
Water

Cooling

to heat exchangers

System response
Main Steam Bleed

None available
time dependent

For short term needs -would
not,be required.

reactor

vessel by manually dumping steam to the suppression pool in

the event that the safety/relief

valves become inoperable

(electri-

caily or pneumatically).
Condensate Transfer System

C3.3.2

transfer system can be used to accomplish a feedand-bleed operation between the condensate s-torage tank and the
suppression pool, thus providing some limited cooling to the sup-

The condensate

pression pool.
pool is

This could lengthen the effective time in which the

available as an effective heat sink.

C3.3.3

Cooling Water Systems

Under normal conditions

the RHR Service Water System is

used to

cool the RHR heat exchangers and thus acts as a heat sink for decay
It the RHR service water

heat removal via the suppression pool.
system is

unavailable,

other sources of cooling water could be

found to accomplish this function,

including:

*

Emergency Service Water Systems

*
*

Service Water System
Fire Protection Water System

Each of these options requires plant modifications or temporary
hose connections.
C3.4 SERVICE SYSTEMS
In order for the most plant systems to tunction it is necessary for
As can be seen in the
various support systems to also be operable.
associated

system requirement

on common support services.
and backups thereto is
C3.4.1

tables,
Thus,

several vital systems depend

a discussion of support

systems

required.

Emer ency Service WaterSstem

(ESW)

The function of the emergency service water

(ESW)

system is

to
-

19

1

provide cooling water to critical equipment required to operate
under loss of offsite power and other accident conditions.
The
system consists of two redundant
strainer,

associated piping,

loops each containing a pump,
The significant
and instrumentation.

components cooled by this system include the diesel generators,
HPCI and RHR room ventilation units, and the RHR and core spray
pump motors.
It is thus apparent that the ESW system is critical
for maintaining the-plant in hot shutdown.
(See Figure C3-5)
Table C3-7 summarizes the support systems required for operation ot
the ESW system.
Under normal plant operating conditions,

the system is

lined up to

in standby with the pumps-idle.
During this time components are
supplied cooling water from the service water system which operates
continuously.
Upon loss of normal station AC power, the ESW pumps
automatically start after their associated diesel generator has
started.
Depending on the mode of system failure,

numerous backup cooling

mechanisms could "je made available.
If the failure is associated
with the pumps and the system maintained is structurally intact,
then several alternates could be utilized,
Service Water System --

including:

The plant service water system

can provide cooling water flow if they were provided with
an emergency electrical power supply.
VHR Service Water System --

The RHR service water system

could be cross-connected with the ESW system.
Fire Protection Water System -- The diesel fire pump,
being independent of other plant systems, could provide
emergency cooling water to critical components.
On the other hand,

it

tho ESW system is

the supply headers are unusable,
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intact and sections of
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TABLE C3-7
EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER SYSTEM
SUMMARY OF SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

POTENTIAL
ALTERNATE

FUNCT IONS

480 VAC

Pump Power

4160 VAC

Feeder to 480
LWad Centers

125 VDC

4160 VAC Breaker
Power

REMARKS

None
None

VAC

Control

Manual Breaker
Operation

Fed

from Diesel

Generator

cooling on an individual

basis.

Such cooling water could be supplied with "hard-piped" cross-connections or via temporarily installed hoses.
The same systems are described above could be also
used in

this case.

C3.4.2 Vital Distribution System

--

AC

The vital electric distribution system is designed to provide a
reliable source of power to critical plant components in the event
of the loss of the offsite power sources.
The main power sources
are two independent diesel generators that are automatically
started and come online upon occurrence of a power failure.
The
vital buses are interconnected to permit cross-connections such
that one diesel generator can power both buses and act as a redundant power supply for duplicate safety system trains (see Figure
C3-6).
Table C3-8 provides a summary of the support requirements
for this system.
There is

no conceivable backup source of electrical power except
for additional emergency generators or other convenient power

generators co-located
C3.4.3

Non-Vital

at the site.

Distribution System --

AC

The non-vital AC distribution system is designed to provide
electrical power to those components and equipment not considered
safety related.
If operational damage control is to use non-vital
designated systems and components as emergency backups to vital
equipment, than some allowance must be made to provide these equipments with a reliable electrical power
plished in one of two ways:
I.

supply.

This can be accom-

Power these components directly from a vital bus or
provide an alternate (switchable) power supply from a
vital bus.
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TABLE C3-8
VITAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM - AC
SUMMARY OP SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTION
125 VDC

Emergency
.Service Water
System

I-o

POTENTIAL
ALTEPNATE(s)

REMARKS

Control Power

Possibly manual
operation of breakers

Consider possible
connection to 250 VDC system

D.G.

Field flashing

None

Should consider possible connection
to 250 VDC system

D.G.

Cooling

Service Water System

Question seal water requirement
others pay be fire
pumps, and
RHR service water system

--

Modify existing bus-ties

2.

to permit

loading the diesel

generators with selected non-vital buses.
C3.4.4

Electrical

Distribution- 125-250 VDC

The DC distribution system consists of three independent
(See Figure C3-7).

subThe sys-

systems,

two 125 VDC and one 250 VDC

tems ace

important since they provide the control power vital to

the operation of both primary safety systems and backups.
the DC systems are used for specific purposes,

ally,
*

Diesel generator

field flashing

*

(250

Critical valve operation

Since e4:ch of the DC subsystems
measures

(125

VDC)

EHPCI auxiliary lubricating oil pumps

* ~HPCI & RCIC auxiliaries

is

including:

(125 VDC)

Annunciation and instrumentation
•

Addition-

(250 VDC)

& 125 VDC)

(125 VDC)
important

in

its

own right,

should be taken to maintain the availability of these to

the greatest extent possible.
Cross-connecting
substitution.

the

is

system does provide for

for vital control functions

to the other assuming
ical

125 VDC buses to permit

The existing

switching power
same feature

Some ot these include:

from one bus

the loads are not faulted.

This

also applied to all of the other crit-

loads on the 125 VDC buses.

Series connection of the 125 VDC batteries to supplement
the 250 VDC batter..
This can be done with the installation o. appropriate switch)ear at the battery ter-

minals.
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It

could be of significant

use while starting
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the HPCI system by providing an alternate source of
power for the HPCI auxiliary lube oil pump until the
shaft-driven pump is up to speed.
Parallel connection of the 250 VDC battery to supplement
the 125 VDC system.
Switching devices could-be used to
split the 250 VDC battery and connecting the halves in
parallel to supplement the 125 VDC batteries for critical operations,

e.g.,

diesel generator

field flashing.

Operation of the HPCI and RCIC turbines without DC
power.
Operation of;these systems without DC power
would necessitate certain abnormal activities and
"annoyance" conditions.
First, the HPCI turbine cannot
be started without its auxiliary lube oil pump,
If DC
power is unavailable at the onset, then this unit cannot
be reliably started unless a suitable lube oil supply is
available.
One option is to install a manually operated
lube oil pump in the turbine lube oil system.
When the
HPCI turbine is started, then both units, HPCI and RC17,
are operated under similar circumstances,

namely,

without automatic throttle control and turbine auxiliaries.
The turbine throttles are provided with mechanisms for manual manipulation but few plants, if any,
have procedures or training to assume reliable operation
in this mode.
In addition, since power to the gland
seal system is unavailable, it will not be operable
resulting in gland leakage of radioactive steam into the
atmosphere of the reactor building; -- a cc.-.ition that
should be tolerable.
Manual valve operation.

Several containment

valves normally supplied power

isolation

from the DC system may

require manual manipulation.
It is unlikely that containment access is practical within the time available.
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Therefore, onl• valves accessible from outside containment fall in this category.
All motor-operated valves
are provided means for manual operation,
are instructed in

and operators

the operation of valves in

this man-

ner.
Manual circuit breaker

operation

125 VDC control power

is

normally supplied to the 4KV circuit breakers for
normal, remote operation.
If DC power is unavailable,
manual

(mechanical)

operation

ers have this capability,
in operating
C3.4.5

in

is

possible.

and operators

Most break-

are instructed

this mode.

Backup Water Supplies

There are several supplies of water that can supplement the primary supplies as required for vessel makeup.
The required total
makeup for 6 hours of cooling following a shutdown from full power
is approximately 40,000 gallons.
The following is a list
of the
systems potentially requiring a water supply source with a discussion of available sources.
High Pressure Coolant Injection
tem is

(HPCI)

--

The HPCI sys-

normally lined up to pump water from the suppres-

sion pool with a normal backup source being the condensate storage tanks.
Other sources that could be used
are the main condenser hotwells, fire protection water
system and any or all of- the service water systems
(plant, emergency,

or RHR)

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
is

(RCIC)

--

The RCIC system

normally lined up to pump water from the condensate

storage tanks with the primary backup source being the
suppression pool.
Other sources that could be used
include the same group discussed previously for the HPCI
system.
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Main Condensate System -- The main condensate pumps take
Existing
suction directly from the main condensers.

*

plant features allow filling the condenser hotwells with
the emergency service water system.
water

including

the RHR service water,

tection systems could be utilized,
piping,

Other sources of
and the fire pro-

with appropriate

to provide a continuous supply of water.

Core Spray

The core spray system normally is supplied
from tne suppression pool with the condensate storage

*

--

tanks as a backup supply.

-

Other sources

that could be

used are the service water and the fire protection systems, each of which would require additional piping connections.
Residual Heat Removal -- The RHR system operating in the
low-pressure coolant injection mode is supplied makeup
in

a similar manner as is

che core spray system previou-

sly discussed.
C3.4.6

Instrumentation

In order for an operator to operate the plant in a hot-shutdown
condition he must be aware of the status of critical
plant parameters.

The most

reactor

pressure.

important of these are reactor water level and
If

the suppression pool

is

being used as the

heat sink, then eventually pool parameters will become increasingly important.
Among these are pool temperature and level.
All of the key electrical
125 VDC electrical

system.

instrumentation

is

powered by the

As discussed earlier,

there are damage

control methods available to improve the reliability
tem.

For the case of individual

temporarily

instruments

it

of this sysis

practical to

install a small portable DC battery source or power

supply capable of providing power on at least an intermittent
basis.
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Other methods are discussed below:

1.

Reactor Water Level
Electrical reactor water level instrument indicators are
provided in the control room.
All level sensing lines
penetrate the containment and terminate in the reactor
building.
At four accessible locations within the reactor building, numerous level indicators are installed
including direct reading mechanical indicators, indicator switches, and indicating transmitters.
Any of
these can be used to monitor reactor water level.
Additionally, if electrical readout is desired, a portable
DC power supply (125 VDC)-could be connected .to..any
transmitter if DC control power is unavailable.

2.

Reactor Pressure
Reactor pressure can be monitored at numerous locations
throughout the plant, including the control room (electrical) and the direct reading main steam and reactor
pressure gauges mounted at the containment walls.
Indicators on auxiliary systems can be used to read reactor pressure such as the liquid poison system, RCIC/HPCI
turbine throttle pressures, CRD pump discharge pressure
(correction required), and reactor water cleanup system
at various locations.
In addition, the station calibration kit can easily be attached to numerous primary
system sensing lines located throughout the reactor
building.

3.

Suppression Pool Temperature
Thermocouples are installed in the pool transmitting
pool temperature to a monitor and recorder in the reactor building.
In the event these thermocouples become
inoperable, the operator can monitor temperature by
sensing suppression chamber skin temperature with a
portable contact type thermometer.
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4.

Suppression Pool Level
The suppression pool level sensor and transmitter is
located in the void space outside of the suppression
In the even it becomes inoperable, water level
chamber.
pressure
can be determined by attaching a differential
gauge on the existing level sensor line or one of the
low-point drains in either the HPCI, RCIC, RHR, or core
spray piping systems.

Resulting pressure readings can

be converted into equivalent water column height.
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APPENDIX D,

In

COMPUTER CALCULATIONS FOR CASE 6

in Appendix A, Case 6

addition to the manual calculations described

for the PwR is

The reactor model that is
and 24 junctions,
tion,

using the RELAP4/MOD6 code*.
used for the RELAP run contained 21 volumes

calculated by computer,
as shown in

primary system metal is

reactor power was

Initial

ignored.

the manual calcula-

AS in

Figure D-1.

initiated at time zero, and the feedwater inlet
and steam outlet valves are closed at time 0.1 seconds."" The RELAP

3238 MWt.

A trip is

code calculates the conditions in the primary and secondary system
A comparison of the manual calculations and
over the next 2 hours.
the RELAP results is

shown in Table D-1.

It

should be noted that an

input error results in neglecting a small part of the primary system
volume in the RELAP run.
However, the result of the comparable hand
calculations would be changed by only about 1% if
included.

Therefore,

the comparison is

still

the volume was

valid.

Several of the

plots from the RELAP run are included in Figures D-2 through D-7.
Inputs used for the RELAP run are shown in Table D-2.
In performing

the RELAP calculations,

cAreful consideration had to be

given to selecting the maximum calculational
code.

Normally,

time step used by the

RELAP is

used to analyze LOCA scenarios that last
less than a minute of real time.
Typical maximum time steps used in
these cases range from 500 microseconds to 20 milliseconds.
In
analyzing sabotage Case Number 6, which lasts two hours of real
a larger maximum time step was needed in order
run time within reasonable bounds.
tried,

but that resulted

time,

to keep the computer

A time step of one second was

in numerical

instability.

A time step of

Aerojet Nuclear Company, RELAP 4/MOD5 - A computer Program for
Transient Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis of Nuclear Reactors and
Related Systems, ANCR-NUREG-1335 (September 1976).
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0.5 seconds was finally selected,
to completion

in

had to choose time steps smaller

- 2'0I
I;.

up and boiling.

run time.

run time was due to the fact that the

selected maximum of 0.5 seconds,
was heating

the analysis to run

approximately 23,000 seconds of computer

This large amount of computer
code frequently

which allowed

than the user-

especially when the primary system

VIxll diI ilat~il t

"I

I-A&V
-I I1.
i

mI

F4 1

1

... I.......

.1'....
Fiqur e D-1;
0

REACTOR MOD)EL FOR 1HELAP

Table D-1:

COMPARISON BETWEEN RELAP RESULTS

AND MANUAL CALCULATIONS FCR CASE 6

Phase

Duration (seconds)
Manual

Re Iap2

Manual

3924

3625

3924

438

632

4063

4556

1437

1342

5500

5898

1713

1366

7213

7264

Re lap
1.

Boil dry steam

Cumulative Time (seconds)

3625

;

generators
2.

Pressurizer

goes

solid
3.

Average core
water temperature
reaches saturation

4.

Core midplane
uncovered
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APPENDIX

E:

INDUSTRY SURVEYS

At the onset of the damage control analyses,
were made onoffices and organizations

in

order to determine

damage control practices outside the nuclear
might be transferable.

a number of calls
if

power industry

Situations were sought in

which action

would be required against an unexpected condition before some
detrimental result occurs.
Specifically, oil refineries, nylon
processors, and the U.S. Navy were contacted.
These were chosen
because:.
1.

If

the continuity of operation

is

disturbed,

some

detrimental situations result; for example, nylon
will harden in process lines, or the survival of a
ship may be threatened.
Refineries were called upon
because

it

seemed logical that damage control pro-

cedures would exist there.
2.

There is

time available to respond to recover from

the situation before the detrimental

results become

irreversible.
El.

OIL REFfNING

The major concern of the oil industry is fire but relatively
little
threat to the public health and safety exists from an
oil refinery fire.
However, because the threat of fire is so
prevalent dnd because of the obvious commercial risk, the industry is well prepared.
Operators of local processing panels
are trained to recognize problems
spond with preplanned

procedures

in

the equipment and to re-

to a fire.

phone numbers of people to be called in
each control station.
may be offsite.

A list

sequence is

of teleprovided at

The numbers include those of people who

Refineries are also prepared with local onsite

firefighting crews.

E2.

NYLON PROCESSING

The nylon processor has the problem of material hardening
process pipes
addition,
if

if

the processing were to be interrupted.

at one point in

exothermal

reactions become out of control.

To protect against explosion,

provided
,safety
E3.

In

the process an explosion could occur
The

depends on installed spare circulating equipment
flow.

in

to dump the process stream

industry

to maintain

an installed system is
into a cooling

tank if

limits are exceeded.

0.5.

The U.S.

NAVY

Navy requires computers and control

their ships to be viable weapon platforms.

equipment
Furthermore,

for
it

depends on the integrity of the ship's hull and a continued
supply of electricity.
The Navy's approach toward maintaining
the computers and electrical generation, even under hostile
attack,

is

throu.jn equipment red:indancy or through hardening
enclosures of critical
components.
No repair during emergency
conditions
pair,

is

contemplated except for

and possible electrical

firefightinq,

hull re-

cable repair for the purpose of

operat.inq pumps and communication equipment.
E4.

CONCLUSIONS

Concl,,sions restiltinq
1,

from these contacts

follow:

In situations that seem to have a continuity-ofoperation requirement

similar

to re.acror plant decay

heat removal, none of the operatorls ai,.e prepared to
withstand the ].o,;s o'f their installed systems.
Installed ,e,4uipm4.nt is necessary to overcome emergency
condit ions.

F--224

2.

In the cases of the oil refineries and nylon p'ants,
abnormal operating procedures are prepared in advance
and are part of the operators'

3.

training.

Reacting to severe plant upsets is
of the onsite personnel.

In

the -. sponsibility
industry the

the nyla.i

control room operator will take #`,e required actions.
In the oil industry firefighting
firefighters,

but it

is

done by onsite

may be necessary

to call offsite

personnel back to the site to assist in

firefighting

activities.
Based on these observations

and specific conversations,

it

is

concluded that there are few if any applications of damage
control methods or evaluation techniques for which a "technology transfer" effort will be beneficial

to this project.
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INTRODUCTION

As part of the contract work performed by International Energy
Associates Limited (IEAL) for Sandia Laboratories, 29 nuclear power
plant design alternatives were identified which could potentially
improve the resistance of nuclear power plants to acts of sabotage.
Descriptions of these design alternatives and of their categorization
may be found in IEAL Report No. 111, Nuclear Power Plant Design
Alternatives for Improved Sabotage Resistance, September 14, 1979.
Of this number, Sandia selected six alternative design concepts for
development in sufficient detail to permit the estimation of their
The selected concepts are:

costs.

Hardened Enclosures for Makeup Water Tanks,

Category 1.8

Separation of Containment Penetrations for Redundant
Protection Systems, Category II.1
Physically Separated and Protected Redundant Trains of
Safety Equipment,
•

Category 11.5

Hardened Decay Heat Removal System,

Category IV.1

Isolation of Low Pressure Systems Connected to the Reactor
Coolant Pressure Boundary,
*

Category III.1

Design Changes to Facilitate Damage Control,

Category 111.2

This report presents the developed design concepts and cost estimates
These developed design
for five of the six selected alternatives.
functional reconcepts consist, in general, of equipment lists,
quirements, arrangement drawings, preliminary system diagrams, system
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descriptions or descriptions of operation, and descriptions of
structures.
The development is sufficient to permit the preparation
of preliminary cost estimates.
Similar estimates have also been
prepared for current standard designs so that the added costs of the
improved sabotage resistance may be determined.
The development also
facilitates the analytical modeling of the concepts to determine
their coUnter-sabotage effectiveness.
Damage control as a sabotage countermeasure is discussed in IEAL
Report No. 123, Damage Control as a Countermeasure to Sabotage at
Nuclear Power Plants.
That report-describes various damage control
options, approximately one-half of which would require, for their
implementation, changes in the design of present-day plants.
Further
development of and costs estimates for these options have been deferred by Sandia Laboratories until a preliminary screening can be
accomplished to select the more promising candidates.
A SNUPPS group standard PWR, has been chosen as a reference plant for
development of the design concepts and comparison of estimated costs.
Reference site information is as follows:
Soils and Groundwater.
Overburden soil ranges from high
plasticity clay to low plasticity clayey-silty sand.
Average
depth of overburden is 6 feet.
Underlying the overburden are
alternating shales, limestone, siltstones, and sandstones to a
depth of at least 400 feet.
Groundwater is encountered 6 to 8
feet below the ground surface.
Loadings on Seismic Category I Structures.
0

Wind velocity 100 mph at 30 feet above grade;

Ground acceleration 0.2 g; and

100 year snow pack load of 32 lb/ft

2

combined with probable

maximum precipitation snowload of 128 lb/ft
loading of 160 lb/ft

2

2

for total snow

.
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SUJM1ARY

Cost estimates for construction of the selected design alternatives
and cost comparisons with the reference plant are reported in detail
in Section 4 of this report.
The estimates are based on the engineering development of the design alternatives which is presented in
Section 3. A summarization of the cost estimates is provided in
TEabId 2'..l. This table shows the estimated total costs for the design
alternatives and also their cost increase relative to the reference
plant, whose design does not include the additional protective
features.
In the case of alternatives i1.1 and 11.5 (combined) and
alternative I1I.1, cost differences only were estimated.
Consequently, for these alternatives, only estimated cost increases are
tabulated in Table 2-1.
The estimates are of costs for materials and
construction and do not include other costs such as engineering,
licensing, or interest during construction.

The cost estimates should bO regarded as applicable to new constuction and not as back-fits to existing designs.
Further discussion of the estimates and their bases is provided in Section 4.
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TABLE

-I

COST ESTIMATE St"A.RY
SE~LEL'Il DE~SIGN ALT&JNATJVrS YFOP. IMPROVEDl SABO'TAGE R~ESISTANCE

ALTERNATIVE~

1.8

ESTIMATED 1\tTAL

ALTERNATIVE
TITLE

CATr(t)tPY

flardtened rniclosure lto
Watet Tan~ks

cosro, [r0.L;IwS
lakeiip

Option 1, In~dividual Tank Enclosuzes
Oprtion .',

ES? ZMATED COST
1!#C1REASE * UOLLAIkS

Co~ftmn Enclosure

2,490.000

611

.O01)

fcr Two
3,4381 .000

Option 3. Hardened Ta~nk

Iv. I.

2, Z66, 000

Phmysically EepatiiteJ and protected
zed-iniJant tr~ins Ot salety .upet
comabined with Eepazated contaxnment
Penetratilons

1'05, 000)

111.1
Hardened b-caiy Heat Rewovail System
Isolatio'n ot

8,702.01)0

L.ow 5'iCssuse Systems

Connected to Reactor C~x)Iant, Fresstjre
hiouflJaI Y

estimates axe exclusive of co~its tog enqineerin.3. Jicelsing,. interest dutring construict ion,
See 5etifacn 4 for discussion of t~sses tor cost. estimates.

Ictst

operat~jon...
and e-scala~t on.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

3.
•3.1i

HARDENED ENCLOSURES
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water
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the reactor
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,,The safety
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source of
in

system

the

that

break

system.

to provide

stages of plant

a heat sink

cooldown under

for

the

the con-

the
Table 3-1. lists
dition of unavailability of normal AC power.
Reference costs, or
basic design information for these two tanks*.
the costs to which the costs for hardened RWST and AFWST are compared, are estimated based on the data in Table 3-1 and also on
location of tanks in the plant yard.
Three hardening options are considered.

These are:

"

Hardening Option 1 - Individual, reinforced concrete
enclosures for conventional metal tanks.

..

Hardening Option 2
both tanks.

-

Reinforced concrete building enclosing

Hardening Option 3

-

Reinforced concrete tank with metal

liner.

*The reference plant does not have a safety grade auxiliary
A Seismic Category I, Safety Class 3
feedwater storage tank.
suction for the auxiliary feedwater pumps is provided from the
essential service water system which backs up the normal suction
However,
from the non-nuclear-safety condensate storage tank.
for the purposes of obtaining a cost comparison, a reference,
non-hardened AFWST is assumed as described in Table 3-1.
(-I 7

TABLE 3-1

I-

BASELINE DESIGN INFORMATION FOR RWST AND AFWST

Capacity,

Gal.

Diameter,

Ft.

Height,

Ft.

Contents

RWST

AFWST

400,000

400,000

45

45

35

35

Demin. Water
with 2000 PPM
Dissoliied Boron

Steam Condensate

Specific Gravity of Contents

1.0

1.0

Quality Group

B

'C

Design Code

ASME III,

Seismic Category
Seismic Ground Motion,
Wind Velocity,

g

mph @ 30ft.

above grade

CL.2

ASME III,

I

I

0.2

0.2

100

100

CL.3

Material

Stainless

Steel

Stainless

Steel

Foundation Type

Reinf.

Concrete Mat

Reinf.

Concrete Mat

Design Pressure

Atmos.

Design Temperature,

100

OF

Snow Load
100 yr Snowpack Load,
PMP Snowload, PSF
Soils and Groundwater

PSF

Atmos.

100

32
32
-128
128 Overburden soil ranges from high plasticity
clay to low plasticity clayey-silty sand.
Average depth of overburden is 6 feet.
Underlying
the overburden are alternating shales, limestone,
siltstones, and sandstones to a depth of at least
400 feet.
Groundwater is encountered 6 to 8 feet
below the ground surface.

Each of these options is described in the following paragraphs.
3.1.1

Discussion of Hardening Option 1

A thickness of 2 feet of reinforced concrete has been somewhat arbitrarily selected for the walls and roof of the hardened enclosure.
_.Based on data from the Barrier Technology Handbook, SAND 77-0777,
penetration time could be expected to range from 4 to 13 minutes
assuming the saboteur's tools included 20 pounds of explosives,
tamper plate, and gas powered hydraulic boltcutters.
As can be seen in Figure 3-1, the enclosure consists of a vertical
reinforced concrete cylinder supported on a reinforced concrete
basemat.
The enclosure roof is a concrete slab of 2 feet thickness.
An internal diameter for the enclosure of 57 feet has 'been selected,
providing an annular space six feet wide between the tank and inner
wall of the enclosure.
This space permits access for maintenance and
inspection as well as an area for routing of piping.
Each enclosure is provided with a penetration resistant door large
enough for personnel passage and light equipment.
The door is a
vault type with penetration resistance equivalent to the enclosure
walls.
A typical piping penetration is also shown in Figure 3-1.
A hardened
.. ,penetration room protects the piping passing through the wall of the
enclosure.
The piping is routed down through the floor of the penetration area through sleeves,

through which it

entering an underground pipe tunnel

passes to the auxiliary buildin'g.

The tank enclosure is vented in order to provide venting for the
::.tanks. The enclosure vent must not represent a potential pathway for
introduction of explosives or passage of personnel into the enclosure.

G-19

!

8 ft

2

Figure 3-1.

Individual Reinforced Concrete Enclosure

'The vent system consists of an internal standpipe,

one end of which
The standpipe is routed

•iterminates near the cop of the enclosure.
.,through the piping penetration room to the underground pipe tunnel
:,.where the lower end terminates.
A minimum slope toward the pipe
The pipe
.-..tunnel is provided to prevent collection of condensation.
tunnel is

in turn vented to the auxiliary building.

Design information for this concept is
3.1.2

tabulated in Table 3-2.

Discussion of Hardening Option 2

Hardening Option 2 is illustrated in Figures 3-2 and 3-3.
Design
information is presented in Table 3-3.
A single reinforced concrete
building is provided to enclose both the RWST and the AFWST.
The
building is supported on a reinforced concrete basemat foundation.
Building wall thickness is 2 1/2 feet.
An interior division wall, 2
feet thick, is placed between the two tanks.
The building roof is a
reinforced concrete slab 2 1/2 feet thick.
The building is provided with a hardened, penetration resistant door
in each tank section for personnel and light equipment.
Each section
of the building is vented in; a manner similar to that provided for
the individual tank enclosures of Option 1.
3.1.3

Discussion of Hardening Option 3

This option is

illustrated in Figure 3 and consists of vertical,
f cylindrical, reinforced concrete tanks lined internally with 1/4"
stainless steel plate.
Each tank has an internal diameter of 45 feet
and a straight side height of 35 feet.
The tanks are supported on
-

ireinforced concrete, mat foundations which also constitute the tank
bottoms.
Tank wall thickness is 2 feet.
The tanks have reinforced
concrete slab roofs of 2 feet thickness.
Design information is
:presented in Table 3-4.
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TABLE 3-2
DESIGN INFORMATION FOR HARDENED RWST AND AFWST,

Tank Capacity,
Tank Dia.,

Gal.

Tank Height,

AFWST

400,000

400,00n
45

35

Ft.

Stainless Steel

Tank Material
Quality Group,
Design Code,

RWST
45

Ft.

B

Tank

ASME III, CL.2

Tank

Seismic Category
Seismic Ground Motion,

g

Tank Design Pressure
OF

0.2

0.2

Atmos.

Atmos.

Ft.

Enclosure Roof Thickness,

Ft.

2

Ft.

Enclosure Height, Ft.
Base Slab P[a., Ft.
Base Slab Thickness, Ft.
Design Code for Enclosure

ASME III,
I

Enclosure Wall Thickness,
Enclosure I.D.,

35
Stainless Steel
C

I

100
2

Tank Design Temperature,

OPTION 1

57
51

100
2

2
'57
51
67

67
3.5

3.5

ACI 318
AISC

ACI 318
AISC

CL.3

C

4-I

Cj

ti

Figure 3-2.

Reinforcing Concrete Building Enclosing
Two Tanks (Sectional Elevation)

'4-

N)

4.)

*p

00-'4

3 ft

Figure 3-3.

Reinforced Concrete Building Enclosing
Two Tanks (Plan)

TABLE 3-3
DESIGN INFORMATION FOR HARDENED RWST AND AFWST,

Tank Capacity,

Gal.

Tank

Ft.

Diameter,

Tank Height,

Ft.

Tank Material

Design Code,

RWST

AFWST

400,000

400,000

45

45

35

35

Stainless Steel

Quality Group,

Tank

B

Tank

ASME III,

Seismic Category
Seismic Ground Motion,

g

Tank Design Pressure
OF

Stainless Steel
C

CI.2

ASME Ill,

I

I

0.2

0.2

Atmos.

Tank Design Temperature,

OPTION 2

100

Atmos.

100

Building Dimensions
Length,
Width,
Height,

ft.

113

ft.

75

ft.

52

Building Wall Thickness,

ft.

Building Roof Thickness,

ft.

Base Slab Thickness,

ft.

Design Code for Building

'2.5
2.,5
4.5
ACI 318
ASIC

r-%
•4

!

C1.3

0
I.

TABLE 3-4
DESIGN INFORMATION FOR HARDENED RWST AND AFWST,

Tank Capacity.

Tank Dia.,

)RWST
400,000

Gal.

Tank Height,

Ft.

Tank Roof Thickness,

Ft.

Tank Wall Thickness,

Ft.

Wall Liner Material
Tank" Design Temperature,
Tank Design Pressure
Seismic Category
Seismic Ground Motion,
Tank Design Code

g

OF

AFWST

400o06o

35

45
-35

2

2

45

Ft.

OPTION 3

2

2
Stainless Steel

Stainless Steel

100

100

Atmos.
I

Atmos.
I

0.2

0.2

ACI 318

ACT 318
AISC

A.
AISC - -

7 ft 6 in.

4

.J

CJ

PibJure 3-4.

1oi nforc-co1 Concrele Tank wi-th Metal LiAner

(;-2 7

Hardened pipe penetration enclosures are provided, si'milar to Option
Penetration resistant doors
1, which also enclo:;e the tank manways.
provide access to the pipe penetration enclosures.
The tanks are provided with vents designed to prevent passage of
personnel or the introduction of explosives.
3.2

PHYSICALLY SEPARATED AND PROTECTED REDUNDAUIT TRAINS OF SAFETY

EQUIPMENT COMBINED WIT11 SEPARATED CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS FOR
REDUNDANT PROTECTION SYSTEMS
3.2.1

General Description

These two combined concepts are illustrated in Figures 3-5 through
it was found convenient to combine the concepts since locating
3-18.
the two safety buildings on opposite sides of the containment building
leads also to separate penetration areas for the safety related
piping and electrical cables.
The design basically involves dividing the existing auxiliary building
The redundant engineered safety
into three separate buildings.
features (ESF) equipment normally installed in the auxiliary building,
such as safety injection pumps and containment spray pumps, is
-separated into the two safety buildings, safety building A and safety
building B, while the remainder of the equipment (non-ESF) is located
Also relocated to each of the
in a new, smaller auxiliary building.
separated safety buildings are the diesel generators and the redundant sets of Class IE switchgear, batteries and other electrical
An auxiliary feedwater storage tank (AFWST) and. a refueling
equipment.
both of 400,000 gallons capacity, are
water storage tank (RWST),
located in each safety building and supply suction to the ESP pumps
Although this results in storing more
in the.respective buildingTa.

G-2 1

1-%,auxiliary feedwater and refueling water than is
!basis transients and accidents,

required for design

or for refueling,

cross-connecting

''
piping between tanks of lesser capacity is avoided and the indepen.'dence of the two safety buildings, a design objective, is preserved.
The modified plant arrangement, shown in Figure 3-5, is based on the
Expansion into two separate safety buildings
SSUPPS standard plant.
results in the allocation of a third quadrant of the containment
(from 0 to 900) for piping and electrical penetrations for safety
building i. However, a full quadrant (900 to 1800) is retained for
The location of the main steam and
containment equipment access.
Relative location of
feedwater piping penetration area is unchanged.
equipment in the safety buildings and modified auxiliary building has
Floor elevation spacing has been
been preserved where possible.
The modified.
iwretained with zero elevation corresponding to grade.
auxiliary building now also contains the control room and upper and
Relocation of the control room to the
'lower cable spreading areas.
modified auxiliary building and the diesel generators and Class 1E
electrical equipment to the respective safety buildings has essenTwo levels of this
ti,.tally eliminated the original control building.
building have been relocated, intact, to the west side of the modiThese levels contain the locker and shower
fied auxiliary building.
rooms, health physics areas, and miscellaneous tanks such as the
Two additional levels contain
laundry and hot-shower drain tank.
heating and ventilating equipment, the computer room, and instrument
EquipThis building is renamed the access control building.
shop.
ment locations are shown on the arrangement drawings in Figures 3-6
through 3-18.
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3.2.2

Description of Structures
Safety Buildings

Safety buildings A and B are Seismic Category I, reinforced concrete
structures.
Exterior wall and roof concrete thicknesses are a minimum of 2 feet which should provide penetration resistance of 4 to 13
minutes (see 3.1.1).
These buildings are supported on a 5-foot thick
reinforced concrete foundation slab which is founded on rock 31 fee~t
below grade.
The main portions of the buildings are 124 feet long,
100 feet wide, and 93 feet high (67 feet above grade).,.The tank
enclosure portion is 71 feet long, 108. feet wide, 52 feet high, and
is founded on a 4 1/2 foot reinforced concrete slab on grade.
Floor slabs in the main portions of the building are cast in place
concrete over metal decking, supported cn structural steel framing.
The roof slab is cast in place concrete over metal decking covered
with a roofing membrane, and supported on steel framing.
Two vault-type doors are provided for each safety building.
These
doors offer penetration resistance equivalent to the reinforced
concrete walls in which they are installed.
The purpose of these
doors is primarily for emergency escape.
Entrance to the safety
buildings is normally from the auxiliary building as discussed below
in Section 3.2.4.
Modified Auxiliary Building
Construction details for this building are similar to those of the
safety buildings.
The principal dimensions are length, 153 feet;
width, 98 feet; and height, 119 feet (93 feet above grade).
The
building foundation consists of a 5-foot thick reinforced concrete
slab which is founded on rock 31 feet below grade.
Exterior walls

f

and roof are of reinforced concrete construction and are of a minimum
Floor slabs and roof are cast in place concrete
thickness of 2 feet.
over metal decking, supported on structural steel framing.
As disTwo vault-type security doors are located on level zero.
cussed below in Section 3.2.4, these doors give access to the respective safety buildings.
Adjacent to the main portion of the modified auxiliary building is
the access control building.
This also is a reinforced concrete
structure.
The foundation is a reinforced concrete slab 3 feet
thick, founded on rock 13 feet below grade.
Top of slab elevation is
-10 feet.
Upper level floors are cast in place concrete on metal
decking, supported on steel framing.
These floors are at grade, +15,
and +30 elevations respectively.
The building roof is at +45
elevation.
3.2.3

Piping and Cable Routing

One of the design objectives of separated safety buildings is the
location of electrical cables and piping associated with one train of
ESF equipment entirely within the safety building housing that train
of equipment.
This is largely accomplished by providing direct communications between a piping and electrical penetration area and the
associated safety buildina, avoiding piping crossconnects, locating
tankage within the safety building, locating the diesel generator and
Class IE electrical ec',ipment in the safety building, 4nd, in general,
ensuring that each safety building is an independent and self-sufficien
unit.
Some communication between safety buildings and between a
safety building and the auxiliary building cannot be avoided however.
Control cables must be routed to the control room.
Also, as shown in
Figure 3-19,

control cables must interconnect the logic and pro-
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tection cabinets installed in
tunnel

is

therefore

the lower

included

the separate safety buildings.
in

the design.

A cable

This tunnel runs beneath

floor of safety building A, beneath the main steam and

feedwater piping penetration area, and beneath safety building B and
tne auxiliary building.
Vertical cable chases in the safety buildings
and auxiliary building connect to the tunnel.
Control cables from
safety building A are routed through the tunnel to the ver'tical "cable
chase running up the auxiliary building.
This vertical cable chase
is closed and fire-protected, and does not communicate with any of
the compartments

in

the auxiliary building except

personnel access as discussed later.ý
spreading room,
cabinets

in

within which

the control

It

at

eivel zero for

exits into the upper cable

the cables are distributed

room below.

Interconnecting

to the

cables between

the separate

logic and protection cabinets are routed similarly
through the tunnel and through vertical cable chases in each safety
building.
Control cables

for the B safety building pass directly to the lower
cable spreading room in the auxiliary building at level +26.
The
lower cable spreading area is divided into two areas; one for the B
safety building cables, the other for auxiliary building cables.
3.2.4

Personnel Access

Personnel

access to the auxiliary building is at level zero from the
adjacent access control building.
From this level of the auxiliary
building, access to the B safety building can be obtained.
From a
counter-sabotage design

standpoint,

it

is

access between zafety buildings directly,
Therefore,

access to the A Safety' building

undesirable

to permit

at least on a routine basis.
is

also from the zero

level

of the auxiilary building via the cable chase and cable tunnel
described previously..

(;-G1 I

3.2.5

Additional Equipment

Rearrangement of the plant has inevitably resulted in requirements
for extra equipment.
Major equipment items beyond the SNUPPS
standard plant are listed below.

Specifications

for this equipment

are provided in Section 3.2.6.
Hi-Head Safety Injection Pumps.

Two pumps,

identical

to the

centrifugal charging pumps, are provided exclusively for the
Safety Injection System.
One pump is located in each safety
equipment building.
The two centrifugal charging pumps,
which in the modified plant arrangement function only as a
part of the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) and
not in their previous dual capacity as both charging and
safety injection pumps, are located with the reciprocating
charging pump in the auxiliary building.
The philosophy
behind this arrangement is that equipment required for
routine operation and which must be looked at by the plant
operators on a frequent and routine basis (i.e., the centrifugal charging pumps) should not be located in the safety
buildings, whereas the safety injection pumps should be.
The arrangement also ensures that piping which is part of
the ESF installation will be located entirely within the
safety buildings.
"

Boron Injection Tank (BIT).
An additional BIT and associated surge tank and circulating pumps are provided to
ensure the functional and physical independence of each
safety building.

*

Refueling Water Storage Tank
cussed,

(RWST}.

As previously dis-

a second RwST of 400,000 gallon capacity (l00ý) is
provided in order that each safety building be runctlonally

G ).'

Two half-size tanks were also considered but
independent.
would require that cross-connecting piping be 'installed
-ince this could potentially
between the safety buildings.
compromise the independence of the twi safety buildangs, no
further consideration has been given to half-size tanks.
A second turbine
Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump.
driven aur-ililary feedwater pump has oeen added to provide
the two, spatially separated trains of ESF equipment with
equal and independent protection capability'
In some plant
designs, one safety related auxiliary feedwater storage tank
Then the
of 350,000 - 400,000 gallons capacity is provided.
modified plant arrangement, wherein each safety bbilding
contains an AFWST, results in a requi:ement for an extra
tank.
The reasons for providing an AFWST in each safety
building cor:,spond to those for the RWST discussed earlier.
In the case of the SNUPPS reference plant, there is no
The normal suction for the aLxiiiary
safety related AFWST.
feedwater pumps is from the condensate storage tank with an
alternate, hard piped source from the safety class 3,
In deseismic category I essential service water system.
signs such as this, the modified plant arrangement generates
Auxiliary Feedwater Storage Tanks

a requirement

(AFUST).

for two additional tanks.

Component Cooling Water Heat Exchanger, Circulating Pumps
One set of this equipment is located in
and Surge Tank.
each safety equipment building and serves tne equipment
Based or tne SNUPPS olants as a reference,
located therein.
the equipment serve"d would consist of the RHR heat exchangers
and the ocarLngs and/or seal coolers of tne var:ous ESF
A neat exchanger, two numps, and a surge tank are
pumps.
provided for each safety eq.4uipnent ouil-Jig.

';~*.

i

An additional component cooling water system is provided for
The heat e:xchangers and pumps for this
non-ESF equipment.
Two 100% heat
system are located in the auxiliary building.
exchangers and four, 50% pumps are provided since the system
supports normal plant operation and is in continuous service.
Some of the major
A single surge tank is also provided.
loads served by this system are the letdown heat exchanger,
reactor'coolant pump thermal barriers, seal water cooler,
reactor coolant pump motors, spent fuel pool heat exchanger,
and the recycle and waste evaporators.
Specifications for Additional Equipment

3.1.6

HI-HEAD SAFETY INJECTION PUMPS

Type

2
Horizontal centrifugal,

Design flow, GPM
Head at Design Flow, Ft.
Design Pressure, PSIG
Design Temperature, OF

150
5800
2800
300

Driver

Electric Motor (600 BlIP) through
spced increaser
Stainless Steel
ASME Section rni, Class 2

Recuired

Nl.

Material of Construction
Design Code
Note:

These pumps are identical to the centrifugal charging pumps
supplied as part of the chemical and volumne control system.
Fl.uid Pumped

Demineralized water contaLninq
dcisaoved Boric Acid (2000 PPM
5or c)n

(I-,

4

multi-

BORON INJIECTION TANK
No.

i

Required

Total Volume,

900

Gil.

Boric Acid solution in

Contents

alized water,

deminer-

12 percent by

weight
Design Pressure,

PSIG

Design Temperature,

2735

OF

Material of Construction

300
internally clad

Carbon Steel

with Stainless

Steel.

Design Code

ASME Section III,

Heaters

Strip Type,

BORON INJECTION
No.

Class 2

12 kw total

SURGE TANK

Required

Total Volume,

I
75

Gal.

Contents

Boric Acid solution in demineralized water,

!2 percent by

weight
Design Perssure

Atmospher ic

Design Temperature,
Material

OF

of Construction

Design Code

INJECTION

No.

Stainless Steel
ASME Section III, Class 3
Immersion Type, 6 kw

Heaters
BORON

200

TANK RECIRCULATION

PUMPS

RequLred

Type
Design

H~orizontal Centriruqal
Flow,

GPN

2u

Head at Design Flow,

Design Pressure,

I-S'G

Ft.

Design Temperature, OF
Driver
Material of Construction
Fluid Pumped

Design Code

250
Electric Motor, 1 1/2 BHP
Stainless Steel
Boric Acid solution in demineralized water, 12 percent by
weight
ASME Section III, Class 3

REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK
No. Required
Type
Volume, Gal.
Diameter, Ft.
Height, Ft.
Location
Foundation
Seismic Input,

1
Vertical Cylindrical
400,000
45
35
Inside building
Concrete slab
0.2 horizontal

g

Design Pressure
Design Temperature, OF
Material of Construction
Contents
Design Code

Atmospheric
100
Stainless Steel
Demineralized water containing
dissolved Boric Acid (2000 PPM Bor
ASME Section III, Class 2

TURBINE DRIVEN AUXILIARY FEEDWATER PUMP
No. Required
Type
Fluid Pumped
Design Flow, GPM
Head at Design Flow,

G-6 6

Ft.

.
Horizontal centrifugal,
stage
Steam condensate
1200
3200

multi-

PSIG
Design Temperature, OF

1700

Material of Construction

Steel

Design Code

ASME Section III,

Driver

Single stage,

Design Pressure,

150

non-condensing

steam turbine,
Design Pressure,

PSIG

Design Temperature,

OF

Class 3

1200 BHP

1200

650

AUXLIX~ARY FEEDWATE1R STORAGE TANJK
No.

2

Required

Vertical

Type
Volume,

400,000

Gal.

Diameter,
Height,

Cylindrical

45

Ft.

35

Ft.

Location

Inzide builoing

Foundation

Concrete slab

Seismic

input,

0.2 Horizontal

g

Atmospheric

Design Pressure
Design Temperature,

OF

100

Material of Construction

Stainless Steel

Contents

Steam condensate

Design Code

ASME Section

T1I,

Class 3

COMPONENT COOLING WATER HEAT EXCHANGERS
No.

Required

Type

2
Horizontal

shell and straight

tube
Duty,

BTU/HR

42 x

10 6

(;- (17

TU/HR-FT 2 -OF
2
Area, Ft

300
17,000

Tube Side:
Fluid
Flow Rate, GPM

River water
5600

Ut,

No.

Passes

2
95/110

Temp. In/Out, OF
Design Pressure, PSIG
Design Temperature,

150

OF

Material
.Codes and Standards

200
Stainless Steel
ASME Section III,

Class 3;

TEM4A

Shell Side:

Flow Rate, GPM
No. Passes

Component Cooling Water (demineralized water with corrosion inhibitor)
7000
2

Temp. In/Out, OF
Design Pressure, PSIG

117/105
150

Design Temperature, OF
Material
Codes and Standards

200
Carbon Steel
ASME Section III,
TEMA

Fluid

COMPONENT

COOLING WATER PUMPS

No. Required
Type
Design Flow,

4
Horizontal
GPM

ilead at Design Flow,

Ft.

7,000
200

centrifugal

Class 3;

DaaLgn PronrJuta,

P'SZi

Design Temperature,

OF

150
200
Electric Motor (500 BHP)
ASME Section III, Class 3

Dr iver
Design Code
COMPONENT COOLING WATER HEAD TANKS
No.

2

Required

Type

Vertical

Volume,

Gal.

Contents
Design Pressure,

5,000
Component Cooling
Water
PSIG

Design Temperature,

OF

Material
Design Code

150
200
Carbon Steel
ASME Section III,

Class 3

COMPONENT COOLING WATER CHEMICAL ADDITION TANKS
No.

Required

Type
Volume,

3.3
3.3.1

2

Vertical
Gal.

Contents

500
Component Cooling Water

Design Pressure, PSIG
Design Temperature, OF

150
200

Material

Carbon Steel

Design Code

ASME Section VIII,

Div.

I

HARDENED DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM
General

Description

As pointe.d out in ZEAL-Ill, Nuclear Power
for! mproved Sabota_!]e Iesistance, zeveral

Plant Design Alternatives
alternative implementations

of a hardened decay heat remov.il system are possible.

However, all

(; - (9(

alternatives
extracted

should have certain common features.
from IEAL-II,
are as foilows:

Some of these,

as

*

Location in

"

Maximum independence of remainder of plant.

"

Design for removal of decay heat from a water cooled nuclear
power power reactor in the hot shutdown condition (reactor
subcritical, rods inserted, reactor coolant pressure and
temperature at no-load conditions), with the reactor coolant
pressure boundary intact, for a defined period, automatically,

• ..

hardened buildings or bunkers, complete with
power supplies, water storage tanks, and controls.

without operator attention.
*

Actuated manually, either from the main control room or
within the bunkers.
Once actuated, no further operator
action is required (but is not be precluded) for the design
period of automatic operation.

"

With operator attention,

"

With operator attention, designed to permit transfer to
conventional residual heat removal (RHR) system operation
during or following the design period of unattended operation.

designed to continue decay heat
removal beyond the design period of automatic, unattended
oper at ion.

Dedicated

for use only in a sabotage or other extreme emergency as determined by plant operators.
Has no function
during normal plant startup or shutdown operations nor.
following loss of normal AC power.

G-70

Provides for isolation of fluid lines connected to the
primary (and secondary) coolant systems as necessary to
prevent loss of fluid inventory.
Does not block actuation of nor otherwise interfere with the
operation of other plant engineered safety features.
The implementation chosen for development and costing is a system
Electricity is supplied
utilizing electric power for its operation.
by a diesel generator located, along with the remainder of the equipment required for the system, in a hardened building.
The method of
Emergency feedwater is supplied
heat removal is evaporative cooling.
to the secondary sides of the steam generators where it

absorbs heat
The steam which is generated is discharged
from the primary coolant.
to the atmosphere.
Natural circulation provides primary system flow.
A charging pump is provided for primary system inventory control.
Primary system pressure is maintained'by pressurizer heaters.

Heat

loads associated with the die§el generator and other mechanical
equipment are transferred to the atmosphere by an air cooled heat
exchanger.
A pipe cunnel connects between the hardened decay heat
removal building and the containment.
The hardened decay heat removal system is a single, 100% system without redundancy or single failure capability.
The design period of
unattended operation has been chosen to be 10 hours.
Figure 3-20 is

a preliminary piping diagram for the feedwater

charging portions of the hardened decay heat removal system.
3-21,

3-22,

and
Figures

and 3-23 present the general arrangement of equipment

within the hardened decay heat removal building.
line electrical diagram is

A preliminary,

one-

shown in Figure 3-24.
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A brief description of system operation is provided in the following
section.
Details on the hardened decay heat removal building and
equipment may be found in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 respectively.
For
a more detailed description of design philosophy for a hardened decay
heat removal system, the reader is referred to IEAL-13.,
Appendix C.
3.3.2

Description of Operation
Actuation

Actuation of the hardened decay heat removal system is manual from
either the main control room or locally within the hardened building.
Manual actuation has been selected since it is believed that the
plant operators can best make the judgement that a sabotage or other
emergency exists that requires the use of the hardened decay heat
removal system.
Also, manual actuation eliminates the need for
sensing plant parameters for automatic actuation signals, thereby
reducing the number of interfaces between the hardened decay heat
removal system and the remainder of the plant.
This, in turn, reduces potential sabotage vulnerabilities associated with such
interfaces.
Actuation of

the hardened decay heat removal

system, results

in

the

following:
*

Reactor

trip

(with associated

trips of turbine and gene-

rator).

*
*
*

Isolation of fluid lines connected to the reactor coolant
system including main steam and feedwater valve closure.
Trip of electricl feed to the hardened decay heat removal
system 4KV bus, start of the diesel generator, and sequencing
of decay heat removal equipment onto the 4KV bus.

(1-R I

Alignment of reactor coolant pump seal leakoff to the
borated water storage tank.
Reactor Coolant System
The hardened decay heat removal system shown in Figure 3-20 depends,
for its successful operation, on an intact reactor coolant pressure
boundary.
It is therefore assumed that this pressure boundary is not
affected by an act of sabotage and that the containment structure and
containment access controls provide the required protection for the
reactor coolant system.
It is also assumed that the reactor can be
scrammed so that the heat loads on the hardened decay heat removal
system are those associated with the decay of fission products and
removal of sensible heat.
In sabotage analysis, it is usually
assumed that normal AC power is unavailable, as are, therefore, the
reactor coolant pumps.
An intact reactor coolant system is then a
condition for establishing the natural circulation of reactor coolant
to transport heat from the fuel to the steam generators.
Emergency Charging
The function of this portion of the hardened decay heat removal system
is to maintain reactor coolant inventory, thus preserving the natural
circulation heat transport capability of the reactor coolant.
Pressurizer level provides the control signal for this function.
Although
all fluid lines not required for operation of the hardened decay heat
removal system are isolated upon its actuation, some leakage of reactor coolant will inevitably exist.
Typical Technical Specifications
for the total of identified and unidentified leakage from the reactor
coolant system are 12 gpm maximum.
In addition, a total flow of 12
gpm from the reactor coolant seals is

maintained.

The 50 gpm capacity

of the charging pump should therefore be adequate to control primary
system inventory, under both constant temperature and cooldown conditions

An auxiliary spray line from the charging system piping to the pressurizer is provided for assisting the pressurizer heaters in maintaining primary system pressure.
storage tank has been sized at 30,000 gallons,

The borated water

providing sufficient water

for compensating for shrinkage of the

reactor coolant system volume for a system cooldown to 350 OF.
capacity also provides for making up reator coolant
over

the design period of unattended operation
Figure 3-20,

not shown in

a

This

system leakage

(10 hours).

Although

line, to the tank permits refilling

fill

Four weight percent boric acid solution has
it after this period.
been estimated to be sufficient to compensate for the reactivity
effect of cooling-down the RCS.
Emergency Feedwater
The emergency
gallons,
removal

feedwater storage tank has been sized at 200,000

sufficient

to provide approximately

with the reactor

condition

(reactor

10 hours of decay heat

coolant .s.jtem maintained

subcritical,

in

control rods inserted,

a hot shutdown
reactor coolant

pressure and temperature at no-load values).
The electric motor
driven emergency feedwater pump takes suction from the emergency
feedwater
individual

storage

tank and delivers to the 4 steam generators through

feedwater control valves.

steam generator

is

discharged

The steam generated

to atmosphere

in each

through a steam dump

valve dedicated for use exclusively with the hardened decay heat
removal system.

These valves have adjustable setpoints to permit

cooldown of the reactor coolant

system by operator

design. period of unattended operation.
water storage

tanK,

repleninhed after

the energer~cy
this period.

As in

feedwater

action after

the

the case of the borated

storage tank may also be

Power

Electrical

The major

electrical

system is

shown in

Diagram.

The 4160V bus

the Class

IE

decay heat
diesel

equipment
3-24,

is

removal

this

started;

by the diesel

decay heat

Preliminary Electrical

However,

system,

is

the hardened

normally energized

4KV busses.

generator

energized

Figure

for

feeder

is

One-Line

by a feeder

upon actuation

and

from one of

of the hardened

tripped,

the system's

the decay heat removal

generator,

removal

system bus is

the system loads are

re-

sequenced

back onto the bus.

The

loads assigned

3-24.

Also shown

to the 4160V and
is

an uninterruptible

battery,

battery

Fuel

the diesel generator

for

480V busses are sho..i

charger,

power

inverter,

is

and

stored

in Figure

supply consisting

of a

an AC and DC bus.

in

a day

tank

in

the hardened

decay heat removal building.
The quantity of fuel stored is sufficient for at least the design period of unattended system operation
plus somhe margin.

After

this

period,

the tank can be

replenished

from other supplies of fuel oil on site.
The diesel engine is started in the conventional manner by compressed
air stored in a starting air tank.
A starting air compressor, located
in

the hardened

tank.

building,

The compressor

the decay heat

removal

maintains pressure

also supplies control
system.

This air

is

in
and

the starting

air

instrument

processed

air

for

through

filters

and dryers.

The auxiliary

cooling

serves

the diesel

,cooler,

and other

(;-84

Auxiliary

Cooling System

system

a closed cooling water

generaor

oil

components

is

and

jacket

water

system that

coolers,

seal

such as pump bearings and seals.

leakoff
An air

cooled heat exchanger
atmosphere.

transfers the heat absorbed by the water

The heat exchanger

through the heat exchanger
culates cooling water

fans provide a forced flow of air

tube bundle.

A cooling water pump cir-

between the aircooled heat exchanger

components served by the system.

to the

A head tank is

provided

and

the

for pres-

sure and inventory control.
7

3.3.3

Description of Structure

The hardened decay heat removal system building is

a Seismic Category

1, reinforced concrete structure supported on a reinforced concrete
base mat foundation.
bottom of the mat is
compacted

The foundation mat is

five feet thick.

The

4 1/2 feet below grade and bears on a layer of

granular material

3 1/2 feet thick.

The exterior walls of

the structure are four feet thick.
Based on data from the Barrier
Technology Handbook, the penetration resistance of these walls ranges
from 13 to 40 minutes assuming three attackers armed with 80 pounds
of explosives, tamper plate, and gas powered hydraulic boltcutters.
Figures 3-21 through 3-23 show the general arrangement of the structure and enclosed equipment.
Most of the equipment is located at
approximately grade level.
An intermediate level is provided at one
end of the structure for the aircooled heat exchanger and the cooling
air. inlet and discharge ducts.
Internal structural steel framing
supports this level.
The building roof is a reinforced concrete slab four feet thick.
Top
of concrete is 61 feet above grade over the area enclosing the aircooled
heat exchanger and 34 feet above grade over the remainder of the
structure.

G-85

The cooling air
construction,

inlet and discharge ducts are of reinforced concrete

integral with the main structure of the building.

The

openings into these ducts are protected by a heavy steel grillwork.
Additional protection is afforded by the height of the openings above
grade.
A supply air fan, located on the intermediate level and
taking suction

from the inlet air duct,

furnishes air for diesel

engine combustion and building ventilation.
Two vault type doors,
for personnel

one at each end of the building,

and light equipment.

these doors against explosives
walls

itt which they are

is

provide access

The penetration resistance of
equivalent

to that of the concrete

installed.

The hardened decay heat removal

building is

located in

the plant yard

at an aszumed distance of 150 feet from the containment b,:.ldino.
An
underground tunnel connects the containment penetrati-r area with the
hardened decay heat removal building.
The tunnel catLies piping and
electical
3.3.4

conduit between these two structures.

Equipment List and Specifications

The following

is

a listing

of the -c,

hardened decay heat removal sy:te'

equipment

required

The specificat:on-

for

given

the
are

preliminary and would probably '1.ange somewhat during a detailed
engineering design.
Howeveýr, they are believed to be representative,
based on preliminary e.0ieering
analysis, and serve as a basis for
equipment costs.

DIESEL GENERATOR

No. Required

I

Ratin--

1700

KW

4160

Ger-rator

Voltage

Generator

Fequency,

HZ

60
service,

For nuclear

Description of engine:

qualified,

seismically

direct connected,

furnished with oil cooler,
jacket water cooler, inlet air
filter,

exhaust silencer.

UEMRfGENCY FEEDWATER PUI.1P
No. Required
Type

Horizontal centrifugal,

multi-

stage
Fluid Pumped
Design Flow, GPM

Steam Condensate
1200

Head at Design Flow,
Design Pressure,

Ft.

PSIG

Design Temperiture,

CF

3200
1700

150

Design Code

ASME Sectirn

Dr iver

Electric Motor,

III,

Class

3

1200 BHP

EMERGEN"CY CHARGrNG PUMP
No. Required
Type
Design Flow, GPM
Head at Dezign Flow, Ft.
Design Prezssre, PSIG

1
Horizontal centrifugal,

mult-

stagey
50
580O

2Co00

r-

'• -

Design Temperature, OF
Material of Construction
Fluid Pumped

300
Stainless Steel
Demineralized water containing
dissolved boric acid (2000 PPM
Boron)

Design Code

ASME III,

Driver

Electric Motor,

100 BHP

Shell, and tube,
2.05 x 106

multi-pass

Class 2

SEAL LEAKOFF COOLER

No.

Required

Type
Duty,

BTU/HR

TUBE SIDE
Flow,

GPM

Design Pressure,

PSIG

Design Temperature,
Inlet Temperature,
Outlet Temperature,

OF

OF
OF

Fluid
tlaterial
Design Code

72
2500
200
177
120
Demineralized water
Stainless Steel
ASME III, Class 2
SHELL SIDE

Flow,

GPM

Design Pressure, PSIG
Design Temperature, OF
Inlet Temperature, OF
Outlet Temperature, oF

315
150
150
110
123

Fluid

Inhibited demineralized water

Mlater ial

Carbon Steel

Design Code

ASME

I11,

Class 3

COOLING WATER CIRCULATING PUtMP
No. Required

1
centrifugal

Horizontal
Design Flow,

GPM

650
Ft.

Head at Design Flow,

75

PSIG

Design Pressure,

150

O?

Design Temperature,

150

Fluid Pumped

Inhibited demineralized water

Design Code

ASME III,

Driver

Electric motor,

Class 3
20 BHP

AIR COOLED HEAT EXCHANGER
No.

Required

I

Type

Multi-pass,

finned

tube,

inlet

and outlet headers
of Bundles
Total Surface,

2

No.

Duty,

Ft.

2

2900
5.5 x 106

BTU/HR

Design Temperature,

OF

Water Outlet Temperature,
Design Pressure,

PSIG

Design Temperature,
No.

of Fans

Fan Drivers

OF

96
OF

110
150
150
4
Electric motors,

50 BHP each

COOLING WATER HEAD TANK

No.

Required

Type
Volume,
Diameter,
Iteight,

1

Vertical
Gal.
Ft.

650
4

Ft.

G-8 9

Design Pressure,

PS'G
Design Temperature, Of

150
150

Contents

Inhibited demineralized

Mater iaI

Carb•on

Design Code

ASME III,

Steel
3

Clazs

DIESEL START!:,:G AIR RECEIVER
No.

I

Required

Vertical

Type
Ft.

Diameter,
Height,

Cylindrical

3

Ft.

Design Pressure, PSIG
Design Temperature, Or

300

Contentz
MIater ial

Compressed air
Carbon Steel

rDIESEL STAFTI,'I-Nr.
No.

150

1'2.MP.'ESSO~r

Required

I

Type

3CFM

Capacity,

Delivery Pressure,
Dr iver

2 5:G
PSIG

roct

El-ti

mGo

,2

FEEDWATER 5-OP.AGE TANK

No. Required
Tr, rc-

fir0

'Cap a CIt
Lc nq ,6. ,

( *-.41

I.

Ga>
rt

,-in

on a

r c~

water

Temperature,
Design
;I

OF

of Construction

Material

Stainless Steel

contents

Steam condensate

Design Cuce

ASMIE 1l&,

Class

3

BORATED WATER STORAGE TANK

No.

Required
Horizontal

Type
Capacity,

Gal.

Diameter,

Ft.

Length,

cylindrical

3C,000
15

2.3

Ft.

Design Pressure

Amospher ic

Design Temperature,

OF

i5 0

Materi3l of Constr-czion

Stainlesa Steel

Contentz

Demineralizaed
dissolved boric

water
acid

PPM Boron)

ASME

Desxyn Con=u

DIESEL GENE:MTOR F.C.

411,

Class

DAY TANK

'0. R.eLu~reJ
Type
Capacity,
Length,

Wid-it,
Hexqlht,

Gal.

Ver t zca
2000)

Ft.

Ft.
Ft.

Design Prezzuu

Atrnozrphcr :
;:0 L
D~e~ei

M!at.er~

FJe?

3

containing
i2000

LUBE OIL STORAGE TANK

DIESEL GENE.•ATOR
No.

Required

Capacity,

1

Gal.

Dimensions,

200

Ft.

3 x 3 x

Design ;ressure
Design Temperature,

3

Atmospheric
OF

o00

Mater ial

Carbon Steel

DIESEL GENERATOR COOLING WATER EXPANSION TANK
No.

I

Required
Gal.

Capacity,

Dimensions,
Design

200
3 x 3 x

Ft.

Pressure

Design Temperature,

3

Atmospheric
OF

200

Contents

Inhibited demineralized

Material

Carbon Steel

water

SUPPLY AIR FAN

No.

Required

1

Type

Centr i fugal

Capacity,

CFM

30,000

Head,

H2 0

4
Electric motor,

In.

Dr iver

25 BHP

FLOOR DRAIN SUMP PUMPS

No. Required

One set consisting of two pumps
and level switch on common base

Capacity each Pump,
Head at

"-

2

GPM

Design Capacity,

Ft.

2rJ
".)0

Material

of Constr,.ction

,Type of Pumps
Pump Drivers

Carbon Steel/Cast
Vertical

Iron

Sump Purrps

Electric motors,

each 10 BHP

4160 VOLT SWITCHGEAR
No.

Required

One assemoly consisting of five
breakers and one spare housing
Metal clad,

Type

horizontal

circuit breakers,
spring-stored
D.C.

drawout

operated by

energy charged by

powered electric motor

4160 VOLT/480 VOLT TRANSFORAER

No. Required
Rating
TYpe
480 'OLT
No.

I
750 KVA,

3-PHAZE,

Gas filled,

60 HZ

dry

MOTOR CONTROL CENTER
Required

Ty/pe

One assembly consisting of four
stacks of motor controller/
feeder tap housings
Molded case circuit breakers.
f',tor starter

by D.C.

contactors actuated

control power

BATTERY

No.

Requi r ed

I

Type

NICKel -cadmium

Vol tag,:
Rati•ng, Minuttvn

125

(*-)

I

ISOLATL:GN OF LOW ?P.ESSUaE 5?STEMS C-ONNECrE..1" TO THE REACTOR
COOLANT PRESSURE BCUJNDARY

3.4

General Discus,-sion

3.4.1

Table 3-5 1 istZ the piping conn'~ection~s to the reactcr coolant
TAhe informnation in
pres:3ute boundary for a -t-y7icalk 4-loop ?WP..
the tacle is ba-ed on the reference plant to the extent that the
informr-tion was a':aiiarn1e in

the PSAR.

SjDDplernertl

information

fromt 6imilar plants has also been used.
A~s can. be seen in the tacle, several~ of the Connecting systems
have design presS..res less tnan 448 p:z.g, th~e design preszure? for
tnc- reactor Cor0lar-t S-/SteM. These are listed as item numters I,
However, items 2, 4 and 5 are incoming
2,3, 4, 5, 6, 7,and ~4.
lines 3nd are a.;:omatLcall.' isolated from the reactor coolant
insIde conta inmen c. This is considered
75 te-M DY Cr~ecv Va. Vr
adeL~uat-ý protection '.or these pLpelines. th.-e cn~*Jiv-es pre-. o~Linn. cv thne reactolr
Ver',tinq both" o,;.: pessur iza-tion oý
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Feiie. *aI v ec

4
re_
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.r~
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stop
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TABLE 3-5
SUMMARY OF PIPING CONNElTIONS

Point of

Conc

io

Loopt;

J
WIN

4.

Satety
Injection
(rom.1 oton Inject im
tailk

Safety
Pumpt;

!
•D
•J1

I & 3 (1.L.)

Approximate Design
Pressi~re. PSIG
ressre PIG

Mea.ns of
nlat ion

12

2485/600

I RC:

Pressure inteclocked
M.0. valves (2 in
series)

Loops 1. 2,
L 4 (C. L. I

tU

2485/600

IPC:

2 Check valves

ORC:

M.O. valve (C.i.)
Additional manual
valves and check
valves

IRCt

2 Check valves
I Manual stop valve

ORC:

H.0. valves
parallel)

IRC:

2 Check valves
Manual stop valves

ORC:

2 M.O.

IRC:

Check valve Manual
stop valve

ORC:

M.O.

3

Loops 1, 2, 3
& 4 (C.L.)

4

2735

J2

in

Injection
-

Dischagge

to Cold Legs

•.

Size. Inches
Inhes
Connctio
Siz

PRESSURE BOUNDARY

R1etuan/l~ov

H~ead S.2ttety Injection1

I.

Nomi na I

Connect ion

TO REACTOR COOLANT

Safety Injection
Pumps - Discharge
to
Hot Legs

Loops 1, 2. 3
& 4 (C.L.)

Loops 1, 2.
& 4 (H.L.I

4

2485/1750

valves

3
4

2485/1750

valve

(CONT.)

TABLE 3-5
SL'MMARY OF

Cunn.-ct i-on

PIPING CONNECTIONS TO REACTOR COIOANT
Nominal
Inches

Point of
ion .
_u_onnect

Loop

Size,

J IC.L.)

I

.

..

PRESSURHE

Approximate
essure.

BOUNDARY

Design

I'CT

Metans (o
lboI.1L ion

-

2485/600/300

I:RC:

Minual stop)
2 F.C. A.U.
A.O.
I F. C.
W•. I.-)

O0lC:

F.C.
1C. I.)
marnuaI
I

valve.
;:top vaIlVqs.
v.tlve
stop)

A.0. Stop valve
Addit i4neal
stoll volve- in

down:;t t easw pi
I.

mical
eil
I..: I ,I~ewa

4'hla

A. Voluzn(-

t
IL.'iit

Loop J IC-L.)

I

2485/<2485

I Re:

ORC:

C110-rnit-a1

Ct'*liti-I
tt

ac:I
to

& Voluern,

10.

Loop I
Loop 4

V-.Ive

Manua~.*l

.. toio

3 P.C.
I M.O.

A.O. .top, valves
valve (C.1.4

I MH..
valve IC.I.)
Addlition.l Inanual
stop valvvs i1 dl•VwUIn
s~tre~am fliplfl.J

(C.L.)-i;rmal
2800

IC.L.)-,!teinate

JJ li-g
C,hatt

IRC:

I Chock valv,'-

01w:

2 M.O.

II1C:

2 Check valves
I Manual ntop valve

ORC:

2 M.O.

I C:

Chec.k Valve

vdaves

(C.I
1

A, V1 AIf

I (,I SeI Vt! I~ si
'I
I vae t OPlI

4,)1t

ini

Aoxiliaiy Spray

Reactor

Co'))ant

Pumps 1, 2,

Pressurizer

3 & 4

2L3

2

2800

2800

valvfes

[C.1.1
F.C.

Chteck
A-O.
valve.
clatqiinq
valve (in
I ilie)

TAhLE
SUI*IANY

(,F PIPING CONNFCTIOtJS

Point tit

! I .

Ill

ILiN~jIs

S.Jmples

Prch-.:;srizt

Sample

S o
i

na

3-5) WONT.)
To RVACrOH COOLANT PNVSSUk E BOU)NDARY
Approximatv Dtesijn

1 L 4 11.1..)

Il e5--.kt ize I

3jis

Me ans to f
Iso Ia t ti 0&
I RC:

Manual stop valve
1'.C. A.0. stop) vilve
M.O. valve (C.13

ORC:

A.0. valve (C.I.)
A4diiional maunuil
stop valves ill thwnsLieam pliJin-)

2485

F.C. A.0. stibIy valve
M4.O. valve ~..

I ".

V--!S1I

Reac to& |
iessuge
Vessel head

Vc-lot

LO).ps I. 2,
&4
1 (C. L.)

Abllrvlat301tý;

flo't
(") Id

M. C
IC.

-2

tJ:;Vd

in

Table:

Leg9
l1o4l

motel Open dte.l
All Opetated
rail
Closed
N.imot Ily
I C IO.Sed
C'n0t inmenCit. Isolation
Insith. Heact in Contt~a inment
ootidn at, Reactot Containmelit

01Wk:

A.0l. vailve iC.I.l
Add at. 31111.1 manuala
stol, valves ill d1own!StIearn 1piPi'"'

I

2485

IRC:

Manual stop valve
(N.C.) and Blind
F! tie

2

<2485

IRC;

2 Manual
1H.C.)

3
stop valves

ability to isolate it
isolation is achieved
tainment for incoming
vessel vent, does not

to prevent loss of reactor coolant. This
automatically by check valves inside conItem 13, the
lines (items 3, 8, 9 and 10).
penetrate containment and is therefore pro-

tected. The small (3/8") diameter sample lines, items 11 and 12,
are the, only high pressure lines that require an Iactive means of
isolation. The redundant and diverse isolation provisions for
these lines (see Table 3-5) are considered to reliably assure the
ability to effect their isolation.
In summary, only connections 1, 6, and 7 require additional consideration to assure their isolation from the reactor coolant
system. These are, respectively, the RHR suction piping, normal
letdown, and excess letdown.
3.4.2

RHR Suction Piping

Several techniques can be proposed for preventing the opening, by
sabotage, of the valves isolating the suction piping of the RHR
system from the reactor coolant system. Two that were mentioned
in Section 3.19 of IEAL-111 are use of electric motors of limited
torque capability in the valve operators and use of torque release
couplings in the valve operator gear train. An additional torque
switch, similar to the ones presently used to control seating and
backseating loads, is another possibility.
Torque release couplings, additional torque switches, and torque
limited motors were discussed with a representative of a valve
operator manufacturer. All of these devices could be and have
been employed in valve operators. However, some practical problems associated with their use were mentioned by the vendor representative. The first of these is that opening torque for a

gate valve is not a strong function of differential pressure
across the valve..
able,

Secondly,

the opening torque

is

highly vari-

depending on valve cleanliness and lubrication,

Therefore,
calibrating

difficulty has been experienced

in

reliably

for example.
setting or

the torque limiting devices.

Hardware costs for any of the above alternatives are believed to
be minimal, based on the discussions reported above.
Some of the
alternatives involve additional operating costs.
These costs are
discussed briefly in
3.4.3

Section 4.5.

Normal and Excess Letdown

Relief valves protect this piping against rupture by overpressure
in the event downstream valves are closed, all flow is blocked,
and isolation cannot be effected.
Loss of fluid from the reactor coolant system will occur as the result of 'lifting
relief
valves, although the fluid will not be discharged outside of containment.

(Closing the flow path downstream of the letdown pressure control valve will result in one relief valve discharging to
the volume control tank.

However,

the RCS by the charging pump).
containment coupled with denial
lines will result
tainment.

in

To prevent

activity release, it
piping be preserved.

a small

this water will be returned to

Breakage of this piping outside
of the ability to isolate

loss of reactor coolant outside con-

loss of reactor
is

coolant and potential

important that the ability

radio-

to isolate

Since the isolation valves are located within containment,
assumed
Rather,

the

it

this

is

that the valves themselves do not sustain sabotage damage.
the inability to close the valves is assumed to be caused

by sabotage of the control circuits or actuating power
valves.

for the

(C- C4

The excess letdown line is a small diameter (1 inch nominal pipe
size) pipeline.
The air operated isolation valves (3) are failclosed type.

Two motor operated

valves,

one inside containment,

provide diverse means of isolating the portion of the piping
located outside containment.
It is also possible, by actuation of
an air operated three-way

valve,

to divert the flow from the

volume control tank to the reactor coolant drain tank which
located

inside containment.

provided
in

A manually operated

inside containment.

Finally,

is

root valve is

this piping

is

normally not

use,

and the isolation valves are normally closed.
Based on
these considerations, added assurance of the ability to isolate
the excess letdown line is probably not warranted.
The normal

letdown piping,

being of larger diameter

(3"

nominal

pipe size) , represents a greater concern with respect to breakage
by sabotage.
Isolation provisions include two remote manually
actuated,

fail closed,

air operated stop valves within containment, one manual stop valve inside containment, and two air
operated, fail.oe. containment isolation valves, one of which
is

inside containment.

Two separate

acts of sabotage would be

required

to deny the ability to isolate the normal letdown line,
one directed at the remote manual stop valves, the second at the
containment isolation system (which can be manually actuated).
Additional

assurance of the capability

to ;olate

the normal let-

duwn line can be achieved by providinq an additional
solenoid valve

in one

(or both)

of the actuating

remote manual air operated stop valves.
noids are normally energized at all
during normal operation.
distribution parnel
sabotage act,

directed against a third,

then required

to prevent

G-l (pi

These additional
is

the control

isolation.

air lines to the
sole-

times and have no function

Energization

located in

three-way

from a special,
room area.

independent

locked

A third
target,

is

To make use of this extra

protective feature, the operator de-energizes the solenoids at the
distribution panel.
This results in closing the air supply to the
valve diaphrams and permitting the exhaust of air from the diaphrams.
The valves are then closed by stored spring energy.
Failure (deenergization) of the additional solenoids does not have any effect on
plant operation different from failure of the existing ones (i.e.,
the line isolates).
As stated in Section 4.5, costs for this option
should be minimal.
This option can also be applied to the excess
letdown line if desired.
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4.

4.1

GENERAL

The

following

design

ment,

estimates provide preliminary costs

alternatives

as described

consistent

in

of

based

on prices

The cost

estimates
that

alternatives
rates

interest

during

ordinary

costs.

in

features.

as applicable

construction,
Also,

effects

project

to new conwith and without

the cost estimates

operation,

of construction

have not been

are

support such comparisons.

for engineering,

escalation,

are

1979.

new plants

to adequately

increased

The costs

November

Although

are costs

for equip-

the

identified.

to comparisons between

the estimates

plant

so that

existing

development

Similar estimates

plant

can be

they are believed

from

the selected

include costs

installation.

should be regarded

is,

Excluded

and

unaltered

protective

preliminary,

power

the

and labor

the additional

the

for

the design

struction;

The estimates

construction,

have been prepared

for

with the degree of their

Section 3.

materials,

costs

COST ESTIMATES

and

schedule

included.

licensing,
other

extra-

increases

on

A contingency of

10

percent has been applied.
4.2

4.2.1

COST ESTIMATES

FOR HARDFNED

ENCLOSURES

FOR MAKEUP WATER TANKS

Hardening Option 1, Individual Hardened Enclosures

The cost estimate for this option is shown in Table 4-1.
To obtain a
comparison with non-hardened tanks, the estimated costs for excavation,
foundation mat, and tank have been extracted.
A contingency of 10%
was applied.
Thus the cost of 51,245,000 per tank, hardened in
accordance

with

the design

for the non-hardened tank.
$310,000

per

tank,

or

an

features

of Option

i,

compares

The cost difference

is approximately

increase of approximately

i

I

with $938,000

33;.

•;-ln 3
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TABLE 4-1
STUDY ESTIMATE,

NOVEMBER 30,

1979

DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORY 1.8, OPTION 1
INDIVIDUAL HARDENED ENCLOSURES
ITEM OF WORK

QUANTITY

MATERIAL

$

LABOR

TOTAL

$

Excavation and

Backfill

Sub-contract

9,300

9,300

Concrete

Mat, 4 feet thick
walls to 10 feet high
walls over 10 feet high
Roof Slab
Sub-total Concrete

600
210
410
225

C.Y.
C.Y.
C.Y.
C.Y.

64,200
27,400
58,800
30,600

79,200
29,200
63,700
42,600

143,40(
56,60(
122,50(
73,20(

Tank

Sub-contract

Piping

Allow.

3,00(

Electric Service

Allow.

3,00(

Vault Door,

Sub-contract

Total,

I each

700,00(

21r00(

less engineering

costs and

contingency

Contingency,

101

Total, less engineering
costa and escalation

(;- I () .1

1,132,00
113f,0
1,42-15,00

4.2.2

Hardening Option 2,

Reinforced Concrete Building Enclosing

Two Tanks
The cost estimate for

this option is

shown

in

Table 4-2.

Using

the

cost for non-hardened tanks as given in Section 4.2.1 ($938,000 each
or $1,876,000 for two), the cost for hardening, $3,081,000, is an
increase of $1,205,000 or approximat.ely 64%.
4.2.3

Hardening Option 3,

Reinforced Concrete Tank with

Metal Liner
The cost estimate for this option is
the cost per tank for this option
($938,000),

the difference

is

shown in

Table 4-3.

Comparing

to the cost of a non-hardened

approximately

$200,000,

tank

an increase of

21%.
4.3

COST ESTIMATE FOR PHYSICALLY SEPARATED AND PROTECTED REDUNDANT
TRAINS OF SAFETY EQUIPMENT COMBINED WITH SEPARATED CONTAINMENT
PENETRATIONS

4.3.1

FOR REDUNDANT PROTECTION SYSTEMS

General
is

The cost estimate

presented

vation and structural
and diesel

in

Tables 4-4,

Table 4-7 presents the estimates

Table 4-8 is

the

and the reference plant auxiliary,

equipment and building services required

alternative.

The exca-

the two safety buildings,

generator buildings are provided

and 4-6 resp.4ctively.
additional

Tables 4-4 through 4-8.

estimates for

modified auxiliary building,
trol,

in

for

a cost comparison table.

con4-5,

for the
this design

Entries

in

this

table were obtained by comparing excavation and structure costs for
the modified plant

(Table 4-4 and 4-5)

for the reference plant

(Table 4-6).

ment and building services,

with corresponding cost

items

The costs for additional equip-

as reported

in Table, 4-7,

were also included.

(;-101)

TABLE 4-2
STUDY ESTIMATE,

.I

NOVEMBER 30,

1979

DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORY 1.8, OPTION 2
REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING ENCLOSING TWO TANKS
ITEM OF WORK

Excavation and
Backfill

QUANTITY

Sub-contract

MATERIAL

$

LABOR

$

TOTAL

$

13,900

100

14,000

200,400
332,200
140,800

247,400
365,000
154,200

447,800
697,200
295,000

Concrete

Mat, 4 feet thick
Walls
Roof Slab

Sub-total Concrete
Tank

1874 C.Y.
2450 C.Y.
1036 C.Y.

1,440,000

.2

1,295,000

Piping

Allow.

6,000

Electric Service

Allow.

4,000

Vault Doors
Total,

lezs

2
enqLneering

costs and contingency
Contingenc7 104
Total,

2,801,000
280,000

less engineering

and escalation

("-1

42,000

f.

3,081,000

TABLE 4-3
STUDY ESTIMATE,

NOVEMBER 30,

1979

DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORY 1.8, OPTION 3
REINFORCED CONCRETE TANK WITH METAL LINER
ITEM OF WORK

Excavation and
Backfill

QUANTITY

Sub-contract

MATERIAL

$

LABOR

$

TOTAL

$

5,000

100

5,100

29,600
60,600
20,100

36,500
66,000

66,100
126,600
48,000
240,700

402,000

354,000

Ioncrete
Mat,

3 feet thick

Walls

Roof Slab

277 C.Y.
440 C.Y.
147 C.Y.

27,900

Sub-total Concrete
1•ner

Sub-contract

liping

Allow.

.lectrical Service

total,

4,200
3,000

I

rault Door

756,000

21,000

less engineering

,osts and contingency

ontingency,

10%

'otal, less engineering
osts and escalation

1,030,000
103,000
1,133,000

(-;-I 07

TABLE 4-4

NOVEMBER 30,

STUDY ESTIMATE,

1979

COMBINED DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES II.1 and 11.5
SAFETY BUILDINGS A AND B, EXCAVATION AND STRUCTURE
ITEM OF WORK

TOTAL COST

QUANT ITY

$

Substructure
Excavation and Backfill
Machine Excavation
Wet Excavation
Backfill Select
Backfill
Dewatering
Sub-total Excavation and Backfill

7,400
31,500
4,500
36,000

C.Y.
C.Y.
C.Y.
C.Y.

20,000
1,174,000
57,000
240,000
945 000

7,000 C.Y.
L. S.
L.S.
5,900 C.Y.
1,100 C.Y.

1,890,000
86,000
9,000
1,531,000
360t000

Concrete
Base Slab, 5 feet thick
Membrane on fill
Waterstops
Concrete to elevation (various)
Supported Slab
Sub-total Substructure Concrete
Structural Steel
Total-Substructure

260 T

520,000
6,832,000

Superstructure
Concrete Outside Walls
Concrete Partition Walls
Concrete Supported Slabs
Waterproofing
Sub-total Superstructure Concrete
Structural Steel
Miscellaneous Iron
Total Superstructure
Total,

G-IOH

less engineering and contingency

7,800 C.Y.
1,978 C.Y.
9,500 C.Y.
L.S.
560 T
Allow.

2,320,000
633,000
3,135,000
14,000
1,120,000
24,000
7,246,000
14,078,000

TABLE 4-5
STUDY ESTIMATE,

NOVEMBER 30,

1979

COMBINED DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES II.1 and 11.5
MODIFIED AUXILIARY BUILDING, EXCAVATION AND STRUCTURE
ITEM OF WORK

QUANTITY

TOTAL COST

$

Substructure
Excavation and Backfill
Machine Excavation
Wet Excavation

Backfill
Dewatering
Sub-total Excavation and Backfill

18,600 C.Y.
82,600 C.Y.
87,400 C.Y.

17,000
1,806,000
407,000
945,000
3,175,00

Concrete
Base Slab, 5 feet thick
Membrane on fill
Waterstops
Concrete to elevation 0.0
Supported Slab
Sub-total Substructure Concrete
Structural Steel
Total Substructure

3,300 C.Y.
L.S.
L.S.
3,000 C.Y.
1,550 C.Y.
105 T

790,000
36,000
4,000
771,000
5253000
2,126,000
210,000
5,511,000

Superstructure

Concrete Outside Walls
Concrete Inside Walls and Shielding
Concrete Supported Slabs
Waterproofing
Sub-total Superstructure Concrete
Structural Steel
Miscellaneous Iron
Total Superstructure
Total,

less engineering

and contingency

6,000 C.Y.
4,250 C.Y.
4,100 C.Y.
L.S.
270 T
Allow.

1,832,000
1,360,000
1,312,000
7f000
4,511,000
540,000
76,000
5,127,000
10,638,000
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TABLE 4-6
STUDY

N4OVEMBER 30,

ESTIMATE,

1979

REFERENCE PLANT AUXILIARY, CONTROL, AND DIESEL GENERATOR BUILDINGS
EXCAVATION AND STRUCTURE

ITEM OF WORK

QUANTITY

TOTAL COST

$

Substructure

ExcavatLon and Backfill
Machine

Excavation

Wet Excavation
Backfill
Dewatering
Sub-total Excavation and Backfill

20,000 C.Y.
84,000 C.Y.
94,000 C.Y.

18,000
1,680,000
438,000
945,000
3,08 "00

6,803 C.Y.
L.S.
L.S.
5,735 C.Y.
1,463 C.Y.

1,626,000
74,000
8,000
1,700,000
477,000
3,885,000
356,000
7,322,000

Concrete
Base Slab
membrane on ti-l
Waterstops
Concrete to elevation (various)
Supported Slab
Sub-total Substructure Concrete
Structural Steel
Total Sobstructure

178 T

.Superstructure
Concrete Outside Walls
Concrete Inside Walls and Shielding
Concrete Supported Slabs
Waterproofing
Sub-total Superstructure Concrete
Structural Steel
Miscellaneous Iron
Total Superstructure
Total,

,•-|I0

less engineering and contingency

7,380 C.Y.
5,957 C.Y.
11,670 C.Y.
L.S.
702 T'
Al low.

2,192,000
1,906,000
3,804 000
1540.200
7,917,000
1,404 ,000
75,000
9,396,000
16,718,000

TABLE 4-7
STUDY ESTIMATE,

NOVEMBER 30,

1979

COMBINED DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES I-I.1 and 11.5
ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT AND BUILDING SERVICES
ITEM OF WORK

QUANTITY

TOTAL COST

$

Equi2ment
Hi-Head Safety Injection Pumps
Boron Injection Tank
Boron Injection Surge Tank
Boron Injection Tank Recirculation Pumps
Refueling Water Storage Tank
Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Auxiliary Feedwater Storage Tank
Component Cooling Water Heat Exchangers
Component Cooling Water Pumps
Component Cool ing Watqer Head Tanks
Component Cooling Wvatu
Chemical
Addition Tanks
Sub-total Mlechanical Equipment
Installation
Sub-total Mechanical Equipment and
Installation
Piping (installed)
Electrical Equipment and Installation
Total Additional Equipment
B u ii d

2

1
2
2

1.
24
2

4
2

2

350,000
140,000
8,000
17,000
700,000
665,000
1,400,000
530,000
512,000
72,000
5,000
4,399,000
460,000
4,859,000
351,000
200,000
5,410,000

rV

Vault Doors
HVAC
Plumbing
Fire Protection
Electric Service
Communicationz
stairwaits

6

,and Alarms

Total

Additiriona

2.uiidin.

Total

Add itional

E.juIpment

Services
.ind

i din~j

.,?r'icez

126 ,000
686,000
33 000
25,000
64 000
3,000
12,000
949,000
6, 359,000

.;- I I I

TABLE 4-8

COST COMPARISON
COMBINED DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES II.1 and 11.5 vs.
ITEM OF WORK

QUANTITY

INCREASE

REFERENCE PLANT
COST INCREASI

$

Substructure

Excavation and Backfill
Machine Excavation
Wet Excavation
Backfill Select
Backfill
Dewatering
Sub-total Excavation and Backfill

6,000 C. Y.
30,100 C.Y.

4,500 C. Y.
29,400 C. Y.

19,000
1,300,000
57,000
109,000
945,000
2,530,000

Concrete
Base Slab
Membrane on fill
Waterstops
Concrete to elevation (various)
Supported Slab
Sub-total Substructure Concrete

Structural Steel
Total Substructure

3,497 C.Y.
3,165 C.Y.
1,187 C.Y.
187 T

1,054,000
48,000
5,000
602,000
408,000
2,17 ,000
374,000
5,021,000

Superstructure
Concrete Outside Walls
Concrete Partition Walls
Concrete Supported Slabs
Waterproofing
Sub-total

6,4 20 C.Y.
2 71 C.Y.
1,9 30 C. Y.

Superstructure Concrete

1,960,000
87,000
643,000

6
6t000

256,000

Structural Steel
12 8T
Miscellaneous Iron
Total Superstructure
Total Excavation and Structure
Additional Equipment and Building Services
Total increase less engineering and contingency
Contingency, 10%

25,000
2,977,000
7,998,000
6,359,000
14,357,000
1,440,000

Total

15,797,000

increase less engineering and escalation

,(;-i 12

The approach to the estimate,
differences,
plants,

the modified and reference

than to develop a total cost for each design.

As

Table 4-8,

reference plant,

the estimated cost increase, relative to the
for providing separated and protected redundant

trains of safety equipment is

4.3.2

has been to determine cost

based on differences between

rather

shown in

therefore,

approximately 16 million dollars.

Excavation and Structure

Quantities of materials are based on the arrangement drawings (Figures
3-6 through 3-18) for the modified plant and on equipment location
drawings for the reference plant.
Preliminary structural design
engineering was applied to these drawings where necessary for determining
wall and slab thicknesses and sizing of structural members.
Material
prices include costs for construction.
Concrete prices include costs
for formwork, reinforcing steel, and rubbing of concrete surfaces.
The cost for the access tunnel connecting between the modified auxiliary building and safety building A has been distributed equally to
the substructure costs for safety building A,

safety building B,

and

the modified auxiliary building.
The cost for the tunnel is estimated
at 1.3 million dollars.
An alternate tunnel design utilizing reinforce
concrete pipe rather

than poured-in-pLac

reeinforced concrete

estimated to cost 1.3 million dollars.
It is believed
design is preferable from the standpoint of preventing
by groundwater.

However

further engineering study is

is

•m

the alternate
infiltration
necessary

to

evaluate the two alternate tunnel designs.
4.3.3

Additional Equipment and Building Services

Costs for the additional

equipment items listed

in

Table 4-7 were

obtained from quotations based on the specifications provided

in

Section 3.2.6.

The costs given for the refueling water storage tank
and the two auxiliary feedwater storage tanks are for erected tanks.

G-113

Consequently

the ccst for equipment

excicsive of these tanks.

installatiorn

is

Piping and electricai

for all equipment

costs take

into

account

increased piping and cable runs that result from the altered
plant arrangement.
These ir.cLeased piping and cable runs were estimated by comparing the modified and reference plant arrangments,
noting especially the relative
switchgear
equipment

in

the modified arrangement.

items,

In some cases

room and
for

individual

piping runs are unchanged or actually reduced,

the piping for the total

installation is

The increased costs for HVAC,
on the increase
reference

locations of the control

in

plumbing,

building volume for

but

increased.

and fire protection are based
the modified design.
The

in

thiz case was developed from N:UREG-2041, Capital Cost:
Pressurized Water Reactor Plant.
The cost for vault doors is a preliminary vendor quotation for doors having penetration resistance
against explosives equal to that for the walls

in

which they are

installed.
4.4

COST ESTIMATE FOR HARDENED DECAY HEAT REMCVAL SYSTEM

4.4.1

General

The cost estimate
4-9 and 4-10.

for this design alternative

is

presented

Table 4-9 presents the complete estimate

in

Tables

for construction

and equipment costs while Table 4-10 presents the cost breakdown for
mechanical

and electrical

The eŽstimate is
in

Section

3.3,

equipment,

based on the hardened decay heat removal system described
which is a single 100% system without redundancy or

171ng1e failure capability.

is approximately
prepared,

'"- i

I.;

As shown in

S8,7C11,000.

Table 4-9,

the estimated cost

the eatimated cost

Although no t.ormal estimates have been

adding redundancy to the system coul-

to increase

dollars.

including piping.

reasonably be expected

to the n.ýiqhbornood

of 14 million

TABLE 4-9
STUDY ESTIMATE,

NOVEMBER 30,

1979

DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORY IV.1
HARDENED DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM
QUANTITY

ITEM OF WORK

TOTAL COST
$

Substructure
Excavation and Backfill
Machine Excavation
Select Backfill
Backfill
Sub-total
BaczfLll

Excavation

3,600
14,000
3,400

4,000 C.Y.
1,000 C.Y.
820 C.Y.
and

21,000

Concrete
Base Slab
Tunnel
Sub-total Sijbnýrct..re Concrete
Total Sunstructure

1,540 C.Y.
700 C.Y.

171,000
210,000
381,000
402,000

3,27C C.Y.

q 4 3,000
159,000
823,000
175,000
2,100,000
67,000
18,uOo
2,18.8ý,0C

Superstructure
Concrete
Outside '..;al
Partition Walls

534

Supported Si ,bs

Air Duct
Sub-totai Supersztructure
Structural Stec.
Miscellneo'js Ircn
Total Super structur e
Process

C.Y.

1,987 C.y.

5110 C.y.
Concrete

EquL'Dment

Mechanical Equipment
Piping and Contaimment Peretrati,-ns
Electrical Equipment
InstrLumentation and Control
Power and Control ;.:rinq •
Conitainment Penetzatio,:
Sub-total ProceLý; £qr,-nr

3,137,000
1,567,-1'00
179,000

;,

.UU
1:77,c'30
17'.7,

I.,

TABLE 4-9
STUDY ESTIMATE,

(cont.)

NOVEMBER 30,

1979

DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORY IV.1
HARDENED DECAY HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM

QUANTITY

ITEM OF WORK

TOTAL COST

$

Building Services
Vault and Other Doors
HVAC

70,000
24,000

Plumbing

12,000

Fire Protection
Electrical Service

12,000

6,000

Bench Lockers and Tools
Signals and Communications
Sub-total Building Services
Total,

less engineering

and contingency

Contingency at 10%

Total,

(1-116

less engineering and escalation

3,000
20F000
147,000
7,911,000

791,000
8,702,000

TABLE 4-10
STUDY ESTIMATE,

NOVEMBFR 30,

1979

DESIGN ALTERNATIVE CATEGORY IV.1
EQUIPMENT AND PIPING COSTS
ITEM OF WORK

Mechanical

QUANTITY

Equipment

Diesel Generator
Emergency Feedwater Pump
Emergency Charging Pump
Seal Leakoff Cooler
Cooling Water Circulating Pump
Air Cooled Heat Exchanger
Cooling Water Head Tank
Diesel Starting Air Receiver
Diesel Starting Air Compressor

Feedwater Storage Tank
Borated Water Storage Tank
Diesel Generator Fuel
Oil Day Tank
Diesel Generator Lube Oil
Storage Tank
Diesel Generator Cooling
Water Expansion Tank
Sub-total Mechanical Equipment
Installation
Sub-total Mechanical Equipment
Installed

1
1
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
3.
1

800,000
565,000
220,000
400 000
13,000
63,000
5,000
5,000
20,000
500,000
106,000

I

8,000

1

6,000

1

6 000
420,000
3,,.,/,000

Piping (instal'ed)
Containment Penetrations (installed)
Sub-total Piping and Containment
Penetrations
Electrical

TOTAL COST
$

1,009,000

578,000
1,587,000
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In

the case of the RHR suction piping isolation valves,

the cost of modifying the valve operators to incorporate an additional
torque switch or

torque release coupling was estimated by the repre-

sentative of the valve operator
operators,

this would amount to $24,000.

costs for engineering
torque devices.

For four

There will be additional

to tnsure repeatability of performance of the

Seismic qualification costs may also increase.

may be estimated therefore
is

vendor to be $3,000 each.

It

that the cost of valve operator modifications

less than $50,000 per plant.

Additional

threeway solenoid valves

for the letdown

line isolation valves probably w"uld not cost more

than $100-$200,

although no actual

costs for

installation,

cable,

costs have been obtained.

and distribution p4neis,

availability of spare connections in

Considering

and assuming

the complement of containment

penetrations normally provided for the reference plant (i.e.,
additional
containment penetrations are not required), the installed cost for
this option should not exceed $10,000-$50,000.
cost

for this design alternative

$10.0,000.

.- | ."

Therefore,

the total

is estimated to be on the order of
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ABSTRACr
The state of knovledge concerning aircraft crash hazards to nuclear power
plants is critically evaluated.
This effort is part of a study to analyze
the potential effects of offsite hazards upon the safety of nuclear power
plants and to develop a technical basis for. the assessment of siting
approaches for such facilities.
The evaluation Includes the deterministic
modeling of aircraft crash scenarios and threat environments, the estiantion
of the effects on and the response of the vital plant systems, and the
probabilistic -spects of the crash problem, i.e.,
data bases and statistical
methodologies.
Also critically reviewed are pest licensing experience and
regulatory practice with respect to aircraft crash hasards.
In general It Is found that the data bases, methodologies and
approaches are adequate to estimate the threat and plant respouse.

modeling
However,

this knowledSe is not always fully used in specific applications.
Siting of
nuclear power plants relative to aircraft hazards is a risk based procedure
that
considers
both
probabilities
of
crash
occurrence
and
their
consequences.
In this conteut it appears feasible to improve the site
screening procedures and to develop exclusion zones from controlled air
spaces (airports, airways, etc.) based solely on local aviation statistics
and independent of plant design.
Methodologies for treating complex
aviation enviroments such a multiple airports and overlapping airways are
needed,
as are guidelines
for
crash
target
calculations.
investigations of crash scenarios, particularly those that could
multiple or propagating failures, should be pursued.
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I

EXECUTIVE SWOKART
This report provides a review and evaluation of aircraft crail hazards
analyses for nuclear power plants.
Of particular concern are thApolicies.
both past and proposed, and regulatory experience of the U.9' Nucl*r
Regulatory 0mmisuion- regarding the siting and design of these plpnts.
The
U.S. Code of Tedteral Regulstions currently requires that the sit location
and engineered safety features of a nuclear power plant should inlure a low
risk of public exposure to accidental radioactive releases, and ttat design
basis events used to ensure this should not bo exceeded by an accident
considered credible.
NtC standard review practice consider• credible
potential exposure events as those having an expected rate of Iccurrence
greater than from .10"
to 10-1 per year depending upon the natle of the
data and assumptions.
Both the (ode of Federal Regulations and
C policy
provide for engineering safeguards to compensate for unfavo ble site
characteristics.
The NRC has recently instituted a formal polic to screen
future sice selection on the basis of proximity criteria to conc ntratlons
of commercial and military aircraft activities.

It has been suggested that the present rules and regulations way result in
an over-reliance on engineering solutions, unnecessary exposureJ and deemphasis of siting as a defense-in-depth factor to aircraft haltrds.
In
addition to specific plant design features to mitigate aircrht crashinduced consequences, alternate siting approaches have been advancId and are
summarized as follows:
D
a
f
0
*
0

minimue standoff distances
exclusion distances
site acceptance limits - exclusion threshholds
site acceptance floors - approval threshholds
screening distance values
screening probability levels

As mentioued, recent NRC review procedures establish
values which are independent of specific plant design.

screeni

distance

In general, exten#ive aircraft data bases and statistical crash
ae models
have been developed.
The Latter are Judged here to be acct ate on a
national basis to within about one order of magnitude with
ariations
arising from the definition of crashes potentially threatening
nuclear
power
plants
a0d the classification of aviation characteri tics and
activities.
Deficlencies do.
however,
exist with regard t
ftilttary
aviation, delieatsiou of phases of operation, and important par
tes
of

2
aircraft crash scenarios.
These difficulties are usually surmounted through
analytical models, :probability distribution function constructions,
and

conservative assumptions.
Aircraft crash rates correspond to groupings of aircraft type, aviation
activity, airporMt•.characteristics,
and air space usage (e.g.,
airway,
restricted alr *space, and background air activities).
The rates scale with
the number of' operations; other possible scaling effects have not been
adequately studied.- A value of I0-4 events per year per square mile is
representative of the crash rates of background light aircraft and of heavy
aircraft inI the imediate vicinity of heavily traveled airways and within
about five miles of a major airport.
Although detailed crash rates in
actual situationSwill vary widely, this representative value demonstrates
that
siting and plant
design
features
are
imrortant
and
necessary
considerations in meeting federal safety requirements for nuclear power
plants relative to aircraft hazards.
More specifically, sites iearby heavy
aircraft aviation spaces, which concentrate air traffic, incease crash
rates, and multiply the types of aviation activities, must
thoroughly
scruat.nized,
and plants should be relatively nonsusceptibli to light
aircraft crashes.

4

Crash probabilities corresponding to various aviation groupingi have been
calculated for a rumaber of plants.
These results depend printipally upon
the number of annual operations occurring locally in each eviltion group,
respective crash rates,
assumed accident scenario
parametes
such as
aircraft type and crash path, and plant parameters.
The latter includes the
identification of susceptible safety-related features and computation of
their effective target areas.
These calcl-lations typically !epend upon
considerable local data gathering, site-specific representatioj-,
accident
parameter modeling, and conditional probability estimations of c itain event
occurrences.
In
particular,
conditional
probabilities
o
having a
radioactive material release exceeding NKC guidelines given- n aircraft
crash are usually implicitly made as follows:
a value o
unity for
structures used in the effective target area evaluation and ze
for those
excluded.
The results obtained are often near to or margin4lly within the requency of
occurrence esfety.gu.deline..
Considerable conservatism is apparently
included in the cases reviewed. However, not enough attention
a been paid
to
certain
specialized aspects
of
the problem
and
es
tally
the
sensitivities ,_+.,`'esulte to variations in the key parameter
which are
important in any. 'iarginal situation.
for example, the impact
enomena of
aircraft and -aircraft missiles on substantial concrete structu i
has been
.:V
,

3
extensively studied, but other crash scenarios have not been pursued in any
similar detail. 'Aircraft crashes may result in multiple failure initiating
events,
and a pr.pagating
failure orginating with a nonsafety sybtem
malfunction my be possible.
Fire and explosion hazards associated with the
aircraft fuel".havsenot been treated in sufficient detail, and, while these
threats my-be relatively less hazardous than the direct aircraft impact
threat, this has not been adequately demonstrated.
Further, there Is a lack of clear and supporte4 statements on many important
underlyiag assumptions and of comprehensive treatments of the overall
hazard.
From the perspective of risk analysis methodology, the calculation
experience is generally rather simplified with gros& and often implied
relationships used to represent the complex couplings among the many
variables of the problem.
It tu important to state, however, that this does
imot necessarily imply that the results are misleading or invalid or that
significantly different estimates can be made, but that improved treatments
of aircraft hazard scenarios and more advanced methodologies are generally
desirable.
Major findings are that, in addition to the types of improvements in
analyses and, methodologles outlined above, certain alternate regulatory
approaches arm: worthy of pursuit.
Specifically, the recently instituted
site screening- approach can be further refined, and the establishment of
minimum standoff and/or exclusion distances relative to airports, airways,
and complex aviation environments appears both feasible and practical to
develop.
The principal advantages of the Latter would be (1) to clearly
emphasize site selection over engineering solutions in those cases where
safety design features are costly and heavily relied upon to reduce the risk
of power generation to the public, and (2) to significantly streamline and

simplify the regulatory process.

5
1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent yearsathe effects of offuite hazards have become %n Important
consideration in the siting and design of nuclear power plants.
The
objective of the current study is to provide NRC with technical background
for possible rulemaking on the siting of nuclear power plants with regard to
a number of offalte beaards.
One of the considered hazards is the crash of
an airplane on'; the power plant site.
As with all hazards the ultimate
concern is the safety of the general j:u'.11c, which in turn implies the
avoidance of substantial radioactive releases.
Such releases may arise
e•ther directly through the daagse or breaching of a plant component
containing radioactive materials or indirectly through the malfunction of
plant systems and components, which in turn result in substantial damage to
the reactor core and primary heat transport system.
Thzs rajor threats "associated with tn aircraft crash are the impact loads
reiulting from the collision of the aircraft vith power plant structures and
cohiponents and the thermal and/or overpressure effects which can arise due
to the ignition of the fuel carried by the aircraft.
While the damage
mechanisms depend on the plant system affected by the crash, credible
accident scenario* must consider both the direct release of radioactivity
due to breaching of barriers and the delayed release associated with damage
to core and other vital plant systems.
In the latter category of prime
importance are safety systems which are needed for safe shutdown and longterm heat romoval.
Since offsite hazards to nuclear power plants arise from accidental events,
the stochastic aspects of the problem must also be considered.
This maxim
holds particularly .for aircraft crashes bersuse It Is not possible a priori
to ezclude the. present, ^f aircraft from any particular location.
The
purpose of the current
i4', ts to critically review and evaluate the stateof-the-art of both dot•
r'.
.and probabilistic knowledS,' concerning the
hazards to nuclear pomst .* "
from aircraft crashes.
7h., effort is not
only intended as a, review of past practices, Nit represents %- independent
evaluation of the data bases and umthadolories used in estimating the
hazards to nuclear power plants.
Noth the strong points and the
inadequacies of past practices are Identified, and where possible remedial
approaches are recomended. Possible regulatory approaches arc discussed in
light of these evaluations.
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To provide,
apror
perspective,
present policies,
practicee,
and
regulatory.. eaxpertiuce are briefly revieved in the next section.
This is
followed b•'n'overvtevof the literature survey. Aircraft hazards analyois
and the safety !Trelated power plant systems and protection barriers are
discussed -i .thisnext sections.
This is followed by a detailed evaluation
of the method4ij'sed. to estimate crash loads, structural response, and
fire/explosion i'haxardse,
The final. sections of the report concern the
overall evaluglo•ofuethodologies and recommndatLions concerning analysis
improvements'a'. :-vWei-i s -possible regulatory approaches.
brief summarlec of
most of the! reviewed papers, reports and documents are provided in the

Appendix.
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Past practice'lie
0
rpo plant siting has been to address the problems
associated vlh•-U•fxst~hgrds
on a case-by-case basis,
h
approach
consisted of (I).iAdentification of significant hazards,

(ii)

an analysis and

evaluation of theazard .level by the applicant using recommended er his own
methodologiea, 'a<nd"(iii).a demonstration of techniques and engineered design
features for mitigatig ;the conaequences if the level of hazard Is found to
be excessive. ýIn' ithepast all of these efforts were directed to meet the

nuclear reactor lAittnS, crlteria which are contained In the Code of Federal
Regulations

-;Partv 1400 ;of Title 10 (10 MR 100) [1
and which consituted
the primary mandate for JIRC evaluation of proposed sites.

While

new criteria-may

be developed

in

conjunction

with

future

siting

rulemakinag, several ,aspects of 10 CYR 100 are important to this study since
they have historically not only influenced the site selection and reactor
plant design procsises but have provided the objectives of most of the
subject analyses to be evaluated here.
Specifically, "... the site location
and the englneered features included as safeguards against the hazardous
consequences of an accident, should one occur, should insure a low risk of
public exposure."
,Provision is made for the derivation of an exclusion
area, a low population zone, and population center distance assuming a
fission product release froe
the core and expected demonstrable . leak rate
from the containment utilizing exposure guidelines described for these
regions.
The fission product release assumed Is suggested to follow from
calculations based upon a major accident having potential hazards not
exceeded by those from any accident considered credible.
It ts further
stated that such accidents are generally assumed to result in substantial
core meltdown and release of appreciable quantities of fission products.
Site acceptability :factors to be taken into a.count include, among others,
unique or unusual features having a significant bearing on the probability
and consequences .f,, accidental radioactive release and appropriate and
adequate engineering. safeguards that compensate for unfavorablda. physical
characteristics
fof" nthesite.
Thus, 10 CR 100 predicates consideration of

the following topics:;
*
*
*
*
*

definitioft6of-physical. charact..cistics of the site;
the approprilateness and adequacy cf engineering safeguards
the factorsithmt .define probability and consequence estimation
and their isenstivlty;
failureudes"'of
radioactive material barriers and subsequent
uncontirolle release;
failure.modes of .safe shutdown and decay-heat-removal systems;
:.. • o. .T..

I
* accident'i:sicenarlos, mechanisms,
* rilsk'esta tions.

and credibilities;

Review procedures' -resused by the NRC in interpreting 10 CFR 00 and other
applicable. regulations; these are contained in the Standsa aReview Plan
ich
must be
These procedures establish criteria
NWG-0800 [21.
(SRP),
'issued.
The
complied vith in specific licensing cases before a license I

SRP Sections: hving a direct bearing on aircraft hazards are:
2.2..-2.2 :I.+ldentification of Potential Hazards in Site
2.2.3.
Evaluation of Potential Accidents
3.5.1.6•
Aircraft Hazards
Section 2.2.1"2.2.2 is primarily concerned vith the locations
military,
and
from .the
site of Industrial,
distances
1i
and
during
the
the vicinity
facilities :.and :,i.routes in
plant.
It _suggests review of all identified facilities
the
within 8 kim': (5 ailes) and at greater distances if
Section 2.2.
affecting plant,'safety-related features exists.
sit
review of "the.: identification of potential accident
I
the bases of design accomodation.
completeness,,and
review of probability analyses - da
appropriate",as.7,%the
analytical: models.U - and consequence analyses of accidents.
design basis'o e~vent.

In

the past design basis events

had t

ic inity

nd separation
ransportation
time of the
activities
tential for
.provides for
itons,
their
luded,
where
a bases and
dentified as
include each

accident havinSgt:!an expected rate of occurrence of potential exposures in
L07 per year
100 guidelines exceeding approximately
excess of the 10
using site-specific or representative information and ass
tions, i.e.,
10-6 per year is
realistic estimations.
A rate of
cceptable
if
The effects of those d.si
conservatism cawn be demonstrated.
2basis events
tigate their
on safety-related- Ifeatures must be analyzed, and measures to
It is recognized in the SRP thaft the aggregate
consequences,,must .Obe taken.
aiinvidual classes of external man-made hazae
may exceed
probability of
the acceptance: criterIsa even though the individual rates are• n themselves
acceptably ,l)w -and that idditional design features may be warr •ted.
with aircraft
3.51.6.- is
Opecifically concerned
Section
establishes .revief procedures to ensure that they are eliminat
appropriate accident events have be
basis concern orthat

hazards and
as a design
chosen and

properly .Characte ried
relative to impact and fire hazards.
procedure Identlflee the following situations:

e SRPireview

++ • : •:.
4+.:.

t. Sites having an adequately low probability of occurre, ce (less
about
10

10-7

year)

per

CYRP 100

inspection

of radiological

guideline.
If

the

This

distances

consequences

condition

from

the

is

I

excess of

assume

plant

meet

than

to

t

the

occur

by

requirements

below:
(a)

The

plant-to-airport

miles,
than

and
500

the

D2,

or

distance

projected
D to

D is

annual

greater

between

number

than

10

projected annual number of uperations
(b)

The plant

is

training

routes,

at

those

associated

year,

or

where

least

of

5

and

10

operations

statute

OIles,

is less thal

statute
is

less

and

the

1000 D

5 statute miles from the edge of military

including
with

a

low-level

usage

activities

training

greater

(e.g.,

than

outes,

1000

except

flights

practice, bombg)

may

per

create

an unusual stress situation,
(c)

The
of a

2.

plant

is

at

least

federal airway,

2

statute

miles

holding pattern,

beyond

t

or approach

nearest
pattern.

Sites

not meeting the aoove proximity criteria or
hazardous military activities are Identified.
In t
detailed review of aircraft hazards must be perfo
aircraft accidents which could liad to radiological
excess of
10 CFR 100 exposure guidelines
with
probability greater than about 10-7 per year should
the design of the plant, subject to the design bA
criteria regarding aircraft impacts (missiles) and fir

edge

sufficiently
B situation
If

ad.

e.

any,

Pnsequences
in

in

occurrence

considered
is

in

acceptance

Th's section of the SRP also addresses review procedures
relative to aviation uses,
holding patterns,
designated
airways. For these cases the crash probability depends upon
and frequency, the airway location and characteristics, in-fl

m some

(crashes per aircraft-mile flowi per year),
and plant f4
addressed are civilian and military airports ind heli-ports.
probability will depend upon the types of aircraft, number
affecting the site, airport crash statistics (crashen pe
square mile) of the aircraft types, traffic data for the airc,
paths, and plant features.
The total aircraft hazard proba
integrated over all potentially
threatening aviation sit
effective plant ares Is recognized to depend upon a st.adow ar
assumed crash angles of the various aircraft and failure modes

itures.

detail

t.rspaces,

and

light altitude
ýht crash data
Also

Here the crash
flight

paths

movement

per

pft and flight
ility

must

ations.

be
The

Sbased on the
1

skid area

based

on

aircraft

and

features of the plant
The

current

applicant
and

100

a

submit*

it

criticism
the
on

nuclear

selects

topographical

characteristics,

relative to structural
power

plant

siting

single proposed
for

NRC

policy

site

staff

and

the

susceptible

or fire damage.
and

using

review,

practice,

factors
has

in

which

presented

encountered

in

an

10 CFR

significant

and has

been under review by NRC for some time.
One outcome was
by NRC of a Task Force to develop a general policy statement
power reactor siting.
Their findhigs were presented in 1979 in

formation
nuclear

the

"Report

of

the

Siting

Policy

this

study

is

conclusion

of

employment

of

isolation

leading

engineered
to

characteristics.
with

offsite

of

establishing

states

recommendation

that

Is

in

line

reactor

10

CFR

the

overall

major

stressed

with
deals

be

man-made
set

the
site

unfavorable
specifically

revised

specific

goals

The

to deemphasize

sites

by

for

[3).
has

which

100 should

posed

distances

with

tended

the Report,

hazards

standoff

practice

has

of

2 of

NUREG-0625

siting
and

acceptance

potential

minimum

Force,'

past

systems

Recommendation

hazards,

consideration

safety

the

Task

that

to

require

activities

by

threats.

This

by

the

Task

Force,

namely:
"

To

strengthen

requirements

siting

as

for site

a

defense

approval

in-depth

that are

factor

by

independent

establishing

of plant

design

considerations.
"

To

take

into

consideration

accidents beyond

in

siting

the design basis

the

risk

by establishing

associated

with

population density

and distribution criteria.
*

To

require

that

sites

selected

will

minimize

the

risk

from

energy

generation.
With

respect

some

practicable

that

major or commercial

to

the

hazard

of

aircraft

standoff distances
airports

crashes,
can

be

the

set and

be no closer

Task

Force

recommended

than 5 miles

felt

that

specifically

from a

nuclear

power plant.
While
by

the

policy
of

not all
NRC,

recommendations of the Task Force have been generally accepted
serious consideration has been given to changes in the siting

as evidenced

Reactor

Siting

by

the Advance

Criteria

[4).

Notice
While

aspects of nuclear power plant siting,
isolation,
major

I.e.,

Industrial

siting
facilities.

new

plants
At

of' Rulemaking

the

Notice

its major
away
the

from
same

7590-01:

discusses

thrust is
highly
time

many

specific

to emphasize site

populated

more

Revision

uniform

areas

and

national
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criteria for plant siting are stressed.
One approach suggested for the
implementation of much uniformity is the so-called "three-tier" approach.
This would involve the specification of two thresholds for each parameter.
One would be the acceptance limit which would exclude any site not meeting
it.
The other would be an acceptance floor any site that did not exceed
thlt floor would be approved with respect to this criterion..
Between these
extremes would be a middle ground where residual risks would be considered
in deciding whether to approve a site.
In the case of oftaite hazards the
establishment of minimum standoff distances
is
again proposed.
These
suggestions have by no means gained general acceptance as evidence by some
of the ACRS commenta Incorporated into the Notice.
To provide technical backup for some aspects of this proposed rule-aaking
NRC - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatory Research requested that Argonne
National
Laborstory review,
evaluate,
and wnere
possible
improve and
recommend methodologies and, approaches for addressing offaite hazards to
nuclear power plants.
At the same time a somewhat similar effort was
launched by Sandia National Laboratories under the auspices of NRC/tiRR 151.
A review of past nuclear power plant siting experience indicated that
hazards arising from aircraft crashes were analyzed in at least 12 cases in
the U.S.A.
The preferred approach in the evaluation of the aircraft hazard
is
through Iprobabilistic
techniques.
However,
deterministic
studies
addressing priasrily impact loading and the structural response of concrete
structures are also part of past experience.
As with other offaite hazards
the current approach has led to a variety of solutions to mitigate the
aircraft crash problem.
In the vast majority of cases the hazard is simply
excluded on the basis of the statiatical data.
In some cases the vital
power plant systems, In particular the contafiment structures, are hardened
to resist the impact of certain types of alrcr.7ft, e.g., Three Mile Island
16).
It appears that for all U.S. plants currently under constricvion it
has been found that it is not necessary to require containments di£d
to
take the impact of a large commercial jet aircraft.
This

practice

is

contrasted

by

the experience

in

the Fed'.cal Republic of
Germany where It has been found necessary to design essentially all nuclear
containments to withstand the crash of certain types of military and
commercial aircraft [7,81.
A systematic approach to the problem of aircraft
hazards is also recommended by the Internatiornl Atomic Energy Agency [9].
During the site survey stage it
is recommended that either a Screening
Distance VaLue (SDV) or a Screening Probability Level (SPL) approach be used
to determine if aircraft hazards require further considerations.
Steps to
be followed in a detailed evaluation of the hazards are also outlined in the

12
lAU Safety Guide and Include the determination of probabilities for crashes
of all pertinent types of aircraft.
When it is necessary to protect the
plant against aircraft crashes, the design basis crash, i.e., the crash
giving the most severe consequence, is defined.
Effects which are included
in the evaluation are impact and secondary missiles as well as possible fire
and explosion caused by fuel ignition.
The document also recommends careful
consideration and procedures
for the determination of design basis
parameters, i.e., aiycr&ft type, aircraft speed, load time functions, and
amount and type of fuel.
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3.

LITERATURE SURVEY

The literature survey can be categoriLad
"

NRC Documents:
plan,

regulations,

NUREG

reports,

into the following four areas:
regulatory guides,

past siting experience (SAR's,

"

IMAA Documents:
and procedures.

Safety guides,

*

Coverauent Documents:

"

Open Literature.

DOE, DOT,

Safety

DOD,

standard

review

SKR's.Dockets),

Standards,

recommendations,

EPA, etc.

The NRC documents provide the background of current regulations, criteria,
and procedures for licensing and approval of nuclear power plant sites, as
well as the past siting experience which is contained primarily in the
various SAI and SER reports.
In addition, some pertinent information is
contained in
specific plant Dockets.
The Docket material is
poorly
referenced and is available only in microfiche form, making the survey of
this information rather difficult.
(n the other hand, the LAE& documents
are readily available and such of the information is also contained in other
U.S. publications.
Concerning other U.S. Government documents,
National
Transportation Safety Board reports were collected since they provide the

data base for low probability accident events in the past.
Host of the
structural response and, analysis of aircraft crash on the nuclear power
plants can be found in the published open literature.
Computer searches were used to locate much of the material and provided a
large number of titles; e.g., in the category of structural response alone,
several hundred papers surfaced as published in the last decade.
After
screening and collection of these original papers from various journals and
reports, a sumary sheet was prepared for each relevent paper.
These are
presented in the Appendix of this report.
In each summary sheet, the title,
author's name, origin, and a brief description of the contents are given for
the convenience of Later referral. As can be teen from the References, most
of the pertinent open literature appears
in
the Journal of Nuclear
Engineering and Design, which collects papers from various international
conferences such as SH•iRT and the International Extreme Load Conference on
Nuclear Power Plants.
Some pertinent structural literature can be found in
the area of seismic analyses a' .! many air crash responses have been

compared with the consequences of .

earthquake.
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4.
4.1

AIRCRAFT HAZARDS ANALYSES

Sources of Information

Literature

relevant

to

evaluated.
In addition
literature consists of

*
*

*

aircraft
to the

hazards

was

collected,
in Section 2,

identified,

NRC documents discussed

data bases, e.g., air traffic/accident reports,
probabilistic/deterministic methodologies and applications,
nuclear
power
plant
and
other site-specific
aircraft

and
the

risk

estimations.
Extensive data bases exist fcr virtually all aspects of air travel, both
civilian and military.
In particular, excellent compilations are mAintained
on a routine basis of aircraft by type, usagc,
flights, etc.,
and of
airports includinS movements and traffic patterns.
The air space over the
United States Is rather well defined; an extensive network of air corridors
is
maintained for air carrier traffic,
and restricted air spaces are
enforced for special purposes such as military applications in addition to
airport activities.
The principAl source of civilian avidtion records and
statistics is
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),,
Department of
Transportation.
SpecializeA statistics that may be required in general or
for a particular site will be provided to the extent possible by the FAA
Management
Services
Division and
airport
records.
Military
flight
information can be obtained from the appropriate branch of the Department of
Defense, military airports, and other command •
Unique problems exist,
however, in the case of military aviation; in particular, these relate to
unavailability,
reliability,
and
variability
of
the
data
bases
as
exemplified
by
classified
operations
and
data
and
the
statistical
significance of much of the flying expcrience and especially short duration
missions.
Accident data for U.S. Civil Aviation
case basis as well as statistically
Board (NTSB).
It can be assumed that
threatening to a nuclear power plant
possible.
Unfortunately,
however,

are thoroughly compiled on a case-byby-the National Transportation Safety
the deta base of accidents potentially
is complete and accurnte to the extent
the nature of an accident scenario
usually precludes the accurate gathering of certain data that would be
useful to nuclear power plant applications,
for example,
the aircraft
trajectory from normal flight to point of impact, the inclination of the
final crash path to the ground, and the ability or inability to control the
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descent and point of impact.
are presented In Section 4.2.

Details of the air trsffic/fccident data bases t

Probabilistic methodologies, both generic and special application, have been
developed for aircraft crashes, crash impact characteristics, nuclear power
plant characteristics, and the risk estimation process.
In general, the
various aspects of the problem can be treated wich reasonable confidence
given a particular site.
Results of the relevant analyses are presented in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
Deterministic (and experimental) studies have been made for the aircraft
Impact loading and structure-component response for certain structures and
systems.
In addition to impact loading, fire and possible explosion provide
other loading mechanisms.
These results are very important to (1) define
the range of consequences and bound the risk estimation, and (2) provide for
some measure of control via engineered safety features over both the
consequences and level of risk.
These results are presented in Sections 6
and 7.
The results of analyses made for the aircraft hazards to nuclear power
plants and other sites are summarized here to illustrate in some detail the
nature of the problem and past practices.
It should be remembered that
aircraft hasards, like most other offaite hazards, beloug to that class of
low probability-potentially high consequences events.

4.2

Air Traffic/Accident Data Base

The necessary data to estimate crash probabilities includes both normal air
traffic and accident statistics.
The most general statistical categories
are

" Air Carrier
* General Aviation
"
iitary Aviation
Air Carriers operate under 14 CYR 121 and
supplemental (charter) caxters and commercial
(over 12,500 pounds).
The cypes of services
typically passenger, cargo, training, and ferry

include certified route and
operators of large aircraft*
provided by Air Carriers are
operations.

*Commercial operators were
category prior to 1975.

the General

included

in

Aviation

-

General

Aviation

refers

to

the

than Air Carrier operations.
maximum

gross

takeoff

operation

of

The aircraft
the

weight,

U.S.

all

Civil

Aircraft

are classified according

number

type

and

of

engines,

other

to type,

etc.

The

types

of
flying
include
instructional,
noncommercial,
commercial,
and
miscellaneous
flying.
Mi itary Aviation includes aircraft
and air/airground operations unique to military applications and militarv airports.
4.2.1
Air

Air Carrier Statistics

Carrier

accidents

are defined

to occur

1101 when any person,

passenger,
crewmember, or other person in direct contact with the aircraft,
suffers
death or
serious
injury or the
aircraft
receives
substantial
damage.
Accordingly, such accidents are tabulated by the NTSB by injury - fatal,
involving

serious

destroyed

or

substantial

damage.

circumstances

surrounding

the

engine
i.e.,

failure,
first

takeoff,

injury,

overshoot,

and

second

in-flight

type.

involving Pinor

Finally,

accident

etc.,

types.

or

The

en

route,

causes/factors

and

of

by aircraft

accidnt

sitch as collision

and

The

injury type

two

first

separate
phase

relates

landing,

unknown
such

types
is

--

as

to

-

the

with ground/water,
may

of operation -

categories

damage

be

recorded,

static,

recorded

pilot,

taxi,

for

weather,

each
power

plant,

etc.

For

period 1967 to 1976* there was an average of 40 accidents
with an average of 6 per year with fatalities
[10). For this period
accidents
were,
therefore,
abo.jt
15 percent
of all
Air Carrier

are tabulated

from the accidetat data.

the ten year

per year
fatal

accidents,
1976

had

accideAt,
percent

from

1971

were destroyed.

accidents
to

and

collision

whereas,

for

(turbulence

is

of

personnel,

and weather;

power
and

plant,

systems,

accidents

are

accidents

at

takeoff

during
about

accidents,

of operation statistics

*Unless

For

otherwise

25

kind
in

percent

both

midair
of

fatal

all

reported

and

on

instruaents/equipment,
the ten years
static

percent
nearly

are

as

nearly

phases
four

occur

from-to

the

all

from 1.967

first
less

type

of

than

20

accidents).

accidents

in

are

The
pilot,:

about seven times
landing gear,

airframe,
about
of

20 percent
operation;

of all.
landing

times more prevelant
than.
in-flJght.
The first
phase i

accidents involve

the

aircraft

airports/airways/facilities,T

to 1976,

taxi

50 percent

for fatal

stated,

or

1967

as

the average

such

the

accidents

represented

one-third

causes/factors

of

of all fatal

collisions

about

in

25

including

accidents,

these are

the

and

percent

cited

than other

miscellaneous.

about

50

cited

causes/factors

frequently

1976

some

all

principal
more

to
Over

notation

landings slightly more

is

inclusive.

often than in-flight (both
more than takeoffs.

around 40 percent)

and landings about five times

From 1971 to 1975 an average of 2.6 x 109 aircraft-miles were flown annually
by Air Carriers excluding commercial operators (about 2 to 3 percent of
total miles flown).
The average accident rate for that period was 0.018 per
million aircraft-miles flown, and the average fatal accident rate was 0.003

.-.

per million aircraft-uiles flown.
4.2.2

Ceneral Aviat~ion Data Base

Ceneral Aviation accidents are also defined 1111 on the basis of injury and
damage indexes.
In addition to the type of accident, phase of operation,
and
causes/factors,
the kind
of
flying
and
type
of
aircraft
are
statistically analyzed.
Kinds of flying are instructional; noncommercial,
including
pleasure,
business,
and
corporate/executive
operations;
commercial, such as air taxi and aerial application; and a miscellaneous
category.
The types of aircraft are small fixed-wing having maximum gross
takeoff weight less than 12,565 pounds, large-fixed wing heavier than 12,565
pounds, and rotorcraft.
From 1969 to 1978 there was an average of 4,427 accidents per year (more
than 100 times that of the Air Carriers) with an average of 696 fatal
accidents per year or about 16 percent of the total accidents ill) - note
that the fatal to total accident percentage is essentially the same for both
Air Carrier and General Aviation.
During 1977 and 1978, abou'. 26 percent of
the aircraft damaged were destroyed, again roughly the same percentage as
for Air Carriers, and virtually all the others -eceived substantial damage,
i.e.,
damage normally requiring major repair or replacement of the affected
component.
From 1973 to 1978 the most prevalent first accident type was
engine failure/malfunction,
accounting for 24 percent of all accidents.
Uncontrolled collision with ground/water accounted for 17 percent of fatal
accidents followed by controlled collision with ground/water at 13 percent
and engine falLure/malfunction at 12 percent.
The most frequently cited
causes and related factors for both fatal and all accidents were pilot,
weather, and terrain.
From 1973 to 1978 the in-flight phase of operation accounted for about onethird of all accidents and
two-thirds of fatal accidents.
For all
accidents, landings at about 42 percent oLcur ruore often than in-flight and
about twice as often as takeoff accidents; landing and takeoff phases of
operation occur in
about
16 and
12 percent of all fatal accidents,
respectively.
Pleasure,
aerial
application.
and
instructional
flylng

.
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accounted for 81 percent of all accidents from 1975
aerial application,
and air
taxi accounted
for

to 1978, and pleasure,
75 percent of fatal

accicients.

Of 793 fatal accidents in 1978 about half of the aircraft were beyond
miles from an airport (for all phases of operation); of the 4,494 total
accidents (4,554 aircraft) in 1978, less than 30 percent were beyond 5 miles
of an airport.
Chelapti, Kennedy, and Wall [12] analyzed ten- and four-year,
periods up to and including 1968 and found that on the average about twothirds of the fatal accidents occurred beyond 5 miles of an airport for
small and large General Aviation aircraft and for Air Car-riers.
Small1
fixed-wing aircraft accounted for 90 percent of both all and fatal accidents
during 1978.
Large fixed-wing aircraft accounted for 1 to 2 percent ofZ.
these accidents,
specifically,
14 fatal and 48 total acct-dents durin$s'
1978.
Rotorcraft and miscellaneous types account for the remainder.
From 1969 to 1978 an average of 3.9 x 109 aircraft-miles was flown annually,•

,:A

ranging from 3.1 x 109 (1971) to 4.9 x 109 (1978) miles flown per year.
They
total and fatal accident rates both exhibited decreasing tendencies duringfthat period.
On the average (1969 to 1978) 1.2 accidents occur per million
aircraft-miles flown, ranging from 1.48 (1971)
to 0.90 (1978),
and O.18
fatal accidents occur per million aircraft-miles flown, ranging from 0.211'
(1971)
to 0.159 (1977 and 1978).
4.2.3

Military Aviation Statistics

Comparable
accident
statistics
for U.
S. Military Aircraft
are
not
published.
It is widely assumed, e.g., by Solomon and others, that the
accident rate of military aircraft on noncombat missions that could cause.
the sircre'tft to cragh or collide with any structure not at the airport Is
comparable to the similar accident rate for Air Carriers.
An accident data
compilation published by the NRC, "Aircraft Impact Risk Assessment Data Base
for Assessment of Fixed Wing Air Carrier
Impact
in
the Vicinity of
Airports," NLUREG-0533, June 1979,
by Akstulewicz, Read et al. found that
military air transport, "...when operating as an air carrier, has accident
rates approzimately the same as those of civilian non-scheduled air carrier
service."
The accident and traffic experience used in the compilatio
included military aircraft similar to types flown by civilian Air Carriers
specifically, CSA, C141, EMA aircraft.
It has been the practice in certain
cases where military aviation is involved to adopt a rate equal to the Air
Carrier accident rate multiplied by an integer greater than one (to allow
for
uncertainty)
as
the military
transport
accident
rate
when
tho
acquisition of specialized data appears to be unwarraoted.
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4.2.4

Airport Statistics

[13] analyzed the characteristics of
Nlyogi,
Dorntz, and Bhattacharyya
critical accidents, i.e., accidents resulting in fatalities or a destroyed
aircraft, of civil aviation occurring within 5 miles of an airport for the
The ratio of these critical accidents to fatal
years 1966 to 1970.
accidents is 1.6.
Their statistical results are of interest because of the
breakdown by aircraft type and power plant, phase of operation, and airport
type.
The airports listed are those covered in the 1972 National :Urport
System Plan and are characterized in the table below:

Annual Number of
Total Operationa

Number of
Airports

Deelsnationt

Airport Type
Operations/Yr.)

A
B
C
0
E

<2,000
2,000 - 10,000
10,000 - 40,000
>40,000 (non FAA)
>40,000 (FAA)

33.2
28.4
78.1
85.4
192.5

6,632
1,702
1,047
299
330

106
1O6
106
106
106

417.6 x 106

10,010

Totals

x
x
x
x
x

t(assigned here)
1
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Table 1.

Critical Civil Aviation Accidents '4ithin 5 Miles

of an Airport 1966-1970 [13]
Critical

Type of Aircraft
Large
Small
Small
Small
Other
Total

fixed-Wing
Fixed-Wing
Fixed-Wing
Fixed-Wing

Table 2.

Accidents

(more than 12,500 Ib)
- jet
- 2 propeller
- 1 propeller

35
20
260
1640
110
2065

Critical Citil Aviation Accidents of Small FixedWing Aircraft, 1966-1970. (131

Airport
Design&tion

Jet

A
B
C
D
E
Total

4
2
5
2
7
20

Type of Power Plant
2Propeller
I Propeller
52
38
57
38
75
260

661
241
346
178
214
1640

_my
717
281
408
218
296
1920

21

Table 3.

Nature
of Small
1964-1970.
113) Pixed-Wing Aircraft Accidents,

I

Frequency ofAccidents
Airport
Type

A

C

Any

Distance from Airport (alles)
Phase of
Operationl

Traffic
Pattern

0-1

1-2

2-3

TO
IF
IL

113
29
1

65
109
1

9
70
2

5
61
1

3-4
1
55
1

193
341
6

$0.269
0.476
0.008

2

177

0.247

717

1.000

1
10
0
2

59
160
1
61

0.210
0.569
0.004
0.217

281

-;1.000

1
15
1
1
18

80
207
10
ill
408

0.196
0.507
0.025
0.272
1.000

0
12
0
0
13

0
8
0
1
9

47
102
7
62
218

0.215
0.468
0.032
10.284
-. 1.000

4
18
4
2
28

1
30
1
1
33

0
7
1
1
9

47
114
38
97
296

0.159
0.385
0.128
0.328
1.000

12
174
8
12
206

5
165
2
9
181

2
57
2
7
68

426
924
62
508
1920

'0.222
0.481
0.032
0.265

124

40

3

5

267

215

84

72

TO
IF
BL
OL

33
8
0
39

17
39
1
14

3
42
0
3

2
34
0
1

3
27
0
2

Total

80

71

48

37

32

TO
IF
IL
OL
Total

44
16
3
82
145

28
48
3
21
100

7
48
2
1
58

0
39
1
4
44

0
41
0
2
43

TO
li
IL
OL
Total

25
12
3
38
78

20
19
2
17
58

1
29
0
5
35

1
22
2
0
25

TO
IF
IL
OL
Total

22
7
20
65
114

19
26
3
17
65

1
26
9
II
47

TO

237
72
27
348
8Z

149
241
10
109
9W

21,
215
13
23
272

Total

0
17
0
19

3

oL
Total

I
IL
0L

4-5 Total

t
Phaase
Fraction

-0

13

1- ?6

fraction of aircraft crashes
0.412 0.2 20 0.167 0.146 0.055
tTO'- fakaoff, IF - In-flght, IL
Instrument Landing. OL - Other Laading.

•

p.

_____LANDING

DIR ON

Fig. I Polar Plot for all Canadian Landing Accidents for Aircraft Above
18,000 Pounds during 1960-1973 114)
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For any of the aviation categories and chnrscteristics discussed above, as
such specific detail as desired is
generally available.
Ono
a site

location
controlled

Is

selected
air

spaces,

the

presence

of

nearby

airports,

federal

airways,

and
appropriate site-specific statistics can be gathered and analy: id.
This
informatiots is necessary to (1) identify the appropriate crash ates, (2)
determine whether specialized otatistical crash models (require do *elopment.
and (3) compute the desired crash probabilities for aircraft haza 'd to the
nuclear power plant.
In Section 4.3 existing crash rate 9 dels are
presented.
4.3

and

military

activities

can

be

Idena fLed

Aircraft Crash Rate Models

Several definitions of an-aircraft accident potentially hazar' us to a
nuclear power plant have been used, e,.g., fatal and critical
ccidents
defined in the preceding section.
Other Oefinitions include Incl
nts that
result In fatalities or malfunctions serious enough to force the I craft to
land at other than its planned destination and accidents that c
d cause
an
ali
at
not
structure
any
with
collide
or
crash
to
aircraft
the
rt.
In
the following crash rate models, the definition involved will be resented
as used with no serious attempt at quantitative correlation
nce, In
general, the difference between fatal and major accident subsel
and all
accidents is less than one order of magnitude.
The three m
common
normalizing factors applied to the accident data are the number o
lrc~raftmiles flown, the surface area over which flights are made, and t
umber of
airport operations or movements.
4.3.1

Crash Rates per Aircraft-Mile

As derived in Section 4.2.1, the average fatal Air Carrier accide
about 3 x 10-9 per aircraft-mile.
NRC Standard Review Plan [
value of 4 x 10-10 commercial aircraft en route crashes per aircr
having been used and references H.E.P.
Krug,
"Testimony or
Operations in Response to a Request from the Board," Docket Nos.
50-323.
This crash rate is based on the assumption that one ci
in-flight failure will occur In the U.S. per year, an event charaj
loss of altitude with no pilot directional control of the aircraf
certainly an accident subset smaller than the total fatal accide
and, although no accident data base analysis was presented, the v
en route catastrophic aircraft event per year appears plausible.
It is not obvious that only catastrophic aircraft failures are t
to nuclear power plants in view of the record that cites most fi
of accidents as weather, personnel, and pilot (e.g., pilot failed

rate is
cites a
-mile as
Aircraft
-275 and
strophic
rized by
This is
Ssubset,
of one
,However,
eatening

t causes
o follow
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procetdures and directions, misjudged speed and distance, etc.). IThus, it
would appear that calculating the in-flight crash rate per aircraft-sile on
the basis of the smallest accident subset, i.e.,
catastrophic accidentb,
yields the lover bound for the Air Carrier en route accident rate.
The SR? also cautions that heavily traveled corridors (more than 100 flights
per day) may require; a ore detailed analypis.
This is important since it
rtoognites that tbe.above value is an average over all corridors;
To our
knowledge Air Carrier crash rates have not been derived as a funct: n of air
corridor
characteristics such as identity,
Location,
traffic density,
altitude, etc.
Godbout and Brats [5I
have calculated the following en route ci s
for heavy aircraft in several countries for the years 1969 to 1973S

Country
United States
United Kingdom
France
West Germany
World Average

Crash Rate per
Billion Aircraft-Miles
2.1
24
50
32
9.5

rates

I

Uncertainty

I

30%
58%
50%
100%
12%

These rates are based upon all accidents serious enough to
rce the
aircraft to land, but include only accidents that occur farthe: than 30
miles from an airport.
In the U.S. it has been observed that
ut onethird of fatal accidents occur within 5 miles of an airport (es Section
4.2.2).
Thus, their value of 2.1 x 10-9 potential crashes per air
f•t-mile
reflects the increasilg effect of using an accident data base 1
or than
the fatal subset and the decreasing effect of the 30-mile data
clusion
zone around an airport.
Tor heavy Canadian aircraft they have c
uted an
.in-flight serious accident rate of 8.0 x 10-9 per aircraft-mile.
Solomon [16,17,185 derived the followina average Air Carrier crash
three classes of accidents for the period 1967 to 1972:

atea for

-i
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Accident

lass

--

I

__

.

Accidents per Aircraft-Mile

MI Accidents
Major Accidentst

Fatal Accidents

23 x 111 X 10-9
4 X 10-9

t•otential crash or collision with any atructure
not at anwairport
For major Air Carrier accidents Solomon
for three phases (modes) of operation:

Phase of Operation

derived

the

following

(

ash

rates

Major Accidents
per Aircraft-Mile

CTakeoff
Inflightt
Landing
Average

116
5.2
450
11

x
x
x
x

10-9
10-9
10-9
10-9

tIncludes climb and descent

fatal accident rate of 0.045 x 10-8 PO
[191 determines a
averaging the rates for the years 1970 to 1975 as reported by
This value is an order of magnitude lover than other similar ca
and since the supporting data base is not presented, it is no; cl

Cottlieb

calculation is

mile -by
NTSB.
ilations.,
how the

made.

Subject to possible air corridor traffic variations, a value of 3
rate per aircraft-mile
the in-flight heavy aircraft crash
corridors appears to be a reasonable compromise among varLati
Site analyses in td
phase of operation and accident definition.
one-half
of these a
one-third
to
duplicate
from
airport
may
of an
the airport-related hazard rates, and an expanded accident data b4
than about 1.5 to 3 times the fatal accident data could be just|
upun reviews of. accident types and scenarios that could be poe

10.9 for
ong air
due to

Ivicinity
dents in
no more
led based
lated as

potentially threatening to nuclear power plants.
For the Ceneral Miation category, crash rates per aircraft-mile
developed by Solomon [16,173 with kind of flying as an additional

ave been

ameter;
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these results are
operation:

summarized

for major accidents and

belov

Hajor Acidents per hircraft-ile.t(x
FlightCategorX

All

All

530
330
370
940
790
320

Instructional

(

Business/Corporate
Pleasure
Aerial.Application
Air Taxi

Takeoff
2440
153.)
1710
4230
2370
1470

In-flightt

the

phases

of

0-9)
.Lndili

318
198
222
564
474
192

2440;
o10id
1210
6350
1740
1230

tIncludes climb and descect

The ratio of the major accident and fatal accident crash rates ij about the
same for both Air Carrier and General Aviation, slightly less thip a factor
of 3.
(This ratio io significantly larger than three for Instruotional and
aerial application flights.)
Niyogi et al
1131 derived crash rates for critical accidents of small
fixed-wing General Aviatlon aircraft as a function of distance from the
airport; these are presented below for the five-year period 1966 to 1970:

Accldent
Wocation
on airport

.vezage

Critical
Accidents per Year
87

miles
miles
miles
pilea

190
76
55
44
19
514

All accidents

985

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
> 5

wiles

miles

Critical Accidentsper Aircraft-Mile

2370
950
690
560
230
160

x
x
x
z
x
x

10-9
10-9
10-9
10-9
10-9
10-9

280 x 10-9

Clearly, the crash rats of mall fixed-wing aircraft reaches the. beyond-5mile asymptotic value shortly after the 5-mile distance.
Thi value Is
computed using an average o2 3.12 x 1O9, aircraft-miles flown beyool 5 miles;
the miles flown viciin 5 miles of an airport is one order of magnitude loss.
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Critical accidents defined by Miyogi et &l. are 1.6 times larger then the
fatal subset; therefore, the average fatal crash rate is 175 x 10-9 per
aircraft-mile consistent with the values of 180 x 10-9 and 187 x 10-9 per
aircraft-mile given in Section 4.2.2 and by Solomon, respectively. Cottlieb
119] gives fatal crash rates for twin-engine aircraft of 69 x 10-9, 6.4 x
10-9, and 14 x 10-9 per aircraft-mile for pleasure, business, and air- taxi
flying, respectively, derived from data for 1975 and 1976.
These crash rates are used In computing crash probabilities for site& in the
vicinity of flight paths or airways (see Section 4.4).
A statistical
measure of the crash distribution normal to the flight path or airway is
needed to define the crash accidents per aircraft-mile per mile normal to
the flight path or per flight operation per square mile.
4.3.2

Crash Rates per Square Mile

There Is an absence of statistlcal data required
co correlate the
distribution of crash impact locations with aircraft and flight path
characteristics.
Analyses :hat construct models to do this are discussed In
Section 4.4.
However, two cases can be developed from statistical deta and
correspond to the extremes in which the flight path is either irrelevent or
relatively fixed.
The first represents statistically random flights vhich
closely approxmaate such of General Aviation, and the second represents the
immediate vicinity of airports.
Using the date of Nftyogi et al. from 1966 to 1970, there is an average of
898 critical accidents per year of small fixed-ving aircraft (not including
aircraft on the airport), which gives an average of 3.0 x i0-4 accidents per
square mile per year over the Continental U.S.' during the reference 5-year
period.
Niyogi et al. derive a value of 2.3 x 10-4 crashes per square mile
per year for these accidents occurring more then 5 miles from an airport
assuming 10,010 airports; the average airport rate, i.e., within 5 miles, is
4.9 x l0"- accidents per square mile per yeat, and this rate increases
rapidly as the dietsnce to the airport der.resses.
The Canadliaa light
aircraft en route average crash rate is derfeed by Godbout et
ti be
t1.
about 4 x 10"5 per square mile per year during 1974.

*Continental U.s$ area is
1978 Hammond Almanac),

3.023

x 106 square

miles (sourOn:c"
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These rates assume that a crash can occur anywhere with equal likelihood and
independent of flight path.
They may be viewed as nonconservative in the
sense that they represent gross averages of statietical data and do not take
into account flight traffic density.
The Canadian crash rate could well
reflect this type of variation.
Thus, the area of susc,ýptible targets of a
nuclear power plant to mall fixed-ving aircraft must be exceedingly low for
the probability of an unacceptable crash event to be less' than 10-7 per
year.
This will be discussed in more detail in Sections 4.4 ,and 8.
Several
analyses
have
been made
for airport
crash
rates
utilizing
statistical data on the distribution of crashes occurring in the vicinity of
an airport.
Eisenhut [63 analyzed fatal crashes that "occurred within a 60
degree reference flight path symmetric about the extended centerline of the
5.5 x 10 7
His results are based upon 8 x 107 Air Carrier,
runway."
Navy/Marine Cbrps, and 3.9 x 107 Air Force movements and are given in Table
4.
Eisenhut [6,201 also derived fatal crash rates for General Aviation as a
function of distance from the airport using a data base of 3993 fatal
accidents resulting from 3.2 x 108 movements from 1964 to 1968.
These are
given in Table 5 and range from 3.75 to 6.46 times higher than the
corresponding rates for Air Carriers with an average of 5:1.
Boonin [21) performed a similar analysis of dita for the years 1966 to 1970
assuming that all accidents (fatal) occurred within the 60 degree cone used
by Eisenhut,
Results were obtained for mll
(less than 12,500 pounds) and
large (more than 12,500 pounds) aircraft in General Aviation and Air Carrier
categories and are given In Table 6.
They agree closely with Eisenhut'O
results for General Aviation but exhibit some diffetences with regard to Air
Carriers.
From Tables 5 or 6 for General Aviation the fraction of fatal aircraft
crashes occurring in each radial zone can be computed after multiplying by
the respective sone areas. The resulting distribution of fatal accidents
agrees closely with that of Niyogl et al. for critical small fixed-win'
aircraft accidents operating out of any airport (see Table 3).
The radial
variation of crash rate strongly decreases due to (1) the decrease in tho
number of accidents with Increasing distance from the airport, and (2) th.
geometric divergence of the radial zones.
Solomon

at

&l.

t22,23)

derive

an

average

crash

rate

of

2.0

x

10-8

per

operation per squtare mile by considering all fatal crashes occurring at al).
commercial airports from 1965 to 1972 over the 10 square miles immediately
adjacent to the runways.
In addition a fatal crash rate of 15 x 10-8 per
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Table 4

Fatal Crash Rates for Air Carrier Wilitary Aviation (6,201.

Distance

Probability (x 108) of a fatal crash
per square mile per aircraft movement

from end
of runway
(miles)
0
1
2
3
4

to

5
6
7
8
9

to 6

U.S. Air Carrier

I

to 2
to 3
to 4
5.
to

to
to
to
to

7
8
9
10

*No crashes occurred at
path.
tData not available.

Table 5

16.7
4.0
0.96
0.68
0.27

8.3
1.1
0.33

5.7
2.3
1.1

0.31
0.20

0.42

0. 0*
0.0
0.0
0.14
0.12

NOA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NAt
K&
NA
NA
NA

0 to 1
1 to 2
2 to 3
3 to 4
4 to 5

0.40

these distances within a 609 flight

Fatal Crash Rates for General Aviaticn

Distance from
airport, miles

USAF

USN/USMC

[20)

Probability of 1 fatal
crash per mile per
aircraft movement
84 x 10-5
15 x. 0-5
6.2 x 10-5
3.8 x 10-5
1.2 x 10-5

Table 6

Detailed Crash Rates - Fatal Accidents per Operation per Square Mtile [211

Distance from Airport
Aircraft Categories

1/2-1 vile

1-2

11e

2-3

ile

10-8

1.149 x -'.0-3
1.291 • 10-8

I

10-9

4.448 x 10-9

2.307 x i0-9

K

10-8

3.958 * 10-8
4.203 * 10-8

1 . 220 • 10-8
x 10-8

6.232

I

10-8

4.755 x 10-7

7.199

I

Large aircraft

6.902 x 10-8

2.076 x 10-8

2.076

General Aviation (total)

4.283 • 10-7

1.400 x 10-7
* 10-7
1.483
* 10-8
3.809

6.271

4.291 x10-7
x 10-7

2.447 x 10-7

x 10-8

7.639 x 10-9

6.190 x 10-7
6.135 x 10-9

4.098 x 10-7

Sall aircraft

General Aviation (small)
General Aviation (larSg)
Air taxi (total)

4.534 x
x
2.976 z
1.188 x

10-7
10-7
10-6
10'6

1.100 x 10-6
1.415 x 10-8

4.291

1.910

Air Carrier (small)

7.639 x 10-6
2.425 x l0-8

Air Carrier (large)

2.604

Air taxi (small)
Alr taxi (large)
Air Carrier (total)

6.271

4-5 Rile

3.857 * 10-8
4.404 * 10-8

1.438 x 10-7
• 10-7
1.561

All aircraft

3-4 aile

I

10-8

1.220

5.952 * 10-9

9.574 * 107-8
x 10-8
9.574

5.319 x 10-8
5.319 x 10-8

1.905 x 10-7

1.091 x 10-8
3.809 x 10-7

8.488 x 10-9
1.905 x 10-7

4.090 x 10-9

2.761 x 10-9

4.090 x 10-9

2.447 x 10-7

0-,

i
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operation per square mile over the 'most dangerous' square mile
distance of one mile and along the centertine of the runway
These values are independent of aircraft category and are
agreement with the all aircraft values in Table 5.

d

:1

C ated

i

n

at a

derived.
general

Godbout and Irals [15) found that for light aircraft (gross wetgh less than
Canadian
18,000 pounds) the crash point distribution in the vicinity
airports exhibits
no angular
runway
dependence
with respect
to
ie
direction.
Further, the number of Accidents decreases very ri idly with
distance such that the presence of a light aircraft airpa tbecome s
unimportant after about 2 to 5 miles as shown in Fig. 3.
Co responding
crash rates vould appear to drop off faster with distance than tt U.S. data
indicate; however,._ the-en route value for light aircraft exti
in - both

cases in the neighborhood of 5 miles from the airport.
The dependence of the heavy aircraft crash rate on the polar'.
(r,0), r being the radial distance and e the angle to a cra
measured relative.to an airport runway, is derived by Godbout a
on the basis of Fig. 2 for takeoff and landing r-variations and
et al. model 1221 for the 0-variation, i.e., given a relative
C(O) - 1.0 between 0 and I degree of the runway,

t.0-,
C( 0)

-1

ri'sl

[151

Solomon
ash rate

°0I
0 ' 0

1ie ,

rd iat es
locat ion

.

'(-C0"(4,1)

Kaking use of the conservative assumption that all takeoff.;;
aircraft are made In the same direction along a runway, ind
meteorological or other conditions, the crash rate distributlo
aircraft in the vicinity of Canadian airports is shown In Fig
airport having 300,000 annual movements from a single runway.
The crash rate model of Solomon et al. also exhibits both radial:
dependence about a runway for takeoff and landing accidents.
Godbout both considered airports with more than one runway a
crash sites near particular airports for which additional relev•,
Sathered.
In such actual situations, statistics on takeoff
patterns and practices, either from airport and FAA records
direct observation, are necessary to define the traffic levels avid

*Godbouts results presented for the. crash probability on a site.are converted to crash rates per square mile here.
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Crash Rate Contour Lines for Heavy Aircraft in the Vicinity of a Hypothetical Canadian
MDT Airport with 150,000 Landing and 150,000 Takeoff Annual Movements [15J

the calculations w'here desirable.
Hornyik et al. 124,25,261 derived c..ash
rate distributions -for military oircreft
flying target-bombing
flight
patterns, again:. utilizing available site-specific information (in this case
military data:vre "obtalned).
4.4

Aircraft Crash Probability Methodologies

The aircraft
probabilities

crash rates of Section 4.3 are used to determine the
of crashes at any specific site.
In general a set of
probabill.ty estimates must be generated corresponding to groupings of the
following parameters:
(i) type of aircraft, (ii) type of aviation activity.
(iit) airport characteristics, (iv)
air corridor, restricted air space, and
back.ground air activity overhead or within crash range,
and (v) site
features.
These parameters appear explicitly In the probability estimation
process and implicitly through the selection of the appropriate -crash rate
statistics and modeling methodologies.
The sensitivity of these calculations Is such that the results vrl-- depend
principally upon the frequency of flights,
the crash rate, -40 the
potentially susceptible targets at the site for each grouping.
ObtXioualy
site-specific data must thus be used in any numerical crash probability
evaluation.
It
should be mentioned at this point. 'however, that past
experience Indicates :that, for the siting of nuclear power plants, the
presence of nearby Fairports having a relatively large number of annual
movements, nearby .alr corridors, and the flights of light (single engine)
aircraft usually dominate the overall crash probability valuation.
In these
instances it has '.been found that the engineered safety features of a nuclear
power plant are importantly drawn into the risk estimation procedure, and
the individual hazard groupings above become quite significant in thgqelves
in addition to their contribution to the overall crash probability.
4.4.1

Crash-Probability Models

The probability P(; of an aircraft
described above is given by

crash per year for a particular

.ppuping

(I) PG- MAC
_t4 2)
.(II) P0 - MAC/V
where N is the number of annual operations, e.g.. airport movemeots or
aircraft flightso, A is the effective target area at the site. C is ti* crash
rate per movement per square mile in Zq. 4.2(I) or the crash rete per
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aircraft-mile in Sq. 4.2(11), and W Is the effective crash width extent
centered on the aircraft's flight path (when C is given per aircraftmile).
All of these variables depend upon the identities of the parameters
chosen to belong to the various possible groupings (subscripts to Indicate
the five principal parameters are omitted for clarity with the single
subscript C affixed to P to emphasize this dependence).
The values of the
variables in Eq. -,42 are, of course, site-specific, and their variability
depends upon the level of detail represented by the parameter groups chosen.
Note that although crash rates can vary considerably depending upon their
parameter composition,
they are derived on the basis of the national
accident data base "
a statistical requirement In view of the rarity of
aircraft crashes at any given site location.
Additionally,
certain
conditional probabilities are required as they affect potential target areas
and aircraft crash consequence models.
These relate to the aircraft crash
path and its orientation relative to the plant features, the aircraft impact
speed and weight, and the likelihood of fuel fire and explosion events,
given that the crash of a particular type of aircraft occurs.
The
discussion in the following subsections vill examine the formulation and
evaluation of the pertinent conditional probabilities.
4.4.1.1

Aircraft Crash Path

Crash trajectories from the flight point where trouble (first) develops to
the impact point are Implicitly represented by the statistical distribution
of crash points for airport-related activities and treated as randomly
occurring events for uncontrolled (general) aviation.
For in-flight traffic
along prescribed routes such as air corridors and traffic patterns where a
flight line exist#, for example, military air maneuvers such as weapons
delivery or navigation practice [25),
probability distributions can 'be
constructed for both the normal traffic deviations and crash trajectories.
The latter will depend upon such factors as altitude, attitude, type of
aircraft and other characteristics such as speed.
Hornyik et al. (24,251 construct a normal air traffic density function In
order to compute a collision probability, that is, collisions resulting froe
deviations
from :.the intended
flight path and the presence of plant
structures.
These accident types are included In the statistical data base
and can be usually ignored as an important separate class of events except
in very special cases of low flying aircraft in aerial application and
military aviation.
For most low flying aircraft, e.g., pleasure flying, the
deviations from 'intended'
routes arc ufually so large that the routes are
virtually nonexistent relative to the present application, and collisions
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are equivalent to random crash events.
For high altitude flights along air
corridors, flight path deviations are assumed negligible in extent and
implicitly included wIthin the crash trajectory distribution orthonormal to
the flight path.*
Crash site probability distribution functions have been constructed by
Hornylk et al. [24) and Solomon [16].
Figure 5 illustrates the geometric
relation between the crash site and (straight) intended flight path, e.g.,
air corridor centerline.
Associated with the crash site to' flight path
distance x Is the conditional probability of a crash occurring along the
line x equal toý'a constant, given that a crash occurs.
Solomon assumes this
conditional probability to be a negative exponential function that decays
(symmetrically) as x increases and gives the following subjective estimates
for the decay constant as a function of aviation category:

Aviation Category
Air Carrier
General AviationAerial Appliction
General Aviation-Other
Military Alrcraft

Exponential
Decay Constant (mil-)
1.6
1.0
2.0
1.0

Gottlieb [191 increased certain of these values
corridor altitudes In his site-specific analysis.

to account

for

lower air-

In general, air corridors my not be straight, and there are often multiple
corridors having different directions and different altitudes over a given
site.
Gottlieb modeled such an instance by dividing the air space into
half-mile wide "atrips and superimposed the negative exponential density
functions for each strip.
Be found that the orthonormal conditional
probability becoses negligible beyond x equal 3 miles for a decay constant
of 2/mile.
The value of I1- in Eq. 4.2 is this condicional probability of orthonormal
crash site location and Is a function of the distance from the plant to the
air corridor canterline.
W3. Section 3.5.1.6 suggests using for the value
of W the air corridor width when the site is under it, and this width plus
twice the distance from its edge to the site uhen the site is beyond the
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irway.

The product of
f A in Eq. 4.2.

Ah and

4L shown in

Fig.

5 corresponds

to the value

e effective plant area A is the equivalent ground surface area such that a
rash probability computed on the basis of A accounts for all crashes that
.ould affect susceptible targets at the plant site for each parameter
The calculation of A will, in general, involve aircraft, crash
irouping.
.elated,
and target characteristics.
Host analyses treat A as the sum of a
ýkid area, shadow area, and true target area.
The shadow area is very
significant since it allows for target height; it depends strongly upon the
crash angle and is illustrated in Fig. 6.
The shadow area varies inversely
with tan
where # is the crash angle shown in the figure.
Solomon uses
Values for # of 15" [16) and 20" [22]; Niyogi [13) quotes values of 10" for
Sjsndings and 45" for takeoffs.
Cravero and Lucent [28] conclude from their
.,tudy of international aviation that of 34 accidents from 1962 to 1966 over
+alf resulted in vertical dives (C equal to 90"), and for the remainder 4 is
:1eater than 45"; they arrive at similar conclusions from their study of
aropean private aviation for the years 1968 to 1970.
Joerissen and ijend

*

assume an average value for

* of

45*.

1ie akid area Is shown by Solomon (161 to vary proportionally withý the
o,;are of the aircraft's initial horizontal velocity, and inversely with 'a
friction factor that depends on the ground terrain.
From a review of
accident reports and other studies,
Solomon [161
lists possible skid
lengths, viz,:
0.6 mile for high velocity military aircraft; 0.3 mile' for
Air Carrier aircraft; 0.06 mile for General Aviation aircraft; and an upper
11stance of one mile for high velocity military aircraft on very si4 oth
train.
Hornyik and Grund [25) state that the choice of skid length s4ould

1l1 into the category of conservatism due to "partial/total ignorance".

i

many analyses, skid area is not factored into estimations
due to the corresponding decrease of the aircraft's impact
the skid distance increases.
However, Solomon notes that
% dominate the evaluation of total effective area, more so
•

*, and is,

therefore,

general,

the

of A; this, may
kinetic enprgy
skid area tends
than the c Ice

important.

calculation

of

effective

plant

area

can

become

rather

plex.
The effective aircraft diameter is of the same order of magnaStude
plant structure dimensions and must be included; this is usually done by
uply increasing the dimensions of the target.
Accordingly, A is a d~rect
-nction

of :the aircraft

*n be important such
cident failure modes.

type.

Crash related characteristics

other than

as crash orientation relative to the plant and
The targets at the plant have complex geometries
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especially In relation to one another (shielding possibilities arise and
vary with crash orientation), and terrain features (both natural and manmade) strongly affect skidding.
4.4.1.2

Aircraft Impct Characteristics

aircraft makes and models were involved in
6 percent 'of all and 90 percent of fatal Air Carrier accidents [101.
Including both pistra and turbine engines, there were over 118,000 small
(lighter than :`12,500 lbs) and 5,100 large (heavier than 12,500 lbbs) aircraft
Chelapati. et al. note thae the size, weight, and speed of an
in 1968 [12j'-''1.
aircraft are direct functions of its horsepower and use the 1967 annual FAA
census and other data to construct frequency distributions for small >and

From 1973 to0`1976,"l 19 different

large aircraft speeds and engine weights and thus their effective diameters
and weights. ý'.A'typical speed of 140 percent of stall was assumed within 5
miles ,itf an :airport, and 75 percent of power, 140 percent of stall, and
maximum power more assumed beyond 5 miles.
Miyogi et al. [131 analyzed the characteristics of small fixed-wing aircraft
and observed that length, maximum takeoff weight, stalling velocity, 'iand
maximum horizontal velocity (for at least single-engine aircraft) all scale
with empty weight, wo.
They developed idealized aircraft parameters as
functions of wo :for single-engine (1000 lb 4wo C 2200 lb) and twin-engine
and they suggest several probability
(2800 lb 44o(
8000 lb) aircraft,
Solomon et al. (221 base
distribution models to account for fleet mixes.
selection of -aircraft characteristics upon the aircraft flight data for two
specific airports; e.g., wide-body jet aircraft account for one-third of-all
operations at Los Angeles International Airport.
Godbout and Brois*[15,27] have constructed probability density functions"for
the crash characteristics of a large number of Individual light and heavy
aircraft (e.gý..averasge crash speeds of 80 and 150 mph, respectivey).
Modeling the conditional probability of an impacting aircraft having any
given set of characterlstics is necessary to the realistic estimation of
of a
e.g.,
the conditional
probability
possible
crash
consequences,
Information on the fleet .mix
particular structural failure mode occurring.
appropriate .to a -given site locale can be subsequently used to yield overall
conditional

,

.probabilities

environment •

the

aircraft

crash

consequence

?i

4!4.1.3

Air.craftFires

In their

study

.4

defining

accident
aof
, -

.I,•.•;.'

data,

Cravero and Lucenet

1281 found that for 44

/

*
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accidents from 1962. to 1966, 26 fire& commented after impact against the
ground (about ',60 :percent of the accidents) while 9 aircraft "wereain fireoat

the moment of the' Impact. ca the ground.'

Joerissen and Zuer4

919report

that an engine -'catches fire in about a third of all fatal
"ýcidents,
according to statistics.
[301 reviewed NTS5 reports of accidents and
1aU
found that about 30 percent of General Aviation and 50 perce~nt of Air
Carrier crasbee Involved postaccident fire.
4.4.2

Crash Probability Calculations

The immediate objective of calculating an aircraft crash probability at a
gLiven nuclear power plant site is to obtain the annual frequency of the
condition "given a crash occurs" corresponding to each or aniy coabknation of
groupings of -the aircraft accident and plant parameters defined iIn Section
4.4.2 and selected from site-specific criteria.
This can then be combined
with suitable conditional probabilities (see Sections 4.4.1.1 t'4 4.4.t.3)
and deterministic relationships (see Sections 6 and 7) to estimate the
possibilities that, varloua modes and magnitudes of crash-Induned plantrelated consequencesIwill exist.
However,
the crash probability is itself a conditional probability,
conditioned by the particular parameter grouping, that is, accidedt scenario
characteristics and, more importantly in the current context, the.vfffct I•ve
target features.
Since the nature of the target in the present application
depends itself upon the assumed. accident scenario, e.g.. light,' or heavy
aircraft, the calculation process can be rather involved; further,4' potentlal
nuclear power plant (safety-related) targets are complex and varied (see
Section 5).
The procedure requires identification and quantliflatLon of

likely accident .scenaros and evaluation of corresponding target
the basis
criteria.

of deterministic

and

judgmental

methodologies

and

tureson
c

equences

it
Is iUpoctantt..!klo 'v'Jiew the results of various Investigations 7discuuued
below with this perspective in mind since the necessary detail joupporting
both scenario and plant feature assumptions and sensitivity calculations are
extremely difficult to find and evaluate.
Furthermore, crash prýbabilitles
must be multipltedi!ý;*yippropriats conditional probabilities of a adloactive
material releas
10 CFX 100 guidelines to obtain the Cronsequeace
1xceeding
probablities 4 for , such a release.
This is usually implicitl1, done 1by
assumina
a releaseo .conditional probability of unity for all structures used
In the effectiv*
ulntarea evaluation and of zero for those excllded.
The
first assumption ,._is. In many cases very conservative for t
type of
structures and :ýrange of both accident and plant response scenarios
0_1'
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Involved.
Sensitivity to the second assumption can be eastimat
by using
all potentially. relevsnt plant features (and. their shadow, Vfkid, and
shielding
characteristics)
as An upper-bound calculation, `.but total
effective plant area :evaluations are generally unavailable.

Niyogi et a.1. (13) discuss this aspect of the problem in more -detail and
numerically .. sight 'the
effective areas of their identified susceptible
targets by assumed conditional release probabilities as follows: 'a value of
1.0 for the .contailnent, fuel storage building, and control roomo; 0.1 for
the piluamza'
auxiliary building and equipment vault; 0.01 for
e diesel-

senera or buid ng, cooling

tower,

waste-processing

water' 7storage tank, circulating-watar pump house,
houseJ hand 0M0 for the turbine building.

buildingssrefueling

and service water

pump

Joerissen and Zuend [29) present probabilities of crash-induced Z4dioactIve
releases and refer to detailed studies of systea/component susce ibilities
and rieactor response for both DWR and MWR plants, but do not cite 'eferences
or provide details.
They estimate the conditional probability o9jequipment
damagedin a room .inside a penetrated building as generally great
than 30
percent.
SelvIdge. [31) considers damage scenarios for an alrer
missile
penetrating a,..building containing plutonium and computes pr abilities

(Rockyý• Flats ?Lant) of various forms of. plutonium escaping In-different
quanti•ies.
These scenarios all involve fire of the aircraft fnuel As the
primazi release .. echanism.
Table 7 presente various crash probability and related results
'r nuclear
power pLants [20] and is based on calculations by Eisenhut [6) a 'the Surry
SAX and AC Regulatory staff evaluations.
Chelapati et .1. [12 and Wall
[30] :"erlve the following crash probabilities for a "typical' WI plant
located relative to an 'average" airport using crash rates and t ffic data
averaged over the entire U.S.,

Aircraft.
-Size 'Beond

~Amal13.3
j~rge

Aircraft Strikes per Yeart
5 miles
Within 5 miles

x 10
I., x10-6

UtDoas not consider air corridors

These results a"sum

effective target areas

~

14 x i0
4:6 X10_7

I

-_
10') as foliowst

for t
reactorý`bulldlng, 0.026 mi for the turbine building, a
for th1
switchyard (0.137 total square miles for a BR plant).
the th
target area is as large as the entire target areaswitchyard
cys4"
Table

These.results do not include any conditional probabilLti

.093 vd2
0.018 M*2
ote that
given in

: -,•';:;2 : ; :'I
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Table 7.

Crash Probabilities for Various Sites 16,20)

Three
mile
Island
.(2 units)

Shoreham
(1 unit)

Rome
Point
(2 units)

8,000

3,000
97,000t

Suirry
units 3 and 4
(2 Units)

Usage (noveaentu/yiear)
Ait carters
Navy

80,0000

Mliscellaneous

3,000* ,

40 000
40 000

Locat 1oU0 (plant-airport
distance in miles)-t

2.5

4.5

3.5

Target area (used in
probability analysis)

2
0.02 m2

2
0.01 *12

0.02 m2

0.01 mi2S

ProbabilZty of &Ai£ý*,:.,,
potentially d"Sagins
crash (ptr year):

5 x

2 x 10-7

4 x 10-7

,

0-7

5

i0-

eThe facility is designed to withstand the crash of all but 2400 of
these movements.
tihe facility is.designed to withstand the crash of all these 97'000
moveeats.
.
MAir-carrier statistics were used for these movements.
SFor small aircraft, area used was 0.005 al
.41,•:.

I:,
4~s

.

:
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:,

representing

crash consequences, but they derive adjustments to the strike
probabilities based upon calculations of the perforation failure mode ifor
varytig thicknesses of concrete and two) aircraft types.
AdditioVslly, they
derive the conditional probability of striking any specific safety'-related
equipment within'a building to be 0.01.

Niyogi at s1V,[13])'derive

the

following

crash

probabilities

from

normal

background aviation crashes Into safety-related structures for a typical
tvo-unlt nuclear power plant having a total projected area of about 0.01
."RT

Aircraft
Type

Two-Unit
Crash Probability (yr- 1 )

Air Carrier
fixed-Wing (2 Engine)
Sall
SSmall. Fixed-Wing (1 Engine)
SA~y
"

2.0
2.0
1.1
1.3

x
x
x
x

10-8
10-7
10-6
10-

The effective plant area does not appear to be conservatively calculated,
and the conditional damage probabilitles discussed above have boen applied
to obtain these results.
Further, the background aviation used does not
explicitly take into account airport and airvay effects.

Solomon

[16) derives effective plant areas* for the Palo Veide Nuclear
Generating Station of 0.017 m12 for General Aviation aircraft, 0.1 mL2 for
an F-104 Starfighter Jet, and 0.067 m12 for a DC-10 using shadQw and skid
areassfor
the containment, fuel, and radwaste buildings.
Thesq, areas are
significantly larger than those used in most such studies.
T6 PVNGS is
near some, military aviation and approximately 5 miles f om an air corridor
having about 100,000 flights per year.
The crash probability for the air
corridor hazard (strongly dependent upon separation distance) is derived to
be about 6 x 10-8 per year and represents the largest aircraft hazard. at
this site.
Solomon [17,181 also has developed a generalized methodology for
calculating the crash-probability at an arbitrarly located sitegbut, since
his ample results are hypothetical in nature, they will not be presented
here.
.
Gottlieb

[19-

treated

a specific &it* near several air corridors, a large
airport 50 miles avay, a large number of small airports, and at least six

*Adjuo ed

eis.;.Wf

a three-unit plant to an average single-unit iant.

' ..-.. a• i•'
*
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His analysis clearly illustrates the importance
large ones within 75 miles.
of deriving crash probabilities on the basis of the parameter groupings
discussed previously.
The crash probabilities for single-engine and twinengine General Aviation aircraft are given as 3.9 x 1O-5 and 1.0 x 10- 6 per
yearý respectively.
4.5,.:&trcreft Hazards Summary

Excellent

information
sources
exist
and
are
readily available
for
All aircraft
establishing aircraft-related data bases and statistics.
accidents are' investigated and reports filed containing as much detail as
possible under the circatestances.
The absence of or difficulties Involved
in
generating certain
types
of accident
parameters
can $ usually be
compensated for by analytical
procedures,
conservative assumptions,
or
probability distribution functions.
Major aircraft crashes at any given
site represent very low probability events.
Aircraft crauh rates that scale
with the numbet .of operations and based upon the data bases can be, estimated
with a reasonably high degree of confidence.
However, except primarlly for
a cursory treatuent. in
the Canadian reports [14,15,27),
other scaling
effects have not been adequately studied.
Niyogi et al. [131 found,
however,
that the airport-related
accident
rate
for small fixed-wing
aircraft varies from about one-third to almost five times the average rate
in going from large FAA airports to very small airports (see Table 3).
The
possibility of regional and air corridor variations In the crash rates for
all ::types of aviation,
beth nonrouted and in
airways,
has not been
adequately investigated in regard to the present application.1 Also, not
enough attention is
given in
general to the particularly- threatening
scenarios posed by small but relatively heavy, and fast (e.g., . wln-enSlne)

aircraft.
Therea are three primary effects of airports, airways, and other' restricted
air spaces: (1) to concentrate the ).evel of air traffic. (2) to! ncrease the
crash. rates as distance to these zones decreases, and (3) to Xncrease the
number of different types of aviation activities (for example, takeoffs,
landings, and the concentration of large commercial aircraft; others include
milit~ry applications, 'etc.).
It is
reasonable to conclude that the
combifed effects :of these controlled regions represent a significantly
Increased hazard to nuclear power plants than the true or even averaged
background airciaft hazard.
For

wall

(Genoer*

Aviation)

aircraft

it

would

appear

from

the available

analyses that the airport effect merge& into background crash rates at about
5 m.lis for airports having say 10,000 operations per year and probably at
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only a slightly

larger distance,

say

6 miles,

for

any

nize

airport;

a

significantly increased rate would only begin to appear very close in, say
within 2 to 3 miles,
For large (Air Carrier) aircraft a nominal background
crash rate on the order of 1079 major crashes per flight per square mile can
be assumed along the affected strip of ground under a single air corridor
(assume a crash rate of 3 x 10-9 per aircraft-mile and a mean crash-width
dimension of 3 miles).
For heavily traveled corridors, more than 100,000
flights per year, the heavy aircraft crash rate in the immediate vicinity of
air corridors will vary from about the same to significant. / greater than
the background light aircraft rate.
The heavy aircraft crash rate per square mile 5 miles from an airport is riot
significantly larger than that near an air corridor per operation.
If it is

assumed that one-thlrd of all Air Carrier crashes occur within 5 miles of an
airport and one-half of all crashes are "airport related," then the airport
effect on crash rate will extend for some, possibly considerable, distance
beyond 5 miles.
This distance-airport effect relationship cannot be
examined further at present using only the analyses and data evaluated here.
Crash probability calculations for the specific sites previously studied
Involved considerable data gathering and modeling of site features and
accident

parameters.

Results

are strongly dependent

upon these factors and

invariably reflect derived and in most cases assumed conditional probability
estimations of certain event occurrences.
In general, the aircraft accident
hazard cannot be eliminated solely on the basis of the crash probability
being less than 10-6 to 10-7 per year without taking into account the
inherent hardness and identity of safety-related features of the plant.
Even doing so often leads to results that are near to or marginally within
10 CF. 100 guidelines; however, considerable conservatism is apparently
included in the radioactive release conditional probabUlities typically
used.
The aircraft hazards studies that have been made are Important to more
general considerations of reactor safety, siting, and risk estimation.
These procedures are essentially risk-based concepts [32,33,341 in that both
probabilities of occurrence and consequences as the result of occurrence,
i.e., all aspects of a possible event, are considered.
Finally It should be
noted that there are no explicit requirements on the frequency of occurrence
of aircraft crashes per se on nuclear power plants provided that the risk L.
acceptably small.
The low risk value is, of course, tantamount to a low
crash probability in cases where the conditional probability of having a
radioactive relesse given a crash is taken as unity, e.g., for large
commercial aircraft.
At the other extreme of zero conditional probability,

,
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.8g., light slngle engine atrcraft crashing into the containment
no such relationship exists.

j 1,.. ..

structure,
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5.

SAFETY-RELATED SYSTEMS-:

Safety-related systems may be subdivided in (1) criticality control systems,
(2)
heat removal systems, (3)
support systems, (4)
containment system(s),
and (5) mitigation systems.
In the following we shall address primarily the
first three types of systems.
5.1
5.1.1

Safety-Rlated Syste1s

P

PWR Criticality Control Systems

*e

For PWRs

the criticality control systems consist of: (1) control rods and
drives, and (2) safety injection systems (SIS).
Rapid shutdown by dropping
the control rods does not require the availability of electric power.
However,
it
should be recognized that in PWRs the control rods do not
constitute a complete shutdown system, in that the reactivity worth of the
rode is only sufficient to bring the plant from full power to -'hot stand-by
conditions.
To bring the plant to cold shutdown requirea injection of boron
by means of the safety injection system, which doea require electric power
if the primary system remains pressurized.
Note that both these criticality
control systea
are quite well protected against direct impact In case of an
aircraft crash.
5 .1.2

A

Heat Removal Systems

These systems may be subdivided Into two groups:.
(1)

PWR Heat Removal Systems for Normal Operation
0
primary
heat
transport
system
(PUTS),
pressure

primary

coolant

piping, and

C

steam generators, and pressurizer,
main feedwater system and steam lines,
condenser and condenser cooling system,

0
4

residual heat removal system (RHRS),
water Intakes and ultimate heat sink(s) (UHS).

0

Of these systems,

vessel,

including:
pumps,

the condenser and condenser cooling water system, parts of
the feedwater system and the steam lines, as well as the watei? intakes and
ultimate heat sink(s) are not protected inside hardened structures; they are
thus vulnerable to direct impact.
Moreover,
though the residual heat
removal system itself is fully contained in the hardened containment and
auxiliary buildings, its intermediate heat removal circuit and ultimate heat
sink are not protected in that way.
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(2)

Heat Removl ,Systems for Off-Nornal Conditions
with
cooling
system
(ECCS),
*
emergency
core
injection and recirculation mode,
,
auxiliary feedwater system,
stea. dump system,
*
containment cooling system (PARR),
@
systems for the feed-and-bleed cooling mode,
*
residual haat removal system (RHRS),
*
water intakes and ultimate heat sink(s) (UHS).

its

Most of the above systems are contained inside hardened structures, except
for water intakes, ultimate heat sinks, and some of the support systems.
5.1.3

PWR Support Systems

The support systems play an extremely important role, in that imany safetyAmong these
related systems would fall without their correct performance.
support aystems should be named
4
component cooling water system (CCWS),
*.
service water system (SWS)
including (a)
opsite power,
electric power system (FPS),
0
(b) offaite power, (c) emergency diesel generators, and (d)
batteries.
Though the CCWS and SWS are well protected in hardened structures, some of
their subsystems are not (e.g., water intakes and conduits frp the water
the offaito power is quite vulnerable to direct
intakes).
Furthermore,
impact in case of an aircraft crash.
BWRSafety-Related Systems

5.2
5.2.1
In

BW

Criticality Control Systems

the DAis

the reactivity worth of the control rods Is sufficiently

large

The rods have
to shut the reactor down from full power to cold conditions.
to move 'against gravity; however, each rod Is provided with an. independent
not dependent on outaide
nitrogen),
and is
energy source (compressed
electrical power for rapid reactor shutdown# Furthermore, the entire
reactor shutdown system is well protected against direct lI..pAct in case of
an aircraft crash, being fully inside the containment structure.

i!
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5.2.2

BWR Heat Removal, System.

As for PlRs,
(1)

theo

groupse

lWR
heat removal systems may be subdivided into t

BWR Heat Removal Systems for Normal Operation
- PHTS.(part inside the containment building),
,-.main feedwater system and steam lines,

" :""condenser and condenser cooling water system,
',,..'residual heat removal system (MRliS),
water intakes and ultimate heat sink(e).

"
C
•

As for PWRs, the condenser and condenser cooling system, parts of the
feedwater system and steam lines,
the condenser and condense
cooling
system,
at well as the water intakes and ultimate heat siYk(s)
are
vulnerable to direct impact In case of an aircraft crash.
Note. that for
BWRs the PHTS includes the oteam -lines, the condenser,
and the main
feedwater system.
(2)

BWR Heat Removal Systems for Off-Normal Conditions

high pressure core spray system (HPCS),
S
*
*

hlow pressure core spray system (LPCS),
low pressure coolant injection (LPCI),
• residual heat removal system (HiRS).

9

As for the
structures,

isp
moat of the above systems are contained inside hardened
except for the water intakes for the service water systems and
the ultimate heat sinks.
BWR Support SystemsI

5.2.3
The

Biw

support

systems are similar

which are discussed
5.3

5.3-1

in

nature

to

those

U

In a PIW facility

ýAbove.

Accident Sequences Involving Safety-Related Systems

General Aspects

The results of an aircraft crash on a nuclear power plant are not

imited to

the effects of the". impact of heavy parts (such as a jet engines
engineering structures.
Mu•erous systems are required in order

6n civil
o provide

ad.nd
adequ•te long-tam cooling of the core.
Alt ugh many
eatfty-related systems are well protected within' hardened
(containment system, auxiliary building), some are Ot.
In

reactor shutdown

of these
structures

i
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particular,

certain' systems, which are not formally designat
as safety
systems but whichlmy indirectly affect safety systems, are q
exposed.
The plant's electric switchyard may serve as an example:
rash of an
A
aircraft on a *witchyard would very likely eliminate the plt
6 offsite
power,
Furthermore"' although there exist protective design fea
as against
propagation of, electrical failures from the switchyard into th4 t
r set of the
plant, the probability. for such electrical failure propagi
u is not
sero:
Past ezp.*ience has shown that electrical failures '
propagate
unexpectedly , from :nonssfety systems to safety systems (exi
oen:
San

Onofre, Rancho Seco, Crystal River).
Therefore, in an 'overall risk evaluation, the possibility of
10 CFR 100 probability guidelines due to an aircraft crash on I
of a nuclear power plant merits investigation.
Should massi
failure leading to total loss of power be possible (wit
generators failing or unable to deliver power because of shor
other equipment failures) it would leave the plant vulner'
melt.
The only way left to cool the core would be nature.
combined with atmospheric steam dump. The latter cooling m.
the availability of a turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump.

ceeding the
switchyard
electrical
the diesel
circuits or
e to core.
circulation
:depends on

Additional ways in which a nuclear power plant could be aeri
affected,
different from a direct Impact on a hardened structure, would
by impact
on systems affecting long-term heat removal capability such
the turbine
hall (severing the steam lines) and the water intakes.
It a, uld be kept
foremost in mind that the combined effects of impact and ft
due to an
aircraft crash open the possibility for numerous multiple filures; the
i

iBl

i

detailed

•

evaluation

m

of

this it

m

not

easy and well beyond

the

present study.
5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Accident Seluences Involving PWR Safet--Related

i

i

Systems

Accident Sequences Involving PUR Criticality Control

ems

An aircraft .crash
on a PFR nuclear power
plant resulti
depressurizstionu', of the plant's secondary cooling system,
total loss of: .electrical power (impact on the turbine buil
switchyard), .ould.result In an accident sequence in which the!
in
the core: wuld rein
at some considerable level:
Ini
dropping of the .ontrol
rods, the fission power would decreased
rapid depressurilstion of the secondary system would resull
cooldown of the. .:ýprimsry system, thus resulting in recriticalI
primary
stem•;,uould
remain pressurized
(preventing
disct
- 4•

ope of the

in rapid
I ined with
mg and the
msion power
*lly, upon
wever, the
n a rapid
since the
e of the

'I"I

1Lj

.-.. ,52r•

accumulators ý.with," brated water), and since the safety injection system
(SIS) would not be. functioning due to loss of electric power, theri would be
no way to shul: down the reactor.
Furthermore, since the loss of electrical
power and theoý daage -to the secondary system would preclude any cooling
other than short-term boil-off of the primary coolant inventory, the core
would most prob7bly be. headed for serious damage if not total meltdown.
Core meltdown, without the availability of electric power, vo d probably
result in
containment overpressurization
and release of
adloactive
materials to the environment far in excess of 10 CfR 100 guideli D.
Note that the. above sequence of events does not depend in an way on the
breach of a hardened structure due to the Impact of a heavy so aent of the
aircraft at some optimum (i.e., most-damaging) angle, whch sio
up to now
to have had the greatest attention in the evaluation of nuclear power
reactor safety with respect to aircraft crashes.
Note further that this
accident' scenario requires the occurrence of multiple failures, many of
which are strongly plant-dependent.
As an example, the location (inside or
outside hardened structures) of the auxiliary transformer (used for reducing
the voltage of the offsite power lines) and the associated breakers, strongly
affects the 'probability, of losing all electrical power.
...
A detailed
probabilistic, evaluation of this accident scenario is beyond bise scope of
this study; such .a study is,
however, recommended if the
tial event
(aircraft crash) has a probability of occurrence larger than req,4red.
5.3.2.2

Accident-:-.Sequences Involving PWR Cooling Systems

Long-term cooling capability is an important requirement for p.
damage or meltdown.
AnM aircraft crash could compromise long'
capability in numerous ways.
Systems, or parts of systems, too.

to aircraft

Impact

are those

not

(or

not

,structures.
Amon. these should be named:
condenser coolin, iwater system, the steam

fully)

enclosedl

The main feedwatet
lines, the ultim•l

nting core
rm cooling
usceptible

hardened
ystem, the
heat sink

(cooling tower, Wator intakee, etc.)
(I)
Rupture of elther the steam lines or the main feedwater liU e (aircraft
crash on the turbine building) could compromise the normal 'meanoijor cooling

down the core and depressurizing the PUTS to the point where th.RHR system
can be employed.. If the feedvater line rupture can be isolated~i., the use of
the auxiliary .feedwater system would provide an adequate mean!.of cooling
the core and depressurizIn& the FlTS to the level of the- RM.
If the
auxiliary feedvater system is not functional, the feed-and-bleed cooling
mode would const itute the only long-term method of cooling the c "; this

:.•.'•..,-"••
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would,
IRKS.

however,*." not allow it

to depressurize the PITS to the level of the

(2)
A multiplailure,
combined vith!-los
off

resulting In rupture of the main feedvater lines
electrical power,
would require the correct
performance.-oft',lturbine-driven auxiliary feedvater pump.
(3) An aircraft,'crash affecting the ultimate heat sink (eooling
tower,
water
W'etc.)wuld leave core cooling dependent on tlhe" feed-andbleed cooling mode,. provided a sufficient water supply and electrical power
remain available...
5.3.3

Accident'Sequences Involving BWR Safety-Related Systems

Since MI criticslity control systems are well-protected
8gainst direct
external impact ojix ,,the plant, and since their performance Is independent of
the availabIlIty of electrical pover, it seems that these systems can be
omitted as contributora to accident causes In case of an aircraft crash.
The avallability of the large suppression pool (heat sink) inside the
hardened contAm
structure makes BWs in general leas susceptible than
PWRs to lossof oling capability. However, since the PHTS includes the
steam lines and '.feedvater lines, a direct impact in the area of the
containment penetration' of the steam line(s) and feedvater line(s) could
conceivably csuseblowdown of PMTS Into the environment, if both stem line
isolation valves im: the steam lines, or the check valves in the feedvater
line, were to bedamaged simultaneously.
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6.

STILUCTURAL ILSIPONSE

To understand" the phenomena of nuclear power plant structural response
subjected to aircraft impact, it is necessary to discuss first the impact
loading function. - Without proper definition of impact load, the structural
reaponse calculation may lead to erroneous conclusions.
In dealing with
structural response, one has to examine the material description and its
modeling technique,. In Section 6.2 some typical constitutive equations for
concrete and structural steel will be given together with the effects of
-material nonlinearities on the structural response.
The local response of
the structure willi then be presented in terms of its failure mechanism and
corresponding failure-mode analysis.
The structural system may fall through
either its local or global response..
The nuclear power plant equipment
response c€n 'be correlated to the floor response spectra which depends upon
the structural system -response to the impact.
The severity of equipment
response io then compared to a modest earthquake-induced
vibrational
effect.
Since a variety of approaches is used in the published analyses, a
comparison of modeiti.g techniques is also made.
6.1

Aircraft impact Loae'

The impact of' anaircraft u•.n a relatively rigid or hard structure will
generally reasult in the grosý&\ collapse or crushing of the aircraft
structure.
,;Some components of CS•e aircraft, such as outboard mounted
engines, which are relatively solid bNbstructures, can Impose severe local
impact loads upon the structure and my .\1ead to local puncture of the plant
structure.
Still other aircraft coaponents, such as the fuel, can be
expected to. behave-in.yet another response mode. Since the plant structures
are generally hard structures, their gross motions in tie vicinity of the
impact will he mall compared to those of the aircraft structure.
Thus, the
response of .the: aircraft can be uncoupled from that of the plant structure,
and the Impact,-load can be evaluated under the condition that the aircraft
impacts a rigid surface.
It is reasonable 'to expect that the motion of all the mass of the Impacting
aircraft, at: least. for impact normal to the structure, will be completely
arrested (vithout any significant rebound) by the Impact event such that the
momentum transferred to the plant structure Is vell defined and is equal to
the product: :of: .*the mass of the aircraft and its speed at the onset of the
impact process. ', Since the aircraft is, In Its simplest geometric form, a
line source (along its flight path), the impact process will take place over
a short period. of time which, to a first approximation, can be calculated a-j
the qaotlent ofU- the length of the aircraft and the aircraft speed.
Thus,
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the

total

impulse. imposed

upon

the

plant

structure

is

known

and

the

An adequate treatment of the
approximate, load duration can be estimated.
response~ofia hisard power plant structure to in aircraft impact Vll
generally ii'requtre' a mor* definitive dascription of the impact load.
ly•'theM'',time details of the force actitt over a nominal impact
Speclfl
for certain aircraft configurations, a
In addition
e d
area ar
This would
spaceviW or" m•tple source representation way be appropriate.
be the case for any aircraft which has relatively massive outboard engines.
Considerable'. effort has been expended over the post decade in order to
define the .load details resultins from the impact of an aircraft on a hard
structure. The# recent Canadian report [271 presents a comprehensive summary
and evaluation of this aspect of the aircratt crash problo,,m. Two models for
the soft missile (aircraft frame and distriboted mass representation as
differentiated from the relatively solid enlin sub-structure, the so-called
both models are
rigid missile) impact treatment warrant discussion.
of distributed
source
relatively simplistic and treat the aircraft as a line
The' tiLme dependent reaction force Is
mass and crushing strength.
represented as the sua of two terms; the first represents the force acting
and the second
upon the (still) uncrushed portion of the aircraft,
represents the Influence of the crushed portion of the aircraft adjacent to
the rigid impact surface. The first model of interest was developed in 1968
' In this model the uncrushed portion of the aircraft is
by Riera
decelerated as £I.result of the imposed crushing load, and the second term
ccntributingto the reaction force represents the momentum flux entering the
crushed region.*, The reaction is given as a function of the distance from
This distance is converted to time by assuming
the nose of the aircraft.
small; however, this assumption also leads
is
very
that the crushed region
to a velocity discontinuity at the wall (rigid boundary) or at the crushing
This apparent nonphysical feature is the primary weakness of the
front.
In 1975, Rice et al. [361 developed a somewhat different
hera model 127].
model which .eliminated the velocity discontinuity and represented the two
terms that . contribute to the reaction force directly as a function of
These two models allow the distributed character of the aircraft
time.
(i.e., its eass and crushing strength) to be included into the load
definition.:- The mass distribution is generally well known; however, the
axial crushing strength of the aircraft is not well knovu.
The Rice:.model as used 137,381 to analyze the aircraft crash problem for

the Seabrooke Niuiclr Station.

The

specific application dealt with the

impact of thefl-lll aircraft traveling at 200 mph.

strength ,daisibtion.e are

presented

detai2a areo presented in Fig. S.
,"••••lr•

-i,

In Fig.

The weight and crushing

7 and

the

resulting

load

Since the crushing strength was uncertain
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Pc denotes the scale crushing load used in the
.:Calculation.
Pc/5 and PC x 5 denote that one-fifth and
f.ivetimes the crushing load were used, respectively [37]
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the calculations were repeated with crushing strength variations differing
The results of there
by a factor 'of "five (both larger and smaller).
calculations are also presented in Fig. 8 and show that, for this case at
least, the crushing strength is not an influential parameter in the impact
The aircraft weight is 107,440 lbs and its length is
load specification.
73.8 ft; thus, the total Impulse is 9.79 x 105 lb-sec with an approximate
The corresponding uniform reaction force pulse
luod duration of 0,252 sec.
is also presented in Fig. 8.
It is clear that the total impulse of the load
history
computed
by
the
Rice
model
it significantly
smaller
(by
approximately' 40 percent) than the correct impulse; however, the duracions
are generally in the correct range.
The Canadian irgpo_rt examined Riera's model and compared its load prediction
with
the .predictions . from
a
number
of
more
sophisticatedI models
139,40,41J..,.,ý_ These comparisons are presented in Fig. 9 and show that the
various models yield, similar results.
They also note that sensitivity
analyses for typical commercial aircraft indicate that the momentum term (of
Riera's model) contributes approximately 80 percent of the impact force.
Thus, the crushing strength details should not be an Influential parameter
in these cases.
The Canadian report concludes that Riera's model yields
results which are *pessimistic in nature" due to its treatment of the
behavior of the crushed portion of the aircraft.
It used Rice's model to
evaluate the above reference weakness of Riera's model and notes that peak
loads predicted by the Rice model are approximately 40 percent lower than
those predicted by
oera's model.
They further conclude that "even if *the
RIERA approach may be in error by at least 40% it represents a reasonable
formulation for the upper bound."
The current evaluation examined the liere model for a simple soft missile
which consisted of a uniform mass and crushing strength distribution.
The
results demonstrated that the total impulse was conserved and that for the
limiting case - of zero crushing strength the load is
a simple constant
reaction force whose duration is equal to the approximate (i.e.,
idealized)
value defined in the initial portion of this section.
A similar limiting
treatment of Rice's model yielded a uniform pulse shape; however,
the
amplitude was only one-half of the proper value and thus, 50 percent of the
total impulse was :lost.
The current evaluation also examined a continuum
model for a simple uniform rigid-perfectly plastic material.
In such a
model a plastic wave exists across which the particle velocity changes
discontinuously.
-This detail, although not expiicitly defined in Riera's
model, can be,:used to infer the correctness of the model.
This continuum
model indicated that the compression ratio which occurs across the plastic
front is the only parameter involved (it
is relatable to the crushing
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strength).-i;" The reaction load
magnitude.
and. 'itsi duration is

uniform in
for this idealized case is
shortened as the compression ratio is
reduced.
Since the total
impulse
is
conserved,
the amplitude must
increase., For typical values of the compression ratio, the influence of the
It is clear that Rice's model is not
crushing strength is relatively small.
correct and..that Riera's model Is
The total, Impulse is

of

pct; hence

adequate.

proportional to the speed of the aircraft at the onset

ihis

to specify the value of this parameter

important

with considerable• .care.
statistical; treatment of

The
this

Canadian
report
presents
an excellent
aspect of the aircraft
crash problem.

Finally, the appropriate representation of the aircraft as a single line
source or as a series of additional masses to model any significant outboard
features of the aircraft is Important.
Again, the Canadian report presents
a comprehensive summary of the -methodologies needed to treat the hard
missile problem.
The level of sophistication used to define the impact load
should be consistent

with the level of sophistication
response of the plant structure.
6.2
6.2.1

being applied to the

Constitutive Relationship of Structural Materials
Material Models

The response - of containment structures subjected to aircraft impact depends
on the material properties of the structures.
The material models for
reinforced concrete in general include a fracturing, spalling, and yielding
of concrete and steel components.
There are three types of concrete
fallure:

(i)

failure by tension, (ii)

failure due to shear deformation,

and

(iii) failure due to compressional crushing.
Concrete can be considered as
an isotropic material in a three-dimensional state of strain.
In tension
and for' moderate compression, a linear elastic constitutive law can be
applied.

.In

the domain

of higher compressive

strain relationship should be used.
as a function of stress invariants,
the

three

principal

failure in

stresses.

tension (cracking)

stress,

a nonlinear

stressThe failure criterion can be expressed
specified in the spatial coordinates of

The

same

failure

criterion
and compression (crushing).

governs

the

The nonlinear •••behavior of concrete is described by a variable shear modulus
P. as a function of the second stress Invariant 12, such as shown in Fig.
10(a) taken *.fro [1421.
The failure surface, shown in Fig. 10(b) is a.
general cone centered along the average axis of '.he principal stresses.
Any
state of stress'which is on or outside the esurface represents a. failure.
The loading-unloading behavior of concrete ts shown in Fig. 10(c).
For
reinforcingisteel,
..

., •• .,

..

the elastic-plastic

behailor

applies.

Yielding of

the

* .....1~
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steel

12

-

is

~

deteained,. for example,
by
the
von
Mises
criterion:
(k) 'O4'.were
Z(k), the uniaxial tensile yield stress, is a

function of at:r aing parameter k.
Figure 10(d) shows a typical curve for
kinematic hardentng' Failure in steel bars occurs when the ultimate tensile
strain Is reached 4ý
6.2.2

Material'Nonlinearity -ffects on Structural Responve

Z!mmermann at
•[42]
1•.
investigated the effects of material nonlinearities
ou response :spectra resulting from the impact of a Boeing 707-320 on the
secondary containment of a Ni reactor such as shown In Fig. 11.
They used
n finite-element model which -considered concrete cracking and crushing as
well as steel .yelding for the analysis.
The resulting displacement time
histories ase shown in Fig. 12.
Comparison of the nonlinear and linear
displacement time histories shows a significant ircrease in the vertical
displacement (28%)
in the vicinit7 of impact zone, which fades out repidly
away from the Impact point as expected, since the response far away from the
in.pact area is primarily elestic behavior.
Therefore, if the impact loading
is sufficient to produce any permanent deformation, a more complicated
constitutive equation must be used in order to obtain the real structural
response.
Since there is no consensus theory which can predict all material
behavior of concrete, such as tension, compression, crushing, microcracking,
creeping, etc., the choice should depend on the most important.
6.3
6.3.1

Local Structur'.l Response
Local Failure Mechanisms

The impact of an aircraft upon a concrete containment of a nuclear power
plant generally may result in the damage to concrete walls.
The damage may
be low', at -may ;produce an overall dynamic response of the target wall.
Kennedy 1431 .r4resented a detail revixw of procedures for the analytis and
desigan of concrete strictures to withstand missile impact effects.
Missile
velocities generated by aircraft crashes may be between 100 and 1500
ft/sec.
The local damage due to aircraft impact consists of spalling of
concrete iroma'tha front ,iumpaý,ted) surface and scabbing of concrete from the
rear surface of-1the .;tarsrit together with missile _penetration Into the target
as shown InftFi. .13.
If the damage Is sufficient, the missile may perforate
and pass throughlthetarget.
As the velocity iof the impacting missile increases, pieces of concrete arc
spalled off from !Mthe impacted surface of the targar. This spalling creates
a spall crater that can extend over an area ,ubstantially greater than the
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A) MISSLE PENETRATION
AND SPALLING
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Fig. 13

D) OVERALL TAR'
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Hissile Impact Phenomena [43]
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cross-sectional area of the striking missile.
As the velocity increases$
the missile will penetrate the target to depths beyond the depth of the
spall crater, forming a cylindrical hole with diameter slightly greater than
the missile diameter.
As te
penetration continues, the missile will stick
to the concrete target; this is called plastic impact.
Further increases in
velocity produce cracking of the concrete on the rear surface followed by
scabbing of concrete from this rear surface.
The zone rof scabbing will
generally be much wider, but not as deep as the front surface spal1 crater.
Once scabbing begins, the depth of penetration will Increase rapidly.
For
barrier thicknesP to missile diameter ratios less than five, the pieces of
scat-bed concrete can be large and have substantial velocities.
As the
missile velocity increases further, perforation of the target wýi1 occur as
the penetration hole extends through to the scabbing crater.
11 higher
velocities will cause the missile to exit from the rear sur ce of the
tartet#
Upon plastic impact,
portions of the kinetic ene
sy
of the
Impacting missile are converted to strain energy associated withi 'formation
of the missile and energy losses associated %ith target penetr ton.
The
remaining energy is absorbed by the impact target.
This abso Ned energy
results In an overall target response that includes flexural de
Fmation of
the
target barrier and the subsequent deformation of
itse supporting
structures.
A review of commonly used empirical procedures for,
termining
local missile
impact effects
such as
penetration
depth, J•rforation
thickness, and scabbing thickness for concrete targets subject.' to hardmissile impact can be found in [43].
Note that these emplric' ; formulas
were developed by the Army Corps of Engineers, the National Defer,
Research
Committee,
and others many years ago baaed on experimental Q11ervation.
Today, with the advent of the finite-element method and after; intensive
research in fracture mechanics,
it is possible to predict theso# phenomena
analytically.
The above discussion deals with concrete structures only.
If
the
aircraft
impact
on a
steel
structure,
then
only
penetration,
perforation, and overall response will occur.
The numerical approach to
various target geometries of this type can be found in [44].
6.3.2

Failure-Mode Analysis Usinm PIastic Shells of Revolution Theory

Degen, Furrer, and Jemielewski [45] have investigated the effects lof a large
commercial airplane crashing perpendicularly on the surface of
spherical
reactor building dome.
They obtained the carrying capacity of th! structure

4

under an nquivalent static load using the yield-line theory II circular
plates,
and calculated the sectional forces using. linear-ela tic shell
theory.
They ,'hen calculate the failure load and distribution o ,.,sectional
forces using the plastic shell theory.
The analysis was performs
using the
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computer code

STARS-2P

developed

by

Svalbonas

and Levine

146].

This code

performs plastic analysis of shells of revolution.
Plastic effects are
approximated using the initial strain appproach, and different modes of
hardening may be taken into account.
From the results, they obtained the
failure zone mechanism at the apex of a spherical 1:she l. subjected to
aircraft impact over a finite loading area.
The results are~shovn in Fig.

14.
Degen et al. [45] also presented failure mode analysis by the flinite-element
program TRIDI [471 which utilizes three-dimensional elements for concrete
and one-dimensional elements for reinforcing steel.
This program considered
nonlinear stress-strain relationships for concrete under multlaxial stress,
cracking and crushing under a triaxial stress state, `and elastic-plastic
behavior for reinforcing steel.
The calculation of 'collapse load using
yield-line theory for plates, STARS-2P for shell of revolution, and threedimensional TRIDI are in the pressure range of p - 11 to 25, 30 to 35, and
25 to 30 kg/cm 2 , respectively as reported by Degen et ale
Since the calculated collapsed load was assumed to be distributed over a
certain contact areas, the impacting total load corresponding," to a range of
30-35 kg/cm2 results in 28,000-33,000 tons, using the peaki. load-velocity
relationship; the crushing velocity of a large commercial airplane which the
structure under consideration could still Austain may be' between 480 and 530
km/hr.
If the impact velocity further increases, part of the energy (not
absorbed by the structure) will be retained in the falling object.
Figure
15 shows the maximum remaining loads aR a function of crash velocity.
Within the velocity range of 480 to 750 km/hr, only part of the peak load
may act on the structure, but over 750 km/hr the total peak load musz. be
used.
Carlton and Bedi [48) and Gupta end Seaman (49] also studied the
local response of reinforced concrete to missile impacts using a different
computer code.
The analysis appears to be adequate for the description of
failure mode mechanisms.
6.4
There

Structural System and Equipment Response
are

many

studies

[50-581

concerning

the

comparison

0t

the

dynamic

response of a typical nuclear power plant subjected to a modest earthquake
and to the impact of aircraft crashes.
Ahmed et al. 150-51) used a finiteelement beam model and modal superposition techniques to obtain the time
history

response

and

the

correaponding

floor

response

spectra

of

the

structure/component.
The effect of soil-structure interactionis considered
in that study.
Figure 16 shows the structural idealization of the nuclear
power plant in the finite-element model.
Figure 17 shows the comparison of
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I

floor response spectra at the top of the foundation raftf'.or some selected
damping.
These :spectra show clearly that the-effect of Impac!,. by a MultiRole Combat Aircraft (MRCA) at 215 ./s is considerably less severe than a
modest Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
as represented !by the Parkfield
earthquake.*. AOn the other hand, the effect due to the impact of the Boeing
707-320 at 103 m/s, is clearly more severe than that due to.an earthquake.
As indicated iu 1511, if the local inelastic Impact &ffacts
the
effects•0feffectspswtere

considered,

were

consideredo

the effects of the, impact of the Boeing 707-320 on the reactor plant could

be less onerous

than the SSE.

Krutzik t561 made compar.son

of aircraft

crash effects with both an earthquake and an explosion shock wave on reactor
buildings.
:Although the excitation functions of thess¶'loads are of a
transient and itochastic nature, their effects are quitedifferent due to
their different. durations and frequency contents.
Figures 18 and 19 show
the comparisons of ,requency-dependent
responses of the Jstruct7ure in terms
oE accelsratlons+,.-, • All results in the figures are based -n
the same
analytical shell..-model.
From these figures it can be seen that in the low
frequency range (up to 5 Hz) the load for the earthquake .-case ts governing,
vhereas in the high frequency range above 10 Hz the load:for:'the aircraft
case crash governs.,
The external explosion shock wavse effect is small
compared to both* SSE and aircraft crash in all frequency, ranges presented

here.
6.5

Comparison of Modeling Techniques

Investigations of the influence of the type of model representation on the
results of dynamic calculations for the aircraft crash bj:KrutXzIk (561 are
shown in Figs. 20 and 21 in terms of response spectra.
As Indieated' in [561
the local behavior and the dynamic response can be ýdetermlned more
accurately using shell models than using stick models as expected.
Figures
20 and 21 show comparisons of the results for a representative region of an
axisyrnetric bIuildding obtained using stick and shell models.
F gures 22 and
23 shw the similar comparisons for a boxed-shaped building i •alized by a
beam model and a three-dimensional model.
It can be seen' that not only the
outside structures but also the inside structures ahoy, quite different
dynamic response patterns in the high frequency range,
The resuglts relating
to the directly loaded regions of the outside structures difier radically
(Fig. 24).
In general, a more sophisticated model (such as a-shell modei)
gives better results than simpler (such as bess or stick) imod1s, provided
both have the same model representation.
Of course, simpler models involve
shorter computer running time than more complicated *odelot
Whenever
possible a more s&curate model should be applied In order :to obtain a better
understanding of the structural response.
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Evaluation'Summary

The struetural' .response of x substantial nuclear power plant structure to
the Impact of an- aircraft has been diicussed In the previous subsections
with reepect to" (i)
the establishment of the impulsive load that the
aircraft
imposes
upon the
structure
under a normal
flight
impact
condition, . (i)
the aivailable structural re-nponse models or methodologies
for examining the local (i.e., punc':,,re) and the gross response of the
structure, (MiO).the current state-of-that-art of the constitutive models for
concrete/reinforced steel systems experitencing plastic deformation, and (iv)
the vibrational-,..response of the structure and its attendant equipment.
These deterministic aspects of the response need to be augmented by a series
of stochastic. variablir, relating to the aircraft type (e.g., weight),
aircraft speed,.; flight impact direction, aircraft orientation (pitch and
yaw), and impact i.locatf.on on any given structure or structural system.
The
level of deterministic analyses currently available and being applied to
this problem appears to be adequate in most cases, except perhaps for those
dealing vlith.. the systim vlbratior.
These analyses are also adequate to
establish the level of the hazard Imposed upon the plant or the degree of
engineeriig safety systems required to ml.tigate this hazard to an acceptable
level.
Hlowever, it Is clear that theiee methodologies should include the
etochastic natureýof thi problem to better define the hazard.

;9A
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7.: 71F3 'AND EXPLOSION HAZARD ASSOCIATED WITH AN AIRRCRAT CRASH
The crash.:of.an.' aircraft, at least those events in which the aircraft
structure is",significantly damaged, will release large quantities of fuel in
the general .J-v1.cinity of the crash site.
A significant fraction of the
maximum aircraft ;`:takeoff weight is fuel; thus, quantities of the order of
50,000 1boffuel. can be expected to be released by large military aircraft
such as an Al-4ll fighter.
Even larger quantities of fuel are used in large
commercial aircraft.
The fuels are, typically, JP-l, JP-4, or kerosene.
These fuels are-rnot highly volatile, but they burn readily and when properly
mixed with air can explode.
Crash events which consist of relatively long ground traverses frequently
sever or puncture' fuel tanks (i.e., wing structures), and the leaking fuel
is sprayed and. spilled out over rather long distances forming vapor clouds
and liquid pools.o Crash events which consist of the abrupt arresting of the
entire aircraft, and, therefore,
providing essentially total structural
collapse of.:the aircraft in a few tenths of a second, release their fuel
very rapidly, spilling the fuel on the impact point (structure) and the
immediate area. ;•.Again a portion of the fuel will tend to mix with the
surrounding air forming * potentially explosive cloud.
A major portion of
the fuel will form pools or wet down the adjacent surfaces.
The crash event, being rather catostrophic, will be associated with the
release of significant amounts of energy, heat, end sparks such that
ignition sources will generally be present; it is therefore most likely that
a fuel fire will occur.
These fires will be local events and last for
periods of .timeý of the order of many minutes, perhaps a few tens of
minutes.
They will generate a significant amount of heat (thermal radiation
and hot gases) :.and' combustion products (smoke and toxic fumes).
The hot
combustion productse, largely gases, will be transported Upward due to
buoyancy forces'."und will move downwind.
Thus,
these g4ses
have the
potential of-reAching nearby intake vents of the surrounding f4ciltites.

In addition-

-,:I
lb
ax
azards, which
,t1o-the above potential combination and t.xic
appear to
t.arable
d.
in many Instance@, at least for adequately designed
facilities,6ýý"t Gs-.mportent to examine the crash event and the local impact
area for uniqu: '.-,situations which may cause an unacceptablei hazard.
For
example,
6:in .• the
iiicase of on- impact on a double enveloped containment
structure it may.be possible to deposit a significant adequate quantity of
fuel betweui 'theii'"t
envelopes.
The subsequent vaporization .nd Ignition of
the resulting' vapor-sir mixture could lead to a rather violent explosion
-environment and-- impose upon the primary containment relatively severe

: :

''
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loads.
These'"loads.itre
impact process, :but may
occur shortly ofteri'"the
structure to.:the combIned

different in character than those imposed by the
be just as severe.
Furthermore, theme loads- wilI
impact load, and, therefore, the response of the
load event should be examined.

A relatively large
itibody of data and analysis methodologies exists relating
to fires- resulting';'from the crashes of aircraft.
This data base resides
rrimarily in t:
he !:FAA domain and is supported by a yet larger data base
dealing with fIreýand:fire effects In general.
The quantification of fires
end their effects, 1;!!expecially pool fires, has been developed'! to a stage
vhere the general'l,;characteristIcs (i.e.,
flame height, duration, radiative
flux,
etc.). are'...'known.
While it
is
still
difficult to predict with
precision the outcome of various aircraft fuel-spill fires, the 'influence of
many major parameters,-such
as
fuel
properties
and wind I effects
is
understood.
The major difficulties generally lie in the complex nature of
the fuel distribution, the Influence of random effects, and the somewhat
extreme geometries which may be encountered in any realistic aircraft crash
at a plant site (i.e.,
cluster of buildings).
The explosion hazard'resulting from the crash of an aircraft is difficult to
define for several.." reasons.
One is that the basic phenomenon is very
complex, and many :or varied degrees of energy .release or combustion can
occur.
The other: is that the dissemination of the fuel and its partial
mixing with the surrounding air to form an explosive cloud are virtually
impossible to predict with any acceptable degree of accuracy.
The approach
used by Eichler and Napendensky (59] and others in dealing with a broad
class of accidental vapor cloud explosions was to define, from accident and
experimental data, reasonably conservative TNT equivalence factors for these
events.
Because of the very dynamic fuel dispersion and the low vapor
pressure of aviation fuels,
the applicability of the TNT 'equivalency
approaches to the explosion hazards from catastrophic aircraft crashes must
be carefully evaluated.
This Is particularly true for the effects close-in
to the explosion.
, Napadensky and Takata [601,
while examinlrn
train
accidents involving; the release of combustible materials for a 10-year
period
in
which a fire and/or an explosion occurred,
observed that
approximately .6 percent of the events Involved both fire end explosion,
while approximately.56 percent of the Pvents involved only fire.
The
remaining 8 percent of the events involved o-ly an explosion.

It is clear

a

road spectrum
,that
or mix of fire and explosion events can

occur,. and whileT ,;the aount of fuel involved in any explosion event may be
quite small, the. occurence of suc~h events must be considered.
.If only one
percent of the fuel, .*say 500 lb for the FB-111 fighter plane, isl.Involved in

:. 3,, .:i .• . ,'.•;i•:•,,.•'• , ..

such an event, 'the

blast environment will be equivalent to the detonation of
The local blast characteristics of a vapor
approximately 1000.;::lbof TNT.
cloud are substantially different from those of a TNT explosion; however, at
concept is
appropriate.
longer ranges the .4eq4uivaloency
,explosion the i"af
o,.,'verpressure of I psi will exist

For: the
at

a

above

range

of

approximately 120 m,.i.,
It is difficult 'to'. ob tan a complete and perhaps correct picture of the
design review.;'and Cacceptance process as it applies to any •iven offsite
hazard feature,4i ncesj.the details are frequently divided between many
diverse documentsa in the. dockets and in the iterative question and answer

format which is emoloye4 .

Using the fire hazard analysis of the Seabrook

Station .[371,._tbi following level of treatment appears to be typical.
The
production of a-,*r.combustible vapor is dismissed as being insignificant (in
quantity) on the•beis"that. the atom1ization process takes place over the
0.3-sec. lpacp
(load)
Luration.This duration is not representative of the
vapor production '.,parild,
Clearly a number of vapor production -mechanisms
will exist. .For'i.example,
some fuel will be sprayed into the atmosphere and
then fall asoa.in
Settling at a rate much less than 0.1 m/s,11 depending
upon droplet size.
Nth-rhnore, fuel. can be expected to be thrown over
large elevated :..urfaces with subsequent flow downward over these surfaces
due to the actione. of :ravi
ty.
Depending upon1..the -surface temperature of these exposed surfaces (exposed
perhaps to the oun)and the possible presence of fire, the vaporization rate
can be amplified significantly and the vaporization period may last for many
minutes.
Fires': are- usually treated in a more comprehensive manner than
explosions since,-avariety of pool conditions can be postulated, and using a
vaporization rate-(for a burning pool) of approximately 0.004 ýcm/s, the
durations of the fireiscan be estimated.
Flame temperatures, radiative flux
levels, and fie.durtations can then be -used (but usually not 'explicitly
used) to claim that fires do not constitute a threat to the facility.
Tile
probability of fuel-'eotering the relatively few openings (vent stack, air
intake vents, steam line tunnels, etc.) to these collective structures will
generally be quite low simply on an area basis, although specific values are
frequently not cited.l Account has been taken (611 of the internal concrete
wall which acts :.ase a missile barrier when present to prevent flames and fuel
from directly entering' the air intake.
It would appear, however, that this
is too optimistic since vaporized fuel, hot gaseous reaction products, and
to a certain extent: portions of liquid (fuel) streams will flow around such
obstructions.
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SE';'VALUATION

OF METHODS AND APPROACHES

In this sectaon 7. vii"i provide an overall evaluation of the methods and
approaches *mployed"in ,afrcraft hazards studies and present conclusions that
can be drawn ther
prm.
Siting of nuclear power plants relative to aircraft
hazards L geea
y
rte
as a risk-based proceduri that considers both
the probabil.ties."ofioccurrence and consequences of a radioactive material
release siven ]the`' probability of occurrence of an aircraft crash.
In actual
practice I0

l
0':nd'
.,i/R SRP guidelines have been'(exclusively) employed on a
case-by-cas
i2 ;
This.methodology provides for the implicit 'inclusion of
risk by requiritig.th t' the exposure probability of aircraft crash events is
acceptably smaIl;vdetermintstic analyses and engineered safety features are
used in cases. ,of ,,delsign basis events, those having othervise unacceptable
exposure probabilities, until the exposure (risk) guidelines are satisfied.
The aircraft crash hazard for nuclear power plants is primarily a stochastic
problem,
which-. Adepends on many conditional probabilities including the
probability.o.[
ý•aiirdioactive material release given a particular crash
event.
Conservatisats is
usually applied in estimating the conditional
probability of,"to•ccurrence of any given level of radiological consequences in the extreme:.':a value of unity is assigned to the conditional probability
of having an unacceptable release.
However, it is observed that there is a
direct couplingbetween the calculation of crash probabilities and these
conditional' probabilities, and,
therefore,
the problem is
not simply

defined".,
In general, account is
relative vulnerability

taken of the stochastic features,
response, and
of structures.
systems,
and components.
Major

criticisms that may be made of typical aircraft hazards analyses are the
lack of clear. stid-:Islupported statements on many key underlying assumptions
and comprehensive. treatments of the overall hazard.
Thus both the open
literature

and

documentation

concerning

specific power plants abound with
studies of the
'
impact phenomena of aircraft or aircraft missiles on
substantial concrete :structures.
These analyses are pursued to the virtual
exclusion of other .aircraft crash scenarios.
While it is recognized that
the breachings*, of:,;ýýsome of the plant's concrete barriers may often be
tantamount to:.
r•e""
lease of radioactivity, it
is not readily evident why

other crash scenarU4.'-should not be considered in similar detail.
As discussed., iin
involves

tSecit 5, it

nonhitdoned,

plant

is

possible to envision a chain of events that
systems, e.g., switchyard-turbine hail, which

could lead M!,
a
:
".:
.consequences.
It is realized that .
o obtain a
substantial radloictIve release through the failure of those -nonhardened
•. '

f r -.

."• :. .

...:
.....

•i;•',

•-. ",,.

.8

0

plant systeioi-:
anecessary to have multiple Initiating, events or a
pro Pa
inget failr'wi•ere the malfunction of a nonsafety system ultimately
affects a plant 'a-fety system.
There is some indication that the latter, a
1
propagating" i fail ure•l,-'. *can sometimes occur.
The crash of a large aircraft
with the resulting projectile impacts, fuel spillage, and fire/explosion
scenarios. suggests that multiple Initiating events may also be possible.
In

none of the'!jrreviewed literature have these problems been addressed;
combination :'ofi fire/explosion and
highly superficlal attention.

impact damage has

the

recsived a little but

Since plant:.1ýfeatures directly influence the estimation of radioactive
exposure probability and the crash probability itself,
through site
location, susceptible target areas, etc., it is necessary to represent them
consistent vith:: .the range of possible accident scenarios.
As indicated
above thls process:: is usually performed either inadequately or without
pertinent .supporting data or calculations.
In particular, potentially
vulnerable plant'.ý. features are not identified through a uniform code of
practices, as, for example, the inclusion or not of switchyard, turbine
hall, and other ý`structures.
On the other hand, calculations of the
effective plant -,.ýarea for the Included susceptible targets are made
conservatively through the choice of the aircraft crash angle, although the
skid problem "and' Its contribution to plant area have not been adequately
resolved.
• Another' shortcoming of many aircraft crash analyses is the
employment ofsitmplified and/or outdated methodologies or data when much
more advanced methods and better data are available.
An example of this is
the treatment of-local structural damage to concrete walls where both better
material representations and computational procedures are available than
those which are usually employed.
Although considerable conservatism is apparently included In the conditional
probabilitie. ,?ifradloactive release that are typically used for the plant
features Inciudeaj'in;the analyses performed, crash probability calculations
for a number. -of nUclear power plant sites have yielded values that are often

(I) marginatl •itbrIi•espect

to 10 CR 100 and SRP guidelines,

i.e.,

in the

general ra.ofil0-6
to 10-7 per year, and/ox (11)
unacceptably high
without takingyi:6toiaccount either the inherent hardness of plant structures
or engiseereý,kv!
4*atures.
Generally those mites are close to one or
more airport.
L•c•
v1ian and military) and in some instances within 5
miles.
Also.K the presence of General Aviation light aircraft flights in

uncontrolled'ý,, is-pace and major air corridor traffic in the immediate
vicinity of ii /,site usually result In unacceptable crash probabilities
without taigacount of hardness factors through a significant reduction
in effectiveatarget area.

In addition,

the following specific observations

81
~M
and conclusions can be made:ý
F
For
light General Aviation aircraft it is found that at about 5
miles ;.fro- most airports, the effect of the airport becomes
uniumprtaut i•.e.,
the background level dominates.
Using
national' averages for crashes of light aircraft results In a
relativelyAhigh frequency of approximately 10-4 events per year
per squat. mile.
This in general gives marginal crash
probabilitles (on the order of 10-6 per year) for nuclear power
plentsiof`an-y significant size, and, therefore, a major portion
of theiplant area -must be nonsusceptible or hardened against such
crashes.:
iIt 1should also be noted that in areas of high traffic
density ithe :,.employment of national average crash rates may be
nonconservatiVa.
i the Isimediate vicinity of heavily traveled airways, more than
In
105 flithtseper. year, the crash frequencies again appear to be
hishi...j;> lO
events per year per square mile, resulting in
margnal
for power plants vith vulnerable areas of the
order ;of 'ituations
.. square miles.
Since airways are predominantly used
by large aicrft, power plant hardening is not an easy task.
gai
fects. on -national average crash rate. due to local
air-c6rridor',conditions and traffic patterns is not established.
C

There'e•xist"About 330 major FAA-controlled airports in the U.S.,
and the number of critical Air Carrier crashes, i.e., crashes
that could damage a nuclear power plant, is of the order of about
ten per year.
Assuming that one-third of such, crashes occur
within. 5 miles of these major airports and using the national
accidsnt: statistics, one finds that the probability of such a
crash vithin the 5-mile radius from the airport is on the average
lO!4: *eentx:,:per year per square mile - again a rather excessive
valu .-SeiinsitiLvity
studies performed during the current work,
however,gii*iii1ndicate that this airport effect may extend to
significantly greater distances, e.g., say to 10 miles or more.

S

Data for ý;military airports are much less defined; however, they
appear.;:i g'•eneraI to be comparable to commercial airports.
However, s.pecial flight patterns, e.g., training flights, highspeed f•_;lights*- low-flying aircraft, bomb runs, etc., must be
considered carefully.
Indications aro that past practice has
taken these'aspects into account.

AddItional coments
iconcerning

made

the actual

analysis methodologies can also be

A~k~g.

:Iiscustomary

t

6

to

employ

the

virtual

areas

of

power

plants,

which'::"arei'i•based on the shadow areas of vulnerable structures,
Ahn"mking' aircraft hazards analyses.
Indications are that

aircraft skid areas may In some cases. be considerably larger than
virtual

those

areas,

but

skid

analyses

are

generally

not

performed.
W
when
-defining plant vulnerable
are :normally not included.
As
should ,be given to multiple
failure propagation associated
particular,

S

areas, the nonhardened features
indicated earlier, consideration
failures and the potential for
with the nonhardened areas,
in
the switchyard and turbine hall.

The..b st.. available methods,
atter of "practice be
aircraft :rash hazards.

approaches,

employed in any
Past- practice is

with
respect
to
the
state-of-the-art,
expedient and simplified procedures.
S

SP: 'guidelinea are

presently

oriented

and data should as a
detailed analysis of
often found deficient
relying

to defining

instead

on

the aircraft

threat 'and
the nature of the probability assessment.
More
explicit, guidelines concerning what are acceptable methodologies
and*M.models in a much broader context are lacking which partially
accountis* for a degree
similar based studies.

of confusion and Inconsistency
Another difficulty is
that it

among
would

a ppear'_to be difficult to assess or quantitatively measure the
levelof realism or conservatism in the results obtained in most
•

In

•,

•~r." .

summary, i, Iappear

subject

to the above comments

that

the methods and

data required to ma.e an adequate analysis of the aircraft crash hazards are
reasonably ve11iml. In!.. hand.
Excellent information sources exist and are
readily
available !K.IZ4for
establishing
aircraft-related
data
bases
and
statistics. •The'absence of or difficulties involved in generating certain
types of acce dent4.sparametrers can usually be compensated for by analytical
procedures ,
ionservative
assumptions,
or
probability
distribution
functions.
o~&•
a~t~~''raft
fu
c i n
crashes at any given site do represent
.
M"a jb•
:-""•'a'~
r
very low
probability 1events,.XN1iYAfrcraft crash rates that scale with the number of
operotions ca,',bei 1 estiuasted as functions of basic aviation parameters with
reasonably high degrees
of confidence,
but certain higher order scaling
., 1'~~
.-.
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possibilittaes
novenot
been adequately studied.
The crash probability is
Itself a ýcoi Itionel- probability, conditioned by the accident scenario
characteriatics:lanhd the. effective target features.
Since the nature of the
target depends •iitself upon the assumed accident scenario, the: calculation
process can:b• rather involved; further, potential nuclear ,ipower plant
V4
targets are••omplex and varied.
Crash probability.• calculations for the specific sites previously studied
involved considerable. data gathering and modeling of site features and
accident parameters.:i••. Results are strongly. dependent upon those factors and
invariably ref 1ct: "derived and In most cases assumed conditional probability
estimationsi.oi'4certain. event
occurrences.
The
procedure
requires

identificationgj$_a.. d

quantification

of

likely. accident

scenarios

and

evaluation of:.' co rrespondIn& target features on the basis of determvinistic
and judgmental:,'e.
.;1thodologies and consequences criteria.
However, necessary
detail
supporting : both scenario
and plant
feature assumptions
and
sensitivity calculations are difficult to find and evaluate.
The state-ofthe-art of thte,_ ::complex problem is relatively advanced at the present time;
however, the avallable knowledge has not been employed to its full advantage
In past applications, and a lack of detailed procedures or codifications
appears to perist.t
It appears, therefore, that room for Improvement exists
In carrying out. the stochastic analyses and, In particular, in the more
deterministic areas of scenarios and damage mechanisms, and where a complex
aviation environment exists.

• . .,..
.

†~
+. . •

.

.
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9.: RECULATOa(T APPROACH RECOMM4ENDATIONS
The present regulatory approach re aircraft hazards to nuclear power plants
is to allow for"a compensatory combination of site location and engineered
licensing
standards.
safety features' to meet
federal
regulations and
Neither this study nor to our knowledge any other study has shown that this
unsound or deficient in achieving the desired
safety standards '.although these standards and the topic of risks were not
A reasonable argument can be made
themselves included in the current scope.
that this approachý- results in better plant design compatible with its
(aircraft) environment .'although again this point has not been proven and is
Equally credible arguments have been made that
scope.
beyond the currente
on
an over-reliance
in
some cases in
results
approach
the present
with
engineering
solutionst
unnecessary
exposure
to aircraft hazards
possible Increased risk, and does not effectively utilize or emphasize

approach

is

fundamentally

siting as'an inherent defense-in-depth
The

three

areas

changes

where

have

factor.
been

suggested

and

can

be

the Code of
establish alternate regulatory approaches are in
NRC Standard Review Plan, and Regulatory Guides.
Regulations,
alternate approaches are discussed in Section 2 and are summarized

made

to

Federal
Several
here as

follows:
0

establishment

*

located offoite hazards;.
exclusion distances from the same;

0

standoff

distances

from geographically

•

site acceptance limits where sites not meeting these thresholds
are excluded;
site .acceptance floors wdhere sites not exceeding these thresholds

*
•

are approved;
containment design to withstand certain aircraft crashscenarios;
design against most severe aircraft-induced consequences;

0

establishment
probability
treatments.

In

of minimum

particular,

the

relative to aircraft
whereby

site

of
levels

question

screening
to

identify

is

raised

distance

as

to

whether

(and other) offuite hazards is

approval

specific plant design.
power plants be located
present time there are
aircraft crasheas*per so

i S ,. .

requirements
As
no
no
on

can

values
ani screening
requiring:ýsubstantlve

situations

be

a

siting

approach

feasible an& practicable

established

independently

of

an example, it has been recommended; hat nuclear
At the
closer than 5 umile@ from major airpo"tsoo
requirements on the frequency of •O1currence of
nuclear power plants provided that the risk is

Al

acceptablymSall,:,and

the risk evaluation process is strongly dependent upon
plant features:.
Another question that arises concerns whether more uniform
siting standards --cn- be: developed
as, for example, procedures for screening
potential site locations or evaluating safe standoff distances.*
Presently,. federilV'regulations are written to ensure that no credible risk
is posed by aircraft (and other offsits) hazards to nuclear power plants on
the basis of radiation exposure criteria.
Thus,
in
terms of both
probability
(credibility)
and
consequence
(exposure)
analyses,
plant
features are at present central to the determination of compliance to
regulations through effective target area and vulnerability characteristics;
these
characteristics
are
themselves
coupled
to the aircraft
crash
scenarios.
The current S.P review procedure (Rev. 2 - July 1981) does
establish site screening proximity criteria relative to airspace usage and
otherwise ensures that all potential design basis accidents are eliminated
as credible events through proper identification,- characterization,
and
treatment.
The net effect of the present approach is that the annual
frequency of unacceptable radiation exposure resulting from offaite hazards
(integrated over all aviation and other situations) must be less than 10-6
to 10-7 per year depending upon the nature of the modeling.
On the basis of these risk criteria, our findings indicate that certain
alternate
regulatory approaches
to siting standards
and more uniform
procedures are.. feasible but not completely independent of plant design
considerations.
Siting penalities (and possibly plant hardening) would need
'to be isposed 'in those cases where the effective areas of susceptible
targets exceed' nominal values that could, in principal, be associated with
the various 'classes of aircraft hazard scenarios.
As an example, the
nationally averaged background crash rate of light General Aviation aircraft
is on the order :Of; 1O-4 crashes per square mile per year and could be
substantially hii gher:•in
regions having
above average
traffic rates.
Therefore,
a, nominal effective area calculation relative to background
aviation and.•based:•-upon 'susceptible targets together with conditional
probabilities of' radioactive material releases would in the first
place have
to be small enough so as to present no credible risk, and In the second
place have to vary to the extent that local aviation statistics vary.
Having made this point, however, the presence of backgrourA avlation hazardsis
common to\.all.- facilities and should be viewed as a 7basic design
considerstLonr'(`thatIis
a
siting
problem
only insofar
as there are

geographicali'i ivriations
recommended
background

In the

hazard

levels.

cocdt ngly,

it is

th'at .`*the present approach be applied in
the *;treatment
aviation hazards since this, for all practical purposes,

:'.

,',N

of
is

synonymous with' containment (and other) design to withstand certain aircraft
crash scenarios".'- . primarily from light single-engine pleasure aircraft;
other Puggestedlsii.ting, alternatives do not appear applicable to background
aviation. I `:'.O ý,•findingi
indicate that specialization of the SRP to
background aviation is"feasible and that the following steps are important
to this task
-,
"
"
*

provide:'.a -clearer definition of the background aviation which a
plant-is exposed to irregardleas of siting details;
generate
appropriate
crash
rate
statistics
relative
to
geographical variations, fleet mix, and aviation parameters;
establish-.,procedures for estimating local background aviation
activity;
perform more detailed crash scenario and susceptibility analyses
primarily for the switchyard and other noncontainment features.

With respect to fixed air traffic concentrations, such as airports, air
corridors, and •other restricted air spaces, our findings indicate that other
siting approaches appear to be feasible and practicablQ, and that the basic
information required in any alternate formulation exists.
This conclusion
is based upon'the-:observation that nominal crash probabilities, i.e.,
independent of plant design, can be evaluated foe any assumed site location
relative to fixed aviation air-spaces.
Thus, minimum distances, between the
suggested plant i'site and airports, air corridors, etc. or acceptability
criteria could be applied on a site-specific basis and based upon, say, the
background crash probabilities of light (and heavy) aircraft in the
region.
Although the data bases and methodologies are generally available,
such calculations have not been made in a systematic manner.
It appears that the following alternate regulatory approaches are worthy, of
pursuit and potentially capable of yielding additional practical guidelines
with respect to .aircraft hazards in the vicinity of fixed aviation air-

1.

Continued. development of the site screening methodology that
depends' 'only upon local aviation statistics and locations end is
indepeidetnt of plant design; suitable -probability criteria would
need!toW es.'eotabilished relative to acceptability,

2.

evelOpment of minimum standoff or exclusion distances from
atrpo.rts, a?*Irways, and other controlled or restricted air spaces
basedh ,.onl7;y Iupon levels of potential hazards and independent of
plant zdeAsig
this approach is based upon the observation that
..•

di . ...

.

thee- avsiatton zones concentrate traffic levels, increase
ratess' and.increase phases of operation in their vicinity.

crash

Due to the background and possible residual effects of fixed air-spaces, it
does not appear feasible to develop safe standoff distance methodologies for
aircraft hazards'- Independently of nuclear power plant design considerations
as discussed above.
selection over
approaches would clearly emphasize sire
The alternate
air
solutions to aircraft hazards presented by airports,
engineering
corridors, etc.; however, to be effective procedures should cover situations
that are complex :In; the sense that multiple airports (of varying size),
overlapping air corridors and other air-usage spaces, and a wide range of
It
aviation parametersewill generally be involved in any actual situation.
is
anticipated that a principal advantage of the indicated alternate
treatments will be'in the handling of large (Air Carrier) aircraft hazards
for which engineered safety features are costly and defense-in-depth through
site selection Is most desirable.
that airports handling General Aviation
traffic only become" unimportant relative to the background at distances on
the order of 5 miles. (say from 2 to 6 miles -depending on the airport size);
this type of dataeanalysis could be readily employed in siting guidelines.
Similar results .:apply..'.%to air corridors handling large commercial' aircraft

Our findings indicateql for example,

of•-crash frequency with distance from an airway is
although the actueal de-'cay-t
can be viewed as
Major airport air-spaces
ill
defined at' present.
consisting of an'iinediate sons of Influence extending-to 5 miles and within
which takeoff, landing, 'and other phases of operation occur and where onethird of all la:te aircraft crashes takes place, and of an airport-related
zone extending to,1. greater distances and within which phases of operation
such as climb and-.-, descent, holding patterns', and the confluence of air
iexteut of the latter region is not at present clear,
corridors exist. ,'The
but if one-half 'of :: all. 'Air Carrier accidents is assumed to be airportrelated, then it muaot"extend for some possibly considerable distance beyond
The formulation or continuing development of additional regulatory
5 miles.
procedures will lre quire'more detailed analyses of these and other aviation
charactsristics but'the'data bases appear to be adequate to the task*
oted that the present screening criteria contained in
shoulS.
proximity distances to airports, military training
the SRP establish •ite
aviation designated air spaces as a function of the
routea, and comeralm
and at two miles,
annual number of. ",.airport operations, at five miles,
In.i" each of the#e situations, the screening distance value
respectively.
Finally,

it

.. . ...-., .,
.,.,i!~.•

. .

,'j'", ,•.

.

.

appears to. be'o*r~,l on

ly& and/or conservatively defined on the' basis of

the review perid-:hejej', for': example, the screening distance to an airport
haring 625,vO.].ea1 :ojerations .is 25 miles. Hovever, the present•approach
must ...be viewd.-so,
dire
1
tly.,
applicable in relatively clea'rcuti aviation
n o4n or plantts`n."ot .. susceptible to backgroundAig
aircraft
crashes on a t', a
e
hardening basis.
,"gh"aircraft

......

-!,].'i

. ;.
.'

.....

.I i.i•:...

.
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10.
A number of areas

PROBLEM AREAS

concerning aircraft hazards to nuclear power plants are

It is fair to
presently unresolved and/or treated in an inadequate manner.
say that although some of the problem areas ralate
to advances in the stateof-the-art (e.g., aircraft s'.id and fires), most only involve the gener&tion
of additional specialized information and procedures, and the orientation of
these mote to the pofnt of view of the regulatory and review processes.
Thus, resolution of these pvoblem areas is
significant to the existing
regulatory approach as
rell as possible alternate approaches.
Important
benefits that can be expected to result include overall simplification of
the siting procedures relative to aircraft hazards and streamlining of the
regulatory process.
The more important areas that appeared during this
study will be briefly noted below under the headings of aviation, scenarios,
and plant; it should be noted that these are nonsite-s.pcific, i.e., generic
with respect to nuclear power plants:
Aviation
0

detailed

review

of

aircraft

accident

reports

establish
scenarios

critetia to better define those
that are potentially threatening
plants and appropriate norme.ising statistics;

ar.d

data
to
aircraft accident
to nuclear power

*

definition of aviation categories from hazard and siring points
of view, e.g., background crash exposure, airport-related crash
zones, situations threatening to nuclear power plants, etc.;

*

scaling characteristics
of crach rates
parameters such as airport size, traffic
characterietics,

*

more detailed

geographical variations,

statistics on aircraft

engine and heavy
military aircraft;

commercial

relative
density,

to aviation
air corridor

etc.;

in-between the lItght singlee.g., twia-engino and

aircraft,

guidelines for gathering and statistically treating
local aviation data bases and the acalinj of crash rates;

0

procedural

*

methodologies for treating complex aviation environm.ants such as
the presence of multiple nearby airports, overlapping airways,
etc;

90
*

methodologies

for

treating

fleet mi~ces with

respect

o aircraft

parameters and aviation activities.
Scenarios
0

modeling and verification of crash characteristicJ including
flight path Farameters such as speed and altitude, crash path
characteristics such as orthonormal deviations to the Ilight path
and
crash
inclination
angle,
and
skid
moment im-distance
relationships, among others;

0.

establishment of probability distribution functions 'elative to
1
aircraft impart parameters,
e.g.,
speed and oie
tation at
impact, fleet mix effects, etc.;

4

analysis of aircraft fire/explosion characteristics.

*

further identification of plant features susceptible ýo aircraft
crashes, multiple failure possibilities, and plant f Silure-mode

I

Plan:

I

response characteristics;
0

procedural guidelines for target area calculations
relative to fleet and accident scenario mixes.

All of the above areas are, of course, necessarily addressed
'f only through implicit assumptions (such as ignorit4 the
fire),
highly simplified or unsupported models, and the
subjective judgement.
In some areas, such as identification

f

p~rticularly

in pest ttudies
possibility of
appiication of
of Jhreatening

I
crashes, the data bass appears adequate and Is readily available
and only
criteria development and standardization is needed, while other fareas need
considerable statiatical or modeling efforts, e.g., airport-related crash
zones, thn aircraft skid problem, and crashes into the switchyard to name a
few.
More amphasis should be placed on the sensitivity of results to
variations in the many probabilistic and -phenomenological asp tis of the
aircraft hazard to nuclear.power plant problem.

To conclude,
it
should be emphasized that it has been foul that the
aircraft hazards to nuclear power plants are generally very low risk events
with respect to 10 CYR 100 radiological exposure guidelines, and lost of the
phenomenological and incidental factors ca.i usually be escimated -or bounded
to some degree.
Therefore, the conclusions and problem areas spelled out in

I

91
this study need not 6( ,,:ao•-e for alaru although many details
expected to -be adequateiy ,r.ýl-ved for at least many yjav'

cannot be

4"
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Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Ahmed, K. M. and Ranshi, A. S.
Dynamic Response of Nuclear Power Plant due to
Earthquake and Aircraft impact Inc luding Effect of
Soil-Structure Interaction
Journal of Sound and Vibration (1 t8) 59(3), 423-440

Offslte Hazardat
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:

Reference:
Brief Description:
This paper compares the dynamic response of a ypical nuclear power
plant to a modest earthquake (Parkfield) and to tl e impact of MRCA and
Finite element and modal superpo ition techniques are
Boeing 707-320.
used to obtain the time-history response and the corresponding floor
It is shown that the response f reactor plants due
response spectra.
small
is
.structure
of
In
the
event
e.
compared to the response due to a modest earthqua
of reactor plants
Boeing 707 crashing onto the facility, the desi
could be damaged dependi'ng upon the amount of enerj absorbed locally.
to

impact

Offaite Hazardst

of

MRCA

on

the

containment

primary

Aircraft Crash

Deterministic
Type of Model:
o
Attalla, I. and Nowotny, B.
Authors:
Missle Impact on a Reinforced Cenclet Structure
Title:
197I6) 321-532
Nuclear Engineering and Design37
Reference:
Brief Description:
This paper studies the behavior of reinforced conc ete structures under
e local deformations
missile impact loading using PISCES 2 DL code.
and stress
pl sticity,
including wall thickness,
all
direction.
in
Ka
discussions are on
waves near the loading area were considered.
defining the material and yield models for reinforc d concrete.
* ** * * * * * *

Offsite Hazards:
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Bahar, L. Y. and Rice, J. S.
Simplified Derivation of the Rect ýon-Time
)n.T1.me
Power Plant
History in Aircraft Impact on a Nu lear
Nuclear Engineering and Design 49 Jl975) 263-268

Reference:
Brief Description:
the reaction-time
This paper presents a simplified derivation a
The equation
history of an aircraft impact on a nuclear power plant.
ts assumed to be a
of motion for the rigid part of the aircraft
The e4 uation of motion for
variable system of particles loosing mass.
the crushing region is obtained using contaInuum mechanics approach.
The resilts Indicated that the reaction is not af1 acted by the assumed
velocity distribution In the crushing region of the aircraft.
5* *55 5 *5*

*
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Offeite Hazards:
Type of Model:
Author:
Title:
Reference:

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Bonnin, D. M.
An Aircraft Accident Probability Distr iLution Function
•Transactions American Nuclear SocietyI I. 225-226,
June 1974

Ige
I

Brief Description:
to a nuclear
Proximity to an airport has been considered a disadvantT
reactor; hence, the likelihood of aircraft crashes mul it be carefully
W~hile
kitiee.
considered during site selection and licensing act
preparing an amendment to the application for construcl ion permit of a
nuclear reactor a study was made to establish a de hailed aircraft
accident probability distribution function which wou d reflect the
likelihood of aircraft accidents.

I

Ia
I

The study covered civil aircraft accidents within 5 mil of an airport
The airc. aft and thereby
In the United States for the years 1966-1970.
the probability function were subdivided by usage (gS neral aviation,
air taxi,
and air carrier) and aircraft size (Is! ge and small)
categories.
Several
basic
conclusions were
probability distribution function:
I.

2.
3.

noted

from

the

The probability di ptribution function was always q
from 1.100 x 10to 2.076 x 10-9 accidents pe
square mile depending on the flee. mix and the
from the center of the runway.
The probability decreased as the radial distance
increased.
Use of the function requires only the air traffic
at any specific civil airport of interest and, th
In square miles, of the site.

suits

of

the

ite low varying
operation per
adial distance
om the airport
ligures compiled
critical area,

Offslte Hazards:
Type of Mndel:
Author,
Title:

Aircraft Crash
Survey
Buchhardt, F.
Some Comments on the Conacept of "Underg ound
Siting of Nuclear Power Plants" - A Cri i ical Review
of them Rpcently
Elaborated Humersous
Studies
I
III
m
--.
.m II m
Reference:
Nuclear Engineering and Deaign 59 (1i0
j
Brief Description:
of underground dnuclear
This paper reviews various aspects
power
It discusses some critical analyses concerning different basic
plants.
constructional
concepts,
and impas a as well as
design criteria,
problems of licensibility and operation.
I

I
i
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Offeite Hazardst
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Carlton, D. and Bedi, A.
Theoretical Study of Aircraft Impact on
Reactor Concainment

Structures

197-206
Reference:
Nuclear Engineering and Design 45 (19178
Brief Descriptiont
This paper presents results using a finite differenc i dynamic code
develi
ped for static
(PISCES) based upon dynamic relaxation initially
d
prestressing
problems.
The rode models concrete,
reinforcement ai
kssumed
to have
throughout the short term nonlinear range.
Concrete is
ihear
a limited tensile stress capacity,
carrying
coupled with a
And a
capacity which ii Aependent upon the aggregate and cra k size.
kiaxial
stress
yield condition Id also specified
to allow for
I
states.
The results of a particular reinforced concre !a slab subject
to MRCA loading indicated that 80 mm thick model slabs can resist the
load.
In real structures this corresponds to a wall thickness 1.42.0m.
2***

On*a.

Offsite Hazards:
Type of•lodel:
Authorst
Title:

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic and Deterministic
Chelapati, C. V., Kennedy, R. P.. and Wi1, I. P.
Probabilistic Assessment of Aircraft HaZard for
.Nuclear Power Plants

Reference:

Nuclear Engineering and Design 19 (1972

Brief Description:
AsIpart of a

general

probabilistic

safety

333-364

analysisl

the

risk

of

structural damage to a nuclear power plant from aircr ft crashes has
been evaluated in a quantified manner.
Frequency dtatributions of
aircraft speed and weight and engine weight were constr cted for small
an4j large aircraft and for site locations adjacent to fnd remote from
an fairport.
Based upon United States data an analyl a of aircraft
incidents Is presented to establish the probability
f an aircraft
hitting a nuclear power plant.
This paper presented a quantified risk analysis of struc ural damage to
a nuclear power plant from aircraft crashes.
Three mode of damage are
discussed here:
perforation, collapse, and cracking.
e probability
of 'damage to an 18-inch thick reinforced concrete sidewa 1.of a typical
B
In the perforation and collapse mcdes is investigate•.
The results
ate¶ also compared to the damage of cracking mode.
A mew formula is
proposed to cover the range of parameters encountertd in aircraft
engine impact.
The conditional probability of local
0ollapse of the
wall panel is evaluated by using probabilistic approa hes and yield
line theory.
An elastic finite element method was used 0oestimate the
cracking mode.
5* *

5 55*5

5

I

$
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Offaite Hasards:
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:
Referencet

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Cravero, M., Lucenet, C.
Evaluation of the Probability of an A rcraft
Crash on a Nuclear Power Plant
Proceedings of the Fast keactor Safert Meeting,,.I
Beverly Hills, California, April 1974

Brief Descriptiont
The liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor SUPER-PHENIX,
1200 MW) which will be built at CREYS-MALVILLE in the
follow the guidelines given In France for the safety
One of these guidelines is to evaluate the risks in
traffic.
Consequently, a study of this problem was
the probability of an aircraft crash on the power p
particularly on reactor building.

Offslte Hazards:
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:

electrical

power

Khone valley must

of this reactor.
'elatlon with air
mgun to estimate
int SUPE-PHENIX,

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Degen, P., Furrer, H., and Jemielewsk.
J.
Structural Analysis and Design of a Niclear Power
Plant Building for Aircraft Crash Effe cts

Reference:
Nuclear Engineering and Design 37 (19 6) 249-268
Brief Description of Modeling Effort:
This paper discusses the effect of a large conmerclal
crashing
perpendicularly on the surface of a spherical react,
building dome.
The carrying capacity of the structure under an eq iivalent statical
load is considered.
The presentations include:

Lirplane

Id

(I) calculation of the failure load following the yi
line theory.
(ii ) calculation of the sectional forc-s using th
linear elastic
shell theory and subsequent design by the
itimate strength
method.
(III) calculation of the failure load, establishing of] the failure
mechanism and distribution of sectional forci a using plastic
shill theory.
(Iv) calculation using a 3-D FE2M with plastic capabill ty (NcIDI).

Offsite Hazards:
Type of Model:
Author:
Title:

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Dietrich, R.
Structural Analysis of Aircraft Impac
Powered Ship
I
Nuclear Egineering and Design 37 (M91

Reference:
Brief Description:
This paper evaluated the reliability
against structul
an aircraft crash on a nuclear powered ship.
The foll
are considered in the paper:
local penetration and d]
the
structure.
The
empirical
formula
derived
applications were used for calculating the penetration

on a Nuclear

5) 333-346
tl damage. due to
)wing two effects
ramic response of
from
military
distance.
The

king

finite

element
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solution of the dynamic analysis- Is obtained
Ing finite element
method.
Both riesults indicated the safe design of a specific ship
subject to an aircratt impact.

Offsite l1azards:
Type of Vbdel:
Authors:
Title:

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Drittler, r..and Gtuner, P.
,Calculation of the Total Force Act na Uvon a Rigid
,-,
&
Wtall by Projectiles
-

i

Referencit:
Iuc.ear Engineering and Design 37 1976) 231-244
Brief Dencription of NWdeling Effort:
A numerical (finite difference) method is presents
for the calculation
of total force acting upon a building durieg Imp Ct of a projectile.
Vari.ations of geometric and material properI~ies a ross the projectile
axis; are replaced by proper average values.

Offaite Hlazards:
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Drittler, K. and Gru.ier, P.
The Force Resulting From Impatct of

Vast-Flying
=
M
Kllitarx Aircraft Upana Rigid Wal 1
Reference:
Nuclear EngineerinE kind DesijnT3 1976) 245-248
Brief Description of Modeling Effort:
The authors using the previous propotsed method to
alculate the impact
force of phantom aircraft on a rigid wall. The re ults indicated that
the
impact
force
Is
almost
innensitivei
to
various
relevent
parameters.
Therefore only one force vs. tim F(1 curve may be used
for safety consideration.

Offsite Bazardat

l

Type of Model:
Author:
Title:
Reference:

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Eisenhut, D. C.
Reactor SJtings In the Vicinity of Airfields
American huclear Society Transacti¢q n•16:210-211,

Deertptont
Brief •rie
Description:

Chicago,

Junte,

1973

An evaluation of the probability of din aircraft
facility in the vicinity of an airport has be
evaluation, together with other studies, any assis
of general criteria for the siting of reactors
analysis considered those accidents that occurred
the runway and also occurred within a 60-degree ri
symaetric about the extended centerline of the runw
* ** * * * **

**

**

•

crash at a nuclear
performed.
This
in the development
ear airports.
The
thin a few miles of
ference flight path
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Offsite Hazards:
Type of Model:
Author:
Title:

Aircraft: Crash
Probabilistic
FeAR
I
Potential1 Effects of Aircraft lapse,
and Post-Crash
Fires oni the Zion Station

References

Docket 50295453

Brief Description:
Presents a study

of

the

, IB7M

Probability

of

an

I

aircr

'ft using a nearly
airport hittiNg the station.
Includes a second repi rt on the potential
'ffects of aircraft impact and post-crash fires on t'e station.

Offaite Hazards:
Type of Models
Author:
Title:

Reference:

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic - Deterministic
Godbout, P. and Arais, A.
A Methodology for Assessing Aircraf
Crasah
Probabilities and Severity as Rel ted I
the Safety
Evaluation of Nuclear Power Stations ,- Phase III.
Pinal Report
Centre de Developpement Technologiql e, L4;Ecol*
Polytechnologique de Montreal Ato itc Ztergy Control
Board (Canada), March 1980.

Brief Description:

.I

Reports (1) the accumulation of a cnecial and exhi
data bank results from related experiments done
Prance, Germany ard Austrualia,
(2)
an involved d
modelling
and
its
proper
coupling
of
each
significant phenomenon present durina the impact pro
and per missile type, (3)
use of existing ýor 4
computer codes to identify important processes and
results against experimevtal data.

istive experimental
,n the U.S., U.K.,
!tailed theoretical
phenomenologically
teas of an aircraft
avelopment of new)
4) benchmarking of

Specific results for CANDU Reactor Types,
princt pally and to hard
projectiles having low velocities,
Large diameters and large masses.
Techniques can be applied to other types of projectil

Offsite Hazards:
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:
i

Reference:

Aircraft Crash

Probabilistic
Godbout, P. and Brais, A.
A Methodoloa
for Assessing
Crash
Probabilities and Severity as Rel1 Jtato the Safety
Evaluation of Nuclear Power Stations - Final Report.
Centre de Developpment Technologiquu it Ecole
Polytechnique de Montreal,
Fot Atr ýmic Energy Control
Board (Canada), 1204-3, September,
'976.

Brief Description:
effort compiled more extensive a
This Phase II
aircraft including Internetional experience.
The
and heavy aircraft were investigated and crash rat
Probability distributions for aircraft strikes on,
structures were generated, with particular emphasia

atietical

data on
ategories of light
models developed.
uclear power plant
)n sites near to an

104

inaircraft an the
airport.
Impact forcing functions for the crash of
plant containment structure were evaluated using the .haracteristics of
each aircraft type.
Standarized forcing functions 4ere developed of
the global energy envelope for the striking phenome a as a whole was
generated.

Offer te Hazards:
Type 0' rwd el
AuthoIr
Title

Aircraft Crash
rrouao±1aL ic
Godbout, P.
lash
A Methodology for Assesaing Airc'raft
Probabilities and Severity a ERels! ed to the Safety
Evaluation of Nuclear Power Stationsi- Main Report and
and Il.
Referencet Contra de Appendices
~evel-oppment I Technologique,
Ecole Pol
echnique
de Montreal for Atomic Energy Control Board (Car' 6da),
AECB-1204-1 and 2, May 1975.
Brief Description:
The probability of an aircraft striking a nuclear po Ir plant has been
evaluated.
The method of approach as used In this s udy consists of a
series of orderly steps or procedttres which mal l use of logic
modelling, of probability theory, of the energy envel ope technique, of
the sensitivity technique and of the limit line
oncept,
in that
order.
Accident data was obtained for all types of hircraft accidents
since 1960.
The criterion was chosen that any aý rcraft which has
navigational difficulties forcing it to land impropel 1ly or unwillingly
is an accident and a possible danger to the surroundin B.
•

Offalte Hazards:
Type of Model:
Author:
Title:
Referetsce:

m

..

..

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Gottlieb, P.
Estimation of Nuclear Power Plant Air raft Hazards
Probabilistic Analysis of Nuclear Reactor Safety
Topical Meeting, Los Angeles, CA, Mayl 8-10, 1978

3

Brief Description:
The standard procedures for estimating aircraft risk to nuclear power
plants provide a conservative estimate, which is Idequate for most
sites,
which are not close to airports or heav&ly traveled air
corridors.
For those sites which are close to flilicles
handling
large numbers of aircraft movements (airports or c rridors), a more
precise estimate of aircraft impact frequency can
obtaine4 as a
function of aircraft size.
In many instances the ver large commercial
aircraft can be shown to have an acceptably smlml spact frequency.
while the very small general aviation aircraft
Ill not produce
sufficiently serious impact to impair the safetylated functions.
This paper examines the in between aircraft:
prim ily twin-engine,
used for business, pleasure, and air taxi operations
For this group
of aircraft the total impact frequency was found to be approximately
once in one million years, the threshold above with 0urther consideration of specific safety-related consequences would be required.
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Offsite Hazards:
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Gupta, Y. M. and Seaman, L.
Local Response of Reinforced

Impacts

II

Concre f

to Missile

Reference:
Nuclear Engineering and Design 45 (1978) 507-514
Brief Description:
I
This
paper
presents
an experimental
and com utational
(finite
difference) study of reinforced concrete walls respo se to impacts from
postulated tornado and missiles.
This paper also 0esmnts the results
of a study to determine the dynamic constitutive relations of
reinforced concrete for use in two-dinensional ca ulations of local
impact response.
i

Offaite Hasards:
hircraft Crash
Type of Model:
Deterministic
Author:
Hammel, J.
Title:
Aircraft Impact on a Spherical Shel
Reference:
Nuclear Engineering and Design
r 37
7 6) 205-223
Brief Description of Modeling Effort:
This paper discussed the iniluence of the elastic
spiscements of a
structure on the impact load F(t).
The eircraft
* idealized by a
linear mass-spring-dashpot combination.
The time- espendent reactions
of the shell as a function of F(t) are expanded
terms of normal
modes.

L

Offaite Hazard:
Type of Model:

Aircraft Crash
Analytical (Structural response and
Lpact load)
Author:
Haseltine, J. D. (Project Manager)
Title:
Seabrook Station Containment Aircra
Impact Ar.slysls
Reference:
License Application (March 30, 19735
Docket Nos. 50-443 and 50-444
Brief Description of Modeling Efforts:

1.

Conventional elastic-static analysis

2.
3.
4.

Conventional elastic-dýnamic analysis
"Biggs
Type" elastic-olastic analysis
"Wave Type" impact analizts for aircraft

Result of Analysis:
The elastic-utatic and elastic dynamic calculations indicated that
plastic
behavior
would
occur.
The elastic-plastic
calculations
indicated
that
the
concrete
containment
structure
design
was
eJequate.
A methodology for determining the impact loads on a rigid
structure is
presented in
an Appendix and a sensitivity analysis
indicates that the crushing strength of the aircraft
is
not an
important parameter.
A brief fire anilysis claims that fire and

explosion effects are not important.
sea.wee
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Offtite Hazardst
Type of todelt
Authors:
Title:

Aircraft Crash

Probabilistic
Bornylk, K. and Grund, J. E.
The Evaluation of the Air Traffic Hazards at Nuclear
Plants
Nuclear Technology: Volume 23, July 1974

Reference:
Brief Description:
Analytic models have been developed and applied to the investigation of
Separate models
the hazards to a nuclear power planr from air traffic.
applying to collisione with and crashes into the plant, respectively,
employ concepts traffic density and crash site distributions.
These,
along with the more conventional concepts of accident rates and
the annual
strike
area,
are
used
to determine
effective plant
Although
probability of aircraft into safety-related plant structures.
the models are quite general, they are applied to two specific flight
patterns of common interest.
The probability maps which are obtained
may be used to resolve siting problems in a quantitative manner.

Offaite Hazards:
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:
Reference:

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Hornyik, K.
Airplane Crash Probability Near a Flight Target
Transactions American Nuclear Society, 16:209-210,
1973

Brief Description:
A summary of the crash and collision probability models developed in
previous work for a proposed nuclear plant site near a military
aviation training area is presented.,

Offeite Hazards:
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:
Reference:

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Hornylk, K., Robinson, A. H., and Grund, J. E.
Evaluation of Aircraft Hazards at the Boardman Nuclear
Plant Site
Portland General Electric Company, Report No.
PGE-2001, May 1973

Brief Description:
The document presents an assessment of the probability of aircraft
crashing into a proposed nuclear power generating plant located near
Boardman in Morrow Count,
Oregon.
Qtantitative estimates of crash
probabilities
into the proposed
plants are based on analyses of
operations of cokrcial
aircraft use of federal airways and the U.S.
Navy aircraft use of a nearby Navy weapons Systems Training Facility.
The WSTF,
its procedures,
Its utilization,
the aircraft used and
operating experience at this and other related facilities are described
in some detail.
Both low altitude collision and high altitude crash
probability models are constructed.
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Offiite Has&rds: ..

Aircraft Crash

Type of Model:

'

Authors:

kM',
fornyik, K. and Crund, J. Ze
The Evaluation of the Air Traffic Rnzards at Nuclear
~:::i•))••.!i~"
-Plantsa;

Titles

• '.

References

Probabilistic

-..

Nuclear Technology:

Volume 23, July 1974

.grief De 6 TiPt ion:
Analytic models.have been developed and applied to the investigation of
the hazards to a nuclear power plant from air traffic.
Separate models
applylng .*to collisions with and crashes into the plant, respectively,
employ concept* traffic density and crash site distributions.
These,
along withi the. more conventional concepts of accident rates and
effectlve: plant- area,
are used
to determine
the annual
strike
probability of aircraft into safety-related plant structures.
Although
the models:are quite general, they are applied to two specific flight
patterns of'common interest.
The probability maps which'iiare obtained
may be-usedjto resolve siting problems in a quantitative mAnner.

Offaite Ha
•ziad
Type of Model Authors:
Title:

:

Reference :.

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Iornyik, K..
H

'

4

Airplane Crash Probablity Near a Flight TArget

'-

........

TransactionshAmerican Nuclear Society,

16.209-210,

Brief Descriptio•n I
"
A summary."of :the crash and collision probability models developed in
previous '-work "'for a proposed nuclear plant site near,. a military
aviation training area Is presented.

...

. :::.!":
* ** * * * **

Offaite Hazards::
Type of Models ..-.
Authors:

Title:

-

Reference:

-Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Horayik, K., Robinson, A. H., and Grund, 3s E.

Evaluation of Aircraft Hazards at the Boardman Nuclear
-Plat Site
Portland General Electric Company, Report No.
I GE-2001, May 1973

Brief Description:
The document:.- 0presents an assessment of the probability "of aircraft
crashing Into a proposed nuclear power generating plant located near
Boardman, in. Morrow Count, Oregon.
Quantitative estimates of crash
probabilitles. . into the proposed plants are based on analyses of
operations iof cm"¢-ercial aircraft use of federal airways and the U.S.
Navy aircraft use of a nearby Navy weapons System Training Facility.
The WSTF, its
procedures, its utilization, the. aircraft used and
operating experience at this and other related facilities are described
In some detall,,.- Both low altitude collision and high altitude crash
probability models are constructed.

•.

4
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Offsite Batards:

Aircraft Crash

Type of Model:

Probabilistic

Author:

Joerissen, G. and Zuend, M.

Reference:

International Nuclear Industries Fiat
banasl/Switzerland, October 1973

Sin.! bescriptiont
The probability' and the consequences of an aircraft crash':on a nuclear
reactor are
estimated
a
light water
power
plant
Incorporating
aircraft
strike,
missile
probabilities
of
an
considering i'the
walls
and damage
of structures .:'and systems
penetration ýthrough
important .forýý safety.
The estimated risks are presented in a Former
diagram and compared with tolerable risk limits.
The probability that an aircraft crash would initiate an accident in a
nuclearipower plant with subsequent release of radioactive material is
lover by several orders of magnitude than those of the .design basis
accidents,. Although the consequences in terms of activity release to
the environment would be rather severe in the worst conceivable case,
the risk would still be about two orders of magnitude below the risk
limit stated by Farmer.
Dose calculations show that even under
unfavourable meteorological conditions thm maximum radiation doses to
The consequences
the population would be far below the lethal dose.
for the: oelation would therefore be less severe than for the much
more pr.o~bable aircraft crash in a densely popula~ted area.

Of fsite Hazard-s: •:' Aircraft Crash
Type of
de ::"? ....;,
H., Krutzik, N.,
Authors:
Title:

Kost,

G.,

and Sharpe,

R.

Overview of Major Aspects of the Aircraft Impact
Problem
auclear
tgineering and Design 46 (1978) 109-121

Reference:
Srief Description:.
This paper identifies the major aspects of the aircraft Ii.pact problem
and spotlights the most relevent topics for future investigation.
Three main topics are presented:
modeling techniques, influence of
nonlinear; behavior, and damping -effect
in
the dynamic structural
response for aircraft impact loading.

Aircraft Crash

Offsite lffsardis f

Type of Wdelt
il;.Determinis tic
Authors:ene
R.1'.
Title:
~AReview
of Procedures for the Analysis san
.

•

Design of

Reference:

ocrete
n
Structures to Resist Kissile Impact Effects
.,ViWuclear thirneering and Design 37 (1906) 143-203

3rief Descriotio

'Modeling Effort:

This paper'ýAdeal•.. with the effects of "hard" missle impact.
Missile
velocities betwees
100 and 1500 ft/sec are consIdered.i, The paper
revievw
thel various empirical procedures for determining penetration,
depth perforation thickness, and scabbing thickness for concrete

• V ,. •

•

••

•',••
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targets subjected to missile impact.
Simplified procedures are defined
for determining the dynamic response of the target wall and for
eventing overall failure of the wall.

Offsite Rasardsi,`!:
Type of Modelt

Aircraft Crash

Author:
Title:
Reference: :.Advanced

Krutzik, N. J.
Analysis of Mrcraft Impact Problems
Structural Dynamics, Ed. by Donee,
J. Applied Science Publishers, Ltd., London,

Deter,.iniatic

1978, pp 337-386
Brief Description: -:
This paper presented the characterization of the load case induced by
various aircraft impacting on the nuclear power plants.
Also the
influence'of aelastoplastic deformation in the area of impact on load
function is discussed.
The dynamic structural investigations for
reactor building are presented using beam and shell models.
The modal
damping,
.i'daping
parameters,
soil
parameters
are
discussed.
Investigastion- of two neighboring buildings of unequal sizes show that
the presence 'of
the smaller building has a damping effect on the
dynamic response of the larger building, end the impact %;n the larler
building, excites oscillations in the smaller buildings.
As far as the
comparisons with an earthquake and an explosive shuck wave, in the low
frequency- range (up to 5 Hz)
the load case of an earthquake is
governing -whereas in the high frequency range (above 10 1lz) the lobd
case of an aircraft crash dominated.
-.•

Offsite Razards:
Type of Model:

Authors:
Title:

•

A..C...

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Niyogi, P. K., Boritz, R. C., and Bhattacharyya, A. K.
Safety Design of Nuclear Power Plants Against Aircraft
Impacts
United Engineers& Constructors. Inc.. Philadelphia,

Reference:

Brief Description:
A nuclear power plant In considered adequately designed against
aircraft hazards if the probability of aircraft accidents resulting in
radiological consequeFces greater than 10 CFR part 100 guidelines is
less than about 10per year
Otherwise an aircraft accident is
considered:a design basis event and the plant must be hardened up to
the polnt at which the above criterion is met.
In many cases it has
been sufficient to demonstrate that the probability of an impact on a
safety-related building in less than 10per year.
In other cases, it
is necessary to take into account the intrinsic hardness of buildings
and structures designed to withstand tornado, seismic, and manumade
hazards in order to dewnstrate that an aircraft imp4ct presents an
acceptable risk ý In some cases, however, it is necessary to consider
aircraft 1impacts as design basis events and to specify the level of
hardening required to satisfy the design criterion.

A..
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This paper.: presents a number of techniques which may be utilized to
Firstly, a re-evaluation is made of
accomplish the above objectives.
Secondly, methods are described for
aircraft .crash probabilities.
for
obtaining
functions,
forcing
impact
calculating ., aircraft
Thirdly,
probability ;'distributions for the impact parameters.
evaluations are made for assessing the probability that an impact on a
given structure will result In consequences exceeding those listed in
10 CFR 100 and recommendations are made for treating lover consequence
eventse...; Finally, other effects such as fires, explosions, and
secondary missiles are examined briefly.

Aircraft Crash
Offsite Razards:
Type of Model: -i;-:i"-,;-,,ý,,-,-ý'.••Probabilistic
Authors:
N"C
Ai.rcraft Crash Probabilittes
Title.
,
Nuclear Safety, Vol. 17. No.
Reference:
-

y-June 1975

t
Brief Descriptiion:~
The present:.Y' article is taken from the NRC Resoctur Safety Study and
summarizes' the procedure followed by the Regulatory Staff in assessing
Such inf'ornation
aircraft :•risk and also tabulates crash probabilitiet.
is necessary for an aircraft hazards analysis as descr".sd in the NRC
Regulatory Guide.
The 'AEC Regulatory Staff has compiled data on aircraft movements
calculated -crash probabilities as a function of distance from
airport and orientation with respect to runway flight path*.
probabilities are computed per square miles per aircraft movement
that the individual plant sites can be evaluated by determining
plant vulnerable area, distance from the airport, and the number
aircraft movements involved.

and
an
The
so
the
of

Aircraft Crash
Offlite aardosg$ :
Risk
Type of Models .
Otway,
e. J. and Udmann, R. C.
Authors:
Reactor Siting and Design from a Risk Viewoint
Titlet
-Nuclear tngineering Design 13: 365-376, August 1970
Referencei
Brief Description:
This paper. proposes a method for the assessment of reactor safety,
based upon the Individual mortality risk, which allows (i) the
determination of necessary site exclusion radii and (ii) the evaluation
An application
of safeguards in term of the risk reduction provided.
to a 1000. P.
PWR indicates that for a maximum Individual mortality
per year (at the site boundary) an exclusion radius of 350
risk of 10
For a densely populated urban site the total risk was
m is required,
Risk was
found to be 0,003 deaths over a 30-year reactor lifetime.
found to be not particularly sensitive to accident probabilities.
i•ii
:••
ii
, ,•
'-.

•NlI:•:" i "::•.•i: i .

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic

HsaH
rds :i-,
Type of Model:
Of fslic

.,
Ahmed, K. M., and Ranshl, A.S.
Dyamic Response of Nuclear Power Plant due to

PakerJ,

Authr

Title:

Earthguake Ground Motion and Aircraft Impact

4th S9URT, paper No. K915, San Francisco, CA,

Reference:..
Bri

.-August 1977
Descriptio
This paper presents a comparison between earthquake induced vibrations
The nuclear power plant has
and aircraft impact induced vibrations.
The aircraft assumes
been simulated as beam in finite element method.
to impact the primary containment directly and horizontally near the
is
The results, of structural response
top of :. the structure.
overestimated since the local Impact effect which will absorb much of
is
shown that the
it
Nsvertheless,
the energy has been ignored.
response of the reactor plant due to the impact of the multi role
combat aircraft (IRCA) at 215 u/s on the primary containment structure
By
is small-:.compared to the response due to a modest earthquake.
contrast 'the maximum response to impact by the Boeing 707-320 at 103
2/s in considerably more onerous than the earthquake.

Offasite Hazardst::
Type of Model:
Author:

Title:

i~".ii,-•

Combination
Probabilistic
Rsvindra, M. K.
Lo'
LOad Combinations for Natural and Man-made Hazarda in
Nuclear Structural Design

References
Brief Description:
of
for deriving combinations
outlines a methodology
This paper
statistically independent and dependent hazard events that may affect a
in
hazard,
nuclear power plant by considering the uncertainties
occurrence, intensity, and duration.

Offeite Hazards:
:
Type of Model
Authors:
,
Title.
,,

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Rice, J. S., and Bahar, L. Y.
Reaction-Time Relationship and Structural Design of
Concrete Slabs and Shells for Aircraft
Reinforced

Impact
Conference, Paper No J5/3,
.,.iRT
.3 3d
London, England, 1975
Brief Description "
This paper outlines a procedure by which reinforced concrete structures
(slabs and:.',shells) may be designed to retain the required structural
The reaction-time relationship for
integrity` after an a&rcraft impact.
The
a deformable aiý.a/reratt impacting on a rigid wall is developed.
that the reaction load is significantly less (40
results 'Indicated
The sensitivity of the
percent) :•ithan :that predicted by other models.
reactionwload ito,tbe uncertainty in the crushing strength of the

Reference:

4 .'•

1 W::.,".-:t•:
:

aircraft frame is examined and It was found that this parameter is not
Important.,: The dynamic effects of the structural systems were examined
using the method of Bliggs.

Offaite Hazards:
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title:

'-Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Schalk, M. and W5lful, H,
Response of EqIuipment in Nuclear Power Plants to
:J.
Airplane Crash
Reference:
-Nuclear Engineering and Design 38 (1976) 567-582
Brief Description of Modeling Effort:
This paper deals with airplane induced vibrations of the whole building
which cause loadings for secondary system (equipment).
Floor response
spectra due to airplane crash are studied for two different power plant
buildings.
The Influence of various parameters such as time history of
excitation, direction and location of impact mathematical model, soil,
damping,
etc.
are discussed.
A comparison with the results of
earthquake loading is also given.
-<

Offaite Hazards:.:
Type of Model::.:
Authors:
..
Title:
Reference:

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Schmidt, R., Heckhauaen, H., Chen, C.,
.ieck, P. J., and Lemons, C. L.
Structural Desig~n for Aircraft Impact Loading
International Seminar on Extreme Load Conditions and
Limit Analysis
Procedures
for
Structural
Reactor
Safeguards
and
Containment
Structures,
Berlin,
*September 1915. 3 4.94-514.

Brief DescrIptiou:
This paper uses Phantom RF-4Z fighter (weight.-20 tons metric) Impacting
perpendicularly midway along a soft shell-hardcore structure at 215
m/a.
This .paper defines the important structural features that would
allow soft-shell to sustain the aircraft impact without damaging
hardcore.
The analytical model used here is a simple spring-uass
system..- The results indicated that the kinetic energy of the aircraft
has been effectively attenuated using 1/2 meter thick walls..

Of f:a i.e Hazardsf
Type of Model:
.
Author:
Title:
Reference:

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Selvidge, J. E.
Probastlities of Aircraft Crashes at Rocky Flats
and Subsequent Radioactive Release
Rockwell International, TID-4500-R65, April 1977

trief Description:
The probabllity:ý of a small airplane from Jefferson County Airport
(Jeffco) or Stapleton International Airport crashing Into a plutonium
area ,at the Rocky Fasts Plant has been calculated at 1.4 x 10- and 4."
x 10O1
per- year, respectively.
The probability of such a crash
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involving ýa large airplane

from Jeffco or Stapleton is 3.5

i0- 6 and

1.1 x l0per year, respectively.
Overall, the chance of an aircraft
of any mize, or any type, and from anZ source crashing into a plutonium
area at .Rocky
Flats is 2.88 x 10per year.
An event tree was
developed :to cover every plausible series of events leading to a
release of plutonium in the range of 0 to 1000 grams.
Selected results
show an annual yelease probability of 3.9 x
Ofor less than 0.5
9
gramss 5.8x10
for 50 to 70 grams^ 5.6 x l0-h for 200 grams, and 6.4
xl0for 200 grams, and 6.4 x 10-l' for 1000 grams.
Calculations led
to a seighted average release amount of 3.7 x 10- grams of plutonium
per year.•.. Because of conservative assumptions, it is estimated that
these probabilities are high by a factor of about two for small
aircraft and 10 for large aircraft.
This study ': consists of three parts.
First, the probability of an
aircraft crashing Into a building containing plutonium is computed.
Secondly, the damage that such a crash might cause is estimated.
The
third part is an assessment of the amount of plutonium that could
escape assuming the damage described were to occur
Several categories of aircraft, all having different probabilitios of
crashing,.are considered.
Construction of the various buildings
containing "plutonium is taken into consideration as is the amount and
form of plutonium that might be subject to release.
Results of the
study are summarized in
probability tables and graphs that show
different amounts of plutonium versus the probabilities of those
amounts being released.
Incorporated in these probabilities are the
three principal types of uncertainties previously mentioned; namely,
the probability of a crash, the probability of certain damage if a
crash occurs, and the probability of a certain size of release if the
damage occurs#

Offoite Hazards:
Type of Mndelt

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic

Authors:

Solomon, X. A.

Titiw:

Analysis of Ground Hazards Due to Aircrafts and
Missiles

Referencet

-Hazard Prevention Journal, Vol 12,

No 4, March/April

1976

Brief Descript iont.
The purpose of this generic study is to develop and to apply a
generalized methodology which approximates both the best estimate and
pessimistic probabilities that an aircraft or a missile will impact the
defined target area of an industrial,
commercial or residential

facility. To best demonstrate the application of this methodology, the
probability impact for a hypothetical facility and assumed air activity
are estimated.

Coordinates of a proposed facility are parametrically selected relative
to fixed,,assumed locations of (a) Victor airways, (b) general aviation
airports,- (c) air carrier airports. (d) military installations, and (e)
other areas of air activity such as crop dusting fields.
The
probability.. that an aircraft or /issile will impact the target ares is
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the m•ami of the n dividual probabilities that an aircraft or a missile
originating from a particular source will impact the subject area.
The
probability of, ýtarget area Impact and the magnitude of damage after
impact* are functions of (a) purpose or category of flight, (b) mode of
flight,. (c) effective target area, (d) relative location of facility
target area and air activity, (e) number of operations, (f) mode of
impact, (g) pilot experience, (h) weather conditions, (1) time of day,
(j) air-traffic
density and so on.
This study discusses how to
estlmate ths Influence that each of these parameters has on the'value
of the impact probability.
For the purpose of this study, site data
and target area have been assumed as discussed.
However, actual crash
rates per mile are used.

Offeite Nesardst
Type of )odels
Authors:
Title%
.

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Solomon, K. A.
estimate of the Probability that an Aircraft will

-

IN act the PYNGS
Reference
:
-4US CoIrporation, NIUS-1416, Juno 1975
Brief Descriptiont
The probability that an aircraft (if any size) will Impect the MGS is
estimated to be less than 6.0 x 10per year.
This estimate Is based
on conservative input assumptions and can be considered an upper
bound.-. This estimate does not represent the probability of having a
major accident at PVNCS, but. rather, can be considered to represent
the probability of all types of postulated aircraft accidents into the
PVNCS (including a postulated strike from a small aircraft and a
postulated glancing angle strike of a large aircraft).
The probability
that a 'DC-1O (largest aircraft expected in the vgcinity) will directly
impact the PVNGS is estimated at lees
than 10
per year,
Previous
site experience has required containment construction to withstand
direct aircraft impact when the yearly probability of direct impact by
an aircraft sufficient in size to cause damage has been estimated to

range between 10-6 and le? or greater.

Offette Nasard's.

Type of Moe:.
Authors:

Aircraft Crash
,

Probabilistic
D
Solomon,, K. As, Okrtnt,
~-Airplane Crash Risk to Ground oplton
'Plv~j
arard Prevention Journal, Vol 11, Noe 3, January-

Title:
'~
Reference:
Brief Da!February
Br ef
weeIcito

1975

This paper.•is
simomary of the methods, models, and results contained
it the
breport
'UCLA- MU-7424 of the same name, dated March, 1974.

".....~
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Offelte Hsaurds'
Type of Models:
Authors:
.. :

Aircraft Crash
Probabillistic
Solomon, K. A., Erdmann, R. C., Hicks, T. E.,
Okrant, D.
Airplane Crash Risks to Cround Population
UCLA-Eng-7424, March 1974

Title:
Reference:
Brief Description:
Analysis of
atianil aircraft accident statistics yielded an average
value of 4 x 10-' as the probability, per square mile, per operation,
of a crash vithin a five mile radius of Los Angeles International
Airport (LAX) and Hollywood-Burbank Airport.
Taking into accouns the
annual .qir traffic at each results in average values of 1.6 x i0- and
4 x 10-0
for the probabilities, per square mile, per year, of a crash
averaged over the five mile radial region for LAX and HollywoodBurbank, respectively.
Using these crash probabilities and considering both resident and
transientý populations, estimates of expected annual mortalities were
0.8 fatalities per year, per 80 square miles around LAX and 0.5
fatalities per year, per 80 square miles around Hollywood-Burbank
Airport, (this 80 square mlle region corresponds to about a 5 mile
radius around the airport).
The study-identilfied nine sites in the vicinity of LAX at which large
numbers of people are frequently brought together.
Maximum occupancies
varied 1.from
several
hundred
to
many
thousands
of
persons.
Probabilities of accidental aircraft Impact while o cupied, per year,
per target site, varied from 1.6 x I0" to 3.5 x 10- .
Three of these
sites were large sports facilities.,
Analysis for one of them,
Hollyvood Park Rice Track, is presented later in detail since its
period of greatest occupancy corresponds with the time of maximui crash
probabilities .(80% of air crashes occur during daylight hours).
The
probability of an aircraft impact on the facility it estimated as 6.6 x
10-t per year.
The probability that such an accident vwil
occur while
the facility is occupied is estimated as 1.3 x 10-5 per year.
The
probability that such an accident yi 11 occur while the facility is
occupied is estimated as 1.3 x 10".
Maximum mortalities, based on
capacity occupancy of 50,000 people and a hypothetical impact by one of
the largest aircraft in service, is estimated as 32,000 people; this is
a such lover:. probability event than the "average crash".
It is
estlmated that the average crash during occupancy would result In
5,000-6,000 mortalities.
Twenty-five sits of frequent high occupancy in
the vicinity of
Hollywood-Burbank Airport ware identified and Investigated.
Haximum
occupancies vary from 450 to 5000 personp,
Probabilities of impact
while site is occupied vary from 2.8 x 10- to 4.0 x 10- per year, per
target sites 'e.
The
values derived
are,
of course,
subject
to an element
of
uncertainty.
Assuming a Gausslan Distribution of aircraft crash
probabilities, the 90% confidence bounds are crudely estimates as *20%
of the stated values.
•~

~
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Aircraft

Type of MdaI
Author:
tlt
Title:
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4/,ziW

Crash, Flood, Explosions

Survey
Stevenson, J. D.

.

Current Suimtrx of International Extrame
a
••-'
•Deslin ReSuirements for Nuclear Power Planl Failities
Reference:-'
Nuc ear Engineering and Design 60 (19B0) 157-209
Brief Description: •
This paper gives a summary of extreme load design criteria within any
national jurisdiction as applied to nuclear power plant design.
Extreme ,',load@ are definid as those loads having probability
of
occurence. leas
than 10- yr end where occurence could result in
radiological:; consequences in excess of those permitted by national
health standards.
The specific loass considered include earthquake,
tornado,, airplane crash, explosion.

Offslc. Axgards:
Type of Model:

Combination
Survey

Authors
Title:.

Stevenson. J. D.
Survey of Extreme Load Design Regulatcry AMC
. icensing Iegaremenits for Nuclear Pover Plants
Nuclear Engineering and Design 37 (i976) 3-22

Reference:
Brief Description:
This paper presents the results of a survey made of national atomic
energy regulatory agencies and major nuclear steam supply design
agencies, vhlch requested a summary of curreit licensing criteria
associated
v+with earthquake,
tornado,
flood,
aircraft
crash,
and
accident (pipe break) loads applicable within the various tastional
jurisdictions.*...'.-:- Also presented are a number of comparisons of
differences in national regulatory criteria. No evaluations are made.

Oflflte HBagadt

:

Type of Model

Authors:

Aircraft Crash

Deterministic

'.

!

Viti, G., Olivieri, M., and frai..So

Title:

'•Ai2i{: Development of
Ioor Resnase
Fon-linlor
n.
ectra
Nuclear Rng!neerlng and Design 64 (1"981).;-38
Brief Description:
fi`ýý-.
Reference:

The paper. presented a computational scheme for nonlinear floor response
.0actraU+sing a:&n-ideal elastoplastic single degre of fr edom model.

lou developed-mnumerlcal procedure applied -to the case .caq
*$aUsed
impact~+Of~is~ili~e on the integrated Reactor-Auxiliary
1-Buildina
of a BIWW: Mrk II
nuclear power plant.
The results indl ted that In
gental:conditions.,S
seis.mithes: peak reduction factors are higher than those
edicted for

!+ .+ I I• •,,
..•

I. .

- "; +.
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Off site Rhuards:
Type of Yodel:t
Authors:
Title-.

i

Aircraft Crash
Probabilistic
Wall, I. a.

-

Probabilistic Assessment of Risk for Reactor Design
...•....:
.. i.i::i•.and Siti!ng

Reference: '-

ransactions American Nuclear Society 12s

grief Dacritptiont!

169,

1969

••"

This paper outlines a method of formal assessment of 'risk, thereby
permitting a rstional approach to safety design and siting of power
reactors.
The amount and allocation of investment among engineered
safeguards is. properly estimated by (1) a probabilistic assessment of
initiatingB;events, e.g., earthquakes,
mechanical failure, operator
error$, combined with (2) a reliability analysis of the whols reactor
lsystem :rr. leading to a couplementary cumulative probability density
functioa:.uof fission product release, and (3) an assessment of the
probability density function of damage given any radioactive release.
The . latter aspect depends upon the site meteorology and local
demography..

Of f site* aardsi
Type of Models.

Aircraft Crash
",.Probabilistic

Authors
Titles

Wall,9 1. 1.
Probabilistic Assessment of Aircraft Risk for Nuclear

Power Plants
.
uclear Safety, 15(3): 276-284, May-June, 1914
Brief Description$
The risk to the public from an aircraft striking a nuclear power plant
ham been evaluated in a quantified manner.
Aircraft accident data have
been analyzed to estimate the probability of an aircraft skriking a
typlcal:: nuclear power plant at sites adjacent to and remotetlfrcm an
airportcý:i; In the event that an aircraft strikes a building, thl region
of impact'is generally restricted to a local component.
Two"'1odes of
significant damage are delineated:
(1) perforation and (2) local
collapse.
Methods have been developed to estimate the coAditional
probabilities of such structural damage given an aircraft s8tike and
probability values calculated for a representative structure
Actual
risk to the public (probability vs. radioactive-release nagni ude) may
be estimated fron a classification of critical safety. compo ents by
their structural protection and the likely release magnitud
in the
event * of .. their damage.
All foreseeable releases aith
cause
Insignificant offeits dose or, for moat sites, are associated .1th
very
low probabilities.
A brief &val.-e':!an shown that fire upon inpact is
not a significant incrvnent of risk.
Comparison of these
take to
socially acceptable risk levels shows that reactor sites beyo .5 miles
from an airport or away from a busy air corridor st Vuld be
acceptable.ý..• Other potential sites need individual examination and, in
some cases,-,hardening of the structure may be necessary.

Reference

1 4
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- :.-: ,.• • .;•L

Offesite

assardst:

Type of Model:
Authors:

Title:

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Wolf,

"

LI

Jo P.,

BLchet, K. N.,

and Skrikerud.

P.E.

esgonse of Equipment to Aircraft Impact

Referencet
iiucl•.r
Enineering and Deuign 47 (1978) 169-193
Brief Descriptiont .
of
the development
of
This
paper discusses
the state-of-the-art
equivalent force-time relationships for aircraft impact, the results of
the so-called tiers model and of a lumped-mass model are compared for
rigid and deformable targets.
A typical :esponse spectrum show2 that
the airplane crash is
dominant
in
the high-frequency range when
compared to the effect of an SSA.
It also examined the effect of the
aircraft-structure interaction, of the material nonlinearity, of the
damping ard of the mass distribution on the response of equipment.

Offsite Hazardst

Aircraft Crash

Type of ?W4el:
Authors:
Title:

Deterministic
Wolf, J. P. and Skrikerud,

T. t.

Collapse of Chimney Caused by Farthquake or by
Aircraft

!paingeaeat

with Subsequent Impact on Reactor

Building
Reference:
Nuclear nigineering and Design 5t (1979) 453-472
Brief Description:
Tbi paper presented a mmerical analysis of typical chimney stack of a
nuclear
power
plant
subjected
to
earthquake
and
impact
loads.
Convected coordinate finite element methods were used.
Force-time
curves of the aircraft impinging on the chimney were derived.
The
subsequent impact of the chimney on the reactor building is also
studied.

Offaite Hazards:
Type of Models:
Authors:
Title:

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Zerna, W., Schnellenbach, G., and Stangenberg,
Optimized Reinforcement of Nuclear Power Plant
Structures for Aircraft Keact ?Grces

F.

Reference:
Nuclear Engineering and Design 37 (1976) 313-320
Brief Description:
This paper deals with the development concerning the reinforcement of
nuclear
power plant
structures
for
protection against
aircraft
impact.
Reinforcements with high-tensile bars, with tensile cables,
and with steel fibers in' connection with cables are considered.
Steel
fibers and cables seem to enable new design for aircraft-impact
resistant structures.
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Offsite Hazaydst
Type of Model:
Authors:
Title-

Aircraft Crash
Deterministic
Zimmermann, TH., Rebora, B., and Rodriguez, C.
-Aircraft Inpact on Reinforced Concrete Shells:
Influence of Material Nonlinearities on Equip

nt

Response Spectra
References

Computers and Structures 13, pp 263-274, 1981
Brief Description:
The paper
investigates
the
effects
of material non-lineartties
on
equipment response spectra for the impact of a Boeing 707-320 on the
secondary containmaent of a BIW
reactor.
A finite
element model taking
into account concrete cracking and crushing and steel yielding is used
for the analysis.
The results indicated that no reduction of the
response spectra due to material non-linearity in
the impact zone.
Hovever, comparison of the non-linear versus linear displacement timehistoretes show a significant increase in the vertical displacement in
the impact zone, which fades out rapidly away from the impact point.
*0*

* 0*000*0*
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this project has been to develop and demonstrate improvemcnts in the PRA methodology used for analyzing earthquake-induced accidents at nuclear power reactors. Specifically, the project addresses methodo-

logical weaknesses in the PRA systems analysis used for studying post*earthquake relay chatter and- for quantifying human response under high
stress. An improved PRA methodology for relay-chatter analysis is developed,
and its. use is demonstrated through analysis of the Zion-I and LaSalle-2
reactors as case studies. This demonstation analysis is intended t9 show that
the methodology can be applied in actual cases, and the numerical values of
core-damage frequency arc not realistic. The analysis relies on SSMRP-based
methodologies and data bases. For both Zion-I and LaSalle-2, assuming that
loss of offsite power (LOSP) occurs after a large earthquake and that there
are no operator recovery actions, the analysis finds very many combinations
(Boolean minimal cut sets) involving chatter of three or four relays and/or
pressure switch contacts. The analysis finds that the number of min-cut-set
combinations is so large that there is a very high likelihood (of the order of
unity) that at least one combination will occur after earthquake-caused LOSP.
This conclusion depends in detail on the fragility curves and response
* assumptions used for chatter. Core-damage frequencies are calculated, but
they

*

are

probably

pessimistic

because

assuming

zero

credit for operator

recovery is pessimistic. The project has also developed an improved PRA
methodology for quantifying operator error under high-stress conditions such
as after a large earthquake. Single-operator and multiple-operator error rates
are developed, and a case study involving an 8-step procedure (establishing
feed-and-bleed in a PWR after an earthquake-initiated accident) is used to
demonstrate the methodology.
High-stress error rates are found to be
significantly larger than those for no stress, but smaller than (ound using
methodologies developed by earlier investigators.
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1

Project Scope

The scope of this project has been a study of the following two issues:,

o

a detailed examination of the effect of earthquake-initiated
chattering of relays and pressure switch contacts at two reactor
plants: Zion-i and LaSalle-2; this work has involved developing
an improved PRA methodology for describing earthquake-induced
relay chattering, contact closing and opening, circuit-breaker
tripping, and related electrical and control circuit behavior.

o

developing an improved PRA-based methodology for describing
how reactor operators respond under high-stress post-earthquake
conditions, and applying this new methodology to a realistic case
study example.

The relay-chatter and circuit-breaker study has used two specific reactor
facilities as case studies, the Zion-] and LaSa11e-2 reactor stations owned and
operated by Commonwealth Edison Company. Zion-I is a Westinghouse PWR
and LaSalle-2 is a General Electric BWR. Each has a twin unit on the same
site.
The high-stress operator-response study has used a typical and generic postearthquake operator-response problem --- the need to establish feed-and-bleed
heat removal following loss of both normal and auxiliary fecdwiter to the
steam generators in a PWR --- as a case study. (Originally, the project had
planned to perform a detailed task analysis of this and other procedures for
the Zion-! station, but the gcncric rccd-and-bleed study was performed
instead due to inaccessibility to the Zion-I control room or its simulator.)
For the part of the project dealing with earthquake-induced chattering of
relays and pressure switches, the following questions, ,oscd.in laymcn's terms,
capture the objectives of the project:
I-!

VI

.

I.

Given an earthquake large enough to cause both loss-of-offsite
power and chattering of relays and pressure switch contacts, and
assuming no operator recovery actions, are there any combinations of relays and pressure switch contacts whose chattering, if
they were to occur, could lead to a core-damage accident ?

2.

If so, what are these combinations of relays
switches, and how many combinations arc there ?

.3.

What is the calculated overall core-damage frequency from this
accident, assuming no operator
type of earthquake-initiated
recovery ?

4.

What is the effect on core-damage frequency of changes in the
assumed fragility curves of relay chatter and pressure switch
chatter, such as increasing the median capacity and/Or decreasing
the standard deviatien ?

5.

What are the types and sizes of the uncertainties in this analysis?

and

pressure

For the part of the project dealing with earthquake-induced high stress for
the operators, the following questions, in laymen's terms, capture the objectives of the project:
1.

Under very high-strcss (lifc-thrcatening) situations such as would
occur after a major earthquake, what is the probability of human
error, and how does it dcpcnd on factors such as the number of
operators present?

2.

What is the probability of error in executing an actual procedure
(in our case study, an 8-:;tcp procedure to establish fced-anqbleed), and how does it depend on stress level?

1.2 Background of the Project

•i.

The idea for this project originated during the review of the statc-of-.the-art
of PRA that was pcrformcd in early 1981 as part of NRC's "PRA Reference
Document", report NUREG-1050 (Rcf. NRC, 1984). 1he Principal lnvcstigator
on this project, R. J, Budnitz, was one of the team of NUREG-1050 authors,
and carried out the NUREG-1050 review of external initiators. During this
review, he became aware of certain specific weaknesses in the state-of-thcart of seismic PRA.
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These weaknesses were the subject of a proposal to NRC in the spring of
1983 for a "Phase I project" under the auspices of NRC's "Small Business
Innovation Research Program". The proposal was successful, and a 6-month
scoping study of these issues in 1983-1984 produced a report (Ref. Budnitz
and Lambert, 1984) that identified and analyzed the following weaknesses in
the methodology of seismic PRA:
o

seismic PRA methodology inadequately treats electrical and control
system failures, such as earthquake-induced problems with circuit
breakers, relays, and related equipment;

o

seismic PRA methodology inadequately treats the possibility that
operator performance after a large earthquake may be degraded due to
higher than normal post-accidcnt strcs-,

o

seismic PRA methodology inadequately treats the issue of how failures
of equipment located inside a structure are affected by the failure of
the structure itself; specifically, the usual assumption in past PRAs
has been that structural failure or a building automatically implies
failure of all equipment within.

The identification of these three methodological weaknesses in seismic PRA
lcd to the current project, which is a "Phase 1i project" under NRC's SBIR
Program. In the current project, begun in the fall of 1984, we have.examined
the first two or the three we..kncsscs cited just above.
Although there have
been methodological advances in the intervening period, the weaknesses
examined here still exist in current seismic PRAs.

1.3 Earlier Studies
1.3.1 Earlier Work on Relay Chatter
1Other papers and research reports have identified various methodological
weaknesses in seismic PRA methodology. An example is the review.of seismic
PRA accomplished as part of NRC's "seismic margins program* (Ref. Budnitz
ct al., 1986), which identified various inadequacies, and focussed attention on
relay chattering and circuit-breaker tripping. Similar findings wert reported
by Dudnitz (Ref. Dudnitz, 1984) in his article reviewing the state-of-thc-art
based on the NUREG-105O work. Conclusions along these same iines have
been published in review papers under EPRI sponsorship by .Ravindra,
Kennedy, and their collaborators (Rcf. Ravindra, 1984; Ravindra, 1985).
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Relay chatter was not treated at all in the three important early utilitysponsored full-scope seismic PRAs, the Zion PRA (Ref. ZPSS, 1981), the
Indian Point PRA (Rer. IPPSS, 1983), and the Limerick PRA (Ref. Limerick,
1981; Limerick, 1983), and of these three only the Limerick PRA made an
effort to treat high-stress operator errors under earthquake conditions as a
The NRC-sponsored "Seismic Safety Margins Research
separate issue.
Program' (SSMRP) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory produced a
series or reports on PRA methodology that tried to cover the relay fragility
topic in a preliminary way (Ref. SSMRP, 1981), and the SSMRP study of the
Zion reactor (Ref. SSMRP, 1983) provided additional insights, but the assumption was made that relay chatter was always recoverable (which is equivalent
Mqre recently,
to omitting its treatment entirely in the analysis).
uncertainties in our understanding of the fragilities of relays and similar
devices have been pointcd out by the industry-sponsored SQUG effort
(unpublished) and the NRC-sponsorcd work at LLNL (Rcf. Holman ct al., 1986)
and Brookhaven National Laboratory (Rcf. Bandyopadhyay et al., 1986;
Ilofmayer et al., 1986).
Over the last five years, a large number of plant-specific seismic PRAs have
been done, most of which have treated the key issues of this project in only
a cursory way.
In the last two years, three ongoing projegts have all
identified these same methodological issues.
These are the NRC-sponsorcd
RMIEP project studying the LaSalle station, the NRC-sponsored seiismic-margin
trial review of Maine Yankee, and the EPRI-sponsored seismic mrargin review
of Catawba.
None of these three projects has been completed as of the
writing of this report.

*

Although much effort is underway to develop and use scismic-PRA
methodology, until this project there has not been any systematiciand detailed
published examination, in the context of a realistic PRA-based analysis, of the
extent to which relay-chatter, breaker-trip, and related problems could affect
the ability of a nuclear plant to shut down safely after a very,. large earthquake. Our work on this project is reported in Sections 2, 3, and 4 of this
report.
Although this analysis is more realistic than, earlier siesmic PRAs',the authors
acknowledge that its realism is limited in some key areas, most importantly
because the information used about fragilities is generic ano because a
realistic analysis has not been done of how operator recovery actions could
nmitigitc the accident sequences idcntifiedo
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1.3.2

Earlier

Work

on

Human

Flcliabilitv

Analysis

Under

Huih-Stress

On the issue of human high-stress response, there have been a few attempts
to provide a PRA-type methodology for describing how operators might
respond under high-stress conditions. The most well-known of these is the
work of Swain as part of WASH-1400, which led later to the very important
and influential report by Swain and Guttmann (Ref. Swain and Guttmann,
Swain's work served almost as a "bible" for PRA human-factors
1983).
analysts for many years. More recent studies by Bell and Swain (Ref. Bell,
1983), Hall et al. (Ref. Hall, 1982.), and Hannaman and Spurgin (Ref.
Hannaman, 1984) have examined the high-stress issue further.
However, the work reported in Section 5 of this report seems to be the first
attempt at a specific examination of how operators might respond under hi.k
01
stress nost-earthauake conditions.

1.4

Applicability of the Project Results

By a conscious decision, the project's work has focussed in great detail on
only a few specific technical issues.
Later in this report (Section 6), the
authors will discuss the extent to which the projcct's conclusions can be
applied more generically. As a preview and summary of that disc.pssion, it is
useful to state here the authors' belief that the specific conclusions arc
probably not universally applicable, but that the methodologies developed and
demonstrated surely aur of wider applicability, as are the broader lessons
learned.
It is important to note that this study has placed emphasis on the detail of
the operation of circuit breakers, motor-operated valves, and signal actuation
systems and the effect of relay and pressure switch chatter on these systems
and components.
Past seismic PRAs have typically given this matter only
cursory treatment, if any. Literally thousands of circuits and drawings were
analyzed for Zion-I and LaSalle-2 to generate the fault trees presented here.
Due to the complexity of the problem, we do not claim that we hay¢ included
all possible failurc modes caused by chattering.
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SECTION 6
SUMMARY OF MAJOR TECHNICAL INSIGHTS

6.1

Introduction

A number of technical insights have resulted from the research reported here.
Some or these are quite general, and probably apply broadly to nuclcarpower
reactors as a class. A few of them arc very plant-specific, and although they
apply to Zion-I or LaSallc-2, their applicability to any other particular. plant
is unknown.
The insights will be presented separately for the relay-chatter
projcct* and the human-crror-undcr-high-stress part of the project.

part of the

,:.)r the part or the project dealing with earthquake-induced chattering of
,iays and pressure switches, the following questions, posed in laymcn'sý.terms,
v rc introduced in Section I as capturing the objectives of the project:
I.

Given. an earthquake large enough to cause both Ioss-of-offsite
power and chattering or relays and pressure switches, and assuming no operator recovery actions, arc there any combinations
of relays and switches whose, chattering, if they were to occor,
could lead to a core-damage accident ?

.2.

If so, what are these combinations of relays and switches, and
how many combinations are there ?

3.

What is the calculated overall core-damage frequency from th•is
type of earthquake-initiatcd accident, assuming no operator
recovery ?
I.

4.

What is the effect on core-damage frequency of changes in the
assumed fragility curves of relay chatter and pressure switch
In the text that follows, insights about chatter vulnerabilities will be
provided first for Zion-I, then for LaSalle-2, and then more generically.
The reader should note that there is some repetition ip these
discussions, which has been written purposely, so that ,readers
interested only in one of the plants but not the other can optain a
full picture of the plant-specific insights.
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chatter, such as increasing the median capacity and/or decreasing
the standard deviation ?
5.

What are the types and sizes of the uncertaintics in this analysis?

For the part or the project dealing with carthquake-induccd high stress for
the operators, the following questions, in laymen's terms, capture the objectives of the project:
1.

Under very high-stress (lifc-threatening) situations such as would
occur after a major earthquake, what is the probability of human
error, and how does it depend on factors such as the number of
operators present?

2.

What is the probability of error in executing an actual procc.ure
(in our case study. an 8-step procedure to establish feed-andbleed), and how does it dcpcnd on stress level?

6.2

*
*
*

Plant-speclfic Insights for Zion-I:

Vulnerablilties from Relay Chatter

I) Our analysis has identified two different groups of accident sequecnces at
Zion-I, both following earthquake-induced loss of offsite AC power a d taking
no credit for operator recovery. One accident sequence group involves failure
of component cooling water or of service water, cithcr of which produces
both a reactor-coolant-pump-seal LOCA and failure of high-prcssurec-injcction
pumps.
The other accident sequence group comprises various electricallyinduced transient sequences involving failure of service water; this. leads to
overheating of the diesel generators, loss of onsite AC power, and consequent
failure or auxiliary fecdwater and inability to perform primary heati removal
using fccd-and-blccd.
2) The clectrical distribution problems at Zion-I leading to both of these
scqucnce groups arc similar: earthquake-induced loss of offsite powc (LOSP),
swing diesel alignment to one or the other of the two units, and state chang*es in various circuit breakers or load sequencers due to chatter. Iiowcvcr,
the specific combinations of failures (min cut sets) arc extremely plantspecific to Zion-I in minute detail.
3) The number of relays and pressure switches involved in these scquenccs is
not large: only 94 relays wcre identified.
(No important pressure switch
contacts were identified for Zion-I, although for LaSallc-2 somcr
of these
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were found to be important).

These relays arc all in electrical equipment
identified in detail in Section 3 of this report. We believe that finding and
analyzing them is entirely feasible using the methods that we have developed
and applied here.
4) For the pump-seal-LOCA sequence group, the analysis finds over 27.000
rmin cut sets of order 5 (LOSP. swing diesel alignment to other unit. 3 relay
chatters) and over 17.000 of order 6 (LOSP, swing diesel, 4 relay chatters).
5)
For the transient group involving failures of service water pumps, QoMe
min cut sets of order 6 are identified (LOSP, swing diesel,. 4 relay
150.OQ
chatters).
6) The number o mrin cut sets is so large that, given an earthquake strong
enough to cause LOSP, the probability that at least one of these cut sets will

occur is close to 100% assuming that the relays chatter with the fragilitv
function and rcsnonse behavior we have assumed. This is true for both of
the response cases analyzed, the predicted-response case as Well as the peak-

response case (see Section 3.5).
Therefore, in the absence of, operator
recovery, the value of the computed core-damage frequency, given LOSP and
chattering, is approximately equal to the recurrence frequency of the earthquake strong. enough to cause LOSP.
Thus the calculational problem is
reduced approximately to a convolution of the hazard curve and the LOSP
fragility curve.
7) Using SSMRP-derived generic fragility values for chattering of relays, and
site-specific earthquake hazard information from the SSMRP study of Zion
(Ref. SSMRP, 1983). the analysis calculates a best-estimate value (point value)
of core-damage frequency from these sequences of about 4 x
For reasons cited next, this numbcr is not to be taken as correct at face
value, since~several assumptions have been made in this analysis.
8)

Our analysis takes no credit for operator recovery.

As mentioned, this

assumption is pessimistic. In actual fact, manual reset of all circuil: breakers
at Zion-I is possible from the individual motor control centers, and:many of
them can be reset from the control room. Furthermore, a modification that
is now in process at Zion for other purposes will further improve recoverability for at least one group of potential sequences by moving certain remotely
located controls to the control room. Operator action must be accpmplished
effectively, of course, for which there may not be assurance immcdiRlely after
a large earthquake that could induce high stress in the operators.
9) Our fragility curve for relay chatter, taken from the SSMRP data base, is
Acneroc, and the great width of the fragility curve (in technical terms, the
large "beta" value) is necessary to cover the wide range of individual
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fragilitics or specific

relay types.

Also,

relays

have different fragilities

depending on whether or not they are energized, and whether they are open
or closed, none of which is captured specifically in the generic fragility curve
we use. While we do not have a more appropriate set of fragility curves to
use in our analysis, and thcrcfore cannot tell for sure what the "correct"
fragility curves would be, our judgment is that the fragility curve used is
probably quite conservative. Furthermore, the analysis assumes full independcilwe of the fragilities and full correlation in the responses of the relays in
the cut sets. Whether this is correct is not known. Our sensitivity studies
reveal that the numerical values of min cut set frequencies are sensitive to
the values of the response function width ("beta value').
10) Our sensitivity studies for Zion-I show that changes in the fragility
curve parameters for relay chatter do not have a major effcct on the
numerical core-damage frequcncies calculated. Neither decreasing the "beta"
(width) of the curve, nor approximately doubling the "median" fragility value,
causes much change. Modifying both parameters together only changes the
calculated core-damage frequency by a modest factor (about a factor of 4,
which we judge not to be significant in light of other uncertainties).
11)
Our analysis assumes that no pipc-break or other LOCA is caused
directly by the earthquake. If a pipe break or other LOCA were to be
directly caused, its analysis would require a separate detailed study of
chatter-caused electrical problems, similar in scope but diffcreqt in dctail
from the an:lysis performed here.
12) We believe that, on balance, the core-damage frequency calculated here
is pessimistic (that is, too large). However. it is very difficult to estimate
how pessimistic, or how big is the numerical uncertainty, so we will not do
so here. The conservatisms arise mainly from the following two sources:
o

Operator recovery is pessimistically assumed never to occur (see next
comment).

o

The fragility values used in this analysis are generic azd probably
conservative values.
.I

);
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6.3

1)

Plant-speclrlc Insights for LaSalle-2:
Contact Chatter

Vulnerabllltles from Relay and

Our analysis has identified accident sequences involving earthquake-in-

duced failures, after loss or offsite power, in the following key systems at
LaSallc-2: the electrical power distribution system, the automatic depressurization system (ADS), and the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system.
The group of accident sequences identified involves (i) the failure or inadequacy of all coolant makeup systems, due to RCIC steam supply failure or
inadvertent opening of ADS safety relief valves causing a medium-sized LOCA;
and (ii) failures of both high-pressure and low-pressure heat-removal systems
after loss of all AC power.
2) The electrical distribution problems leading to these sequences are similar
for all sequences: earthquake-induced loss of offsite power (LOSP); swing
diesel alignment to the other unit;, and state changes in various breakers and
pressure switch contacts duc to chatter. However, the specific combinations
of failures (min cut sets) arc extremely plant-specific to LaSalle-2 in minute
detail.
3) Only a small number of relays and pressure switches-are involved in these
sequences: only 22 relays and I1 pressure switch contacts were identified
These relays and
whose, chattering is involved in these vulnerabilities.
switches are all in electrical equipment identified in detail in Section 4 of
this report. We believe that -finding and analyzing them is entirely feasible
(Indeed,
using the methods that wc have developed and applied here.
determining their specific fragility functions should even be feasible.)
4) For the group of sequences identified, the analysis finds a •kQuL40Q min
cut sets of order 5 (LOSP, swing' diescl alignment to other unit, 3 relay or
presstire. switch chatters), and about 60,000 of order 6 (LOSP, swing, diesel, 4
chatters of relays and/or prcssure switches),
5) The number of min cut sets found at LaSalle-2 is so large that, given an
earthquake strong enough to cause LOSP, the probability that at least one of
these cut sets will occur is very high., For the peak-response case (see
Section 4.5), this probability is essentially 100% assuming that the relays and
switches chatter with the frarilitv functions and response behavior we have
i•u.mJ.d..
For the predicted-response case, the probability is about 30 %,
meaning that in the absence of operator recovery, the value of the computed
core-damage frequency, given LOSP and chattering, is approximately 1/3 of
the recurrence frequency of the earthquake strong enough to cause LOSP.
6) Using SSMRP-derivcd generic fragility values for chattering of relays and
pressure switches, and sitc-spccific earthquake hazard information from the
6-s

SSMRP study of LaSalle-2 (Ref. Wells, 1986), the analysis calculates a bestestimate value (point value) of core-damage frequency from these sequences
of about Jx 1"Ai perYear.
For reasons cited next, this number is not to be

taken as correct at face value, since several assumptions have been made in
this analysis.
7) No credit is taken for operator recovery. This assumption is pessimistic.
At LaSallc-2, &lU seal-ins can be recovered by switches in the control room,
except diesel lock-out relay seal-ins which must be reset in the diesel room.
If the operators can reset the RCIC brc~akcrs first, then several hours are
available to get the diesels started; if RCIC is not reset or cannot be reset,
the diesels must be available within about 80 minutc.s to avoid a core-damage
accident.
8) Our fragility curves for relay and pressure switch chatter, taken from the
SSMRP data base, are gg,.
and the great widths of the fragility curves
(in technical terms, the large "beta" values) are necessary to cover the wide
range of individual fragilities of specific relay and switch types. Also, relays
have different fragilities depending on whether or not they are energized, and
whether they are open or closed, none of which is captured specifically in
the generic fragility curve we use. While we do not have a more appropriate
set of fragility curves to use in our analysis, and therefore cannpt tell for
sure what the "correct" fragility curves would be, our judgment is that the
fragility curves used are probably quite
R,£Q.lrtYki.
Furth~r'more, the
analysis assumes full independence of the fragilities and full correlation in the
responses of the relays and switches in the cut sets. Whether this is correct
is not known. Our sensitivity studies reveal that the numerical values of min
cut set frequencies are sensitive to the values of the response funption width
("beta value").
9)
Our sensitivity studies for LaSalle-2 show that changes in the fragility
curve parameters for relay chatter and pressure-switch chatter can in some
cases have a maior effect on the numerical core-damage frequencies calculated.
Increasing the "median" fragility values, while keeping the widths
("betas") large at 1.5, causes a decrease in core-damage frequency, of about
two orders of magnitude. Decreasing the "betas" of the fragility curves from
1.5 to 0.4, with medians kept constant, causes a much larger change:
coredamage frequency is calculated to decrease by several orders of magnitude.
10)
Our analysis assumes that no pipe break or other LOCA is caused
directly by the earthquake. If a pipe break or other LOCA were t.o occur, its
analysis would require a separate detailed study of chatter-caused electrical
problems, similar in scope but different in detail from the analysis. performed
here.
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11)
We believe that, on balance, the core-damage frequency calculated here
is pessimistic (that is, too large). However, as is true for the Zion-I analysis
it is very difficult to estimate how pessimistic, or how big is the numerical
uncertainty, so we will not do so here. The conservatisms arise mainly from
the following two sources, which are identical to those identified for Zion-l:
o

Operator recovery is pessimistically assumed never to occur (see next
comment).

o

The fragility values used in this analysis are generic and probably
conservative values derived from the SSMRP.

I,!

6.4

Generic Insights:
Contact Chatter

Analyzing Seismic Vulnerabilltles from Relay.1 and

I)

Given our several assumptions in this analysis, at both Zion-i an La~alle2, the number of min cut sets identified is very large -.- so large tha,(for
each reactor the likelihood of having at least one cut set occur, given an
earthquake large enough to cause LOSP, is a number close to unity (at ?ioni, about 100% likelihood; at LaSalle-2, about 30% likelihood). This meal!, if
true, that in the absence of operator recovery the frequency of a coredamage accident would be within small factors of the frequency of, an
earthquake large enough to cause LOSP.
2) The most important methodological inaiabt is that it isýCeasible to an!!yze
the potential vulnerability or a specific plant to the type of earthquakeinduced relay and contact chatter studied in this project. The analysis requires delving into the ejiil
of the electrical and control circuitry involved
in the AC power distribution system.
Major uncertainties in the analysis
'derive from inadequate information about relay-specific fragility curves for
the chatter modes, from ignorance about how independent or correlated are
the fragilities and the responses, and from uncertainties about whether or not
operator action can effectively recover from any electrical problems .that
occur. (One example of a specific detail of the kind referred to is given in
the next paragraph).
3) Our analysis found distinct differences between the Zion-I and LaSalle-2
plants, which differences.-scem no= to be related to the fact that Zion Jis a
PWR and LaSalle a BWR ...but rather due to idiosyncracies in the design of
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their electrical circuitry. The example of the control circuits to the diesel
At Zion-i, the device that senses
generators will demonstrate this point.
DG-IA differential current, 487DGIA/SA-1 [M-18 on Figure 3.91, is a solidstate device that does not exhibit failure modes due to relay chattering.
Thus there are no chatter-related failures that can cause lockout relay 486DGIA to energize. At LaSalle-2, there are numerous interposing relays that
could seal in and energize the lockout relay 86DG (for diesel generators DG-0
and DG-2A) and lockout relays KI and KI5 (for diesel DG-2B). Energized
lockout relays cause circuit breakers to trip open and also prevent reclosure,
unless reset (which is generally accomplished at the local cabinet remote fr.,m
the control room).
4) Another methndological insight is that this analysis could not have been
performed if fault trees generated for an ordinary PRA had been used and
modified. We believe that it is necessary to develop specialized fault trees
for this type of analysis, wh'ich cannot be accomplished without close
interaction between analysis and the utility. General event-trees an4 faulttrees that include ml1 seismic failure modes could be intractable to evaluate
either qualitatively and/or quantitatively, because of their large size. Also,
we believe that it is important to perform bounding studies before eliminating
min cut sets by their probability, because a large number of min cut sets may
be risk-significant even if the individual cut-set probabilitiej are small.
5)
If core-damage frequency is the appropriate figure-of-merit, the most
important teneric safety insitht is that plant-snecific vulnerabilities may exist
at some Dlants due tO earthnuakC-initiated relay and contact chatter. That is,
based on the research reported here, it is not possible to rule out such
vulnerabilities with high confidence at either Zion-i or LaSalle-2.
The rationale forthis major insight is based on four points, as follows:
i) First, the analysis identifies very many potential accident,
sequences (represented by 'cut sets' or Boolean combinations of
components) that without operator recovery could lead to core-.
damage accidents, if the-relays and contacts were to chatterI
following loss of offsite power.
Given the assumptions we
used, for both Zion-I and LaSalle-2, many cut sets (literally.
relays or contactsI
tens of thousands) involve four different
chattering, and at LaSalle-2 a very large number of cut sets
involve only three.
We believe that there will probably bq
large numbers of such cut sets at other plants.
ii) Second, there is rather large uncertainty in the actual.
fragilities of relays and pressure-switch contacts for chatter.•
We believe that the fragility values we have used are probably
6-8

conservative but we are not certain of this at Zion and
LaSalle, and of course we have no knowledge about the
fragilities of comparable relays and contacts at other plants.
iii) Third, there is uncertainty because we do not know
whether correlations in capacity or response are high or low.
We have done this analysis using zero correlation for the
capacities and full correlation for the responses, but we do not
know what is the correct correlation to use.
iv)
Fourth, we cannot accept for sure the argument thatP
chatter-caused electrical problems arc recoverable by operator:,!
action at Zion-I and LaSalic-2, even though arguments in favor':
of recovery are plausible. This issue depends in detail on the
confi2urations of the breakers, on the location of reset
controls, and on the operators' ability to diagnose the problem,,
which last issue is aggravated by potentially high stress. A
detailed task analysis would be necessary to determine whether
recoverability can be accomplished with high assurance.
Based on-these foulr noints. in our iud&ment we cannot say for sure whether
the vulnerabilities at either Zion;I and LaSallc-2 arc imoortant. Furthermore.
we believe thep at this stage generic conclusions about other plants cannot be
cstablished.
6) We believe it likely that every U.S. plant will have important idiosyncracies in its behavior under earthquake-induced relay and contact chatter. This
is based on our analysis of Zion-I's and LaS3llc-2's electrical and' control
circuitry for the AC power systems, in which we found that the plant~specific
features at the two plants are very different from each other: the; designs
are characterized by minute design details that affect their behaviqr under
relay and contact chatter.
7) Operator recovery from the chatter sequences we have examined 'rcquires
resetting circuit breakers either in the control room or at their local
cabinets. Our assumption of no operator recovery is surely pessimiptic, but
we cannot judge what would be a better analytical approach without performing a detailed task analysis for the recovery tasks.
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